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A. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The USAID Grant #2 Final Report documents, highlights, analyzes, critiques, 
evaluates and speaks to the following grant end criteria:

1. Summary of project activities, impact and significance
2. Summary of project achievements, obstacles, and failures
3. Observations, comments and recommendations

Grant #2 cost-share by U.S./NIS agribusinesses and cost-benefit to those agribusinesses 
greatly outweighed Grant #2 cost. Further, Grant #2 had no indirect costs.

USAED Grant #2 to IIDF was to support year #2 of the CARD/DDF AgBC Project, 
from August 1993 to December 1994. The primary AgBC objectives were:

1. Provide commercial opportunities for U.S. and NIS agribusinesses
2. Support the transition of NIS agriculture to a market economy

At Grant #2 end, the original CARD/IIDF concept and assumptions in pursuing AgBC 
objectives remained valid. Grant #2 end achievements dwarfed initial grant problems.

CARD/nDF successfully achieved its AgBC project objectives by implementing 
workplans and completing workplan tasks for the three main project components:

1. New Agribusiness Magazine
2. AgBC/White Church
3. AgBC/Stavropol

The areas of focus within the three components were trade, training, production, and 
marketing demonstrations to promote U.S. agribusiness exports and inter-NIS trade.

1. New Agribusiness Magazine

Grant #2 saw New Agribusiness Issue #1 developed, printed and distributed. 
Issue #1 featured 11 U.S. agribusinesses that demonstrated seed, chemical, equipment and 
feed additives on AgBC farm and feed operations. To support this major LJ.S. initiative, 
IIDF passed $15,000 from Grant #2 to New Agribusiness. Over 30,000 copies of Issue 
#1 were distributed in Ukraine, Russia, Kazakhstan and Belarus.



Issue #2 will number 25,000 copies to be printed in Finland in late March or April. 
All but one U.S. firm in Issue #2  and that firm was recruited by IIDF worked with 
the AgBC Project during Grant #2. Issue #2 will feature a Reader's Survey and 
Questionnaire. NTS agribusinesses will be asked to respond if they would like to be listed 
in new country-specific trade directories. There have been 300 U.S. agribusinesses 
contacted, and more will be, to create a U.S. Agribusiness Directory.

At the core of New Agribusiness, the AgBC Project was unparalleled at introducing 
U.S. and NIS agribusinesses for commercial activity. Grant #2 can take credit for 
supporting the U.S. private sector in starting what will probably become the leading U.S. 
agribusiness publication in the NIS and the leading tool for introducing U.S. and NIS 
agribusinesses.

2. AgBC/White Church

Grant #2 trained eighteen Ukrainians at CARD. The AgBC grain storage bins are 
operational and the grain dryer was tested and approved The AgBC extruders will be fully 
operational soon after Grant #2 end. AgBC partner ROSS' investment was substantial and 
will guarantee long-term sustainability. The AgBC bin/extruder facility is a USAID success 
story and was visited by numerous U.S. and Ukrainian officials.

Grant #2 demonstrated the benefits of and promoted the usage of soybean meal in 
animal feed. Since Ukraine is too far north to grow enough soybeans to meet its needs, 
Ukraine will eventually become a major importer of soybeans, much as the EU is today. 
Thirty percent of the U.S. soybean crop is exported, and the EU imports 40% of that, or 
over 6 million tons at a value of $1.2 billion. Eventually, Ukraine will be a major client for 
U.S. soybeans, and Grant #2 can take credit for expediting this trade opportunity for the 
American farmer.

Unprecedented opportunities to pursue the original AgBC objectives presented 
themselves in Ukraine. Thus, CARD/IIDF, Successful Farming/New Agribusiness and 
the Ukrainian Academy of Agricultural Sciences/Ukrainian Institute of Agricultural 
Economics developed an unsolicited proposal to USAID/Kiev: U.S./Ukraine AgMEET. 
The Ukraine Foreign Minister and the Ukraine First Deputy Prime Minister for Agriculture 
have written USAID/Kiev to ask that USAID finance U.S./Ukraine AgMEET.

3. AgBC/Stavropol

Seminar training on grain handling, storage and processing was held. The No-Till 
Seminar trained 310 Stavropol farm leaders. U.S. seed, chemicals, equipment, and feed 
additives were demonstrated and employed on ongoing AgBC farm and feed operations. 
Cattle, hogs, and poultry feed trials gave excellent, but expected results.

Mr. Dunn's performance, in spite of uncooperative partners, was exceptional. 
The 12 private farmers of YK Farm proved to be cooperative partners. AgBC generated 
income with the private farm contract, by leasing grain bin storage, and marketing the 
AgBC soybean *:rop as seed and feed.

AgBC income will continue to be generated by equipment leasing and soybean 
marketing. A more market-oriented AgBC staff has been put in place. Steps have been 
taken by Stavropol Governor Kuznetsov, as announced during his trip to Iowa, to replace 
the uncooperative partners.



4. CARD/IIDF

Grant #2 created a number of immediate and long-term opportunities for U.S./NIS 
joint ventures, trade and investment. The commercial activity was principally within the 
agribusiness spectrum of crop, feed and livestock production.

USAID granted two no-cost extensions and Grant #2 had no indirect costs. The 
1994 HDF Financial and Compliance Audit was unqualified, had no material findings, and 
found all prior year audit conditions rectified.

The IEDF Board of Directors was changed: DDDF Chair is Iowa State University 
CARD Director Dr. Stanley R. Johnson, and EQDF Director is Michael Doyle, International 
Administrator for the Iowa Department of Economic Development. The Grant #2 principle 
investigator was DDF Executive Director Richard T. Gannon.

5. Grant #2 Evaluation

Grant #2 goals were achieved, but not without initial problems, a rewriting of 
workplans, and a redirection of resources. Grant #2 commercial goals associated with 
New Agribusiness were achieved beyond expectations. New Agribusiness had and will 
continue to have the biggest impact of Giant #2.

AgBC did not do a1 ! it said it would, due in large part to unrealistic workplans, the 
slow pace of local business and lack of professionalism by original U.S. Co-Managers. 
Hiring Mr. Tom Dunn rectified the situation in Russia, in spite of uncooperative partners. 
Ideal partners in Ukraine will guarantee long-term sustainability. The AgBC Project 
overcame numerous obstacles to implement workplans that achieved AgBC objectives. 
Grant #2 is justified by its cost-share, and cost-benefit due to commercial activity it created.

The American tax payer and USAID got their money's worth with Grant #2. The 
American tax payer would be satisfied to know that Grant #2 increased and will continue to 
increase u." agribusiness exports. USAID should be satisfied with Grant #2 output, both 
developmentally and commercially. USAID's investment of $752,231 resulted in a 
substantial return on investment and will, continue to produce returns for years to come.

B. USAID GRANT #2 SUMMARY

1. New Agribusiness Magazine

The Agribusiness Center (AgBC) Project was started by Dr. Stanley R. Johnson, 
Director of the Center for Agricultural and Rural Development (CARD) at Iowa State 
University (ISU) and the Iowa/International Development Foundation (IIDF). Since the 
beginning of AgBC activities in 1992, U.S. agribusinesses have been at the heart and the 
driving force of the AgBC Project (Tab 6).

U.S. publishing giant Meredith Corporation, based .; n Des Moines, Iowa, publishes 
Successful Farming. With a circulation of 500,000, Successful Farming is the largest 
paid-circulation agricultural publication in the United States. Successful Fanning maintains 
a list of about 1,000 companies that do business with the magazine, and uses the listing in 
conjunction with New Agribusiness and AgBC.



During Grant #2, Successful Farming started its first Russian-language magazine 
called New Agribusiness. At the core of New Agribusiness are the U.S. agribusinesses 
that participated in the AgBC Project

In support of New Agribusiness and its AgBC companies, nDF passed $15,000 
from Grant #2 to the magazine and USAID later committed $50,000 to it. However, 
USAE) decided it was easier administratively to pass the $50,000 through the Citizen's 
Network for Foreign Affairs (CNFA) instead of IIDF.

As late as the end of February 1995, Successful Farming/New Agribusiness had 
not received any of the $50,000. The bureaucratic stumbling and handling the affair in this 
manner failed the project because it delayed AgBC U.S. agribusiness exposure in the NIS.

It is not the way to encourage U.S. agribusinesses with what could very well be the 
#1 tool and vehicle of U.S. agribusinesses developing the NIS market

Issue #1

During USAID Grant #2, Successful Farming developed, edited, printed and 
distributed 35,000 copies of New Agribusiness Issue #1. The first issue contained 40 
pages with 18 pages featuring 13 U.S. agribusinesses (Tab 9).

Of the 13,11 of the firms have had marketing demonstrations of their agricultural 
inputs on AgBC farms and feed operations. Of those 11,9 had U.S. seed or equipment 
being used in large-scale production at the AgBC farms and feed operations at grant end.

Here is a list of companies featured in New Agribusiness Issue #1 that had 
marketing demonstrations at AgBC farms and feed operations during Grant #2:

Company

Successful Fanning
Pioneer
Insta-Pro
Triple "F"
Iowa Ex/Im
Conrad American
Shivvers
Ritchie
Sudenga
Kinze
Monsanto

Product

New Agribusiness 
Seed
Extruders 
Feed Additives 
Seed Planters 
Grain Bins 
Grain Dryers 
Field Sprayers 
Grain Augers 
Seed Planters 
Farm Chemicals

Headquarters

Des Moines, Iowa 
Des Moines, Iowa 
Des Moines, Iowa 
Des Moines, Iowa 
Des Moines, Iowa 
Houghton, Iowa 
Corydon, Iowa 
Conrad, Iowa 
George, Iowa 
Williamsburg, Iowa 
St. Louis, Missouri

It is interesting to note that farm chemical distributed in the NIS by Missouri-based 
Monsanto is produced in Muscatine, Iowa. It is clear the New Agribusiness connection to 
Iowa and Midwest agribusiness is substantial.

New Agribusiness Issue #1 received NIS-wide circulation (Tab 5, Attachment 1). 
Fermer. the Russian magazine equivalent to Successful Farming in the NIS, is the joint 
venture partner with Successful Farming In New Agribusiness.

There were 75 copies of New Agribusiness mailed to agribusinesses in the United 
States (Tab 4, Appendix A).



Issue #2

Issue #2 will number 25,000 copies and is on the presses in Finland, to be printed 
in late March or April. All but one U.S. agribusiness in Issue #2  and that firm was 
recruited by HDF  worked with the AgBC Protect during Grant #2. Issue #2 will feature 
a Reader's Survey and Questionnaire. There will be articles on AgBC U.S. agribusinesses, 
U.S. aid groups in the NIS, and an interview with ABC/Stavropol U.S. Co-Manager Tom 
Dunn (Tab 5, Attachment 2). It is of note that an interview with Mr. Dunn was printed in 
the Feb. 1995 issue of Successful Farming (Tab 5, Attachment 3).

HDF Executive Director Richard Gannon wrote the article, "List your Agribusiness 
in New U.S./NIS Trade Directories", to be included in Issue #2 (Tab 5 Attachment 4 in 
English and Russian). NIS agribusinesses that want to be included in the new tade 
directories are asked to respond with company contact and product information. 
CARD/DDF and Successful Farming/New Agribusiness have started to colleci. U.S. and 
NIS agribusiness company contact and product information to compile the following new 
trade directories:

1. U.S. Agribusiness Directory
2. Ukraine Agribusiness Directory
3. Russia Agribusiness Directory

The directories will be distributed in the U.S. and NIS to promote commercial activity. 
Other country-specific agribusiness directories will be compiled, printed and distributed, if 
there is a sufficient number of agribusinesses replying from that former Soviet republic.

Issue #3

Grant #2 training in Stavropol played an important role in adding value to Issue #3. 
"John Deere Conquers the Caucasus", an article by Stavropol journalist Mikhail Kolbasov, 
was written following John Deere's participation in the AgBC/Stavropol No Till Seminar 
in June. The article will appear in Issue #3 (Tab 5, Attachment 7). IDDF recruitment of 
U.S. agribusiness giant John Deere for the No-Till Seminar could prove decisive in 
obtaining John Deere support of New Agribusiness. Other plans for Issue #3 advanced.

2. AgBC/White Church 

USAID/WESTNIS Training Mission to CARD

In September, 1993, eighteen Ukrainian participants visited CARD/IIDF in Iowa on 
a WESTNIS training mission. They were selected by CARD/IIDF, WESTNIS/Ukraine 
Project Coordinator Jim Akers, and AgBC/White Church U.S. Co-Manager David 
Wampler.

The Ukrainian delegation was comprised of representatives of CARD/IIDF; 
AgBC/White Church Ukrainian Co-Manager Anatoly Nikiforenko, AgBC/White Church 
partner Agro-industrial Association ROSS (ROSS); the Ukrainian Institute of Agricultural 
Economics (UIAE); Ukrainian agronomists, private farmers, and faculty members of the 
White Church Agricultural Institute.

CARD conducted the training, focused on soybean seed production, soybean 
storage, handling, and processing for feed production. Animal health and nutrition were 
studied. Soybean oil processing and value-added packaging were also addressed as well as 
food wholesale and retail distribution (Tab 8).



This Grant #2 training program focused on soybeans since the primary mission of 
AgBC/White Church is production and processing of soybeans and soybean oil for 
demonstration and income purposes. Training was conducted in the classroom and on-site 
at Iowa agribusinesses and a major grocery chain.

AgBC/White Church Trade and Exports

In December, 1993, the AgBC, which is based at ROSS feedmill in White Church, 
initiated a for-profit barter operation. Working through a Kiev-based export company, 
Sofia Transcon Industries, AgBC/White Church exchanged field peas for fuel, alleviating 
the shortage of fuel on farms in White Church area.

AgBC/White Church and ROSS obtained one ton of fuel from Sofia Transcon in 
exchange for three and one half tons of field peas. One ton of fuel was subsequently 
exchanged for four tons of field peas with local farms, thus making AgBC a 1/2 ton profit 
of field peas for every ton of fuel traded. One hundred tons of field peas were eventually 
traded. Sofia Transcon, which has an export license, shipped the field peas to Western 
Europe (Tab 2, Page 6).

The exchange \vould have continued but fuel became more abundant, thus making 
this exchange undesirable and forcing it to cease. In the short time it was viable, it was 
profitable and it demonstrated the importance of marketing and exchange in agricultural 
production. This achieved the AgBC objective to cause trade between Ukrainian farms. 
This demonstrated that trading opportunities potential of the ROSS feedmill in working 
with other agribusinesses. The ROSS partners are very cooperative and showed strong 
interest in the AgBC throughout Grant #2.

Benefits of U.S. Seed Seen

The 1993 crops were planted using Pioneer Hi-Bred seed corn and Stine Seed 
Company seed beans. Even though the two firms are the world premier corn and soybean 
seed companies, respectively, the 1993 crop did poorly.

The corn crop yield was expected to be at approximately 70 centaurs per hectare but 
the reported yield was only about 50 centaurs per hectare. The soybean crop sustained 
some damage due to an early frost, and against the advice cf Mr. Wampler, ROSS chopped 
it for livestock feed. According to Mr. Wampler, the soybean crop was not damaged 
sufficiently enough to prevent die beans from reaching full maturity (Tab 1, Page 1).

Low corn yield was caused by inferior harvesting equipment and improper 
techniques, which is typical of most farms in the former Soviet Union. A decision was 
made not to plant U.S. seed varieties in 1994, which turned out to be the hardest year for 
Ukrainian crops in over a decade, due to drought and low rainfall. The yields on 3,000 
hectares of soybean fields in the immediate vicinity of White Church were much lower than 
average, at 8 centaurs per hectare. The com crop was also badly damaged by dry weather, 
yielding 30 centaurs per hectare, which is over 20 hectares below average.

ROSS and area farms learned the value of improved U.S. seed genetics, and the 
importance of strict adherence to U.S. crop production and harvesting techniques. When 
preparations were being ma*'u to ship a 40' container with 18 tons of Stine soybeans to 
ROSS for 1995 planting, ROSS requested that HDF provide detailed instructions, and if 
possible, supervision, for planting and harvesting (Tab 5, Page 7).



ROSS Expanded Soybean Acreage

In anticipation of the oilseed processing facility at the ROSS feedmill becoming 
operational, ROSS increased its contracts with farms for soybeans. In 1994, ROSS had 
contracts for 1,200 tons of soybeans. For 1995, that figure was increased to 3,200 tons. 
Another positive result of ROSS 1 expanded soy processing capabilities is that it is having 
an effect not only on neighboring farms, but on adjacent regions of Ukraine as well.

Soybeans will be grown for ROSS in the Kiev region itself, where White Church is 
located, and also in Chernigov and Kirovograd regions. This creates a base of potential 
customers for U.S. soybean production and processing equipment manufacturers as well 
as U.S. soybean seed companies.

Oilseed Processing Equipment

In early 1993, ROSS received an Insta-Pro Model 2500 extruder and Model 900 
cooler as part of US AID Grant #1. Grant #2 allowed to increase AgBC/White Church 
oilseed processing capability to 30 tons of raw soybeans per day. To achieve this capacity, 
nDF identified the necessary equipment to be added to the extruder and cooler already in 
White Church.

A 40' container with one Insta-Pro Model 2500 extruder, three Model 1500 oil 
presses (expellers), and one Model 900 cooler was shipped to White Church in May, 1994. 
The manufacturer, Insta-Pro, provided blueprints for incorporating the equipment already 
in White Church into a single system with the new shipment ROSS allocated a renovated 
building to house the system on the territory of its feedmill. The Insta-Pro oilseed 
processing line will be operational in early 1995.

It has taken the AgBC longer than expected to install the bin/extruding facility 
because of the slow pace of business and hidden obstacles in installing new-to-market 
equipment. However, there is no doubt that the total AgBC bin/extruder operation will 
become operational and profitable because of the strong commitment and investment by 
ROSS. The AgBC is a showcase of U.S./Ukraine partnership and many U.S. and 
Ukrainian officials have visited it.

The near- and long-term results make it clear this was a worthy project to pursue. 
The project showed the benefits of using soybeans, thus achieving a major objective. The 
American Soybean Association gave the AgBC project a "No Objection" letter and said the 
project would promote the use of soybeans in livestock feed (Tab 7).

Since Ukraine is too far north to grow all the soybeans it will eventually need for 
feed, Ukraine will necessarily become a major importer of soybeans, much as Western 
Europe is today. Thirty percent of the U.S. soybean crop is exported, and the European 
Union (EU) imports 40% of that, or over 6 million tons at a value of $1.2 billion.

Since Iowa grows 20% of the U.S. soybean crop, Iowa exports 1.2 million tons of 
soybeans to the EU, at a value of $250 million. Eventually, Ukraine will also be a major 
client for U.S. soybeans, and AgBC and Grant #2 can take credit for advancing this.

Grain Drying and Storage Bins

Under US AID Grant #1, nine grain storage bins and one dryer bin were shipped to 
White Church. At the start of Grant #2, the bins, produced by Shivvers Inc., Sudenga 
Industries, and Conrad American, were being assembled at AgBC/White Church.



A 5 kilometer gas line was dug by ROSS to the bin site to supply natural gas to 
operate the grain dryer bin. Grain bin assembly suffered temporary setbacks, such as 
shortage of wire and theft of an encased vertical auger for the dryer bin, for which a 
replacement had to be shipped.

Ag3C/White Church's greatest failure was in having Mr. Wampler as manager. 
Mr. Wampier's performance was less than satisfactory, and many times damaging, due to:
1) his misrepresentation of IIDF and the AgBC Project to USAID and Ukrainian officials,
2) his inaccurate statements, and 3) his lack of proper oversight of the grain bin 
construction (Tab 4, Page 11). Mr. Wampler was unqualified for this unsupervised 
position and should not have been hired.

VOCA assisted HDF in finishing electric wiring of the bins. The eight grain storage 
bins are operational and are being used to store grain (Tab 5, Page 1). In October, 1994 
the dryer bin passed a safety inspection by the Ukrainian State Gas Commission and start 
up was approved. The dryer was safely started and tests were completed.

Final start-up procedures will be done in March, 1995, thus making the grain bin 
site fully operational. The facility will soon start to generate income for the AgBC by 
charging a processing fee for drying and extruding grain.

VOCA Farmer-io-Farmer Missions

Beginning in June, 1994 IIDF initiated a discussion with VOCA/Kiev about 
sending VOCA specialists to White Church to advance the work on the grain bins at 
AgBC/White Church. It was decided to send Mr. Dunn, an agricultural engineer and the 
U.S. Co-Manager of AgBC/Stavropol, to White Church prior to the VOCA specialists' 
mission. Mr. Dunn traveled to Ukraine in August, 1994.

CNFA/Kiev and VOCA/Kiev were extremely helpful in arranging Mr. Dunn's visit. 
Mr. Dunn inspected the grain bin system first and noted what work had to be done. Before 
departing, he left ROSS personnel instructions on mechanical installations of control 
panels, temperature probes, etc. He also inspected the condition of the Insta-Pro oilseed 
processing equipment, and the U.S. planting equipment.

Mr. Dunn's mission helped the two VOCA specialists better prepare for their 
mission in October, 1994 (Tab 4, Attachment F). The two VOCA volunteers received 
training from Shivvers Inc., the bin manufacturer, prior to their departure for Ukraine. 
They spent two weeks in White Church and had a successful mission, completing all but a 
small part of the wiring.

Trivial shortages make themselves felt even at large agribusiness associations like 
ROSS and underscore the ovcriii difficulty of administering projects in Ukraine. Because 
wiling was not completed, ihe VOCA specialists could not test the electrical connections 
between the bins, which necessitated another mission to AgBC/White Church by Mr. Dunn 
in December, 1994.

Prior to Mr. Dunn's December trip to White Church, ROSS technicians completed 
the wiring following VOCA specialists' instructions. Mr. Dunn identified the technical 
tasks that needed to be completed and instructed ROSS technicians on how to finish them. 
Following his departure, ROSS technicians finished many of the required tasks on the bins 
and conducted test runs of the whole system.



Mr. Dunn will return to AgBC/White Church in March, 1995 for final start-up the 
dryer bin and first inspection of the storage bins under operation. His trip will be paid for 
by VOCA and State of Iowa appropriations.

At Grant #2 end, the storage bins were completed and operational. The bins took 
longer to finish than had been anticipated due to shortages of various materials in Ukraine. 
Gas hook-up for the dryer bin took a year instead of the planned three months. Future 
projects involving construction and equipment installation in Ukraine should allow three to 
four times longer to complete than would normally be allowed in the United States. IIDF 
would like to note that ROSS was very cooperative and AgBC/White Church had far less 
difficulties than AgBC/Stavropol.

U.S./Ukraine Commercial Activity

During Grant #2, a reverse trade mission for 23 Ukrainian agribusinesses, 
sponsored by the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC), U.S. Embassy in 
Kiev, and the Greater Des Moines Chamber of Commerce, was held in Des Moines. 
CARD/HDF officials actively participated in the mission.

Although ROSS was not represented, one of the Ukrainian participants, 
Bilotserkivsilmash, was from the city of White Church (Tab 4, Appendix J). IIDF assisted 
Bilotserkivsilmash, which is currently the only manufacturer of forage harvesters in the 
NIS, in identifying potential U.S. joint venture partners.

Trade mission delegates expressed knowledge of AgBC/White Church, thus 
showing that AgBC concept is gaining publicity and there is a considerable amount of 
interest on the part of Ukrainian agribusinesses in the AgBC project.

Cargill, David Sweere's group, Dr. Robert Bidwell, and other agribusiness have 
contacted ROSS. They have found ROSS to be one of the more innovative and 
progressive agribusiness associations in Ukraine. The ROSS feedmill presents real trade 
opportunities for these agribusinesses.

CARD/HDF networked between U.S. and NIS agribusinesses as part of its mission 
in promoting U.S. agribusiness interests in that region (Tab 5, Attachment 17). Grant #2 
made it possible to turn AgBC/White Church into one of the most commercially viable 
USAED agribusiness projects in Ukraine.

AgBC Partner Appointed Ukraine First Deputy Prime Minister

A significant change with respect to the AgBC project in Ukraine has been the 
appointment of CARD/IIDF's scientific partner, Dr. Peter Sabluk, to the post of Deputy 
Prime Minister for Agriculture in November, 1994 by Ukraine President Kuchma.

In January, 1995 Dr. Sabluk was further promoted to the position of First Deputy 
Prime Minister for Agro-industrial Complex. There are only three First Deputy Prime 
Ministers, the other two overseeing economic reform and national security. Dr. Sabluk 
retained the directorship of UIAE and continues to be actively involved in the AgBC project 
and U.S./Ukraine AgMEET.

His appointment will serve to promote the AgBC concept in the process of 
restructuring Ukrainian agribusinesses. Progressive officials like Dr. Sabluk will expedite 
policy reform in Ukraine's approach to agriculture, food security and food distribution.



Ukraine Foreign Minister Supports U.S./Ukraine AgMEET

nDF has a long-standing practice of forging close working ties with federal and 
local governments of nations which host its projects. In September, 1994 Mr. Gannon had 
two personal meetings at the United Nations with Ukrainian Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Gennadi Udovenko. The cost of the trip to New York was covered by BDDF funds.

The meetings helped strengthen the support for the AgBC project in Ukraine and 
increased the awareness of the Government of Ukraine of the efforts exerted by USAID, 
nDF and CARD to assist Ukrainian agricultural reform.

Mr. Gannon briefed Minister Udovenko on the progress of AgBC/White Church 
and the new CARD/HDF initiative: U.S./Ukraine AgMEET. Minister Udovenko signed a 
letter in support of that new initiative addressed to USAID Administrator J. Brian Atwood 
(Tab 4, Appendix G).

It was especially encouraging that Minister Udovenko took a personal interest in 
AgBC/White Church and U.STUkraine AgMEET because he had been the director of a 
farm near White Church.

Following the meeting, Minister Udovenko sent a letter to Deputy Prime Minister 
Dr. Sabluk in which he outlined some issues that he thought the project should address 
(Tab 5, Attachment 8).

U.S./Ukraine AgMEET

Unprecedented opportunities to pursue the original AgBC objectives presented 
themselves in Ukraine. Thus, CARD/HDF, Successful Farming/New Agribusiness and 
the Ukrainian Academy of Agricultural Sciences/Ukrainian Institute of Agricultural 
Economics developed an unsolicited proposal to USAID/Kiev: U.S./Ukraine Agricultural 
Marketing, Exports/Trade, Extension and Training (U.S./Ukraine AgMEET).

Many Robinson, former VOCA/Ukrair.c Director, is drafting the final design for 
U.S./Ukraine AgMEET. Mr. Robinson networked with many USAID officials in Kiev 
and Washington as well as Ukrainian agricultural officials. Over 300 U.S. agribusinesses 
have been identified, qualified and contacted about AgMEET.

The Ukraine Foreign Minister and the Ukraine First Deputy Prime Minister for 
Agriculture have written USAED to ask that USAID/Kiev finance U.S./Ukraine AgMEET 
(Tab 4, Appendix G and Tab 5, Attachment 9). The proposal will be presented soon.

Conclusion

Under Grant #2, the AgBC Project trained eighteen Ukrainian agribusiness officials 
at CARD. The AgBC storage bins are operational and the dryer bin and extruders will 
soon be running.

The AgBC overcame major obstacles and is poised to start generating income. 
ROSS 1 investment as cost-share was substantial and will guarantee success. AgBC/White 
Church serves as a good example of using patience as a tool for success.

ROSS are ideal partners and the CARD/IIDF partnership with ROSS will continue 
after Grant #2. Grant #2 cost-share and cost-benefit greatly outweighed Grant #2 cost in 
Ukraine.
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3. AgBC/Stavropol

Seminar Training on Grain Handling, Storage and Processing

Grant #2 continued the seminar program which had been started at the inception of 
the AgBC Project. A seminar on U.S. grain handling, storage and processing was held at 
the project's Egorlyk Farm in November, 1993. AgBC/Stavropol grain bins and extruder 
were used as demonstration models (Tab 6, Addendum Page 10).

Classroom part of the seminar was short, with most time devoted to hands-on 
equipment demonstrations. The seminar was taught by a company representative of 
Shiwers, Inc., the manufacturer of the drying system of the grain bins, and a 
representative of Insta-Pro, manufacturer of the extruder. Of the fifty seminar participants, 
forty-five completed and returned questionnaires. All of them rated seminar usefulness, 
presentation effectiveness, and instructors' knowledge as "very good" or "excellent".

The hands-on format of the seminar was suggested by AgBC/Stavropol 
management. Experience accumulated by AgBC/Stavropol indicated that description of 
equipment capabilities would have a far greater impact during its actual operation, as 
opposed to conference room presentations. The seminar was recorded on videotape, which 
was later played to IIDF management, Shiwers Inc. and Insta-Pro to demonstrate its 
effectiveness. The success of the June, 1994 No-Till Seminar was based upon the success 
of the November, 1993 seminar.

Stavropol Farm Managers Mission to Iowa

Managers of the two Stavropol farms, Chapaev and Egorlyk, that had participated 
in the project since its inception in 1992, were brought to Iowa on a training mission aimed 
at educating them about the functioning of U.S. agribusiness (Tab 1, Page 3).

In the course of their ten-day mission in December, 1993, the Stavropol farm 
managers visited eleven agribusiness locations across Iowa. A special emphasis was 
placed on production and processing of soybeans, which has always been the main focus 
of AgBC/Stavropol. Time was also spent discussing the problems of AgBC/Stavropol and 
creating a plan for better coordination between the management of Chapaev and Egorlyk 
farms and AgBC/Stavropol.

Grant #2 Crop Production

Harvesting of the 1993 crop fell within the scope of Grant #2, although planting 
was done under Grant #1. The Chapaev and Egorlyk farms planted 650 hectares of com 
and 300 hectares of soybeans. AgBC/Stavropol project crops were planted after the farms 
had planted their own crops, which resulted in project crops having to catch-up to the 
Russian crops planted at the appropriate time (Tab 6, Pages 3-4).

Pioneer Hi-Bred seed corn and Stine seed beans proved themselves superior again, 
and most U.S. crops caught up with Russian crops by September. However, the Egorlyk 
farm, skeptical of eventual maturity of the AgBC project crop, chopped all project soybeans 
for silage in August, 1993 without consulting with AgBC/Stavropol management. This 
eventually benefited the AgBC because the estimated value of the chopped soybeans was 
used by AgBC/Stavropol in drafting contractual agreements with the Egorlyk farm in 1994 
(Tab 5, Page 9).
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  The 1994 crop was planted using new U.S. equipment, purchased by Grant #2 and 
exported from Iowa (Tab 3, Page 2). As at AgBC/White Church, the 1994 AgBC crop 
was damaged by the most severe drought in years. Different areas went six weeks to four 
months without rain (Tab 4, Page 4). It is noteworthy that even under these severe 
conditions, AgBC/Stavropol project crops were showing much less moisture stress than 
Russian crops due to better seed and planting technology. Moisture was excessive, 
however, in November and December which greatly complicated harvesting and drying. 
The equilibrium moisture of the ambient conditions precluded natural drying.

Mr. Dunn's performance as AgBC/Stavropol U.S. Co-Manager was exceptional, in 
spite of uncooperative partners (Tab 4, Pages 9-11). A summary description of the 
problems with the Russian partners faced by Mr. Dunn was included in the FY94 Fourth 
Quarter Report (Tab 4, Page 4-11). In brief, Russian operators at the Chapaev and 
Egorlyk farms repeatedly misused equipment and ignored instructions of die AgBC U.S. 
Co-Manager Mr. Dunn. Most of the corn crop at the Chapaev farm was chopped for 
silage, though after notifying the AgBC/Stavropol project management. By contrast, 
operators at the private YK Farm, with which the AgBC signed a corn production contract 
in 1994, diligently followed Mr. Dunn's advice.

Losses occurred during corn harvesting due to lack of proper harvest equipment 
Specifically, Russian shelling combines tend to crack too many corn kernels because the 
cylinder speed can not be set for "slow". Russian combines are just as ill-suited for 
harvesting soybeans and even detrimental if the crop is used for seed. Up to 30% or more 
of the crop is left in the field because harvesters do not have "floating heads" and the 
cylinder speed is poorly adjusted.

  Services of a capable young Russian lawyer were employed to ensure that all 
provisions of the Russian law were included in the crop division contracts (Tab 1, 
Attachment 18). The contracts for both farms were almost identical and gave 100% of both 
the 1993 corn and soybean crop plus 100% of the 1994 corn crop to the farms while giving 
100% of the 1994 soybean crop to AgBC (Tab 5, Page 9). The purpose of the exchange 
was to make the 1994 soybean crop available to AgBC for marketing as seed and feed.

An interesting lesson was learned that should be considered for future contract 
negotiations. Since the Egorlyk Farm traded their soybean crop while still in the field, they 
had no incentive to harvest it because it was no longer theirs. So they delayed harvesting 
and this resulted in a lower yield.

Experience of Grant #2 1993 and 1994 crop production indicates that U.S. seed 
varieties show better performance even under unfavorable growing conditions. Coupled 
with proper planting and harvesting technologies, superior U.S. seed genetics offer 
increased yield, quality and profits to Russian crop producers. Farms around Stavropol are 
paying higher prices for U.S. seed. Progress of privatization and increased efficiency of 
Russian farms has led to a greater demand for U.S. corn and soybean seed.

Grain Drying and Storage Bins

Assembly components for the grain drying and storage bins, manufactured by 
Shivvers Inc., Conrad American and Sudenga Industries, were shipped to Stavropol (as 
well as to Ukraine) in the spring of 1993, under Grant #1. One dryer bin and four storage 
bins were assembled at two respective sites, Egorlyk and Chapaev farms, shortly after the 
beginning of Grant #2. The bins were used to store the 1993 and 1994 crop. Bin storage 
space was also leased from AgBC by a company from Iowa, RAAN USA, Inc., to store its 
1993 Stavropol popcorn crop.
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The dryer bin at the Egorlyk site was damaged by two explosions in November and 
December, 1994. These two incidents occurred after the wiring of the safety system had 
been altered to circumvent the gas shutoff system without the knowledge of Mr. Dunn (Tab 
1, Page 2). lEDr investigated the incident and advised US AID. The Egorlyk farm only 
admitted partial fault, and given its financial situation, it could not bear the entire cost of 
repairing the bin. Following negotiations, an agreement to divide the cost of repairs 
between the Egorlyk farm, die bin manufacturer and IIDF was signed in April, 1994.

The U.S. grain drying and storage bins became instantly popular with the Stavropol 
farmers. The popularity was demonstrated by the fact that the cash-stripped Egorlyk farm 
agreed to come up with its one third, almost $11,000, to cover the dryer repair bill. 
Perhaps a stronger indication of the popularity of the grain bin technology was the fact that 
the bin manufacturers, Shiwers Inc., Conrad American and Sudenga Industries, have 
entered negotiations with Russian partners regarding the possibility of manufacturing and 
assembling of bin components locally (Tab 11, see Letters from Shiwers, Sudenga and 
Conrad American). These are just three of the AgBC companies whose entry into the NIS 
market they themselves attribute to the AgBC Project (Tab 11, All Letters).

Oilseed Processing Equipment

Under Grant #1, one Insta-Pro Model 2500 extruder and one Model 900 cooler 
were shipped to AgBC/Stavroppl and placed at the Egorlyk farm. Grant #2 called for 
expanding AgBC/Stavropol's oilseed processing capabilities. To achieve this, one Insta- 
Pro Model 2000 extruder, two Model 1500 oil presses, one Model 900 cooler, and 
auxiliary parts were purchased and exported by Grant #2.

Soybean processing facilities became pioneer ventures in the process of 
restructuring inefficient NIS grain utilization and animal feed systems. In animal feeding, 
one half ton of soybean meal obtained through extrusion produces the same results as two 
tons of grain. In addition to soybean meal, soybean extrusion yields food-grade soybean 
oil for human consumption without need for further processing (Tab 2, Page 10).

The Grant #2 shipment of Insta-Pro equipment was temporarily placed into storage 
at the Stavropol Scientific Research Institute of Agriculture because HDF did not feel that 
the Egorlyk and Chapaev farms could utilize it efficiently. Egorlyk started its Grant #1 
extruder and cooler but failed to continue operation. Egorlyk management wanted to wait 
until a new building was built to house the facility. The new building was to be clean 
enough to process food-grade soy oil.

To achieve the greatest Grant #2 market promotion impact, Grant #2 Insta-Pro 
equipment will be placed at a private agribusiness operation where it will be in constant 
operation and well maintained. The equipment can extrude all types of oilseeds, including 
soybeans, sunflower, field peas and rape seed.

U.S. Planting Equipment Purchases

At the beginning of Grant #2, AgBC/Stavropol had in its possession one Kinze 
planter and one Broyhill field sprayer. Grant #2 market promotion and training programs 
called for additional planting machinery to be used during planting operations and for 
demonstration purposes. AgBC/Stavropol experience was taken into account when 
identifying the equipment. Mr. Dunn's previous experience at AgBC told him that the 
Grant #1 Broyhill sprayer was not built heavy enough for use on the rough Russian fields.
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Grant #2 paid for a in*,. ..pital investment in AgBC. In March, 1994 three 40' 
containers left for Stavropol carrying the following equipment: two Kinze 2000 eight row 
(70 cm) planters; one 20 ft John Deere 750 (19 cm row spacing) no-till drill; one Ritchi/s 
Bestway 1000 field sprayer with a 60 ft. wheel boom; and undercarriage to retrofit the 
existing Broyhill 750 gallon field sprayer. Also included were 1,350 fifty-pound bags of 
Stine soybean seed (Tab 3, Page 2).

No IT,: Seminar Trainees

This new equipment was successfully used during 1994 planting operations and 
June, 1994 No-Till Seminar. The No-Till seminar was held at AgBC/Stavropol June 14- 
16,1994. The following companies, recruited by IIDF, attended and presented marketing, 
educational and training seminars: John Deere, Kinze, Mcncanto, Uniroyal Chemical, 
Cargill Seeds, and ICI Seeds (Tab 3, Page 3 and Attachment IV).

The seminars attracted 310 farm leaders from around Stavropol krai. They showed 
great interest in the seminar focus: no-till farming and conservation tillage. John Walter, 
Senior Editor of Successful Farming and Co-Editor of New Agribusiness, attended the 
seminar to report on it for New Agribusiness, a seed broker from Iowa investigated the 
AgBC's seed potential, a VOCA representative spoke about VOCA programs, and a DAI 
consultant from Washington, D.C., networked participants.

Farm implements owned by AgBC/Stavropol were demonstrated: the John Deere 
no-till drill, one of the Kinze planters, and the Ritchie field sprayer. Questionnaires were 
distributed to all participants and 104 were completed and returned.

A summary and analysis was made of the returned questionnaire data. It deserves 
special attention and a close reading because it reveals valuable information and contains a 
large amount of data (Tab 3. Attachment V).

The most significant finding for IIDF, because of curability to recruit U.S. 
manufacturers, is that almost 75% of the respondents stated that within two years they were 
planning to purchase U.S. agricultural machinery, seed and/or fertilizer.

The No-Till Seminar delivered a tremendous punch for the Grant #2 workplan. 
Grant #2 training goals were realized by the large U.S./NIS scope, objectives achieved and 
output of the No-Till Seminar. Major U.S. agribusinesses traveled to Stavropol to 
participate and this significant cost-share has never been calculated. Companies have 
reported sales because of the seminar, the AgBC Project and New Agribusiness (Tab 10).

Feed Trials for Cattle, Hogs and Poultry

AgBC/Stavropol, in conjunction with Triple "F"/Insta-Pro, arranged with the 
Stavropol Scientific Research Institute of Livestock Raising and Feed Production to 
conduct three separate feed trials for swine, livestock and chickens (Tab 3, Pages 3-4 and 
Attachment VI).

The cost of the trials was $6,000. Triple "F"/Insta-Pro provided $3,000 and IIDF 
provided the remaining $3,000 with Grant #2 funds. Triple "F"/Insta-Pro also supplied 60 
fifty pound bags of Vitamin-Trace Mineral Premixes to be used during the trials. The trials 
were conducted from June to October, 1994 (Tab 5, Pages 13-14 and Attachment 20). In 
all three cases, the improved rations resulted in lower mortality rates and higher slaughter 
weights. The feed trail final reports are very detailed and worth dissemination.
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Properly formulated feed rations, containing protein-rich soybean meal and feed 
premixes, are key to a dramatic reduction in wasteful use of grain as feed and an increase in 
animal production output. By demonstrating it conclusively, the feeding trials were an 
important and successful part of Grant #2 training/marketing by the AgBC Project and its 
companies.

AgBC Corn Contract with 12 Private Farmers

In May, 1994 AgBC/Stavropol signed an agreement with a group of private 
farmers, known as the " YX Farm". The group consisted of twelve private fare ;srs who 
had combined their assets and talents in early 1992 to operate a truly private farm. Six. of 
the twelve were agricultural engineers with a variety of education and experience in 
agricultural production, marketing, and equipment engineering (Tab 3, Page 4). The YK 
farmers owned nearly 700 hectares of land on which they planted winter wheat and corn 
(Tab 5, Page 12).

YK Farm contracted with Mr. Dunn and AgBC/Stavropol to grow 90 hectares of 
com. AgBC/Stavropol provided fertilizers, Harness herbicide, the Broyhill sprayer, and 
one Kinze planter. YK Farm provided land, labor, fuel and other machinery. Under the 
contract, YK Farm received 75% of the crop and the AgBC 25% (Tab 3, Attachment VII). 
Depending on the price of corn, AgBC will recover more than its investment, even with the 
sharp fall of the ruble against the dollar during the last quarter of Grant #2.

The crop was affected by extremely dry weather, but was still better than at the 
surrounding big farms. The YK farmers expressed their intention to continue working 
with AgBC/Stavropol. Cooperation with and support for YK Farm reflected 
AgBC/Stavropol1 s efforts at achieving one of the Grant #2 objectives: support the 
transition of the NTS agriculture to a market economy.

Marketing of AgBC Soybean Crop

Grant #1 and Grant #2 gave AgBC/Stavropol sufficient crop production experience 
to draw definite conclusions regarding the adaptability of specific soybean varieties to 
Stavropol's growing conditions. AgBC/Stavropol's experience has been corroborated by 
the experience of Instek Co., the official representative of the Monsanto Group in the North 
Caucasus region.

Crop production results showed that the best variety was Stine 1480. Average 
yields with Stine soybean genetics were 32 centaurs per hectare, which was significantly 
higher than what Russian genetics were capable of producing (Tab 5, Page 10). The 
AgBC effort to introduce high-yield U.S. seed varieties spearheaded the effort of creating 
in Stavropol and surrounding states a market for U.S. soybeans and agricultural inputs 
needed to produce and process the beans.

The AgBC/Stavropol marketing plan for soybeans explored all routes. International 
companies expressed interest to IEDF to sell soybeans as seed to Central and Western 
Europe, capitalizing on the lower costs of land and labor in Russia. In fact, Monsanto used 
a similar sales strategy for Russian-grown soybeans by providing the necessary chemicals 
and soybean growing technology (Tab 5, Page 10). Agro Iowa, RAAN USA and W.J. 
Export-Import spoke about this option (Tab 5, Page 22). If some of the soybeans, for 
whatever reason, lacked the necessary quality to be used as seed, which was the case with 
part of the 1994 soybean crop, they could be sold as feed.
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The more solid option for AgBC involved the creation of a stable soybean market in 
the North Caucasus, which includes Stavropol krai, by expanding the soybean processing 
capabilities (Tab 5, Page 11), To achieve that, DDF actively assisted Triple "F"/Insta-Pro 
in its efforts to market and sell oilseed processing equipment. In this respect, the AgBC 
extruders served as an important market promotion function. AgBC/Stavrcpol is due much 
of the credit for promoting and marketing the idea of soybean extrusion in North Caucasus.

Iowa-based Agro Iowa created and made a substantial investment in a subsidiary in 
Stavropol to take over the AgBC soybean seed program. At a considerable investment, 
Agro Iowa has registered four varieties of Stine soybeans in Russia and three Stine 
varieties in Ukraine (Tab 5, Page 14). A recent inquiry may lead to a $500,000 sale of 
Stine seed for A.£ro Iowa (Tab 10, Stine Seed. Co. Letter).

AgBC Staff

As AgBC/Stavropol has been successful in assisting the marketing efforts of U.S. 
agribusinesses, especially Iowa agribusinesses, IIDF and the State of Iowa will continue to 
provide support for AgBC/Stavropol after Grant #2. The AgBC future lies in privatizing 
production phases, marketing its resources and commercial potential, and servicing 
individual U.S. and NIS agribusinesses (Tab 5, Pages 17-19). To this end, staff changes 
took place in February, 1995.

IIDF did not renew its contracts with AgBC/Stavropol Administrative Director, 
Pavel Sedine, and Marketing Director, Sergei Boudzinski. A former CARD student in 
marketing, Igor Terebi'enko of Stavropol, will lead AgBC. He is a recent member of Dr. 
Ludmila Petrova's Sta/ropol Scientific Research Institute of Agriculture. Mr. Terebilenko 
currently has a short-term contract in the international department of the Stavropol branch 
of Tokobank, one of the oldest and largest privately-owned banks in Russia.

AgBC/Stavropol Accountant, Irina Savchenko, retained her position and was 
assigned new administrative functions after the departure of Mr. Sedine. Ms. Savchenko 
works part-time for a private trading company, which signals the close ties of AgBC to the 
Stavropol agribusiness community. The skills of the new staff add significant value to the 
potential of AgBC/Stavropol. It is expected that with an experienced and driven staff, 
AgBC/Stavropol will soon realize commercial results.

Conclusion

Under Grant #2, AgBC/Stavropol conducted successful planting and harvesting 
seminars using U.S. farm technology and equipment. Crop production underscored the 
importance of correct application of U.S. agricultural inputs. Grain drying and storage 
bins became operational at the beginning of the grant and were successfully used 
throughout Grant #2.

Oilseed processing equipment was operated and being readied for private leasing. 
Soybean extrusion technology was marketed in the North Caucasus. Feeding trials 
accomplished the goal of demonstrating the value of a properly formulated diet. 
AgBC/Stavropol cooperated with a private farm in corn production. No-till planting 
equipment and technology were found to be highly effective under Stavropol conditions.

IIDF actively supported the efforts of U.S. agribusinesses aimed at probing trade 
possibilities in the Russian market. AgBC generated income by leasing grain bin storage 
during Grant #2. AgBC income will continue to be generated by equipment leasing and 
soybean marketing. A more commercially-oriented staff has taken over AgBC.
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4. CARD/IIDF

U.S./NIS Commercial Activity Created

IIDF succeeded in attaining the Grant #2 objective of providing U.S. and NIS 
agribusinesses commercial opportunities in large part because of its cooperation with New 
Agribusiness. Several of the companies advertising in Issue #1 have reported to Co-Editor 
John Walter (Tab 10, Successful Farming Letter) an increase in commercial activity as a 
result of Issue #1:

* Tyler Manufacturing, Benson Minnesota, reported a potentially large sale of its sprayers 
for conservation tillage systems. The lead was generated from a half-page "advertorial" in 
New Agribusiness Issue #1. Issue #2 will contain four pages from Tyler. This success 
story, which involves two engineers from Minsk, Belarus, has been reported in the pages 
of Successful Farming (January 1995, Pages 46-47).

* The Iowa-based grain storage and handling equipment manufacturers - Shiwers, 
Sudenga, and Conrad American - are exploring a possible sale and demonstration project 
near Saratov, Russia, in pan as a result of their New Agribusiness involvement.

* Monsanto is helping with distribution of New Agribusiness, because the publication 
offers the company a unique information environment in which to present detailed 
information on conservation tillage systems. Based on its positive experience, the 
company will present four pages in Issue #2, versus two in Issue #1.

* Uniroyal, likewise, based on the favorable response to New Agribusiness Issue #1, will 
help with distribution of Issue #2.

* Kinze Manufacturing is expanding its description of their no-till planter in the publication 
based on the favorable response of buyers to the company's four-page insert in Issue #1.

It is clear commercial activity has been created by AgBC and New Agribusiness. 
However, to measure the increased activity in dollars is difficult because of the reluctance 
of the companies to volunteer the information.

Triple "F"/Insta-Pro was able to market its soybean extrusion technology with 
hands-on equipment demonstrations during seminars and feed premixes during feeding 
trials organized by AgBC. In addition, Insta-Pro credits AgBC and IIDF in helping it 
arrange "... several good contracts..." (Tab 10, Insta-Pro Letter). A bare-bones Insta-Pro 
extruding facility can cost over one hundred thousand dollars.

New Agribusiness Issue #1 introduced and AgBC assisted one of the advertisers, 
Clean Burn, to establish a distributorship in Stavropol (Tab 5, Page 16).

Iowa-based Agro Iowa created and made a substantial investment in a subsidiary in 
Stavropol to take over the AgBC soybean seed program. At a considerable cost, Agro 
Iowa has registered four varieties of Stine soybeans in Russia and three Stine varieties in 
Ukraine (Tab 5, Page 14). A recent inquiry may lead to a $500,000 sale of Stine seed for 
Agro Iowa (Tab 10, Stine Seed Co. Letter).

Elite Genetics began negotiations with the Stavropol-based All-Russian Sheep and 
Goat Breeding Institute (VNIIOK) on the establishment of a joint Russian-American school 
of ovine genetics (Tab 10, Elite Genetics Letter and E-mails).
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In the 1993 AgBC Final Report, Des Moines-based Pioneer Hi-Bred International, 
in conjunction with AgBC, had 1992 NIS sales of $4.8 million (Tab 4, Appendix M). As 
reported to IIDF, Pioneer Hi-Bred's 1994 NIS sales were $21.5 million. Pioneer Hi-Bred 
has been associated with AgBC since its inception. Pioneer had a 2-page advertisement in 
New Agribusiness Issue #1 and will have a 2-page advertisement in Issue #2. The NIS 
sales of Pioneer Hi-Bred International during Grant #2 represent a decisive cost-benefit.

U.S. seed from Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Stine Seed Company, and ICI 
Group, set new standards for crop yields despite adverse weather conditions and inept 
handling by big former state farms. This will cause increased sales of U.S. seed.

The nature of the AgBC/Stavropol as an on-going project allowed John Deere, 
Kinze, and Ritchie Bestway to prove the effectiveness and superiority of their equipment 
under realistic field conditions.

A large number of potential Ukrainian and Russian customers were introduced to 
the capabilities and quality of U.S. seed and farm implements at both AgBCs.

A strong indication of the popularity of the grain b''n technology is the fact that the 
bin manufacturers, Shivvers Inc., Conrad American and Sudenga Industries, have entered 
negotiations with Russian partners about the possibility of manufacturing and assembling 
of bin parts locally (Tab 10, see Letters from Shiwers, Sudenga and Conrad American).

1993 & 1994 IIDF Financial and Compliance Report

It is the unqualified opinion of the certified public accounting firm of McGladry & 
Pullen, LLP that the 1994 IIDF Financial and Compliance Report, presents fairly, in all 
material respects, the financial position of IIDF (Tab 11). However, there were two 
immaterial findings (Tab 11, Pages 20 and 21).

Page 20 deals with Mr. Dunn's expense receipts that were stolen at the Moscow 
airport. IIDF will implement a policy that will do all possible to keep this from happening 
again. Page 21 deals with the need for IIDF to have a provision in its drug policy 
specifying actions that will be taken against IIDF employees in violation. To rectify this, 
IIDF has adopted the State of Iowa drug policy.

The 1994 audit found all prior year audit conditions rectified. This speaks well of 
Mr. Gannon, who took over as IIDF Executive Director on January 26,1994. The 1994 
audit period represents almost his first year as executive director. His achievements 
demonstrate unique skills in project planning, administration, and personnel management, 
while being results-driven and focused on assisting to introduce and promote U.S./NIS 
agribusiness joint ventures, trade and investment.

IIDF Board and Management

In a successful effort to improve the quality of IIDF management, Mr. Gannon was 
appointed executive director in January, 1994. Mr. Gannon has extensive knowledge and 
experience in agricultural development and international trade. His Peace Corps service 
included projects with USAID/Afghanistan and USAID/Mali. He owned and managed an 
export/import company in the United States and spent a year in Africa with it. He spent 
three years with the Iowa Department of Agriculture as International Trade Specialist for 
Value-Added and Food Ingredients Exports before resigning to take a personal services 
contract with US AID in Africa (Tab 2, Page 1).
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The policy-making IIDF Board of Directors underwent changes as well. Co-Chair 
John Chrystal resigned in August, 1994. The terms of other Board members expired at the 
end of December, 1994. At a meeting of the Board's Executive Committee, it was decided 
to reduce the number of Board members to an effective number and elect a new Board.

The new Board members are: CARD Director Dr. Stanley R. Johnson and Michael 
Doyle, International Administrator for the Iowa Department of Economic Development 
(Tab 5, Page 20). IIDFs new policy-making board and management are due much of the 
credit for Grant #2 attaining its goals.

Total AgBC Project Financing

The AgBC Project was started as part of a broad initiative in Iowa to provide 
support for the political and economic reforms in the former Soviet Union, while 
encouraging U.S. agribusinesses to identify and evaluate trade and commercial 
opportunities.

The initiative to establish the AgBCs in the NIS has been supported by private U.S. 
agribusiness contributions, the State of Iowa, CARD/IIDF, and three federal grants. To 
date, funding for AgBC has been provided from these sources:

1. The U.S. Trade Development Program [now U.S. Trade and Development 
Agency (TDA)] provided the start-up grant of $500,000 in 1992.

2. The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) followed with two 
grants: USAID Grant #1 of $500,000, and US AID Grant #2 of $752,231, for a 
total of $1,252,231.

3. Since 1991, the Iowa Legislature has appropriated State of Iowa funds to 
finance the Centers totaling $1,095,500. This has been supplemented by a 
$250,000 contribution by CARD/Iowa State.

4. Commercial investment in the project to date has totaled $3,057,987.

Overall investment provided for the development of the AgBCs totals $5,905,218, with 
$1,752,231 or slightly less than 30%, obtained from TDA and AID grants.

However, Grant #2 saw considerable additional cost-share from NIS partners, 
U.S. agribusinesses and the State of Iowa that was never calculated.

The AgBCs represent an established initiative with timely developmental and 
commercial objectives, funded to a significant extent by private and state-level participants.

The AgBCs are established and have completed the legal documents and 
registrations for functioning on a purely private basis. The installation of storage and 
processing equipment incorporating U.S. technologies and technical services is complete.

The AgBCs are well positioned to undertake new initiatives as each AgBC is 
headed in its own unique and separate direction. AgBC/White Church is ideally poised to 
impact Ukrainian agriculture, at this rare moment in history, with U.S./Ukraine AgMEET. 
AgBC/Stavropol has already started to evolve into a trade center, assisting U.S. and local 
agribusinesses. Since 1988, the Iowa/Stavropol Sister State partnership has done much in 
the areas of culture and education that have helped to create a friendly trade environment
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5. Grant #2 Evaluation

USAJD Grant #2 was awarded for the CARD/IIDF unsolicited proposal entitled 
"U.S. Agribusiness Centers in the NIS", dated March 12,1993. The USAID Grant #2 
award in the amount of $752,231 is dated August 3,1993 (Tab 12).

USAID Grant #2 was to support the second year of the AgBC Project. As stated in 
the award, the broad program goals were as follows:

1. Support the restructuring of state and collective farms by providing training 
programs en modern management methods and market economic organization.

2. Help to rationalize the pricing system by increasing the availability of technology 
that will better utilize local resources and generate expanded local marketing 
opportunities.

3. Demonstrate the value of U.S. technology, equipment, products, and methods 
by increasing the efficiency of agricultural production and processing in the 
immediate region of each Agribusiness Center through the use of such U.S. 
technology, equipment, products, and methods of management, production, and 
processing.

4. Support U.S. exports, trade, and investment by providing U.S. companies with 
a means to demonstrate their products and services in a practical agriculture system 
and by providing them with access to agricultural decision-makers in Russia, and 
the Ukraine.

USAID oversight and assessments throughout the life-of-project permitted the redirection 
of resources to meet the changing circumstances and needs of the AgBC Project.

An evaluation of the AgBC Project will show that all goals were achieved, but not 
without initial problems. There was a redirection of resources and the implementation of a 
major project component that was envisioned conceptually but never specifically referred to 
in the proposal nor award; that being New Agribusiness. Grant #2 commercial goals 
associated with New Agribusiness were achieved beyond expectations.

USAID's confidence in the new IIDF board and management was demonstrated by 
its granting two no-cost extensions. The unqualified 1994 IIDF Financial and Compliance 
Report, which rectified all prior year audit findings, is solid evidence of IIDFs ability to 
administer USAID grants.

Although AgBC did not purchase all the equipment listed in the award, the no-cost 
extensions allowed for resources to be redirected to meet changing circumstances. AgBC 
did not do all it said it would, due in large part to unrealistic workplans, the slow pace of 
local business, and lack of professionalism by the first U.S. Co-Managers.

At the beginning of Grant #2, the U.S. Co-Manager of AgBC/Stavropol was Mr. 
Phil Leino. His performance was questionable, as it was reported he seldom visited the 
farms. He did not attempt to complete some workplan tasks and had little to show as 
output. He made the mistake of talking about everything and doing little about anything. 
The situation was rectified when his contract was not renewed and Mr. Dunn replaced him.
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Mr. Dunn's performance war exemplary, even in the hostile working environment 
created by the Russian partners . Having the wrong partners assigned to AgBC/Stavropol 
by the Stavropol krai administration was the biggest failure in Russia.

Patience and the proper criteria must be used when choosing a NTS partner. 
Fortunately, AgBC/White Church chose the right partner. Mr. Wampler's performance 
was less than satisfactory, and many times damaging. He was unqualified for this 
unsupervised position and should not have been hired. Even still, AgBC/White Church, 
because of its cooperative partner, is a success story. The substantial long-term investment 
by ROSS will guarantee AgBC sustainability for years to come.

It is the opinion of this investigator, that the AgBC proposal was unrealistic. It was 
too aggressive, overly optimistic and possessed a naive view of the commercial viability of 
the project, local market circumstances, and speed at which developmental changes are 
made. In spite of an unworkable workplan, as laid out in the proposal, AgBC overcame 
numerous obstacles to implement a workplan that did achieve the original objectives.

This investigator observes that although the original unsolicited proposal came from 
CARD and EOF, USAID awarded Grant #2 only to IIDF. This observation must be 
qualified by admitting all facts about the reasoning for the decision are not known. Some 
initial grant problems could have been averted if CARD had been the prime contractor. 
This has been rectified with the new CARD/IIDF project: U.S./Ukraine AgMEET.

CARD is the prime contractor for U.S./Ukraine AgMEET. The subcontractors are 
IIDF, Successful Farming/New Agribusiness. UIAE and UAAS. U.S./Ukraine AgMEET 
will continue to aid the commercial activity started by Grant #2. It would be unfortunate if 
USAID/Kiev did not fund U.S./Ukraine AgMEET, if only for its commercial value.

New Agribusiness had and will continue to have the biggest impact of Grant #2. 
The magazine, if it continues, will have a greater impact than any other U.S. agribusiness 
effort in the NIS. New Agribusiness received its first USAID funds from Grant #2. The 
magazine was incorporated into the AgBC Project because it met and satisfied many of the 
AgBC workplan needs towards achieving AgBC goals.

Grant #2 is justified by its cost-share alone, the cost-share of both AgBC U.S. 
agribusinesses and the AgBC Ukrainian and Russian partners. It can be successfully 
argued that AgBC's association with New Agribusiness and resulting commercial activity 
will increase the grant's cost-benefit more than enough to also justify Grant #2. Therefore, 
Grant #2 cost of $752,231 is justified and matched many times over by Grant #2 cost-share 
and cost-benefit.

In fact, the real Grant #2 end cost-share is estimated to be at least 2-3 times greater 
than Grant #2 cost. This is an estimate because of the difficulty in calculating a real cost- 
share. Grant #2 cost-benefit is even more difficult to estimate, and even more so for the 
long-term, because of the reluctance of U.S. agribusinesses to report sales. However, 
some of the AgBC U.S. agribusinesses have been willing to credit the AgBC for an 
increase in immediate and future commercial activity (Tab 10).

The American tax payer and USAID got their money's worth with Grant #2. The 
American tax payer would be satisfied to know that Grant #2 increased and will continue to 
increase U.S. agribusiness exports. USAID should be satisfied with Grant #2 output, both 
developmentally and commercially. USAID's investment of $752,231 resulted in a 
substantial return on investment, and will continue to produce returns for years to come.
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FY94 First Quarter Report

IOWA INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
P. 0. Box 93535, Das Moines, Iowa 50309 Ph. 515-281-6280 Fax. 515-242-4946

First Quarter Activities Report 
Grant Inception (September 30, 1993)-Decembes 31, 1993

Ukraine Site: White Church 
A. Com Crops

Harvest of the corn crop began in early October. There was 
expected to be an overall average yield of seventy centners per hectare which 
is approximately twenty centners higher than the average yield for this area. 
However the yield reported by the farms were much less. At the present time, 
three hundred metric tons of corn have been delivered to the Agribusiness 
Center and it is believed that another eighty tons will be delivered in the very 
near future. This amount is close to half of what we should have received.

B. Soybean Crops
Due to an early frost in Ukraine, the soybean crop was damaged. 

Against the wishes of the American manager of the Agribusiness Center the 
soybean crop was subsequently chopped for livestock feed.

C. Soybean Oil Processing
The American manager has made contacts and gathered 

information in Ukraine on soybean oil processing which is the next proposed 
venture of the Agribusiness Center. He will be returning to the United States on 
January 13th, 1994 and will have several meetings with companies here which 
will possibly be involved in the ordering and shipping of this soybean oil 
processing equipment to Ukraine. The American manager will then return to 
Ukraine on January 31st, 1994.

Russian Site: Egorlyk Farm



A. Com Crops
As of December 11,1993 all of the com crops from this farm have 

been harvested. The estimated field averaged 130 bu/A with the full season 

variety (Cecilia) yielding about 140 + bu/A and the shorter reason variety 

(Martisa) yielding from 110-120 bu/A. There were some harvest and handling 

losses.

B. Grain Bins
The grain drying bins on this site ouffered some unexpected 

damage this quarter. Two explosions occurred in the bins at the farm, one on 

November 19,1993 and one on December 5,1993. These two incidents 

occurred after the wiring of the safety system had been altered to circumvent the 

gas shutoff system. Apparently one burner of the drying bin kept turning off at 

night and the Russian operators decided, without consulting the American 

manager, to keep the gas on by wiring around the safety system. It is possible 

that during this cold period (10 Degrees Fahrenheit) the nighttime gas pressure 

was reduced and the flame detector got cold enough to shut the system down 

as it is
designed to do. Because the gas had been tampered with, the flame detector 

no longer shutoff the gas when the flame went out and subsequently gas built 

up in the bin ultimately resulting in an explosion. The Russian operators failed 

to reinstall the safety system after the first incident therefore resulting in the 

destruction of the bin in the second explosion. The American manager of the 

Egorlyk Farm is certain that the safety systems were discussed in great detail 

with the Russian managers and believes that it is not a lack of knowledge of 

these safety systems that caused this incident.

Chapayev Farm:
A. Corn Crops

The Chapayev farm had approximately 40 ha left on December 

11,1993. ( A few days before our American Manager returned to the United 

States) Again this farm used a corn picker followed by a Don 1500 combine to 

shell the corn. Unfortunately, much loss occurred during handling. It is 

estimated that the field yield averaged 110 bu/A on this non-irrigated farm. A 

portion of this corn has been fed and the rest is being dried and stored in the 

on-site bins.



B. Grain Bins
There have been no problems with the bins on this farm to report. 

Currently the newly harvested corn is being dried and stored in the grain bins.

Stavropol Farm Managers' Visit
Vladimir Savchenko and Mikhail Baranov, managers of the Egorlyk and 

Chapayev Farms, respectively, visited Iowa on November 30,1993- December 

10,1993.
Discussions were held concerning the specifications of planting and 

grain processing equipment that is planned to be shipped to Stavropol in 

January and February of 1994. They were also taken on industry and farm 

tours to eight different facilities.
A special emphasis during the visit was placed on soybean oil 

production which is the next major venture of the Agribusiness Centers. At the 

present time, soybean (as well as sunflower) oil production constitutes one of 

the most profitable lines of activity in Russian agriculture.
Much time was devoted to discussing the problems which have been 

encountered by the Agribusiness Center in 1993. Mr. Savchenko and Mr. 

Baranov were not discouraged by them and rated the whole project as very 

useful.
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FY94 Second Quarter Report

Second Quarter Report
U.S. Agribusiness Centers in the NIS Grant Number

CCN-0006-G-00-3127-00
January - March 1994

I. Project Overview

The Iowa International Development Foundation (IIDF) has made significant 
strides during the second quarter toward fulfilling its two complementary goals of: 1) 
supporting the reform of the agriculture and food systems in Russia, Ukraine, and other 
former Soviet republics through direct education and training and by examples provided 
by U.S. agribusiness activities and, 2) supporting the efforts of U.S. companies interested 
in entering the NIS markets by demonstrating their products and technical expertise at the 
Agribusiness Centers. IIDF focused second quarter efforts on:

  restructuring the project's management and organization
  securing necessary planting and processing equipment and crop inputs
  working with Russian and Ukrainian government officials to assure continued 

support
  planning training seminars
  promoting the project's goals and activities.

Management and Organization

In an effort to improve the quality of the project's management and reporting, the 
IIDF hired Dick Gannon as its new Executive Director. Mr. Gannon has extensive 
experience in agricultural development and international trade. As a Peace Corps 
Volunteer in Afghanistan, Mr. Gannon was assigned to work with USAJD/Afghanistan 
agricultural officers in the Helmund River Valley Project in southern Afghanistan. He 
transferred to Africa and as an agricultural Peace Corps Volunteer in Mali, Mr. Gannon 
wrote and was received grants from USAID/Mali. After the Peace Corps, he returned to 
Mali with his own import/export company for a year, with a focus on African agricultural 
exports. Subsequently, the Iowa Department of Agriculture employed him as 
International Trade Specialist/Value -Added and Food Ingredients Exports. Mr. Gannon 

  traveled abroad extensively, attending food/ingredient'trade shows to represent major 
U.S. agribusinesses: ADM, Cargill, Land O1 Lakes, and others. After serving with the 
Iowa Department of Agriculture, he took a personal services contract with USAID/Niger 
where he managed a S23 million agricultural export program.

IIDF has further changed the management of its Agribusiness Center in Stavropol 
(ABC/S). Phil Leino stepped down as the U.S. Co-manager of ABC/S at the end of 
January, when his contract ended. His replacement, Tom Dunn, began, working for IIDF 
on February 23. Tom Dunn has had extensive experience of working in Stavropol over 
the past two years, including the position of ABC/S Co-manager. Complementing his 
first-hand knowledge of the farms, Russian agricultural equipment, and the growing



season in Stavropol, Tom Dunn also has a diversified engineering background which is 
essential to keeping farming equipment operational during the planting and harvesting 
seasons. He has a B.S. in Agricultural Engineering and over a decade of practical 
farming experience.

In addition to changes in personnel, the ABC/S modified its Russian 
organizational structure and registration to represent more accurately the educational 
nature of the project. Thr Foundation's Agribusiness Center in White Church, Ukraine 
(ABC/W), continued to take shape administratively. A bookkeeper was hired and 
financial records were organized. The Center also got an official seal (an absolutely 
necessary item under local procedures to conclude any contract) and opened its own bank 
account.

Equipment and Crop Inputs

As in 1992 and 1993, the Agribusiness Center project will plant 3600 acres of 
com and soybeans this year. Throughout the winter, the IIDF concentrated on securing 
the appropriate equipment and crop inputs. Purchases included planters, a no-till soybean 
drill, a field sprayer, extruding equipiaent, seed corn, soybean seed, herbicides, 
insecticides and office equipment. (See Section III for details on the equipment). This 
year, for the first time, the project has the necessary complement of machinery, proper 
genetics and herbicides to fully utilize U.S. agriculture technology in the production of 
corn and soybeans in Stavropol, Russia.

Government Support

IIDF has been active in promoting the application of the Agribusiness Center 
model to other regions of the former Soviet Union. At the Russian government level, 
John Chrystal, Co-Chair of IIDF, has several meetings a year with such high-positioned 
officials as Deputy Prime Minister Alexander Zaverukha (who oversees government 
agricultural programs) and Minister of Agriculture Victor Khlystun. He met with them in 
January after the ABC/S1 annual Board of Directors meeting. Presently, Agribusiness 
Centers are under consideration for regions of central Russia and the Far East.

In Ukraine, the Agribusiness Center in White Church received much government 
attention as well. In August, 1993, Prime Minister Kuchma's visit to ABC/W was 
nationally televised. Organizationally and structurally, ABC/W is regarded as a 
progressive pilot project by major U.S. and international development organizations. 
Citizens Network pays close attention to the progress of the center to use its experience in 
their own projects. World Bank officials visited the ABC/W site in April, 1994, and 
consider it a possible model for the Bank's agriculture restructuring program in that 
country.



r
Training Seminars

Educational programs are part of the Agribusiness Center project and they have 
evolved with the Centers. Based on its experience with educational seminars held in 
1992 and 1993, IIDF has concluded that the most effective format for training courses is 
one which allocates at least half of the time to hands-on field equipment demonstrations. 
As a result, IIDF initiated plans to hold "Field Days" seminars in Stavropol in June of this 
year. The seminars will focus on planting techniques and will feature representatives 
from participating U.S. companies to demonstrate their equipment and technologies.

Promotional Activities

IIDF and Successful Farming magazine are cooperating to promote the 
Agribusiness Centers and their participating U.S. companies. Successful Farmirig, the 
largest U.S. paid agricultural publication, teamed up with a large Russian agricultural 
magazine, F_anQsr, to create a totally new publication to address various aspects of private 
farming. This new Russian-language magazine, New Agribusiness, will be published in 
Moscow and have a circulation of 50,000 copies. Three issues will be printed in 1994.

New Agribusiness will be disseminated throughout the NIS. The publication will 
address practical issues of running a private farm in the post-Soviet environment. It will 
cover the activities of both Agribusiness Centers as pioneers in the field of agriculture 
and food systems restructuring. Its targeted audience includes emerging private farmers 
and managers of newly privatized state farms. The publication has received considerable 
support from U.S. agriculture-related companies, including such giants of the 
agribusiness industry, as Pioneer Hi-Bred and Cargill.

II. Work Plan Activities

Stavropol Site:

The work plan for ABC/S includes five major areas of activity:

  soybean production
  com production
  livestock production
  grain handling and storage
  training programs.

The most urgent priorities for the past quarter were the identification of the 
necessary planting equipment and soy processing equipment, and selection of the 
appropriate accessories and of a comprehensive package of repair/replacement/service 
p,Tts. Additionally, the selection of com and soybean seed varieties suitable for the 
Stavropol conditions was necessary at this time to ensure availability of the desired
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varieties in Stavropol at planting time. In selecting the equipment and inputs, IIDF was 
able to apply the knowledge that it has gained through the prior two years of experience, 
including: the actual length of the growing season; the level of experience and efficiency 
of the laborers provided by the cooperating farms; responsiveness of the regional 
government to requests of ABC/S managerial staff.

In February and March, the staff of the Iowa International Development 
Foundation made the necessary purchases and organized the shipment of equipment and 
seed to ABC/S. The container with Insta-Pro equipment was loaded on February !6. In 
addition to the extruder, oil presses, screw conveyers and spare parts packages, sixty bags 
of Triple "F" Nutrition feed premixes were loaded into the container to be used for the 
Stavropol livestock feeding demonstrations. IIDF Executive Director, Richard Gannon, 
and Program Manager, Andrei Koudriavtsev, were present during the loading of the 
container to ensure proper securing of all materials inside the container. The container 
was shipped by Sea Land shipping company via the port of Riga, Latvia. It arrived in 
Riga on March 22 and in Stavropol in April.

Thomas Dunn, the new U.S. Co-Manager and crop specialist, arrived in Stavropol 
on March 27, 1994.

1) Sovbean Production

IIDF has implemented plans for soybean production without any modifications. 
In accordance with the work plan, preparations for the 1994 soybean planting season were 
made in March, the last month of this reporting period. Throughout the quarter, Mr. 
Dunn maintained contact with the Chapaevskoye and Egorlykskoye Farms to ensure the 
allocation of necessary acreages for no-till planting of soybeans, planned for the 1994 
planting season. Upon arrival in Stavropol, Mr. Dunn finalized plans for planting 
soybeans over the course of meetings with the Directois of the Chapaevskoye and 
Egorlykskoye Farms. Planting is due to begin in early May.

2) Corn Production

Preparations for the 1994 com production went according to the work plan. In 
February and the first two weeks of March, Mr. Dunn worked with IIDF Des Moines 
specialists to secure the timely delivery to Stavropol of the necessary corn crop inputs for 
the beginning of the planting season. He finalized preparations for planting upon his 
arrival in Stavropol. Mr. Dunn has encouraged Russian crop specialists to provide their 
suggestions and recommendations on possible improvements in planting practices. The 
Russian and American co-managers are targeting early May for the start of the planting 
season.



3) Livestock Production

Livestock production was scheduled to begin in March at the Egorlykskoye Farm 
facilities. This program has been postponed as a result of consultations between the 
Egorlykskoye Farm management and IIDF project staff. The reason for postponement 
was timing: beginning the feeding demonstration at the start of the planting season would 
have resulted in the farms' inability to devote the needed attention and resources to the 
feeding demonstrations. Furthermore, postponing the start of the program will allow time 
for the second shipment of extruding equipment to be installed, thereby providing full 
capacity extruding for the project.

The ABC/S has tentative plans to start the feeding demonstrations in late June, 
following the Field Days seminars. The Foundation expects the demonstrations to 
continue throughout the Fourth Quarter (July-September).

4) Grain Handling and Storage

Construction of one 36 foot drying bin and four 36 foot storage bins at each farm 
site was completed in October, 1993. The bins became operational and were loaded with 
grain in November.

5) Training Programs

IIDF Executive Director, Dick Gannon, initiated plans for "Field Days" planting 
seminars.

White Church Site:

The Agribusiness Center in White Church, Ukraine, was formed in early 1993, 
following the dissolution of the Agribusiness Center in the Kakhovka Oblast. The 
Ukrainian partners are the APK (Agri-Industrial Association) ROSS, based in White 
Church, and the Institute of Agrarian Economics in Kiev. APK ROSS is comprised of 
farms, food and livestock feed processing units, and other business units connected with 
agricultural production. ROSS has been undergoing decentralization and privatization in 
the past two years. As a result, it now has its own privately-held bank which reduces its 
dependence on government subsidies. Other units of ROSS are also scheduled for 
privatization. The most significant of them, for the purposes of the current project, is the 
feed-mill factory. The feed-mill's proximity to the ABC/W and its high-quality 
manufacturing capabilities make it the perfect complement to the soybean processing 
center.

During the second quarter, the main focus of the activities connected with 
ABC/W was on the soybean oil processing system in White Church. Following a series



of discussions and meetings throughout the summer and early fall, the Ukrainian and U.S. 
partners decided to concentrate the efforts of ABC/U on the production of food-grade oil 
and protein-rich soybean meal for livestock feed. The Ukrainian partners in the project 
fully recognize the benefits of higher protein feed and embrace the idea of creating a full- 
line oil processing operation. With their American partners, they determined the optimal 
capacity of the facility at this stage of the project to be 32-36 tons of soybeans per 
eighteen hour two-shift work day.

In January, 1994, David Wampler returned to Iowa for two weeks to discuss the 
specifics of the soybean oil processing system. The Foundation found Insta-Pro 
equipment to be the most suitable for the purposes of the project and began working to 
identify the particular models of the system's components. The new facility will utilize 
the extruder and cooler already in White Church by incorporating them into a complete 
extrusion-expelling line of equipment. The capacities of the new extruders, oil presses 
and coolers had to be matched to the existing equipment to ensure even and constant 
processing. The equipment chosen includes another Model 2500 extruder, 900 cooler and 
three 1500 oil presses.

IIDF has postponed the shipping of soy processing equipment to White Church to 
allow for adequate engineering time. Since an already existing building had to be utilized 
to house the facility, designing the most space efficient equipment set-up required more 
planning time. Positioning the equipment in the most efficient way would reduce the cost 
of the system by cutting out the unnecessary auxiliary components and allowing more 
funds to be used toward the purchase of the actual processing machinery. The shipment 
with soybean processing equipment for ABC/W is now scheduled to leave the United 
States in mid-May.

In December, 1993, the Agribusiness Center initiated a for-profit barter operation 
aimed at providing the center with operating capital and at the same time supplying local 
farms with badly needed gasoline. ABC/W spearheaded a barter arrangement to 
exchange one ton of gasoline for three and a half tons of peas. The gasoline was then 
traded to area farms at the rate of one ton of gasoline for four tons of peas which 
Ukrainian farms have in abundance. The trading was arranged with a Kiev-based 
company, Sofia Transcon Industries. That company is an importer of fuel and has 
licenses to export peas to West European countries. The Agribusiness Center received 
one half ton of peas profit for every one ton of gasoline that was traded. One hundred 
tons of peas have been traded so far.

III. Equipment and Crop Inputs 

Stavropol Site:

Most of the purchases of equipment and other agricultural inputs under the current 
grant were completed during the second quarter. This included additional soybean



processing equipment for the Egorlyk Farm processing facility, and also seed, chemicals, 
and planting machinery for the spring planting operations.

The first items IIDF selected were the com planters. The Foundation had initially 
considered purchasing a Case-IH six-row planter. However, due to the hectares and 
logistics involved in the 1993-1994 Work Plan, it was necessary to have two eight-row 
planters. Also, due to the fact that ICI had canceled a large order of Kinze 70 cm 
planters, they were available in Williamsburg, IA, at considerable savings to comparably 
equipped competitive planters.

The general technology of the Kinze planter design at least equals the competition 
and the technology for seed placement of the Kinze/John Deere planters is considered to 
be the best available on the market today. The Tru-Vee opener design with the co-located 
gage wheels opens an undisturbed, uniform depth seed trench and the Vee press wheels 
firm moist soil around the seed while leaving uncompacted soil for easy, rapid 
emergence. An added advantage of the Kinze planters for this particular project is that 
the Stavropol farms have had experience with a Kinze planter in the two previous 
planting seasons.

Each of the two Kinze eight-row 70 cm planters was identically equipped. They 
had eight wave fluted no-till coulters, KM 3000 population monitors, dry starter fertilizer 
attachments, insecticide attachments with in-furrow, "T" banded and banded application 
methods, and brush,type soybean meters. IIDF and Tom Dunn, the ABC/S co-manager 
selected a full complement of repair/replacement/service parts for the two planters, taking 
into consideration Kinze's repair parts history for these planters plus engineering 
judgment on possible part failures that could not be easily remedied in a foreign field.

The second item needed for this planting season was a 20 foot no-till soybean 
drill. Although several companies make good no-till drills, the technology of the John 
Deere 750 drill is unique and widely believed to be superior to the competition. The no- 
till coulters mounted on the drill frame have a more advanced design than the coulter cart 
systems used by much of the competition. In the Winter of 1994, for the first time ever, 
John Deere offered the 750 drill in a 20 foot width.

Although the purchase of the drill was arranged through John Deere's European 
office in Mannheim, Germany, the drills are manufactured in Ankeny, IA. Mr. Richard 
Hook was the project engineer for the 20 foot drill during the design and development 
phase. He is now the production engineer and, thus, has superior knowledge of the drill's 
construction and functional qualities. He spent several hours with Tom Dunn and 
Richard Gannon reviewing the drill's features, operation, servicing, and potential 
problems. With his input, the equipment specifications for the drill were designated to 
match the needs of the Egorlyk and Chapayev farms. Additionally, utilizing John Deere's 
service parts history and Tom Dunn's experience in Stavropol, IIDF compiled a 
comprehensive list of service parts necessary to operate the drill on a remote site.



Another piece of agricultural machinery needed for the Stavropol planting 
operations was a field sprayer. In the spring of 1992, the American side had supplied the 
farms with a 750 gallon Broyhill sprayer which had a spray boom not nearly strong 
enough for the Russian conditions and an undercarriage that could not be adjusted to 
match 70 cm row spacing which is standard in Russia. Additionally, there were no spare 
diaphragms for either the pump or control valve and no marking system. In the spring of 
1993, Monsanto supplied a foam marker system and ABC/S used Russian shampoo to 
produce the marking foam for pre-plant incorporated (PPI) spraying. However, failures 
of diaphragms in both the pump and the control valve (repair diaphragms were made in 
the field from tractor tire inner tubes) and repeated frequent boom failures prevented the 
sprayer from effective operation.

IIDF took into account its initial experience during the selection of another 
sprayer for Stavropol. The new sprayer was required to have a heavy-duty sprayer boom 
and an undercarriage that would adjust to fit 70 cm row spacing. The Foundation 
considered sprayers from several different companies, but the final choice was a sprayer 
built by Ritchie Industries. This Ritchie Bestway sprayer was equipped with a heavy- 
duty 60 foot wheel boom, foam markers, a Raven electronic sprayer control valve and a 
1000 gallon tank. For retrofitting the current Broyhill sprayer, the above wheel boom, 
sprayer control valve, repair parts for the diaphragm pump and_Ritchie Bestway 
undercarriage were also ordered together with ample foam marking material for the 1994 
planting season. The spare parts package was also designed to fit operation of the sprayer 
in Stavropol.

Selection of seed varieties was the next step in the process of preparation for the 
planting season. Although Stavropol is on the latitude of the Twin Cities in Minnesota, it 
has a growing season comparable to northern Missouri. Consequently, in order to 
achieve optimum yields it was necessary to select varieties with fuller season maturities. 
In all cases for both com and soybeans, official Iowa State University yield tests together 
with company yield trials and expert observations were employed to make varietal 
selections.

ICI agreed to supply all of the necessary seed com. That company has a number 
of appropriate varieties already shipped to the neighboring krai, Krasnodar. Selection of 
the five best suited varieties for Stavropol was made from the locally available stock. 
These varieties are ICI 8272, ICI 8388, and ICI 8532 for the Egorlyk farm and ICI 8344, 
ICI 8310, and ICI 8532 for the Chapayev farm.

Stine Seed Company, which has supplied all the soybean seed for the project to 
date and whose genetics are among the best in soybean breeding, agreed to supply all the 
soybean seeds for the 1994 planting at their cost of $9.00 per bag. The Foundation 
selected new, fuller season varieties for the soybeans. They are Stine 2250, an excellent 
early to medium bean for Stavropol, and Stine 3210, a medium maturity bean for 
Stavropol. There was a total of 675 fifty pound bags of each variety. Both farms will



have their hectares evenly divided between the two varieties. In the future, even fuller 
season soybeans might be tried.

The herbicides available in Russia and appropriate for the crops are Monsanto's 
Harness and Roundup and Id's Trophy (Roundup and Trophy are used for no-till 
planting). In conversations with Monsanto's Russian manager, Henry Briggs, it was 
indicated that a Russian government 60% subsidy program for herbicides, similar to last 
year's, had been approved. However, no funds have been committed to the program thus 
far.

The insecticide, Dyfonate, was shipped with the original cargo in 1992. Due to 
the fact that there was no equipment available to apply this product, it has never been 
used for the purpose of the Stavropol project. This year the Dyfonate will be applied "T" 
banded during com planting.

In ; "der to improve communications with the Stavropol office, a Cannon 330 
copier and a Panasonic KXF 90B fax and telephone answering system were purchased by 
Tom Dunn in Moscow on his way to Stavropol, on March 28, 1994. The systems have 
since been installed and are now fully operational.

ABC/S already has Insta-Pro Model 2500 extruder and a Model 900 cooler. This 
equipment enabled the Egorlyk Farm, where it is situated, to process soybeans into meal 
(extrusion) but soybean oil could not be expelled without oil presses. Consequently, the 
goal was to increase the extrusion capacity and add oil expelling capabilities to the 
system.

The scale of operations on the cooperating farms in Stavropol required a relatively 
small processing facility -- with a capacity of about ten metric tons per eight hour shift. 
IIDF followed the standard procurement procedures to ensure competitive bidding on the 
extrusion and oil pressing machinery. Andrei Koudriavtsev of IIDF contacted The 
French Oil Mill Machinery Company, Anderson International, and Insta-Pro. The first 
two companies did not manufacture any equipment less than industrial size which would 
have been suitable for an on-farm processing operation. Insta-Pro specializes in 
designing extrusion and expelling equipment which could be used farmers' cooperatives 
and associations.

To achieve the objective of a ten ton per day capacity, the Model 2500 extruder 
and Model 900 cooler already on the farm had to be complemented with a Model 1500 
extruder, two Model 1500 horizontal presses, and some auxiliary equipment. 
Interchangeability of the spare parts was also taken into account.

White Church Site:

ABC/Ws decision to pursue the processing of soybeans as its prime area of 
activity reflects long-term goals, as well as short-term benefits.



Soybean processing facilities will be pioneer ventures in the process of 
restructuring current inefficient grain utilization and animal feed systems in the former 
Soviet Union. At" the present time, up to one half of all grain produced in the former 
Soviet republics is used as a carbohydrate source of livestock feed. Such use of the 
grains leads to a tremendous waste of resources: it takes two tons of grain to produce the 
same results as a half ton of soybean meal.

Adding protein-rich feed components to presently used livestock grain rations will 
provide better animal feed in the short term, and also increase the amount of grain 
available for domestic consumption and export. Another major benefit of nutritionally- 
balanced feed rations is the reduction, almost by half, of the time it takes the animals to 
reach slaughter weight. Improved nutrition will also reflect positively on the quality of 
the meat.

Extrusion is a method of food processing that has been in use for over fifty years. 
Machinery used in the current project is dry extrusion equipment (as opposed to wet 
extrusion) which capitalizes on the heat generated through friction as the sole source of 
heat to cook and dehydrate the product. Soybeans can also be processed by roasting 
(subjecting them to a gas flame or other heat source for short periods of time to achieve 
cooking). The beans are then ground or flaked before mixing in the diet. However, a 
major disadvantage of roasting is that no rupture of the oil cells occurs. Extrusion, on the 
other hand, ensures rupturing of the oil cell walls which results in increased digestibility 
of the oil, release of the natural anti-oxidants and lecithin.

Soybeans are particularly attractive as extrusion material because they contain not 
only high quality protein (38-42%) but are also a rich source of energy owing to the oil 
which they contain (18-22%). These qualities make soybeans an excellent source of both 
energy and protein in all types of livestock and poultry feed.

Thus, the overall effects of higher protein feed are increased quantity and better 
quality of meat combined with more grain available for domestic consumption in and 
export. Expelling soybean meal will yield oil ready for human consumption. Soybean 
oil has a domestic market and can also be exported at competitive world prices.

IV. Proposed Activities for the Third Quarter 

Stavropol Site:

1) Sovbean Production

ABC/S will complete the planting of soybeans during this next quarter, including 
field preparation, the application of herbicides and actual planting. Work will begin to
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install the second shipment of soybean processing equipment and to make the entire line 
operational.

2) Com Production

ABC/S will complete the planting of corn during this next quarter, including field 
preparation, the application of herbicides and actual planting

3) Livestock Production

ABC/S will initiate the feeding demonstrations in late June, utilizing the full 
complement of extruding equipment.

4) Grain Handling and Storage

The work plan related to the bins did not provide for any operations other than 
regular maintenance of the facility. However, due to the accident with the drying bin at 
the Egorlykskoye Farm special repair provisions have to be made. The accident was 
caused by ignition of the natural gas used for operating the bin's grain drying system. 
The final report on the reasons for the explosion is still pending. At the February 1,1994, 
meeting of the ABC/S Board of Directors meeting, all sides decided that the 
Egorlykskoye Farm, IIDF, and the manufacturer of the drying system, Shiwers, Inc., 
would each pay for one third of the cost of restoring the drying bin to original operating 
condition.

5) Training Programs

"Field Days" seminars are planned for June, 1994. The seminars will take place 
over several days and will: (i) demonstrate U.S. technology to Russian participants, (ii) 
help U.S. companies find new business contacts in Southern Russia and, (iii) instruct and 
train Russian in the proper care and maintenance of U.S. equipment. The seminars will 
focus on the practical and applied aspects of planting. Representatives of participating 
U.S. companies will showcase their equipment and technologies. The seminars will have 
a target audience of new private sector farmers and managers of recently privatized state 
farms.

John Walter, Successful Farming's senior conservation editor will represent both 
New Agribusiness and Successful Farming at the Field Days seminar in Stavropol in 
June, 1994.

To ensure maximum effectiveness and impact, the Foundation changed the 
schedule of seminars on American equipment maintenance from March to June. June is 
the optimal time for such seminars because it allows the instructors to address any 
problems which arose during the planting season.
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Seminars on extrusion technology will also be held following the installation of 
Insta-Pro equipment presently en route to Stavropol.

With all seminars, IIDF will supply US AID with lists of participants and their 
affiliations. The Foundation will also tabulate the results of seminar evaluation forms.

White Church Site:

1) Grain Storage and Handling

The grain bins in White Church, Ukraine, were erected in October, 1993, and 
storage bins were filled in November of that year. The drying bin was almost complete, 
but unusually cold weather forced the completion of the work to be postponed until 
spring. The Ukrainians provided a five kilometer extension of the natural gas pipeline to 
fuel the drying bin. At the end of November, when work on the bin was postponed, the 
gas pipeline was only several hundred meters short of the bin. The drying bin will 
become fully operational in the spring of 1994.

2) Sovbean Production

IIDF will ship the second installment of soybean extruding equipment to ABC/W 
in May. Efforts to make the comprehensive system operational will begin.

3) Training Semiqars

Once the grain handling and storage systems are fully operational and the soybean 
processing facility is on-line, ABC/W will hold applied technology seminars to 
demonstrate the functioning of the equipment.

Third Quarter Travel Plans

Richard Gannon, the new Executive Director of IIDF, will travel to Ukraine and 
Russia in June and will participate in the Field Days seminars in Stavropol. The itinerary 
of his trip will include discussions with management of ABC/S and ABC/W, and the 
local participants of the Agribusiness Centers, regarding plans to achieve self- 
sustainability, crop utilization, and coordination of the feeding demonstrations. The trip 
will allow on-site inspections of the Agribusiness Centers' progress in the first half of 
1994. Tom Dunn will coordinate Mr. Cannon's trip to Stavropol and David Wampler 
will coordinate his visit with APK ROSS and Dr. Sabluk's Institute of Agrarian 
Economics.

V. Activities Leading to Viable Business Venture

IIDF has assisted over a dozen companies in exploring Russian and Ukrainian 
market opportunities and has purchased and permanently installed their equipment at the
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farms. A number of these companies have either hired in-country sales agents or are 
investigating long-term production capabilities through the establishment of joint 
ventures.

The Agribusiness Centers greatly enhance each cooperating U.S. company's 
efforts to establish itself on the NIS market for several reasons. First of all, because they 
serve as a "working example" and fill an educational role, the equipment is demonstrated 
in operation to potential customers during hands-on seminars.

Second, the nature of the Agribusiness Centers as an on-going project allows the 
equipment to prove its effectiveness and superiority under realistic field conditions.

Third, the fact that domestic farms and agribusiness enterprises were able to 
effectively utilize U.S. technology and equipment in their operations will have a far 
greater effect on local farmers than one-time promotions or purely demonstration 
projects.

Fourth, the Agribusiness Centers serve as testing grounds for U.S. equipment. 
For example, poor performance of the Broyhill sprayer in Stavropol indicated the need 
for more durable and heavily built spraying machines. Planting experience showed that 
seed varieties need not \>z selected on the basis of geographical position to achieve 
highest yields.

Fifth, because the Agribusiness Centers will have used a wide variety of 
agricultural equipment, they will have the potential to consult on service and repairs for 
any equipment that may be acquired by nearby farms.

A few of the U.S. companies already engaged in business in Russia, as a result of IIDF's 
efforts include the following:

• Meredith Corporation's New Agribusiness magazine will report on the U.S. 
agricultural techniques applied in Russia, new equipment, ways of organizing farm 
services on a cooperative basis and other topics vital to independent farmers in an 
emerging market economy.

• Shiwers, Inc., Sudecga and Conrad American have teamed up to create a joint 
venture to manufacture some of the components for their grain drying and storage 
systems locally.

• Triple F, Inc. has hired a full-time field representative in Stavropol Krai.
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*> RAAN, another Iowa-based company, has begun agricultural production in the 
Stavropol krai. In 1993, RAAN planted 1,000 acres of popcorn, which is a high- 
demand commodity on the Russian market. The popcorn crop was stored in ABC/S's 
grain bins under an agreement with the Center. RAAN hires local farmers to do field 
work and provides equipment and seed.

One more aspect of IIDF's assistance to private enterprises in the former Soviet 
Union involves information referral services and limited consulting functions. IIDF 
maintains contact with major U.S. consulting and legal firms with offices in the NTS, as 
well as diplomatic missions of those new nations. IIDF's information gathering in 1993 
enabled it to compile a 35-page Guide to Doing Business in Russia, which it has 
disseminated to participating companies.
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Third Quarter Report
U.S. Agribusiness Centers in the NIS

Grant Number CCN-0006-G-00-3127-00
April-June 1994

I. Third Quarter Overview

The Third Quarter of the U.S. Agribusiness Centers (ABC) in the NIS entailed a 
comprehensive effort, including the planting of crops, the initiation of feed demonstrations, 
planting technology seminars, continued work on equipment installation and strategic 
planning for ^elf-sustainability. HDF accomplished all the tasks and goals articulated in the 
work plan described in the previous quarterly report. In addition, ABC/Stavropol 
completed unplanned work with a local group of private farmers.

In June, 1994, IEDF was awarded a two month, no-cost extension (Extension #1). 
The month of July combined with Extension #1 (August and September) will be regarded 
as the Fourth Quarter for reporting purposes. IJJDF is in the process of requesting another 
no-cost extension (Extension #2).

II. Third Quarter Work Plan Activities

A. Executive Director's Trip to Russia and Ukraine.

HDF Executive Director Richard Cannon traveled to Russia and Ukraine, June 10- 
26 for his first visit to the ABCs. A main point of his trip was to identify the most effective 
and expeditious means for the ABCs to start generating income. He made progress by 
refining plans for the sale of soybean seed, soybean meal and food-grade soybean oil for 
ABC/Stavropol. A processing fee for extruding soybeans and selling the extruded soybean 
oil will provide ABC/White Church with two incomes.

At ABC/Stavropol, Mr. Cannon co-directed the "Planting Technologies Seminars" 
with Mr. Vladimir Khvorostyanov, ABC/Stavropol Russian Co-Manager and Director of 
the Stavropol Affiliate of the Russian Academy of Management and Agribusiness. 
According to Stavropol State Lieutenant Governor Sheyanov, close to 1000 people from 
Stavropol and other regions of Russia have participated in ABC training programs since the 
inception of ABC/Stavropol: "We believe that the years during which the Agribusiness 
Center functioned were productive and had a positive influence on agriculture under the 
conditions of a difficult transition to a market economy.... A good foundation for 
cooperation has been laid."

In Ukraine, Mr. Cannon met with the two ABC/White Church Ukrainian partners 
and U.S. Co-Manager, David Wampler, to assess the program and develop plans for the 
installation of the extruders and their incorporation into the turnkey soybean storage and 
processing operation.

Mr. Cannon met with Catherine Norris, USAJD/Moscow and David Sprague, 
USAJD/Kiev to discuss current performance and the future of the ABC project. Please see 
his attached June Trip Report (Attachment I, TJ. and H) for more details. In addition, Mr. 
Cannon left both mission officers copies of IIDF's unsolicited pre-proposal for USAID 
Grant #3: U.S./NIS Agricultural Marketing, Exports, Extension and Training (Ag>,*EET).



B. ABC/Stavropol:

New Equipment

At the beginning of this reporting period, three 40 ft. shipping containers carrying 
two Kinze 2000 eight row (70 cm.) planters; one 20 ft. John Deere 750 (19 cm. row 
spacing) no-till drill; one Ritchie Bestway 1000 field sprayer with a Raven sprayer control 
monitor and a 60 ft. wheel boom; an additional 60 ft. wheel boom, Raven sprayer control 
monitor, and undercarriage to retrofit the existing Broyhill 750 gallon field sprayer, and 
1,350 bags of Stine soybean seed. A fourth 40 ft. shipping container with Insta-Pro 
extruding/extracting equipment and 3,000 Ibs. of livestock pre-mixes for feeding trials was 
in transit from Iowa to ABC/Stavropol.

Preparations were undertaken to expedite transfer of the containers to trucks at 
Riga, Latvia, and facilitate customs clearance of this humanitarian aid cargo upon reaching 
Stavropol. Also, arrangements were made to expedite the assembly of all the planting 
equipment, as the shipped equipment consisted mosdy of unassembled boxes or bundles of 
parts. Four empty shipping containers, two from the Egorlyk Farm and two from the 
Chapayev Farm were moved to the Stavropol Agricultural Research Institute and 
arrangements were made with the Institute and the two farms to do the assembling.

On April 26,1994 the shipping container with the Insta-Pro equipment arrived in 
Stavropol. This equipment was off-loaded from its container into two of the four 
containers at the Institute.

Concurrently, plans were made to take delivery of 406 bags of ICI seed corn from 
the ICI warehouse in Krasnodar. The corn was trucked to and stored at the Stavropol 
Agricultural Research Institute. Prices were obtained from seven different agricultural 
supply warehouses on the herbicides Harness, Roundup, Acetol (a Harness substitute) and 
Glisol (a Roundup substitute). Arrangements were made to purchase 2800 liters of 
Harness at a Rostov warehouse.

Crop Planting

Planting commenced about a week later than expected due to delays of the 
containers at Riga port. Customs clearance was done in Stavropol and produced no further 
delays owing to the cooperation on the part of local authorities.

The summary of planting at the Chapayev Farm is as follows: approximately 95 
hectares of Stine 2250 soybeans planted on May 18-20; approximately 80 hectares of Stine 
3210 soybeans planted on May 21-23; approximately 110 hectares of ICI 8532 corn 
planted on May 19; approximately 110 hectares of ICI 8310 corn planted on May 21-22; 
approximately 110 hectares of ICI 8532 (50H), ICI 8272 (50H) & ICI 8388 (10H) corn 
planted on May 23-24; and approximately 110 hectares of ICI 8344 com planted on May 
24-26.

The summary of planting at Egorlyk is as follows: approximately 85 hectares of 
ICI 8272 com planted on May 23-25; approximately 120 hectares of Stine 2250 soybeans 
planted on May 26-28; and approximately 120 hectares of Stine 3210 soybeans planted on 
May 29-June 1.

The reporting period ended with the majority of the crops in very good condition, 
especially considering the lateness of the planting and the dry growing season to date.



Seminars

The "Planting Technology Seminars" were held at ABC/Stavropol July 14,15 and 
16. Stavropol State Lieutenant Governor Sheyanov and DDF Executive Director Cannon 
opened and closed both sessions. The following companies, recruited by EDDF, attended 
and presented educational and training seminars: JOHN DEERE, KINZE, MONSANTO, 
UNIROYAL CHEMICAL, CARGILL SEEDS AND ICI SEEDS.

The Stavropol Affiliate of the Russian Academy of Management and Agribusiness, 
one of the ABC/Stavropol Russian partners, provided excellent conference facilities 
equipped with TVs and VCRs. The Academy also had on-site dining and lodging for 
company representatives and seminar participants who did not reside within close 
proximity of the Academy's location.

The seminars were widely publicized in Stavropol Krai and adjacent regions 
through newspaper, television and radio coverage with an emphasis on private farmers. 
John Walter from SUCCESSFUL FARMING magazine attended the seminars to report on 
them in the second issue of the Russian-language New Agribusiness- A seed broker from 
Iowa investigated the ABC's soybean seed potential, a VOCA representative spoke about 
VOCA programs and a DAI consultant from Washington, D.C. networked participants

The 310 farm leaders and private farmers who attended showed great interest in the 
seminar focus: no-till farming or conservation tillage. No-till is a new concept to them and 
they appreciated its benefits, such as up to 73% economy of diesel fuel during planting 
combined with equal or higher crop yields. No-till not only reduces the number of trips 
across the field, saving on input costs, but also minimizes the adverse effects on soil and 
the environment. The company representatives discussed no-till farming and marketed 
their seed, herbicide and equipment as part of a no-till package.

Farm implements owned by ABC/Stavropol were demonstrated: a JOHN DEERE 
no-till soybean drill, a KINZE 8 row corn planter and a RTTCHIE field sprayer. The 
agenda for the seminars is Attachment IV: Program of the Russian-American Agribusiness 
Centers' Seminars. For more details of the seminars, please see page 3 of Attachments I, 
II, III.

Questionnaires were distributed to the 310 seminar participants and 104 were 
completed and returned. The returned questionnaires are summarized and analyzed in 
Attachment V: Summary and Analysis of Questionnaire Responses from the 
ABC/Stavropol Planting Technologies Seminars. This document contains some interesting 
findings and warrants a close reading. Perhaps the most significant finding for IIDF 
because of our ability to recruit U.S. manufacturers is that almost 75% of the respondents 
stated that within two years, they are planning to purchase U.S. agricultural machinery, 
seed and/or fertilizer.

Feeding Trials

ABC/Stavropol in conjunction with Triple "F", Inc. arranged with the Stavropol 
Scientific Research Institute of Livestock Raising and Feed Production to conduct three 
separate feeding trials for swine, dairy and broiler chickens. The estimated cost of the trials 
is $6,000. Of that amount, Triple "F", Inc. provided $3,000 and IIDF provided the 
remaining amount. Triple "F" also supplied 60 bags of Vitamin-Trace Mineral Premixes to 
be used during the trials.



The purpose of the feeding trials is to determine the effectiveness of using Triple 
"F" nutrition technology in feeding hogs, dairy cows and chicken broilers. Results of 
these trials will be provided in the next quarterly report.

Attachment VI contains the text of the contract with the Stavropol Scientific 
Research Institute of Livestock Raising and Feed Production.

•

C. ABC/White Church

New Equipment

In April, the details of the soybean oil processing system for White Church were 
finalized. The shipment, consisting of one Model 2500 Extruder, three Model 1500 Oil 
Presses and one Model 900 Cooler, left the United States in a 40' container on May 29. 
Included in the shipment were an encased vertical auger to replace the one stolen from the 
grain dryer bin and 80 fifty pound bags of LND Swine Base Mix 2420. The Base Mix 
2420 is used to balance low nutrient density diets based on grain and soybean meal. The 
mix is intended for use by APK Ross farms in combination with soybean meal to be 
produced with U.S. equipment. The 40' container with the extruding equipment arrived at 
ABC/White Church on July 4, 1994.

Crop Planting

The work plan for 1994 did not provide for any planting to be done by ABC/White 
Church. However, APK ROSS doubled the acreage of soybeans planted this year to 4,000 
hectares in anticipation of the installation of grain processing equipment at ABC/White 
Church. Also, the U.S. Co-Manager of ABC/White Church made arrangements with 
Pioneer Hi-Bred to donate seed to plant a test plot with 14 varieties of hybrid com.

III. grivate Farming/Business Activities 

ABC/Stavropol:

In late May IEDF concluded an agreement with a group of private farmers, whose 
farm adjoins the Egorlyk Farm, to grow an additional 90 hectares of ICI8388 corn.

On May 30,1994, while working at the third brigade of the Egorlyk Farm, Ivan 
Kuzimnov, a leader of a private farm, approached Tom Dunn and inquired if 
ABC/Stavropol had any com or soybean seed available for planting.

This farm is known as the "YK Farm", representing the first letters of the last 
names of the two farm leaders. The group consists of twelve private farmers who 
combined their assets and talents at the first opportunity in early 1992 to operate a truly 
private farm. Six of the twelve are graduate engineers with a variety of experiences and 
talents in agricultural and other types of machinery. All twelve are intelligent and 
industrious with broad complementary capabilities.

Their operation has been generally prosperous, but has been handicapped by 
regulatory foot-dragging. Primarily due to these problems (governmental support for true 
private farmers has been essentially non-existent), they did not have funds to purchase seed 
for the last 90 hectares of 1994 crops.



The YK Farm is adjacent to the Egorlyk Farrn. The farm has excellent land, 
although it is not irrigated; a good line of well-maintained machinery; adequate facilities, 
but no electricity and in general is an impressive operation for their scale, especially when 
compared to former state or collective farms.

After discussing the situation via phone with Mr. Cannon, Mr. Dunn decided to 
enter into the attached contract (Attachment VII). ABC/Stavropol had leftover seed corn 
that had been donated by ICI and which probably would have been useless if not used in 
1994. And in order to do the job properly, herbicide and fertilizer would need to be 
purchased. The total cost outlay was estimated at $3500. Actual cost for Harness 
herbicide was $795 and for fertilizer $2715 for a total of $3510.

ABC/White Church:

On May 7,1994 Marty Robinson (VOCA), Jim Asher (CNFA), David Trever 
(Insta Pro) and his associate visited ABC/White Church. A cost study was performed to 
determine the feasibility of making bio-lubricants from soybeans or alternative oil seed such 
as rapeseed. By producing their own lubricating oils, the Ukrainians would lessen their 
dependence on imported products and therefore reduce cash outlays. Since Ukraine is 
heavily dependent on oil products, such an application of oil seeds could potentially grow 
on a national scale. The profit potential of such operation is substantial.

Another important aspect of this process is that it permits the use of oil seeds from 
areas which were contaminated after the accident at the Chemobyl nuclear power plant 
Contamination is not eliminated completely, but it is reduced so significantly that 
meal, the by-product of oil seed processing, can be safely used for livestock feed when 
mixed with other ingredients. And contamination of the seeds bears no influence on the 
quality or characteristics of the lubricating products.

This technology was developed by Insta Pro, a division of Triple "F". ITDF 
maintains contact with company representatives to assist them in preparing a cost 
assessment for such operation in White Church. IIDF will continue to assist APK ROSS 
in planning the installation of such a system if studies continue to be positive.

IV. Third Quarter Expenditure Summary

1. Salaries and Benefits

IIDF employs three managers to administer its NIS projects: Thomas Dunn, the 
U.S. Co-Manager at ABC/Stavropol, David Wampler, the U.S. Co-Manager at 
ABC/White Church and Russian-native Andrei Koudriavtsev, the Project Manager in 
IIDFs Des Moines office.

Mr. Dunn was compensated at the rate of $1,846 every two weeks. Mr. Wampler 
was compensated at the rate of $1,731 every two weeks plus for $210 monthly insurance. 
In May new year-long emergency medical evacuation insurance was purchased for the 
Wampler family for $740. Andrei Koudriavtsev's salary was $961.54 every two weeks.

Total Salary and Benefits for the period: $32,039.35



2. Allowances

The living allowance for both on-site managers is currently $500/month. This 
allowance is used to cover in-country expenses such as food, interpretation and translation 
services, the cost of local transportation, etc.

Tom Dunn's allowance for this quarter was $1500. David Wampler's allowance 
for this quarter was $1500.

Total Allowances for the period: $3,000

3. Subcontract/Consultant

No subcontract or consulting service charges were incurred during the past Quarter. 

Total Subcontract/Consultant for the period: $0

4. Training/Trials

IIDF contributed $3,000 to conduct three separate feeding trials for swine, dairy 
and broiler chickens with the Stavropol Scientific Research Institute of Livestock Raising 
and Feed Production. The trials will demonstrate the value and benefits of proper rations 
for livestock and poultry raising. Because of the priority of these feeding trials, this cost 
was expensed here because our Russian partners covered the costs of the "Planting 
Technology Seminars" and Extension #1 runs out before harvest thus making harvesting 
seminars not possible.

Total Training/Trials: $3,000

5. Travel

IIDF Executive Director Gannon traveled to Russia and Ukraine for his first visit to 
the ABCs. He co-directed the no-till seminar, met with IIDFs partners and USAE) 
officials, and refined plans for the ABCs to start generating income. Transportation and 
accommodations were provided free of charge in Stavropol and White Church by the NIS 
partners. Expenses associated with the trip included $120 for Mr. Cannon's NIS visas, 
$1,264.95 for international air travel, $509 for Moscow-Stavropol and Moscow-Kiev 
round trips and $763 for hotel. M&IE for Mr. Gannon was $1,023.

Total Travel: $3,679,95.

6. Other Direct, Costs

This category includes all expenses necessary to support the project Expenses 
were $966.18 for electronic mail, $279.38 for operating supplies, $197 for postage, and 
$339.55 for telephone communications. Another major expense was repair of the damaged 
grain drying bin at ABC/Stavropol - $ 10,988. A FAX machine and copier were purchased 
for the ABC/Stavropol office for $1300.52 Other expenses included $78.75 in bank 
charges for wire transfers.

Total Other Direct Costs: $ 14,149.38



7. Equipment/Seed Purchases

ABC/White Church received the rest of the machinery necessary to set up a full line 
of grain processing equipment which will enable it to produce food grade oil and protein- 
rich meal for animal feed: one Model 2500 extruder, three Model 1500 presses, one Model 
900 cooler and spare parts for the whole system. The price of that equipment was 
$117,997, including door-to-door shipping. Side hooks were welded to the inside of the 
container at a cost of $103.43.

A second 900 cooler was supplied to ABC/Stavropol. Combined with grain 
processing equipment already there, it will be possible to set up two independent grain 
processing operations. The cost of the cooler with exhaust fan and hood was $6,500.

Additional sensor cables and extension cables were purchased for the Ritchie field 
sprayer which had been sent to ABC/Stavropol in March, 1994. The cost of the cables was 
$226.91. Shipping charges for equipment sent to ABC/Stavropol the previous quarter 
were $10,099.61.

ABC/Stavropol received $11,351 to purchase herbicide and $3,626.25 to purchase 
inputs for contract planting with a private farm for a total of $14,977.25.

Total Equipment/Seed Purchases: $ 149,904.20

V. Proposed Activities for the Fourth Quarter

ABC/Stavropol:

Tom Dunn, the U.S. Co-Manager of ABC/Stavropol, is scheduled to return to 
Iowa on July 23 under the terms of his contract. He will return to Stavropol in mid-August 
to continue as ABC Co-Manager for Extension #1. Mr. Dunn will be provided with a 
round-trip airplane ticket to Stavropol via Moscow.

Mr. Dunn will supervise the installation and start-up of the two lines of soybean 
extruders at two separate sites, oversee preparations for harvest, and the marketing of the 
soybean seed. Marketing soybean seed does not violate the Bumpers Amendment because 
the project design called for it and the American Soybean Association provided us with a 
"no objection" letter.

Tom will receive the container and oversee the repair of the damaged grain dryer on 
the Egorlyk farm.

Some of the feeding trials will be completed and the results will be available. 
However, some of the feeding trials can not be completed during Extension #1 due to the 
time-on-feed required by the animals.

The VOCA Farmer-to-Farmer program will be pursued to get additional assistance 
for Mr. Dunn.

Copies of New Agribusiness Issue #1 will be distributed and material for Issue #2 
will be collected.



ABC/White Church:

David Wampler, the U.S. Co-Manager in White Church, is scheduled to return to 
Iowa on July 17. In concurrence with others and after analyzing the situation in detail, 
IIDF has decided it is no longer necessary to station someone at ABC/White Church 
permanently.

The plan for ABC/White Church is to have Tom Dunn, the ABC/Stavropol Co- 
Manager, travel to White Church with the Stavropol agent of Insta-Pro, the U.S. 
manufacturer of the soybean processing equipment. They will identify and recommend 
what remains to be done and advise APK ROSS, HDF's partner, on lie next steps for 
installing the extruders and auxiliary equipment, and what kind of short-term technical 
assistance and training will be needed.

Officials with the VOCA Farmer-to-Farmer program have given initial approval to 
assist in the completion of ABC/White Church.

Copies of New Agribusiness Issue #1 will be distributed and material for #2 will be 
collected.

IIDF/Des Moines:

ABC fourth quarter operations will be coordinated from here. IIDF plans to request 
Extension #2 to keep Tom Dunn in Stavropol as long as possible with the rest of the Grant 
#2 money, as suggested by Catherine Norris.

IIDF will host the two ABC/Stavropol Russian staffers, Sergei and Paul, as they 
will be visiting Iowa. Their airfares and most of their other costs will be covered under 
another program.

IIDF will contribute $5,000 to New Agribusiness and will continue to work closely 
with John Walter of SUCCESSFUL FARMING on the distribution of Issue #1 and 
preparation of Issue #2. Issue #1 of New Agribusiness prominently features the ABCs and 
the U.S. companies that have participated in the ABC marketing demonstrations.

Because of the strong and synergistic tie between the ABCs and New Agribusiness. 
the completion of Grant #2 will adversely impact future issues of New Agribusiness. HDF 
was the first to support New Agribusiness with US AID money in the amount of $10,000 
with the final amount to be $15,000. Although US AID now plans to contribute $50,000 to 
New Agribusiness, it will not pass the tranche through IIDF.

VI. IIDF's Unsolicited Pre-Proposal to USAID for Grant #3

As it is necessary to maintain and repair agricultural equipment whether its located 
in the U.S. or Russia, IIDF's utmost concern is that after the completion of Grant #2, the 
ABC equipment will breakdown aud become a white elephant. This will happen without 
continued IJJDF involvement because our NIS partners lack the experience and knowledge 
to conduct international business transactions that would be required to keep the ABC 
equipment maintained and repaired. Although IIDF received $200,000 in State of Iowa 
appropriations for FY '95 starting July 1, 1994, this is not enough money to complete the 
work at the ABCs.
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Attachment VIII is EGDFs unsolicited pre-proposal to US AID for Grant #3: 
U.S./NIS Agricultural Marketing, Exports, Extension and Training (AgMEET). AgMEET 
is a solid concept with a historical basis and the need and rationale for the new initiatives 
are established. AgMEET will keep the ABC equipment from breaking down and 
becoming a white elephant

Dr. Stanley Johnson states in Attachment IX that the second World Bank loan to 
Ukraine will be for the establishment of Farm Service Centers which are in many ways 
modeled after ABC/White Church. ABC/White Church has an opportunity to remain in 
front of this World Bank effort if given additional time and money to complete its work. 
That the World Bank came to our idea is a tribute to the foresight of DDF and our NIS 
partners.

Attachment X is a letter from Russian Federation Deputy Prime Minister Alexander 
Zaveruha to John Chrystal dated July 11,1994 requesting support for agribusiness centers. 
Attachment XI is a letter from Stavropol State Lieutenant Governor Sheyanov to Catherine 
Nonis dated June 17,1994 requesting continued support of ABC/Stavropol. USAJD/Kiev 
has received a letter signed by the Ukrainian Minister of Agriculture requesting continued 
support of ABC/White Church. This letter was made possible by one of our Ukrainian 
partners, Dr. Peter Sabluk, Director of the Institute of Agricultural Economics of the 
Ukrainian Academy of Agricultural Sciences.

The new IBDF has addressed past performance and has reason to be encouraged 
about the ABC future. Even though it has taken us longer to do what we had planned, our 
setbacks have value. The ABC setbacks serve as a model of the pitfalls that will be 
encountered by the overwhelming majority of NIS farmers in their evolution from 
centrally-planned to market-driven agriculture.

NIS farmers will be faced with the same obstacles the ABCs met and overcame, 
and the dissemination of ABC information in the NIS is the focus of New Agribusiness. 
ABC history, experience, and operations serve as realistic evolutionary models in the 
privatization of NIS agriculture.

IIDF and our NIS partners have come a long way together and we are now at the 
point to show impact. We trust that USAID will acknowledge this and fund AgMEET.



ATTACHMENTS

I. June Trip Report to USAID/Washington

II. June Trip R eport to USAID/Moscow

III. June Trip Report To USAID/Kiev

IV. Program of the Russian-American Agribusiness Center's Seminars

V. Summary and Analysis of Questionnaire Responses from the 
ABC/Stavropol Planting Technology Seminars

VI. Contract with the Stavropol Scientific Research Institute of 
Livestock Raising and Feed Production

VII. Production Contract for 90 Hectares of Commercial Corn

VIH. IIDFs unsolicited pre-proposal to USACD for Grant #3: U.S./NIS Agricultural 
Marketing, Exports, Extension and Training (AgMEET).

IX. Letter from Dr. Stanley Johnson to Mr. John Chrystal, dated June 17,1994

X. Letter from Russian Federation Deputy Prime Minister Alexander Zaveruha to
Mr. John Chrystal dated July 11,1994 requesting support for new agribusiness 
centers.

XI. Letter from Stavropol State Lieutenant Governor Sheyanov to Catherine Norris 
dated June 17,1994 requesting continued support for ABC/Stavropol.
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ATTACHMENT I

IOWA/INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
200 EAST GRAND AVENUE. DESMOINES. IOWA 50309 U.S.A.

TEL: 1-515-242-4768 FAX: 1-515-242-4946
SPRINTMAU.X.400: (CUSA. A:TELEMAIL, CkABCP, UN:nDF)

INTERNET: "/G=R/S=GANNONr@ABCP.SPRINT.COM

FAX

To: Mr. Marcus L. Winter July 12, 1994 
Economic Development Specialist Page 1 of 4 
USAID/ENI/ED/AG, Rm. 3725A - NS

Fax: 202-736-4422

Re: JUNE TRIP REPORT 

Dear Marc:

Thank you for your 22-Jun-94 letter approving our request for 
a no-cost two month extension for Grant #CNN-006-G-00-3127-00. 
Both Cathy Morris and David Sprague had indicated their approval 
of this when I met with them in June. I was encouraged by their 
attitude in that they both showed an appreciation for the change 
in IIDF leadership and a willingness to work with us. Ms. Norris 
said they want to give New Agribusiness magazine $50 ; 000. Since 
IIDF has already funded .the magazine $10,000 from our grant, I 
suggested that she could pass the money through IIDF and she 
indicated this was an option.

After meeting with our partners and seeing our joint venture 
operations, I am especially encouraged about our potential to 
utilize the seed and equipment we have on-site. The Abribusiness 
Centers (ABC) have opportunities to become profitable as well as 
impact and demonstrate how the Russian and Ukraianian seed and 
feed industry will necessarily have to evolve.

In your letter you wrote that USAID/Kiev said our Ukrainian 
Country Representative has left the country. This is not quite 
accurate. David Wampler, his wife, and two children are scheduled 
to depart Ukraine on July 16. Mr. Sprague and I spoke about this 
and I assured him of our continued commitment. In concurrence 
with others and after analyzing the situation in detail, IIDF has 
decided it is no longer necessary to station someone at ABC/White 
Church permanently.

Our plan for ABC/White Church is to have Tom Dunn, U.S. Co- 
Manager at ABC/Stavropol, travel to White Church with the agent of 
INSTA-PRO, the U.S. manufacturer of the extruding equipment who is 
also in Stavropol. They will identify and recommend what remains 
to be done in order to install the extruding equipment. Using 
their report we will plan a strategy to send technical assistance 
to supervise the initial installation and train operators. The 40' 
container with the equipment arrived at ABC/White Church 4-Jul-94.



Mr. Winter
June Trip Report

July 12, 1994 
Page 2 of 4

Both Ms. Norris and Mr. Sprague expressed concerns that the 
equipment would become inoperable at project end. I assured them 
this was my utmost concern also and that I would do everything 
possible to keep this from happening. Ms. Norris seemed very 
impressed with Mr. Dunn's abilities and accomplishments. She 
suggested that we utilize the rest of the -grant money to keep 
Mr. Dunn in Stavropol as long as possible which I will do as well 
as the same with short-term technical assistance to ABC/White 
Church. We will have sufficient grant funds to request an 
additional no-cost extension to follow the first extension.

A main point of my trip was to identify the most expeditious 
means to make the ABCs profitable. This fall/ ABC/Stavropol has 
an opportunity for income in selling its soybean crop for seed. 
Once the extruders begin operating, both ABCs will start receiving 
processing fees for extruding soybeans to produce soybean meal for 
protein in livestock feed.

This spring, ABC/Stavropol planted 30 tonnes of soybeans and 
since soybeans aren't hybrid like corn, soybeans can be used year 
after year for seed. The soybean fields have been properly planted 
for certification and the crop should meet quality standards for 
registration. We plan to sell most of the harvest to a seed broker 
who will then license the seed on to marketeers, ytiis activity 
holds the greatest potential for sustainability and has very 
strong and long-term potential for impact as well because of NIS's 
lack of Western soybean seed genetics.

In addition, for providing some of the inputs and planting 
220 acres of corn for a group of private farmers, ABC/Stavropol 
will receive one quarter of the crop which at current and 
projected corn prices, is a very good deal for both participants. 
The private farmers have expressed a desire to plant soybeans on 
contract next year to continue our soybean seed operation.

ABC/White Church has an opportunity for income because of its 
location at a progressive feedmill. The feedmill just received an 
order for 2,000 tonnes of chicken feed for export to poultry 
ranchers near Moscow. At the feedmill, we have eight 18,000 
bushel bins and a 13,600 bushel drying bin for a total storage 
capacity of 157,600 bushels. All bins are 36' in diameter and 
inter-connected with augers. We plan to install the extruders 
near to and connect thev.t by auger with the bins for an 
incorporated system to produce soybean meal for the feedmill and 
food-grade soy oil. A processing fee for extruding the soybeans 
will sustain ABC/White Church once it is in operation. ABC/White 
Church will also realize additional income from selling the soy 
oil for human consumption.



Mr. Winter
June Trip Report

July 12, 1994 
Page 3 of 4

The "Planting Technology Seminars" held at ABC/Stavropol July 
14, 15 and 16 could not have been more successful. Stavropol State 
Lieutenant Governor Sheyanov opened and closed both sessions. The 
following companies, recruited by IIDF, presented educational and 
training seminars: JOHN DEERE, KINZE, MONSANTO, UNIROYAL CHEMICAL, 
CARGILL SEEDS, and ICI SEEDS. John Walter from SUCCESSFUL FARMING 
was there to report on the seminars for the next issue of New 
Agribusiness. A seed broker from Iowa investigated our soybean 
seed potential, a VOCA representative spoke about VOCA programs, 
and a DAI consultant out of Washington, D.C. attended.

The 310 farm leaders and private farmers from across the 
Stavropol state who attended showed great interest in the seminar 
focus: no-till farming or conservation tillage. No-till is a new 
concept to them and they appreciated its benefits. No-till 
reduces the number of trips across the field which saves input 
costs and minimizes farming's impact on soil and environment. The 
company representatives spoke to no-till and marketed their seed 
and herbicide, and demonstrated the equipment as part of a no-till 
package. The farmers completed questionnaries and the results will 
be included in IIDF's next Quarterly Report due July 31, 1994.

Our ABC/Stavropol Russian partners fed and housed the company 
representatives at no cost at the hotel of the Stavropol affiliate 
of the Russian Academy of Management and Agribusiness which is 
where the seminars were held. The Academy is one of our Russian 
partners. Some of the farmers who had to stay overnight were also 
lodged here. The seminars received radio, television and newspaper 
coverage before and after with a emphasis on private farmers.

Copies of "U.S./NIS Agricultural Marketing, Exports, 
Extension, and Training" (U.S./NIS AgMEET), IIDF's unsolicited 
pre-proposal for USAID Grant #3, were left with both Ms. Norris 
and Mr. Sprague. U.S./NIS AgMEET is a solid concept with an 
historical basis, and the need and rationale for the new 
initiatives have been established. For USAID to drop IIDF from 
any future funding consideration when we are at the point to show 
impact is a serious mistake ancl a disregard for the work IIDF and 
our NIS partners have accomplished. A copy of U.S./NIS AgMEET is 
being mailed to you for review and response.

On this trip I saw the equipment we have on-site and visited 
with our partners to evaluate their current potential. After 
analyzing our situation, I have seen what needs to be done and 
what can be done which confirms and strengthens my previous 
assumptions. The original rationale in funding this project 
remains valid. The ABCs can be made profitable if allowed more 
time and money to complete what they need to do.



Mr. Winter July 12, 1994 
June Trip Report _ Page 4 of 4

./ 

It must be remembered that the ABCs perform services such as 
hosting seminars and visitors that provide no income. If the ABCs 
become self-sustaining, these and other services will necessarily 
have to cease. This would be unfortunate because these services 
are truly needed and the ABCs are ideally positioned for this.

*

With no-cost extensions, the ABCs will be able to install the 
extruding equipment, train personnel, and start a soybean seed 
operation in Stavropol. Although IIDF received $200,000 from the 
Iowa Legislature for FY'95 starting July 1, 1994, the ABCs will 
not survive long after USAID Grant #2 ends because the State of 
Iowa appropriations aren't enough to continue the ABCs.

The ABCs will require on-going U.S. technical assistance in 
order to repair and maintain the bins and equipment. If IIDF does 
not receive additional USAID money, the bins and equipment will 
become inoperable and become an embarrassment to all involved. 
This is my biggest concern and it will happen without Grant #3.

Try to appreciate that when I was in Kiev, Mr. Sprague told 
me USAID/Kiev was renting an airplane to fly the U.S. Ambassador 
and 20 people to autend a seminar put on by MONSANTO only. It is 
unfortunate our seminars the week before in Stavropol which were 
much bigger with more top U.S. agricultural companies, didn't 
receive such 'publicity. Ms. Norris apologized f ory' not being able 
to attend due to a schedule conflict. This type of training and 
marketing including trade missions and reverse trade missions 
focused on U.S./NIS trade are what I am good at but they will no 
longer be pursued because they can't be structured to make money. 
It's unfortunate because these activities have compounded economic 
results such as U.S. companies signing agreements to manufacture 
parts in the NIS for export.

Under my new leadership, the ABCs are showing impact and will 
become profitable if I have additional time and money to do what I 
need to do. Your assistance and advice on how to get more USAID 
money and how to proceed with U.S. AgMEET is appreciated. Both 
Ms. Norris and Mr. Sprague expressed more optimism and a brighter 
future for IIDF than USAID/Washington has in the past. What I 
discovered on this trip was more encouraging than I anticipated 
and I hope you oegin to share my enthusiasm. Thank you very much 
and I look forward to hearing from you soon.

Sincerely,

AW12JUL 
cc: Files

KOttRDGMHN 
DICUIiYEBRE

Richard T. Cannon 
Executive Director



ATTACHMENT II

IOWA/INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
200 EAST GRAND AVENUE, DES1HOINES. IOWA 50309 U.S.A.

TEL: 1-515-242-4768 FAX: 1-515-242-4946
SPRINTMAIL X.400: (CUSA. A:TELEMAIL, O:ABCP. UN:HDF)

INTERNET: "/G=R/S=GANNONr@ABCP.SPRINT.COM

FAX

July 12, 1994 
Page 1 of 4

To: Ms. Catherine Norris
Agricultural Advisor
USAID/Moscow 

Fax: 011-7-095-956-7093

Re: JUNE TRIP REPORT 

Dear Cathy:

Thank you for meeting with me on June 23 to discuss IIDF's 
Agribusiness Center (ABC) in Stavropol. Your willingness to work 
with me and my new staff is appreciated in light of IIDF's poor 
performance in the past. During our meeting, you said you wanted 
to give the New Agribusiness magazine $50,000. Since IIDF has 
already funded the magazine $10,000 from our grant, I suggested 
that you could pass the money through IIDF and you had indicated 
this was an option. If this is the option being pursued, and I 
hope it is, then please advise us of the USAID process and what 
will be required of IIDF to implement and expedite this.

Thank you also for approving our request for no-cost two 
month extension. Marcus Winter informed me of this in his 
22-Jun-94 letter which was waiting for me when I returned to 
I owa.

After meeting with our partners and seeing our joint venture 
operations, I am encouraged about our potential to utilize the 
seed and equipment we have on-site. The ABCs have opportunities 
to become profitable as well as impact and demonstrate how the 
Russian and Ukraianian seed, grain, and feed industry will 
necessarily have to evolve.

IIDF's Country Representative in Ukraine is leaving Ukraine 
on July 16. Mr. Sprague at USAID/Kiev and I spoke about this and 
I assured him of our continued commitment. In concurrence with 
others and after analyzing the situation in detail, IIDF has 
decided it is no longer necessary to station someone at ABC/White 
Church permanently.

Our plan for ABC/White Church is to have Tom Dunn, U.S. Co- 
Manager at ABC/Stavropol, travel to White Church with the agent of 
INSTA-PRO, the U.S. manufacturer of the extruding equipment who is 
also in Stavropol. They will identify and recommend what remains 
to be done in order to install the extruding equipment. Using 
their report we will plan a strategy to send technical assistance 
to supervise the initial installation and train operators. The 40' 
container with the equipment arrived at ABC/White Church 4-Jul-94.



Ms. Morris July 12, 1994 
June Trip Report - Page 2 of 4

Both you and Mr. Sprague expressed concerns that the bins and 
equipment would become inoperable at project end. I assured you 
this was my utmost concern also and that I would do everything 
possible to keep this from happening. I was happy to see that you 
were impressed with Mr. Dunn's abilities and accomplishments. Your 
advice to utilize the rest of the grant money to kaep Mr. Dunn in 
Stavropol as long as possible will be followed. I plan to do the 
same with short-term technical assistance for ABC/White Church. 
We will have sufficient grant funds to request an additional 
no-cost extension to follow the first extension.

A main point of my trip was to identify the most expeditious 
means to make the ABCs profitable. This fall, ABC/Stavropol has 
an opportunity for income in selling its soybean crop for seed. 
Once the extruders begin operating, both ABCs will start receiving 
processing fees for extruding soybeans to produce soybean meal for 
protein in livestock feed.

This spring, ABC/Stavropol planted 30 tonnes of soybeans and 
since soybeans aren't hybrid like corn, soybeans can be used year 
after year for seed. The soybean fields have been properly planted 
for certification and the crop should meet quality standards for 
registration. We plan to sell most of the harvest to a seed broker 
who will then license the seed on to marketeers. TJiis activity 
holds the greatest potential for sustainability and has strong and 
long-term potential for impact as well because of Russia's lack of 
Western soybean seed genetics.

In addition, for providing some of the inputs and planting 
220 acres of corn for a group of private farmers, ABC/Stavropol 
will receive one quarter of the crop which at current and 
projected corn prices, is a very good deal for both participants. 
The private farmers have expressed a desire to plant soybeans on 
contract next year to continue our soybean seed operation.

ABC/White Church has an opportunity for income because of its 
location at a progressive feedmill. The feedmill just received an 
order for 2,000 tonnes of chicken feed for export to poultry 
producers near Moscow. At the feedmill, we have eight 18,000 
bushel bins and a 13,600 bushel drying bin for a total storage 
capacity of 157,600 bushels. All bins are 36' in diameter and 
inter-connected with augers. We plan to install the extruders 
near to and connect them by auger with the bins for a turnkey 
operation to produce soybean meal for the feedmill and food-grade 
soy oil. A processing fee for extruding the soybeans and selling 
the soy oil for human consumption will sustain ABC/White Church 
once operation gets underway.



Ms. Norris . July 12, 1994 
June Trip Report - Page 3 of 4

The "Planting Technology Seminars" held at ABC/Stavropol July 
14, 15 and 16 could not have been more successful. Stavropol State 
Lieutenant Governor Sheyanov opened and closed both sessions. The 
following companies, recruited by IIDF, presented educational and 
training seminars: JOHN DEERE, KINZE, MONSANTO, UNIROYAL CHEMICAL, 
CARGILL SEEDS, and ICI SEEDS. John Walter from SUCCESSFUL FARMING 
was there to report on the seminars for the next issue of New 
Agribusiness. A seed broker from Iowa investigated our soybean 
seed potential, a VOCA representative spoke about VOCA programs, 
and a DAI consultant out of Washington, D.C. attended.

The 310 farm leaders and private farmers from across the 
Stavropol state who attended showed great interest in the seminar 
focus: no-till farming or conservation tillage. No-till is a new 
concept to them and they appreciated its benefits. No-till 
reduces the number of trips across the field which saves input 
costs and minimizes farming's impact on soil and environment. The 
company representatives spoke to no-till and marketed their seed, 
herbicide, and equipment as part of a no-till package. Equipment 
owned by ABC/Stavropol was demonstrated: JOHN DEERE 20' no-till 
soybean drill, two KINZE 8 row corn planters, and a RITCHIE field 
sprayer. The farmers completed questionnaires and the results will 
be included in IIDF's next Quarterly Report due July 31, 1994.

Our ABC/Stavropol Russian partners fed and housed the company 
representatives at no cost at the hotel of the Stavropol affiliate 
of the Russian Academy of Management and Agribusiness which is 
where the seminars were held. The Academy is one of our Russian 
partners. Some of the farmers who had to stay overnight were also 
lodged here. The seminars received radio, television and newspaper 
coverage before and after with an emphasis on private farmers.

Copies of IIDF's unsolicited pre-proposal for USAID Grant #3, 
"I?.S./WIS Agricultural Marketing, Exports, Extension and Training" 
(AgMEET), were left with both you and Mr. Sprague. AgMEET is a 
solid concept with an historical basis, and the need and rationale 
for the new initiatives have been established. For USAID to drop 
IIDF from any future funding consideration when we are at the 
point to show impact is a serious mistake and a disregard for the 
work IIi:>F and our NIS partners have accomplished.

On this trip I saw the equipment we have on-site and visited 
with our partners to evaluate their current potential. After 
analyzing our situation, I have seen what needs to be done and 
what can be done which confirms and strengthens my previous 
assumptions. The original rationale in funding this project 
remains valid. The ABCs can be made profitable if allowed more 
time and money to complete what they need to do.



Ms. Norris
June Trip Report

July 12, 1994 
Page 4 of 4

It must be noted that the ABCs perform services such as 
hosting seminars and visitors that provide no income. If the ABCs 
become self-sustaining, these and other services will necessarily 
have to cease. This would be unfortunate because these services 
are truly needed and the ABCs are ideally positioned for this.

With no-cost extensions, the ABCs will be able to install the 
extruding equipment, train personnel, and start a soybean seed 
operation in Stavropol. Although IIDF received $200,000 from the 
Iowa Legislature for FY'95 starting July 1, 1994, the ABCs will 
not survive long after USAID Grant #2 ends because the State of 
Iowa appropriations aren't enough to continue the ABCs.

The ABCs will require on-going U.S. technical assistance in 
order to repair and maintain the bins and equipment. If IIDF does 
not receive additional USAID money, the bins and equipment will 
become inoperable and become an embarrassment to all involved. 
This is my biggest concern and it will happen without Grant #3.

Try to appreciate that when I was in Kiev, Mr. Sprague told 
me USAID/Kiev was renting an airplane to fly the U.S. Ambassador 
and 20 people to attend a seminar put on by MONSANTO only. It is 
unfortunate our seminars the week before in Stavropol which were 
much bigger with more top U.S. agricultural companies, didn't 
receive such publicity. Thank you for apologizing Jror not being 
able to attend due to a schedule conflict but if you had, you 
would have been impressed with the seminars' impact. This type of 
training and marketing including trade missions and reverse trade 
missions focused on U.S./MIS trade are what I am good at but they 
will no longer be pursued because they can't be structured to make 
money. It's unfortunate because these activities have compounded 
economic results such as U.S. companies signing agreements to 
manufacture parts in the NIS for export.

Under my new leadership, the ABCs are showing impact and will 
become profitable if I have additional time and money to do what I 
need to do. Your assistance and advice on how to get more USAID 
money and how to proceed with AgMEET are appreciated. Both you and 
Mr. Sprague expressed more optimism than USAID/Washington has done 
in the past. What I discovered on this trip was more encouraging 
than I anticipated and I hope you begin to share my enthusiasm. 
Thank you very much and I look forward to working with you.

Sincerely,

AR12JUL
cc: John Walter 

Files

Richard T. Cannon 
Executive Director



ATTACHMENT III

IOWA/INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
200 EAST GRAND AVENUE. DES-MOINES, IOWA 50309 U.S.A.

TEL: 1-515-242-4768 FAX: 1-515-242-4946
SPRINTMAILX.400: (CUSA. A:TELEMAIL. O:ABCP. UNiODF)

INTERNET: 7G=R/S=GANNONr@ABCP.SPRINT.COM

FAX

To: Mr. David M. Sprague July 15, 1994 
Assistant Director Page 1 of 4 
USAID/Kiev

Fax: 7-044-220-7079
Cc: Jim Asher, CNFA/Ukraine
Re: JUNE TRIP REPORT

Dear David:

Thank you for meeting with me on June 21 to discuss IIDF's 
Agribusiness Center (ABC) in White Church. Thank you also for 
approving our request for the no-cost two month extension. A 
letter from Marcus Winter dated June 22, 1994 informing me of 
Extension #1 was waiting for me when I got back to Iowa.

ABC/White Church will have a turnkey operation to produce 
soybean meal for feed and food-grade soybean oil. ABC/White 
Church will receive two incomes by charging a processing fee for 
extruding the soybeans for the feedmill and by selling the oil. 
The ABC will serve as a model to demonstrate how the Ukrainian 
feed industry can evolve to manufacture balanced feed rations.

You and I spoke about David Wampler's departure on July 16 
and I assured you of our continued commitment to ABC/White Church. 
In concurrence with others and after analyzing the situation in 
detail, IIDF has decided it is no longer necessary to station 
someone at ABC/White Church permanently.

Our plan for ABC/White Church is to have Tom Dunn, the 
ABC/Stavropol Manager in Russia, travel to White Church with the 
agent of INSTA-PRO, the U.S. manufacturer of the extruders who is 
also in Stavropol. They will identify and recommend what remains 
to be done and advise APK ROSS, our partners, on the next steps 
for installing the extruders. Using their report, we will plan a 
strategy to send technical assistance to supervise and finalize 
installation and start-up, and train operators. The 40' container 
with the equipment arrived at ABC/White Church July 4, 1994.

Both you and Cathy Morris at USAID/Moscow expressed concerns 
that after project end the bins and extruders would breakdown and 
become a white elephant. I assured you this was my utmost concern 
and I will do everything possible to keep this from happening. 
Ms. Morris was impressed with Mr. Dunn's accomplishments and 
advised that we utilize the rest of the grant money for extensions 
to keep Mr. Dunn at ABC/Stavropol as long as possible. Mr. Dunn 
will advise me on what short-term technical assistance to send to 
ABC/White Church. We will have sufficient grant funds to request 
Extension #2 to follow Extension #1.
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Although Grant #2 will end after Extension #1 and #2 are 
completed, ABC/White Church will continue to require occasional 
U.S. technical assistance to repair and maintain the bins and 
extruders. If IIDF does not receive additional USAID money, the 
bins and extruders will breakdown and become a white elephant. 
This is my biggest concern and it will happen without Rrant #3.

Copies of IIDF's unsolicited pre-proposal for USAID Grant #3, 
"U.S./NIS Agricultural Marketing/ Exports, Extension and Training" 
(AgMEET), were left with you and Mr. Asher. AgMEET is a solid 
concept with an historical basis, and the need and rationale for 
the new initiatives have been established. For USAID to drop IIDF 
from any future funding consideration when we are at the point to 
show impact is a serious mistake and a disregard for the work IIDF 
and our Ukrainian partners have accomplished. Mr. Asher supports 
AgMEET and we have spoken again now that he's here in the U.S.

A main point of my trip was to identify the most expeditious 
means to make ABC/White Church profitable. ABC/White Church has 
an opportunity for income because of its location at a progressive 
feedmill. The feedmill just received an order for 2,000 tonnes of 
chicken feed for export to poultry producers near Moscow. At the 
feedmill, we have eight 18,000 bushel bins and a 13,600 bushel 
drying bin for a total storage capacity of 157,600 ^bushels. All 
bins are 36' in diameter and inter-connected with aXigers. We will 
install the extruders near to and connect them by auger with the 
bins for a turnkey operation to produce soybean meal for the 
feedmill and food-grade soy oil. A processing fee for extruding 
soybeans and selling the soy oil for human consumption will 
provide two incomes for ABC/White Church once operation starts.

In addition to agribusiness marketeer APK ROSS, our other 
Ukrainian partner is Dr. Petro SABLUK, Director of the Ukrainian 
Institute of Agricultural Economics of the Ukrainian Academy of 
Agriculural Sciences. Dr. SABLUK is recognized as one of Ukraine's 
leading agricultural economists, is highly respected, and has 
excellent training and translating facilities. He makes an 
effective partner because of his ability to get things through the 
bureaucracy using his top level contacts. Dr. SABLUK is ready to 
work with IIDF and Dr. Stanley Johnson, Director of CARD at Iowa 
State University. Having Dr. SABLUK as an active partner is 
another good reason to fund AgMEET, IIDF's proposal for Grant #3.

You had mentioned that USAID/Kiev was considering renting an 
airplane to fly the U.S. Ambassador and 20 people to attend a 
seminar put on by MONSANTO only. It's unfortunate our seminars the 
week before at ABC/Stavropol which MONSANTO attended with other 
top U.S. agricultural companies didn't receive such publicity. 
Below is a summary of the ABC/Stavropol seminars and an example of 
what IIDF, ABC/White Church, CARD and Dr. SABLUK can do together.
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ABC/STAVROPOL SEMINAR SUMMARY

The "Planting Technology Seminars" held at ABC/Stavropol July 
14, 15 and 16 could not have been more successful. Stavropol State 
Lieutenant Governor Sheyanov opened and closed both sessions. The 
following companies, recruited by IIDF, presented educational and 
training seminars: JOHN DEERE, KINZE, MONSANTO, UNIROYAL CHEMICAL, 
CARGILL SEEDS, and ICI SEEDS.

John Walter from SUCCESSFUL FARMING was there to report on 
the seminars for the next issue of New Agribusiness. A seed 
broker from Iowa investigated our soybean seed potential, a VOCA 
representative spoke about VOCA programs/ and a DA1 consultant out 
of Washington, D.C. networked participants.

The 310 farm leaders and private farmers from across the 
Stavropol state who attended showed great interest in the seminar 
focus: no-till farming'or conservation tillage. No-till is a new 
concept to them and they appreciated its benefits. No-till reduces 
the number of trips across the field which saves input costs and 
minimizes the adverse effects on soil and environment. The company 
representatives spoke to no-till farming and marketed their seed, 
herbicide, and equipment as part of a no-till package.

Farm implements owned by ABC/Stavropol were demonstrated: a 
JOHN DEERE no-till soybean drill, two KINZE 8 row corn planters, 
and a RITCHIE field sprayer. The farmers completed questionnaires 
and the results will be included in IIDF's next Quarterly Report 
due July 31, 1994.

Our ABC/Stavropol Russian partners fed and housed the company 
representatives at no cost at the hotel of the Stavropol affiliate 
of the Russian Academy of Management and Agribusiness which is 
where the seminars were held. The Academy is one of our Russian 
partners. Some of the farmers who had to stay overnight were also 
lodged here. The seminars received radio, television and newspaper 
coverage before and after with an emphasis on private farmers.

Ms. Norris apologized for not being able to attend due to a 
schedule conflict but if she had, she would have been impressed 
with the seminars' impact. This type of training and marketing 
including trade missions and reverse trade missions focused on 
U.S./NIS trade is my strength. However, if the ABCs are to become 
self-sustaining, these activities will no longer be pursued 
because they can't be structured to make money. It's unfortunate 
because these activites have compounded economic results such as 
U.S. companies signing agreements to manufacture agricultural 
parts in Ukraine for export to the U.S. which, according to 
Mr. Asher, is happening at present in the Ukraine.
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ABC/WHITE CHURCH STRATEGY

On this trip I saw the bins, extruders, and equipment we have 
on-site and visited with our Ukrainian partners to evaluate their 
current potential. After analyzing our situation, I see what has 
been done, what needs to be done, and what can be done. This 
confirms and strengthens my previous assumptions. The original 
rationale in funding this project remains valid. ABC/White Church 
will start earning income soon and can be be made to be profitable 
if allowed more time and money to complete what it needs to do.

ABC/White Church has hosted visitors, delegations, and 
organized educational exchanges which provided no income. If the 
ABC is required to become self-sustaining, these and other 
services will necessarily have to cease because they can not be 
structured to make money. These services are truly needed and 
ABC/White Church is ideally placed to provide these services.

With Extension #1 and #2, ABC/White Church will be able to 
install the extruding equipment and train personnel to operate the 
turnkey operation. Although IIDF received $200,000 from the Iowa 
Legislature for FY'95 starting July 1, 1994, the ABC will not 
survive long after USAID Grant #2 ends because the State of Iowa 
appropriations aren't enough to continue the ABC.  .

Under my new leadership, ABC/White Church is showing impact 
and will become profitable if I have additional time and money to 
do what I need to do. Your assistance and advice on how to get 
more USAID money and how to proceed with AgMEET for Grant #3 are 
appreciated. You and Ms. Norris expressed more optimism than 
USAID/Washington has done in the past. What I discovered on this 
trip was more encouraging than I anticipated and I hope you share 
my enthusiasm. Thank you very much and I look forward to working 
with you.

Sincerely,

RicjWard T. Cannon \ 
Executive Director '

AU15JUL1
cc: Jim Asher, CNFA/Ukraine 

Files



PROGRAM ATTACHMENT IV 

of the Russian-American Agribusiness Center's Seminar

Purpose: Learning new technologies of planting corn and soybean and demonstration the newest 
machinery.

Location: Stavropol Affiliate of Russian Academy of management and agribusiness, SNIISKH, 
v. Shpakovskoye.

Date: June 14-16, 1994 in two flows. 

Duration: one day for each flow.

Invited people: chiefs of regional agricultural departments, chief engineers and chief agronomists 
of agricultural enterprises, directors of Farms (according to the list), specialists 
of agricultural departments of the Administrations of Stavropol Krai, Rostov, 
Penza,Volgograd Regions, Krasnodar Krai and Kalmyk Republic.

Number of participants: 400 people in two flows.

Beginning of the seminar: 12 o'clock, June 14, for the first flow and 12 o'clock, June 15, for
second flow.

JUNE 14,1994

1. Registration of participants. 9:00-12:30
2. Seminar opening. Speech. 13:00-13:10
3. Speech. 13:10-13:20
4. Lecture 'Technology of No-Till Planting". 13:20-13:50
5. Results of presentation. Speech. 13:50-14:00

BREAK 14:00-14:10

Alexander Shiyanov 
Richard Gannon 
Tom Dunn 
Vladimir Khvorostyanov

Lectures in the groups.

Group 1. Lecture 1. John Deere machinery. 14:10-14:55
Lecture 2. Kinze planters. 15:00-15:45

Group 2. Lecture 1. Monsanto chemicals. 14:10-14:55
Lecture 2. Uniroyal chemicals. 15:00-15:45

Group 3. Lecture 1. ICI seed. 14:10-14:55
Lecture 2. Cargill seed. 15:00-15-45



Break 15:45-15:55

Group 1. Lecture 3. Monsanto chemicals. „ 15:55-16:40
Lecture 4. Uniroyal chemicals. 16:40-17:25

Group 2. Lecture 3. ICI seed. 15:55-16:40
Lecture 4. Cargill seed. 16:40-17:25

Group 3. Lecture 3. John Deere machinery. 15:55-16:40
Lecture 4. Kinze planters. 16:40-17:25

Break 17:25-17:35

Group 1. Lecture 5. ICI seed. 17:35-18:10
Lecture 6. Cargill seed. 18:10-18:55

Group 2. Lecture 5. John Deere machinery. 17:35-18:10
Lecture 6. Kinze planters. 18:10-18:55

Group 3. Lecture 5. Monsanto chemicals. 17:35-18:10
. Lecture 6. Uniroyal chancels. 18:10-18:55

JUNE 15,1994.

Group 1. Demonstration of John Deere drill. 8:00-9:00 

Group 2. Demonstration of Ritchie sprayer. 8:00-9:00 

Group 3. Demonstration of Kinze planter. 8:00-9:00 

Groups change the places of demonstration in 1 hour.

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
June, 14-15 1994.

Pekka Helkery

Tom Dunn

Group 1
Alexandrovski District. 
Andropovsky Dist. 
Apanasenkovski Dist. 
Arzgirski Dist. 
Stavropol Krai Ag Dcpt. 
Kalmyk Republic 
Penza Region

Group 2
Blagodarnenski Dist. 
Budyonnovski Dist. 
Gcorgiyevski Dist. 
Grachovski Dist. 
Rostov Region 
Krasnodar Krai

Group 3
Izohilny Dist. 
Ipatovski Dist. 
Kochubeyevsky Dist. 
Krasnogvardeysky Dist. 
Kirovski Dist. 
Volgograd Region



JUNE 15,1994

1. Registration of participants. ,   9:00-12:30
2. Seminar opening. Speech. 13:00-13:10
3. Speech. 13:10-13:20
4. Lecture 'Technology of No-Till Planting". 13:20-13:50
5. Results of presentation. Speech. 13:50-14:00

BREAK 14:00-14:10 

Lectures in the groups.

Group 1. Lecture 1. John Deere machinery. 14:10-14:55
Lecture 2. Kinze planters. 15:00-15:45

Group 2. Lecture L Monsanto chemicals. 14:10-14:55
Lecture 2. Uniroyal chancels. 15:00-15:45

Group 3. Lecture 1. ICI seed. 14:10-14:55
Lecture 2. Cargill seed. 15:00-15-45

Break 15:45-15:55

Alexander Shiyanov 
Richard Cannon 
Tom Dunn 
Vladimir Khvorostyanov

Group 1. Lecture 3. Monsanto chemicals. 15:55-16:40
Lecture 4. Uniroyal chancels. 16:40-17:25

Group 2. Lecture 3. ICI seed. 15:55-16:40
Lecture 4. Cargill seed. 16:40-17:25

Group 3. Lecture 3. John Deere machinery. 15:55-16:40
Lecture 4. Kinze planters. 16:40-17:25

Break 17:25-17:35

Group 1. Lecture 5. ICI seed. 17:35-18:10
Lecture 6. Cargill seed. 18:10-18:55

Group 2. Lecture 5. John Deere machinery. 17:35-18:10
Lecture 6. Kinze planters. 18:10-18:55

Group 3. Lecture 5. Monsanto chemicals. 17:35-18:10
Lecture 6. Uniroyal chancels. 18:10-18:55

U-



JUNE 16,1994.

Group 1. Demonstration of John Deere drill.^. 8:00-9:00 

Group 2. Demonstration of Ritchie sprayer. 8:00-9:00 

Group 3. Demonstration of Kinze planter. 8:00-9:00 

Groups change the places of demonstration in 1 hour.

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
June, 15-16 1994.

Group 1
Kurski Dist. 
Levokumski Dist. 
Minvodski Dist. 
Neftakumski Dist.

Group 2
Novoalexandrovski Dist. 
Novoselitski Dist. 
Petrovski Dist. 
Prcdgorny Dist.

Pekka Helkery

Tom Dunn

Group 3 
Sovietski Dist. 
Stepnovski Dist. 
Trunovski Dist. 
Turkmenski Dist. 
Shpakovski Dist.



ATTACHMENT V

IOWA/INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
200 EAST GRAND AVENUE. DES'MOINES. IOWA 50309 U.S.A.

TEL: 1-515-242-4768 ' FAX: 1-515-242-4946
SPRINTMAILX.400: (OUSA, A:TELEMAIL, O:ABCP. UN.-ITOF)

INTERNET: -/C=R/S=GANNONr@ABCP.SPRINT.COM

Summary and Analysis of Questionnaire Responses
from the

ABC/Stavropol Planting Technology Seminars 
June 14-16, 1994 
Stavropol, Russia

Seminar participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire at the end of the 
seminars. There were 104 questionnaires returned out of 310 participants. This confirms a 
finding from previous seminars in that Russians in rural areas are generally reluctant to 
return questionnaires because they are not accustomed to voicing their opinion.

The majority of the respondents were farmers from fully or partially privatized joint 
stock farms with 150 employees or more. Almost 100% of the respondents showed a 
strong interest in the seminar focus: no-till farming or conservation tillage. Nearly all the 
respondents found the seminars to be useful, wanted to participate in future seminars, and 
expressed a desire to receive more information on U.S. agriculture. These findings 
support IIDFs proposal to USADD for Grant #3: U.S./NIS Agricultural Marketing, 
Exports, Extension, and Training (AgMEET).

Perhaps the most significant finding for nDF because of our ability to recruit U.S. 
manufacturers is that almost 75% of the respondents stated that within trie next two years 
they are planning to buy U.S. agricultural inputs including machinery, seed, and fertilizers. 
We knew Stavropol held strong market potential for U.S. exports but this finding showed 
that the potential is stronger than we had anticipated. This supports the Marketing 
component of AgMEET.

IEDF and ABC/Stavropol created the four page questionnaire in Russian. It 
contained 12 multiple-choice questions and one question requiring a written response. 
Following is a summary of the questions, data obtained, and our comments:

1). Name, position, your farm, enterprise, or organization and its address. 

Comments: These are available on request and will be used to create a database.

2). Field of your activities:
1. Agriculture
2. Food production
3. Industrial production
4. Trade

89
1
1
1

5. Administration
6. Scientific research
7. Education
8. Others (explain)

11

1

Comments: In a change from previous seminars, the vast majority of respondents were 
farmers and not state (Krai) or regional (Raion) administration officials. This achieved the 
seminar objective of targeting farmers from the privatized joint stock farms.

Ir



3). Extent of privatization of your enterprise, organization or farm:
1. Completely privatized .^ 36
2. Partially privatized 18
3. Will be privatized 2
4. Won't be privatized 12
5. Can't be privatized legally 25

Comments: A third of the respondents were farmers from fully privatized farming 
operations. Over 50% of respondents worked on either fully or partially privatized farms.

4). How many people work at your enterprise, organization or farm:
1.1 -10 1
2.11-50 20
3.51-200 6
4.201 - 500 6
5.501 -1500 57
6. More than 1500 7

Comments: Approximately 20% of the respondents represented small business ventures 
with less than 50 employees. Over 50% of the respondents were from entities with over 
500 employees. Only 10% of the respondents were from entities with 50-500 employees.

5). If you're employed in agriculture, is your farm:
1. Individual private farm
2. Co-operative association of individual farms
3. Medium-size (50-150 people) joint-stock farm
4. Large (more than 151 people) joint-stock farm
5. Other

1
1
4
54
30

Comments: The private farmer who responded as representing the individual private farm 
belongs to a group of twelve private farmers. ABC/Stavropol contract planted 90 hectares 
of com for that group of private farmers and the contract is in the attachments to this 
quarterly report. Over half the respondents represented the average size farm in Stavropol 
Krai.

6). If you are employed in agriculture, would you apply no-till planting technology?
1. Yes 43
2. Yes, if I find out more about it. 48 
4. No 5

Comments: The response shows strong interest in no-till farming and demonstrates that 
no-till as the seminar focus was appropriate.

7). Do you receive enough information about U.S. agricultural practices?
1. Yes 19
2. Usually, no 61
3. No 17

Comments: This demonstrates the need for the dissemination of information through 
agriculture extension. This finding supports the Extension component of AgMEET.



8). Would you like to know more about U.S. agriculture?
1. Yes  «" 96
2. No 1
3. It is not directly related to my work ' 1

Comments: The almost universal response shows a desire to know more about U.S. 
agriculture which is the purpose of the New Agribusiness. This supports the Extension 
component of AgMEET.

9). Are you planning to purchase U.S. machinery, seed, fertilizers, etc. in next two years?
1. Yes 75
2. No 8 
3.1 don't use agricultural inputs in my work 15

Comments: This finding supports the Marketing component of AgMEBT. It demonstrates 
the need for U.S. companies to develop the Russian market. This may be perhaps the most 
interesting finding of mis survey. We knew the market potential was strong but we did not 
expect it to be this strong.

10). If you answered "yes" to the last question, which method of payment would you 
choose ?

1. In hard currency 4
2. In rubles 20
3. By barter 63

Comments: It is interesting to see that almost 25% of the respondents are able to purchase 
agricultural inputs with either rubles or hard currency. Rubles are easily- converted into 
hard currency in Russia.

11). Was your parr-ipation in the seminars useful for you?
1. Yes 93
2. No 0
3. Hard to say 5

Comments: This demonstrates that the seminars had a strong impact

12). What interested you most in these seminars?
1. Opportunity to see new machinery 66
2. Opportunity to know more about new planting 

technologies 49
3. Opportunity to establish business contacts with 

representatives of American companies 43
4. Acquaintance with Agribusiness Center's activities 38
5. Opportunity to establish contacts with your Russian 

colleagues 29
6. Other 4

Comments: These findings indicate that all aspects of the seminars were of interest.

13). Would you ike to participate in other similar seminars in future? 
l.Yes 91 
2.1 am not certain 3 
3. No 0



Comments: This overwhelmingly positive response by the farmers indicates their strong 
desire that ABC/Stavropol host future seminars. This finding supports the Extension and 
Training components of AgMEET.

14). How can the organization and program of such seminars be improved?

Comments: The farmers wrote out their answers to this question. The answers can be 
grouped into three general categories:
1. Conduct the seminars more often.
2. Increase the length of the seminars from 2-3 days to a week.
3. Devote more time to field demonstrations of equipment.



ATTACHMENT VI

CONTRACT

Stavropol Scientific Research Institute of live-stock raising and feed production hereinafter 
referred to as Executor represented by its Director, Vassily Vassilyevich Miloshenko, 
acting on the basis of "Operating Regulations of ihe Enterprise" from one side and 
Insta-Pro Co. and Russian-American Agribusiness Center hereinafter referred to as 
Customer represented by

acting on the basis

from the other side, came to the Contract about the following below: 

1. Terms of the Contract

1.1 The Customer charges and the Executor takes upon himself conducting scientific 
research work with topic "To determine the effectiveness of using Insta-Pro premkes in 
feed of cows, hogs and chickens-broilers".

1.2 Scientific requirements to scientific technical production being the term of the 
Contract are determined by technical task (Addendum 1).

1.3 The term of completion of the work according to the is determined by the calendar 
plan of the work (Addendum 2).

2. The Work Costs and the Order of Payment

2.1 According to this Contract the Customer will transfer to the Executor for this work 
9,500,000 rubles correspondingly to the expenses plan (Addendum 3).

2.2 The payment will be fulfilled step by step after each part of work will be 
accomplished with advance payment equal 30% of Contract sum.

2.3 The correction of work costs is possible with mutual agreement of both sides 
regarding the inflation rate determined by the Government decisions and additional 
agreement to this Contract.

3. The Order of Returning and Receiving the Work.

3.1 After the work will be accomplished the Executor will present to the Customer the 
act of return-reception of the scientific technical production with enclosure of conclusion 
about influence of premixes following the indices determined by the technical task 
(Addendum 1).

3.2 The Customer is obliged to direct to Executor signed return-reception act or 
motivated refuse from the reception of work within 10 days from the date of the 
reception of this act.

3.3 In case of motivated refuse of The Customer both sides compose double-sided act 
with listing of all necessary points to be finished off arid terms of their completion.

3.4 If in the process of the fulfillment of this wo;!. %.e inevitability   of receiving the 
negative results or unexpedientness of further work's conducting is ascertained, the 
Executor is obliged to stop it, informing the Customer in 3 day term after that work was 
stopped. In this case sides are obliged in 5 day term to consider the question of 
expedientness and directions of continuing the work. In case of unexpedientness of the 
further work's conducting, the payment to executor is fulfilled for the volume of work 
made in fact.



4. Responsibility if the Sides.

4.1 The Executor and the Customer are responsible for unf ulfillment or improper 
following the obligations by their assets according to the acting Legal Code.

5. Terms of the Contract and Judicial Addresses of Sides.

5.1 Terms of the Contract: 
Beginning: June 1,1994. 
End:___________
5.2 Address and the bank accounts of sides:
Executor: SSRELR, 2, Abramovoy St. Stavropol 355005 Russia;

account # 000122206 MFO 231653 in Agriprombank of RF, corr/account #
700161968 

Customer:

Executed in Stavropol on June 1,1994.

Signatures and stamps.



ATTACHMENT VII

PRODUCTION CONTRACT
.-for

90 HECTARES of COMMERCIAL CORN 
07 Jun 94

(This contract supersedes prior contract of 60 hectares) 
The parties to this contract are as follows:

Russian American Agribusiness Center, hereinafter referred to as ABC, represented by 
Thomas G. Dunn, Manager of Agricultural Operations 
and

Yakshin-Kuzminov et al Private Farm, hereinafter referred to as YK Farm, represented by 
Ivan Kuzminov and Vassily Yakshin, two of the twelve members of this private farming 
operation.

TERMS OF AGREEMENT

The objective of this agreement is the cooperative efforts of ABC and YK Farm 
to produce and market 90 hectares of commercial corn.

The inputs for this project will be supplied as followed.

1. ABC will supply forty five (45) bags of ICI 8388 seed corn (60,000 seeds per hectare 
planting population), two hundred forty (240) liters of Harness herbicide (2.5 liters per Hectare), 
nine (9) tons of 34-0-0 fertilizer (100 kilograms per hectare), nine (9) tons of 11-50-0 fertilizer 
(100 kilograms per hectare), a 1994 eight-row Kinze 2000 planter for planting all seed and 
applying all fertilizer and a 1992 Broyhill 750 gallon, 11.2 meter boom, field sprayer for 
applying all herbicide.

2. YK Farm will supply ninety (90) hectares of land that it possesses, all fuel for all field 
operations, all tractors and additional machinery needed to prepare field, plant, raise and harvest 
entire crop and all labor needed to carry out all of the farming operations for the production of 
this crop.

3. If drying of the harvested corn crop is required, it will be done at the ABC grain drying 
facility located on the Egoriyk Farm. Each party will be responsible for paying the costs 
associated with drying their share of the crop (25% ABC & 75% YK Farm). The costs for use 
of this facility will be at favorable ABC rates. Additional reasonable costs to the Egoriyk Farm 
for labor and electricity will also be paid by the respective parties.

4. All transportation of inputs at planting time and trucking of crop to market after harvest 
will be provided by YK Farm.

5. All management decisions concerning the production and marketing of this crop will be 
jointly made by Tom Dunn for ABC and Ivan Kuzminov and Vassily Yakshin for YK Farm. No



farming operations or marketing agreements will be, made without unanimous consent of all three 
parties or their properly designated representatives.

6. The total proceeds from marketing this crop will be divided as follows: 
Twenty five percent (25%) of total proceeds will be paid to ABC. 
Seventy five percent (75%) of total proceeds will be paid to YK Farm.

For ABC

Thomas G. Dunn, Manager

For YKrFj

Ivan Umrikhin

Ivan Balev

Vladimir Klimenko

m

Sergei Ugryumov

Yevgcny'Tetrenko

^Yevgeny Grannikp

Gennady Verisokin
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U.S./NIS Marketing, Exports, Extension, and Training

U.S./NIS AgMEET

An 

UNSOLICITED PREPROPOSAL

to 

USAID/Moscow

and 

USAID/Kiev



U.S7NIS Agricultural Marketing, Exports, Extension, and Training
AgMEET

EXPORTS
HDF/ABC

MARKETING

Demonstrations of Ag Inputs 
NIS Seed Genetics

• Feed Milling & Proper Livestock 
Feeding

• Trade Missions
• Reverse Trade Missions 
Trade Directories

EXTENSION

- New Agribusiness
- ABC Extension Service & 

Marketing Newsletter

TRAINING

Support of U. S. Agribusiness Initiatives 
Management Training Programs 
Effective Market Agents

•IIDF/ABC
• Midwest companies
• NIS farmers
• NIS Input Brokers/Dealers

- Successful Farming
-IIDF/ABC
-CARD
- Fermer magazine
- AKKOR
- Russian and Ukrainian 

Ministries of Agriculture
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I. Project Overview

I.A. Historical Basis and New Initiatives

The Agribusiness Centers in Russia and Ukraine were started 
as a part of a broad initiative in Iowa to provide support for 
the political and economic reforms in the former Soviet Union and 
to supply an opportunity for U.S. agribusiness interests to 
identify and evaluate existing and future opportunities in the 
new independent states. The initiative to establish the 
Agribusiness Centers has been supported by the state of Iowa, the 
Iowa International Development Foundation (IIDF), private 
agribusiness contributions, three federal grants, and t. ;.e Center 
for Agricultural and Rural Development (CARD) at Iowa State 
University (ISU) . The grants are from the U.S. Trade Development 
program [now the U.S. Trade and Development Agency(TDA) ], and the 
U.S. Agency for International Development (AID). Support 
provided for the development of the Centers totals $5,905,218, of 
which $1,752,231 has been obtained from the AID and TDA grants. 
In short, the Agribusiness Centers represent an initiative with 
compatible developmental and commercial objectives, which has 
been funded to a significant extent by participants at the state 
and private levels.

Two Agribusiness Centers in Russia and Ukraine have now been 
established and are operating to provide technical assistance, 
technology transfer, support in the development of markets and 
privatization, and opportunities for U.S. private agribusiness 
interests in the two new independent states. With the 
establishment of these Centers, including the legal documents and 
registrations for their functioning on a purely private basis 
(which was a task of some substance) and the installation of 
equipment incorporating U.S. technologies and management methods, 
the Agribusiness Centers are in positions to undertake a new 
initiative. This initiative will focus on agricultural 
marketing, extension, and training to support private sector 
development.

The market development activity of the Centers will support 
trade among farms and regions in Russia and Ukraine as well as 
commercial activities with U.S. firms. Trade among farms and 
regions in these two nations was limited under the old system. 
The Agribusiness Centers, by taking a role in providing local 
markets for agricultural commodities, can improve opportunities 
for trade and access the hard currency and other financial means 
necessary to make the new private enterprises in Russia and 
Ukraine effective participants in international markets and users 
of the agricultural technologies and management methods that are 
efficiently produced in the United States.

The agricultural extension program will be based on modern 
technologies available through the project collaborators. 
Featured will be the development of a farm magazine titled New



Agribusiness published by the Meredith Corporation that can 
provide a broad basis for communication with the new privatizing 
agricultural sectors in Russia and Ukraine. Also, communication 
methods will be used to leverage the training activities, 
providing opportunities for feedback, and dissemination of 
materials that have proven successful in a training context.

Finally, the training program will focus on management 
methods, technologies, and the institutional framework necessary 
for support of private enterprise and the efficient functioning 
of markets.

Thus, the proposal is for support to enhance the ongoing 
Agribusiness Centers in Russia and Ukraine. These Centers 
already have successful programs, but they lack the support 
necessary to leverage the programs so that the impacts reach more 
than local communities in which they operate.

The Centers have been a model for many other development 
assistance activities in the former Soviet Union, reflecting well 
on the foresight of the Iowa organizations, AID, and TDA, which 
have supported the Centers. For example, discussions are now 
under way with the government of Ukraine for the establishment of 
a network of centers (modeled in many respects on our 
Agribusiness Centers) as the basis for the first large 
agricultural sector development loan. By funding this project, 
the United States can continue its leadership in guiding 
development assistance for agriculture and agribusiness to the 
former Soviet Union. ' '

Upon the successful review of this pre-proposal, the Iowa 
International Development Foundation will submit a detail 
application, with corresponding budget and appendices.

I.E. Establishment of Need and Rationale

It is now well understood that the economic reforms in 
Ukraine, Russia, and the other republics of the former Soviet 
Union have proceeded without adequate attention to the 
institutions'necessary for the effective functioning of market 
economies. Prices have been liberalized, privatization is under 
way, orders have been opened (albeit to a limited extent), trade 
has been permitted, and economic policies have been set with the 
objective of supporting market economies. Little attention, 
however, has been given to how markets actually function at the 
most basic levels, and what are the necessary institutions for 
assuring their efficient functioning. Without these institutions 
that can support an efficient exchange, the market reforms and 
their impacts on the growth and development of the agricultural 
sectors in the former Soviet Union will be limited.

This Agribusiness Centers proposal aims directly at the 
institution-building and technologies necessary for the



development of efficiently functioning markets. The Agribusiness 
Centers themselves will be examples of institutions that 
facilitate marketing. These centers, through their commercial 
activities, will encourage trade among farms and on an 
interregional basis within Russia and Ukraine. Also, the Centers 
can be organized so that they assist the farms in participating 
in trade and international markets. Based in this trade, a freer 
expression of comparative advantage can occur, supporting the 
growth and development of agriculture and broad new markets for 
U.S. agribusiness.

The rationale for the program is to establish institutions 
that promote exchange, trade, and other market-related activities 
among farms. These same institutions (Agribusiness Centers) 
provide an alternative to what remains of the old hierarchical 
procurement system. Through trade and exchange, and the 
circumvention of the old procurement system, efficiencies can be 
generated. These efficiencies will contribute to the growth and 
development of agriculture , re-enforce market reforms, and 
generate viable partners for trade and commercial activity for 
U.S. agribusiness. The training program is designed to leverage 
the ideas that are developed and tested in the Centers. It is 
possible for the training program to be oriented toward U.S. 
technologies. The training program itself will also be 
leveraged, as the concept of training the trainers will be 
utilized. The communications and outreach components of the 
program will further leverage the training programs, extending 
the impact of the Centers and their associated activities beyond 
the regions in which they are located.

Many of the agribusinesses in the Midwest and other parts of 
the United States are relatively small firms. These firms do not 
normally have the capacity and information to effectively explore 
opportunities in international markets, especially in 
restructuring economies like those of the former Soviet Union. 
It is in these restructuring economies that significant 
opportunities for the development of trade and other commercial 
activities exist. The Centers will be organized to provide a 
platform from which U.S. agribusinesses can operate. Local 
managers will support the assessment of market opportunities for 
products and''services. Also, the centers can provide knowledge 
of local regulations and other factors affecting the opportunity 
for trade and commercial joint ventures.

Finally, because the Centers are organized as private-sector 
entities, they provide successful models that can be duplicated 
for supporting joint commercial activity among U.S. 
agribusinesses and those in the former Soviet Union.

/.A'



I.e. Description of Models

I.C.I. Marketing

The market development initiative of the Agribusiness 
Centers (ABCs) will be managed by the Iowa International 
Development Foundation and will focus on the agricultural input 
supply sector. The program targets the development and marketing 
of inputs that are necessary to support and sustain efficient 
private sector farming. This initiative incorporates three 
primary efforts:

  Marketing Demonstrations of Agricultural Inputs
  NIS Seed Genetics
  Feed Milling and Proper Livestock Feeding

Marketing Demonstrations of Agricultural Inputs

IIDF believes that over the long-term agricultural 
development can only be sustained by the private sector. The 
Foundation proposes to provide '-incentives to encourage the U.S. 
private sector to market within the NIS private sector. At 
present, a growing market in the Newly Independent States (NIS) 
exists for U.S. companies who supply agricultural inputs, but few 
of these companies are marketing in the NIS because of the 
expense, a lack of international marketing resources and high 
risks.

This innovative program offers U.S. companies attractive 
incentives to invest in marketing in the NIS. In international 
business, the cost of transportation plays a decisive role. Many 
times, the high cost of transportation prohibits international 
business. Therefore, as one incentive, this program will pay the 
costs associated with transporting inputs from U.S. companies to 
the NIS. Other incentives will be in the form of assistance from 
ABC to store, market, and demonstrate the U.S. inputs.

ABC will be the consignee of the containers loaded with 
inputs supplied by U.S. companies participating in this program. 
ABC will receive and store the inputs, market and assist in 
finding dealers and buyers of the inputs. The nature of this 
program encourages both U.S. and NIS companies to participate for 
the long-term. By having equipment and inputs installed as 
permanent demonstrates in the private farm operations, equipment 
dealers, and input brokers, the ABCs assist participating U.S. 
companies in building a market presence and provides them a means 
to explore the potential of the NIS market.

IIDF received $200,000 from the Iowa Legislature for FY'95 
starting July 1, 1994. IIDF is particularly well-situated to 
develop and support this project as the Foundation can rely upon 
an already-established presence in Russia and Ukraine. IIDF is



also located in close proximity to Midwest agribusinesses that 
have a worldwide niche in crop production and storage and 
livestock management inputs. Attached are letters from U.S. 
companies detailing varied agricultural inputs of equipment and 
services these companies would like to market in the N1S in 
conjunction with this program.

The IIDF, along with its ABCs, would develop a network with 
private farm suppliers, would assess and identify necessary 
agricultural inputs, would recruit U.S. companies for 
participation and will provide all the logistical and managerial 
support.

NIS Seed Genetics

At present, multi-national seed companies export corn and 
soybean seed to the NIS and supply a considerable amount of seed 
to NIS agriculture. In order to decrease its dependence on 
expensive imports, the NIS must and will develop its own seed 
genetics appropriate to its climate and soil, probably using a 
combination of Western and NIS genetics.

U.S. corn and soybean seed companies enjoy a dominant 
position in the production of seed genetics. This is possible 
because the U.S. market bears the high cost of research. In 
order to protect their dominant share of the world market, these 
companies should position themselves to take advantage' of the 
inevitable move away from imports.

This program will assist U.S. seed companies in identifying 
Russian and Ukrainian private partners. The U.S./NIS partners 
will then identify mutual input requirements and submit a 
business plan to IIDF/ABC.

The main focus of the NIS Seed Genetics program is to 
support the NIS training programs of the U.S./NIS partnerships. 
Training provided for on-farm management in seed production and 
training programs for sales agents in seed marketing must come 
from the West. IIDF will also provide logistical support and 
incentives iri the form of subsidies for other inputs, research 
and shipping costs.

This program will have a multiplier effect through a larger 
market for NIS-produced seed with Western genetics and a cadre of 
NIS farm management and personnel trained in experience in the 
advantages of improved genetics.

Feed Milling and Optimum Livestock Feeding

The feed milling and animal nutrition project will build 
upon the soybean extruding equipment and feed technology 
supported by prior grants through USAID. The Agribusiness Center



in Russia has two soybean processing facilities and the Center in 
Ukraine has one.

Soybeans are extruded to produce soybean meal and soy oil. 
Soybean meal is the protein supplement of choice in U.S. feed 
rations. Although currently used little by Russian livestock 
producers, soybean meal will necessarily be fed throughout the 
NIS in the future. The soy oil is food-grade and is sold for 
human consumption.

IIDF and the U.S. manufacturer of the extruding equipment 
financed feed trials at the Research Institute of Animal Feeds in 
Stavropol. Vitamins and trace mineral premixes were also 
supplied along with recommendations on how to use them. At 
present, the Institute is conducting feed trials on hogs, 
poultry, and dairy, and will compare the performance criteria to 
their local standards. Results will show that animal health and 
feed efficiency are greatly enhanced if feed rations are 
supplemented with protein, vitamins, and minerals.

Though the equipment is in place and the feed milling and 
animal nutrition demonstrations are underway, this project 
requires the continued support of IIDF. More time is needed to 
supervise initial extruding operations, formulate proper feed 
rations and implement comprehensive feeding demonstrations. The 
equipment needs to be closely monitored and adjusted to achieve 
ideal on-line output.

NIS livestock producers can greatly improve their feeding 
practices through the use of protein in their feed rations. The 
ABCs are ideally positioned to serve as a model in soybean meal 
use as the protein supplement in livestock feed. Soybean meal 
use will sharply reduce the total amount of grain needed to 
produce meat thus making that grain available for other uses. 
The ABCs can train and instruct private feed mill operators as 
well as private livestock producers to formulate their own feed 
rations using locally available feed grains, vitamins/minerals, 
and grinding/mixing equipment.

The training in this section will be complemented by CARD'S 
training component and by ISU's animal science nutritionists. 
Both of these training efforts will strengthen the position and 
impact of U.S. companies involved in livestock management, 
health, and nutrition.

I.e.2 Exports

The point of this component is to increase exports, both to 
other NIS countries and outside the NIS. This component will 
expose private sector exporters to market intelligence, foreign 
contacts, trade shows, trade missions, and reverse trade 
missions. The exporters will serve as models of what the export



sector will necessarily have to go through in order to become 
suppliers to the world.

NIS export earnings have been limited in large part because 
of a negative attitude toward marketing and profit seeking, and 
to a great lack of knowledge of processing, packaging, labeling, 
quality control, distribution, export documentation, shipping, 
and all the other necessary support functions.

This project will identify the agricultural commodities that 
AID is allowed to work with, and develop and implement a 
marketing plan to increase those exports. Food and food 
ingredients are a few of the exports this component targets. 
Confectionery sunflower seed is a good example of this, however 
AID may not be allowed to work in this commodity. U.S.-based 
Cargill is bartering seed corn for NIS sunflower seed for export. 
Another export commodity is wheat, which may not be allowed, 
either. The Stavropol region currently exports wheat to Europe 
to be used in baking bread. To Siberia, private Stavropol wheat 
brokers export wheat and realize such a high margin that they 
don't believe the government will allow this anomaly to last much 
longer.

Once the allowable commodities are identified, there will be 
a survey to gather market intelligence to identify what is 
currently exported. An export marketing plan will then be drawn- 
up for that which is identified. The export plan will include 
the allowable agricultural commodities and other exports as well. 
The other NIS exports will be identified by this survey. The 
IIDF Executive Director is well qualified to lead this effort 
because of his long history in international trade.

The export marketing plan will be outlined. The outline 
will be followed, but steps within the outline must remain 
flexible to meet the ever-changing world market. The outline 
will identify qualified foreign trade shows and inform the 
private sector exporters about these shows. The outline will 
include creating a directory of exporters and potential exporters 
and index those exporters by product category.

Private'exporters will be recruited to attend specific trade 
shows and ABC/NCG will assist those exporters to attend and will 
attend with them to share a booth or more. ABC/NCG will 
distribute the trade directories from the booth and represent 
companies unable to attend. A fee will charged to cover some or 
all costs, whatever the market will bear.

ABC/NCG will coordinate trade missions and reverse trade 
missions. CARD/U of I will present seminars on processing, 
packaging, labeling, quality control, distribution, export 
documentation and shipping, and other necessaiy export functions. 
IIDF will coordinate all export efforts and serve as the lead 
organization.



I.e.3. Extension

NIS agriculture faces problems on all sides. One area in 
which Americans can have a positive impact is agricultural 
extension for the dissemination of information. New concepts 
essential for NIS agriculture include no-till farming, equipment 
leasing, farm credit, and many others. This communications and 
outreach initiative not only supplies the information needs of 
Russian and Ukrainian farmers, but also furthers the impact of 
both the marketing and training sections of this program.

Through its ag-extension services, the private sector farm 
press, and other activities, the United States has accumulated a 
wealth of information on good farming practices. With 
approprj.ate assessment of what is needed in the NIS and what 
exists in the U.S., print and video information can be selected, 
translated, produced and made available for farmers across the 
NIS. Much of the U.S. material may not be appropriate for NIS 
conditions, but much of it is.

In the other direction, the NIS agribusiness environment and 
the opportunities it offers for American business get little 
press in the U.S. Yet such exposure is needed to increase the 
information level and comfort level of American firir.s which might 
consider doing business in the region.

Finally, up-to-date information can be provided to NIS 
farmers through a Russian-language periodical to keep them 
abreapt of the latest VJestern techniques and technologies, and to 
provide coverage of developing news topics affecting NIS 
agriculture.

This proposal incorporates three communications outreach 
activities: the establishment of an "Agribusiness Center 
Information Service" (ABC/IS), a marketing newsletter on NIS 
agriculture, and a Russian language agriculture journal, "New 
Agribusiness."

This section is primarily private-sector driven and will be 
managed overall by the North Caucasus Group, Inc. (NCG), a 
company providing information and consulting services in southern 
Russia. Oversight will be provided by a board of editorial 
directors with representatives from Meredith Publishing, IIDF, 
CARD, NCG, the Russian and Ukrainian Ministries of Agriculture, 
AKKOR, "Fermer" magazine and others.

"Agribusiness Center Information Service" (ABC/IS)

NCG will create ABC/IS to select, translate, publicize and 
distribute U.S. agricultural print and video information, and to 
establish resource centers of such materials at the Agribusiness 
Centers and at Russian agricultural institutes. Relying upon 
Russian, Ukrainian and American board members, ABC/IS will



outline the types and sources of information generally available. 
The board will then compose a list of priority areas and select 
appropriate materials. Program coordination, translation and 
logistical support would be provided by the IIDF.

ABC/IS will connect to and coordinate with the Agriculture 
Extension Research Information Systems (AERIS), a World Bank 
electronic magazine program. Information impacting private 
sector agriculture will be identified, .analyzed, referenced and 
filed, and further disseminated to those private sector 
participants not possessing a computer and modem.

ABC Marketing Newsletter on NIS Agriculture

' NCG proposes to gather news and information about the NIS 
agricultural market, and to prepare and publish an ABC marketing 
newsletter to be sent to American agribusinesses, policy makers 
and other interested parties.

Listed below are sample news areas on which the newsletter 
would focus:

Federal and local laws and decrees impacting agriculture 
Observations on the implementation or enforcement of laws 
Activities of domestic and foreign companies in NIS ag 
Events which affect food production, supply, and demand 
Trade shows, local agricultural fairs and expositions 
News of people and organizations in food production 
Demographic, economic and other statistical information

As a part of its information-gathering activities, ABC/NCG 
will prepare a trade directory of Russian equipment manufacturers 
and service firms for distribution to interested U.S. companies. 
IIDF will prepare a directory of U.S. equipment manufacturers and 
service firms for distribution by ABC/NCG.

"New Agribusiness" Magazine

IIDF ha£ sponsored and proposes to continue to sponsor the 
Russian-language "New Agribusiness" magazine. "New Agribusiness" 
serves as a forum for the exchange of ideas and management 
information between American and Russian agriculturists, 
including farmers, researchers, Extension specialists, industry 
representatives and policy-makers. As a quarterly journal (32—48 
pp. with an initial circulation of 50,000), it will publish news, 
features, interviews, and interactive exchanges that inform the 
process of agricultural reform and market development in Russia 
and Ukraine.

An editorial board has been established to assess 
information needs, set processes to solicit articles, and 
identify existing materials and areas of need for materials. It



includes representatives from Russian and American agribusinesses 
and farms, the farm press, and agricultural support 
organizations. The Editorial Directors from the representative 
organizations will guide the development of editorial content. 
The editors of Successful Farming and the Russian-language Fermer 
magazines will develop, translate, and produce materials as 
directed by the editorial board.

Included in the editorial mix will be selections of 
appropriate articles from the various publications of the two 
companies: Successful Farming, Corn Farmer, Soybean Grower, 
Ferwer, Russian Land, and others. Emphasis will be given to 
farmer-to-farmer type information exchanges, some stemming from 
other Western assistance programs. Local knowledge from both the 
U.S. and Russia will be given priority as well. A section of the 
magazine will be devoted to farmer-to-farmer information 
exchanges patterned on Successful Farming's "All Around the 
Farm A Page Written by our Readers."

Articles appearing in the inaugural issue of New
Agribusiness (June, 1994) include, the subjects of how to retrofit 
a corn planter for conservation tillage, ways to remodel older 
livestock buildings, how to build low-cost grain storage systems, 
and how to develop a farm cooperative. There are also features 
on the prospects for land reform and news from Western assistance 
projects the U.S. Agribusiness Centers, VOCA, Citizen's Network, 
USDA, AgLink, and the like. The issue, moreover, includes 15 
pages of features from ten Western agribusinesses

Another project of New Agribusiness will be to measure the 
needs and interests of Russian farmers and agribusiness managers 
through surveys and interactive features in every issue. This 
effort will include a project to build mailing lists useful to 
companies wishing to develop the Russian market.

New Agribusiness will draw on the journalism experience of 
Fermer's staff and that publication's early association in Russia 
with the private farming movement and land reform, as well as its 
affiliation with AKKOR.

X.C.4. Training

The training program of the Agribusiness Centers initiative 
will be organized by CARD at ISU and the College of Business at 
the University of Iowa. Both have extensive NIS experience and, 
in particular, with the Agribusiness Centers in Ukraine and 
Russia. Also, both have operated applied training programs 
oriented toward support of the economic reforms of agriculture in 
Russia, Ukraine, and other former Soviet Union nations.

The training program will have three components, which are 
briefly described here:



Support of U.S. Agribusiness Initiatives

U.S. agribusinesses are continually exploring opportunities 
for marketing their services and products in the former Soviet 
Union. Training courses will be organized at the Centers, 
providing an opportunity for U.S. agribusinesses to demonstrate 
their technologies and management methods. These training 
courses will be supported by CARD at ISU and the College of 
Business at the University of Iowa. Major resources will come 
from U.S. agribusinesses. The courses will be .short in nature, 
focused on no-till production and other technology, and will 
support market reforms. The idea is to introduce technologies 
that address problems related to the development and environment 
of NIS agriculture, demonstrate the associated technologies, and 
explore opportunities for organizing commercial activities that 
can result in the dissemination and use of the new technologies 
and management methods.

IIDF will sponsor trade shows around these efforts, and in 
further support of the marketing demonstrations of agricultural 
inputs where American and Russian agribusinesses can demonstrate 
their products.

Management Training Programs

Through past programs in Stavropol, the College of Business 
at the University of Iowa has a track record in developing 
management training programs. Management training is extremely 
important for the success of NIS reforms. New managers of 
reforming enterprises are faced with different sets of external 
conditions, different legal frameworks, and different 
institutions with which to deal. Training can support the rapid 
adoption of business restructuring and other activities that 
support the efficient functioning of the firms and enterprises in 
the new economic environment. Success in adapting to the new 
conditions and in setting the pace with which reforms will be 
implemented, will contribute to their ultimate success.

The training programs will be organized in modules; 
short-term and long-term training courses will be included. 
There will also be an emphasis on training of trainers. That is, 
the longer-term training programs will be designed to produce 
trainers who can then leverage the programs by duplicating them 
in other areas and for other sectors in the former Soviet Union. 
The long-term and short-term training programs will all be 
operated in connection with the Agribusiness Centers in Russia 
and Ukraine. These longer-term training programs will be one to 
three months in length, depending on the topic. The shorter-term 
training programs will be several days to one week in duration, 
and rfill be directed to working practitioners. Topics for the 
training programs include accounting systems, information 
systems, managerial finance, business planning, and marketing.



Effective Market Agents

The development of the market system in Russia, Ukraine, and 
other republics of the former Soviet Union will require a new set 
of professional services. These services will be provided by 
existing and new companies. And the professionals that operate 
these companies will require specialized training. Training in 
the management of the firms providing marketing services will be 
supplied primarily by CARD at ISU.

The Agribusiness Centers, by operating as exchanges or 
markets, can be used to demonstrate various marketing services. 
Anticipated topics include credit, sales and marketing, 
packaging, quality control, contract development and enforcement, 
risk management, R fie D, and price discovery and determination. 
Both long-term and short-term training programs, as in the case 
of the management component, will be developed. The longer-term 
training programs will be aimed at the training of trainers. The 
shorter-term training programs will be aimed at practitioners, 
with the objective of enhancing their effectiveness as actors in 
the developing private sector.

III. Plan of Operation

The activities proposed will be coordinated by IIDF which 
has three years of direct experience in post-Soviet agriculture 
through management of the Agribusiness Centers. IIDF Is familiar 
with not only with the difficulties and problems associated with 
the operation of the Centers, but with organizing the support to 
the private sector that is essential for the Centers sustained 
and successful operation. It is on the basis of assisting the 
private sector that the Agribusiness Centers will ultimately 
succeed. In fact, it is anticipated that the Centers will 
provide sufficient opportunity for the private sector that after 
the development efforts under this three-year grant, their impact 
as a model will be substantial.

The general organization for the project is shown on the 
attached chart. It is three inter-connecting circles, and in the 
area where all circles overlap, a point that represents exports. 
The marketing circle is U.S. and NIS private sector participants 
coordinated by IIDF and ABC; the extension circle participants 
are Meredith and NCG; and the training circle participants are 
CARD and U of I. Exports are located at a point where all circles 
overlap but do not completely encompass this area. IIDF will 
direct the export effort. The three circles of this program 
blend together and the respective organizations all build upon 
and complement each other's strengths, creating a synergistic, 
comprehensive agricultural development program.



IV. Results and Evaluation

The Agribusiness Centers program will be evaluated from two 
dimensions. First and more simply, the program will be evaluated 
on the basis of the eff.'.,:iency with which it accomplishes its 
goals. This evaluation will be possible with the use of annual 
work plans. These plans will be negotiated with the Russian and 
Ukrainian private counterparts as well as the participants in the 
Agribusiness Canters projects. These work plans will 
specifically identify the activities to be conducted and the 
results anticipated. The activities will be evaluated on the 
basis of their cost as well as the results achieved.

A second and more difficult area for evaluation will be in 
the contribution that the Centers make to the on-going economic 
reforms. Clearly, the Centers are a small initiative relative to 
the economic reforms and the political and economic regulatory 
noise associated with the national and local government's 
hit-and- miss efforts toward the development of a market economy.

Nevertheless, the Centers can be'evaluated for their impact. 
Evaluation criteria include the creation of successful commercial 
ventures, the establishment of training programs, the cloning of 
the Agribusiness Centers in other regions, and the activity level 
of the Agribusiness Centers. These and other performance 
indicators will be identified in the annual work plans, as will 
processes for evaluation on a routine basis by the project 
managers and by external evaluators.



TRIPLET, INC

P.O. Box .INK)
DCS Muirio, Unva 50322 1

TRIPLE "F'MNC. Fax: 51 5-254.13$)

June 22, 1994

Iowa/International Development Foundation
Richard Cannon
200 East Grand Avenue
DCS Moines, Iowa 50309

Dear Richard,

Triple "F", Inc. is an Iowa based international agribusiness company that has been 
in the international business since the 1970's. Triple'T" has five overseas offices 
and has conducted business in 77 countries.

Within the last few years we have focused our activities on three new markets, 
Russia, South America, and China. As you already know, doing business in 
Russia and the former Soviet Union has been extremely frustrating due primarily 
to currency problems. We are committed to this vast market due to a number of 
factors. Our products are specifically applicable to their problems relating to food 
production. These include: l)The lack of proteins

2)The lack of pre-mixes
3)Feed Formulation
4)Technology 

All of which result in extreme differences in efficiency between our two countries.

The Iowa/International Development Foundation has been extremely helpful in 
developing demonstration farms which are set up with our equipment. As a result 
of this commitment, Triple"?" has established a liaison office in Stavropol to assist 
in technology transfer and language skills.

Your proposal of helping our firm move equipment and product to Russia would 
be a tremendous help as we begin to work primarily with privatized farms.

Triple'T" has invested approximately $250,000 and would be prepared to invest an 
equal or greater amount to cover the cost of equipment, travel, and training for 
farms which purchase our equipment.
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Your proposal would allow us to make larger shipments, significantly reducing the 
freight costs and giving us a higher profile in the country. Ultimately, as the 
market develops, we are prepared to transfer manufacturing technology to Russia 
under our control.

In summary, I would like to commend the Iowa/International Development 
Foundation's progress to date. I believe it is one of the few examples of 
government, universities, and private companies working together in a partnership 
arrangement. I would particularly like to complement John Chrystal who has had 
the vision and the determination to help make a difference in the former Soviet 
Union. We pledge our support of that vision and commitment.

Sincerely. 

TRIPLE "F", INC.

LeroyJ.CHansori,PhJD. 
President, C.O.O.

JUN-22-1994 14:32 5152765749 P. 02



CARGILL ENTERPRISES, INC.
REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE. KIEV. UKRAINE '

IhlUngAddrass:

lOEV, UKRAINE, 2S201S
UTEL TcU (007-044) 230^S23M<V4S/4&47

TeL= (007-0*4)234-8953
UTEL Fax; (007<OM} 23IV2524

Fxe (007-044) 2344444

KAPFWUl 3HTEPnPAMCH3, MHK.
nPEACTABMTEnbCTSO B YKPAMHE

yKPAMHA, 252015, KHEB 
«. CTAPOHftBOflHHUIWa, 8-S, t B1 
ytBlT«« {007-044) 230.2523/44/45/46/47 
Te« (007-044) 2344953
yren ow«(007-044) 230-2524
COJK 1007-044) 234-8444

TO: Iowa International Development Foundation
200 East Grand Avenue
DCS Morses, Iowa 50309 

Attni Richard T.Gannon -

Dear Richard,

May 27,1994

Thanks for the rovitation to be present on the "Planting Technologies 
Seminar" in Stavropol June 14 and 15. We will send Alexander Zholobov fvora 
oxtr Moscow office and Gcnnady Eryomen from our Krasnodar seed opennion. 
Both of them arc very heavily involved in the seed business hi Russia and are 
having a lot of practical knowledge o*. agriculture in Russia. They can provide 
a presentation on the 14th of June.

Unfortunately Evind I)jupedal nor myself will he able to attend because 
of existing commitments. Genaady xvffl get ia contact with you to organize the 
logistics required.

I will be in during the period June 20-23 and would be much interested 
to meet with you. I would like to propose to setup the meeting for June 21 at 
10:00 am in oar office. Our address is*.

Cargill Enterprises Ihc, Kiev 
UL Staroaawodnkskaya 8b, apt SI (18th floor) 
Kiev
Tet (044)294-8953 

(044)230-2523
Let me know hT June 21 is convenient for you, 1 am looking forward to hear 
from yon.

Best regari

CC: Geunady Eryomcn, Ervind DjupedaL Alex Zholobov
Genit Hueting
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JOHN DEERE EXPORT
A DIVISION cf stint t CCUMKV

IOWA/INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
DesMoines
Iowa

USA

Attention: Mr. Richard D.Gannon

001-515-242-4946

May 31,1994

Subject Sarninare in Stavropol. P'jssia / Jufm 14-16 1994

Dear Mr. Gannon,

We have reached our people travelling in tne NlS in the meantime.

We would very much appreciate to panidpate in above mennoned seminar. From our side Mr. Yuri 
Lobacftevsky together with a representative from our distributor responsible for the territory of 
Russia would participate.

We kindly ask you to send us the detailed agenda and time schedule as well as your 
recommendation concerning hotel, if possible.

All other arrangements would be done by our people who would join your group at the time and 
location proposed by you.

Sincerely,

EXPOftT 
>f Deere & Company

U.Jos

• outu u**n»e*i-
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UN1ROYAL 
CHEMICAL

Reg. No. 9T»M SCOTUND
Reg. Ofllu. Sitttre Couit, 20 Castle Temct,

E(JinOorgh£Ht2EN 
V.A.T.N0.4WMS034

UNIROYAL CHEMICAL LIMITED
Kennet House 
4 Langley Quay 
Slough, Berkshire SL3 6EH 
United Kingdom

Telephone: (0753) 603000 
Telex: 290808 UCHEM G 
Fax: (0753) 603077

Mr. Dick Gannon
Iowa International Development Foundation
200 East Grand Avenue
Des Moines
Iowa 50309
USA

2 June 1994 

Dear Mr. Gannon,

First of all let me say that we are looking forward to participtating in your "Planting 
Technology Seminar" to be held in Stavropol, Russia between June 14-16 this year. 
We see this as a good opportunity to present our company and products to prospective 
local buyers and users. In addition we expect to reach a wider audience through the 
cooperation of US Agribusiness Centres with Successful Farming's new Agribusiness 
newsletter and magazine.

Thank you for the outline information about your next project through which you aim 
to assist with NIS privatisation of agriculture. la principle we would be interested 
to join future seminars within the new project. I anticipate we would be able to 
present advice on equipment, product and expertise in the field of seed treatment. As 
Tm sure you know Uniroyal with its subsidiary Gusiafson is a world leader in this 
field.

I look forward to hearing more detail of your next project and to meeting you and 
your colleagues in Stavropol.

Yours sincerely,

Richard Marshall
Product Development Manager
RM793
cc: MT, MMS, DJ, MAP, J. Martin.

JUN-02-1994 89:05. f ._. _



SCHLESSMAN——
11513 US ROUTE 250 
i«1ll_AN. OHIO 44846 
PHON:: (419)499-2572 
FAX: (419)499-2574

Date: 

From: 

To: 

Subject:

SCHIESSMAN SEED CO.
SINCE 1915

June 2, 1994

Peter J. Lynch

Richard Gannon, Iowa/International Development Foundation

Letter of Support

Schlessman Seed Co. is a family owned seed company based in Milan, Ohio. Since 1915 we 
have marketed varieties of dent, sweet, and pop corn, soybean, winter wheat, and oat. A 
primary objective at our Ames, Iowa research station is to develop and market superior 
popcorn hybrids. Any technology, information, or opportunity which supports that objective 
is of interest to Schlessman Seed Co. The activities of the Iowa/International Development 
Foundation are a source of information and support which can help Schlessman Seed Co. 
increase exports of its high quality popcorn hybrids to the Newly Independent States of the 
former Soviet Union (NIS).

Popcorn is a nutritious and healthful snack. American consumers agree: Popcorn 
consumption in the US has increased more than 10% per year during the past decade. Sales 
of popcorn in the US exceeded one billion dollars in 1992. It has been a profitable crop for 
seed companies to produce, fanners to grow, and firms to process into the popping corn 
enjoyed by consumers.

Export markets for popcorn are growing. Many in the popcorn industry feel the 
opportunities offered for marketing popcorn in the NIS are strong. Several U.S. firms that 
process popcorn are actively developing operations in the NIS. Through my efforts, there 
are four Schlessman popcorn hybrids being giown in the Ukraine in 1994. Popcorn can play 
an important role in the development of market-oriented agriculture in the NIS.

Schlessman Seed Co.'s 1994 expenditures to have the four popcorn hybrids delivered and 
grown in the Ukraine exceeded 51,000 in cash and in-kind exchanges. We expect this to 
double in 1995. The support of IIDF will be critical for Schlessman Seed Co. to increase its 
exports of popcorn seed to the NIS.
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Monsanto
'Monsanto Co.

Vofkov lant 19

To<toPO/ie: (025) 255.00431 
x: (C90)

MOMC3XTO KO. 
Bor«o4 pep. 19 
Moocu IZR'Z 
TCAVOOM: (0921 25S.00.Oi 
Tence*«e: (095) 

c: «133K

Facsimile telephone nbr Group HI Automatic: 255^0.01
i

FA^TMTLE TRANSMrSSION
Our ref. :
Date : 26.05.1994

TO Mr. John WALTER

Number of pages : 1 
Facsimile nbr of 

addressee (s) :
Senior Editor 
Successful Fanning, USA

CC :

FROM :H.F. BRIGGS Monsanto Moscow

Please telex 413314 MONS SU if you do not receive all tse pages.

MESSAGE

Dear John, [
I am glad to see It is all happening'. I will be in Moscow on the 17th. ease ring Julia at our office, td. nos 244.91.81/82, 255.00.01, and fix a meeting. Please let us know which Hotel you intend to stay in, thea we can ateavs contaa yeu. At least two of our people will attend the Stavropol Seminar in June and look forward to meeting you there.

Yours sincerely,

H.F. Briggs



Agri-Development Limited

June y, 1994

Dick Cannon
Iowa International Development Foundation

Dear Dick:

The initial efforts by Agri-Development Limited in economic development for the North 
Caucasus region have been concentrated in the Kabetdino-Bulkaria Republic. KBR has a central location 
in the North Caucasus, favorable land and climate for a variety of crops and livestock, a well-diversified 
industrial base and a culture and attitude conducive to economic activities. Our seed project which was 
initiated in 1993, procured and delivered alfalfa seed and planted 900 acres . Agri-Development Limited 
provided technical assistance and an investment of seed stock.

Our continued agriculture programs are intended to help to rebuild the agricultural foundation of the 
region while at the same time developing markets for Iowa products and technology.

We certainly support and appreciate your continued efforts in these areas and look forward to a mumal 
effort.

Sincerely.

Carolyn Augustus 
Director of Projects

1724 N. John Wayne Drive
Hwy 169 North, V/interset, IA 50273

Phone: (515)462-4950 Fax: (515)462-3100



BOND EQUIPMENT CORP.
u

P.O. Box 61207 Industrial. Drive
Logan, Iowa 51546
(712) 644-2575 * (712) 644-2G25 * FAX (712) 644-2133

Hay 31, 1994

Richard Gannon
Executive Director
Iowa/ International Development Foundation
200 East Grand Ave.
Des Moines, IA 50309

Dear Mr. Gannon,

We were excited to learn about your program to promote 
exports to Russia and the Ukraine. We have discussed 
several large projects in the meat processing industry 
with people working in that area.

We are a small company, and your program may give us 
the boost we need to complete a projected sale. We 
feel it is extremely important for the continued growth 
of our company and others like it to expand into global 
exporting. For many smaller companies this would be 
far more difficult without the support of your 
organization and others like it.

We look forward to hearing more from you in the future.

Sincerely,

Christine Swilley 
CEO

CS:ndj

__ Designers And Manufacturers Of Custom Equipment__



MIS/ICT June 2,1994

Mr. Richard Gannon
Executive Director
Iowa / International Development Foundation
200 East Grand Avenue
Des Moines, Iowa 50309

Dear Mr. Gannon,

The NISACT organization provides a unique combination of education, training and 
communication support services that are translated and tailored for ir ".ational development 
efforts. We maintain relationships with the NIS Agribusiness Centers and work closely with 
Vadum Mikhailov, executive director for Center AGROINTERBUSINESS and Alichan Jkovlevich, 
manager for Financial Economic Sciences of the Scientific Research Institute in Moscow. They 
have been instrumental in the program alignment for NIS universities, business development 
through sales leads, commercial links and communications.

The NISACT training programs are provided as "Enhanced Courseware", combining print, 
computer software, and video. NISACT management presentations cover sales, service, parts, 
and customer relationships. The management programs are developed for on-site stand-up 
presentations but can easily be modified for other formats such as video, slides, overhead, and 
booklets. NISACT has translated existing and developed new programs. We provide video 
programs and software program support in any format.-

We have recently developed a training program for a Canadian farm equipment manufacturer 
and their joint venture companies based in Russia, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine. The first phase of 
training was held in Canada and the second phase was presented on-site in Russia and 
Kazakhs.an.

Our on-site training experience in Russia and Kazakhstan has provided Iowa companies with a 
number of benefits. Some of the key areas ensuring the best training and sales efforts are:

• Strong preshipment organization and planning
• Understandable communications and technical translations
• Knowledge of transportation systems
• Usable/adaptable presentation techniques and equipment.

NISACT has invested an estimated $80,000 in cash and in-kind contributions for our
"turn-key" training solutions development for the NIS. Our on-site investment includes manpower
and translated video program development.

NISACTs mission is to provide communication and training services for domestic and foreign 
companies and to enhance and facilitate their economic exchange. We look forward to 
developing the education supports required for the Iowa/International Development Foundations 
mission.

Kind regards.

AGRICULTURE 
DEVELOPMENT

VIDEO 
PRODUCTION

SOFTWARE 
PROGRAMMING

TRANSLATION 
SERVICES

LITERATURE/ 
PUBLICATIONS

COMMUNICATIONS 
EXCHANGE

ECONOMIC 
EDUCATION

Alien Penkake. President

DES MOINES OFFICE • TELEPHONE: 515-265-7688   FAX: 515-262-3708
heticork of International Sun-ice Associates in Communication and Training
801SHAKESPEARE.BOX497 « STRATFORD.IOWA.U.S.A 50249

CURRICULUM 
DEVELOPMENT

ENVIRONMENTAL 
EDUCATION

MANAGEMENT 
TRAINING

INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS



STINE SEED COMPANY 
2225 Laredo Trail • Adel. Iowa 50003

.'•••' 515-677-2605 • TOU FREE 6QO-3G2-2£\0 

' PAX (TELECOPIER) StS-67?-27:S

TO: Richard Cannon, Iowa International Development Foundation

FROM: Chuck Hansen

DATE: June 3,1994

RE: Letter of Support for the Iowa International Development Foundation

Stine Seed Company has worked with the Iowa International Development Foundation 
and the U.S. Agribusiness Centers since the inception of the Agribusiness Center concept. 
Stine personnel were involved in some of the first planning trips to Russia and the 
Ukraine, supplying 7 days of Stine personnel resources. Stine personnel were also 
involved in the first educational seminars conducted in Russia, and the Ukraine, supplying 
3 weeks of Stine personnel resources. As a result of these travels Stine has produced and 
marketed Stine Brand Soybean Seed in Russia.

Stine Seed Company conducts the largest soybean breeding and development program in 
the world. Stine genetics are sold by virtually every seed company in the U.S. that 
markets proprietary soybeans of maturity groups 0 - IV. Stine's retail division ranks third 
in the USA market share in these same maturity groups.

Stine has not only contributed personnel resources to the Agribusiness Centers but also 
$20,000 of Stine Soybeans for planting the first year of the project. Sline is interested in 
expanding its production and marketing program in the MS and developing affiliations • - 
with the Russian and Ukrainian fanners and business people who are interested in this 
project. Stine will continue to provide personnel resources and seed to develop a market 
in the N1S. Total investment by Stine to date of personnel, travel, seed and domestic 
preparation is estimated at 550,000.

CH/lt

(FROM JCI HWYS « & t69- \V< MiUS WCST i IV, MIlES NORTH ON lAfl£QO IRAIU

JUN-Q3-1994 10:12 5156772716 95J: P.02



P.O. Box 249 
East Highway 12 
Benson, Minnesota £6215 
TEL: 612/843-3333 
FAX: 612/843-2467

May 31, 1994

Dick Cannon, Export Director
lowas International Development Foundation
200 East Grand Avenue
Des Moine, Iowa 50309, USA

Dear Mr. Cannon: " "•

. We are very interested in supporting the IIDF projects in the 
Newly Independent States (NIS). Our interest is in promoting the 
development of Farm Service Centers in the NIS. We envision these 
Farm Service Centers operating similar to the fertilizer and 
chemical dealerships in North America. We would propose that these 
Farm Service centers would supply fertilizer, pesticides, and 
services to the farmers of a wide area. The services offered would 
be:

1. Agronomic such as soil sampling, soil analysis, crop scouting 
and consulting services.

2. . Application such as custom fertilizer spreading and chemical 
application.

3. Equipment rented such as fertilizer and chemical applicators 
for farmers to use.

::':."' We have been developing soil sampling and soil testing 
'equipment in collaboration with two research institutes in Minsk, 
....Belarus. We anticipate that we can provide qualified people and
:!equipment from there as well as from the United States.->••-••. •
r'V-'.'-'v. .. ' .^^r~.'" The total'-retail value of the equipment for this Farm Service 
.Center would be in excess of $300,000 when the project is complete. 
Travel and personnel time would bring the total cost to probably 
$400,000.

Sincar'ely,

Don McGrath 
President

.j i Minn.iola limil.d partnership. N.ltn.r in. snar.nold.ri, olllc.'i. *mplot«t» or >o«nn ol in. corporal* G«n.ial Panntf. nor anr ol in* tlmn»a Pann.it ol Tylw Umll*d 
Pann.tinio man navi. any liability n.r.und.r. ana all p.isom snail loo* sol.lf 10 in* i».i> ol in* Pann«i»nip lor in* paym.nl ol tny cmrn rt«i«uno«r or in* p.rtormane. »..»ot.



614 W. English • Cwydon. IA t0060 • 515/872-1005

June 2. 1994

Dick Cannon 
Steve Shiwers

Re.:.. Letter of Support

 We are interested -in marketing our products in Russia and the 
Ukraine and have taken some steps in that direction. As one of the 
manufacturers from whom IIDF purchased equipment, we have already 
made an investment in the project.

Our grain drying equipment was installed last year on farms ir. 
Russia and the Ukraine and was used for the 1993 harvest. We have 
contacts 'in both states and believe that there is a real need for 
our drying equipment.

We have placed an ad in Successful Farming's new Russian language 
magazine and have translations for our bcochures.

We strongly support IIDF's efforts to obtain federal money to 
assist in the development or the agiicultural market. The 
potential is there.

We also believe that there is a very hijh risk factor. Further 
investments by Shiwers will require a fairly large degree of 
outside support (I assume federal) to justify our continued pursuit 
of this potential market.

Sincerely

SHIWERS INCORPORATED

Steve Shiwers
Chief Operating Officer

SS/rj

JUN-02-1994 15:413 15153721593 93* P. 02



Conrad 
American

Highway 16 West 
P.O. Box 2000 
Houghton, Iowa 52631
(319) 469-4141
.Grand Island. NE 68802.303-382-7207

June 8 r 1994

Dick Cannon
Executive Director
Iowa/International Development Foundation
200 East Grand Avenue
Des Moines, IA 50309

Dear Dick:

This is in reply to your recent fax concerning the 
former Soviet Union.

We were pleased to be a part of the original grain 
storage equipment exported to Russia and the Ukraine to 
demonstrate the value of proper grain drying, storage and 
handling. From all indications we've received, the 
installations are highly successful and meet or exceed the 
original expectations".

We would entertain the idea of participating in shipment 
of additional material to Russian and/or the Ukraine. It 
would make sense that we would participate in a similar 
manner to the other companies involved in the original 
package. 1

I apologize for not getting a fax to you by June 3, but 
your fax was not originally directed to my attention and it 
took a while to find its way to the proper party.

Sincerely,
°yv\ I V
Marvin Bricker 
President

MBrbsb



IOWA EXPORT-IMPORT A RUAN COMPANY

FEBRUARY 8.1994

TO: IOWA INfl. DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION 
ATTN: RICHARD T. CANNON
DEAR RICHARD:

FAXfc (515) 242-4945 
PAGES: 1

I AM WRITING TO LET YOU KNOW HOW PLEASED WE AT IOWA EXPORT-IMPOrT ARE AT YOUR 
APPOINTMENT TO IOWA mTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION AS THEIR ESFCUTTVE DIRECTOR.

YOUR AGRIBUSINESS CENTERS DTTHB CIS WHILE IN USE ON THE FARMS HAVE BEEN A SHOWCASE FOR* 
IOWA MANUFACTURERS TO DEMONSTRATE THHIR PRODUCTS. WITHOUT THE EFFORTS OPTHB IOWA 
ZNTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT IT WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE FOR SMALL IOWA MANUFACTURERS 
TO SHOW THEIR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES IN THE QS. SALES TO THE CIS ARE NO DIFFERENT THAN 
SALES IN ANY OTHER PART OF THE WORLD, YOU FIRST MUST HAVE A MEANS TO SHOW YOUR PRODUCT 
AND TELL YOUR STORY AND THE AGRIBUSINESS CENTERS HAVE BEEN IDEAL FOR TIBS.

AS YOU ARE AWARE WE ARETHB EXPORTER OF KINZB MANUFACTURING, INC. PLANTERS TO THE OS. 
EACH AREA WE PLACE A KIN2B PLANTER HAS SOLD ANOTHER, OVER THE PAST 6 YEARS WE HAVE SOLD 
SEVERAL HUNDRED KINZE PLANTERS IN THE OS AND OUR SALES TO THE CIS HAVE CONTINUED TO GROW 
TO THE POINT WHERE EXPORT TO THE OS IS A MEANINGFUL PART OFTHE KJNZH BUSINESS PLAN TODAY.

I WANT TO ASSURE YOU WE WILL ASSIST YOU AS BEST WE CAN IN CONTINUED EFFORTS IN THE OS.

PRESIDENT

Suite 1400 / 601 Locust Street / Oes Moines, Iowa 50309 / 515/245-2464 /Telex 283078 / Fax # 515-282-1038



BOX 8   GEORGE, »A   51237

• Phone: (712)475-3301
• Fax: (712) 475-3320

June 9, 1994

Iowa/International Dev. Foundation 
200 East Grand Avenue 
Des Moines, la. 50309

To: Richard Cannon
From Larry Kruse, Sudenga Industries Inc,

Sudenga Industries Inc. is a manufacturer of grain and feed 
handling and processing equipment. We have been involved in 
marketing, erecting and installing various products for the 
improvement of the food production system in the former Soviet 
Union for several years.

We have recognized th'e immense need that the Newly Independent 
Sales (NIS) have for products which help preserve their grain 
crops after harvest as well as products which win improve 
their livestock production system and we are continuing to 
strive to assist the NIS in this regard.

We have made financial commitments to, and are members of, the 
editorial board of New Agribusiness, a news letter which is 
published in Moscow and distributed through out the NIS.

We will consider investing $10,000 in kind and warehouseing of 
$10,000 o2 inventory for resale in the NIS relative to the 
project proposed by Iowa/International Development Foundation 
for the purpose of establishing models of what equipment is 
necessary to develop their privatized agriculture.



Russian
Consulting
Services
Hemingway CIS Consulting Limited

June 7, 19S4

290t Tenth ATCOUC
Marion, LI 52*06, U.S.A.

Phone (319) 577-8998
Fax (319) 377.3667

Mr. Kudriavzev
Iowa/International Development Foundation
200 East Grand Avenue
Des Moines, ZA 50309

Dear Mr. Kudriavzev:

Thank you for you call on June 2, 1994. It was encouraging to 
hear from you personally and the Iowa/International Development 
Foundation .

Since our o±'fice is far away from Dea Moines, we hope to be of 
assistance to your program by the way of referring your programs 
to our clients and in kind donation.

We are going through substantial changes in our company and will 
be more oriented toward technical translation and interpretation 
and business travel to Russia. If we can be of assistance to 
your foundation in any respect we will be happy to provide   - 
assistance in kind up to $1,000 in the form of reduced rates of 
services to the clients refeired by you. We will also be happy 
to provide 10 hours of consulting time ($500 - $50.00 per hour) 
if such a (deductible) time donation can be processed through 
your office. Our total in kind time/services donation will 
amount to $1,500.

X am looking forward to becoming an integral part of your 
activities .

Sincerely yours,

E. Hemingway 

EH/psj

2901 Tenth Avrnoc • Marion, IA 52406, U-S.A. - Phoue(319) 577-8998 • Fax (319) 377-5667 
JUN-07-1994 16:37 319 377 5667 96X P.01
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INDUSTRIES, IMG
120 SOOTH MAIN. CONIWD. OVA USA 50621 • PHON5 51S/36M525

June 3, 1994

'Mr. Richard Cannon 
Iowa International Development 
1716 Lccust Street 
Des Koines, LA 50309-3023

Dear Mr. Gannon:

Ritchie Industries, Inc. is a leading U.S. manufacturer of automatic 
livestock watering equipment and agricultural sprayers.

Founded in 1921, our company has many years of experience and 
dedication in providing quality well designed products to meet or 
exceed livestock and grain producer needs. Our modern 150,000 
square foot facility is located in the center of the United States 
in the heart of our prime agricultural areas. We have 110 employees 
and annual sales in the $12,000,000.00 range.

Ritchie products are currently sold in the United States, Canada, 
Mexico, Germany, The Netherlands, France, Saudi Arabia, Japan and, 
Korea through a network of stocking distributors who purchase 
product directly from our factory. The distributors must be willing 
to find service oriented dealers that can deliver, install and 
repair our products.

Ritchie Industries is committed to world-wide export growth in 
conjunction with our long-term business growth goals. Russia 
appears to be a viable market opportunity for Ritchie. Knowing this 
market will take time and effort to develop we are committed to 
spending time and effort in doing so.

To date Ritchie has sent one of our ag sprayer and a sample of our 
livestock watering equipment to Russia. This month Mike Houlihan, 
Sales Manager for our Ritchie Bestway sprayer line, will be 
traveling to Russia to aid with service and technical support 
seminars for approximately 400 Russian farmers.

Ritchie Industries will continue to support future efforts that may 
enhance marketing opportunities. The ability to provide actual 
product for the Russian farmers is vital now for future opportun 
ities.

We look, forward to continued relations with the Iowa International 
Development Foundation.

Sincerely Yours,

Al Visser
Director of Sales/Marketing

North America's Choice In Uvestock Watering and Field Spraying Equipment

JUN-03-1994 15=11 1 515 366 2551 93X P. 02



J. O. GAMBLE liee*-l9-«6> 
JAMES C. OAVIS (ISS7-I937I

BCNNCTT A. WEBSTER 
ROBERT A. GAMBLE 
CARLTON T. KING 
JAMCS O. POLSON
R. jerrwEY LEWIS
BRUCC C.JOHNSON 
OAVIO L. CHARLES 
WILLIAM W. GRAHAM 
ANTHONY A. LONCNCCKCR 
JULIE JOHNSON MCLEAN 
STEVEN J. DICKINSON 
PAUL A. CURTIS

LAW OFFICES

GAMBLE &.DAVIS
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 

^~~'"E6OO RUAN CENTER 
€66 GRAND AVENUE 

DES MOINES.IOWA 50303-E577
TELECOPY (SIS) 2*3-4588 

TELEPHONE (SIS) 343-6351

JOSEPH C. VAN WINKLE 
JAMCS L. PRAY 
STEVEN P. OCVOLOER 
TCRRCNCC O. BROWN 
J. RUSSELL HIXSON 
JAN M. HOHRPCLO 
CLARK O. MCOCRMOTT 
JASON P. THCIN

MILTON O. RICPC
or counsel.

February 1, 1994

Mr. Richard T. Cannon
Executive Director
Iowa International Development Foundation
200 E. Grand Avenue
Des Moines, IA 50309

Dear Dick:

I am writing in support of the efforts of the Foundation to 
promote trade and other business relationships between the state 
of Iowa and Russia and Ukraine. As you know, a good portion of- 
my practice is devoted to international business transactions, 
and I have considerable of experience working in the former 
Soviet Union. I believe that the Foundation's efforts have been 
instrumental in helping Iowa companies develop relationships in 
Russia that have resulted in some business and that have the 

• potential to expand in the future.

For example, I have been working with an international 
company with its U.S. headquarters in Iowa. This company is 
looking for a Russian partner to establish a joint venture for 
its product in the former Soviet Union and central Europe. My 
client hopes to begin discussions with appropriate governmental 
and business officials in Stavropol, with a view to establishing 
operations there. My client's selection of Stavropol as a 
possible location fo,: its Russian venture is a direct result of 
introductions that I have received through the Foundation.

I also know of another Iowa company that participated in the 
Agribusiness Center in Stavropol in 1993. As a result of 
contacts made at the Agribusiness Center, that company has now 
employed a sales agent in Russia, and the company is looking at a 
significant expansion of its business in the former Soviet Union.

\°



* Mr. Richard T. Cannon 
February 1, 1994 
Page 2

I believe the company has already received some orders as a 
result of earlier efforts by John Chrystal and through the 
Agribusiness Center, but the company expects that its sales in 

:"' the former Soviet Union will expand in coming years due to the 
contacts it has made through the Agribusiness Center and through 
the sales agent to whom it was also introduced through the 
Agribusiness Center program.

I also strongly believe that the Foundation's prospects for 
future successes have been greatly enhanced by your recent 
appointment as Executive Director. You have considerable 
experience with federal agencies and the federal grant process, 
which your predecessors lacked. You also have far more 
experience than your predecessors in the management of complex 
programs like those operated by the Foundation and in dealing 
with businesses as part of a public-private sector partnership. 
I believe this combination of skills and experience will allow 
the Foundation to advance its objectives even further than had 
been possible with any of the previous Executive Directors.

I wish you and the Foundation well in your future efforts. 
As always, . I am happy to be of any assistance that I can in 
achieving the Foundation's objectives, which I believe to be very 
important to the State of Iowa as well as to the people, of the 
former Soviet Union. Please let me know if there is anything I 
can do to help.

Sincerely yours,

SJD/msa

sd-c£2

Steven J. Dickinson
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Center for Agricultural and Rural Development 

June 17,1994

John Chrystal/ Executive Director
World Agricultural Development Foundation
3660 Grand Avenue, Apt! 430
DesMoines,IA 5003412; . \

Dear John: • |

This will follow our conversation on the Iowa International Development Foundation 
Agribusiness Center in Ukraine and its relation to agricultural sector initiatives of The World 
Bank. The first World Bank loan to Ukraine for agriculture will be to support-improvements 
in the seed production industry. This function in Ukraine has traditionally been managed by 
the Academy of Agricultural Sciences. The Bank loan will create private seed production 
plants that will be partially owned by the Academy. I expect this loan will; be made before 
the end of the current calendar year. •
The second Bank loan will be for the establishment of agricultural service centers that r.an 
support the restructuring and reforms. These service centers will be in important ways 
modeled after our flDF agribusiness center. Specifically, they will introduce new technologies, 
provide training, and support trade among farms and in .international markets. The fact that 
the World Bank after an extensive Agriculture Sector Review and numerous consultations 
with representatives of the Ukraine government has come to the Agribusiness Center idea as 
a key to accelerating the reforms is a tribute to the foresight of the Iowa International 
Development Foundation.
We have a big opportunity in the DDF Agribusiness Center in Ukraine to provide support for 
this World Bank/Ukraine government initiative. Establishing the agricultural service centers 
will be difficult, requiring training, legal work, and an ability to communicate the idea with 
the Ukrainian agricultural leaders. If our agribusiness center could be fully funded and 
operational, it could serve as a model or training ground for the service centers that will be 
created by The Bank loan. In short, the existence of a well-functioning Agribusiness Center 
created by EDF in Ukraine could substantially accelerate the implementation of The Bank 
program* • : '.
I urge you to visit with our USAID supporters about the opportunity presented by the 
decision of The Bank to develop a loan for agricultural service centers. In addition to 
supporting the reforms and The Bank initiative, hinds to support the full implementation of 
our Agribusiness Center could provide substantial opportunity for agribusinesses in the 
United States as suppliers of the equipment and technology that will be required to establish 
me agricultural service centers in Ukraine.

Sincerel'

Jey R. Johnson 
Director, Center for Agricultural and Rural Development 
C F. Curtiss Distinguished Professor

/ecb

JUN-17-1994 17:38 515 294 6336 95*
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Letter from Russian Federation Deputy Prime Minister Alexander Zaveruha to Mr. John 
Chrystal dated July 11,1994 requesting support for new agribusiness centers.

July 11, 1994

John Chrystal 
Chairman 
Iowa Savings Bank 
Iowa, USA

Dear Mr. Chrystal:

Thank you for your letter of June 21.1 believe that your trip to Russia lent 
significant assistance to the progress of relations and strengthening of cooperation in the 
field of agriculture.

In this respect, it is extremely important to establish such vehicles of promoting 
advanced technologies as agribusiness centers. We already have positive experience in 
organization and functioning of one such center in Stavropol krai.

I am grateful to you, Mr. Chrystal, for devoting much attention to further 
development of this vehicle, having this time chosen Orenburg oblast as the focus of your 
activities.

I believe that by extending financial and technological support to the nascent 
agribusiness center based on the "Krasnoholm" joint-stock company you will provide 
tangible assistance to the development of the regional agro-industrial complex.

Mr. Chrystal, please accept my best regards.

A. Zaveruha
Deputy Chairman
Government of the Russian Federation
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Letter from Stavropol State Lieutenant Governor Sheyanov to Catherine Norris dated June 
17,1994 requesting continued support for ABC/Stavropol.

June 17, 1994

Ms. Catherine Norris 
Agriculture Specialist 
USAED/Moscow

Dear Ms. Morris:

The Stavropol Russian-American Agribusiness Center "Sodruzhestvo" has been in 
operation for a little over two years. Both sides are guided in their work by a memorandum 
of understanding and a signed agreement which articulates the respective responsibilities of 
Russian and American partners.

In its activities, the Agribusiness Center focused its efforts on accomplishing the 
following goals:

- training and continued education of farmers, managers, agricultural specialists and others 
working in the agro-industrial complex under the conditions of market economy;
- introduction of modem American technologies of growing agricultural products;
- creating conditions for cooperation between Russian and American agricultural 
manufacturers

Approximately 1,000 farmers and specialists from agricultural and other 
agribusiness enterprises underwent seminar training. Representatives of other Russian 
regions took part in the seminars alongside participants from Stavropol.

Training was provided by scientists and company specialists from the American 
side. Training sessions were generally business like and educating.

Two joint-stock companies participating in the Agribusiness Center provide a base 
for popularization and training in American technologies of growing soybeans and com.

The Russian side provides the necessary land, machinery, energy, service 
personnel, and labor.

The American side provides seeds, herbicide, and agricultural equipment.

Practical field demonstrations help better adaptation to and, in the long run, the 
introduction of modern technologies on Russian soil.

Dear Ms. Norris, during your visit to our Krai you saw that an educational base had 
been created in the course of these years. It is the Stavropol Affiliate of the Russian 
Academy of Management and Agribusiness with well-equipped classrooms and a hotel to 
accommodate students and instructors.

Construction of an agricultural exhibition is nearing completion.



Two sets of grain bins capable of storing 2.5 thousand tons each were erected, two 
extruders with oil presses were installed, we have two Kinze planters, one John Deere no- 
till drill, and two sprayers - in other words, the production base is being strengthened as 
well.

We believe that the years of Agribusiness center's operation were productive and 
had a positive influence on agriculture under the difficult conditions of transition to a 
market economy.

A good foundation for cooperation has been laid.

We think that it would be worthwhile to continue the work of the joint Agribusiness 
Center, and we are asking you for assistance in equipping the Center with the necessary 
machinery, equipment, and video systems which will ensure demonstrations and 
comprehensive training in production technologies, processing, and marketing of 
agricultural products.

The focus here is advancement and expansion of the Center's field of production 
and business activities which will benefit our continued fruitful cooperation.

Thank you.

Respectfully,

A. A. Sheyanov
First Deputy Head of Krai Administration

(



FY94 Fourth Quarter Report, with Appendixes

IOWA/INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
200 East Grand Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50309 U5.A. 

Tel: 515-2424768 Fax: 515-242-4946 E-Mail: R.CANNON9ABCP.SPR1NT.COM 
AGRIBUSINESS OPERATIONS AND PRODUCTION: IOWA. RUSSIA and UKRAINE

MEMORANDUM

To: see Distribution -cj/L October 28,1994 
Fm: Richard T. Gannon uVj| 

IDDF Executive Direaor 'J

Re: FOURTH QUARTER REPORT

Please find enclosed HDFs Fourth Quarter Report to USAID for Grant #CCN- 
0006-G-00-3127-00, "U.S. Agribusiness Centers in the NIS".

The repon covers the fourth quarter of the Federal fiscal year July, August and 
September, 1994. Your observations, comments, and suggestions are appreciated.

We would be happy to answer questions and provide additional information. 
Thank you very much for your advice and support.

Enclosure: 
Fourth Quarter Report

Distribution:
CNorris, ADD/Moscow - 2 copies
DSprague, AID/Kiev - 2 copies
MWinter, AID/W - 2 copies
S Johnson, CARD/ISU -1 copy
JWalter, New Agribusiness/Des Moines -1 copy
MRobinson, VOCA/Midwest -1 copy
DLyons, IDED/Des Moines -1 copy



10WA/ INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
200 East Grand Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50309 U.S.A.

Tel: 515-242-4768 Fax: 515-242-49-16 E-Mail: R.GANNONeABCPSPRlNT.COM
AGRIBUSINESS OPERATIONS AND PRODUCTION: IOWA. RUSSIA and UKRAINE

FOURTH QUARTER REPORT

U.S. Agribusiness Centers in the NIS
Grant Number CCN-0006 G-00-3127-00

July, August and September, 1994

I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A. New Agribusiness Magazine

The U.S. Agribusiness Center project was unparalleled at bringing U.S. and NIS 
agribusinesses together, with the printing and distribution of 35,000 copies of the first 
issue of New Agribusiness magazine.

DDF has written an article for the second issue asking NIS agribusinesses to reply 
if they would like to be listed in new trade directories of U.S and NIS agribusinesses. 
JIDF will compile company information for the following new trade directories:

For Russia: U.S./Russia Agribusiness Directory
Russian Agribusiness Export Directory

For Ukraine: U.S./Ukraine Agribusiness Directory 
Ukraine Agribusiness Export Directory

Mailings from IEDF and Successful Farming will identify interested U.S. agribusinesses. 
The directories will be used to bring together U.S. and NIS agribusinesses for joint 
ventures, trade and investment.

B. ABC/Stavropol

Severe drought in Stavropol damaged crops across the krai. However, project 
crops showed less moisture stress due to better planting technology and seed genetics. It is 
expected that the soybean crop will be of the quality and quantity to certify, register and 
market as seed. Plans are proceeding to market soybean seed and lease the project grain 
bins, planting machinery and equipment to generate income.

The last shipment of grain bin equipment arrived and the damaged grain bin will be 
repaired by Grant #2 end. Feeding trials received such positive results that one veterinarian 
expressed concern that the hogs were eating so much, he was afraid they would blow up!

Tom Dunn agreed to remain as U.S. Co-Manager until Grant #2 end. Two Russian 
office staff were hired with State of Iowa appropriations to represent IIDF as U.S. 
Marketing Director and U.S. Administrative Director.

The Head of the Agricultural Department of the Russian Government met with Dr. 
Johnson, Mr. Cannon and Mr. Koudriavtsev in Des Moines and endorsed the CARD/HDF 
proposal to USAID/Moscow: U.S./Russia AgMEET.



C. ABC/White Church

The last shipment of extruders arrived, with final installation being coordinated with 
VOCA, due for completion and start-up by Grant #2 end, on December 31,1994.

Two VOCA Farmer-to-Farmer technicians spent two weeks in White Church 
completing the wiring of the bins and finalizing all other work on the bins.

The Ukraine Foreign Minister met with Mr. Cannon at the United Nations in New 
York and endorsed the CARD/HDF proposal to US AID/Kiev: U.S./Ukraine AgMEET.

D. IIDF/Des Moines

There was a major change in leadership with the resignation of Mr. John Chrystal 
and the appointment of Dr. Stanley Johnson as nDF Chair.

State of Iowa appropriations to IIDF from the Iowa Legislature were received in the 
amount of $200,000 for FT'95, starting July 1,1994 for the Agribusiness Centers project.

US AID approved Extension #2 for Grant #2, until December 31,1994.

Under the direction of Dr. Johnson, with CARD as the prime contractor, the new 
CARD/nDF proposals: U.S./Russia AgMEET and U.S./Ukraine AgMEET, are in the final 
stages and will soon be presented to USAJJD/Moscow and US AID/Kiev, respectively.

II. FOURTH QUARTER SUMMARY 

A. New Agribusiness Magazine

The project had a major impact on agriculture and agribusiness across the NIS, with 
the printing and distribution of 35,000 copies of the first issue of New Agribusiness. The 
first issue contained 40 pages with 18 pages featuring 13 U.S. agribusinesses. Of the 13, 
11 of the firms have had marketing demonstrations of their agricultural inputs on project 
farms and feed operations. Of those 11,9 currently have seed or equipment being used in 
large-scale production at the Agribusiness Center (ABC) farms and feed operations.

Here is a list of companies featured in the first issue of New Agribusiness that have 
had or currendy have marketing demonstrations at the Agribusiness Centers:

Company

Successful Fanning
Pioneer
Insta-Pro
Triple "F"
Iowa Ex/Im
Conrad American
Shiwers
Ritchie
Sudenga
Kinze
Monsanto

Product

New Agribusiness 
Seed 
Extruders 
Feed Additives 
Seed Planters 
Grain Bins 
Grain Dryers 
Field Sprayers 
Grain Augers 
Seed Planters 
Farm Chemicals

Headquarters

Des Moines, Iowa 
Des Moines, Iowa 
Des Moines, Iowa 
Des Moines, Iowa 
Des Moines, Iowa 
Houghton, Iowa 
Corydon, Iowa 
Conrad, Iowa 
George, Iowa 
Williamsburg, Iowa 
St. Louis, Missouri



Farm chemical distributed in the NIS by Monsanto is produced in Muscatine, Iowa. It is 
clear the New Agribusiness connection to Iowa and Midwest agribusiness is substantial.

IIDF gave $5,000 to New Agribusiness, raising the total given from its USAID 
grant to $15,000. John Walter reported that USAID has agreed to grant another $50,000 to 
the magazine. However, the money will not be passed through the IIDF grant, but rather 
through The Citizens Network for Foreign Affairs (CNFA).

Distribution

Earner, the Russian language magazine equivalent to Successful Farming in the 
NIS, and joint venture partner with Successful Farming in New Agribusiness, had 10,000 
copies of New Agribusiness inserted into its magazine and distributed to its mailing list 
throughout the NIS.

Twenty-five thousand copies were distributed in other ways: Fermer contracted to 
have copies distributed at three agricultural fairs. The Russian Ministry of Agriculture 
received copies to distribute through its training institutes, and agribusiness and 
management institutes. Monsanto received 5,000 copies to distribute. Cargill, Triple 
"F"/Insta-Pro and both ABCs received copies to distribute.

There were 75 copies of New Agribusiness mailed to agribusinesses in the United 
States. Successful Farming and IIDF mailed the magazine in a packet along with several 
letters in English (Appendix A). Included in the packet was a letter explaining the 
CARD/nDF new initiative and asking companies to respond with a "Letter of Support".

Second Issue

For the second issue of New Agribusiness. IIDF Executive Director Richard T. 
Gannon drafted an article and his assistant, IIDF Finance Director Andrei Koudriavtsev, 
translated it into Russian. The article offers NIS agribusinesses the opportunity to be listed 
in new trade directories.

The article is entitled "List Your Agribusiness in New U.S./NIS Trade Directory" 
(Appendix B, in English and Russian). The information collected will be used to compile 
trade directories, as explained below. This is a unique and important concept because no 
other qualified directory resource like this exists. U.S. agribusinesses to be listed will be 
identified through mailings by IIDF and Successful Farming.

Trade directories play an important part in the new CARD/HOP initiative AgMEET. 
IIDF plans to compile, print and distribute the directories to promote joint ventures, trade 
and investment. Separate AgMEET proposals will be presented to US AID/Moscow and 
USADD/Kiev. The proposals are being finalized under the direction of Dr. Johnson, with 
GA.RD as the prime contractor.

U.S./Russia Agribusiness Trade Directories

The CARD/HDF proposal for USAED/Moscow is: U.S./Russia Agricultural 
Marketing, Exports, Extension and Training (U.S./Russia AgMEET). U.STRussia 
AgMEET will compile the U.SVRussia Agribusiness Directory and the Russian 
Agribusiness Export Directory. The U.S./Russia AgMEET draft cover, diagram and 
outline give an initial view of the project and demonstrate the role the trade directories play 
(Appendix C).



U.S./Ukraine Agribusiness Trade Directories

The CARD/IIDF proposal for USAED/Kiev is: U.S./Ukraine AgMEET. It will 
include the U.S./Ukraine Agribusiness Directory and the Ukraine Agribusiness Export 
Directory. The U.S./Ukraine AgMEET draft cover, diagram and outline give an initial view 
of the project and demonstrate the role the directories play (Appendix D).

The potential commercial impact of the trade directories is so significant that IIDF is 
moving ahead with the compilation even before AgMEET is proposed to USAID.

B. ABC/Stavropol 

1994 Crop Report

The fourth quarter started just two weeks after the successful completion of the 
"Planting Technologies Seminars". Project crops were all planted and growing well. 
However, there had been no rain since early May and all the crops in Stavropol krai were 
hurting for moisture. When planting started, some areas went six weeks without rain, 
with other areas reporting going four months without rain. The ABC crops were showing 
much less moisture stress man other crops due to better seed and planting technology.

The four fields of com and two fields of soybeans at the Chapayev Farm were in 
relatively good condition with good weed control, good stands, etc. The one com field at 
the Egorlyk farm was also in good condition. The first soybean field at Egorlyk had an 
excellent stand and was growing well, but had some broadleaf weed problems.

The second soybean field at Egorlyk was a no-till field. At planting time, 
instructions were given how to adjust the John Deere no-till drill for down-pressure and 
planting depth when going from the first soybean field (tilled) to the second soybean field 
(no-till). Tom Dunn explained the necessary changes to make and was assured by the farm 
managers that the changes would be made before planting the second field. However, no 
changes were made in any of the adjustments. As a result, there was too little down 
pressure to cut through the crop residue. That, coupled with the hydraulic system on the 
Russian tractor that leaked (reducing down pressure even more), resulted in a planting 
depth that was too shallow. In a normal weather year with adequate rain, the problem 
would have been much less. However, in the extremely dry conditions of this year, many 
of the seeds were in powder-dry soil and did not germinate.

Compounding the planting problems on this field were herbicide application 
problems. Mr. Dunn stressed with farm workers the importance of accurate herbicide 
application for no-till. Considerable time was spent on the old Broyhill sprayer adjusting 
booms and nozzles and cleaning and/or replacing components of the spray tips. The foam 
marker system was reinstalled and with new foam concentrate.

Instructions vere given on die importance of using the foam marker system so that 
there would be no skips or overlap in the application of the herbicide. However, the tractor 
driver decided not use the foam markers and relied instead on workers at each end of the 
two kilometer field to mark for him. The result, as expected, was numerous skips and 
overlaps in spray pattern.

The decision was made to use Glisol as the burn-down herbicide rather than 
Roundup. Glisol is manufactured by a Russian chemical company using the identical 
active ingredient supplied by Monsanto as in Roundup. The difference is that Glisol does 
not contain a surfactant/adjuvant as does Roundup. In a normal weather year this would



not be a major factor with Glisol. But in hot and dry conditions such as this planting 
season, the weeds tend to "harden off' making it more difficult for herbicides to be 
ingested by the weed. The resultant was that weed kill, although considerable, w;is less 
than 100%, and the skips had zero kill.

The soybean field served in achieving the ABC objective of demonstrating the 
benefits of improved U.S. technology and management methods. The versatility of U.S.- 
manufactured Roundup over Russian-manufactured Glisol was visibly evident in a drought 
year. The field demonstrated that even with the best equipment, there must be continued 
adjustment and supervision of machinery operation. However, the no-till soybean field 
was a poor example of what properly executed no-till technology can do. The management 
decision to use Glisol instead of Roundup was prompted by a lack of funds and the readily 
available Glisol. In a normal year this would have been a wise decision. Other problems 
associated with this field had to do with the lack of desire or inability of the workers to 
follow basic instructions, which could have been avoided by working with private farmers, 
as shown with the YK Farm and detailed below.

Mr. Dunn was taken away from on-hands supervision of the soybean planting at 
Egorlyk by the private contract with the YK Farm. It was late in the planting season and 
essential to purchase herbicide and fertilizer as well as line up the sprayer, planter and seed. 
In addition, corn planting at Chapayev was still in progress and Mr. Dunn had to visit the 
three farms on a regular basis, driving three to four hours daily.

On the whole, the planting season was very successful. The mistakes made on the 
no-till soybean field serve as effective lessons on the necessity of accurate application of 
herbicides and the importance of machine adjustment. It can be noted that the John Deere 
750 No-Till Drill was manufactured in Ankeny, Iowa.

At fourth quarter end, the Chapayev farm personnel had decided, against the advice 
of Mr. Dunn, to chop three of the poorest corn fields for silage. Mr. Dunn agreed that 
some of the corn crop could be chopped, as it would have a low grain yield, but certainly 
not all three fields. Additionally, the corn was chopped too early to achieve the maximum 
yield and optimum quality. Since it was already agreed in principal to the division of crops 
that gave the farm aU of the 1994 com crop, Mr. Dunn felt obligated to offer sound advice, 
but not object if it was ignored.

The one remaining field of com at the Chapayev farm is in very good condition, 
especially considering the growing season. The soybeans at Chapayev are about one half 
harvested with yields averaging from six to eight centaurs per hectare. The crop was 
stunted by the drought and high soil Boron levels, which are slightly toxic to soybeans. 
The crop looks good except that it is shorter than normal. This poses a problem for the 
Russian Don combines because the headers will not cut close to the ground and many pods 
will be left on the plant stubble.

At Egorlyk Farm, the irrigated com field looks to be in good condition, considering 
the drought The first soybean field should out yield the Chapayev soybeans due to the fact 
that is was irrigated. The second no-till soybean field will produce only one third of a crop 
for reasons already discussed. As of October 24, harvest hasn't started at Egorlyk.

Overall, of the 525 hectares of corn planted by the ABC in 1994,264 hectares were 
chopped for silage in September, and some of the remaining crops might be in poor 
condition at harvest time. Of the 415 hectares of soybeans, at least 60 were in a poor 
condition in the summer.



Division of Crops

There has not been a final decision as to the division of crops due to the fact that 
Russian Co-Manager Mr. Khvorostyanov advised the farm directors not to sign the 
contracts with ABC until both Co-Managers, ABC Board Director Mr. Varshavsky and the 
two farm directors had a meeting. Shortly after offering that advise, Mr. Khvorostyanov 
entered a Stavropol hospital in very poor health and Mr. Varshavsky has i/"<o been home 
sick in bed for several days. Efforts are continuing to arrange the meeting with Mr. 
Varshavsky, the farm directors and Mr. Dunn to settle this issue.

U.S. Soybean Seed Genetics

This spring, IIDF purchased 30 tons of sovbean seed from Stine Seed Company, 
Adel, Iowa, one of the world's premier soybean breeders. The seed was exported to 
ABC/Stavropol and planted. Few U.S. seed companies export soybean seed because its 
low value is outweighed by the high cost of ocean freight. Also, since soybeans are not 
hybrid, U.S. seed firms are reluctant to export for fear of a lack of seed protection, which 
results in the soybean crop being used for seed the next year. Considering all these 
factors, ABC/Stavropol is in an unique position to market its soybean crop as seed.

Stine's Chuck Hanson and Iowa seed broker David Hemminger of Agro Iowa have 
been instrumental in consulting IIDF and ABC/Stavropol on marketing the seed. Mr. 
Hemminger participated in the "Planting Technologies Seminars" in Stavropol in June at 
his own expense. He recently made another trip to Stavropol to research his own project to 
assist private farmers and further advise IIDF on marketing the soybeans (Appendix E).

On September 28, Mr. David Hemminger arrived in Stavropol. The mission of his 
trip was twofold. First, as a professional seed broker with considerable experience in the 
international marketplace, he spent time with Mr. Dunn and ABC staff in the development 
of the soybean seed business. Mr. Hemminger offered consultative expertise in setting up 
and operating the business in Stavropol.

In addition to the consultations in Stavropol, Mr. Hemminger traveled with Mr. 
Dunn to Ust Labinsk on October 1, where visits were made to potential farm customers for 
the soybean seed and potential future contract seed growers. These visits were coordinated 
by Mr. Dean Sanders of ICI, a possible future partner in the soybean seed business in 
Krasnodar krai. Additionally, discussions were held with Mr. Vladimir Zobov, Agro- 
Eskort Director and Mr. Vladimir Bogdanov, Agro-Eskort Vice Directur. Agro-Eskort is 
an impressive seed brokerage firm that had achieved considerable success marketing seed 
com under contract with ICI. The two officials were interested in entering into a brokerage 
contract to market the ABC seed beans in Krasnodar krai. Mr. Dunn recommends that 
Agro-Eskort be given prime consideration for this business if other needed arrangements 
materialize.

Mr. Dunn and Mr. Hemminger continued on to Krasnodar where meetings were 
held with Mr. Brett Duffy, Cargill's Krasnodar Office Manager and Marketing Specialist. 
Mr. Duffy had valuable insight into marketing seed and commercial crops, both 
domestically and internationally. He has extensive experience with transportation of 
commodities including rail rates, trucking rates and ocean freight costs. Additionally, 
Cargill could potentially be a marketer of the ABC soybeans, as Cargill doesn't market their 
own soybeans in Russia. Cargill could potentially be a major future customer for the ABC 
commercial com crops as well. Cargill is currently working with the Mars Candy 
Company on the possible buyout of a large corn processing facility south of Moscow.



The second goal of Mr. Hemminger's trip was the exploration and preliminary 
discussions of a possible venture with private farmers in three locations north of Stavropol. 
The operation would provide American equipment for planting, harvesting, drying and 
storing crops; American seed genetics; American management and American-based 
financing for production agriculture in Russia. Meetings were held in Stavropol with the 
directors of branches of three possible correspondent Russian banks.

A public meeting was held, primarily to introduce the prospective project to 
interested private farmers. About 25 private farmers attended this meeting with additional 
farmers interested, but unable to attend due to wheat drilling operations at the time. The 
prospects for this project look good and the potential for American seed companies and 
equipment manufacturers and private Russian farmers is substantial.

Tom Dunn's Mission to Kabardino-Balkaria

On September 7, Mr. Dunn drove to IValcik, the capitol of Kabardino-Balkaria to 
meet with fellow lowan Mr. Dennis Leith of Sierra Caucasus Development Corporation 
(SCDC). The trip had two commercial purposes. The first was to study the possibility of 
using the SCDC facility to receive, process, bag, tag, and store the ABC soybean seed 
prior to sale. This operation is qualified for the work as SCDC is involved in growing and 
bagging alfalfa for seed.

The SCDC operation has high quality seed cleaners of several types, conveyors 
designed for gentle handling of seed, a modern seed laboratory and generally is a first class 
operation. They are located on a rail spur and have rail receiving and shipping facilities. 
Mr. Leith is an astute business man, who has had operations of several different types in 
the Nalcik area for the past three years. It is obvious he would be a reliable and competent 
person with whom to do business. Before making any commitments, rail freight rates 
were studied. It turns out that the rail freight rates have inflated rapidly during the past few 
months. The distance of over 300 kilometers from the ABC farms to the SCDC seed plant 
makes shipping costs prohibitive.

The ABC is fortunate to have located a very adequately equipped seed station at 
Donskoe, a village about one hour north of Stavropol and located midway between the two 
ABC farms. The ABC has a Memorandum of Understanding with the seed station, but are 
waiting for final agreements with the two farms before signing a contract. Tentative 
arrangements have also been made with a trucking firm in Donskoe for hauling the crop 
from the farms to the seed station.

The second commercial purpose of the SCDC trip was to study the possibility of 
locating an extruder line at SCDC. There were many favorable factors with the quality of 
the SCDC operation in Nalcik. However, distance and the fact that few soybeans are 
grown in the Nalcik vicinity outweigh the positive factors. The decision on where to place 
the second extruder line has not yet been made. The one factor that is agreed on is that it 
will be located with a private operation. Several preliminary visits have been made to 
possible sites near Stavropol, but follow-up visits will be made before the decision is 
made. Mr. Gannon will visit possible sites on his next trip.

Preliminary discussions took place concerning the possibility of moving the 
existing extruder line from Egorlyk Farm to a private location. There are adequate facilities 
for the line and access to private feeding operations. The main hurdle holding up any 
movement with the extruder equipment is that the Russian partners have not yet, as of this 
writing, secured release from customs of the extruder equipment from the last shipment. 
Until this is done, probably early to mid-November, no solid commitments can be made.



•I
Private Farm Contract

In May, the ABC entered into a contract with the YK Farm, a group of truly private 
farmers. The YK Farm is adjacent to the Egorlyk Farm. We are trying to get the YK 
farmers to lease the Egorlyk bin site, which will generate income for the ABC.

The private fanners of the YK Farm cooperated fully with Mr. Dunn. The project 
corn crop, although late, looks very good. The cooperation and attention to detail the 
private farmers provided helped in making a good crop. The starter fertilizer applied with 
the Kinze planter was a deciding factor in helping the late, moisture-stressed crop get a fast 
start and maximized the use of limited soil moisture.

During the summer, when other nearby non-irrigated com crops were burning up, 
the YK field of com was lush and green. It was said the field was the subject of 
conversation among neighboring fanners. This non-irrigated corn field compares 
favorably with the irrigated corn at the Egorlyk Farm, and is at least equal to the best of the 
four corn fields at the non-irrigated Chapaev farm.

The com crop on the YK Farm looks to be in mostly good to very good condition, 
again considering the growing season. As of October 24, it is still two to three weeks 
away from harvest. The ABC will receive its share of the crop, which will be sold to 
generate income for the ABC.

Poultry Feed Trial Results

Broiler chickens were fed Insta-Pro feed premixes in trials held from June 16 to 
August 16,1994 by the personnel of the Stavropol Scientific Research Institute of Animal 
Breeding and Feed Production of the Russian Academy of Agricultural Sciences. The site 
of the trials was Bogoslovskoe breeding farm, Kochubeev raion, Stavropol krai.

The trial group and the control group numbered 650 birds each. Scientific analysis 
of the results of the 60-day trial concluded that using Insta-Pro feed premixes for broiler 
chickens instead of domestic feed premixes allows to:

- increase the live mass at the end of the feeding period by 16.1%
- increase the average daily weight gain by 16.9%
- lower feed use per produce unit by 10.3%
- increase the net weight of edible chicken meat by 12.1%
- reduce mortality to 1.2%
- realize additional produce worth Rbl 53,000 by feeding chickens 1 kg of 

Insta-Pro premix

The remaining feed trials, co-sponsored by IIDF and Triple "F"/Insta-Pro of Des 
Moines, were completed on October 16,1994. The final analysis and report have yet to be 
completed and issued.

The preliminary information that has been discussed is exceptionally positive, 
above expectations, and inquiries are already coming in from producers wishing to 
purchase the premixes and extruded soybean meal. There have also been inquiries by feed 
processors about producing the premixes under license from Triple "F'/Insta-Pro.



Requests for U.S. Seed and Equipment

During and following the "Planting Technologies Seminars" and throughout the 
growing season, there have been requests from farms of all descriptions, desiring to 
purchase planters, sprayers, no-till drills and especially grain facilities such as the project 
has. Financing these purchases has continued to be a problem as the equipment is not 
cheap, especially by Russian standards. But, the advantages are obvious and if financing 
can be arranged, there will be some sales. There are reports that legislation has been 
passed, but hasn't been implemented, that would provide such financing. This has also 
been one of the important subjects discussed with Stavropol Governor Kouznetsov.

Tom Dunn's Mission to Iowa

During his month stay in Iowa this summer, Mr. Dunn visited the companies that 
supplied seed and equipment for the project He spent time with each equipment 
manufacturer going over needed minor changes in parts, assembly instructions, etc. He 
reported to each company about how their equipment functioned and was received by the 
Russians. He had photos of their equipment showing the condition of the shipment upon 
arrival, during assembly, in operation in the fields, and as displayed at the "Planting 
Technologies Seminars". Advice was given about the interest in and need for their 
products and the marketing potential in Stavropol.

The seed companies were advised as to the condition of their crops. Discussions 
were held concerning the appropriateness of the maturities of the varieties selected. The 
concerns of our Russian counterparts for early maturing varieties was also aired, Mr. 
Dunn thanked the companies for their cooperation with the project, without which the 
shipments could not have been made in time for the planting season. The companies 
appreciated the follow-up and gave continued support to the project.

Tom Dunn's Mission to ABC/White Church

Upon arriving back in Stavropol on August 22, Mr. Dunn arranged a trip to the 
Agribusiness Center in White Church, Ukraine to inspect the bin site and report his 
findings. Mr. Dunn drafted a scope of work to complete the bins and it was submitted to 
VOCA (Appendix F).

Egorlyk Farm Director Replaced

During late June, Mr. Savchenko, the Egorlyk Farm Director, was involved in the 
investigation of a murder. Court proceedings cleared him and he was released from 
custody in August, but in the interim, he was replaced as farm director by the Egorlyk 
Farm's previous director, Mr. Merzha. Mr. Dunn has had a number of meetings with Mr. 
Merzha and finds him to be a personable businessman and cooperative to date. For 
example, Mr. Merzha has agreed to IIDFs proposal for the division of crops, which gives 
the farm 100% of the 1993 com and soybean crops plus 100% of the 1994 com crop in 
exchange for the ABC receiving 100% of the 1994 soybean crop. Mr. Dunn is confident 
that other areas that were in conflict with the Egorlyk Farm with the prior director will be 
resolved without major confrontation.

Likewise, after the meetings with the krai administration officials, Mr. Baranov of 
the Chapayev Farm has been more cooperative in several meetings with Mr. Dunn. After 
going over the proposed contract for division of crops item by item as stated above, Mr. 
Baranov has verbally agreed to sign the contract. Additionally, discussions were had about 
other subjects of prior confrontation with his farm. He understands that the ABC needs to



move the Ritchie sprayer, Kinze planter, spare parts, and other associated equipment to 
Ludmilla Petrova* Institute to complete work on the units and store them in a suitable 
location. He has indicated concern for the units being taken off of his farm but understands 
that the equipment is owned and controlled by the ABC. He indicated he would not object 
to the move, as he previously did.

Changing ABC/Stavropol Russian Directors

Upon returning to Stavropol, Mr. Dunn held meetings with Mayor Kouzmin and 
Governor Kouznetsov. The meetings with the mayor and governor concerned, in part, the 
obvious necessity for a change of Russian directors for die future success of the ABC 
project in Stavropol. Two candidates were considered: 1) Sergei Anisimov, Director 
General of Dairy Corporation "Stavropolsky", involved in the 1992 Milk Processing 
Seminar, and 2) Nickolai Denezhnyi, Duma member and director of a private farm. The 
two are proactive in the free market economy, have invested in their businesses as proof of 
their commitment, and appear to be successful businessmen. It is expected that they will 
fully support ABC efforts to work with private agribusinesses and farmers.

Meetings were also held with LL Governor Shiyanov and Mr. Varshavsky 
•onceming the problems of lack of cooperation from the two farms. Subsequent meetings 

with the Lt. Governor, Mr. Varshavsky and the farm directors indicated that there would be 
renewed commitment to provide full cooperation to the project. What was missing in all 
these meetings was the lack of understanding of the necessity of removing Assistant 
Russian Co-Manager Mr. Bessonov from the ABC project. It has been repeatedly 
demonstrated that he is totally incompetent and most of his activities are counter-productive 
to the goals of the project Mr. Cannon stressed this point a number of times in meetings 
during his June trip. This matter has not been laid to rest and will not be until a change is 
made. The change in Russian directors would obviously correct this situation.

The shipping container with the new equipment to repair the drying system at 
Egorlyk Farm had arrived in Riga, Latvia on August 11,1994. All the documents needed 
were prepared, but one, a letter of guarantee for customs from the Russian partners. In the 
meeting with the governor, Mr. Dunn requested the letter. The governor was embarrassed 
by the lack of cooperation and took action. However, it was another week before the 
required letter was delivered. A demurrage bill, largely due to the delay caused by the 
Russian partners, had to be paid.

The shipment was released and arrived in Stavropol on September 28, 1994. The 
extruder parts were off-loaded at our containers at Ludmila Petrova's Institute. The grain 
drying system was off-loaded at our container at the Egorlyk Farm. However, it was two 
and one half more weeks before the Russian partners secured the release of the containers 
from customs, thus delaying repairs on the grain drying system.

Misuse of John Deere No-Till Drill

To present a true picture of the fourth quarter, the misuse of the John Deere drill at 
Egorlyk Farm must be mentioned. The farm had agreed to store the drill in a warehouse. In 
early July, while visiting the farm and inspecting fields, Mr. Dunn inquired about the drill. 
He was told that it had been taken to a warehouse at the fourth brigade and was locked up 
in storage. Upon visiting the fourth brigade later that day, Mr. Dunn had discovered that 
the drill was hooked up to a tractor and had been used for drilling corn without his 
permission or knowledge.
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Upon close inspection, Mr. Dunn saw shear bolts, which protect the marker arms 
from damage if an obstacle is struck, were sheared. The workers had used the spare shear 
bolts and sheared them, too. Finally, the workers had welded both left and right inner 
marker arms to the marker arm base assemblies. The drill was taken back to the field and, 
while drilling corn, it was damaged again. Both marker arm base assemblies and inner 
marker arms were badly bent.

The farm's chief agronomist, who had misled Mr. Dunn earlier about the drill, was 
at the site, but refused to present himself to Mr. Dunn. Mr. Dunn proceeded to disable the 
drill by removing the main drive chains and idlers and gave explicit instructions for the drill 
to be delivered to the nearby YK Farm for storage, where the Broyhill sprayer and one 
Kinze planter were being stored. New marker arm base assemblies and inner marker arms 
were ordered by Mr. Dunn during his trip to Iowa in August The pans are currently 
awaiting shipment to Stavropol. The replacement cost of the parts will be paid by Egorlyk 
Farm, The drill will be stored at the YK Farm and will be used there this fall.

Conclusion

It has been a challenging growing season. Following the first two years of 
excellent project crops, this third crop will be comparatively modest in this drought year. 
Compared to Russian crops, the ABC crops are much better. There have been many 
positive things accomplished this year, even with the lack of cooperation from the Russian 
partners and farms. By not working in the vacuum of an ideal environment, the project 
demonstrated a true picture of the obstacles Russian agriculture has to overcome.

The opportunity to work with the outstanding group of private farmers of the YK 
Farm has been encouraging. Word of this cooperation is spreading widely through the 
private farming community. There have been many instances of private farmers coming to 
the ABC office to inquire about being included in the project next year. There have even 
been instances of private farmers finding out about Mr. Dunn's work schedule and being at 
his next stop to meet him. There are bright, hard working private Russian fanners waiting 
for the opportunity to acquire U.S. technology and management inputs. U.S./Russia 
AgMFJET will help make this happen. Mr. Dunn is to be commended for his hard work, 
long hours and commitment at expediting what lies ahead for Russian agriculture.

C. ABC/White Church

ABC/White Church U.S. Co-Manager David Wampler, his wife and two children 
spent the first two weeks of the quarter preparing and moving back to Iowa. His contract 
was not renewed. His performance was less than satisfactory and at times, damaging, due 
to his inaccurate representations and lack of proper oversight of the grain bin construction.

ROSS Expands Soybean Acreage

In anticipation of the oil seed processing facility at ROSS's feedmill becoming 
operational, ROSS increased its contracts with farms for soybeans. In 1994, ROSS had 
contracts for 1,200 tons of soybeans. For 1995, that figure was increased to 3,200 tons. 
Another positive result of ROSS1 expanded soy processing capabilities is that it is having 
an effect not only on neighboring farms, but on adjacent regions of Ukraine as well.

Soybeans will be grown for ROSS in the Kiev oblast itself, where White Church is 
located, and also in Chernigov and Kirovograd oblasts. This potentially creates 
opportunities for large-scale contract feed milling in the future. Contract feedmillng, as 
proposed by HDF, will create a sustained source of income for ABC/WChurch.
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Cargill Contacts ABC/White Church

Through the efforts of DDF, the office of Cargill Enterprises in Kiev contacted 
ROSS. Cargill is presently investigating the possibilities of expanding the number of its 
joint venture production projects. Since ROSS is one of the more innovative and 
progressive agro-industrial associations in Ukraine today, it is a potential candidate for a 
joint project with Cargill.

A final decision will be made pending the results of further meetings between the 
representatives of ROSS and Cargill. Feasibility studies may conducted as well. DDF will 
advise US ADD on any further developments in negotiations.

Arrival of Extruders

On July 4, the container with Triple "F"/Insta-Pro extruders arrived in White 
Church. Neither the container, nor the machinery inside it, sustained any damage during 
shipping, loading/unloading, and trucking. All locks and the seal were in place and the 
container carried no signs of having been tempered with en route.

The 40' container carried one Model 2500 Extruder, three Model 1500 Oil Presses, 
and one Model 900 Cooler. Also included in the shipment were an encased vertical auger 
to replace the one stolen from the grain dryer bin and 80 fifty pound bags of LND Swine 
Base Mix 2420. The Base Mix 2420 is used to balance low nutrient density diets based on 
grain and soybean meal. The mix is intended for use by ROSS farms in combination with 
soybean meal to be produced with U.S. equipment.

The equipment was unloaded from the container into ROSS storage facilities. The 
Shiwers vertical auger was installed in the dryer bin in September in preparation for the 
start-up of the grain drying system. ROSS engineers inspected the oil seed processing 
equipment to determine the specifications of the necessary auxiliary systems.
Tom Dunn's Mission to ABC/White Church

Upon arriving back in Stavropol on August 22, Mr. Dunn hired an interpreter and 
arranged a trip to ABC/White Church. He departed Stavropol via taxi to Nevinnomyssk 
where he met his interpreter and boarded the train for the thirty hour trip to Kiev. A 
CNF A/Kiev official met them at the train station and drove them to the CNFA/Kiev 
apartment.

The next day, they met with VOCA/Kiev. Mr. Ted Gashler, VOCA/Kiev Director, 
was out of town, but his staff made arrangements for their transportation to the ABC at the 
ROSS feedmill in White Church and arranged housing at the VOCA apartment.

Upon arriving at ROSS headquarters, Mr. Dunn met ROSS management staff. Mr. 
Dunn saw the computer, less keyboard (which was being repaired in a shop in Stavropol) 
and was told that the fax machine was stored at the ABC apartment and the car nearby. Mr. 
Dunn took one of the five printer cartridges from the office to be used in Stavropol. Only 
one cartridge had been replaced on the ABC printer in two and one half years. Stavropol 
just recently inserted the last of six replacement cartridges.

Mr. Dunn proceeded to the feedmill to inspect the grain system first. Mechanically, 
things were as he expected. There were still three roof augers to install. The hanger 
bearings in the roof augers were already installed but were not positioned vertically as
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required. FeedmiU personnel were instructed why and how to reposition the hanger 
bearings. If the bearings are not vertical, they act as a cantilever beam with the auger tube 
as the base support If this is the case, in a relatively short time of operation, there will be 
fatigue failure of the metal in the auger tube. Advise was given on how to correct other 
mechanical problems that were observed.

The bin wiring had yet to be started and this is a large part of the project. Mr. Dunn 
gave basic wiring instructions, but advised that an American with wiring diagrams and 
experience to complete the wiring was needed. Instructions were given on mechanical 
installations of control panels, the computer, temperature probes, etc.

Next, Mr. Dunn inspected the building where the extruder/extractor line was to be 
installed. The building had been prepared for this installation, but no actual installation 
work had started. There were some concerns and questions about the installation 
drawings, but the biggest problem seemed to be the lack of confidence in installing the 
extruders using instructions in English, a foreign language. Mr. Dunn answered questions 
and gave further instructions on how the extruders should be properly placed.

Mr. Dunn inspected the extruder that had arrived last year. It had been stored 
outside since arriving and the extruder barrel was full of water to the level of the bullet 
opening in the end. He asked workers to drain the water and find a suitable location inside 
to store it, along with associated equipment. The grain cleaner was inspected. Aside from 
some minor misalignments of sprockets and the known miss-assembly of the intake auger, 
it appeared to be functional.

The six-row Kinze planter was located and inspected. It had the same problem with 
a failure of the reverser drive idler sprocket that had been experienced on both Kinze 
planters in Stavropol. There were failures of the no-till coulter and coulter bearing set. 
Spare parts for these failures are on hand in Stavropol and will be brought to White Church 
on Mr. Dunn's next visit, when he will supervise the initial start-up of the grain dryer.

The 500 gallon Broyhill sprayer was inspected. The boom had been removed for 
safekeeping, but the sprayer itself appeared to be sound with the following exception: the 
Ace pump and PTO shaft had been lost before the sprayer arrived at ROSS. Thus, ROSS 
will have to procure a spare pump before the sprayer is operable.

Some needed supplies for the grain bins were requested to be brought by the VOCA 
volunteers when they come in early October. The other needed items, computer keyboard, 
idler sprocket, coulter and bearings will be brought from Stavropol on Mr. Dunn's next 
trip.

While in Kiev, Mr. Dunn met with Mr. David Sweere, who has a good 
understanding of the situation at ABC/White Church. Mr. Sweere said that ROSS's good 
equipment presents many business opportunities, but that ROSS lacks capital and 
management to realize profit. Previously, Mr. Sweere had discussions with Dr. Johnson 
and Mr. Gannon about the possibility of some type of management arrangement with 
ROSS. Options will continued to be explored by ROSS, IIDF and Mr. Sweere.

Upon returning to Stavropol, Mr. Dunn drafted a scope of work to complete the bin 
wiring and it was submitted to VOCA (Appendix F).
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YOGA Farmer-to-Farmer to ABC/White Church

USAID/Kiev approved VOCA, and VOCA accepted, to place Farmer-to-Farmer 
technicians at White Church. David Sprague, USAID/Kiev, Ted Cashier, VOCA/Kiev and 
Many Robinson, VOCA/Missouri, are to be commended for moving swiftly to place two 
VOCA volunteers in White Church to finish the electrical wiring at the grain bins.

Estele Cook and Charley Tenholder volunteered and spent one day at Shiwers 
being trained in the bin wiring. They spent two weeks at ABC/White Church, from 
October 3 to October 14, and had a successful mission, completing all but a small part of 
the wiring. They were confident ROSS personnel could complete the wiring, if 
instructions they left were followed. Mr. Dunn is scheduled to return to White Church for 
the initial start-up of the grain dryer.

It is planned to send Chuck Porter, the extruder expert from Triple "F'TInsta-Pro, to 
White Church in November to supervise installation of the extruders. A second trip will be 
necessary to finalize installation and supervise start-up.

Ukraine Foreign Minister Supports U.S./Ukraine AgMEET

nDF has a long-standing practice of forging close ties with federal and local 
governments of nations, which host its projects. In September, Mr. Gannon had two 
personal meetings at the United Nations with Ukrainian Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Gennadi Udovenko. The meetings helped strengthen support for the ABC project in 
Ukraine and increased the awareness of the Government of Ukraine of the efforts exerted 
by IIDF to assist Ukrainian agricultural reform. All expenses associated with the trip to 
New York were paid for with State of Iowa appropriations.

Minister Udovenko was in New York attending the opening session of the U.N. 
General Assembly. The two meetings were arranged by Deputy Russian Ambassador to 
the U.N., Eduard Kudryavtsev, who is an old friend of Minister Udovenko and the father 
of the DDF Finance Director.

Mr. Gannon briefed Minister Udovenko on ABC/White Church and the new 
CARD/DDF initiative: U.S./Ukraine AgMEET. Minister Udovenko agreed with the need 
and rationale of the ABC project and U.S./Ukraine AgMEET. He gave Mr. Gannon the 
names of several other farms and asked that they be contacted. He asked Mr. Gannon to 
arrange a meeting with him in Ukraine and signed a "Letter of Support". The letter is 
addressed to USAID Administrator J. Brian Atwood, and subsequent correspondence 
resulted (Appendix G).

The Ukraine Minister of Agriculture had previously written USAID/Kiev to support 
funding for U.S./Ukraine AgMEET (Appendix H).

It is encouraging that Ukraine President Kuchma stated in his inaugural policy 
address before Ukrainian parliament that, "The key to the realization of real reform in 
Ukraine is agriculture" (Appendix I). It is also encouraging that Foreign Minister 
Udovenko has had experience in agriculture. It is especially encouraging that Minister 
Udovenko has taken a personal interest in ABC/White Church and U.S/Ukraine AgMEET 
because, as he told Mr. Gannon, he had been the director of a farm near White Church.
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OPIC Conference in Des Moines

On August 12, an investor conference on agribusiness in Ukraine, sponsored by 
the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC), U.S. Embassy in Kiev, and the 
Greater Des Moines Chamber of Commerce, was held in Des Moines. Ukrainian 
agribusiness was represented by 23 companies: 12 engaged in food processing and 
packaging; 6 in seed and grain production, livestock feed, and veterinary supplies; and 5 in 
the manufacture of agricultural equipment U.S. agribusiness was representatives by 85 
companies and groups: Cargill, John Deere, Pioneer Hi-Bred, Principal Financial Group, 
Meredith Publishing, U.S. West, and others.

The conference provided ample opportunities for networking. Although ROSS was 
not represented, an equipment manufacturer from White Church, BUotserkivsilmash, was 
among the Ukrainian participants. Mr. Gannon and Mr. Koudriavtsev spent time with the 
Bilotserkrvsilmash General Director, who asked for assistance in finding a U.S. joint 
venture partner. Contact information on similar U.S. equipment manufacturers was given. 
This is what U.S./Ukraine AgMEET is designed to do. Bilptserkivsilmash is currently the 
only manufacturer of forage harvesters in the MIS (Appendix J).

Other agribusiness company representatives from eastern and southern Ukraine 
asked IIDF to introduce them to possible U.S. joint venture partners. ABC/White Church 
is gaining publicity throughout Ukraine, and there is a considerable amount of interest on 
the part of Ukrainian agribusinesses in the project

D. IIDF/Des Moines 

New Leadership

The project saw a major change in leadership during the fourth quarter. On August 
10, Mr. John Chrystal resigned as IIDF Co-Chair and director of the Russian and 
Ukrainian joint venture Agribusiness Centers (Appendix K). Although Mr. Chrystal 
terminated all involvement with HDF and the project, his resignation had minimal impact on 
fourth quarter results. However, it did precipitate the appointment of a new IIDF board.

It appears that the new EDDF board will have one Chair and two board members. 
The new DDF Chair will probably be Dr. Stanley Johnson, Director of the Center for 
Agricultural and Rural Development (CARD) at Iowa State University. Dr. Johnson has 
been instrumental in the project since its inception and is a director of both Agribusiness 
Centers. EOF Executive Director Richard Gannon will most likely follow Mr. Chrystal as 
director of bofh Centers.

One IIDF board member will probably be Mr. Loren Kruse, Editor of Des Moines- 
based Successful Farming, the largest paid agricultural publication in the United States. 
The Agribusiness Centers and participating companies are at the core of Successful 
Farming's first Russian-language magazine, New Agribusiness. Mr. Kruse also brings to 
IIDF Successful Farming's linkage with the U.S. agribusiness community.

The other IIDF board member will probably be the Director of the Iowa Department 
of Economic Development (EDED). This allows EDED some oversight, instead of just 
being a pass-through agency, for the $200,000 in state funds the Iowa Legislature 
appropriated to IIDF for FY'95 starting July 1,1994. The new IIDF board will build upon 
the foundation laid by Mr. Chrystal and expand the project to include broader participation 
from U.S. agribusinesses.
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Russian Staff Hired to Represent DDF

In July, two ABC/Stavropol staff members, who had been employed by the 
Russian side of the joint venture, resigned from their positions and came to Iowa at the 
invitation of Future Fanners of America (FFA). They spent six weeks working for the 
FFA in eastern Iowa, during which time they often spoke with Mr. Gannon and Mr. 
Koudriavtsev by phone and visited the DDF offices in Des Moines on a number of 
occasions.

The two ABC/Stavropol staffers, Pave! Sedine and Sergei Boudzinski, have 
worked at the ABC office for a long period of time. Their duties ranged from translation 
and interpretation to working with Chapaev and Egorlyk farm management on a wide 
variety of issues. Their resignation was caused by low salaries, which were several 
months past due. Mr. Sedine and Mr. Boudzinski were sharing the ABC/Stavropol office 
with Tom Dunn, so their qualifications and abilities were well known to IIDF.

Following a series of meetings in Iowa, Mr. Gannon decided to hire Mr. Sedine 
and Mr. Boudzinski to represent IIDF at ABC/Stavropol. Their salaries were significantly 
increased and their scopes of responsibilities broadened. All expenses associated with 
hiring the new staff will be paid for by State of Iowa funds. Mr. Sedine and Mr. 
Boudzinski are contracted to Grant #2 end, with contract extensions expected.

Mr. Sedine and Mr. Boudzinski received detailed instructions regarding scope of 
work, reporting, accounting, and communication. Mr. Sedine was designated as U.S. 
Administrative Director, and Mr. Boudzinski as U.S. Marketing Director. They will be 
working under the direction of the U.S. Co-Manager and Mr. Gannon.

While in Iowa, Mr. Sedine and Mr. Boudzinski received training at Stine Seed 
Company and Triple "F"/Insta-Pro. Soybean seed marketing and extruder operation and 
leasing were discussed in detail. Both staff will be active participants of ABC/S soybean 
seed marketing operation and other for-profit operations of the Center.

Requests from USAID/Moscow

During the quarter, USAID/Moscow made several requests of IIDF and a number 
of correspondence resulted (Appendix L). On August 5, IIDF received a fax from 
USAID/Moscow Agricultural Officer Catherine Norris requesting background information 
on the funding of the ABC project since its inception, and IIDF input on the NIS 
Exchanges and Training (NET) Project for Fiscal Year 95. A follow-up message posing 
specific questions regarding EDDFs participation in the NET project was received.

IDDF responded by giving an account of the initial ABC funding, which was 
provided by the Trade and Development Agency (TDA) and administered by CARD at 
Iowa State University. Detailed information on the TDA stages of the ABC project is 
contained in the CARD final report on the TDA grant (Appendix M).

Training areas and possible candidates for the NET project were identified. Four 
fields of training were suggested: Agribusiness Administration, Agribusiness Value-Added 
Processing and Marketing, Agricultural Exports, and Agricultural Extension. IIDFs 
response to USAID/Moscow's e-mail message gave additional information on the training 
areas selected and the suggested number of participants in the training programs.
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Head of Agricultural Department of Russian Government

On September 19, IIDFs Mr. Cannon and Mr. Koudriavtsev met with Alexander 
Kalinin, Head of the Department of Agro-Industrial Complex and Consumer Market of the 
Government Administration of the Russian Federation (Appendix N). Mr. Kalinin was 
visiting Des Moines with a Russian delegation.

Mr. Kalinin works in daily contact with senior Russian Government officials 
responsible for the agricultural sector Deputy Prime Minister Zaveryukha, Minister of 
Agriculture Khlystun, and regional administration chiefs. Mr. Kalinin detailed the 
difficulties Stavropol krai had encountered this summer due to the severe draught. He 
emphasized the poor condition of grain crops and the tremendous damage to sheep
production, which is essential to western Stavropol and reflects on the overall economic I 
condition of the krai. I

Mr. Kalinin revealed his close working relationship with Stavropol Lieutenant 
Governor Alexander Shiyanov, whom he meets with on a monthly basis. Lt. Governor 
Shiyanov personally oversees ABC/Stavropol and has been extremely helpful to the ABC 
project on numerous occasions in the past by resolving administrative, coordination, and 
supply problems. In Mr. Kalinin's words, Lt. Governor Shiyanov is "one of the most 
capable agricultural leaders in Russia today". Mr. Gannon briefed Mr. Kalinin on his week 
spent with Lt. Governor Shiyanov during his June visit to Stavropol.

Mr. Kalinin was briefed on the CARD/DBF proposal for USAID/Moscow: 
U.S./Russia AgMEET. He agreed that U.S./Russia AgMEET is an innovative and 
necessary concept and pledged to broaden support for it at the highest levels of the Russian 
Government. Mr. Kalinin was impressed with the first issue of New Agribusiness 
magazine, with the ABC project at its core. He echoed Minister of Agriculture Khlystun, 
who opened the first issue with a letter of endorsement and support, on the vital usefulness 
and timing of the magazine.

In addition, Dr. Johnson and Mr. Kalinin, long-time colleagues, had a supper 
meeting together in Des Moines and discussed U.S./Russia AgMEET. They also 
discussed Dr. Johnson's trip to Russia in October and the agenda for his meeting with 
Deputy Prime Minister Zaveryukha.

USAID Evaluates Project

Russell Webster of Management Systems International contacted IIDF to say he 
was collecting information for the project evaluation by USAID. Contact information was 
provided on the Russian and Ukrainian partners and the U.S. agribusinesses that have been 
involved with the project (Appendix O).

The evaluation team is invited to visit ABC/Stavropol and ABC/White Church. The 
evaluation would be incomplete without a visit to at least ABC/White Church, which is 
easier to get to than ABC/Stavropol. It is impressive to observe the size of the grain bins 
and see first-hand the large amount of grain drying and storage on-site, as well as the 
capability to extrude soybeans into meal and oU.

Mr. Gannon offers to come to USAID/Washington, using State of Iowa funds, to 
brief the evaluation team on the project. He would be able to answer all questions and 
allay every concern raised about the project under the former IIDF administration.
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1
Extension #2 for Grant #2 Approved

During the quarter, HDF prepared and submitted a request and budget for Extension 
#2, and USAID approved to extend Grant #2 to December 31,1994 (Appendix P). The 
Extension #2 request was for October, November and December, 1994. Extension #1, 
which was approved in June, extended the project through August and September.

Fourth Quarter Financial Report

The fourth quarter financial report was prepared and submitted, with the assistance 
of IIDFs consulting accountant (Appendix Q). IIDF hired a CPA, at the recommendation 
of the DDF auditor, to prepare monthly financial statements. The accountant has addressed 
all findings and recommendations of the 1993 audit.

III. FOURTH QUARTER EXPENDITURE SUMMARY 

Salaries and Benefits

IIDF continued its contracts with two managers: Thomas Dunn, the U.S. Co- 
Manager at ABC/Stavropol, and Andrei Koudriavtsev, the Project Manager in HDFs Des 
Moines office. The contract with David Wampler, U.S. Co-Manager at ABC/White 
Church, expired on July 16,1994 and was not extended.

Thorough evaluation of the operating conditions existing at ABC/White Church led 
IIDFs management to the conclusion that stationing a permanent U.S. Co-Manager was 
not necessary. Since. IJDF has only one Ukrainian partner engaged in production, ROSS, 
it is easy to coordinate all operational issues with ROSS management through telephone 
and fax. ROSS feed-mill manager and ABC Co-Manager, Anatoly Nikiforenko, and Head 
of International Department, Gennady Polotchaninov, have proven to be capable and 
responsive counterparts in the project. Consequently, it was decided to send U.S. 
technical assistance to ABC/White Church on as-needed basis.

Mr. Dunn was compensated at the rate of $1,846 every two weeks, for a total 
$12,000. Mr. Wampler was compensated at the rate of $1,731 every two weeks, for a total 
of $1,941, including July's health insurance premium payment of $210. Andrei 
Koudriavtsev's salary was $962 every two weeks, for a total of $5,772.

Total Salary and benefits for the quarter: $ 19,713 

Allowances

The living allowance for on-site managers is currently $500/month. This allowance 
is used to cover such in-country expenses as interpretation and translation services, the cost 
of local transportation, etc.

Mr. Dunn's allowance for the quarter was $1,250 (July, two weeks in August, and 
September). Mr. Wampler's allowance for two weeks in July was $250.

Total Allowances for the quarter: $ 1,500 

Subcontract/Consultant

No subcontract or consulting service charges were incurred during the quarter.
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Training

No training costs were incurred during the quarter. 

Travel

Mr. Dunn returned to Stavropol as U.S. Co-Manager. His international round-trip 
ticket cost $1,359 and domestic Aeroflot ticket cost $236. Russian entry visa for Mr. Dunn 
cost $95.

Total Travel for the quarter 

Other Direct Costs

$1,690

This category includes all expenses necessary to support the project Expenses 
were $1,139 for electronic mail, $22 for postage, $5,000 for New Agribusiness magazine, 
in effect a newsletter of the ABCs, $444 was paid to USAID in reverted bank interest, and 
$84 was paid for printing the grant's third quarter report.

Total Other Direct Costs for the quarter: $6,689 

Equipment/Seed Purchases

Marker parts were purchased for John Deere no-till drill for $529. 

Total Equipment/Seed Purchases for the quarter $529

IV. FY'95 FIRST QUARTER WORK PLAN

This quarter is for the months of October, November and December, 1994. It 
represents Extension #2 for Grant #2, with Grant #2 end on December 31,1994.

A. New Agribusiness Magazine

The second issue of New Agribusiness will be printed and distributed. The second 
issue will have an article written by IIDF asking interested NIS agribusinesses to respond if 
they would like to be listed in new U.S/NIS agribusiness trade directories. IIDF will collect 
the replies and start compiling the directories. U.S. agribusinesses will be identified 
through mailings by IIDF and Successful Farming.

B. ABC/Stavropol

Harvesting of ABC corn and soybeans started in October. Mr. Dunn will supervise 
harvesting equipment tune-up and the quality of harvesting operations. Preliminary 
assessment of the 1994 crop indicates that the yields will fall below projected estimates due 
to unusually hot and dry summer in Stavropol krai.

Negotiations will continue with the Russian ABC participants to give all of the 1994 
soybean crop to the American side in exchange for the com crop and a package of past 
debts which will be written off. The size and condition of the 1994 corn crop, which 
suffered heavier damage than the soybean crop, will be one of the factors involved in the 
negotiations. Next quarter report will detail the negotiation process and state its outcome.
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The soybean crop, which was planted using two Stine Seed Company seed 
varieties, is planned to be used not as commercial grain but as soybean seed. It is the 
intention of ABC/S to market that seed in Stavropol and neighboring regions, especially 
Krasnodar krai. The marketing plan, if implemented successfully, will achieve short- and 
long-term objectives. In the short run, it will demonstrate to seed growers the potential of 
profitably marketing seed independently of the collapsing and indebted state procurement 
system.

In the long run, it will place improved soybean seed genetics in the region and 
soften ground for the U.S. seed companies to either enter that market, or expand their 
operations. Another long-term objective which the ABC hopes to achieve is to facilitate the 
creation of a soybean distributorship and start the extensive private farmer grower and 
dealer network this entails.

Hogs, chickens, and cattle feeding trials, which are conducted jointly by IIDF/ABC 
and Triple "F"/Insta-Pro, will be concluded before Grant #2 end. Initial results are 
promising, especially with the hogs and chickens, and the trial reports are expected to 
strongly impact the local private feed industry and private livestock feeders.

The Board of Directors of ABC/Stavropol is likely to undergo significant changes. 
Of the four present members, two Russians and two Americans, only Dr. Johnson is 
expected to retain his seat on the ABC Board. John Chrystal resigned from his position as 
Co-Chair of IJJDF, and consequently his involvement with the ABC project ended. He is 
expected to will be replaced on the ABC Board by IIDF Executive Director Gannon.

Mr. Cannon's nomination for Board membership will significantly improve 
coordination between the U.S. participants, since he works in very close contact with Dr. 
Johnson on matters related to the ABC project. ODF and CARD are receiving cooperation 
of the federal and regional government to replace the two current Russian Board members 
with more business-oriented people. At the writing of this report, a list of candidates for 
Board positions is being reviewed in consultation with Russian ABC participants and 
Stavropol krai government

Attempts will continue to be made to convince the two farms to lease the bin sites 
and extruders. Lease agreements will generate income for both farms and the ABC. It has 
been difficult, and at times impossible, to work with our Russian partners. However, it 
was reported that they received instruction from Moscow to start cooperating with us more.

Mr. Dunn and staff will propose candidates to replace Mr. Dunn as U.S. Co- 
Manager. Mr. Gannon will conduct interviews during his trip to Stavropol in November- 
December. The ideal candidate will be a private Russian agribusiness person, with close 
ties to the private agriculture and agribusiness sector in Stavropol. The candidate will 
possess a strong, proactive, entrepreneurial aptitude, and take a personal stake in the 
success at making ABC/Stavropol profitable.

ABC staff will attempt to change the office e-mail from SprintMail to RELCOM. 
An ABC bank account will be opened in order to pay the new U.S. Co-Manager and U.S. 
staff and keep business going after Grant #2 end.

The future of ABC/Stavropol lies in working with private agribusiness people and 
farmers, like those from the YK Farm. IIDF will continue to try and make the ABC 
profitable after Grant #2 end using state appropriations. However, state funds are 
insufficient to fund the ABC at the level required, especially when repairs are needed.
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C. ABC/White Church

Installation and start-up of the grain drying and storage bins and oil seed processing 
equipment will be completed. In October, in cooperation with VOCA, HDF sent two grain 
bin specialists, Estele Cook and Charles Tenholder, to White Church to supervise the 
wiring of the bins. The bins are expected to be operational in time to dry and store the 
1994 grain harvest. Additionally, Tom Dunn will make a second trip to White Church to 
supervise the start-up of the bins and adjust the computer control system of the dryer.

In November, DDF will send an extruder socialist, Charles Porter, to supervise 
the start-up of the Triple "F"/Insta-Pro oilseed extruders. Prior to Mr. Porter's arrival in 
White Church, APK ROSS will assemble all necessary support systems for the extruders 
and oil presses: augers, conveyors, electrical wiring, steam exhaust system, oil settling 
tanks, etc.

Dr. Peter Sabluk, Director of the Ukrainian Institute of Agricultural Economics and 
partner in ABC/White Church, will forward replies to IIDF from Ukrainian agribusinesses. 
The replies are in response to an article in the second issue of New Agribusiness offering 
Ukrainian firms to be listed in the new U.S./Ukraine Agribusiness Directory and the 
Ukraine Agribusiness Export Directory. DDF will consolidate, index, and analyze the 
replies.

D. IIDF/Des Moines

Replies will be collected from Russian and Ukrainian agribusinesses responding to 
an article in the second issue of New Agribusiness offering them to be listed in new 
U.S./Russian and U.S./Ukrainian agribusiness trade directories. Interested U.S. 
agribusinesses will be identified through mailings by DDF and Successful Farming.

IIDF will direct and coordinate all aspects of the project Mr. Gannon and Mr. 
Koudriavtsev plan to visit ABC/Stavropol and ABC/White Church in late November - early 
December. Mr. Koudriavtsev's airfare and lodging will be paid for with State of Iowa 
appropriations. Their mission will be to conduct an on-sight inspection of the grain 
harvesting, storing, drying, processing, and marketing operations. They will evaluate the 
success at achieving the objectives of USAED Grant #2, and analyze options for the future 
of the project, including AgMEET.

In Stavropol, Mr. Gannon will interview potential candidates to follow Mr. Dunn 
as U.S. Co-Manager. The ideal candidate will be a private Russian agribusiness person, 
with close ties to private agriculture and agribusiness in Stavropol krai. The candidate will 
possess a strong, proactive, entrepreneurial aptitude, and take a personal stake in the 
success at making ABC/Stavropol profitable. Mr. Gannon will visit proposed private 
farms and feed mills to evaluate their potential to generate income with the second extruder.

DDF will cooperate with the evaluation team that is evaluating the ABC project and 
submit further information as required. Mr. Gannon has offered to travel to USAID/ 
Washington at IIDF expense to brief the evaluation team on the project.

The CARD/nDF AgMEET proposals will be finalized and submitted to USAID/ 
Moscow and USAED/Kiev. The process for collecting and drafting the FY'95 First Quarter 
Report and Grant #2 Final Report will continue.
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V. CARD/IIDF NEW INITIATIVE: U.S./NIS AgMEET

The CARD/IIDF new initiative is: U.S./NIS Agricultural Marketing, Exports, 
Extension and Training (U.S./NIS AgMEET). Separate AgMEET proposals will be 
presented to USAID/Moscow and USAID/Kiev. The proposals are being finalized under 
the direction of Dr. Johnson, with CARD as the prime contractor, and will be presented 
soon.

A. CARD/IIDF Proposal for USAID/Moscow: U.S./Russia AgMEET

The CARD/IIDF proposal for USAID/Moscow is: U.S./Russia Agricultural 
Marketing, Exports, Extension and Training (U.S./Russia AgMEET). It is designed to 
introduce U.S. and Russian agribusinesses for joint ventures, trade and investment. The 
U.S./Russia AgMEET draft cover, diagram and outline give an initial view of the project 
(Appendix C).

B. CARD/IIDF Proposal for USAID/Kiev: U.S./Ukraine AgMEET

The CARD/EOF proposal for USAID/Kiev is: U.S./Ukraine AgMEET. It is 
designed to introduce U.S. and Ukrainian agribusinesses for joint ventures, trade and 
investment. The U.S./Ukraine AgMEET draft cover, diagram and outline give an initial 
view of the project (Appendix D).

Mr. Marry Robinson, former VOCA/Kiev Director now at VOCA/Midwest, is 
assisting with the proposal draft and budget Mr. Robinson is considering the position as 
U.S./Ukraine AgMEET Project Manager.
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APPENDIX

A. New Agribusiness Packet with AgMEET Letter sent to 75 U.S. Agribusinesses by 
Successful Farming and KDF.

B. Article for New Agribusiness Issue #2 by Richard T. Cannon, List Your 
Agribusiness In New US./NIS Trade Directory (English and Russian).

C. U.S./Russia AgMEET Draft Cover, Diagram and Outline.

D. U.S./Ukraine AgMEET Draft Cover, Diagram and Outline.

E. David Hemminger Trip Report, Stavropol, September 29 - October 9,1994.

F. Scope of Work for VOCA Volunteers for ABC/White Church.

G. Ukraine Foreign Minister Udovenko Endorsement Letter.

H. Ukraine Minister of Agriculture Karasyk Endorsement Letter (English and 
Russian).

I. Financial Times Articles on Ukraine President Kuchma Inaugural Policy Address.

J. Brief on Bilotserkivsilmash Joint-Stock Company in White Church.

K. John Chry stal Letter of Resignation.

L. USAID/Moscow and HDF Correspondence.

M. Final Report on USADD Grant #1, August 1993.

N. Copy of Business Card of Alexander Kalinin, Head of Agricultural Department of 
Russian Government.

O. UDF Correspondence with Management Systems International.

P. Request for Extension #2 of Grant #2 and US AID approval.

Q. Fourth Quarter Financial Status Report.
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IOWA/INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
200 East Grand Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50309 U.S.A.

Tel: 515-242-4768 Fax: 515-242-4946 E-MaU: R.GANNON«ABCP.SPRINT.COM
AGRIBUSINESS OPERATIONS AND PRODUCTION: IOWA. RUSSIA and UKRAINE

Article for 
New Agribusiness Issue #2

by
Richard Gannon

IIDF Executive Director
Final Draft: 20-Oct-94

LIST YOUR AGRIBUSINESS IN NEW 
U.S./NIS TRADE DIRECTORY

Thank you for being a NIS agricultural pioneer preparing for the 
present and looking to the future by reading New Agribusiness. For those 
of you just joining us, this is the second issue of New Agribusiness. The 
first issue of 40,000 copies was published in June 1994. New Agribusiness 
is the offspring of the U.S./NIS joint venture between Fermer and 
Successful Farming. Successful Farming is the largest private paid . 
agricultural publication in the United States.

There is a close tie between New Agribusiness and the Iowa/ 
International Development Foundation (HDF). IIDF has joined with 
private Russian partners to establish a joint venture Agribusiness Center in 
Stavropol, Russia. Also, IIDF has joined with private Ukrainian partners 
to establish a joint venture Agribuisness Center in White Church, Ukraine. 
The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) has provided 
funding to establish the Agribusiness Centers to demonstrate U.S. seed, 
equipment, and management methods in large-scale crop and feed 
production.

The inaugural issue of New Agribusiness featured thirteen U.S. 
agribusinesses. Of those thirteen, eleven companies have demonstrated 
seed or equipment at the Agribusiness Centers. Of those eleven, nine 
currently have seed or equipment being used in large-scale production at 
the Centers' farm and feed operations.

The Agribusiness Centers have erected grain bins and installed grain 
dryers to demonstrate the efficiencies that can be achieved by properly 
drying and storing grain. There are many different types of grain bins and



grain dryers and NIS farmers will have to decide which are best suited to 
fit their needs. The Centers also have extruders to process soybeans into 
soybean meal for livestock feed and food-grade soybean oil for human 
consumption. Soybean meal is the protein supplement of choice in U.S. 
livestock feed rations.

Feed efficiency is greatly enhanced if feed rations are supplemented 
with protein, vitamins and minerals. The use of protein meal will sharply 
reduce the total amount of grain needed to produce meat. In the U.S., it 
takes three kilograms of feed to produce one kilogram of meat, whereas in 
the NIS, it takes nine kilograms of feed to produce one kilogram of meat. 
Thus, using protein can double the savings in the amount of grain fed to 
livestock, making the grain saved available for other uses. There are also 
many other economic benefits for using protein such as halving the time- 
on-feed required by livestock.

The Agribusiness Centers are asking USAID to finance a new project 
to assist a larger number of NIS agribusinesses. The new project is: 
U.S./NIS Agricultural Marketing, Exports, Extension, and Training 
(AgMEET). AgMEET is designed to introduce U.S. and NIS 
agribuisnesses and promote U.S./NIS joint ventures, trade and investment.

AgMEET is compiling a trade directory of U.S. and NIS 
agribusinesses. You are invited to list your agribusiness in the directory. 
Please send the following information:

Agribusiness Name 
Contact Name 
Address 
Tel & Fax

Type of Agribusiness
List of Ag Equipment Manufactured (if any) 
List of Agricultural Products to Sell/Buy 
Describe how AgMEET can help you.

Please include as much detail about your agribusiness as possible. Mail, fax 
or e-mail your information to one of the following:

IIDF
200 East Grand Avenue
Des Moines, Iowa 50309 U.S.A.
Tel: 515-242-4768
Fax:515-242-4946
E-Mail: R.GANNON@ABCP.SPRINT.COM



Russian/American Agribusiness Center 
Room 411 
337 Mira Street 
Stavropol, Russia 355017 
Tel/Fax: 7-865-222-4556

Ukrainian/American Agribusiness Center 
Ukrainian Institute of Agricultural Economics 
Geroyev Oborony 10 
Kiev, Ukraine 252127 
Tel: 7-044-261-4821 
Fax: 7-044- 266-0539

Fermer 
P.O. Box 567 
Moscow, Russia 119021 
Tel: 7-095-204-4423 
Tel/Fax: 7-095-204-4212



IOWA/INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
200 East Grand Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50309 U.S.A.

Tel: 515-242-4768 Fax: 515-242-4946 E-Mail: R.GANNONeABCP3PRINT.COM
AGRIBUSINESS OPERATIONS AND PRODUCTION: IOWA. RUSSIA and UKRAINE

BHOCHTE BAfflE HPEZUIPHflTHE B HOBHfl 
CHPABO^HEK TOPFOBJIH CmA-CHT

CnacH6o BaM. nnoHepy cejibCKoro xosancTBa CHT, 3a TO. UTO 
Bbi roTOBHTecb K HacToameMy H 3arvi.$mbiBaeTe B 6y,qymee. MHTaa 

HoBbift Arpo6H3Hec". RJIR Tex. KTO TcwibKO MTO
K HaM. coo6iqaeM - STO yrce BTOpoft HOMep "HoBoro 

Arpo6H3Heca". IlepBbiH HOMep Bbiine^i THpa>KOM 40 000 9K3eMn.rcflpoB 
B HKme 1994 r. "HoBbift Arpo6H3Hec" 
pa6oTbi aMepHKano-poccHftcKor
>KypHa^iaMH "<l>epMep" H "Caxcsc^yji <]>apMHHr" ("YcneuiHoe 
<I>epMepcTBo"). "Ca.KC3c$yji OapMHHr" - Kpynnetoee miaTHoe

B Coe^HHeHHbix IttTaTax.

"HoBbift Arpo6H3Hec" TecHo CB^aan c
asBHTH^ AftoBbi (<I>MPA). COBMCCTHO c 

napTHepaMH. $MPA coQ^ayi coBMecTHoe 
Arpo6H3HecueHTp B CTaBponcvibCKOM Kpae B POCCHH. Ha 
<J>MPA opraHH30Ba^i c uacTHbiMH napTHepaMH coBMecTHoe 
npe,qnpH^THe B Bejioh IJepKBH. ATCHTCTBO 
Pa3BHTHH CIHA (AMP CffiA) ^HHaHCHposa^io
Arpo6H3HeCU6HTpOB RAX flCMOHCTpaUHH aMepHKaHCKHX C6MJIH.

H MCTO^OB Menefl>KMeHTa B KpynHOMacinTa6HOM
36pHOBbIX H npOHSBO^CTBC KOpMa RJISL CKOTa.

HOMep "HoBoro Arpo6H3Heca" npe^cTaBHyi 13 
KOMnaHHH. Hs MHC^a TCX 13. 11 KOMnaHHft

CBOH ceMeHa H^IH o6opy,AOBaHHe B 
Arpo6H3HecueHTpax. CeMena HTIH o6opy£OBaHHe 9 H3 STHX 11
KOMnaHHH B HaCTOflmHH MOM6HT HCnO71b3yK)TC^ IfcHTpaMH B
KpynHOMacinTa6Hbix onepauH^x no BbipainHBaHHio sepnoBbix H

KOpMOB.

Arpo6H3HecueHTpbi ycTaHOBH^H aepnoxpaHH^Hma H
RJIX flCMOHCTpaUHH S^CKTHBHOCTH. KOTOpaH MOJK6T

6biTb flocTHTnyTa npn npaBH^bHoft cyinKe H xpaneHHH sepna. 
CymecTByeT MHOFO pasyiHMHbix BH/JOB aepHoxpaHH^iHm H 

H (JiepMepaM CHT na^o 6y^eT caMHM



o6opy,aoBaHHe. KOTopoe HauaymnHM o6pa30M oTBeqaex HX
IfeHTpbl TaK5K6 HM6IOT 9KCTpyflepb! RJIB. nepepa6OTKH COH B COCBblft
inpOT an* KopMa CKOTa H roioBoe K ynoTpeCtoeHHio Jiro^bMH B nmqy 
coeBoe Macjio. CoeBbift mpoi RBJixeTcx Han6oi/iee nonyyiapHOH B CffiA
66./IKOBOH flo6aBKOH B KOpMOBOH paUHOH CKOTa.

34xf)eKTHBHocTb KopMa 3HaMHTe./ibHo y^iymnaeTc^. ecx/m B
KCpMOBOH paU,HOH £O6aBJI£K)TC£ 6e^KH. BHTaMHHbl H MMHepaJIbHbie
CM6CH. HcnoyibsoBaHHe 6oraioro 6e^iKOM inpOTa peaKO CHHSHT o6mee 

sepna. Heo6xo^OMoro RJISI npoH3BO,qcTBa MHca. B CEIA 
npoHSBO^cTBa O^HOTO KH^iorpaMMa Mflca xpe6yeTC^ ipn

KopMa. B TO epeMfl KaK B CHT Ha npoH3BOflCTBO o^noro 
Mflca yxo/jHT ^eBHTb KH^orpaMM KopMa. TaKHM 

ofipasoM. Hcno^b30BaHHe 6e^Kos MOJKCT y^BOHTb BKOHOMHIO 
KopMOBoro sepna. IITO ncoscviHT HcnojibsoBaTb ero AJIX .qpyrnx 
ueyiefi. HcncwibaoBaHHe 6e/iKos cco^aeT H /jpyrne 
npeHMymecTBa. TaKHe KaK coKpaujeHHe B/JBOC Heo6xo,qHMoro 

CKOTa KopMOBoro nepno^a.

Arpo6H3HecueHTpbi o6paTH^iHCb K AMP CHIA c npocb6oH o
(|)HHaHCHpOBaHH^ RJISI HOBOFO npOCKTa, KOTOpblH

6oyibineMy yncyiy npe^npH^THH H XCOHHCTB B CHT. HoBbift npoeKT

HH(|)opMauHOHHoe o6ecnetieHHe H 06yqeHHe CEEA-CHT (CM3HO). 
CM3HO 6y,aeT Ha^a^HTb KOHTaKTbl Me>K,qy ce^ibCKoxco^HCTBeHHbiMH

CIEA H CHT H cnoco6cTBOBaTb cco^aHHK) coBMecTHbix
. TOprOB^e H HHBeCTHUHflM.

B paMKax CM3HO B HacToamHH MOMCHT
npe/inpHHTHH CfflA H CHT, san^Tbix B o6./iacTH 

arpo6H3Heca. Mbi npHT^ainaeM Bac BKyiioqHTb Baine npe/inpH^THe B 
3TOT cnpaBoiiHHK. UoKajiyHCTa. npe^ocTaBbTe

KOHTaKTHoro 
Aflpec

H 4>aKC
/jeflTe-TlbHOCTH

CnHCOK npoHSBOAHMoro c/x o6opy,aoBaHHa (CCTIH TaKosoe 
CnncoK c/x npo/iyKUHH. KOTOpyio Bw xoTeyiH 6bi npo,qaTb H^IH KynHTb 

KaK CM3HO MO^KCT BaM

Eo>Ka^yHCTa. onnuiHTe Baine npe^npn^THe KaK MO>KHO 6cviee 
noflpo6HO. 3Ty HH(j)opMauHio nocbwanTe no nonTe. 4>aKcy 

noMTe no o^HOMy H3 cyie^yiomnx a/ipecoB:
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APPENDIX E

DAVID HEMMINGER
2825 Cheyenne Circle • Oea Moines, Iowa 50321

10-9-94

Mr. Dick Gannon
Iowa International Development Foundation

RE: Report from trip to Stavropol, September 29 - October 9.

As I think you know Agro Iowa wishes to establish in the Stavropol Krai three 
Farm Centers which would commercially farm 2500 hectares each. The Farm 
Centers would provide machinery, grain storage, see J, chemical, and i 
fertilizer. The Russian farms would provide the lanu and labor and both Acjro 
Iowa and Russians would split the crops. Tom Dunn, Michael Corvasich aipd 
wife Tanya and I spent many hours planning our strategy and goals for 1995.

In part, the purpose of this trip was to interview Michael Corvasich. He has 
been doing preliminary searching for farms and farmers and he is who invited 
forty farmers to come to Stavropol to meet me and talk about the project, j 
During the week, Michael accompanied me to four meetings with bankers and 
four meetings with farm groups. Michael does not speak English so this is a 
problem but based on his enthusiasm and apparent approval by those we j 
spoke with I have hired'Michael to act as a marketing agent. Tom Dunn's ' 
talents are probably better suited for operations type work and he has plenty 
to be doing for a least the next month harvesting, cleaning, bagging, and | 
certifying soybean seed. !

i
In general I am encouraged by the conversations with the banks and the 
farmers. Regrettably we did not get to meet with the Lieutenant Governor. 
He was on vacation. His support will be essential and I may need to return; to 
Stavropol soon to introduce myself. To obtain the quantity and qaulity of i 
ground my project needs will require regional and Krai level approval. j

I also feel satisfied that progress was made toward development of a 
marketing plan for Stine soybeans. Tom and I met with Dean Sanders, of 
Zeneca. He was accompanied by two gentlemen who are the owners of a 
company in Krasnador that distribute Zeneca com seed. We spent an 
afternoon visiting farms and that evening discussing goals and strategy an^i 
decided, pending approval from Harry Stii^, we would enter into a 
distribution relationship. I should probably say that neither Dean or Tom 
were paid for their efforts nor will they likely be a future part of my efforts 01 \ 
behalf of Stine.
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I was not able to visit the soybean fields in Stavropol. As you are aware 
there is a benzine shortage in Stavropol plus Tom's car is severely wounded 
if not dead. However, Tom described the crops as poor to mediocre. 
Between both farms I believe he is estimating 10,000 bushels of Stine 225$ 
and 6000 bushels of 3210. My guess is that we therefore can expect 7000J' 
units of 2250 and 3000; units of 3210 that will be usable quality. It is still 
difficult to feel comfortable with this estimate.

The second issue of whether these varieties will be accepted by the market 
remains a concern. In conversations with Monsanto, and with Agro Escort jin 
Krasnador both parties,expressed wanting earlier varieties. I suggested that 
Serge take the Monsanto people to Chepeyev to see the fields. Accordingjio 
Tom they are now mature. Given the late planting date it would seem that j 
these varieties will work. The pessimist will say the beans matured early due 
to the drought. Such are the problems of marketers.

Victor Poplov and Tom. visited a packaging and warehouse location for the. 
beans. Having room for only one person, Tom went with Victor. They say' 
everything looked good. The facility is capable of bulk storage under roof j 
and has German cleaners and baggers. I believe they are asking 60 cents 
per unit to store and clean. I would suggest going with this private facility for 
safety and quality purposes.

The next issue will be harvest and testing of the grain. As of Friday, Tom Htas 
not presented the "Harvest Agreement" to the farms. He just could not find1 a 
car or driver to take him. I assure you it was not from lack of trying. We just 
have to assume they will be interested. Given that harvest probably begins 
next week we should know soon.

Assuming I.D.F. does receive the beans the next step will be to test for 
germination. I suggest Serge and Paul should sample the seed and find aj 
lab to test thj seed. I can help with finding a lab. With regards to Paul and 
Serge, I had several opportunities to discuss their future intentions. One 
opportunity was at dinner at Paul's mother's house. A most enjoyable 
evening. They want to: become involved in soybean seed sales. Their 
concerns are how best to incorporate their efforts. How can they market 
witnout a car, and where can they get credit to offer their customers delaye d 
payment terms.

The first issue ! suggest has no alternative. Paul and Serge and whoever j
else should form a private company. This company would then be a j
distributor for Stine. As a distributor they would: j

1. purchase seedstock from Stine to provide growers to increase |
2. pay growers like ABC for the production, warehousing, and I;

additional services they may provide j
3. pay Stine royalty fees on sales. j

OCT-10-1994 10:48 96* p.e2
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tf Serge and Paul were to sell 3000 units this season and produce 10,000 
next spring their credit needs until November 1995 would be $12,500 for j 
1994 grower payment, $5000 for royalty payment and $6000 for 1995 parent 
seed needs. I believe Stine is prepared to offer credit for their royalty but r ot 
seedstock. Would I.O.F. offer credits to their "customers" Paul and Serge >r 
other distributors willing to purchase ABC's grower services?

As to a need for a car by Paul and Serge. It is hard to deny that those in 
marketing must have access to their customer. Given their is no automobil & 
insurance in Russia I would be hesitant to purchase a car Good used j 
automobiles of Russian made cars can be bought for three to five thousand 
dollars. I would suggest this again would be an appropriate investment by j 
I.D.F. !

i

I am presenting many new ideas. The demand for soybeans will definitely 
grow. InstaPro is just beginning to receive verified Russian data to the feed 
efficiencies of soybean meal versus sunflower cake. As these results sprejad 
and as the animal population begins to increase demand for soybeans will j 
too. Unfortunately with Tittle current demand soybean prices remain low j 
(300,000 rubles/metric ton) and therefore small margins for all. What I am. 
suggesting is a bet on behalf of Stine and I.D.F. that Serge and Paul will be 
viable distributors and that soybeans will be adopted in Russia. I
So ends my observations and suggestions. Marketing assistance remains 
necessity in Russia. All of this for Russia is just too new. I look forward to 
working with you to develop' a plan beneficial to us all.

Best Regards,

David M. Hemminger 

DMH/jm

I
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APPENDIX F

SCOPE OF WORK FOR VOCA VOLUNTEER FOR ABC/WHITE CHURCH

There are two prime tasks involved with the US Agribusiness Center's project with 
APK ROSS at White Church, Ukraine. One task is the completion of the grain handling, 
drying and storage system combined with the checkout, startup and successful operation of 
the system. The other task is the installation of the extruder/extractor line combined with 
the checkout, startup and successful operation of this system.

The first responsibility, the grain systems, will require an individual with both 
technical skills and experience in the installation of the mechanical components associated 
with this system. Also needed will be the ability to read and understand wiring diagrams 
and the ability to transfer these schematics into electrical power control circuits. Included is 
the need to parallel wire a Comp-U-Dry computer control unit into the manual control 
circuits of the Shiwers continuous flow, in-bin grain drying system. This individual 
should also have a background in harvesting agricultural crops and the ability to direct the 
harvest and drying operations. The person with these skills and experience would also 
have the ability needed to thoroughly check out both the mechanical and electrical 
components of this grain system for proper assembly and operation including a testing of 
all the safety circuits of the drying system. Finally, for this phase of the project, the 
individual will need to thoroughly screen the ROSS personnel who will be involved in the 
operation of this system in the proper servicing and maintenance of this equipment, proper 
procedures for startup of the system, operation of the system and shutdown of the system.

The second responsibility involved with this project, the extruder/expeller line, will 
require an individual with both technical skills and experience in the installation and 
operation of this system. The ability to configure the units of this system into a workable 
setup combined with the ability to direct the fabrication of materials handling equipment to 
complete the system will be needed. Again, the ability to read and understand wiring 
diagrams combined with the ability to transform these schematics into electrical power 
control circuits will be needed. For example, the 125 hp electric motors on the extruders 
require the use of "Y'VDelta starting circuits. This individual will need to be familiar with 
the wiring of these and other types of control circuits. The individual will again need to 
check out all the components of this system for proper assembly and operation, short of 
actually introducing material to be processed. If possible this individual should have 
experience in the startup of both extruders and expellers, but if not, this expertise will be 
provided by the Agribusiness Center. Finally, for this phase of the project, the individual 
will need to thoroughly screen the ROSS personnel on the servicing and maintenance, 
proper startup procedures, operation and shutdown of the components of this system.

This individual will be working under the supervision of an agricultural engineer 
experienced with these systems. This project engineer will be on site to initially brief the 
volunteer on everything that will need to be done. It is anticipated that the project engineer 
will be on site another couple of times, as needed, during the completion of the two phases 
of the project, but supervision, the majority of time, will be by remote communications. 
Therefore, the individual will need to be able to communicate technical as well as other 
types of information accurately and be precise in following of directions to carry out the 
needed tasks. The ROSS personnel this individual will be working with will have some 
technical skills, but they will not be experienced with any of the equipment being installed.

Under optimum conditions, that this project could be completed in three to four 
weeks. However, it more likely will take six to eight weeks to complete. It may be 
necessary to send two separate individuals if it is not possible to find one person with all 
the skills and experience necessary.
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September 28,1994

Mr. J. Brian Atwood
Administrator
U.S. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
Department of State 
Washington, DC 20523

Dear Mr. Atwood:

After learning more about the activities of the Agribusiness Center in Belaya 
Tsirkov, Ukraine — the Ukrainian/American joint venture that you financed in part — I am 
encouraged about its present and future impact on Ukrainian agriculture and agribusiness.

The Agribusiness Center serves as a successful model of partnership between 
Ukrainian and American agro-industrial enterprises. It demonstrates the economic 
advantages of mutually beneficial cooperation between Ukraine and America.

Continued financing of the Agribusiness Center will support the establishment of 
future agricultural joint ventures. Additional funds will assist to create opportunities for 
trade berween Ukraine and America.

Sincerely,

sHennadi Uuovenko
ir Foreign Affairs

Gennadl UDOVENKO

Minister 
for Foreign Affairs of Ukraine
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FAX

To: Mr. J. Brian Atwood
Administrator
U.S. Agency for International Development 

Fax: 202-647-0148

Octobers, 1994 
Page 1 of 2

Dear Mr. Atwood:

The Ukraine Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr. Gennadi Udovenko, me: with me last 
week in New York. I briefed him on the Agribusiness Center in White Church, Ukraine. 
Minister Udovenko showed a genuine understanding of the Agribusiness Center as he used 
to be the director of a nearby farm.

Foreign Minister Udovenko asked that the project be expanded to encourage the 
establishment of other agribusiness joint ventures. He was in favor of EDFs proposal for 
US AID Grant #3: U.SjMS Agricultural Marketing, Exports, Extension and Training 
(U.S./NIS AgMEET). The U.S7NIS AgMEET plan for Ukraine (AgMEET/Ukraine) is 
written expressly for Ukraine and is designed to introduce American and Ukrainian 
agribusinesses. AgMEET/Ukraine will facilitate the establishment of joint ventures and this 
will result in an increase of both American and Ukrainian trade and exports. By bringing 
U.S. and Ukrainian agribusinesses together, AgMEET/Ukraine will accomplish what 
Minister Udovenko suggested.

The attached letter, signed by Minister. Udovenko, aste that you consider providing 
additional funding to the Agribusiness Center. Tne Agribusiness Center is poised to evolve 
and AgMEET/Ukraine provides for the next steps in its evolution. We hope that Minister 
Udovenko's letter receives a favorable response from US AID. Thank you very much.

Sincerely,

T. Gannon 
Executive Director

cc: TMcMahon, AID/Kiev 
DSprague, AID/Kiev 
JBecker, AID/W 
MWinter, AID/W 
SJohnson, CARD/ISU
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Administrator
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Department of S cats 
Washington, DC 20523

Dear Mr. Acwood:

After learning more about the activities of the Agribusiness Center in Belaya 
Tsirkov, Ukraine — the Ukrainian/American joint venture that you financed in part — I am 
encouraged about its present and future impact on Ukrainian agriculture and agribusiness.

The Agribusiness Center serves as a successful model of partnership between 
Ukrainian and American agro-industrial enterprises. It demonstrates die economic 
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Continued financing of die Agribusiness Center will support the establishment of 
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trade between Ukraine and America,

Sincerely,

or Foreign Affairs
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Minister 
for Foreign Affairs'of Ukraine
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Mr. Richard T. Cannon
Executive Director
Iowa/International Development Foundation
200 East Grand Avenue
Des Moines, Iowa 50309

Dear Mr. cannon:

Mr. Atwood has asked me to reply to your letter of 
October 3, 1994 concerning additional support for the 
Agribusiness Center in White Church, Ukraine.

We appreciate very much the interest and past work of the 
Iowa/International Development Foundation in increasing 
agricultural business relationships between U.S. and Ukrainian 
firms. The establishment of joint ventures with private or 
privatizing Ukrainian organizations has been the core of -our 
agricultural program to date. The support of Minister Udovenko 
for an expansion of such activities is an encouraging sign, 
although there are clearly some policy changes which need to be 
made by the Ukrainian government before we can expect very 
significant growth in U.S./Ukrainian joint business ventures.

Our records indicate that we have not received your 
AgMEET/Ukraine proposal as of this date. We will review the 
proposal as soon as it is received. However, a final funding 
decision will depend on several factors including: a) the results 
of an agricultural assessment in Ukraine to be conducted this 
year; b) overall fund availability; and c) to be consistent with 
country level programming, the comments and endorsement of 
USAID/Kiev.

Thank you for your continued interest in supporting USAID 
Ukrainian development efforts.

Sincerely,

Richard Je 
Director/ 
Office of Enterprise

Development 
Bureau for Europe and

The New Independent States

'20 Twr.rv-FiR.-T STREET. N W . W^HIV.TOV D C 20523
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To: Mr. Richard Johnson, Director October 24, 1994 
Office of Enterprise Development Page 1 of 1 
Bureau for Europe and The New Independent States 
U.S. Agency for International Development

Fax: 212-736-7566

Dear Mr. Johnson:

Thank you for replying for Mr. Atwood with your letter dated October 13, 1994. 
Your recognition and respect for our work at increasing relationships between U.S. 
agribusinesses and private or privatizing Ukrainian agribusinesses is appreciated. Our 
efforts will now undertake an even broader and more concerted scope with the appointment 
of Dr. Stanley Johnson as HDF Chair following the resignation of Mr. John Chrystal.

It is encouraging that President Kuchma stated in his inaugural policy address before 
Ukrainian parliament that, "The key to the realization of real reform in Ukraine is 
agriculture." It is also encouraging that Ukraine Foreign Minister Udovenko has had 
experience in agriculture. It is especially encouraging that Minister Udovenko has taken a 
personal interest in the Agribusiness Center in White Church because, as he told me, he 
used to be the director of a farm nearby. During my meeting with him at the United 
Nations, he gave me the names of several other farms that he wanted us to contact and 
asked that I meet with him during my next visit to Ukraine. Our New York meeting was 
arranged by my assistant's father, Deputy Russian Ambassador to the UN Eduard 
Kudryavtsev.

At Dr. Johnson's direction with CARD as the prime contractor, we are finalizing our 
proposal: U.S./Ukraine Agricultural Marketing, Exports, Extension and Training 
(U.S./Ukraine AgMEET). U.S./Ukraine AgMEET is designed to introduce U.S. and 
Ukrainian agribusinesses for joint ventures, trade and investment. Des Moines-based 
Successful Farming will implement the extension component with New Agribusiness 
magazine. We arc confident that after analyzing all factors, the impact and cost-benefit of 
U.S./Ukraine AgMEET will justify its funding. Please call if I can provide any further 
information. Thank you very much.

Sincerely,

Ricajard T. Gannon 
Executive Director

cc: TMcMahon, AID/Kiev 
DSprague, AID/Kiev 
DSharma, AJD/W 
MWinter,AID/W 
SJohnson, CARD/ISU



I! Mr. Terrence McMahon 
Mission Director 
USAID\Ukraim 
U.S. Embassy 
19th Floor
8\10 Esplinada Street 
252023 Kiev, Ukraine 
Tel: \044\ 22O5589 
Fax: \<H4\ 220-7079

APPENDIX H

B«er Director McMafcca:
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The second World Bank loan Ukraine for agriculture wffl be to 
estsblish Farm Service Centers. These Farm Centers are in T~"y 
respects modeled after our Agribusiness Center in Beiava Tsckov. 
Our Agribusiness Center is f joint venture between Agriconunne 
ROSS \ROSS\, Iowa International Development Foundation 
\BDF\, Center for Agricultural and Runl Development \CARD\ 
at Iowa State University under the direction of Dr. Stanley 
Johnson, snd the Ukrainian Institute of Agricultural Economics. 
The &ct that the Wodd Bank after an extensive Agriculture Sector 
Review and numerous consultation with repretcntetjvet of the 
Ukrainian government has come to the Acribusincai Center idea it 
a tribute to the foresight of the American and Ukrainian 
Agribusiness Center joint-venture partners.

Hie Agribusiness Center grain drying and storage bins are 
erected and the soybean extruding equipment is due to arrive any

day. U.S. aatistancf will be required to install the
^jrtpirftiTffl equipment* supervise initial startup production, and tnun 
ROSS personnel to manage the facility. However. USAID Grant 
92 for the Agribusiness Center will end sooa It would be 
unfortunate if this major Ukrainian \U.S. investment were to end 
now. Therefore we respectfully request that you



•ooiaonai offie ana money to the Agribusiness Center. The 
exta time and money ii neceaiiy to complete Giant f2 work and 
fiuther evolve the partnership for Giant #3.

Flewc consider for USAID Gnat f 3 to IIDF tferir proposal 
"U.S.\NIS Agricultural Marketing, Export*, p»**nn^n and 
Training^ \U.S.\NIS AgMEET\. This lolid concept baa a historical 
basis and the need and rationale for new initiative! have been 
established. The fret that the nDF proposal remains flexible to 
meet the Ukrainian needs is key for loaf-term economic sustain 
ability. Giant #3 to HDF is necessary and we look forward to your 
positive response.

MlHlCTEPCTaOKoro rocnoA
I flPOAOBOAbCtBA VKMTHM
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Kuchma plans 
big reforms 
for Ukraine

APPENDIX I

. By Matthaw Kamlnskl In KI*v

\ Ukrainian President Leonid 
; Kuchma yesterday outlined a
• radical economic reform pro- 
] gramme in an inaugural policy
• address before parliament. 
! Mr Kuchma, elected in July, 
! confronted the communist- 
i dominated chamber with plans 
! to privatise land, overhaul 
' agriculture and cut state subsi- 
! dies as part of Ukraine's first
renl attempt at triform. The 

. president also claimed wide
powers to implement the steps

• even in the face of opposition
• from parliament.

Mr Kuchma's speech, which 
had been postponed several

•times, is the first clear public 
indication that the Ukrainian

.president intends to support 
comprehensive market

. reforms. His address is a direct
•challenge to the conservative 
.'legislature and to western gov-
• emments, which Kiev will now 
expect to deliver on promises 
of substantial aid.

The broad strokes of Mr 
Kuchma's reform programme 
conic- from the preliminary 
deal agreed with the Interna 
tional Monetary Fund last 
week on a $360m loan, the 
country's first since indepen 
dence. Out Mr Kuchma, defy 
ing expectations of some west- 
em observers who doubted 
whether the former missile fac 
tory director would ever be 
fully converted to the cause of 
market reforms, went beyond 
that text

After outlining Ukraine's 
economic predicament, the 
president said the only way to 
ensure "true independence" 
and prevent "colonial status" 
was to stabilise the currency 
and inflation, overhaul the tax- 

:ation system to lure businesses 
back from the growing shadow 
economy, nnd reform financial 
services.

Although Mr Kuchma-cam 
paigned on a pro-Russian plat 
form, he couched his economic 
programme in national terms. 

.Mr Kuchma, still viewed suspi 
ciously by some nationalist 
politicians who fear he seeks a 
reunion with Russia, warned 
parliamentarians that eco 
nomic reforms are crucial If 

•Ukraine is to survive as an

"Our banks are not strong 
enough to fight and compete 
with Russian banks," he said 
in his now fluent Ukrainian. 
"We must do a lot to ensure 
economic sovereignty."

Against strong parliamen 
tary opposition, Mr Kuchma 
also endorsed land and prop 
erty privatisation only <?iys 
after Mr Alexander Moroz, the 
conservative parliamentary 
chairman,1 vowed to -oppose

The nthcr Ixild step, awaited 
by World Bank negotiators 
keen on structural reform, was 
the call to overhaul agricul 
ture, potentially Ukraine's 
most profitable industry but 
now heavily subsidised.

The key to the realisation of 
real reform in Ukraine is agri 
culture," Mr Kuchma sail

Mr Kuchma also endorsed 
large-scale privatisation, cur 
rently stalled, and the decen 
tralisation of the economic 
control currently exercised by 
central ministries. Both steps 
face strong opposition in par 
liament and among some min 
istries.

Mr Kuchma warned that he 
would not permit parliament to 
hamper his economic plans. 
"Political changes are needed. 
too," he told MPs. "Parliament 
cannot interfere in the affairs 
of the president [and] . . . does 
not have the power to act inde 
pendently on economic 
reform."

With the constitution 
unclear on division of powers, 
Mr Kuchma claimed the power 
to appoint regional govern 
ment heads, unilaterally estab 
lish the division of power 
between the president and the 
legislature and eventually 
replace the Brezhnev-era con 
stitution.

He also appealed to interna 
tional financial institutions for 
further aid. such as the Wbn 
promised at Naples' G7 sum 
mit. to prouote reform. He 
said "we cannot solve energy 
problems on our own" and saw 
a need for external financing to 
cover the chronic balance of 
payments gap, now at Obn.

His speech was seen as a 
direct attack against the com 
munist-dominated parliament 
which poses the greatest poten-
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When Ukraine 
became an 
independent 
country in 
1991, it was 
poorly pre- 

t>~ n o/iM^ r pared. ThePERSONAL :tat_ lackedVIFW 1 la.CKea v, it:- w— elementary
national institutions, and our 
terms of trade deteriorated 
sharply, as Russia raised its 
energy prices in 1992, leading ' 
to a severe structural balance 
of payments deficit

During the past couple of 
years, Ukraine has also been 
the victim of misconceived eco- 
nomic policies. As a result, it 
was hit by hyperinflation of 
10,155 per cent in 1993, as well 
as a drastic fall in production, 
a sharp decline in the standard 
of living, and corruption. But 
to its credit, -Ukraine enjoyed 
democratic presidential elec- 
tions and a smooth transfer of 
power this summer.

By 1994, the economy was in 
a terrible state, with two over- 
whelming problems facing the 
country. First, the budget defi 
cit was projected at 20 per cent 
of gross domestic product for 
this year. Second, our trade 
deficit was running at $3bn a 
year. I have made the solution 
of these two challenges my 
political priority, because if 
hey are not brought under 
ontrol, the very survival of 

Ukraine could be endangered.
To make my priorities clear 

to the international commu 
nity, I invited Mr Michel Cam- 
dessus, managing director of 
the International Monetary 
Fund, as my first official for 
eign guest after being elected 
President of Ukraine in July. 
Two months later, Ukraine 
concluded its first agreement 
with the IMF, on a Systemic 
Transformation Facility (STF), 
finally signed yesterday.

We are initiating comprehen- 
sive economic reforms in 
Ukraine, drawing on the suc 
cessful experiences of other 
countries in transition from 
administrative command econ 
omies to a market economy.

We have oeen successful in 
maintaining our budgetary rev- 
enue at about 40 per cent of 
gross domestic product. But 
our first step will be to bring 
down the budget deficit for this 
year to 10 per ant of GDP.

To accomplisn this, we have 
decided to undertake some 
important reforms. We shall 
junify our exchange rate and 
'abolish all import subsidies, 
9-Uhough that will bring about 
substantial price increases of 
imported oil and natural gas. 
Similarly, to reduce large sub- 
sidles for ccal, we shall allow 
the domestic price of coal to 
rise. Certain agricultural prices

Ukraine's 
blueprint

President Leonid Kuchma
outlines the case for further aid

Leonid Kuchma: 'People are prepared to bear the costs'

will also have to rise, and rents 
will be gradually increased to 
reduce housing subsidies, but 
compensation will be given to 
the disadvantaged and a social 
safety net will be developed.

The National Bank of 
Ukraine is already pursuing a 
responsible monetary policy. It 
has brought inflation down to 
2.5 per cent a month in both 
July and August of this year, 
though certain parliamentary 
decisions in August have led to 
a number of agricultural cred 
its that have boosted inflation 
in September and depressed 
the free market exchange rate.

The second step will be 
taken at the beginning of next 
year. It is my intention that 
Ukraine shall conclude a fully- 
fledged "stund-by" agreement 
with the IMF this year. I then 
want my government to imple 
ment a macro-economic stabi 
lisation programme. The bud 
get deficit must not be larger 
than can be financed - at 
about 5 per cent of GDP.

Prices will be further liberal 
ised and domestic trade com 
pletely so. All remaining 
export restrictions can then be 
abolished. In parallel, I intend 
to activate small-scale privati 
sation and initiate a mass pri 
vatisation before the end of 
this year.

Our present tax system is a

shambles, with far too many 
loopholes and tax rebates. I 
have instructed my administra 
tion to put the system into 
order before December. Draft 
legislation has already been 
drawn up, cutting tax rebates 
to reasonable levels by interna 
tional standards.

T he short-term symbol 
of success will be the 
stabilisation of the 
national currency, the 

hryvnia, in terms of both 
domestic prices and the 
exchange rate. Therefore, I 
want to peg the exchange rate 
of our currency from the begin 
ning of 1995 and exchange our 
provisional coupon currency 
for our national cuuency. Its 
stability will symbolise 
Ukraine's maturing statehood. 

The people of Ukraine have 
decided to put the economy 
right and we are prepared to 
bear the costs of adjustment. 
However, our economic situa 
tion is difficult, and our 
imports have already been 
reduced to a bare minhrnnn. 
Further reductions would 
cause more suffering than I 
can justify to my people.

I am appealing to the inter 
national community to provide 
Ukraine with serious financial 
support now that Ukraine has 
become serious about

ing its economy. We are 
already working closely with 
the IMF, the World Bank and 
the EBRD, but we shall need 
bilateral financing from the 
Group of Seven and other west 
ern countries, as well as Rus 
sia, which is de facto our BMn 
creditor.

The G7 promised Ukraine 
financial support of $4bn at its 
summit in Naples last July. 
This finnnrdng should now be 
forthcoming.

Ukraine's need for interna 
tional financing is quite obvi 
ous. Even -after severe cuts in 
our imports, the current 
accov Jt is likely to amount to 
$3bn next year. Essentially, the 
whole deficit is being caused 
by imports of oil and natural 
gas from Russia. Therefore, 
international financing needs 
to be made available for our 
energy payments to Russia.

Our international reserves 
are run down and they need to 
be replenished by at least llbn. 
In order to introduce the 
hryvnia, Ukraine will need a 
stabilisation fund of $1.5bn, so 
that a stable exchange rate can 
be defended. Altogether our 
financial needs for 1995 
amount to $5.5bn, and the IMF 
has assessed our balance of 
payments need for the rest of 
this year at almost Jlbn.

A first tranche of the STF 
will provide us with $360m, but 
that will not be enough. We 
have proposed to the US that 
5200m of unused technical 
assistance grants be trans 
formed into balance of pay 
ments grants. For the rest, we 
hope for matching fluids from 
other countries.

One of Ukraine's many 
advantages is that its foreign 
debt is actually limited, at 
about S7bn, including the 
arrears on energy deliveries 
from Russia and Turkmen 
istan, while we estimate that 
our total export of goods and 
services will amount to $15bn 
this year. A large part of our 
current debt consists of arrears 
that need to be regulated and 
rescheduled so that we can 
repay them.

As our economy becomes 
more open, we also hope to 
attract substantial foreign 
investment. With an excellent 
geographical location and a 
highly educated labour force, 
Ukraine is well placed to 
achieve high economic growth 
in the future.

But our chances of success 
will be greater if we receive 
appropriate international 
financial support to facilitate 
our transition until private 
investments start flowing in.
The author 
Ukraine

is president of
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Ukraine expects lowest grain 
harvest in over a decade
By Matthew Kaminski in Kiev

Ukraine, the former Soviet 
Union's bread basket blessed 
with exceptionably fertile soil, 
yesterday announced it expects 
this year's grain harvest to be 
the lowest in over a decade.

The gross harvest, including 
corn, will stand at 37.7m 
tonnes this year, 6.4m less than 
expected and a 17 per cent drop 
on last yearns 45.6m tcnne har 
vest, according to the Ministry 
of Agriculture.

However, Mr Viktor Gluz- 
deyev, a government spokes 
man, told Interfax-Ukraine 
news agency yesterday that 
Ukraine does not plan to make 
up the gap with imports and 
that the harvest is sufficient to 
meet domestic demand.

The large state-run sectors 
produced a 35m tonne harvest 
yield, short of an expected 
40.7m tonnes. The tiny private 
farms showed slightly better 
average yields.

Overall, average grain yields

will be 28.6 centners per hect 
are, roughly half western Euro 
pean levels.

The blame for the lower 
yields - the spring crop was 
also down 40 per cent - rests 
partly on a drought this year 
and on the slow pace of 
Ukraine's attempts to overhaul 
the agricultural sector, which 
is ruled by powerful 
lobbies.

Declining production might 
jump start reform, however. 
Structural changes urged by 
the World Bank include land 
reform, privatisation of food 
processing and farm infrastruc 
ture such as grain silos, and 
liberalisation of domestic trade 
in products.

Experts say reforms are 
needed to improve incentives 
for farmers who are currently 
forced to sell at low state-set 
prices, and to restructure the 
inefficient collectives still dom 
inant in Ukraine.

Mr Neil Spo .•:«.;, an agricul 
tural consultant, said the fault

lies with the government's con 
trols on prices and trade, not 
with fanners or the land, since 
average yields at state and pri 
vate farms are half those 
achieved on farms participat 
ing in joint-ventures with west 
ern firms.

A Ukrainian government 
spokesman this week outlined 
plans to eventually put 60 per 
cent of land in public hands - 
the state currently owns 93 per 
cent.

Subsidies to Ukraine's agri 
cultural sector eat up half the 
state's annual budget and feed 
inflation. Economic advisers 
argue fanning can survive 
without the credits and even 
compete on western markets.

Ukrainian President Leonid 
Kuchma in a policy speech last 
week endorsed farm reform, 
including plans to decentralise 
control within powerful minis- 
tries such as agriculture. •>

"The key to the realisation of 
real reform hi Ukraine is agri 
culture," he said.
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"BBLOTSERKIVSILMASH11 
JOINT-STOCK COMPANY

13 Pershoho Travnya Blvd., Bila Tserkva, Kiev Oblast, 256400 Ukraine
Tel: (04463)3-43-43/340-47

Fax: (04463)5-36-29

Current Business:
Production and trade in agricultural machinery and equipment, spare parts and consumer 
goods; transportation and middleman services

Affiliated Enterprises (including Joint Stock Companies): Agrotechmash joint venture in 
Vratsa, Bulgaria

Current Ownership: Joint stock ownership

Products Now Produced: Forage harvesters (only ones currently being produced in the 
CIS); harrows; wind rowers; forage shredders; grass cutters; automobile spare parts; bicycle 

••earriages————————————————————-——--————

Buyers & end-users of products currently produced: 87% - direct sales to state and 
collective farms; 7% - state order; 6% - retail trade

Annual Sales: 5.7 million USD (20% of sales are in barter)

Description of distribution system: Direct shipments; dealer arrangements; trading houses; 
own trading facilities

Current & Previous Exports: 1993 - 266,424 USD; 5 months of 1994 - 259,033 USD 

Capacity production levels: 24,600 forage harvesters 

Percentage of capacity presently used: 65 %

Description of Present Plant or Other Business Assets:
The plant possesses casting, forging, cold-stamping, wilding, assembly, thermal treatment, 
metal-cutting and electroplating equipment; numerically-controlled machine-tools and 
conveyor lines.

Aggregate Size: 56.3 hectares: two production areas at a distance of 4 km from each other, 
including a production area amounting to 111,254 square meters; 400 square meters of 
trading facilities and 17,358 square meters of storage facilities. Total area of all buildings is 
239,210 square meters.

Number of Buildings: 63

Description of partially completed buildings: A new building with the area of 68,000 
square meters is nearing completion (90%).

Description of land available for expansion: 25 hectares

\
v'v
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Estimated value of property, plant and equipment: 4.5 million USD (January 1, 1994 
state appraisal done in coupons)

Dates of Construction: 1950

Defense Industry Production, if any: N/A

Number of Employee Working in:
Management: 54 Technical: 819 Other: 2,972

Annual Payroll (Unit of Currency USD): 51,600,000

Relevant Production Statistics: 1990 1991 1992 * 
Historical Unit Shipments:
(forage harvesters) 12,000 10,000 16,000 
Raw materials used:
(tons of black metals) 820 720 1,100 
Percentage procured locally: 60 70 80 
Percentage imported within Ukraine: 40 30 20 
Energy used (thousand kW/hr): 6,500 6,200 6,800 
Inventories/finished goods: pcs 875 920 1,150

•1993 figures: sales- 10,000 units; raw material inputs up to 85% procured locally.

Principal local bank: Prominvestbank
Coupon Account Balance: 3 million USD 
Hard currency Account Balance: 50,000 USD

Environmental consequences: All pollution created is within acceptable Ukrainian standards

Condition of local infrastructure: The plant has 2 storage facilities, trucking department, 2 
boilers, rail spurs, 2 stores, 4 canteens and 1 restaurant. Central supply of water, gas and 
electricity

Access to major transportation:
Surface transportation: Own truck transportation and raJl spurs
Railroads: Rail spur joining the plant's facilities with Bila Tserkva Railroad Station
(Pivdenno-Zakhidna Rail Department)
Airport(s): Access to Boryspil Airport and Zhulyany Airport
Waterways: N/A

Special capabilities of Enterprise: Great potential for expansion and diversification of 
production

Other activities of Enterprise in undertaking to increase revenues: The plant is not only 
engaged in production but also offers a wide range of services; the plant is currently acting as 
a dealer of a German company (agricultural machinery) and a FIAT dealer



BUSINESS PROPOSAL

Joint venture production of self propelled fodder harvesting machinery and other agricultural 
machinery, units and parts

Potential Suppliers of raw materials: 

Potential buyers of products or services: 

Estimated annual units sold: 

Estimated Annual Sales: 

Estimated Annual Fronts: 

Desired Future Ownership: 

Equipment Needed:

Dnipropetrovsk Iron and Steel Works

Farms, primarily in Ukraine

1,500-2,000

$4-6 million US

$1.2-1.8 million US

Joint-stock company

Machine-tools; accessories; assembly lines

Description of Desired Foreign Participation: Know-how and equipment as a share in a
joint venture capitalization fund

Resources Desired from a U.S. Company:

Proposed location:

Total value of Project:

Describe your investment this project:

Estimate of the value of your investment:

Undetermined 

Bila Tserkva 

Undetermined

Land, buildings, utility payments, skilled 
labor

$40,000 US

Is Your Enterprise Currently exploring joint cooperation with foreign firms?
Yes, partners for marketing and selling proposed products are already being lined up.

Are there American firms with whom you have had previous contact, or with whom you 
would like to meet? No previous contacts, would like to meet with agricultural machinery 
manufacturers
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APPENDIX K JOHN CHRYSTAL
Chairman, Iowa Savings Bank

Box 75, Coon Rapids, Iowa 50058
Bank (712} 
Horn* (71 
Fax (712)

Pott-iT Fax Note . ; 7671

Ptara*

AuguatlO.1994

Governor Teny E. Bnsated 
State Capital 
De8Moineat Iowa 50319

The Honorable Governor Branatad:

ISnt letter ia -to notify you of my resignation-as oorGhainnanj c f the Iowa

Fax* ftxf

Int«rnatlooalDeva1c|mtBntFbmidatioii, andaaadirectotcofthat; 
agricultural joint ventures in Russia and Ukraine.

I appreciate the Help and trurt you, your staff and Mr. Maryfa; Pomennte; 
eoX2hainna& have givm n» in my eSbrts of the B^r leaving aa co- 
Chairman now will have minimal effect on the farm prcaeda. He machinexy, 
grain bens and repair parts are in the area ready far uae. The cropc axe growing
and feed trials are in place. InfinycaaeT inte§p^toth«&rmprojict,Ithtokyou

aiui reputing for me.
I gave bir b to the idea.

bra ampte time to dx>ae a new person. It is both a glad 
It waa a fruttftd day when you, Dr. Victor Liahchenko and

At this point, I wa^Bketoahai«8oaKti»ughtewitiiyou,Givexnar 
From the very beginning it haa bean difficult for Americana to operate 
agricultural joint venturer located in the old Soviet Unkm. TlieainentRuaisian 
and Ukrainian economic and political atructur^ are dxCTerent from thoae 
pact. Ilia cuuntriaa are

A third harvest ^ill be gathered this feE and mndb tadmokfy tnmafiar haa 
occurred through this project Tlwre ia great commercial intereet in Iowa 
pxoductauaedtbare. lampleaaedwiatoreatdtaofadifficnhaitaition.

Aa with nsort international projects of thia nature, ibortcooil iga occmrec
A • . • • • .• •• m . * Jba •• • • » .«. V ' * « »*

continues to be nay wiah Aat tixa American side wovddbe mote^mii cvtanding o ' 
tfae di£Bculties thdr partners have experienced or are currently experiencing. "\ Te 
need to remember that the Soviet Union was a superpower. Aayouknow," *~ 
does not alwaya mean tfaa lame to both sidea. I

ttata
ntv^ }««M flo^fMft, T haw* hcenmc tineom __ __ -,~-,.
organizationa form haa become aa important aa function. As American aid to 
Eastern Europe continues, it haa become increasingbr acadamir and 
bureaucratic. <>ir doUar* are HK^ coetty to ap«aid and less ̂ active. It is critic d
tiiat our eflbita remanx pncttcaL
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JOHN CHRYSTAL
Chairman. Iowa Savings Bank

Box 75. Coon Rapids, Iowa 50058
Governor Teny £. Branitad 
Page 2 
August 10,1994

Bank ,(712) 694-2271 
Hon*j(7l2) 6844408 
Fax (712) 834-2909

Ihavaipenixny]iiein]MiaineM,aidamanadniuwofatttica 
Succeeewill seek advice and failure wont uaa it
ofier advice on economic structure, or democracy, or other non**pQcific subjecte. i 
Developed countana* each aa the (bnjMr Soviet XJn^ will cr«*t» ; their own J j 
•tructuns. Our advice (unlew genuinely sought) ii worthteM, and may even be

We§hoaldtdltlwan*bowto",nofwhatto'.

T^A^-Badne«»C>ntBr»

, I would recomsaand 
Ukrainian Tn*rf°gT*rw*p<r wWi

I have conttderad redo 
an\ tesdinKe

can have eta 
bftf Kftar initial «

oint

tbete project* have only Rowrian or 
nadviaara.

and now the tame nee

wit>jjut whose effort* the project would have been a failure, CStcomatanosa have

I have •pant thirty five yean working meetly at my own exMneewith 
Buifiane *™^ Ukrainianf. It ie *h^ meet important noo-bucineM aepect of my 
life. I will continne ^f^n^g throijgb, p m»\t\n%i»n^ in my rale asiDirector of ̂ i** 
Ovenaae Private Inveetment Corporation. I wiSl also continue t&ough private 
biuineaa and personal effort to work with theae people in nead thatlnavacoinetq 
low.
Sincerely,

John Chzyvtel*
IOWA SAVINGS BANE

JC/wc

Mervin Pomeranta
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United States Agency for International Development
\

• Moscow
• 

9

VFAX CORRESPONDENCE
Telephone: (7-095) "956-4281,

Local and International Fax: (7-095) 956-7093, (7-095) 956-7092
(Via Satellite)

Date: AUCr. /9^- ... No. pages including cover:
£L

To: ^VCA 

cc:

From: — 

Subject:

Message Reference Number:
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'ace: 
Attach: 
Certify: 
Forwarded by:

i smfp<i8ASA14Q01®Servers [ABC. STAVROPOLSabcp. sprint. com] 
ismtp®BASA1400i®Servers lR.GANNON®abcp. sprinc. com] -?

Catherine W. Norris®PROJECTS@MOSCOW 
Questions\Regarding ABC Project 
Friday, August 5, 1994 11:59:44 RST

FOR THOMAS DUNN, Stavropol and DICK CANNON, Des Moines

Dear Tom and Dick, I appreciated the chance to talk with both oC you during 
your recent trips to Moscow, and I look forward to meeting with you- again to 
Crack the Iowa project's progress. I have several important questions which
I hope between the two of you we can find answers.

1. We received a letter from A.A. Shiyanov asking for USAID support of the 
Russian-American Agribusiness Center.' (This letter was faxed by the Iowa 
International Development Foundation office in Iowa on July 20, bur. the 
letter is dated June 17.) Shiyanov requests AID to assist in supplying the 
Center with video equipment with which to conduct training. No amount of 
money is mentioned. Are you aware of this request, and it so, do you support 
it and could you provide some additional information? What specifically are 
they asking for? Would it be appropriate to fund this through the 
cooperative-agreement? Or are they looking for additional AID funding? When 
the contract with AID expires, what will be the status of the Agribusiness 
Center? will the Russian Academy for Management and Agribusiness take it 
over?

Could you provide some information about TDA financing of the Stavropol 
ribusinesfl Center? As I understand it, the centers in Russia and Ukraine 

were initially funded by TDA and then the AID grants were made. When did the 
TDA funding beyiri? Does the ABC still receive any TDA funding? 
A TDA report states that "TDA provided partial funding ($500,000) La 
establish centers in Russia and Ukraine to provide training on U.S. 
agricultural equipment and technology. The Program was coordinated by Iowa 
State University. U.S. exports associated with this program already total 

^§10.6 million." Do you have any information on these exports? What kind of 
""equipment was sold? was the U.S. equipment to be used on the demonstration 
'farms considered part of these exports? To whom in Rus-sia were the exports 
sold? When did the sales take place? Are equipment sales still occurring? 
How did the ABC promote the exports?

3. As I think I mentioned to you, our NTS Exchanges and Training Project 
provides for short term training in the U.S. (3 to 4 weeks) in courses and 
irisits directly connected to the Mission's projects. I'm puttinq together 
zhe agricultural training plan for KY. 95 (begins October 1) . If you ccia 
identify tiuiiu: rcileynnr: areas of training (such ac agribusiness mnnaqement) 
and potential eaudidater. connected with the Iowa project, I'll bp happy to 
:onsider iacludiivg th«m in the plan. T don't need anythiay too nprrMeic 
righr now, just a general outline which can be tilled in or chetuywd larnr. 
The imporr.anr thinq is to get our request in parly.

C would greatly eitipiKci.Hr.r nny information you can yivc:~me pven if partial 
ind particularly for question #2 an soon as possibly. .Ber.r. rrgnrds, Cathy

d r=_aer_i OQA CT7:TO 7+055+5567092 • P.02AUG-05-1994 ,.07:30
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Message: Reply to CNorrls 8/5/94 Fax

iidf/abcp
Tue, Aug 9, 1994

5:04 PM

TO: ("RFC-822":<cnorris(a)usaid.gov>, SITE:INTERNET)
CC: ("RFC-822":<mwinter(a)usaid.gov>, SITE:INTERNET)
BC:
RE: Reply to Catherine Norris fax of 8/5/94

Dear Cathy,

Thank you for your fax of 8/5/94. Here is our correct e-mail addresses: 
Sprintmail X.400: (C:USA, A:TELEMAIL, O:ABCP,UN:IIDF) 
Internet: "/G-R/S-GANNON/"3ABCP.SPRINT.COM

Following is our reply to your 3 questions:

1. Stavropol Lt. Governor Sheyanov follows closely the progress of 
ABC/Stavropol and extends his personal assistance in advancing the project 
whenever possible. One of the Lt. Gov.'s top priorities is expanding the 
training base of ABC/Stavropol - the Stavropol Affiliate of the Russian 
Academy of Management and Agribusiness. Over the past three years, the 
Stavropol Academy hosted training sessions for almost one thousand people. 
The Academy has gone through renovation and now has new telephone lines, a 
hotel with accommodations for 200 people, classrooms for 300 trainees, a 
computer classroom, and two classroms equipped with VCRs. However, to make 
future seminars more effective, the Academy needs more equipment which the 
Russian side can not afford to purchase on its own. The specific needs of the 
Academy were outlined in a letter from the Lt. Gov. to John Chrystal dated 
June 17, 1994: 20 Personal Computers, equipment for two video classroms, 
training videos, copiers to duplicate educational materials, video cameras and 
film editing equipment to produce educational films.

We support the Lt. Gov.'s request but had no input into the equipment he 
requested. We can provide you a list of equipment we would recommend but 
would need some time to consult with the Academy's director first. Let us know 
if you want us to get you a list we would support. Without question, 
additional equipment for training will assist the NIS marketing efforts of 
participating U.S. manufacturers. Better training equipment will help 
increase U.S. exports as proven by the succesful ABC/Stavropol "Planting 
Technologies Seminars" in June. However, this equipment was not budgeted under 
our current grant and therefore we can not fund it. The Lt. Gov.'s request is 
for additional AID funding.

The ABC/Stavropol Russian-American Agreement was extended for two more 
years, through spring of 1996, and IIDF will continue its participation as 
funding permits. Some changes in ABC's organizational structure will be 
necessary after USAID funding for the project runs out. ABC/Stavropol will 
start to generate 3 incomes: soybean seed marketing, processing fee for 
extruding soybeans, and selling the extruded oil. Other options to generate 
income being explored are the contract leasing of ABC equipment to private 
farmers and continued contract planting with private farmers. We contract- 
planted 90 hectares of corn with an excellent group of private farmers. We 
know our future lies with this group and other similar groups of private 
farmers and private agribusiness people. However, as stated in our request

Sdf/abcp Fri.Oct21.1994 1of3



Message: Reply to CNorrls 8/5/94 Fax

for approval for Extension #2, which I hope you received by fax, it will be 
necessary to have Tom Dunn on-site during Extension 12 to supervise the 
initial start-up of the ABC income-generating activates.

We addressed the soybean seed marketing issue raised in the 7/19/94 fax 
from you and Marc Winter in our Third Quarlerly Report and Request for 
Approval for Extension #2. Again, the ABC/Stavropol soybean seed marketing 
activities are not in violation of the Bumpers Amendment to the Foreign 
Assistance Act. These activities were planned for in the original proposal 
and there has been no change in the vision of the project, project design, nor 
project implementation. In fact, ABC/Stavropol has previously marketed 
soybeans as seed for the 1993 planting. The American Soybean Association 
(ASA) provided a "no objection" letter because they recognized that we were 
encouraging the use of soybeans. The ASA would not have agreed if we were 
only producing soybeans without value-added processing. Processing soybeans 
into meal for livestock feed is consistent with the ASA objective to increase 
soybean use in the NIS.

2. The TDA grant was awarded to CARD at Iowa State U. Dr. Stanley Johnson 
was the principle investigator on the contract and IIDF was a subcontractor. 
The TDA subcontract from CARD to IIDF started in April, 1992 and ended in 
March, 1993. The ABCs no longer receive TDA funds, however, seed and equipment 
sales are still ocurring. Other questions you asked concerning the S10.6 
million in U.S. exports are answered in CARD'S final report. Marc Winter 
called me about this, I referrd him to CARD, and he should have received the 
final report from CARD by fax.

3. We are pleased that you asked us to identify some revelant areas of 
training for your FY 95 agricultural training program. As we all know, the 
training should concentrate on and support private farmers and private 
agribusiness people and their activities. The areas and candidates we 
recommend support ABC/S's private farmers and private agribusinesses 
associated with the ABC income-generating activies. We have identified some 
of the candidates and can identify more if you give us the go-ahead. The 
training areas and candidates are as follows:

A. Agribusiness Administration:
We have identified private Russian farmers and agribusiness people and the 
U.S. manufacturers who would be willing to train them to lease, operate, and 
maintain the ABC/Stavropol equipment. A lease agreement will generate income 
for ABC/Stavropol and continue the marketing efforts of the U.S. manufacturers 
to increase U.S. exports to the NIS. We can arrange short courses on how to 
write lease agreements. ABC/S has two INSTA-PRO extruding lines. INSTA-PRO 
here in Des Moines will train the leaseholders of the extruders. SHIWERS, 
the grain bin manufacuturer, will train the leaseholders of the two turnkey 
grain drying/storage facilities located at the 2 farms. JOHN DEERE, KINZE, and 
RITCHIE, all located near Des Moines, will train the leaseholders of the 
drill, planters, and sprayers.

Six candidates we recommend come from the group of 12 private farmers who we 
contract planted for this spring. The six are graduate engineers in 
Agricultural Engineering or Mechanical Engineering. Also, the two Russian 
staffers at ABC/S have resigned and are now in private business for themselves 
and are planning to pursue the opportunities created by ABC/S. They are both 
good, solid, driven, and honest fellows and we recommend both as candidates.

Sdf/abcp————————————————————Frj QX21, 1994 2 of 3 v \



Message: Reply to CNorrls 8/5/94 Fax

Their names are Sergei Budinsky and Paul Saidin. In addition, ws recommed 
Victor Popov, formerly #2 at the Stavropol affiliate of the Russian Academy of 
Agribusiness and Management. He was either fired or resigned because of 
impossible working conditions oweing to his integrity and competence. He also 
wants to explore the private agribusiness opportunities created by ABC/S and 
we have a lot of confidence in and respect for him.

B. Agribusiness Marketing and Value-Added Processing:
The candidates in this area will be trained by STINE, the world leading 
soybean genetic company, located here in Des Moines. STINE will train on 
contract planting, certification, cleaning, bagging, labeling, and marketing 
of soybean genetics. The candidates we recomend are from the group of 
candidates we recommended previously and will identify the exact candidates if 
we get the go-ahead from you. The INSTA-PRO activities can be included here 
as value-added processing. Training in contract extruding, contract 
feedmilling, and associated grain and feed commodity trading activites can be 
pursued and Iowa has the manufacturers who are willing to provide this 
training. Candidates can be identified at your request.

C. Agricultural Exports:
One person I recommend to bring to the U.S. for training in this area 
translated for me during the 3 day ABC/S seminars in June. I am not easy to 
translate for because I am so driven but she kept up with me and impressed me 
with her competence. She is a graduate in Economics and works as an 
accountant for a private commodity trading firm in Stavropol. They export 
wheat to Siberia and act as brokers between the Stavropol growers and Siberian 
bakers. I mentioned her and her firm's activities in my Third Quarter Report. 
She's married with 2 kids and about 35 years old if gender is considered. I 
don't have her name but can easily get it. Other candidates can be identified.

D. Agricultural Extension:
A private journalist has helped Tom Dunn and ABC/S at his own expense. His 
name is Michael Kolbasov and he wrote 2 articles on the ABC/S June seminars to 
be published in New Agribusiness Issue #2. A third article on the 1994 
activites of ABC/S is planned for New Agribusiness. We recommend Michael for 
the program and he can be trained here in Des Moines by John Walter at New 
Agribusiness.

Sincerely,
Richard T. Cannon
IIDF Executive Director

Thomas G. Dunn 
ABC/Stavropol Manager

IGJE-6558-8448
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Message: RFC Training Plan for FY ...

TO: 
CC: 
BC: 
RE:

("RFC-822": <amikhailichenko(a)uaaid.gov>, SITE:INTERNET)
Fri, Sep 2, 1994 

1:03 AM

IIDF/abcp

Training Plan for FY 1995
RFC-822-Headers:
X-Incognito-SN: 235
X-Incognito-Format: VERSION-2.00 Beta-26 ENCRYPTED-..10
Dear Richard,

Thank you for your reply to Cathy Norris concerning the training matter. We 
also received an official readiest from Stavropol Lt. Governor Sheyanov to 
include six or seven people into our training plan for FY 1995. He wants to 
train them in area of "Cooperative Farming". This fiscal year 1994 AID 
provided several trainings in the US, which were called as "Starting 
Agricultural Cooperative". Now we received your proposal to train six + two + 
1 Russians in Agribusiness Administration; ? number of people in the area of 
Agribusiness Marketing; ? number of people in the area Agricultural Exports 
and Agricultural Extension.

In order to put our training plan together I will need your immediate 
response on following questions. They are very simple and if you will give me 
just a very short and clear answers it will be just enough to put your 
request in our plan. To do so please contact Lt. Governor again to be sure 
your nominiees are the same people as in his request or not. All I need right 
now is:

1. Subject Area
2. Training Objectives
3. Number of People

Please be advised that Ag Office received only 289 slots for 1995 and we 
cannot accept to many people. The ideal request would content three or four 
training areas and ten people for each subject. Because we have a very 
limited number of slots and too many candidates already, Please prioritize 
your list of people. Thank you.

QPJE-5078-4188/20

Mlabcp Thu. Oct20. 1994 1of1
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r
Executive Nummary, August 1993

'•»

"\ •' j 
The Iowa International Development Foundation (IIDP) and the Center for : 

Agricultural and Rural Development (CARD) at Iowa State University developed the 
Agribusiness Centers Project in Russia and Ukraine to fulfill two primary objectives:

V• to provide trade1 and commercial opportunities for U.S. agribusinesses

• to support the transition to a market economy in the Newly Independent States 
CNIS) ,.

The project has continued activities that vere initiated by QDF and CARD to achieve these 
two objectives. The following is a summary of trade developments which resulted from 
participation in the Agribusiness Centers Project by U.S. companies. In addition 
Agribusiness Centers Project activities since April 1992 are reported, sad a> complete budgi :t 
summary through March 1993 is attached. (See Attachment #1.)

Highlights froaa Year One: April 1992-July 1993

• ThefU.S. Department of State provided a U.S. Air Fotce C-5B transport plane to.s 
supplier to the two agribusiness centers. The shipment included: 800 pounds of Stine 
seed com, 91,500 pounds of Stine soybean seed, more than 300 gallons of herbicides 
and insecticides, one planter, two sprayevs, eight pallets of medical supplies, and j 
three pallets of tools from the United States.' (Reported in six-month1 interim report.]

• In 1992 We planted about 2,000 acres of com and soybeans at the centers, employing 
no-till and conventional tillage practices with the on-sitc assistance of three retired j 
Iowa fanners. (Reported in six-month interim report.) j

• We successfully completed a ten-week series of five summer short courses attended j 
by approximately 800 Russians and 3SO Ukrainians. The courses were conducted by 
representatives from 15 agribusinesses and ten agricultural economists; who presentcjd 
information about market economy and management Both lectures ami written 

were translated into Russian. (Reported in six-month intcriml report.)

Toe project has received $396,673 in corporate contributions, $69,220 in private 
contributions, and $1,435,000 front government agencies. In addition, the U.S. • 
Department of State provided $1,000,000 in transportation. (Reported in six-month 
interim report.)

We have involved 22 companies in this project, and seven of them now have hired 
representatives in the former Soviet Union. (Reported in six-month interim report.)
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to theWe stopped grain processing equipment valued at more than $400,00. _ 
agribusiness center farms in October in order to conduct processing; demonstrations! 
Installation of the equipment began in March 1993 and is nearly complete at both • 
centers. (Reported in six-month and February 1993 interim reports.))

We participated in the World Food '92 exhibition in Moscow from Nbvcmber 9-12,
1992 with five U.S. agribusinesses: Shiwers, Inc. (a grain storage equipment ! 
manufacturer), Stine Seed Company (a soybean seed production company), Deaxdoiff 
and Associates (a manufacturing consulting firm), Pioneer Hi-Bred International (a ! 
com seed production company), and Sudenga Industries (a feed processing equipment 
manufacturer). (Reported in February 1993 interim report) '" • • ; j ;

: * ' ** - '

Phil Stanhope, DDF Executive Director, and Dr. Stanley Johnson and John Chrystai, 
Co-chairs of the project, visited the MS, including Russia, Kazakhstan and Ukraine to 
review and discuss sites for additional agribusiness centers. (Reported! in February .
1993 interim report.) ' j !

• I •
We sent a team of three specialists—Dr. Nabil Said, Triple F- Company, Steve Huci, 
Heart of Iowa Cooperative, Myron Danzer, West Central Cooperative, and Phil : 
Stanhope, nDF Executive Director—to White Church Region in Ukraine and ; 
Stavropol Krai in Russia to conduct feasibility studies for expanding'tfw agribusiness 
centers activities to include feed milling and livestock feeding. (Reported in February 
1993 interim report.) ! I[ " ;

The project was awarded a $750,000 grant from the U.S. Agency for International : 
Development for a proposal submitted for 1993-1994. (See Attachment #3.) '

Hie following U.S. businesses have worked in conjunction with the Agribusiness 
Centers Project and have made more than ten million dollars in sales of seed and 
equipment in the NIS: Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Des Moines, Iowa; Stine Seed! 
Company, Add, Iowa; Triple F Company, Urbandale, Iowa; Shiwers, Inc., 
Corydon, Iowa; and Koch Supplies, Kansas City, Missouri. (See Attachment #1.)

WHITE CHURCH AGRIBUSINESS CENTER

CARD hosted a group of Ukrainian agribusiness center cooperators: .Governor Ivan 
Markovich Kapshtik, Kiev Oblast, Dr. Peter Sabluk, Director of thellnstitute of 
Agrarian Economics for Ukraine, his wife, Anuta Sabluk, Dr. Alexander Shpichak, 
Head of Price Department in the Institute, and Dr. Alexander Melnik,! Senior Scientist 
at the Institute. During their visit we discussed the possibility of establishing another 
agribusiness center in the White Church Region in the Kiev Oblast, anil the -! 
development of a training program for this center. (Reported in February 1993 
interim report.)
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DDF hosted'a second group from Ukrainian agribusiness center cooj eraton from the 
White Church Region in the Kiev Oblast Vladimir Y. Eysmont, Rq rescntative to; the 
President of Kiev (or the White Church Region, Yuri Y. Luzan, Chairman of the : 
Agro-Industrial Association "Ross", Peter M. Kopachevakiy, Deputy!Director of the 
Agro-Industrial Association "Ross", and Victor Boflco, Doctor of Economics at the 
Ukrainian Scientific Research Institute in Kiev. The Ukrainians presented joint , 
venture documents for an agribusiness center in White Church, and we continued our 
discussion about the agreement (See Attachment #2.) I '

• i Ii i
The new agribusiness center has been established in the White Church Region in the 
Kiev Oblast of Ukraine. The four partners in this venture include HDF, CARD, the 
Institute tor Agrarian Economics for Ukraine, and die Agro-Industrial Association j 
"Ross". (See Attachment *2.)

! I

STAVROPOL AGRIBUSINESS CENTER • i
ii I

• The partners at die Stavropol Agribusiness Center have already signed a 1993 j 
agreement, and recently developed a workplan for 1993, which includes both the crop 
production and educational programs. The plan, particularly the demonstration aspect, 
calls for more involvement by U.S. agribusinesses. (See Attachment it 3.) i
_ i

• An inspection team from the U.S. Agency for International Development (AID) ~ J 
visited die Agribusiness Center in Stavropol in late July 1993. The team consisted of 
Catherine Norris, Agricultural Advisor, USATO, Patrick Pugh, Program Officer, 
Citizens Network Agribusiness Alliance, and two native Russian AID program ! 
specialists. The purpose of the visit was to evaluate the positive outco*,.. of the center 
and report to USATD in Washington, DC. (See Attachment #3.) '

Firiure
i

The Agribusiness Centers Projett is focused on new business and commercial activity 
in order to acilieve.the two goals of the project in die former Soviet Union. The centers will 
continue to assist in laying the groundwork for future business dealings in the NIS by i 
broadening the exposure of U.S. agribusinesses to Russian and Ukrainian buyers through 
demonstrations of American technology and an ongoing educational program' jn the NIS.

The U.S./Iowa Agribusiness Centers in Russia snd Ukraine have helped set the stage 
for trade and commercial activity betweec U.S. agribusinesses and the NIS, by providing j 
opportunities for relationships to develop, and also by educating both sides imterras of j 
expectations for doing business. Therefore, this project can play an important .role in the , 
transition to a market economy in the NIS. '
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Attachment #1 
Tirade and Commercial Activities
\

The Agribusiness Centers Project has and continues to provide U.S. s gribusmesses 
and Russian and Ukrainian enterprises opportunities to make contact and develop business 
relationships. In conjunction with their participation with the Agribusiness Centers Project,! 
five U.S. businesses have'made more than ten million dollars in aalks of seed and equipment 
in the NIS. The table below illustrates the dollar amounts in actual sales during 1992. I

i

Trade Developments Resulting from the Agribusiness Centers Project
Company 1992 Sales mJNIS ($)
Pioneer Hi-Bred International 
Des Moines, Iowa
Stine Seed Company 
Adel, Iowa
Triple F Company 
Urbandale, Iowa
ShTwen, Inc. 
Corydon, Iowa
Koch SuppHes

Cit. Missouri

4,782;647.74

Total

262,378.00
i i 

70^000.00

S.SQO.OQO.OO 
10,616,691.74

Company participants involved with the 1992 Agribusiness Center short courses 
did not generate actual sales with enterprises in the NIS did report that they were able to 
make new contacts and start working relationships, therefore laying the groundwork for 
future business dealings. Additional companies, such as Ey Line International in West Des • 
Moines, Iowa, have developed trade leads through their contacts at the short courses. In j 
addition, after visiting Russia and Ukraine, company representatives reported that they have a 
better idea of the expectations that Russians and Ukrainians have about doing-business with 
U.S. companies, and most found that the expectations hi the NIS are often quite different 
from their own. • ;
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Attachment #2 

White Church Agribusiness Center

. Since suspending activity at the agribusiness center on the Kherson Region, we have 
focused our efforts in Ukraine on establishing a new center in the Kiev Oblast. With the j 
assistance of Dr. Peter Sablnk, Director of the Institute of Agrarian Economics for Ukraine, 
we have established a working relationship with the Agro-Industrial Association "Ross" 
the White Church Region in the Kiev Oblast.

n

From April 26 through May 3, 1993, HDF hosted a delegation representing our j 
potential Ukrainian partners for an agribusiness center in White Church. The! group consisted 
of Vladimir Y. Eysmont, Representative to the President of Kiev for the White Church i 
Region, Yuri Y. Liiran, Chairman of the Agro-Industrial Association Ross; Peter M. i 
Kopachevskiy, Deputy Director of the Agro-Industrial Association Ross, and1 Victor Boikoj 
Doctor of Economics at the Institute of Agrarian Economic for Ukraine in Kiev. !

i I

The purpose of the visit was to negotiate a joint venture between IDDF, CARD, thej 
Agro-Industrial Association Ross, and the Institute of Agrarian Economics for Ukraine to 
develop an agribusiness center in the White Church Region of Ukraine. Because of solid 
working relationship already established between CARD and die Institute of Agrarian | 
EconomicsTor Ukraine, it is a definite advantage for the agribusiness center to be located in 
the Kiev Oblast. This new joint venture will replace the agribusiness center in.the Kherson! 
Region. t j

Since reaching a preliminary agreement with our Ukrainian partners in May, the new 
agribusiness center has been established in the White Church Region. All grain handling arid 
processing equipment that was shipped to the NIS late in 1992 was transported to White '; 
Church, where David Wampler of Shiwers Incorporated, Corydon, Iowa, organized the j 
installation of the equipment and the laying of concrete foundations for me grain bins. In j 
addition, 1,000 hectares of corn and soybeans were planted at the White Cnurch site. !

i
To provide continuity to the storage and drying process at White Church, Wampler i 

was selected to manage the agribusiness center in White Church, and te and JMs family ! 
moved to Ukraine in mid-July. He continues to oversee the final phases of construction of 
the grain handling equipment, and is working with the Ukrainian partners to. develop 
fdncatif""! programs involving U.S. companies. While in Ukraine, Wamploj will also 
represent Shiwers, Incorporated in order to continue business dealings with the Ukrainians^

Our next objective involves all partners signing the joint venture documents, after ' 
which work may begin on the 1993/94 workplan for the center.
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Attachment #3 
Stavropol Agribusiness Center

\
The partners at the Stavropol Agribusiness Center have already signed a 1993 

agreement. And, a new manager, Dr. Phil Leino, moved to Ukraine in late May. Dr. Leirio 
and the Russian partners have recently developed a workplan for 1993, which includes both 
the crop production and educational programs. The plan, particularly the demonstration ' 
aspect, calls for more involvement by U.S. agribusinesses. As in White Church, 1,000 ! 
hectares of com and soybeans have been planted, and construction of the grain processing < 
equipment is nearing completion. ;

A preliminary educational program has been outlined, and includes a series of ! 
practical demonstrations of U.S. technology by representatives of the U.S. companies that i 
manufacture the equipment These demonstrations will provide not only valuable technical' 
information to the Russians, but win give both sides the opportunity to develop new business 
contacts. Also, in early 1994 a team of Mid-west agribusinesses will be assembled and will 
travel to the Stavropol Agribusiness Center to meet with interested Russian agribusiness 
entrepreneurs and to give presentations about their products and equipment. In addition, Dr. 
Leino has met with inrcountry representatives from companies such as Pillsbury and has 
successfully recruited them to visit the center to discuss their activities in the NIS.

Additional contact with representatives from the Citizens' Network and U.S. Agency 
for International Development (USAID) has given the Stavropol Agribusiness' Center a great 
deal of exposure. An inspection team from the USAID visited the agribusiness center in 
Stavropol in late July 1993. The team consisted of Catherine Norm, Agricultural Advisor, 
USAID, Patrick Pugh, Program Officer, Citizens Network Agribusiness Alliance, and two . 
native Russian AID program specialists. The purpose of the vi»it was to evaluate the jwsitive 
outcome of the center and report to USAID in Washington, DC. ;

The inspection by USAID had a positive iispacroa the Stavropol Agribusiness > 
Center. Since visiting the agribusiness center, the USAID representative in Russia has 
contacted the U.S. on-site manager and offered to facilitate in the purchase and shipping of 
additional equipment to the center. Additionally, USAID approved a $750,000 grant for the 

centers for 1993-1994.
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Attachment #4 

Final Budget Report

BKMP'JS EIPEfSES PK TDP CQHT2ACT 427-4&-U-46-9134

fcdqtt Category

iaUrie$ i w«g?s
taiefiti
Applies
Travel

Jttur:
Project Support
Caueaication
PoiUqe

Total Direct
Indirect Cof t

•HIM.

iud;et Category

Ialiries i Kaqes

«iefits 
plies 
tvel

fciautsr Usi^e
liter i
Project Support
Cwuaicition
Postage

Total Direct
Indirect Cast

rar?j.

9«d«t Category

•~ Salaries i UtiM
serfits
Travel
Cccpatsr Usa?4
JWer:
Pr«iect Support
CoMantcatlon
Poitioe

^KoUl Street
^^^Indtrfct Co$t

TQTSt . _
ALJG~08— 1994

Budget $

. $32,330.00
•$9,100.00
$1.300.00

$0.00 
$19,000.30

$3,000.00
$3,000.00

$«0.00

$66.350.00
$37,536.00

$104,096.00

Balance fro*
"Wave

$3,723,32
$3.819.13

. $14,650.17

$3t «O.CO
$3S0.36
$450.00

$26,673.04
$12.932.30

$39 ; i2C.3t

Balance fret
A&9VC

($ti,il2.43)
($275.06)

l$?$?£47.*40)

$14,630.17

$3.050.00
($3.921.33)

$450.00

($3,322.72)
($1,332.71)

(M,ai.&3)

1S : 05

Bay 92 June 92

\ $7,439.99
$1,437.03

$135.3? 1233.23
$39.00

$1.263.40

$133.3? $10,760.23
$33.3!

$133.39 $U,Q13.76

Hov 92 Dec 92

$4,7*7,91 $4,747.11
$914.32 $914.16

$1,062.37 $323.70

*t 71A LA «1 10* *•*
»4| /TT«0*/ VQf lOJif /

$1,967.17 12,763.2?

$8,711.77 $8,931.06

Apr 93 Hay 73

($3,313.34) $2,072.70
($1,133.78) $323.2?

.
$1,678.53

($2.990.57) $2,393.99
($1,226.14) $1,064.26

($4,216.71) $3,660.33
515 294 6336

July 92

$4,316.82
$1,165.62

$264.10

$145.30

$£69.97

$6.861.31
$26,737.32

$33,619.33

Jan 93

($3,996.311
($1,511.13) 

$3.76

*"

__ „

($3,301.70)
.$2,336.17

I S2, 963 -.73)

Jun 93

$694.39

$694.39

IW.»

August 92

$4,9S9.QS
$1,281.49

Sept 92 ,

$4,282.91
$1.241.81
$4,033.77

$114.20 
$204.33

$31.32 : 1362.23
1

' $4,620.79
$23,448.31

$10,493.7.4
($32,001.29)

$32,089.30 '(121,303.33)

Feb 93 : Ittr 93

$3,475.00
$367.79

$12,841.44
$3,208.12

i
1 -

' "$l,cS3.U $t,M)0.73

$3,323.20 1 $i?,*30.29
($118.C4) i $7,134.62

$3.214.16 $24,60^.91
—j

Jul 73 teg 73

.
„

i

i

50.00 SQ.Cd
1

$0.00 . ' $0.00

' i : • '
i 
i
i 
1 
1 ,

1 !07/|l9/931 I
; Gci92J

> i
I | (S64.151

I ' t^i4.20
i i•• 1

i , I
1 • !
: '! i

: $4,303.23

$9,!J)l,23
i • ••• Balance Rcujinifl^

Budget - Inveices
1 > '

' ($16,113.43)

($3,032.83) 
;($267.4C) .

! $14,650.17
; i
| $3,000.00
! ($3,721.33)

' $430.0C! : l
; : j,

($l',332.71)
! : i

1 ' !
Salancs Raaiiunq
Budget -'invoicas

($14,649,79)
! $335.43

I($2i7.4«)
${4,630.17

» *
$J3,090.CO

(W, 294.29)
1*30.00

($3.229.73) I
($1.190.93) I

($3.019.69) 1
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t

Budget Category

Salaries t Vagcs
Benefits
Sopplies
Equiount
Travel '
Other:

Ag. Mein
Orientation

Budget $

$132,000.00
$38,960.00
$15,554.00
$26,200.00

.$1*2,100.00

$1,500.00
$39,600.09

Invoice I/Date: 
11 - April 92

$2,308.00

13,452.16
$3,240.00
$7,410.26

12 - Hay 92

$13,332.32
$2,350.08
$2,517.36

$10,344.29
$7,127.33

13 - June 92

$13,248.44
$813.08

$1,714.97
$1,103.23

$28,118.74

$10,256.00

14 -July 72 1

M2,Z44.70
$813.10 ,

J - Aug 92 !

$11,989.10
$1,369.17

$657.86 : • $1,039.44

$«,624.40 ! $23,169.45-

•14,697.92 ' $1,462.50
«S,47Q.S3 : $6,032.74

I - Seat J92

$11,937.50
j '$323. 10
$753.42

$16,234.15
', 

Ii :
1 $276.47

Total Direct $393,914.00 $18,410.42 $35,891.38 $55,25a.!0 S109.732.S3 , j $47,062.40 139.748.34

Budget Category

Salaries I fiages
Benefits
Supplies
Eqaipient
Travel
Otter:

Aq. ftdein
Orientation

Balance fro* Invoice t/Oate: 
Above - $7 - Oct 72

— $44,377.92
$33,083.47

$5,414.59
$9,312.48

($7,384.33)

($14,660.42)
$7,364.04

$20,003.25
$786.13

$1,301.09

$13,334.50

18 - Nov 92

$10,833.30
$323.58

$2,490.00
-

$3,130.00

. i
: Ball 

19 - Dec 92 110 - la 93 ill - Frt 93 Budi

$7,241.80 ($908.70) '
$261.03 $261.03 :

$432.27

13,306.00 !

-

$8,102.30
$261.03 -

$1,000.04

$983.00
.

nse Rettininq 
et - llnvo'icss

$21,403.77
$30,992.67

$2,483.19
$j?,3J2.48

($28,382.50)
: :

($18,795.42)
$7,344.04

Total Sirect $99,811.73 $35,644.97 $16,789.08 $7,502.83 13,299.40 '. til ,304. $24,578.23

klanct fro« Invoice f/Dat«! 
Bodgit Category . Aeovt 112 - Bar 73

Balince (fc«ining 
- tnv»iei»

Salaries 1 Uaqss
lenefits
Supplies
Eqalptcn*
Travel
Otocr:
flg. /W.in .
Orientatiim

Total Direct
•

$21,603.77
$30,972.67
' $2,483.19
$9,312.48

($28,382.50)

($18,793.42)
$7,364.04

$24,578.23

$4,269.80
' $261,03 >

$1,144.38

$9,478.24

$4,483.00

$13,333.97
$30,731.64

• $,1,318.81
: «?,3I2.48

($37,360.74)
: J

($23,480.42)
$7,364.04• i

$21,838.45 $0.00 $0.00 I'C.OO
1 .

$0.00
. i

i
1,2,719.78I i

; i
Account ended: March 31,1993 

5: S 0.00
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APPENDIX N

ADMINISTRATION OF THE GOVERNMENT 
OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION

Alexander A. KALININ

Head of the Department
of the agroindustrial complex

and the consumer market
Krasnopresnenskay, 2 
103132 Moscow

Tel: (095) 205-63-54.
1095) 205-85-98 

Fax: (095) 205-58-53.
(095) 205-43-30
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APPENDIX 0

IOWA/INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
200 East Grand Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50309 USA. 

Tel: 515-242-4768 Fax: 515-242-4946 E-mail: R.GANNON«ABCP5PRINT.COM 
ACRO-INDUSTRIAL OPERATIONS AND PRODUCTION: IOWA. RUSSIA and UKRAINE

FAX

To: Mr. Russell Webster September 26, 1994 
MSI Page 1 of 2 

Fax: 202-488-0754

Dear Russ:

Thank you for calling to request contact information for your 
evaluation of our project: "U.S. Agribuainess Centers in the NIS", funded 
in part by US AID Grant #CCN-0006-G-00-3127-00. We invite the 
evaluation team to visit the Agribusiness Center in Stavropol, Russia 
(ABC/R) and White Church, Ukraine (ABC/U).

Our American manager of ABC/R has impressed USAID/Moscow 
Ag Advisor Cathy Norris and others. He is:

Tom Dunn, Manager 
Russian/American Agribusiness Center 
Tel/Fax: 7-865-222-4556 
Home: 7-865-224-9894

The evaluation would be incomplete without an interview with him.

To evaluate ABC/U, it is necessary to contact both of our Ukrainian 
partners. They are:

Dr. Peter Sabluk Gennady Polotchaninov 
Director Chief, External Relations 
Ukraine Institute of Ag Economics ROSS 
Tel: 7-044-261-4821 Tel/Fax: 7-044-635-3258 
Fax: 7-044-266-0539

It would be expeditious if whoever contacts them is fluent in Russian.



The project is closely tied to New Agribusiness, the first Russian- 
language magazine of Des Moines-based Successful Farming, the largest 
paid agricultural publication in the United States. It's imperative to speak 
with its co-editor:

John Walter, Co-Editor 
New Agribusiness 
Tel: 515-284-2802 
Fax: 515-284-3127

Almost all of the U.S. agribusinesses that received advertorials in New 
Agribusiness Issue #1 demonstrated seed or equipment on the ABCs.

The U.S. agribusinesses who have exported seed and equipment to 
Russia and Ukraine because of project would be very happy to speak with 
you. We are compiling a contact list and will fax it to you. Please contact 
me if you require further information. Thank you very much.

Sincerely,

Richard T. Gannon 
Executive Director

EVALU926



IOWA/INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
200 East Grand Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50309 U.S.A.

Tel: 515-242-4768 Fax: 515-242-4946 E-mail: R.CANNONtABCP.SPRlNT.COM
AGROltvPUSTRlAL OPERATIONS AND PRODUCTION: IOWA. RUSSIA and UKRAINE

FAX

To: Mr. Russel Webster October 3,1994 
MSI Page 1 of 4 

Fax: 202-488-0754

Dear Russ:

Thank you for requesting company contact information regarding the "U.S. 
Agribusiness Centers in the NIS " project. The following companies have been direcdy 
involved with the project or have cooperated with DDF at various stages.

1. AGRI-DEVELOPNIENT LIMITED 
1724 N. John Wayne Drive 
Hwy 169 North, Winterset, IA 50273 
Tel: 515-462-4950 
Fax: 515-462-3100 
Contact: Carolyn Augustus 

Dennis Leigh

2. THE BROYMLL COMPANY 
North Market Square, P.O. Box 475 
Dakota City, NE 68731-0475 
Tel: 402-987-3412 
Fax: 402-987-3601 
Contact: Bryce Broyhill

3. CARGILL ENTERPRISES, INC. 
Staronavodnitskaya Str., 8-B, off. 81 
Kiev, Ukraine, 252015 
Tel: 7044-294-8953 
Fax: 7044-294-8444 
Contact: Gerrit Hueting

4. CONRAD AMERICAN 
Highway 16 West, P.O. Box 2000 
Houghton,IA 52631 
Tel: 319-469-4141 
Fax: 319-469-4402 
Contact Marvin Bricker

5. FARMLAND FOODS, INC.
P.O. Box 7527
Kansas City, MO 64116-0227
Tel: 816-891-1200
Fax: 816-891-1258
Contact: Stephen Carpenter



6. GAMBLE AND DAVIS
2600 Ruan Center, 666 Grand Avenue
DCS Moines, IA 50309-2577
Tel: 515-243-6251
Fax: 515-243-4588
Contact: Stevtn Dickinson

7. GIG AGRICULTURAL GROUP 
208 North Washington Street 
Alexandria, VA 22314 
Tel: 703-684-1366 
Fax: 703-684-1369 
Contact: Richard Gilmore

8. HELENA CHEMICAL COMPANY
3525Vandalla
DCS Moines, IA 50306
Tel: 515-262-7232
Fax: 515-262-4051

9. IOWA EXPORT-IMPORT TRADING COMPANY
Export agent for KINZE MANUFACTURING
512TutdeStreet
Des Moines, IA 50309-4618
Tel: 515-245-2464
Fax: 515-245-2878
Contact David Winkels

10. JOHN DEERE DES MOINES WORKS
P.O. Box 1595
Des Moines, LA 50306
Tel: 515-289-3054
Fax: 515-289-3308
Contact: Gary Lohmann

R. W. (Dick) Hook

JOHN DEERE EUROPE 
Mannheim, Germany 
Tel: 49-621-8104-559 
Contact: Luc de Bishop 

Pekka Holkeri

11. KOCH SUPPLIES INC. 
1411 West 29th Street 
Kansas City, MO 64108 
Tel: 816-753-2150 
Fax: 816-561-3286 
Contact: Benjamin Khayet

12. LAND GLARES, INC. 
P.O. Box 116
Minneapolis, MN 55440-0116 
Tel: 612-481-2222 
Contact: Rosemarie Kelly



13. MAXCARE INTERNATIONAL
1200 35th Street, Suite 403-3
West DCS Moines.IA 50266
Tel: 515-224-1188
Fax: 515-224-0088
Contact S. P. "Paul" Singh

14. MONSANTO AGRICULTURAL COMPANY
800 N. Lindenbergh Blvd.
St Louis, MO
Tel: 314-694-2007
Fax: 314-694-2776
Contact: Jim Enyart

15. PIONEER ffl-BRED INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
6800 Pioneer Parkway, P.O. Box 316 
Johnston, IA 50131-0316 
Tel: 515-270-3152 
Fax: 515-270-3106 
Contact: Jack Watson 

Arnold Lemker

16. RJTCfflE INDUSTRIES, INC.
120 South Main
Conrad, IA 50621
Tel: 515-366-2525
Fax: 515-366-2551
Contact Terry Williams

17. SHIWERS, INC. 
614 W. English 
Corydon, LA 50060 
Tel: 515-872-1005 
Fax: 515-872-1593 
Contact Carl Shiwers

18. STINE SEED COMPANY 
2225 Laredo Trail 
Adel,IA 50003 
Tel: 515-677-2605 
Fax: 515-677-2716 
Contact: Harry Stine

Chuck Hansen
BillBelzer

19. SUDENGA INDUSTRIES, INC.
Box 8
George, IA 51237
Tel: 712-475-3301
Fax: 712-475-3320
Contact: Larry Kruse



20. TRIPLE "F", INC. 
10104 Douglas Avenue 
DesMoines,IA 50322 
Tel: 515-254-1200 
Fax: 515-254-1351 
Contact: Dr. Leroy Hanson 

TomWelby

21. UNIROYAL CHEMICAL LIMITED
World Headquarters
Middlebury, CT 06749
Tel: 203-573-2400
Fax: 203-573-3394
Contact: John Martin

Kennet House, 4 Langley Quay, Slough 
Berkshire, SL3 United Kingdom 
Tel: 44-753-603051 
Fax: 44-753-603077 
Contact Richard Marshall

22. VERMEER MANUFACTURING CO.
Box 900
Pella, IA 50219-0900
Tel: 515-628-3141
FKX: 515-628-7731
Contact: Mary Andringa

23. WEST CENTRAL COOP 
P.O. Box 68 
Rhalston,IA51459 
Tel: 712-667-3200 
Contact: Wayne Seaman 

Myron Danzer

Please call me at 5 15-242-4789 if I can be of further assistance to you. I will be 
happy to go to Washington, D.C. to meet with the evaluators of the project

Sincer

Richard T. Cannon 
Executive Director



APPENDIX P

IOWA/INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
200 EAST GRAND AVENUE. DESMOtNES. IOWA 50309 U.S.A.

TEL: 1-515-242-4768 FAX: 1-515-242-4946
SPRiNTMAILX.400: (CUSA. A:TELEMAIL. 0:ABCP. UN:IIDF)

INTERNET: 7G=R/S=GANNONr@ABCP.SPRlNT.COM

To: Marcus Winter, USAID/Washington 
Catherine Norris, USAED/Moscow 
David Sprague, USAID/ Kiev

From: Dick Cannon, HDF/Des Moines 
Tom Dunn, ABC/Stavropol

August 6,1994 
Page 1 of 6

Re:
c i-_.*t--v^ __;;.! £>-.<.-<• 

REQUEST FOR APPROVAL OF EXTENSION #2

This is to request your approval of Extension #2 for U.S. Agribusiness Center 
(ABC) Grant #CCN-0006-G-00-3127. Extension #2 is needed in order to complete work 
at ABC/Stavropol, Russia and ABC/White Church, Ukraine. This Extension #2 request is 
for a no-cost three-menu extension for October, November, and December, 1994.

Funding for Extension #2 is available due to programmatic changes and actual 
expenditures falling below projected expenses. Numerous unknown variables affecting 
extruder installation existed when Extension #1 was planned and we were cautious and 
realistic in planning the work we could complete. It would have been financially 
irresponsible and a mismanagement of program implementation if we had proceeded in any 
other manner. All the extruding equipment has now arrived on-site. We have clarified 
what can and needs to be done and have identified the Extension #2 workplan.

VOCA officials have given their initial approval to provide technical assistance to 
advise and supervise extruder installation at ABC/White Church through their Farmer-to 
Farmer Program. The extruder manufacturer, INSTA-PRO, will provide technicians to 
approve final installation and startup procedures. Two trips may be necessary but only 
airfare is budgeted for INSTA-PRO experts as the ABC/White Church Ukrainian partners 
will pick up the hotel, M&IE and other travel-related costs. Extruder installation at 
ABC/Stavropol will be managed by Tom Dunn, the ABC/Stavropol U.S. Co-Manager, and 
by the INSTA-PRO Russian agent stationed in Stavropol. -

Extension #2 will allow for the harvesting of the com and soybean crops, initial 
marketing of the soybeans as seed, and completion of the feeding trials. ABC/Stavropol 
planted 525 hectares of com and 415 hectares of soybeans. Extension #2 will permit "the 
ABC to acquire its share of the corn and soybean crop, which will provide an income and 
be a major step toward profitability. Without Extension #2, ABC/Stavropol will not get its 
share of the crop because Mr. Dunn will not be there to supervise it. In addition, Mr. Dunn 
must be on-site to supervise the receipt of the ABC share (25%) of the com crop from the 
90 hectares we contract-planted for the group of 12 private farmers.



Extension #2- calls for the two farms to give ABC/Stavropol all of the soybean crop 
in exchange, for all of the com crop. The soybean seed certification process has started and 
germination tests are planned. If the soybeans are viable as seed and marketable as seed, 
ABC/Stavropol will pay necessary costs associated with the marketing. Some of these 
costs will be to load, store, unload, transport, clean, bag, and market the seed.

The ABC/Stavropol soybean seed marketing activities are not in violation of the 
Bumpers Amendment to\the Foreign Assistance Act. These activities were planned for in 
the original proposal and there has been no change in the vision of the project, project 
design, nor project implementation. In fact, ABC/Stavropol has previously marketed 
soybeans as seed for the 1993 planting. The American Soybean Association (ASA) 
provided a "no objection" letter because they recognized that we were encouraging the use 
of soybeans. The ASA would not have agreed if we were only producing soybeans -.. 
without value-added processing. Processing soybeans into meal for livestock feed is 
consistent with the ASA objective to increase soybean use in the NIS.

The ABC/Stavropol animal nutrition feeding trial? were structured in a series in 
order to obtain more accurate results for hogs, dairy anc' poultry. This series of feed trials 
and the time-on-feed required by the hogs and cattle make Extension #2 necessary. The 
feed trials for the broiler chickens will finish during Extension #1. Early in Extension #1, 
there was no monality in the chickens, which the Russian veterinarian found unusual. One 
result the veterinarian expects will be 10-15% improved feed performance over the control 
group. Also, early in Extension #1, the animal nutritionists overseeing the swine trials 
stated that-"...they had never seen their animals to be so enthusiastic about the feed."

New Agribusiness Issue #2 will feature the ABC/Stavropol animal nutrition trials 
in the INSTA-PRO advertorial. INSTA-PRO contributed $3,000 plus the vitamin and 
mineral pre-mixes used in the trials. INSTA-PRO is very satisfied with the implementation 
of the trials and preliminary results, and these trials will assist INSTA-PRO in their NIS 
marketing efforts. Complete trial results and other marketing material to assist U.S. 
participating manufacturers to increase exports to the NIS will be collected during 
Extension #2 for New Agribusiness Issue #2. The distribution of Issue #2 will be " 
coordinated by the ABCs during Extension #2.

PIPELINE ANALYSIS AND SPREADSHEET:

The following pipeline analysis and spreadsheet show actual and revised projected 
expenses and projected expenses for Extension #2. The analysis lists the major expenses 
in the seven budget categories: salaries and benefits, allowances, subcontractor/consultant, 
training, travel, other direct costs and equipment/seed purchases.

HDF is proposing to.fmance Extension #2 with monies which were previously, 
budgeted, but which will not be expended due to a combination-of programmatic changes 
and actual expenditures falling below projected expenditures. Extension #2 will allow IIDF 
to fully and effectively utilize available resources to bring this stage of the ABC project to a 
point of closure.

The pipeline analysis contains three pans: GRANT #2 END deiails funds that were 
budgeted from April 1,1994 to through July 31,1994; EXTENSION-tfl details a revised 
budget through September 30,1994: and EXTENSION #2 details the proposed budget 
through December 31,1994.



GRANT #2 END:
April 1,1994 to July 31,1994

Total projected expenses for the period of April 1 to July 31,1994 were $237,517. 
Actual expenses during this period were $225,930. Consequently, the period ended with a 
balance of $ 11,587. This money will be budgeted for Extension #2.

Salaries and Benefits:

Projected expenditures for the period in this category were $37,149. Actual 
expenses were $41,042. Period-end balance was ($3,893).

Allowances:

Projected expenses in this category were $2,000. Actual expenses amounted to 
$3,750. Period-end balance was ($1,750).

Subcontractor/Consultant:

No subcontractor or consultant fees were incurred during this period. Period-end 
balance was $5,000.

Training: —.

Projected expenses for training were $3,409. Those monies were to be used for the 
Planting Technology Seminars that took place at ABC/Stavropol in June. Since the 
Russian partners financed the seminars, the $3,000 was used to sponsor the animal 
nutrition feeding trials at the Stavropol Scientific Research Institute of Livestock Raising 
and Feed Production. Period-end balance in this category was $409.

Travel:

Expenses in this category were projecte~ct to be $3,459 to cover Executive Director 
Richard Cannon's trip-to Russia and Ukraine. While in the NIS, Mr. Gannon co-directed 
the Planting Technology Seminars, met with IIDF partners and USAID officials and 
refined plans for the ABCs to start generating income. Transportation and accommodations 
were provided free of charge in Stavropol and White Church by the NIS partners. 
Expenses associated with the trip include $152 for visa fees, $1,265 for international air 
travel, $509 for Moscow-Stavropol and Moscow-Kiev round trips and $763 for hotel 
accommodations in Moscow. M&E for Mr. Gannon was $771. The total-cost of the trip 
was $3,460, which is a revision of what was reported in the Third Quarterly Report. State 
of Iowa appropriations were used to cover the difference in order to comply with what was 
previously budgeted. Period-end balance was ($1).

Other Direct Costs: —

This category was allocated $26,350 for the period. Expenses were $1435 for 
electronic mail, $280 for operating supplies, $197 for postage, $340 for telephone • 
communications, $10,988 for grain bin repair at ABC/Stavropol, $1,301 for 
ABC/Stavropol FAX machine and copier, $79 in bank charges, $443 in reverted AID bank 
interest, $90 for Iowa Department of Agriculture phytosanitary certificates for the 30 tones 
of soybean seed exported, and other recurring and contingency expenses. Period-end 
balance was $1,576.



Equipment/Seed Purchases:

Projected expenses in this category stood at $160,150. Grain extruding equipment 
for ABC/White Church cost $117,997, shipping charges were $10,100 a->d container 
customization cost $103. The replacement cables for the Ritchie sprayer in Stavropol cost 
$227, a second 900 cooler for grain processing equipment at ABC/Stavropol cost $6,500 
and purchases of chemicals and seed for 1994 planting at ABC/Stavropoi cost $14,977. 
Active interest in IIDF programs displayed by U.S. companies allowed the expenses in this 
category to be reduced by $6,624. These funds will be used to finance Extension #2. 
Period-end balance was $10,246.

EXTENSION #1:
August 1,1994 to September 30,1994

During Extension #1, budget revisions and reduced expenditures will total $29,218 
and will be budgeted for Extension #2.

Salaries and Benefits:

As Mr. Wampler will no longer be working for IIDF in White Church, Extension 
#1 will only be covering Mr. Dunn's and U.S. Program Manager, Andrei Koudriavtsev's 
salaries. Mr. DUM& salary of $1,846 x 4 1/2 pay periods totals $8,308. Mr. 
Koudriavtsev's salary of $962 x 4 1/2 pay periods totals $4,327. Both salaries total 
$12,635, which is $6,068 less than the amount originally budgeted for Extension #1. 
These funds will be used for Extension #2.

Allowances:

Living expenses at $500/month total $750. This is $1,250 less than the originally 
budgeted amount.

Subcontractor/Consultant:

The $5000 in this category will not be spent on Subcontractor/Consultant fees, but 
will be spent on Extension #2.

Training:

Harvesting technology, grain drying and soybean processing seminars will no 
longer be held during this period, freeing $1500 for Extension #2.

Travel:

IIDF has now allocated $2,500 for Mf. Dunn's travel expenses: $ 1,800 for round- 
trip travel between Iowa and Stavropol, $300 for round-trip travel between Stavropol and 
White Church, $150 for visa fees, $100 for Stavropol-Kiev round trip ticket for the 
INSTA-PRO agent in Stavropol who will accompany Mr. Dunn on his inspection trip to 
White Church, and $150 for incidental travel expenses. The reduced expenditures in this 
area free $3500 for Extension #2.



Other Direct Costs:

Other direct cosher communication and operating expenses will total $1,100: 
e-mail at $400 x 2 months = $800, operating supplies $200 and postage $100. IIDF will 
also make a $5,000 contribution to New Agribusiness magazine. The original proposed 
expenses for this category were 518,000. Consequently, $11,900 will be available for use 
during Extension #2.

\ 
Equipment/Seed Purchases:

No equipment or seeds were scheduled to be purchased during Extension #1.

EXTENSION #2:
October I,1994 to December 31,1994

Salaries and Benefits:

Mr. Dunn's salary during this period will be 6 1/2 pay periods x $1,846 = 
512,000. Mr. Koudriavtsev's salary during the same period will be $962 x 6 1/2 pay 
periods = 56,250. Total salaries will be 518,250.

Allowances:

Nfr. Dunn's living allowance at 5500/month totals 51500. 

Subcontractor/Consultant: None 

Training: None 

Travel:

Mr. Gannon will travel to the ABC/Stavropol and ABC/White Church in October to 
continue his efforts at generating a positive cash flow for the ABCs. His trip expenses, 
including 51800 for round-trip transportation, 51000 for M&IE and $700 for hotel 
expenses, will total 53500. Additional expenses will be covered by State of Iowa funds. 
IIDF received 5200,000 from the Iowa Legislature for FY'95 starring July 1, 1994.

IIDF plans to send two specialists from INSTA-PRO to ABC/White Church to 
supervise installation and start-up of the grain extruding equipment. INSTA-PRO will 
cover their labor expense and EDDF will pay for their air transportation from-Des Moines to 
Kiev. ABC/White Church Ukrainian partners will provide local transportation and 
accommodations. These two round trips at $2,000 total 54,000.

Other Direct Costs:

EOF has budgeted 51,650 for this period to cover communication and operating 
expenses. The ABC/Stavropol soybean marketing program entails 51,600 for storage and 
handling of 16,000 bushels of seed for 60 days, $2,400 to clean and bag, 5500 to certify, 
and $7,405 for trucking -12,000 bushels of seed from Stavropol to Krasnodar.

Equipment/Seed Purchases: None



IIDF Grant Extension Budget

DESCRIPTION

Salaries and Benefits

Allowances

Subcontract/Consultant
\

Training '

Travel

Other Direct Cost

Equipment/Seed Purchases

TOTAL

TOTAL PROJECTED 
EXPENSES 

4/1-7/31/94

$37,149

$2,000

$5,000

$3.409

$3,459

$26,350

$160,150

$237,517

GRANT #2 END 
TOTAL ACTUAL 

EXPENSES . 
• 4/1-7/31/94

I

$41,042

$3,750
i

$0

$3.000

$3,460

$24,774

, $149,904

I

$225,930

1 REVISED 
EXTENSION #1 

EXPENSES 
AUG-SEPT'94 -

$12,635

$750

$0

$0

$2,500

$6,100

$0

$21,985

• I

PROPOSED 
EXTENSION #2 

EXPENSES 
OCT-DEC '94

I

$18,250

$1,500

$0

$0

$7.500

$13,555

$0

$40,805

Projected Grant #2 End Expenses ... $237,517 Projected Extension #1 Expenses .... $ 51,203 

Actual Grant #2 End Expenses ....... 225,930 Revised Extension #1 Expenses ...... 21,985

Grant; #2 Balance: $ 11,587 Extension #1 Balance:

Grant #2 End Balance ................. $ 11,587
Extension #1 Balance ................. 29,218

$ 29,218

Projected Extension t2 Expensj 4O,805

O 
to

m 
cu



MODIFICATION OF GRANT Paqe i of 2
1. MODIFICATION 2. EFFECTIVE DATE OF 3. GRANT NUMBER: 4. EFFECTIVE DATS OF 

NUMBER: MODIFICATION: GRANT:
01 See Block 15 CCN-0006-G-00-3127-00 July 30, 1993

S. GRANTEE:

IOWA INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
FOUNDATION 
P.O. BOX 93535 
DES MOINES, IA 50393

CEC No . : 
TIN No . :
7. FISCAL DATA:

See Page 2 
PIO/T No. : 
Appropriation No.: 
BPC: 
Allotment : 
Amount Obligated: $

6. ADMINISTERED BY:

U.S. Agency for International 
Development 

Office of Procurement 
Division ENI 
NIS Branch 
Washington, DC 20523-

8. TECHNICAL/PROJECT OFFICE:

ENI/ED/AG i
9. PAYMENT OFFICE:

M/FM/CMPD/DCB
10. FUNDING SUMMARY:

Obliqated Amount Total Est. Amt .

Amount Prior to this Modification: $752,231 $752,231 
Change Made by this Modification : -0- -0-
New/Current Total : $752,231 $752,231
11. DESCRIPTION OF MODIFICATION:

PURPOSE: The purpose of this modification is to extend the period of the
grant with no additional funding.

Accordingly, the above -numbered grant is hereby amended as follows: 

(Continued on Page 2)
12. THIS MODIFICATION IS ENTERED INTO PURSUANT TO THE AUTHORITY OF THE FOREIGN ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1961, AS 
AMENDED. EXCEPT AS SPECIFICALLY HEREIN AMENDED, ALL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE GRANT REFERENCED IN 
BLOCK n ABOVE, AS IT MAY HAVE HERETOFORE BEEN AMENDED. REMAIN UNCHANGED AND IN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT.
13. GRANTEE a ISQS NOT REQUIRED TO SIGN THIS DOCUMENT TO RECONFIRM ITS AGREEMENT WITH THE CHANGES 
EFFECTED HEREIN.
14. GRANTEE:

BY. /^T^' IU<£>\
u

Richard T. Cannon
(Name Typed or Printed)

Executive Director
TITLE:

Oct. 10, 1994
DATE:

15. THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
U.S. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMETTT

CLEMENT T. BUCHER
(Name Typed or Printed) 

TITLE: GRANT OFFICER

DATE:



Modification No.: 01 
Page 2 of 2

COVER LETTER

Second paragraph, delete the date "August 2, 1994" and substitute in lieu 
thereof "December 31, 1994". ..

SCHEDULE

Section B. Period of Grant

Paragraph 1., delete "July 30, 1994" and substitute in lieu thereof 
"December 31, 1994".

Block 7. Fiscal Data

PIO/T NO.: 110-0006-3-3662258-1 and -2 
APPROPRIATION NO.: 72-112/31037 
ALLOTMENT NO.: 270-68-110-00-69-31 
BUDGET PLAN CODE: WES2-93-36110-KG12 
AMOUNT OBLIGATED: 0



APPENDIX Q

IOWA/INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
200 East Grand Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50309 U.S.A. 

Tel: 515-242-4768 Fax: 515-242-4946 E-Mail: R.GANNON«ABCP5PRINT.COM 
AGRIBUSINESS OPERATIONS AND PRODUCTION: IOWA. RUSSIA and UKRAINE

FAX

October 21, 1994 
Page 1 of 4

To: Mr. Gene Westlake
Office of Financial Management
USAID/M/EM/CMP/LC, Rra. 700 SA-2 

Fax: 202-663-2744

Re: FOURTH QUARTER FINANCIAL STATUS REPORT 

Dear Mr. Westlake:

Please find attached IIDF's Fourth Quarter Financial Status 
Report for USAID Grant CCN-0006-G-00-3127. A hard hard is being 
mailed today. Please call me if you have any questions. Thank you 
very much.

Sincerely,

T
Richja'rd T. Cannon
Executive Director

Attachments 
4QREPORT



FINANCIAL STATUS REPORT 
(S.*»oT form;

ifottO" instructions on me OtC.L)

ATTACHMENT

a: A;ercy ans 0'33--u«ionai

AID
2. Fe<3e<ai

By Feoe:al Agjncy
CCN-0006-G-00-312;

NO

0348-0039

of

3. flec:>e.i: 0:gar...?ai.on (Name ano oxnpicic aao«ess. mcto&ng 2tP code)
Iowa/International Development Foundation 
200 East Grand Avenue, Des Moines, IA 50309

. Employer loentilcauon NumOer
42-1358315

S. Reopieru Account Nurnoet or taenulying Numoer
994-198-0

6. Final Reoon
BJXNo

7. Basis
Q Casn 8§XAccruai

8. FunomgyGttn( Perod (See instructions! 
From. (Montn. Day. Year)

08/01/93
To: (Monav Day. Year) 
12/31/94

9. Period Covered 6y irus Report
From: (Monm. Day. Year) 

07/01/94

10 Transaoont:

Reconed

II
This 

Peiiod

in 
Cumulative

a. Tout ixmays 701,601.20 25,696.89 727,298^.09

b. Reooen: sna/a o< ouoays

c. Federal ot 701,601.20 25,696.89 727,298.09

0. TotaJ unliquidated ooiigauons .

e. Heoxm snare erf uniqvxla^d ooiicatons

Feoera; sr-are ot uniiquicateg ooligaiions

g. Tout Federal sr^ie (Sum ot totes c and /)
727,298.09

r. Total Feoera: faiss avrtnonzes lor mu luooing oe*<x3
752,231.00

. i. uncoi-gaied Catarce ol Federal tunas (line n minus line Q)
24,932.91

Expense

a. Typ« oi Rate (Piaca "X" in aoproomtc oox) M/ A
Q Provucnai Q Predetermined

D. Rate c Base d. TcoJ Amount «. Federal Share

12. Remarks: Aacn arty exo/anaoons doemad rt«co«»n' or mftxrnaaon reqtored oy r^oderaf jponstwing agency in compfianco wrm governing 
ItrgtsJavon.

13. Cerateaoon: I c«nify to th« b«stofmr knowUiV and b«U«f that thia rtp«rt U correct and compUu and tbat all outlay* and 
aniiquidaud o Wift^ool ar« tor th« purpose* s«l forth in th« award docnnenta.

Typed or Printed Namo and Tot
Richard T. Cannon, Executive Director

Teteetor* (Area code, nunber and extension) 
515-242-4789 '

Signature o< Authorized Date Reoort Sutxruned

2«9» <B£V 4.6(1 
by OM8 Gisulais A.io; .fyj x.ni

&
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FEDERAL CASH TRANSACTIONS REPORT
(See instructions on th» back, Jf report is for more than one grant or 
assistance agreement, attach completed Standard Form. 272-A.)

2. RECIPIENT ORGANIZATION

w«.« : Iowa/International Development 
Foundation 

«Ysr«« ; 200 East Grand Avenue

StuPc*., Des M° ines ' IA 50309
3. FEDERAL EMPLOYER v 42-1358315 

IDENTIFICATION NO. ' ** i J ^ ° ° x J

11. STATUS OF 

FEDERAL 

CASH

(See tpecifie 
nvstruelioTts 
cm the back)

12. THE AMOUNT SHOWN 
ON UNE 11J. ABOVE. 
REPRESENTS CASH RE 
QUIREMENTS FOR THE 
ENSUING

Days

Approved by OHic* of Management and 3ud|C1. No. SO-AOII2
1. fttmt iwnwini timer 1*4 (Ktiniiilinul iltflMol (• .tuck (hit rn«t 

it w*«in«4

USAID

4. F«*«nl fnai «c «n«r riuitiliu. 
lu* ranriMr _CCN-Q006-G-00-31

6. U«<r >l enttl a»m»tr

72001714

5. doeimot't iccauiit nuinbtr *27W""^4'-r98-0
7. U« Mn<M «wca*r MMI*W

16
Give total number for this period

S. Piraim VMdMn en^iM to 
pur MBaMl

9. Tramur dMat reun«4 (MkitA«r 
or not irpMUW)

10. PERIOD COVERED BY THIS REPORT
FROM (HMO. U*. VMT)

07/01/94

a. Cash on hand beginning of reporting period

b. Letter of credit withdrawals

c. Treasury check payments

d. Total receipts (Sum of line* b and e)

e. Total cash available (Sum of line* a and d)

f. Gross disbursements

g. Federal share of program income

h. Net disbursements (Line f mt'nu* lint g)

i. Adjustments of prior periods

j. Cash on hand end of period

13. OTHER INFORMATION

a. Interest income

b. Advances to subgrante«s or subcontractors

TO (mnUJk. rf*» )M«r)
09/30/94

$ 8,076.02

65,709.18

65,709.18

73,785.20

25,696.89

25,696.89

$ 48,088.31

$ 39.76

$
14. REMARKS (A ttach. additional iheeta of plain paper, if more ipace is required)

15. CERTIFICATION

1 cartify to the best of my 
knowledge and belief that 
this report is tru* in all re 
spects and that all disburse 
ments have been made for 
the purpose and conditions 
of the grant or agreement

AUTHORIZED 

CERTIFYING 

OFFICIAL

SIGNATURE*

TYPED OR PRINTED

Richard T 
Executive

NAME AND TITLE

. Cannon 
Director

DATE RETORT SUBMITTED

TELEPHONE Ureo Code. 
\im6cr. /TxUftilon)

515-242-4789

THIS SPACE FOR AGENCY USE

277-107
• r.-j -int .,<. 3uc<r:



FEDERAL CASH TRANSACTIONS REPORT .
CONTINUATION

(7*'<i* /vrm i* rtfinjf/cfo/ nnrf Mffn<J**4 f* ,Vfanrfur<f A »*n« /7i i/njy ***/•< N
ft?jjorfiii(f mvrr f /*«in tttifymif *»r ««««fiii*'^ a^r^rwi^itf,)

2* "CClPlCWT ORGANISATION «*;•»»»«—* »«J^*« Jw«^ «•»<«•• f.JSJ* *T*i

Iowa/International Development Found..
200 East Grand Avenue
Des Moines, IA 50309

ClC"(*t TO w^iiC" ""* «l«3»I IS SuhwtncO ** 'e><A'.

USAID

i. r>t'*ioo co»c«io a» THIS «c<»om M« ^w..-. .. ̂ /- rrr ,

07/01/94 09/30/94

4. List information below for eacn grant or other agreement covered by this reoort. Us« additions) forms if more space is required.
fCOCHM. CHANT OR OTHf* 

lOCNTirtCATION nUUBtft

(Show it nulidn-ifioH /«y otlirr Idrnii* 
/V'nff numlitrx if rtqnirtd /<v ''"
Fnltral Xponmirimrj AyrnC)/)

<a\

CCN-0006-G-00-3127 
CCN-0006-00-2076

ncopitNt ACCOUNT NUUBCII
O« OTHER

lOCNTirriNC NUMBtR

(J.)
994-198-0 
994-198-0

2. TOTALS (X'<««/«/ ••arie*iM*il Vill> aiiiimnlf' xlmuiti •»> ,S>' i1 "-' "* 
/I.//..M-5 • fuluniii (ft ""* .«!»"<• i.\ /inr I7<> ; <-n/~i«n /</^ //><• %«»> •>/ /<«••>
///. unit //i ../ (/.<" Xf fry <in<f rum«/.i/<rr (/IV/.HI-K. .«.-«!•< >/>»«« ••«

FEDERAL SHARE or NET DISBURSEMENTS
NCT OISauMCMtNTS i'.''«~

— - MvtZwi rOMtTcPOHTINC

fc)

5 25,696.89

$ 25,696.89

CUUULATIVC
Nn OISBUKSCUCNTS

(d)
$ 727,29-8.09 

500,000.00

i

i

ii
1

* 1,227,298.09

7/7. 701 -•••*• •••••- •— —— ••" STANDARD FORM 272-* t9-?ti
•"•••vc'.o.u DT Oi.et ol MJ 
CIR NO A.I to



FY95 First Quarter Report, with Attachments

IOWA/INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
200 East Grand Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50309 U.S.A.

Tel: 515-242-4768 Fax:515-242-4946 E-Maa:/G=R/S=CANNON/®abcp.sprint.com 
AGRIBUSINESS OPERATIONS AND PRODUCTION: IOWA. RUSSIA and UKRAINE

MEMORANDUM

To: See Distribution .^ v^_ January 30,1995 
Fin: Richard T. Gannon, DDF Executive Director '^r/vvv

Re: FIRST QUARTER REPORT

Please find enclosed IIDFs First Quarter Report to USAID for Grant #CCN-0006- 
G-00-3127-00, "U.S. Agribusiness Centers in the NIS". The report covers the first 
quarter of the Federal fiscal yean October, November, and December, 1994.

This period represents the no-cost Extension #2 requested by IIDF and approved by 
USAID in the "Modification of Grant". This is the last quarter of the grant and the last 
quarterly report. The Final Grant Report will be delivered in February.

Your observations, comments, and suggestions are appreciated. We would be 
happy to answer questions and provide additional information. Thank you very much for 
your advice and support.

Enclosure: 
First Quarter Report

Distribution

DSprague, AID/Kiev - 2 copies 
CNorris, AID/Moscow - 2 copies 
MWinter, AID/W - 2 copies 
SJohnson, CARD/ISU -1 copy 
MDoyle, IDED -1 copy 
JWalter, New Agribusiness -1 copy



IOWA/INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
200 East Grand Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50309 USA.

Tel: 515-242-4768 Fax: 515-2424946 E-Mail: /G=R/S=GANNON/®abcp.sprint.com 
AGRIBUSINESS OPERATIONS AND PRODUCTION: IOWA. RUSSIA and UKRAINE

FIRST QUARTER REPORT

U.S. Agribusiness Centers in the NIS
USAID Grant #: CCN-0006-G-00-3127-00

October, November and December, 1994

I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A. New Agribusiness Magazine

The U.S. Agribusiness Center project, which is at the core of New Agribusiness 
magazine, remained unparalleled at introducing U.S. and NIS agribusinesses. Issue #1 
featured 11 U.S. agribusinesses that demonstrated seed, chemical, equipment and feed 
additives on ABC farm operations. Over 30,000 copies of Issue #1 were distributed in 
Ukraine, Russia, Kazakhstan and Belarus.

CARD/DDF, U1AE and Successful Farming/New Agribusiness implemented steps 
in creating new country-specific trade directories:

U.S. Agribusiness Directory 
Ukraine Agribusiness Directory 
Russia Agribusiness Directory

The directories will be distributed in the U.S. and NIS. Their purpose is to introduce and 
facilitate joint ventures, trade and investment between U.S. and NIS agribusinesses.

The quarter saw Issue #2 plans finalized, with printing due next quarter. All but 
one company advertising in Issue #2 has worked with or is currently working with the 
ABC project, and that company was recruited by IIDF. Plans for Issue #3 progressed.

B ABC/White Church

The eight grain storage bins are operational and are being used to store grain. Two 
VOCA Farmer-to-Farmer technicians completed a successful two-week mission on the 
bins. Tom Dunn traveled to White Church in December to advance bin and extruder 
installation. The dryer was ignited and its test was successful. The dryer and bins will 
receive final approval in February. Extruder start-up is slated for April.

The project's Ukrainian scientific partner, Dr. Peter Sabluk, was appointed Ukraine 
First Vice Prime Minister for Agriculture. Ukraine Foreign Minister Gennadi Udovenko 
wrote a second letter in support of the ABC project and its new initiative: U.S./Ukraine 
Agricultural Marketing, Exports, Extension and Training (U.S./'Ukraine AgMEET).

U.S./Ukraine AgMEET, the unsolicited proposal to USAID/Kiev from CARD, 
IIDF, UIAE and Successful Farming/New Agribusiness, is in the final drafting stages. 
Former VOCA/.i(iev Director Marty Robinson is finishing the final version and budget, 
while collaborating with and networking the numerous responsible officials.



C. ABC/Stavn^ >

ABC/Stavropol received 94.4 tons of soybeans as its share of the 1994 crop. To 
generate immediate income for the ABC, 33 tons will be sold as feed, at $150-$200/ton. 
And 61.4 tons were delivered to a seed station to be tested, bagged, and tagged for seed. 
Between $250 and $300 per ton is the price offered for Stine soybean seed in Stavropol.

The ABC will receive up to $6,000 as its share from the com crop contract it had 
with the private farmers at the YK Farm. The dairy cattle, swine and chicken feed trial 
results were overwhelmingly conclusive in demonstrating the value of a balanced ration. 
ABC/Stavropol will not continue with its current partners, and has started talks with Dr. 
Ludmila Petrova, "Niva" Association Director, who was to have been the original partner.

Three Iowa businesses with Stavropol offices have expressed interest in lease 
agreements: RAAN USA, Inc., Agio Iowa, and AmeriSource. A lessor for extruder #2 
will be chosen in the next quarter. Talks are underway with the 3 companies to privatize 
part or all of the ABC farm activities, while leaving marketing, training and exchange 
activities with the ABC.

D. CARD/IIDF

Dr. Stanley Johnson, Director of the Center for Agricultural and Rural Development 
(CARD) at Iowa State University, took over as BT)F Chair, and under direction, DDF 
managed the ABC project Former VOCA/Kiev Director Marry Robinson is drafting the 
final version and budget for U.S./Ukraine AgMEET.

Tom Dunn, U.S. Co-Manager of ABC/Stavropol, completed his contract at year 
end and returned to Iowa. ABC/Stavropol staff Sergei Bpudzinsky and Paul Seydin 
continued to represent the American side. In addition, Irina Savchenko, Mr. Dunn's 
assistant, was hired as ABC/Stavropol Finance Director and Accountant.

This is the last quarter of the grant, and last quarter report. Remaining grant funds 
were re-programmed, and together with State of Iowa funds, 18 tons of soybean sejd were 
purchased and shipped to ABC/White Church and 18 tons to ABC/Stavropol. Agro iowa, 
an international seed broker, registered 3 varieties of Stine soybean seed in Ukraine and 4 
in Russia, at a considerable investment.

II. FIRST QUARTER SUMMARY

A. New Agribusiness Magazine

Issue #1

Extensive efforts were undertaken to distribute Issue #1 of New Agribusiness 
during the quarter. Russian Fermer magazine inserted 10,000 copies in its own issue to be 
sent to Fermer subscribers. VOCA distributed 5,000 copies; Monsanto - 5,000 copies; 
Agribusiness Academy in Moscow - 2,000 copies; Russian Association of Cooperatives 
and Farmers' Organizations (AKKOR) -1,000 copies; Russian Ministry of Agriculture - 
500 copies; ABC/Stavropol and Triple "F"/Insta-Pro - 360 copies; CNFA - 360 copies; 
Tyler - 180 copies (in Minsk, Belarus); Cargill -180 copies; and Uniroyal -180 copies.



Copies of New Agribusiness were distributed at major Riissian agricultural trade 
shows: Siberian Fair -1,000 copies and Moscow World Food & World Agro - 500 
copies. Remaining copies were sent out by request and distributed at conferences, 
congresses, and meetings. A number of copies were sent to Kazakhstan. Successful 
Farming and IIDF distributed several hundred copies in Iowa and the Midwest, An update 
on distribution of Issue #1 was prepared by New Agribusiness Russian Co-editor Valentin 
Berezin (Attachment 1).

Issue #2

New Agribusiness Issue #2 will be printed in the next quarter. The following U.S. 
agribusinesses have paid for advertisements: Pioneer Hi-Bred - 2 pages; Triple "F'VInsta- 
Pro - 2 pages; Shiwers, Conrad American and Sudenga -1 page; Kinze - 4 pages; 
Monsanto - 4 pages; R. J. Manufacturing -1 page; Tyler - 4 pages; Comtek -1.5 pages; 
and Uniroyal Chemical - 1 page. All but R. J. Mfg., who was recruited by the IIDF 
Executive Director, have worked with or are currently working with the ABC project.

Issue #2 will feature a Reader's Survey and Questionnaire. There will be articles 
on Tyler, Monsanto, VOCA, CNFA, Winrock International, an interview with ABC/ 
Stavropol U.S. Co-Manager Tom Dunn, and other items (Attachment 2). An interview 
with Mr. Dunn was printed in the Feb., 1995 issue of Successful Farming (Attachment 3).

CARD/IIDF and Successful Farming/New Agribusiness continued to develop plans 
to create the U.S. Agribusiness Directory. Successful Farming, the largest paid-circulation 
agricultural publication in the United States, maintains a list of 1,000 U.S. companies that 
do business with the magazine. Mailings will go to U.S. companies asking for company 
contact and product information to be used to create the U.S. Agribusiness Directory. The 
directory will be distributed in the NIS, much as is New Agribusiness. The purpose of the 
directory is to introduce U.S. companies to NIS companies.

DDF Executive Director Richard Gannon wrote the article, "List your Agribusiness 
in New U.S./NIS Trade Directories", to be included in Issue #2 (Attachment 4 in English 
and Russian). NIS agribusinesses that want to be included in the new trade directories are 
asked to respond with company contact and product information. Country-specific trade 
directories are planned: Ukraine Agribusiness Directory, Russia Agribusiness Directory. 
and others. The purpose of the directories is to give marketing exposure to the firms.

Distribution of Issue #2 will generally follow the pattern of distributing Issue #1. 
However, Ukraine will receive a much larger number of copies. Future issues will receive 
extensive distribution by the office of the Ukraine Deputy Prime Minister for Agriculture, 
Ukraine Minister of Agriculture, Ukrainian Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Ukrainian 
Institute of Agricultural Economics and the U.S. agribusinesses operating in Ukraine: 
Pioneer, Kinze, Cargill, Triple "F'/Insta-Pro, Monsanto, Shiwers, Sudenga, Conrad 
American, and others.

John Deere Division Engineer Richard Hook, at the Des Moines Works, helped 
IIDF identify and equip the John Deere No-till Drill for ABC/Stavropol in March of 1994. 
Mr. Hook wrote EDDF for additional copies of New Agribusiness Issue #2 for in-house 
distribution (Attachment 5). IIDF forwarded his request to Successful Farming: Senior 
Editor and New Agribusiness Co-Editor John Walter. Mr. Walter replied to Mr. Hook, 
offering to meet to discuss how New Agribusiness can assist John Deere's marketing 
efforts in the NIS (Attachment 6).



Issue #3

"John Deere Conquers the Caucasus", an article by Stavropol journalist Mikhail 
Kolbasov, was written following John Deere's participation in the ABC/Stavropol No-Till 
Seminars in June. The article will appear in Issue #3 (Attachment 7). Other plans for Issue 
#3 advanced.

Ag Correspondent Offices & Internet Gateways

Successful Farming/New Agribusiness. CARD, UDF and UIAE are proposing to 
establish Correspondent Offices with Internet gateways in the U.S./Ukraine AgMEET 
project These offices and their purpose will be explained in detail in the final version of 
U.S./Ukraine AgMEET.

B. ABC/White Church

Ukraine First Vice Prime Minister Dr. Peter Sabluk

A significant change with respect to the ABC project in Ukraine has been the 
appointment of CARD/DBFS scientific partner, Dr. Peter Sabluk, to the post of Vice Prime 
Minister for Agriculture in November by Ukraine President Kuchma. In January, 1995 
Dr. Sabluk was further promoted to the position of First Vice Prime Minister for Agro- 
industrial complex. There are only three First Vice Prime Ministers, the other two oversee 
economic reform and national security. Dr. Sabluk retained the directorship of the 
Ukrainian Institute of Agricultural Economics (UIAE) and continues to be actively involved 
in the ABC project and U.S./Ukraine AgMEET.

His appointment will serve to promote the ABC concept in the process of 
restructuring Ukrainian agribusiness. The pace of agricultural reform in Ukraine has been 
slower than in Russia, owing in part to a low degree of government support for private and 
privatizing agribusiness enterprises. Appointment of progressively-thinking officials like 
Dr. Sabluk to agricultural posts will expedite policy reform in transforming Ukraine's 
agriculture, food security and food distribution.

According to Dr. Sabluk, private farmers and gardeners accounted for 40% of 
Ukraine's agricultural production in 1994. Yet private producers own only 5.6 million 
hectares, out of a total of 41.9 million hectares of farmland in the country (69.4 % of the 
country's total area). Therefore, private farmers accounted for 40% of production, while 
holding only 13% of the land. This fact alone illustrates the potential of private Ukrainian 
agriculture and emphasizes the need for fast reform to achieve modern productivity. The 
government of President Kuchma has stated repeatedly that market-oriented reforms in the 
agro-industrial sector will be a top priority in the 1995 economic plan.

Ukraine Foreign Minister Gennandi Udovenko

As sign of Ukraine's commitment to agriculture, Ukraine Foreign Minister Gennadi 
Udovenko wrote a second letter in support of the ABC project and its new initiative 
(Attachment 8 in Ukrainian, with English translation).

Minister Udovenko, a former farm director from near White Church, outlines some 
of his own issues in his letter, that he finds necessary for the project to address. The letter 
from Minister Udovenko was sent on his own initiative and addressed to Dr. Sabluk.



U.S./Ukraine AgMEET

Following the foreign minister's letter, Dr. Sabluk wrote USAID/Kiev Deputy 
Director David Sprague to ask USAID/Kiev to review and consider funding the new project 
(Attachment 9). Dr. Sabluk outlined the timeliness of the project: U.S./Ukraine 
Agricultural Marketing, Exports, Extension and Training (U.S./Ukraine AgMEET). Dr. 
Sabluk has assigned Dr. Victor Boyko and Dr. Vasily Shlapak to be the AgMEET project 
coordinators for UIA5 (Attachment 10).

U.S./Ukraine AgMEET is an unsolicited proposal to USAID/Kiev from CARD, 
DDDF, UIAE, and Successful Farming/New Agribusiness. Mr. Walter wrote a letter to 
USAID/Kiev Director Greg Hugher to explain the resources at his disposal to involve the 
U.S. private sector in the project (Attachment 11). The Future Farmers of America (FFA) 
will assist with project implementation.

The final version and budget are being drafted by former VOCA/Kiev Director 
Marry Robinson. Mr. Robinson has spent a considerable amount of time in networking 
with those responsible, in order to tailor the project to meet present and future needs. The 
unsolicited proposal will be presented to USAID/Kiev soon.

Crops In White Church Region

It was a difficult year for Ukraine agriculture in general. Drought and low rainfall 
caused the lowest crop harvest in years. The yields on 3,000 hectares of soybean fields in 
the immediate vicinity of White Church were much lower than average, at 8 centaurs per 
hectare. The corn crop was also badly damaged by dry weather, yielding 30 centaurs per 
hectare, which is over 20 centaurs below average. The White Church area harvested below 
average yields for two years in a row.

VOCA Farmer-to-Farmer to ABC/White Church

Two VOCA grain bin specialists, Estle Cook and Charles Tenholder, traveled to 
ABC/White Church in October, 1994 to work on the Shiwers grain bins. Mr. Dunn 
prepared their scope of work, after his visit to ABC/White Church in August (Attachment 
12). In Ukraine, Mr. Cook and Mr. Tenholder received the utmost cooperation and 
assistance from VOCA/Ukraine Director Ted Gashler and the VOCA office staff, without 
which, the mission could not have succeeded.

On October 4, Mr. Cook and Mr. Tenholder arrived at the ABC/White Church bin 
site. Their mission was to: 1) wire and change the burners in the two dryers; 2) install all 
sensors in the drying bin and hook-up all components; and 3) wire the grain spreaders in 
the six storage bins. Two days before they were to depart Ukraine and with their mission 
nearly completed, they ran out of wire. The ROSS feedmill could not obtain the needed 
quantity of wire in time. Wire was needed to link the main breaker and the control box of 
the bins. Three spreaders on the south bins also needed wire.

When it became obvious that wire would not be obtained before their departure, 
Mr. Cook and Mr. Tenholder proceeded to instruct the Ukrainian crew on how to finish 
wiring the bins. They gave detailed instructions on: all operations of the drying system, 
lighting the burners, talcing samples of grain being dried, and other procedures.

In their trip reports, Mr. Cook and Mr. Tenholder advised that a grain probe and 
moisture tester were needed (Attachment 13). These instruments were delivered to 
ABC/White Church by Mr. Dunn in December, as detailed below. The specialists praised



the working abilities and commitment of the Ukrainian crew, who worked with them. 
They were satisfied with the ability of the ROSS interpreter, especially his command of 
technical terms.

US AID funds were used to pay only for Mr. Tenholder's round trip ticket to 
Ukraine. All other costs were covered by VOCA, IIDF and ROSS. The wiring work on 
the bins was finished in early November. Natural gas was hooked up at the same time, and 
dryer start-up was approved, after the site passed a safety inspection later in the quarter.

Tom Dunn's Mission to ABC/White Church

In December, Mr. Dunn and ABC/Stavropol Technical Director Sergei Boudzinsky 
traveled to ABC/White Church to continue work on the bins and extruders. They were 
scheduled to take a direct flight from Stavropol to Kiev on December 13, and come back by 
train at the end of the week. The flight left twice a month and their trip was planned around 
it However, that flight on December 13 was canceled, probably owing to escalating 
hostilities in neighboring Chechnya. They left for Moscow the following day, where Mr. 
Dunn obtained a Russian visa to re-enter the country on the way back from Ukraine.

Mr. Dunn and Mr. Boudzinsky arrived in Kiev on December 15, and were in White 
Church the following day. They met with ROSS Executive Director Yuri Louzan and Head 
of International Department Gennadi Polotchaninov. After the meeting they proceeded to 
inspect the bins and the extruders.

In fine-tuning the operation, Mr. Dunn identified the following technical tasks that 
needed to be completed: 1) grain high-temperature probes were installed to the side, not in 
their proper position, centered 10 inches above the floor; 2) hook-up for high-temperature 
on the gear box would shut down just one fan, not both, which could result in a fire; 3) the 
outside wear track was improperly positioned; 4) roof augers were not wired up and were 
aligned incorrectly. Mr. Dunn also checked on the storage conditions of the Insta-Pro 
equipment and found it satisfactory.

Following their departure, ROSS technicians finished many of the required tasks on 
the bins and conducted test runs of the whole system. Mr. Dunn will return to White 
Church in February to supervise the completion of the grain bin assembly and start the 
dryer. He will ready the bins for continuous operation and give final instructions to ROSS 
service personnel on operating the computer control system. His trip will be paid for by 
VOCA and State of Iowa appropriations.

Despite the fact that the grain bins at ABC/White Church became operational later 
than in Stavropol, ROSS had the advantage of capitalizing on the experience of the 
Stavropol farms. Prior to Mr. Dunn's trip to White Church in February, 1995, ROSS 
technicians, who will be servicing the bins, will travel to Stavropol to meet with the 
Russian bin operators. The purpose of the trip is to ensure that ABC/White Church bin 
operators do not repeat the mistakes of their Stavropol colleagues.

Import Duties Lifted

In October, the Ukrainian Customs Committee in Kiev attempted to impose import 
duties on the container with Insta-Pro extruders, which had arrived in White Church in 
July, 1994. The original shipping documents stated that the container in question was part 
of humanitarian aid project and the customs office in White Church had no problems 
clearing it upon arrival.



ABC/White Church Manager and ROSS feedmill manager Anatoly Nikiforenko 
went to J'Ciev and discussed the situation with the responsible customs officer. According 
to that officer, the customs duties on the container approached $20,000, although the 
equipment inside the container fell within the category of import duty-free. Mr. 
Nikiforenko advised the officer of the duty free nature of the shipment. After some 
deliberation, the officer agreed to remove the customs duties, but requested a letter from 
IBDF, the U.S. exporter.

Mr. Nikiforenko and ROSS International Manager Gennadi Polotchaninov 
immediately contacted DDF, and the requested letter was sent that day (Attachment 14). 
When the customs officer was presented with IIDF's letter, the situation was resolved.

IIDF would like to commend Mr. Mkiforenko's initiative and actions in that 
situation. By comparison, the ABC/Stavropol Russian participants have remained inert for 
almost a year in a similar situation. It also proved effective to have one ABC/White Church 
Manager, Mr. Nikiforenko, instead of two Co-Managers. HDF recalled the U.S. Co- 
Manager, David Wampler, in July of 1994 upon the expiration of his contract, and agreed 
to promote Mr. Nikiforenko from Co-Manager to Manager for one chief reason: to avoid 
duplicity in management which led to poor overall management, because supervisory 
responsibilities overlapped too much.

It was possible in the case of ABC/White Church because Mr. Nikiforenko is fully 
capable of taking independent and responsible management decisions. It was not an option 
for ABC/Stavropol because Mr. Dunn's Russian counterpart was incapable of leading the 
project, and field operations would have been counter-productive without Mr. Dunn.

Stine Soybean Seed to ABC/White Church

In November, DDF discussed 1995 planting preparations with ROSS. In 
preparation for starting up the Insta-Pro oilseed processing equipment, ROSS was 
concerned about the lack of superior varieties of soybean seed. According to ROSS, seeds 
of better varieties, such as Stine, coupled with increased soybean processing capability of 
ABC/White Church, would be a strong enough argument to convince area farms to plant 
more soybeans. IIDF considered ROSS' request for soybeans and decided that it was 
justified.

In November and December, IIDF negotiated the purchase of 800 fifty-pound bags 
of soybean seed from Stine Seed Company at a substantial discount. Arrangements were 
made to load a 40' container with the seed at Osage, Iowa, and ship it to the Ukrainian 
Black Sea port of Ilichevsk, as reported in The Des Moines Register (Attachment 15).

The container is scheduled to depart Iowa in February. ROSS will send one of its 
trucks to Hichevsk to pick up the seed and deliver it to White Church. ROSS will pick up 
the costs of delivering the seed from Ilichevsk to White Church. Estimated time of arrival 
in White Church is middle March.

Once the seed arrives in White Church, IIDF will purchase planting chemicals from 
die Monsanto company in Ukraine. The quantity of seed that is being shipped, 18 tons, is 
enough to plant up to 350 hectares of land. Agro Iowa, a private company working with 
the project, will send their own specialist to advise planting procedures. ROSS expressed 
willingness to follow U.S. planting instructions, and requested that detailed instructions be 
given on how to best utilize these superior-quality soybean seeds.
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Oilseed Processing Equipment

ROSS completely remodeled the building where the Insta-Pro extruders are placed. 
Concrete pads were poured inside the building and all equipment is arranged to form a 
processing line, as outlined in Insta-Pro blueprints. The blueprints were created by Insta- 
Pro engineer Frank Darcy, based on building dimensions from ROSS (Attachment 16).

Based on the 1994 soybean yields of 8 centaurs per hectare on 3,000 hectares 
around White Church, approximately 2,000 tons of soybeans could be available for 
processing, while the remaining 400 tons would be used for seed.

Based on design capacities of the two 2500 Extruders, three 1500 Expellers, and 
two 900 Coolers being readied for start-up at ABC/White Church, the hourly processing 
capacity of the line should be approximately 2.2 tons/hour. According to Tom Welby and 
John Doud of Triple "F", the realistic capacity of the extruder line is around 80%. Based 
on an 8-hour work shift, the processing capacity of the extruder line can be expected to be 
approximately 13.2 tons.

The oilseed processing line is expected to have about 240 working days in a year. 
At 13.2 tons/day, this would be 3,168 tons of soybeans that ABC/White Church can 
process per year. Charles Porter of Triple "F"/Insta-Pro will travel to White Church in late 
January to supervise further installation procedures for the line.

Conclusion

The ABC/White Church storage bins are currently operational and are being used to 
store grain. The dryer bin will be completed next quarter in February by Mr. Dunn. Mr. 
Dunn will also advance the extruder installation. Chuck Porter, the extruder manufacturer 
expert, will arrive in White Church in late January for several days to advise and assist 
ROSS. Two more trips will are planned before extruder start-up, slated in April.

A 40' container of Stine soybeans seed will leave Iowa for White Church in 
February. The project was instrumental in getting Agro Iowa, an Iowa company, to look at 
Ukraine. Agro Iowa has since registered three varieties of Stine soybeans in Ukraine, a 
task requiring substantial investment. The project has worked to involve others in the 
potential trade opportunities presented by ABC/White Church (Attachment 17).

IIDF reached a new level of cooperation with ROSS, as ROSS regained interest. 
Frequent communications were made possible by IIDF Finance Director Andrei 
Koudraivtsev's fluency in Russian. ROSS is anxious to get the bin/extruder operation 
running. Dr. Sabluk has stated that he will appropriate government funds to the project. 
This Spring, ABC/White Church will start to reap the rewards of patience and doing the job 
right the first time.

C. ABC/Stavropol 

Division of Crops

A challenging part of the ABC/Stavropol project this quarter was negotiating 
contracts with the Chapaev and Egorlyk farms, for a fair division of 1994 crops between 
the farms and ABC/Stavropol. This challenge was compounded by the fact that there was 
absolutely no cooperation on the part of ABC/Stavropol Russian management. Russian 
Co-Manager, Mr. Khvorostyanov, and his assistant, Mr. Bessonov, actively worked to 
thwart American efforts to reach a fair agreement with the farms.
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An agreement with the farms was reached, nonetheless. The services of a capable 
young Russian lawyer were employed to ensure that all provisions of Russian law were 
included in the contracts. The contracts for both farms were almost identical and gave 
100% of both the 1993 com and soybean crops plus 100% of the 1994 com crop to the 
farms while giving 100% of the 1994 soybean crop to ABC/Stavropol (Attachment 18).

1994 Final Crop Report

The past year was a very difficult year for Stavropol agriculture due to severe 
drought Crops sustained heavy damage from lack of precipitation as early as planting. 
Moisture was excessive, however, in November and December which greatly complicated 
harvesting and drying. The equilibrium moisture of the ambient conditions precluded 
natural drying.

Egorlyk Farm planted corn on 144 hectares of irrigated land. The com crop was 
284.3 tons, or an average yield of 19.7 centaurs per hectare. Soybeans were planted on 
190 hectares. The average soybean yield was 1.8 centaurs per hectare. Of the 33 tons of 
soybeans harvested by Egorlyk Farm, 17 tons were in a good condition at about 19% 
moisture, while 16 tens harvested in early December were at 27% moisture. By the end of 
December, their moisture increased 32%.

Chapaev Farm harvested 61.4 tons of soybeans, 19.2 tons of Stine 2250 and 42.2 
tons of Stine 3210. Chapaev soybeans were tested for moisture and germination in 
November and then again in December. As of November 15, Stine 2250 was at 19% 
moisture and 86% germination; Stine 3210 was at 15.6% moisture and 91% germination. 
On December 28, Stine 2250 was at 22.3% moisture and 81% germination; Stine 3210 
was at 19% moisture and 91% germination.

Egorlyk Farm soybeans are of a lower quality and they will be sold for animal feed. 
Chapaev Farm soybeans increased in moisture content following harvest. Nevertheless, 
they are suitable for use as seed. The 1994 ABC/Stavropol soybean crop, grown with 
Stine varieties, was higher in terms of quantity and quality compared to soybeans produced 
with Russian varieties by other farms.

Preparations for Soybean Seed Bagging and Tagging

In October and early November, Mr. Dunn's attention was focused on locating a 
suitable facility to receive, store, clean, bag, and warehouse the seed beans being grown on 
the Chapaev and Egorlyk farms. Transportation problems hampered his effort. First, 
Chechnya cut off Stavropol's supply of gasoline. Second, the inability of the Russian 
partners to complete the repair work on the Niva, the U.S. Co-Manager's car, or even 
secure the parts necessary for that work, left Mr. Dunn without transportation until he 
personally obtained the needed parts, straightened the rear axle, replaced the rear axle 
bearings, brakes, and various other items on the Niva. Marginally reliable transportation 
was secured.

Victor Popov from the Stavropol Scientific Research Institute of Agriculture 
assisted Mr. Dunn in locating a seed station facility at Donskoye. Mr. Popov provided 
transportation for Mr. Dunn to the station to inspect the facility and Mr. Dunn began 
negotiations for a contract. This seed station, "Trunovskaya", was superior to all the 
others considered.



First, it was located almost exactly half way between the two ABC/Stavropol seed- 
producing farms and just 45 minutes north of Stavropol City on a good road. Second, it 
was a relatively new facility with quality seed cleaning machinery in good condition. It had 
ample storage both for bulk seed, which was to be delivered to the station, and the bagged 
seed to be marketed And, finally, the manager of the station was a reasonable person and 
it was possible to work out a mutually-acceptable contract (Attachment 19).

U.S. Soybean Seed Varieties

Sufficient crop production experience has been accumulated by ABC/Stavropol 
over the past several years to draw definite conclusions regarding the adaptability of 
specific soybean varieties to Stavropol's growing conditions. According to the collected 
data, the best results in soybean production on the territory of Stavropol krai are generated 
by varieties of the 0 and 1 groups, and in certain cases of the 2 group. In Krasnodar krai, 
it is possible to use varieties of the 0 and 1 groups, as well as later 2 and 3 groups.

The most important pre-condition for producing a high-yield soybean crop in 
Stavropol krai is early planting (early to mid-May), using proper no-till technology. 
During dry seasons, which are fairly frequent, early planting helps retain more moisture in 
the soU during the period of early vegetation, which guarantees a good crop stand.

Another factor to keep in mind is the existence in Stavropol of several climatic 
zones. For example, Egorlyk and Chapaev Farms are located 40 miles apart, but the 
climatic conditions on their respective fields show noticeable differences.

Conclusions regarding optimal conditions for soybean production in Stavropol have 
been corroborated by the experience of Instek Co., the official representative of the 
Monsanto Group in the North Caucasus region. Soybean varieties Stine 1480 and Stine 
0450, which had been planted by ABC/Stavropol in 1993, were also tested on the fields of 
Instek, on land leased from the Stavropol Scientific Research Institute of Agriculture. By 
mutual consent, the best variety was determined to be Stine 1480.

Average yields with Stine soybean genetics were 32 centaurs per hectare, which is 
significantly higher than what Russian genetics are capable of producing. The results of 
employing U.S. soybean seed genetics are conclusive, and introduction of high-yield U.S. 
seed varieties should spearhead the effort of creating in Russia a market for U.S. soybeans 
and the agricultural inputs needed to produce and process the beans. In 1994, Stavropol 
farms jointly planted approximately 2,500 hectares of soybeans. The farms will increase 
soybean acreage once large-scale processing facilities are in place.

ABC/Stavropol Soybean Marketing for Seed and Feed

ABC/Stavropol is discussing privatizing parts or all of the ABC activities. Those 
with whom discussions are ongoing include Agro Iowa Group, RAAN USA Inc., and 
AmeriSource, Inc.

At present, companies working with ABC/Stavropol are considering two options 
for marketing soybeans. The first one is likely to produce faster returns on invested capital 
and centers around the sale of soybeans to Central and Western Europe for processing. 
Cheaper land and labor in Russia create a significant profit margin when selling to Western 
Europe, provided the soybeans are of a good quality. Several proposals have been 
received by ABC/Stavropol regarding this marketing option. In fact, Monsanto succeeded 
in growing soybeans for export from Russia by providing the necessary chemicals and 
soybean growing technology.
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The Monsanto experience can be utilized by those private companies working with 
ABC/Stavropol for the purposes of their own European marketing operation. W. J. 
Export-Import, Inc., a U.S.-based company with whom the project is in contact,, serves as 
a connecting link between producers in Russia and buyers in Europe. Monsanto is ready to 
accept guarantees from W. J. Export-Import and negotiate a cooperation agreement.

Even considering the debt-ridden financial condition of most farms and the fact that 
it is not easy to sell soybean seed of Russian varieties at $170 per ton, ABC/Stavropol staff 
believes there is a group of buyers who would pay $250-$300 per ton for soybean seed of 
superior quality. W. J. Export-Import would guarantee to buy the soybean crop from the 
farms that buy high-quality seed. Seed buyers can be presented with flexible options of 
paying for the seed. For example, pre-paying 30% of the seed and paying for the other 
70% following the sale of the soybean crop in Europe.

The second option is more time-consuming, since it involves the creation of a 
soybean market in the North Caucasus, which includes Stavropol krai. At present, there is 
not enough soybean processing capability in the region. Sales of Insta-Pro extruders 
would create a demand for soybeans. In 1994, soybeans in Stavropol krai were grown on 
a total area of 2,500 hectares. Farms are ready to grow soybeans on a larger scale if a 
market is guaranteed. Insta-Pro marketing efforts in Stavropol are expected to yield 
tangible results this year. Insta-Pro has made sales to other regions of Russia, while using 
their Stavropol-based agent, a former ABC/Stavropol staffer. And ABC/Stavropol can take 
much credit for promoting and marketing the idea of soybean extrusion.

In case some of the harvested soybeans, for whatever reason, lack the necessary 
quality to be used as seed, which happened this year to part of the soybean crop, they can 
be sold as feed. Some calculations indicate that it could even be profitable to grow 
soybeans for silage. Plans for the 1995 planting include the private YK farmers that we 
successfully worked with in 1994, and hopefully other similar private farmers to grow 
soybeans on contract, whether it be for ABC/Stavropol or those companies working with 
the project.

ABC/Stavropol staff have conducted a search for new potential partners for contract 
soybean production, since current partners, Chapaev and Egorlyk farms, do not offer the 
cooperation necessary to succeed with the project. New candidates that were proposed 
include Rodina farm in Apanasenkovski raion (it has 10,000 hectares of irrigated land), 
Lenin farm in Novoselitski raion, and Beshpagir farm in Grachovski raion. Each farm is 
ready to contribute up to 1,000 hectares to the project. However, the "Niva"" Association, 
built around the Stavropol Scientific Research Institute of Agriculture, headed by respected 
and visionary Dr. Ludmila Petrova, is the most likely to replace Chapaev and Egorlyk 
farms for the ABC/Stavropol production side.

Selection Of Candidates To Lease Extruders

ABC/Stavropol staff continued their search for suitable extruder lessor candidates. 
Among factors taken into consideration are capital investment, location, ownership type, 
experience, proximity to consumers/distribution, and availability of easy access to 
transportation routes. A suggested agribusiness is Ozyomoye Ltd., a private partnership 
created by a former collective farm and five entrepreneurs.

Ozyornoye is located 20 miles south-west of city of Stavropol, in the town of 
Nadzornoe, Kochubeevski raion. Nadzornoe is situated on the Kuban River, which forms 
a natural boundary between Stavropol and Krasnodar krais. Ozyomoye has warehouses, a
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lumber mill, and is now building a sausage meat plant and vegetable oil production 
facilities. A vacant building is available, as well as storage tanks, vertical and horizontal 
augers, all of which seem to be kept in very good condition. Ozyornoye is willing to cover 
equipment transportation and installation expenses, and provide oilseeds for processing. 
The road to Ozyomoye is asphalt, and the proximity of the facility to Stavropol city will 
make it easy to exercise management control over die operation.

In general, Kochubeevski raion of Stavropol krai has a strong oilseed production 
base, and has experience in processing oilseeds. Oil meal is in high demand, while 
vegetable oil itself has traditionally been in demand in other regions of Russia.

Another candidate for extruder #2 is the "Niva" Association, led by Dr. Petrova, as 
previously described. Other candidates to become lessors of the Insta-Pro extruders are 3 
small Iowa agribusinesses that have an interest in Stavropol. The first one is Russian/ 
American Agriculture Network (RAAN). RAAN has been operating in Moscow and 
Stavropol for several years now. Its mission is to become a profitable food production and 
agricultural supply business in Russia, produce wholesome packaged food products for the 
Russian market from crops produced by Russian fanners, and provide quality agricultural 
supplies and equipment to the Russian farmer. To better achieve its goals, RAAN has 
formed a new wholly-owned subsidiary in Russia known as A/0 RAAN USA, Inc. (A/O 
is the Russian abbreviation for a joint stock company).

RAAN has cooperated with IIDF in the past, most notably, by renting ABC grain 
bins at Chapaev Farm to store its 1993 popcorn crop. RAAN's President, Charles Borden, 
is very enthusiastic about the future of the Russian food market and believes that carefully 
selected Russian managers should have the primary responsibility for his company's 
business operations in Russia. RAAN publishes a newsletter, RAAN News, intended to 
highlight the progress of the company and attract new investors.

The second small business from Iowa is Agro Iowa and its Russian subsidiary 
Agro Russia. This company was created by David Hemminger, an experienced seed 
broker from Iowa. He traveled to Stavropol twice in 1994 and found local conditions 
favorable for entry into the Russian agricultural market. For Stavropol, Mr. Hemminger 
envisions a project consisting of three Farm Units. A Farm Unit size will be defined by the 
number of farmers cooperating, the hectares available, but most importantly, it will be 
designed to most efficiently use the inputs provided, purchased, or leased. In Stavropol, 
the farms will produce a mix of wheat, corn, sunflowers, and soybeans.

It is anticipated that a Farm Unit might have up to 2,500 hectares. Since no private 
farmer owns this amount of land, the optimal farming size will be attained through leasing 
and custom farming. Currently, IIDF is assisting Agro Iowa in its negotiations with the 
Stavropol krai Administration to receive permission to lease the necessary amount of 
irrigated land. If such permission is given and Agro Iowa is able to raise investment 
capital, EDDF will consider leasing one extruding line to the company. Mr. Hemminger has 
indicated strong interest to lease ABC bins and planting equipment for a Farm Unit.

Private Farm Contract

YK Farm, an association of 12 independent private farmers, was first reported on 
in the Third Quarter Report. They are all professional farmers, and six of them have 
college degrees in agricultural sciences. They own nearly 700 hectares of land on which 
they plant winter wheat and com.
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In 1994, YK Farm offered to cooperate with ABC/Stavropol in growing com. The 
two sides signed a contract to plant 100 hectares of corn. ICI corn was planted on 70 
hectares and sweet com was planted on 30 hectares. ABC/Stavropol paid for fertilizers and 
herbicide (Harness) and also provided the planting equipment (Broyhill sprayer and Kinze 
planter). The YK Farm provided land, labor, fuel and other machinery. The contract 
stipulated that the YK Farm was to receive 75% of the harvest and ABC/Stavropol 25%.

The com was planted in the second half of May. Later, the YK farmers asked the 
ABC to replant ICI corn on a 50 hectare field, which had been planted with Russian com. 
That planting was completed by June 10,1994. Like other crops in Stavropol in 1994, the 
YK crops suffered from lack of precipitation. A total of 105 tons of corn were harvested at 
32% moisture. The greater part of this com was harvested from the 70 hectare field because 
the yield of sweet corn was very poor and the corn from the later 50 hectare field was 
almost completely destroyed by cut worm, rodents and pests.

The overall corn yield was 15 centares per hectare. This yield was still better than 
what the surrounding big farms managed to get from their fields. The YK com will be 
dried at an elevator, not the Egorlyk bins, because the YK farm managed to secure a 
favorable barter deal: 25 liters of diesel fuel in exchange for drying 1 ton of com. It is 
expected that ABC/Stavropol will receive up to $6,000 from the YK private farm contract.

The YK farmers can hardly be blamed for poor crops. They followed all 
instructions given by Mr. Dunn, but the weather in 1994 was unusually harsh on all crops. 
The farm has stated repeatedly that they want to continue cooperation with ABC/Stavropol 
next year, planting more hectares in soybeans as well as corn.

Feed Trial Results

The no-cost Extension #2 granted to IIDF by USAID allowed ABC/Stavropol to 
conclude feeding trials aimed at demonstrating the importance and value of balanced feed 
rations (Attachment 20). The feeding trials were staged jointly with Triple "F" Nutrition, 
the animal feed division of Triple "F", Inc. Triple "F" donated the necessary feed premixes 
for the trials, which were shipped to Stavropol in March, 1994, together with the Insta-Pro 
extruding and oil expelling equipment. The cost of staging the trials was shared by Triple 
"F" and IIDF, with each side contributing $3,000.

1. Broiler Chicken Feed Trials

The feed trials for broiler chickens were held on June 16 - August 16,1994 at the 
Bogoslovskoye joint stock farm in Kochubeyevsky raion of Stavropol krai. That farm 
specializes in raising broiler chickens and was picked by Triple "F" representative and 
former ABC/Stavropol staffer Gregory Komnik.

The farm followed standard procedures to ensure accuracy of the trial. The control 
group of 650 chickens (50 cages with 13 birds each) received 1% of Russian feed premix 
in their rations. The test group of 650 chickens (50 cages with 13 birds each) was held in a 
separate building and received 0.3% of Triple "F" feed premix in their rations. Except for 
premix content, the exact same conditions were maintained for both groups.

Ration formulas, weight increases and other trial information were recorded for 
both groups. Meat of the slaughtered birds from both groups was put through chemical 
tests following completion of die trials.
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Results of the 60-day trials enabled farm research personnel to conclude that using 
Triple "F1 feed premixes in chicken rations results in:

-16.1% weight increase by the end of the feeding period
-16.9% average daily weight increase
-10.3% decrease in the cost of producing one unit (chicken)
- increasing the output of drawn carcass to 12.1%
- lowering mortality rate to 1.2%
- Rbl 53,000 worth of additional product from using 1kg of the premix.

2. Swine Feed Trials

Results of using Triple ''F" feed premixes and soybean meal in swine feed rations 
can be summarized as follows:

- increase in average daily weight by 15.5%
-18% reduction in expenses on other protein additives
- 3.67% higher slaughter weight
- no significant difference in chemical composition of the meat from control and test groups
- using 1 kg of the premix allows to produce additional Rbl 27,000 worth of meat (with 
pork price at that time Rbl 1,300/kg).

3. Livestock Feed Trials

Livestock trials were held form June 14 to October 11,1994 at the Kolos livestock 
breeding farm. Following Triple "F" instructions, 28 grams of the premix were added to 1 
kg of feed in the test group. Animals in the control group received rations standard for that 
time of year. Both groups were comprised of 50 cows.

Inclusion of Triple "F" feed premix in livestock rations accounted for the following 
results:

- 8.7% increase in milk protein content
- using 3.8% less raw protein in the rations
-1 kg of the premix allows to produce an additional Rbl 4,820 worth of milk (with milk 
prices at Rbl 150/kg).

Stine Soybean Seed for ABC/Stavropol

In December, IIDF negotiated a deal with the Stine Seed Company to purchase 750 
fifty-pound bags of soybean seed for the 1995 planting in Stavropol. This quantity of seed 
is sufficient to plant 300 hectares of land, according to Stine's Bill Belzner. Stine now has 
a NIS agent, due to the ABC project - Agro Iowa.

Agro Iowa will advise IIDF and ABC/Stavropol about how, where, and with 
whom to plant the seed. There will be no seed given to the Egorlyk and Chapaev farms, as 
the farms do not figure in any future ABC work plans. However, ABC/Stavropol will 
continue to demand a fair processing fee from the grain drying and storage facilities located 
at both farms.

To achieve the greatest impact, the seed could be contracted for planting to the 
agribusiness entity which will lease one of the Insta-Pro oilseed processing lines, if that 
entity has the capacity to grow crops. It would also serve the purpose of the whole project 
to connect the planting contract of the seed with its subsequent marketing. The final
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decision will have to be made no later than mid-March to allow sufficient time to move the 
seed to the planting location and obtain the necessary quantity of chemicals to use during 
planting.

New Parts for Shivvers Bin

As previously reported, the dryer bin at the Egorlyk farm had been damaged by an 
explosion in late 1993. Following IIDF-led negotiations between Shiwers, the dryer 
manufacturer, and Egorlyk, the cost of replacing the dryer bin had been equally divided 
among the three parties. A contract to that effect had been signed in April, 1994 and a 
container with required replacement parts was shipped soon afterwards.

After Mr. Dunn returned to Stavropol for the project in August, 1994, he 
supervised installation of the replacement parts and conducted test runs of the dryer. He 
determined that damage to several components of the dryer had not been assessed to full 
extent and that some parts were missing from the shipment

Additionally, there were some oversights on the part of Shiwers when the order 
was made. For instance, there are two continuous flow augers coming out of this bin (one 
to the north and one to the south). The shipment omitted all of the parts needed for the 
second continues flow auger. Additionally, some parts had been destroyed in the 
explosion but never reported to anyone. The farm used spare parts and cannibalized from 
other bins without Mr. Dunn's knowledge or permission.

Stavropol Customs

ABC/Stavropol had difficulties in 1994 releasing containers with equipment from 
customs without paying import duties on those aid shipments. Lt. Governor Shiyanov 
assured Mr. Dunn that the Russian side would take cai > of all the responsibilities for 
clearing customs.

The replacement grain bin and drying system arrived in Stavropol on September 28, 
1994. Russian Co-Manager's assistant, Mr. Bessonov, delayed, on purpose it seemed, the 
container clearing customs until October 17,1994. In spite of this, on November 7, the 
installation was completed, a testimony to Mr. Dunn's initiative, drive and expertise.

ABC/Stavropol staffers Paul Syedin and Sergei Boudzinski discussed the situation 
with the Stavropol deputy chief of customs. The official advised that the Russian 
Government Humanitarian Aid Committee in Moscow had a list of all shipments classified 
as humanitarian aid. In cases when the shipment is labeled "humanitarian aid", but is not 
specifically included in the aforementioned list, the Humanitarian Aid Committee has to 
make a ruling.

The deputy chief of customs did not have contact information for the Committee. 
He said that to the best of his knowledge, most rulings of the Committee were against 
classifying disputed shipments as "humanitarian aid". If a shipment is not granted 
"humanitarian aid" status, a 23% VAT is levied on it. With the help of the Stavropol 
government, the situation was resolved to ABC/Stavropol satisfaction.

High VAT tax may be avoided if the decision is made to reorganize ABC/Stavropol. 
If ABC/Stavropol is re-registered as a joint venture joint stock company or a limited 
partnership, all shipments of agricultural inputs could be classified as contributions of the 
American side. In that case, import duties will be 0.1 % of the cost of the cargo.
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New Shipping Route to Stavropol

In the course of selecting a shipping company to deliver the 40' container with Stine 
soybean seed and Shiwers dryer parts to Stavropol, HDF re-evaluated its existing shipping 
routes. The former Soviet Union (FSU) is a rapidly-changing environment and periodic 
adjustments have to be made to meet those changes.

All containers shipped to Russia and Ukraine by EOF or with IIDFs participation 
since the beginning of 1994 have gone through the port of Riga, Latvia and were then taken 
by truck to their final destination in Ukraine and Stavropol. At that time, Riga was 
considered to be the safest gateway for shipments to the European part of the FSU.

Riga itself remains one of the safest and most efficient ports in the FSU, but DDF 
was advised by prospective shippers of the difficulty of assuring safe delivery of the 
container to Stavropol by truck, considering the distance between the two cities. Even 
when the shipper was willing to provide freight insurance for trucking within Russia, 
delivery to Stavropol was a high risk.

Taking into account the importance of this container, IIDF decided to look for Black 
Sea ports situated in close proximity to Stavropol. The first and obvious choice was 
Novorossiysk, which is located approximately 350 miles from Stavropol City, in the 
neighboring Krasnodar Krai. Another suggestion was the port of Ilichevsk in Ukraine. 
Delivery routes of shipping companies and port capabilities to unload 40' containers were 
considered in port selection. Novorossiysk was the final choice.

Requests for U.S. Seed, Equipment, Technology and Services

ABC/Stavropol assisted in establishing a distributorship for Clean Burn, a company 
that advertised in the inaugural issue of New Agribusiness. Clean Burn manufactures 
boilers and furnaces that operate on virtually any type of used oil and lubrication fluid, 
which have been drained from gear boxes, transmission boxes, hydraulic mechanisms, and 
the like. Clean Burn effectively utilizes otherwise unusable and potentially polluting post- 
products to generate heat, make steam and boil water. This technology has been invented 
in the USA in 1979, and was quickly embraced by farmers.

Clean Burn started exporting one year ago ana already has clients in Canada, 
Russia, China, Poland and Japan. The offer from Stavropol came from Alexander 
Korobkin, an agribusiness owner and official representative of Monsanto in Southern 
Russia.

Mr. Korobkin offered to become the official distributor of Clean Bum furnaces and 
boilers in that region. He first learned of Clean Burn products from the copy of New 
Agribusiness sent to him by ABC/Stavropol. IIDF helped direct Mr. Korobkin's request to 
Clean Burn and provided additional information regarding Stavropol's conditions.

Mr. Korobkin was looking for a furnace that could heat a 3,300 sq. foot barn. 
Clean Bum suggested a single model CB-90-AHI or CB-90-BHI furnace, depending on 
outdoor temperatures, building construction, insulation and desired indoor temperature.

In December, Mr. Cannon was contacted by David Kloostra, Marketing Director of 
Elite Genetics. This company, located in Waukon, Iowa, is the largest sheep ovine 
reproduction technology company in the United States. Mr. Kloostra believes that his 
company can cooperate effectively with Russian and Ukrainian sheep producers.
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Of particular interest to Elite Genetics is the All-Russian Research Institute for 
Sheep and Goat Breeding (VNIIOK), located in Stavropol. VNHOK, the result of a 
merger of the European and Asian Sheep Institute, has been called the premier sheep 
institute in the FSU. The leading farm for VNOOK, Temnolessky, is located 23 miles 
outside Stavropol City.

Mr. Kloostra envisions the creation of a joint Russian-American school of ovine 
genetics on the basis of VNIIOK and Stavropol sheep farms. A combined audience of 
sheep producers and leading Russian professors in that field could learn the most from Elite 
Genetics techniques and then perform the critical education process as well.

New E-Mail Carrier

To make ABC/Stavropol more accessible to Internet users, who constitute the 
majority of e-mail subscribers, SprintMail connection was dropped in favor of Relcom, a 
Russian version of Internet Another advantage of Relcom is that it is significantly cheaper 
than SprintMail. Above all, ABC/Stavropol is now responsible for paying its own e-mail 
bill.

Relcom has a server in Pyatigorsk, south of Stavropol City. That server is also 
used by the Stavropol krai administration international department, Columbus Center and 
others. The switch to Relcom increased communication capabilities of ABC/Stavropol, 
since transmissions via Relcom go at 9600 baud rate compared to 2400 baud via Sprint.

However, the modem in ABC/Stavropol office, MultiTech Multi Modem V32, is 
old and not as fast as new modem models. Coupled with unreliability of Russian telephone 
lines, it leads to long waits for connection and lower connection quality. Despite all that, e- 
mail remains the most stable and reliable means of transmitting text messages available to 
the project participants.

Future of ABC/Stavropol

The end of the current USAID grant marks a new phase in the development of 
ABC/Stavropol. It means that substantial funding from the U.S. side is exhausted. It also 
means that now is the time to analyze the results of the past three years and plan the future 
of the project utilizing the accumulated positive and negative experiences.

The project met with success in some areas but failed to achieve the set goals in 
others. It is certainly true that as much could be learned from achievements as from 
mistakes. The ABC/Stavropol project was overwhelmingly successful in creating an entry 
point to Stavropol and the whole North Caucasus region for private companies, especially 
small businesses lacking funds to conduct market research, feasibility studies and launch 
test programs for their business endeavors. In fact, so much was learned from operating in 
Russia, that Iowa and other Midwest companies routinely call the UDF office in Des 
Moines to clarify an information point or get an opinion on issues ranging from Russian 
legal regulations and commodity prices to shipping routes.

The No-Till Planting Seminars in June, 1994 were a big success. It would be 
unfortunate if ABC/Stavropol could not continue conducting marketing/training seminars 
like these. Seminars can be coordinated by Ms. Petrova's institute. The Stavropol 
Agricultural Academy, located 300 feet from the ABC/Stavropol office, is another good 
location. Novomaryevskoe farm, ten miles outside Stavropol City, has test plots suitable 
for equipment demonstrations during the seminars. An emphasis should be put on making 
the seminars an opportunity for business networking and negotiation of deals.
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Most former state and collective farms, albeit privatized, have changed little in the 
way they operate. Efforts to bring efficiency into their operations are often met without 
enthusiasm or with hostility. These large farms can still be made part of agribusiness 
projects, but only if their decision-making power is very limited and tasks assigned to them 
are specific and simple, such as contract farming. Potential profit does not necessarily 
constitute a good incentive for these farms, if it is contingent on carrying out multiple and 
time-sensitive missions. Large farms can lease farmland, planting, harvesting, processing 
equipment and trucks to smaller private farms. Smaller farms are organized by enterprising 
and hard-working individuals, like the private farmers of the YK Farm. They make good 
and reliable partners, but availability of agricultural inputs is a problem.

Local government support for agricultural projects with foreign involvement is also 
important It is best to establish a good relationship with both the local political 
administration and the regional Agroprom (Agro-industrial Department). It is up to the 
project managers to decide how much government involvement they want, since a "good 
relationship with the government" could very well be limited to getting a general and 
informal administration approval for leasing large areas of land from one of the big farms in 
the region, or getting a discount on office space rental, if the administration believes that the 
project is beneficial to local economy.

Another potential source of problems is duplicating management responsibilities 
through appointment of two equal co-managers, one from each side. A clear chain of 
command should be in place, otherwise blame for even the smallest problems will be 
endlessly shifted from one side to the other, and it will be very difficult to spend time on 
actually solving the problem. If an American is stationed on-site to supervise the project, 
the American should be fluent in Russian. Trustworthy partners are the key to project 
success.

These and other considerations have led IEDF to believe that the ABC/Stavropol 
project can not continue with its present Russian participants, if it is to become self- 
sustaining. Properly restructured, ABC/Stavropol can successfully exist as a coordinating, 
information and training center linking U.S. and North Caucasus agribusinesses. In order 
to achieve that, the following steps will need to be taken:

- terminate relationships with the current Russian partners and find new ones;
- reorganize ABC/Stavropol into an entity independent of the krai administration;
- open a new bank account and change its legal status from a non-profit educational 
organization to a joint venture limited partnership;
- maintain a permanent staff that could include a marketing manager, an administrative 
assistant, a technical advisor, and an accountant (most of the current staff can be retained).

EDF is considering the "Niva" Association as the new partner because it fits the 
requirements of the ABC/Stavropol restructuring process. "Niva" is headed by Dr. 
Ludmila Petrova, a Corresponding Member of the Russian Academy of Agricultural 
Sciences. She is also the Director of the Stavropol Scientific Research Institute of 
Agriculture, around which "Niva" was created. "Niva" includes Dr. Petrova's institute, 
two of its affiliates, a test station, a support station, and three farms. At present, "Niva" 
has 400 hectares of com, 1,000 hectares of sunflower, 500 hectares of cereals, various 
facilities, buildings, etc. "Niva's" processing facilities include a wheat mill, a sunflower 
oil-producing mill, a juice plant, a smoking plant, a pasta line, and a vacuum drying facility 
for fruits and vegetables. A milk pasteurizing plant, a beer brewery, and a mushroom farm 
are under construction. Total to-date investment is 1.5 billion rubles.
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Dr. Petrova has expressed her willingness to be the Coordinator of the restructured 
ABC/Stavropol. It was initially intended for Dr. Petrova's institute to become one of the 
ABC/Stavropol Russian participants. Dr. Petrova was recommended by Dr. Johnson, who 
knew her through the Academy of Agricultural Sciences. In 1992, she was not included in 
the ABC/Stavropol project because several krai administration officials were opposed to 
working with her. However, U.S. managers of ABC/Stavropol, CARD, and IIDF 
maintained a relationship with Dr. Petrova. Mr. Dunn used her institute for safe storage of 
ABC agricultural implements.

During the quarter, DDF began consulting with Dr. Petrova on the future of 
ABC/Stavropol, directly and through Mr. Dunn. Dr. Petrova concurred with ICDFs plan 
of restructuring ABC/Stavropol and provided her own input. She agreed to be the 
CARD/nDF new partner and suggested coordinating ABC/Stavropol restructuring process 
with the her "Steppe" project.

Stavropol Research and Production Association "Steppe" will be an expansion of 
the "Niva" Association. "Steppe" will engage in scientific research, training, production, 
processing and trade. Dr. Petrova makes a special emphasis on investment and generation 
of profits as part of the "Steppe" mission. The project has been approved by the Russian 
Ministry of Agriculture, but beyond that, government structures will have no control over 
it "Steppe" includes "Niva", several large research farms, and a gardening unit

Dr. Petrova's equipment "wish list" for her project follows for information 
purposes only: a mill for wheat and com; a soybean oil processing and soy flour 
producing facility; afeedmill; a rape-seed oil producing facility; a cheese factory; a 
sausage factory; high-pressure pasta lines; additional equipment for the juice factory to 
give it baby food production capability; bakery and confectionery equipment; equipment 
for producing sugar syrup and alcohol from sugar grain sorghum.

The main goals of the ABC/Stavropol in cooperation with "Steppe" could be to 
introduce new U.S. production and processing technologies and marketing techniques 
through marketing, training and exchange programs.

Conclusion

Due to severe drought, crop yield in Stavropol was much lower than had been 
expected. It had a negative effect on plans to market seed beans, because of the low seed- 
grade quality of part of the soybean crop. Despite the drought, U.S. soybean seed varieties 
proved their superiority once again in 1994, producing much higher results than the best 
Russian varieties.

ABC/Stavropol investigated and continues to study opportunities for leasing the 
ABC bins and equipment. The relationship with current Russian partners was re-evaluated 
and a preliminary decision was made to restructure ABC/Stavropol. Dr. Ludmila Petrova's 
Stavropol Scientific Research Institute of Agriculture is likely to become the new partner. 
However, many of the ABC activities are on the table for privatization.

Agreements on division of the 1994 crops were successfully negotiated with the 
Chapaev and Egorlyk farms. The IIDF/Triple "F" livestock, poultry and swine feeding 
trials were concluded and analyzed. Trial results overwhelmingly demonstrated the value 
of properly balanced rations in animal production. ABC/Stavropol, IIDF and New 
Agribusiness continued to assist U.S. companies to market in Russia.
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D. CARD/IIDF 

New Leadership

EOF underwent structural changes in the last quarter of 1994. Co-Chair John 
Chrystal had resigned in August, 1994 and the terms of other Board members were due to 
expire in December. At the meeting of the Board Executive Committee, which included the 
Executive Director and Corporate Counsel, it was decided to reduce the number of Board 
members to ensure greater effectiveness of the Board in IIDF policy-making.

At present, the new Board has two members, Dr. Stanley Johnson and Michael 
Doyle. CARD Director Dr. Johnson has been a partner of DDF in the ABC project since its 
inception. Dr. Johnson's knowledge of the ABC project, world-wide renown in 
international agricultural development programs, and a wide range of contacts among the 
top government officials responsible for agriculture, in both Russia and Ukraine, will 
assure future UDF success. CARD is poised to become the primary contractor for 
U.S./Ukraine AgMEET.

Mr. Doyle heads the International Division of the Iowa Department of Economic 
Development (IDED). The State of Iowa provides offices for IIDF in the IDED building, 
next to the International Division. Mr. Doyle has been aware of IJDF projects since UJDF 
came into existence, and UDF staff often informally briefed him on their progress. His 
selection is a natural step, considering his position and experience as head of the 
international marketing body for the State of Iowa and the respect accorded him by 
Midwest businesses in the area of international trade.

Meeting with UIAE Deputy Director Dr. Shpichak

On December 21, 1994 Mr. Gannon and Mr. Koudriavtsev met in Des Moines with 
Dr. Alexander Shpichak, UIAE Deputy Director. UIAE has been EDF's partner in 
ABC/White Church for the past three years, and is to play a major role in U.S./Ukraine 
AgMEET. As Deputy to Dr. Sabluk, Dr. Shpichak effectively assumed directorship of the 
UIAE following Dr. Sabluk's appointment as First Vice Prime Minister of Ukraine for 
Agriculture. Dr. Sabluk, however, did not resign from his position as head of UIAE and 
will continue as UIAE Director and ABC/White Church partner.

Dr. Shpichak was at CARD/Iowa State to study the functioning of the American 
agribusiness marketing system. His mission included visits to the Chicago Board of Trade 
and the Kansas City Grain Exchange. His institute is becoming the leading authority in 
Ukraine on agricultural reform and UIAE is closely studying U.S. marketing and 
distribution practices for agricultural commodities.

During the meeting with Dr. Shpichak, IIDF discussed UIAE's role in the training 
plan of U.S./Ukraine AgMEET. Dr. Shpichak was presented with an updated copy of the 
proposal, which included an indicative 3-year project budget. Dr. Shpichak provided 
additional input on project design and steps involving UIAE. Issues, such as designation 
of UIAE project coordinator and assistants, communications, final budget, and others, 
were discussed during the meeting.

Dr. Sabluk's son, Vitaly Sabluk, will undergo a six-month training program at 
CARD under the direction of Dr. Johnson. Vitaly Sabluk has worked at his father's 
institute as coordinator for the CARD Farmer-to-Farmer program. His experience >.'ith that 
program puts him in a very effective position to assist with U.SYUkraine AgMEET.
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U.S./Ukraine AgMEET

The project's new unsolicited proposal to US AED/Kiev is nearing completion and 
will be presented soon (See section above: ABC/White Church).

Trip to Ukraine & Russia Canceled

Due to Mr. Koudriavtsev's emergency appendectomy on November 26, the 
planned December 3-17 nip to ABC/Stavropol and ABC/White Church was canceled 
Mr. Gannon made the decision not to go on the trip, because the busy business schedule of 
the trip required Mr. Koudriavtsev's input to achieve the set goals of the mission. IIDF 
followed-up on the agenda of the canceled December, 1994 trip by telephone, fax, and e- 
mail communications. The trip was tentatively re-scheduled for the Spring of 1995.

Improved Communications Procedures

ABC/White Church obtained an e-mail modem in January, 1994, but was never 
able to use it due to technical malfunctions. On the other hand, telephone and fax 
communications with ABC/White Church are far more reliable than with Stavropol. 
Following the departure of Mr. Wampler, the principal contact person at ROSS was 
Gennadi Polotchaninov, Head of the International Department

Mr. Polotchaninov is highly professional and very cooperative, and IIDF has been 
working with him in a most productive manner. Mr. Koudriavtsev's fluency in Russian 
contributed substantially at expediting progress with ROSS.

Telephone calls with Mr. Polotchaninov were weekly, and sometimes twice a 
week. Trips to White Church by the VOCA specialists and Mr. Dunn were coordinated 
with Mr. Polotchaninov. ABC/White Church has a fax machine and increased use was 
made of it in the quarter. Communications with Dr. Sabluk's office were handled 
similarly, with most of the information exchange being done by fax.

Mr. Gannon initiated several steps aimed at improving communications with the 
ABCs. For Stavropol, he communicated on a daily basis by e-mail to better direct daily 
operations of the ABC staff. Many of his e-mails were dispatched late at night from his 
home, as he could access e-mail from there and the evening allowed him more time to draft 
instructions and ask detailed questions.

ABC/Stavropol staff were also instructed to reply daily, when possible. When e- 
mail was not working, as happened during the Chechen War, messages were faxed. There 
were also occasional telephone conference calls, often with Iowa companies interested in 
Stavropol. All telephone and fax expenses were covered with state, not USAID funds.

Increased frequency of communications increased the overall effectiveness of the 
ABC/Stavropol operation and made the task of direct task assignment much easier. 
Questions and requests for information from companies are delivered to Stavropol 
frequently. Fax communication with Stavropol is often unreliable, while few companies 
and organizations have e-mail.

Des Moines Meeting With Stavropol Agribusiness

In October, Mr. Gannon and Mr. Koudriavtsev met with Valery Kurennoy, 
President of KVN company and a member of the Stavropol Chamber for Business 
Development. KVN is engaged in grain trading operations, and has accumulated a wealth
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of experience in exporting Russian grain to Central and Western Europe. Mr. Kurennoy 
provided valuable insight on how such export operations are conducted despite frequently- 
imposed and often conflicting export regulations for agricultural produce.

To control agricultural exports, the Russian government issues agricultural export 
licenses to select export firms. All other firms and agribusinesses that wish to export must 
contract with the licensed exporters to sell their commodities abroad. Since the licensed 
exporters are private firms with no government subsidies, they only do business with 
established private enterprises which are most likely to honor business contracts. Such an 
approach leads to most exporters being truly efficient private businesses.

IIDF provided Agro Iowa President David Hemminger with an opportunity to meet 
Mr. Kurennoy and talk at length about the prospects for future cooperation. Companies 
like Mr. Kurennoy's KVN provide the best reassurance for U.S. investors that honest and 
profitable business operations are possible in the FSU.

Contacts With W.J. Export-Import, Inc.

In November, ABC/Stavropol staff provided IIDF with contact information for 
W.J. Export-Import, Inc., a New York City-based company, which is engaged in 
vegetable oil exports from Russia to Europe. IIDF immediately followed-up on that 
information to examine the possibilities of cooperation.

According to Vice President, Andrei Efremov, W.J. Export-Import has vegetable 
oil-producing operations in eight regions in Russia, including Stavropol krai. They 
specialize in exporting sunflower oil, rape seed oil, and soybean oil to Europe.

Over the past several years, W.J. Export-Import has been exporting 300,000 tons 
of oils annually. In 1994, the volume of their exports doubled, with 300,000 tons of oil 
having been exported in the first half of the year. Such an increase was partly owed to 
employment of experts in agronomy to increase the productivity of the growing operations.

The company provides its contracted growers with all the necessary inputs for crop 
production. This is done either directly with the company's own funds, or by acting as a 
guarantor for a third company that finances crop production. In the latter case, W.J. 
Export-Import assumes all risks involved in crop production because the third party 
contracts directly with W.J. Export-Import and not with the crop producer.

W.J. Export-Import has been highly successful in its operations and its partners 
include Monsanto and Cargill. IIDF, ABC/White Church and ABC/Stavropol will continue 
contacts with W.J. Export-Import, with a view of utilizing that company's network of 
contacts and business experience.

Annual IIDF Audit Begins

In December, the McGladery & Pullen accounting firm began its annual audit of 
IIDF. Following last year's audit, IIDF followed the suggestion of McGladery & Pullen 
and hired a CPA, John Stone, to supervise financial transactions on a monthly basis.

This practice all but eliminated accounting errors and ensured outside control over 
compliance with USAID procedures. At the request of Mr. Cannon, Mr. Stone actively 
assisted McGladery & Pullen auditors in proceeding with the audit
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Grant End

DDF Accountant John Stone prepared the First Quarter Financial Report 
(Attachment 21). This quarter represents the no-cost Extension #2 that was approved by 
USAID in the "Modification of Grant" (Attachment 22). This is the last quarter of the 
grant, and the last quarter report

The Final Grant Report will be delivered in February. It was encouraging to have 
been commended by Dennis Sharma, USAID/Washington, on the thoroughness and high 
quality of the Third Quarter Report (Attachment 23).

III. FIRST QUARTER EXPENDITURE SUMMARY

The budget attached to HDF's request for a no-cost Extension #2, which was 
approved by USAID in September, 1994, projected total funds available for FY'95 first 
quarter at $40,805 (Attachment 24). In addition to the $40,805, there was $7,283 not 
spent from the previous quarter, for a total of $48,088.

Salaries and Benefits

During the quarter, DDF employed two managers to administer its NTS projects: 
Tom Dunn, the U.S. Co-Manager at ABC/Stavropol, and Andrei Koudriavtsev, the Project 
Manager in IIDF's Des Moines office.

Mr. Dunn was paid $12,000 for three months of contract services. The salary of 
Mr. Koudriavtsev was $962 every two weeks, for a total of $6,827. EOF did not foresee 
$577 in payroll taxes for the quarter for Mr. Koudriavtsev.

Projected:
Actual:
Balance:

Allowances

$18,250 
$18,827 
($577)

The living allowance for on-site managers is currently $500/month. This allowance 
is used to cover such in-country expenses as interpretation and translation, transportation, 
living expenses, etc.

Mr. Dunn's allowance for the quarter was $1,500.

Projected:
Actual:
Balance:

$1,500 
$1,500 
$0

Subcontract/Consultant

No subcontract/consultant costs occurred during the quarter. 

Training

No training costs were incurred during this quarter.
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Travel

A planned trip to Russia and Ukraine by Mr. Cannon and Mr. Koudriavtsev was 
canceled due to Mr. Koudriavtsev's emergency appendectomy. The only expenses 
associated with that trip was $124 in non-refundable fees charged by Russian and 
Ukrainian Consulates for Mr. Cannon's entry visas.

IIDF covered the cost of air travel for VOCA specialist Charles Tenholder to travel 
to ABC/White Church to finish the grain bins. His international round nip ticket cost 
$1,567. The remainder of the cost of Mr. Tenholder's trip and the trip cost for the second 
VOCA specialist who went over with him, Estel Cook, was covered by VOCA and 
ABC/White Church Ukrainian participants.

Projected: $7,500
Actual: $1,691
Balance: $5,809

Other Direct Costs

This category includes all expenses necessary to support the project. These 
expenses were $195 in bank wire charges, $1,367 for e-mail use, $20 in phone call 
reimbursement, $57 for postage, and $85 for printing.

Projected: $13,555
Actual: $1,724
Balance: $11,831

Equipment/Seed Purchases

Equipment purchases included $6,591 for trucking, certifying, and bagging seed at 
ABC/Stavropol, $6,460 for seven hundred fifty 50 Ibs. bags of Stine soybean seed for 
next spring planting in Stavropol, replacement parts for Shiwers dryer at ABC/Stavropol 
for $3,693, and shipping charges of $7,602.

Projected:
Actual:
Balance:

$0
$24,346
($24,346)

Grant Funds Re-Programmed

The funds not spent from the previous quarter, $7,283, plus the unused Travel 
funds of $5,809, plus the Other Direct Cost funds not spent of $11,831 gives a total of 
$24,923 to re-program. This money was re-programmed to pay for $24,346 in 
Seed/Equipment costs and $577 in Salaries and Benefits.

Grant End Summary

Total Expenditures for the Quarter: $48,088
Total Funds Available: $48,088
Balance: $0
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IV. FY'95 SECOND QUARTER WORK PLAN

A. New Agribusiness Magazine

Issue #2 will be printed and distributed. Company contact and product information 
will be collected for the following trade directories: U.S. Agribusiness Directory. Ukraine 
Agribusiness Directory, and Russian Agribusiness Directory. Plans for Issue #3 will 
advance. The design for U.S/Ukraine AgMEET will be finalized, and will wait for 
USAID/Kiev approval.

B. ABC/White Church

Extruder expert Chuck Porter will travel to White Church to advise on extruder 
installation, with final extruder installation scheduled at quarter end. Extruder start-up will 
occur early next quarter. Tom Dunn will finish the dryer installation and give final 
approval in February. The entire dryer and bin facility will be completed.

C. ABC/Stavropol

Part of the soybean crop will be sold as feed and seed. Decisions will be made on 
privatizing parts or all of the ABC activities. Lease agreements of the ABC bins and 
equipment will be decided. A new direction with a new partner, Dr. Ludmila Petrova, will 
be pursued. Assisting U.S. agribusinesses with training and marketing in Stavropol will 
continue.

D. CARD/IIDF

U.S. agribusiness that worked with the ABC project will be surveyed and asked 
how the project helped them. This information will be included in the Final Grant Report, 
to be delivered in February.

The U.S./Ukraine AgMEET proposal will be finalized and presented to US AID/ 
Kiev. There is strong promise that IIDF's future lies in Ukraine.

Trade promotion and networking with U.S. agribusiness interested in Stavropol 
may continue. IEDF will host Stavropol Governor Eugene Kuznetsov for four days of 
meetings with Midwest agribusinesses. ABC/Stavropol will be re-evaluated for future 
direction.
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ATTACHMENTS

1. Update on distribution of New Agribusiness Issue #1 from Co-Editor V. Berezin.
2. List of advertisers and list of articles in New Agribusiness Issue #2.
3. Interview with Tom Dunn by Mikhail Kolbasov in Successful Farming. February, 

1995 (English).
4. "List your Agribusiness in the New U.S./NIS Trade Directory", an article by 

Richard Gannon for New Agribusiness Issue #2 (English and Russian).
5. Letter from Dick Hook of John Deere Des Moines Works to IEDF regarding New 

Agribusiness magazine.
6. Letter from John Walter of Successful Farming to Dick Hook of John Deere Des 

Moines Works regarding New Agribusiness Issue #2.
7. "John Deere Conquers the Caucasus", an article by Mikhail Kolbasov for New 

Agribusiness Issue #3 (English).
8. Letter from Ukraine Foreign Minister Gennadi Udovenko to Ukraine Vice Prime 

Minister Peter Sabluk regarding ABC/White Church (Ukrainian and English).
9. Letter from Ukraine First Vice Prime Minister Peter Sabluk to US AJJD/Kiev Deputy 

Director David Sprague supporting U.S./Ukraine AgMEET (English).
10. Letter from UIAE's Dr. Vasily Shlapak to Richard Gannon (English).
11. Letter from Successful Farming's Senior Editor John Walter to USAID/Kiev 

Director Greg Hugher.
12. Scope of Work for VOCA Farmer-to-Farmer specialists' mission to White Church.
13. VOCA Farmer-to-Farmer trip reports to ABC/White Church.
14 Letter from Richard Gannon to Ukrainian State Customs (English).
15. Article from 1/21/95 Des Moines Register on IIDFs seed shipments.
16. Copy of blueprints for placing Insta-Pro equipment at ABC/White Church.
17. Correspondence in support of ABC/White Church trade
18. Contracts between ABC/Stavropol and Egorlyk and Chapaev Farms for division 

of 1994 crops (English and Russian).
19. Contract between ABC/Stavropol and the Seed Station (English and Russian).
20. Triple "F"/IIDF Stavropol feed trial results (English and Russian).
21. First Quarter Financial Report to USAID
22. Letter from USAID to UDF extending the grant through December 31,1994.
23. Letter from USAID commending the thoroughness of the Fourth Quarter Report.
24. DDF Grant Extension Budget.
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Report of New Agribuzines (Moscow) to New Agribuziaes (Des Moines) trough October 28,1994.
From Valentin Berezin.

DISTRIBUTION OF THE FIRST ISSUE
COPIES (1,000)

10

5

5

2

1

1

0.5

0.5

0.36 

0.36

0.18

0.18

0.18

WHERE

Subscribers to Farmer

VOCA

Monsanto

Agribusiness Academy

AKKOR

Siberian Fair

Department of Agriculture of Russian Federation

WORLD FOOD, WORLD AGRO in Moscow

Insta Pro (in Stavropol) 

Citizens Network

Tyler (Minsk, Byelorussia)

Cargill

Uniroyal

Total: 26,260 copies distributed.

The rest of the copies will be sent on request, handed out in agribusiness offices in 
Moscow and St.-Petersburg, distributed at conferences, congresses, meetings. Trial small 
amount is planed to send to Kazakhstan.
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NEW AGRIBUSINESS 
(issue 2)

ATTACHMENT 2

List of Advertisers

ADVERTISER ____ ..„...„,„„„ _ _______
1. Pioneer HI Bred

2. Insto Pro (International branch of Triple F)

3. Conrad-American, Inc.; Shiwers. Inc.; Sudenga Industries, Inc.

4. KInze

5. Monsanto the Agricultural Group

6. R. J. Manufacturing. Inc.

7. Team Tyler

8. Comtek

9. Uniroyal Chemical

List of Articles
1. Editorial Essays

2. News

3.Artlcle about Monsanto

4. S. Volkova. Citizens Network for Foreign Affairs

5. View from Russia

6. Readers' Survey, NA Questionnaire

7. M.Kolbasov. Interview with Tom Dunn, Manager of US ABC In Stavropol

8. Zh. Zabello. Team Tyler

9. Brian Foster. The Beginning Farmer

10. Nona Fisher. Wlnrock International

11. Three Advice to a Small Gardener.

12. All Around the Farm
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ATTACHMENT'S

Mikhail Kolbasov, Russian 
agricultural journalist.

T om Dam has been working in 
Stavropol Russia, since 1992 to 
help new private farmers and 

with establishment of the U.S. 
Agribusiness Center there. The center 
was designed to showcase U.S. farm 
equipment and promote agricultural 
reforms. It has been a tough assign 
ment, as his recent conversation with 
Mikhail Kolbasov reveals.

Kolbasov: Starting something from 
scratch is never easy. Tell me what was 
it like for you to start a new assignment 
in an alien country.

Dunn: It was a tough job. The long- 
term goal of the Agribusiness Center is 
to improve the standard of living in 
Russia. We believe that Russia should 
start improvement of her economy 
from agriculture. Agriculture is the 
foundation of every country.

.The centers have introduced our 
technologies-planters, sprayers, agri 
cultural chemicals, seed, and so on-to 
Russian agricultural workers. I think 
they can really use our equipment.

Much of U.S. technology is very 
appropriate for the climate and soils of 
the Northern Caucasus region where 
the Center is located. .

Unfortunately, some Russians still 
prefer to use outdated fanning meth 
ods. They don't understand the advan 
tages of new technologies. They don't

Face to 
face on

the
Russian 
'frontier'

An American farmer
confronts the tough
issues of reforming

agriculture in the former
Soviet Union

see the difference between a good job 
and a bad job.

Kolbasov: Of course it's impossible 
to change a people's psychology 
overnight. It should be taken into 
account that for years, as we say, "every 
initiative was prosecuted." People got the 
same wages for good and for bad work.

Dunn: I understand that it isn't uay 
to leave the past behind. And our work 
with old state and collective farms 
was like a bloody battle at first We 
learned that the key problem is not 
people really, but the old system.

We have positive examples, too. 
This year we started working with sev 
eral privatized farms. It was a breath of 
fresh air.

These farmers are smart, caring peo 
ple who understand the purpose of 
their work. They are able to set priori 
ties and take initiative. Private farmers 
are the future of agriculture in 
Stavropol Territory.

Kolbasov: I believe that your tech 
nologies will succeed in Russia. But 
many Russians still think that America 
wants to turn Russia into a colony.

Dunn: If we had any imperial ambi 
tions, they would have shown long 
before now. Look at America's histo 
ry-it is the leading champion of

Tom Dunn, Iowa farmer and adviser 
to Russian agriculture.

democracy. We want only to improve 
your economy. We need an economi> 
cally strong partner in world trade. If 
this happens, it will not only improve 
the standard of living in Russia, but in 
America as well.

Kolbasov: Your mission is certainly 
worthy, but not all Americans arrive in 
Russia wri'di such admirable goals, do 
you think?

Dunn: I was just going to comrrtnt 
about some Americans' presence in 
Russia. Sometimes they don't under 
stand clearly themselves why they 
have come here. Of course, most of 
them are entrepreneurs.

They are coming to make money, 
and they will probably succeed. But 
what's wrong with that? Your econo 
my will benefit from this, too.

To be totally frank, your country is 
like a sleeping giant You have enor 
mous potential.

Kolbasov: Sometimes I think that 
Americans in Russia are experiencing 
the same feelings v, your own pio 
neers. They are special people. s

«

Dunn: I agree with you. They are | 
like pioneers. Yes, some Americans 7 
see Russia as a new frontier. Of course \ 
your life is unstable today. But this is a I 
land of tremendous opportunities. S3 I

SPECIAL BONUS SECTION SUCCESSFUL FARMING. FEBRUARY, 1995



ATTACHMENT 4

IOWA/INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
200 East Grand Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50309 U.S.A.

Tel: 515-242-4768 Fax:515-242-4946 E-Maa:/G=R/S=GANNON/©abq>.sprint.com 
AGRIBUSINESS OPERATIONS AND PRODUCTION: IOWA. RUSSIA and UKRAINE

Article for 
New Agribusiness Issue #2

by
Richard Gannon

HDF Executive Director
Final Draft: 20-Oct-94

LIST YOUR AGRIBUSINESS IN NEW 
U.S./NIS TRADE DIRECTORY

Thank you for being a NIS agricultural pioneer preparing for the 
present and looking to the future by reading New Agribusiness. For those 
of you just joining us, this is the second issue of New Agribusiness. The 
first issue of 40,000 copies was published in June 1994. New Agribusiness 
is the offspring of the U.S./NIS joint ventuie between Fermer and 
Successful Farming. Successful Farming is the largest private paid 
agricultural publication in the United States.

There is a close tie between New Agribusiness and the Iowa/ 
International Development Foundation (HDF). IIDF has joined with 
private Russian partners to establish a joint venture Agribusiness Center in 
Stavropol, Russia. Also, IIDF has joined with private Ukrainian partners 
to establish a joint venture Agribuisness Center in White Church, Ukraine. 
The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) has provided 
funding to establish the Agribusiness Centers to demonstrate U.S. seed, 
equipment, and management methods in large-scale crop and feed 
production.

The inaugural issue of New Agribusiness featured thirteen U.S. 
agribusinesses. Of those thirteen, eleven companies have demonstrated 
seed or equipment at the Agribusiness Centers. Of those eleven, nine 
currently have seed or equipment being used in large-scale production at 
the Centers' farm and feed operations.

The Agribusiness Centers have erected grain bins and installed grain 
dryers to demonstrate the efficiencies that can be achieved by properly



drying and storing grain. There are many different types of grain bins and 
grain dryers and NIS farmers will have to decide which are best suited to 
fit their needs. The Centers also have extruders to process soybeans into 
soybean meal for livestock feed and food-grade soybean oil for human 
consumption. Soybean meal is the protein supplement of choice in U.S. 
livestock feed rations.

Feed efficiency is greatly enhanced if feed rations are supplemented 
with protein, vitamins and minerals. The use of protein meal will sharply 
reduce the total amount of grain needed to produce meat. In the U.S., it 
takes three kilograms of feed to produce one kilogram of meat, whereas in 
the NIS, it takes nine kilograms of feed to produce one kilogram of meat. 
Thus, using protein can double the savings in the amount of grain fed to 
livestock, making the grain saved available for other uses. There are also 
many other economic benefits for using protein such as halving the time- 
on-feed required by livestock.

The Agribusiness Centers are asking USAID to finance a new project 
to assist a larger number of NIS agribusinesses. The new project is: 
U.S./NIS Agricultural Marketing, Exports, Extension, and Training 
(AgMEET). AgMEET is designed to introduce U.S. and NIS 
agribuisnesses and promote U.S./NIS joint ventures, trade and investment.

AgMEET is compiling a trade directory of U.S. and NIS 
agribusinesses. You are invited to list your agribusiness in the directory. 
Please send the following information:

Agribusiness Name 
Contact Name 
Address 
Tel & Fax

Type of Agribusiness
List of Ag Equipment Manufactured (if any) 
List of Agricultural Products to Sell/Buy 
Describe how AgMEET can help you.

Please include as much detail about your agribusiness as possible. Mail, fax 
or e-mail your information to one of the following:

IIDF
200 East Grand Avenue
Des Moines, Iowa 50309 U.S.A.
Tel: 515-242-4768
Fax:515-242-4946
E-Mail: /G=R/S=GANNON/@abcp.sprint.com



Russian/American Agribusiness Center 
Room 411 
337 Mira Street 
Stavropol, Russia 355017 
Tel/Fax: 7-865-222-4556

Ukrainian/American Agribusiness Center 
Ukrainian Institute of Agricultural Economics 
Geroyev Oborony 10 
Kiev, Ukraine 252127 
Tel: 7-044-261-4821 
Fax: 7-044- 266-0539

Fermer 
P.O. Box 567 
Moscow, Russia 119021 
Tel: 7-095-204-4423 
Tel/Fax: 7-095-204-4212



IOWA /INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
200 East Grand Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50309 U.S.A.

Tel: 515-242-4768 Fax 515-2424946 E-Mail: /G=R/S=GANNON/®abcp.sprint.com 
AGRIBUSINESS OPERATIONS AND PRODUCTION: IOWA. RUSSIA and UKRAINE

BHOCHTE BAIHE nPEJWPHSITHE B HOBEEft 
CHPABOTffiHK TOPFOBJIH CfflA-CHT

CnacH6o BaM. nHOHepy canbcKoro xo3*HCTBa Off1 , sa TO. IITO Bbi 
roTOBHTecb K HacTCMimeMy H sarjuwbiBaeTe B 6y/iymee. MHTaa »ypnaji " HOBHH 
Arpo6H3Hec". RJIX Tex. KTO TOJibKo MTO npHcoeflHHHJica K Haw. coo6maeM - BTO 
y>Ke BTOpofi HOMep "HOBOTO Arpo6H3Heca". HepBbifi HOMep Bwma/i THpaxoM 40 
000 3K3eMii/i*poB B HK>He 1994 T. "HoBbiH Arpo6H3Hec" flBJiseTC 
pa6oTbi aMepHKaHO-poccHHCKoro COBMCCTHOTO npeynpHsrrwi Mexay 
"<I>epMep" H "CaKC3c<f)y.fl OapMHHr" ("ycnemHoe OepMepcTBo"). 
<DapMHHr" - KpynHefimee n^arnoe ca/ibCKO-xo35ificTBeHHoe roziaHHe B

"Hosbift Arpo6H3Hec" TCCHO cB^saH c d>oHflOM Me^KflyHapoflHoro
AftOBbI (d>MPA). COBM6CTHO C yaCTHblMH pOCCHflCKHMH napTHepaMH, <I>MPA C03flaJI

coBMecTHoe npe^npHiiTHe Arpo6H3HecueHTp a CraBpona/ibCKOM Kpae B POCCHH. 
Ha yKpaHHe. <t>MPA opraHH3OBaji c qacrnbiMH napmepaMH coBMecTHoe 
npezinpH^THe B BeJioft KepKBH. AreHTCTBo MexflyHapoflHoro PaasHTHji CfflA (AMP 
CIHA) ^HHaHCHposajio ycTanoB^eHHe Arpo6H3HecueHTpoa mix fleMOHCTpauHH 
aMepHKancKHx ceMHH. o6opyaoBaHH^i H MCTO.ZJOB MeHe,a)KMeHTa B 
KpynHOMacraTa6HOM BbipanjHBaHHH aepnoBbix H npoHSBo^cTae KopMa nnx CKora.

IlepBbifi Howep "HoBoro Arpo6H3Heca" npeacraBHji 13
KOMnaHHH. H3 MHCJia T6X 13. 11 KOMnaHHH flCMOHCTpHpOBaJIH CBOK C6M6Ha

ofiopyflOBaHHe B Arpo6H3HecueHipax. CeMCHa H^H o6opyflOBaHHe 9 H3 BTHX 11 
KOMnaHHH B HacToamHH MOM6HT HcncxabsywTcii UeHTpawH B KpynHOMacmTa6Hbix 

no BbipanjHBaHHK) sepnoBbix H npoHSBO^CTBy

Arpo6H3HecueHTpbi ycraHOBHJiH sepHoxpaHHJiHma H aepHocyran^KH
3(J3C{jeKTHBHOCTH. KOTOpaJI MOJKeT 6bITb flOCTHTHyTa npH

cymKe H xpaneHHH aepHa. CymecTByer MHOPO pasviHMHbix BH^OB
H sepHOcymHJioK. H <J)epMepaM CHT Ha^o 6yaeT caMHM Bbi6Hparb 

o6opy,qoBaHHe. Koropoe HaHJiyymHM o6pa3OM oTBeqaer HX Hyx^aM. HeHTpw 
HMCKJT BKCTpy^epbi AJIR nepepa5oTKH COH B coesbifl mpor RJIX KopMa 

H roroBoe K ynorpee^ieHHio jiro^bMH B nHiiiy COCBOC Macjio. CoeBbifi mpor 
s(BJlsle^csl Han6cxaee nonyji^pnofi B CmA 6e/iKOBOH ^o6aBKoft B KOPMOBOH 
ckora.

S^eKTHBHOCTb KOpMa 3HaMHT6JIbHO y/tyMmaeTCil. CCJIH B KOpMOBOft
)TCii 6eJiKH. BHiaMHHbi H MHHepa.flbHbie cMecH. HcncxabsoBaHHe 

6oraroro 6ejiKOM mpoia peaKo CHHSHT o6mee KoviJiHMecTBo sepna. Heo6xoaoMoro 
RJISI npoH3Bo,qcTBa \inc3i. B CfflA ,zyi.H npoH3Bo^cTBa o^Horo KH-norpaMMa M^ca 
Tpe6yeTCH jpn KanorpaMMa KopMa. B TO speMfl KaK B CHT Ha npoHSBo^cTBo

KHJiorpaMMa MXCZ. yxo^HT aeB^Tb KHJiorpaMM KopMa. TEKHM o6pa3OM,
6&nKOB MOKCT y^BOHTb SKOHOMHIO KopMOBoro sepHa. MTO 

HcnoJibsoBaib ero ana .qpyrnx uejien. HcnovibsoBaHHe 6eJiKOB 
H apyme BKonoMHMecKHe npeHMynjecTsa, TaKHe KaK coKpameHHe 
Heo6xoflHMoro Riia BbipamHsaHHfl CKOTa KopMOBoro nepHO,q£
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Arpo6n3HecueHTpbi o6paTHJiHCb K AMP CIHA c npocb6oH o
HOBOro npoeKTa. KOTOpuft noMOKCT 6cxnbmeMy 

H XOQSHCTB B CHT. HOBWH npoeKT HaabieaeTCfl
MapKeiHHT. SKcnopT. HH$opMauHOHHoe o6ecneqeHHe H 

O6yqeHHe CntA-CHT (CM3HO). Ifenbio CM3HO SyflerHajiaflHTb KOHTaKTbl MCJKfly
CCJlbCKOXOSJlftCTBeHHblMH npeflnpH5ITH^MH CfflA H CHT H CnOCO6cTBOBaTb CO3flaHHK) 

COBMeCTHbDC npeflnpH5TTHH, TOpPOBJie H HHB6CTHUHHM.

B paMxax CM3HO B Hacro^mHH MOMCHT cocraBJixeTC* cnpasoMHHK
CHIA H CHT, satiiiTbix B o6^acTH arpo6H3Heca. Mbi npHTJiamaeM Bac 

Bame npe,qnpH*THe B aror cnpaBoqHHK. noKajiyftcTa. npeaocraBbTe

HMJI KonraKTHoro 
Aapec 
TejiecjiOH H $aKC

CnHCOK npoHsaoflHMoro c/x o6opy/joBaHH5i (CCJIH raKOBoe 
CnHCOK c/x npoayKUHH. Koropyra Bbi XOTCJIH 6bi npoaarb HJIH KynHTb 

, KaK CM3HO MOJKCT BaM
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ATTACHMENT 5

15 NOVEMBER 1994

MR. ANDREI KODDRIAVTSEV
IOWA/INTERNATIONAL DEVELPMENT FOUNDATION
200 EAST GRAND AVENUE
DES MOINES, IOWA 50309

DEAR ANDY:
MR. RICHARD CANNON FORWARDED ME AN INAUGURAL ISSUE OF "NEW AGRIBUSINESS" 
TOGETHER WITH COPIES OF SEVERAL LETTERS ORIGINATING IN YOUR OFFICE, NEW 
AGRIBUSINESS OFFICE, AND SUCCESSFUL FARMING. I UNDERSTAND THAT THE SECOND 
ISSUE OF "NEW AGRIBUSINESS" WAS SCHEDULED FOR PRINTING 1 NOVEMBER 1994, 
AND CONTAINS AN ARTICLE TITLED "JOHN DEERE CONQUERS THE CAUCASUS". DICK 
GANNON ALSO SENT ME AN INTERPRETATION BY JANNA ZABELLO OF THE ARTICLE.

REASON FOR THIS MEMO IS TO REQUEST A COUPLE COPIES OF THE SECOND ISSUE OF 
"NEW AGRIBUSINESS" WHEN THEY ARE AVAILABLE (I'D LIKE ONE TO KEEP, AND I'LL 
FORWARD THE OTHER COPY TO JOHN DEERE MARKETING PEOPLE IN MOLINE) . ALSO, I 
INTEND TO REQUEST PERMISSION FOR PARTIAL REPRINTING; AND WILL PLACE 
EXCERPTS IN OUR FACTORY NEWSLETTER IF POSSIBLE. SO ANYWAY, PLEASE SEND ME 
A COUPLE COPIES OF THE SECOND ISSUE WHEN THEY'RE AVAILABLE (IF POSSIBLE).

THANK YOU,

DICK HOOK 
PS
PER YOUR REQUEST A MONTH OR SO AGO, I DID CALL DAVID LYONS AND HAD A NICE 
CHAT IN SUPPORT OF YOUR WORK AND THE IOWA/INTERNATIONAL DEVELPMENT 
FOUNDATION PROCESS I WAS INVOLVED WITH LAST YEAR.

R. W. (DICK) HOOK

Division engineer. CVam Division 
JOHN 06ERE OES MOINES WORKS 
P.O. Box 1595. Oes Manes. Iowa 50306 
Tel. 515-289-3054. Fax. 515-289>H«r"
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November 20, 1994

Mr. R.W. Hook
John Deere Des Moines Works
P.O. Box 1595
Des Moines, Iowa 50306

Dear Mr. Hook:

I received a copy of your recent communication with Andrei Koudriavtsev of the Iowa 
International Development Foundation. I will be sure that you receive a set of copies of the 
lastest issue of New Agribusiness, which contains the article about John Deere's presence in 
southern Russia. Also, we would be happy to grant you permission to reprint excerpts of the 
article.

The next issue of the publication is scheduled to be printed in March 1995. Companies 
represented in New Agribusiness include Pioneer, Monsanto, Uniroyal, Kinze, Triple F, and 
other agribusinesses continuing to test the waters in the former Soviet Union. Perhaps this 
would be a good opportunity for Deere & Company to become involved in the project. For a 
minimal cost (31,225 per page), you could begin to work with us to help develop useful 
information for agriculture in Russia, Ukraine and elsewhere in the former Soviet Union.

I met Deere's Russia representative, Pekka Holker, in June and he was most enthusiastic about 
the publication.

I would be pleased to talk with you or others in the company about the project, or provide 
additional background information, if you wish.

Thanks for your interest in New Agribusiness.

Cordially,

John Walter 
(Edjior

cc--Andrei Koudriavtsev, Jim Cornick
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9.1.94
F: (515)242-4946
TO: RICHARD T. GANNON

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, IIDF 
FROM: J.ZABELLO

The article by Michail Kolbasov
Russia, 355029 Stavropol,

397/7 Lenin Str., Apt.33
Interpreted by Janna V. Zabello

3333 Grand Ave,, Apt. 395,
DesMoines, IA50312

John Deere Conquers the Caucasus.

In the mid-June there is a short period of serenity on farm fields of 
Russia: planting is over, but it is too early for harvesting. The Russian- 
American Agribusiness Center used this period for holding a seminar on 
planting technologies in Stavropol. Stavropol is located in the South of 
Russia between the Black and the Caspian Seas, North to the Mountain 
Range of Caucasus.

Preparations for seminar has started long ago, in early spring, when 
agribusiness manager Tom Dunn assembled the planters of too successful 
companies "Kinze" and "John Deere" with his own hands, checked the 
planters, instructed personnel. About a thousands hectares of farm fields 
was seeded by these planters with American breed seeds, using American 
herbicide. Germination was excellent. There were no, or almost no weeds 
in the fields where American technology was used. 
This guarantees high yields though here is draught in the Northern 
Caucasus this year.

Agronomists and machine operators liked both the planters and no-till 
technology. Intensive usage of land multiplied by periods of draughts has 
lead to agronomists unanimous conclusion: rich Stavropol soils are under 
the attack of a desert -- dust storms come with monotonous persistence.

No-till technology that was discussed at the seminar is not new to the 
Stavropol Territory, it was brought here by the agricultural group 
Monsanto, several years ago. All variants of minimum tillage technology 
were started testing in 1984 on 2,000 hectares. They were from minimum 
till, mulch till to no-till. 150 hectares were not tilled at all for 10 years.

SEP-01-1994 13:03 p - 01



Weeds used to kill with pesticides. But year after year the yield was from 
45 to 55 centers per a hectare.

The American technology has found its home in the most unfavorable 
condition in so called Armaveer Wind Corridor where wind riches the 
speed of 40-60 meters per a second. Much was added to this technology by 
a talented Russian scientist Doctor of Agricultural Science Eugeny 
Ivanovich Riabov. Many years of survey showed the increase of moisture 
concentration in soil and in terms of labor force and fuel efficiency no- 
till technology is 35-40% more beneficial.

One would say: you have the information, go and use it on the vast 
expanses of the Stavropol Territory, moreover, all iand here is erodible. 
There is a Russian saying "good intentions pave the road to hell". 
Farmers continue grandfathers' practices or something even worse. 
Scientists are smiling: before we were obliged to use new technologies, 
and now when farmers have experienced independence, agronomists reject, 
quit everything. As a result after harvesting last year soil was not 
managed at alt and was covered by snow together with crop residue. And in 
spring the petrol rates went up so high that people were tempted to 
abandon their fields.

At that moment Russian-American Agribusiness canter have appeared 
with machinery, seeds, herbicides, technologies - a "Miracle Maker".

Then came the Seminar. Some do not find anything new for themselves, 
others for the first time discovered ail the advantages of American 
technology, fine planters, sprayers and seeds. Petrovsky Region is a part 
of Stavropol Territory where new technologies used to be launched, 
The head of the Agricultural Department of this Region speaks about the 
problems discussed on the seminar: "I personally have not heard anything 
new. We are working with the representatives of American companies for 
several years. But this year we were tactfully reminded about something 
that all this years we have been overlooking. We were talking about 
details without which it is impossible to get high yield. These 
peculiarities we did not know. Yes, we had similar seminars before but we 
could not use this knowledge. So far we are lacking the foundation 
allowing the technologies to show their best advantages. You would ask if 
Russian farmers want to have your machinery. Russian farmers dream of 
"John Deere" coming to their fields. But the main obstacle is the lack of

SEP-01-1994" 13:03 P<02
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• means to buy it. Let us discuss the barter opportunities: our territory is 
rich and we have all means for good mutually beneficial cooperation. We 
supply you with ample agricultural produce and you supply us with 
machinery in exchange.

And as a request, I would ask you to held these seminars in early spring so 
we will be able to improve yield already this year. Your experience is 
priceless!"

This remark made the announcement of "AIA Ltd." Valery Uzbashev even 
more valuable: "We are holding an exclusive right to represent in Russia 
the world leader in manufacturing agricultural machinery ~ "John Deere". 
We are already discuss the variants of barter agreements.We would like to 
supply Russia with "John Deere" machinery, to establish a service center 
here. Of course we are having customs problems and other barriers, but 
where is a will there is a way.

Who knows may be Agribusiness will be able to bring the interests of 
Stavropol farmers and "John Deere" together in the nearest future."

The Seminar was highly approved by the representative of the agricultural 
group "Monsanto" Andrey Fomin: "Seminar was held on a very high level. 
All the regions, where we working, were represented here. We brought 
already famous products to the seminar. What do we take out? We have 
found new clients, strengthen the ties with partners. Our work on the 
Russian market, especially in the Northern Caucasus has become more 
dynamic. Obviously here is the biggest market for our products and 
technologies. Agriculture develops here more intensively than in the other 
regions of Russia. People are prepared to accept new technologies. And the 
environment itself. . . Briefly we are satisfied with the foundation that 
our company was building for several years straight.

The other particular feature of the Seminar in Stavropol Territory is 
versatility. Earlier on 10-15 companies (say chemical) were getting 
together and praising their products. The idea -- to get a client. And here 
we had a wonderful set: seed companies, machinery, chemicals. I like it 
very much.
I like also that excellent agricultural magazines "Successful Farming", 
"New Agribusiness" are represented here. We need to coordinate 
relationships, we need literally every step of new cooperation to be
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publicized. Who knows may be "John Deere" with the help of companies 
like "Monsanto" will conquer the Caucasus - in the best meaning of the 
word."

The seminar participants' poll showed the great interest of Stavropol 
agricultural workers to the new technologies offered by American 
companies. For example, they were asked: would you be interested in using 
no-till on your fields? Almost all answered yes, with a remark: if we will 
know more about it. Many questioned farmers complain that they have too 
little information about farming methodics used in the USA. People want 
to know much more than Russian media say. Seventy five farmers out of 
one hundred are going in the nearest two years to buy American seeds, 
agricultural machinery, micronutrient, fertilizer, herbicide and pesticide. 
By the way, most of them is ready for barter exchange. What else can they 
offer - this is the situation common for Russia and the Northern 
Caucasus is not an exception. The companies able to response to this 
situation adequately can count on success.

I would like to share my own impressions. When I was riding a powerful 
creature with an emblem of running deer - the "John Deere" planter and 
taking pictures of its work on the fields of the "Chapaevskoe" Joint Stock 
Company not far from Stavropol, I was rejoicing that planter ran 
smoothly, evenly, without vibration. It looked like the planter and 
Stavropol land are created for each other.
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ATPAPHHXHAyR

253127. Krfi. syjiJcpoSB O6opo«nJO 
TM.(044) 961-48-21, 261-43-21 
*0(C<D44) 286-05-39

INSTITUTE 
FOR AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS

UKRAINIAN ACADEMY 
OP AGRICULTURAL SCIKNCSS

19. Grav Oborafix «ftr.. Klwr. 262127 
UL(044) 201-49-21, Ml-43-71 
(az.|044) 200-05-39

11

H

To: Mr. Richard T. Gannon 
I1DF Executive Director 
8-101-515-242-4948 
Vasiliy Shlapak 
Leading scientist 
(7-044)-266-0539 

Phone:286-06-38 
Date: January 17^ 1995>~

Pag«&t 4"tinoruding this page)

Fax:
From

Fax:

Message:

•I
Dear Mr. Gannon,

Thank you for the last fax from January 16, 1995. I send 
to you the letter of Mr. G. Vdovenko to Mr, Peter Sabluk. Sans 
time later on I vill send it in English.

Best regards,

Vasiliy Shlapak
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13(373 R-U.

MWIS7IY
Of FOIDOM AFFAIIS 

Of UKJUWE

252018,

H3C YKpaYHH oTpKna^o jincra aia BHKOHaBHoro jiHpeKTopa
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FCX.NDATION n.pinapaa i

flOflo cniBpo6iTHHUTBa «i* YxpaYHoio Ta CSA B

Ilia Mac Horo siaMxy 40 QUA y 3B F H3Ky 3 ynacrw B poGoii 49-oY 
CeciY OOH y sepecHl u. p. KHOW a KepiBHHUTBon KOMnaHiY 
o6roBopeHi nuTaKua CTBOP<?HVUI i 
AnepHKaHCbxr/-KKpaYHd>Koro Ueaipy cnpHamia ropriaii Ta iHBe 
B ranysi ci^bO>Koro rocnoaapciBa. taea npo aoai^b 
TaKoro UeHTpy GyJta niarpH?taHa Arenrcrvon Ni^wapoaHoro pojBHTxy G3A

CUSAID).
B 3a3HaMeHony JIHCTJ anepHKaHCbKa crofx>Ha niaTBep/t*ye CBOW

Hao^BHMafiHy 3auiKaBvieHicrn> y no4oe»«HHi ^IJIOBHX crocyttxib Hauotx 
aYH B uift ra^yai Ta cnoai8a<=rn>oi ua Yx .*KicHHfi PCOBHTOK.

Jt i. Ky»etH ao BepxoBHoY Paan, BW crocywrtot
ci;ibci>Koro rocno^apcTBa y pe^opwysaHH i yKpaYHd.no Y

xonnaHiY IDF oMixye sij yxpaYHCbKoro 

nponc/3nuift noao nojanMooro posBKTKy

aW3CTO|K>HHX CTOCVHK.i» S aKUBHTOM Ha

Imcratyr irptpref •vraoailn 

BX.ffe
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i. naniTMKa ctJibCbKorocno^apcbKoro ono4aixyBaHiw ua

2. , nponasHuiY KOAO CTBOpemui BceootaHoY

3. SaxoflH no y3ro4«eHK» ciJibCbKorccnoziapcbKoY no^iTMKH B 
3 peKonetuauitMH Ta Koneirrapmn USA1D

Ilau Pinapa T. TCHHOH B JIHCTI TaKCwc BMOioanwe 
no6a*aKHfl Ta npono3HuiY CTOCOBHO niATpmKH anepHKancbKoto 
pO3«HTxy Cijibo>xorocnoAapc]»Koro U^Hrpy B H. B'uia UepKsa

Ui nHTaHHH ncpeaGaMaerhca o6rceopHTii 3 yxpaYncbKHRH ^ 
nac BisHTy n.TeHHowa Ta ftoro ncAr.iMH«Ka A-IyflpvweB* B 

13-17 .rpy^Hft u. p-
Ha ayMxy B3C. 6y.no 6 6a*aHO aopyHHTH Miuci^brocnnpofly 

no cyxi 4

3 nouarcw

HlHlCTF
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TRANSLATION OF A LETTER IN UKRAINIAN 
PRINTED ON MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS OF UKRAINE LETTERHEAD

November 28,1994

P. T. Sabluk
Vice Prime Minister of Ukraine

Dear Peter,

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Ukraine received a letter from Richard T. Gannon, 
Executive Director of die Iowa International Development Foundation (IIDF), containing 
proposals for cooperation between Ukraine and the United States in the field of agriculture.

During my visit to the United States in September of this year for the opening 
session of the 49th UN General Assembly, I had a discussion with lEDF leadership 
regarding the establishment and functioning of the U.S./Ukrainian Agribusiness Center and 
its mission of promoting trade and investment in the field of agriculture. United States 
Agency for International Development (US AID) supported the idea to create this center.

In the aforementioned letter, the U.S. side reiterated its high degree of interest in 
continuing business relations between our two nations in this field and achieving a new 
level in their development. Incidentally, the letter referred to Ukraine President Kuchma's 
Address to Parliament, in which he stated that developing agriculture was of key 
importance in reforming the Ukrainian state.

IIDF is waiting for specific proposals from the Ukrainian Government aimed at 
further development of bilateral relations, with an emphasis on the following:

1. Agricultural taxation policies in the current year,
2. Proposals for creating a fund to provide wide support for agribusiness entrepreneurs;
3. Measures to coordinate Ukraine's ag policy with suggestions and advice of US AID.

In his letter, Richard T. Gannon also put forward proposals regarding U. S. 
support for ±e Agribusiness Center in White Church, Kiev OblasL

These issues are expected to be discussed with Ukrainian agricultural specialists 
during the visit by Mr. Gannon and his assistant, Mr. Koudriavtsev, to Ukraine on 
December 13-17 of this year.

Ministry of Foreign Affairs thinks it will be productive to charge the Ministry of 
Agriculture with the task of preparing for these negotiations.

Respectfully, 

(signature)

Gennadi Udovenko
Ukraine Minister of Foreign Affairs
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INSTITUTE
FOR AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS

UKRAINIAN ACADEMY 
Of AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES

353127. Kib, ByA.r«pob O6opoaiLlO 
*A.((U4) Vl-48-21. 301-43-71 
6«nc(044) 25*05-39

10. G«oiv Oboroay dr.. Ktav. 252127 
taL(Q44) 251-48-21, 261 43-21 
ftx.044) 286-05-39

Mr*
Daputy Dincter 
USAID/Wev

Establishment of free market relationships are occupying an increasing 
important role in the Ukrainian agricultural sector. U.S. institutions 
have a critical contribution to make in the process of agrarian 
transformation. I believe that U. S. and Ukrainian agribusiness's could 
develop a more active cooperation, if given an opportunity to do so. 
A key role in fastening these relationships could be played by the 
U.S./Ukrainian project 'Agricultural Marketing, Exports, Extension and 
Training, AgMeef which is an unsolicited proposal which 1 recently 
received from CARD (Iowa State University) IIDE (Iowa International 
Development Foundation) and Successful Farming. 
Protect such as AgMset are needed in order to realize the economic 
reforms recently declared by Ukrainian President Leonid Kutchma. This 
project was designed by well-known professionals who have worked 
when visited Ukraine and understand the special drcumsfances that 
exist in Ukraine, Dr. Stanley Johnson, Director of CARD and Chair of 
IIDF, and Mr. Richard Gannon IIDF Executive Director are primarily 
responsible for the project design. I would Ilka to bring to you 
attention, that Mr. Martin Robinson, former Country Director VOCA 
(Kiev) and John Waiter of Successful Farming have also played vital 
roles in the project design. Please note that Mr. Robinson is a prime 
candidate for project manager.
The care and expertise that went into the project design by these 
individuals gives me confidence that the project addresses real needs 
in Ukraine and proposes realistic activities, tf successful in gaining 
financial support, the project will be jointty implemented with the 
Ukrainian workers of Agrarian economy, the Agribussines Center at Bite 
Tserkva, and the Rosa Feedmiil.
I would greatiy appreciate it if USAID/Kiev could review and consider 
the project proposal 'AgMeef for possible funding.

uk
Ukraine First Vice-Prime Minister 
for Agroindustrial complex.
Director, Institute for Agr. Economics
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INSTITUTE 
FOR AGRICULTUKAL ECONOMICS

UKRAINIAN ACtlDEMY 
OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES

2M1Z7. KM», ByA.r«poin O6opoHH.10 
1M.(M4) 181-48-21, 201-43-21

X* «

10, Gftioiv Oboroay itr.. Kter, 252127 
UL(044) 2C1-48-21. 261-43-21 
tex.|M4) 200-05-39

To: Mr. Stanley Johnson
C ARD Director & IIDF ihair 
Mr. Richard T. Cannon 
IIDF Executive Director

Fax: 515-294-6336 
515-2424946

From: Vasiliy Shlapak, 
Leading scientist

Fax: (7-044>266-0539
Phone: 266-0536
Date: January 16, 1995
Page: $ (including this page)

Thank you for the U.S. /Ukrainian project "Agricultural Marketing. 
Exports, Extension and Training" (AgMeet). I informed Mr. Peter Sabluk. 
He has been promoted on last week by the President to the position of the 
Ukraine First Vice-Prime Minister for Agroindustrial complex.

Mr. Peter Sabluk wjuHrmcd, liml Dr. Victor Boyko joindl with me, who 
took part in the establishment and a registration of the Agrobussines Center 
at Bila Tserkva, are responsibly for all kinds of the Institute activity at the 
joint venture including coordination of AgMeet

Some time after, receiving the unsolicited proposal and other 
information from you I phoned to Mr. David Sprague and asked him about 
a perspective for possible funding. In its turn he asked me about Mr. Peter 
Sabluk's attitude and Mr. Sprague stressed that it is important for a positive



decision. I explained Mr. Sabluk's attitude and promised to prepare and 
send a letter of confirmation.

In order to facilitate a project promotion I send the letter by fix to you.
In response to a letter sanded by the Ukraine Minister of Foreign 

Affeirs Mr. Genadiy Wdovenko to Mr. Peter Sabluk we were preparing at 
the Institute for Mr. Rkhard Cannon's visit to Ukraine. The initiatives for 
cooperation taken by Mr. Richard Cannon have been jtresaed on the letter 
written by Mr. Genadiy Wdovenko.

We are looking forward to Mr. Richard Cannon's visit to Ukraine in 
February, 1995.

Sincerely,

Attachment 
c.c. Martin Robinson 

John Walter

Vasiliy Shlapak



bcc: Dick Cannon, Marty Robinson, Stanley Johnson

SUCCESSFUL ATTACHMENT 11

FOR rAMiuES THAT MAKE FARMING TMEIR BUSINESS

1716 LOCust Street • Ces Momes. 'A 50309-3023 • 515-284-3000

January 27, 1995

Mr. Greg Hugher
U.S. Agency for International Development
FAX: 202-736-7566

Dear Mr. Hugher:

I hope it's not too presumptuous for me personally to urge you to support the U.SAIkraine 
AgMeet project that is to be submitted for your consideration by the Center for Agricultural and 
Rural Development at Iowa State University and others.

From our position here at Successful Farming/New Agribusiness, AgMeet appears to be an 
excellent vehicle for broadening agribusiness activity between the U.S. and Ukraine. We are 
pleased to be offered an opportunity to be included as part of the proposal's information 
program.

With a circulation of 500,000, Successful Farming is the nation's largest paid-circulation 
agricultural publication. Successful Farming maintains a list of about 1,000 U.S. companies 
that do business with the magazine. Our publication's readership and credibility with industry 
should enable us to make a genuine contribution in promoting efforts from the private sector to 
support agricultural and rural development in Ukraine.

Beyond the specific activities spelled out in the AgMeet proposal, we plan to continue to 
publicize exemplary assistance projects in the NIS, as well as recruit interest from our 
advertisers in participating in trade and training projects with Ukraine.

Our work over the last year in developing the Russian-language New Agribusiness has given us a 
better understanding of how to work with U.S. companies interested in trie NIS. AgMeet would 
provide us a means to extend this effort and take advantage of the contributions already made by 
the many individuals and organizations associated with your programs in Ukraine.

Thanks for your time and consideration.

rdially

n Walter 
nior Editor

Aferedith
JRN-27-1995 13:26 98X P. 02



ATTACHMENT 12

SCOPE OF WORK FOR VOCA VOLUNTEER FOR ABC/WHITE CHURCH

There are two prime tasks involved with the US Agribusiness Center's project with 
APK ROSS at White Church, Ukraine. One task is the completion of the grain handling, 
drying and storage system combined with the checkout, startup and successful operation of 
the system. The oeher task is the installation of the extruder/extractor line combined with 
the checkout, startup and successful operation of this system.

The first responsibility, the grain systems, will require an individual with both 
technical skills and experience in the installation of the mechanical components associated 
with this system. Also needed will be the ability to read and understand wiring diagrams 
and the ability to transfer these schemadcs into electrical power control circuits. Included is 
the need to parallel wire a Comp-U-Dry computer control unit into the manual control 
circuits of the Shiwers continuous flow, in-bin grain drying system. This individual 
should also have a background in harvesting agricultural crops and the ability to direct the 
harvest and drying operations. The person with these skills and experience would also 
have the ability needed to thoroughly check out both the mechanical and electrical 
components of this grain system for proper assembly and operation including a testing of 
all the safety circuits of the drying system. Finally, for this phase of the project, the 
individual will need to thoroughly screen the ROSS personnel who will be involved in the 
operation of this system in the proper servicing and maintenance of this equipment, proper 
procedures for startup of the system, operation of the system and shutdown of the system.

The second responsibility involved with this project, the extruder/expeller line, will 
require an individual with both technical skills and experience in the installation and 
operation of this system. The ability to configure the units of this system into a workable 
setup combined with the ability to direct the fabrication of materials handling equipment to 
complete the system will be needed. Again, the ability to read and understand wiring 

combined with the ability to transform these schematics into electrical power
control circuits will be needed. For example, the 125 hp electric motors on the extruders 
require the use of "Y'/Delta starting circuits. This individual will need to be familiar with 
the wiring of these and other types of control circuits. The individual will again need to 
check out all the components of this system for proper assembly and operation, short of 
actually introducing material to be processed. If possible this individual should have 
experience in the startup of both extruders and expellers, but if not, this expertise will be 
provided by the Agribusiness Center. Finally, for this phase of the project, the individual 
will need to thoroughly screen the ROSS personnel on the servicing and maintenance, 
proper startup procedures, operation and shutdown of the components of this system.

This individual will be working under the supervision of an agricultural engineer 
experienced with these systems. This project engineer will be on site to initially brief the 
volunteer on everything that will need to be done. It is anticipated that the project engineer 
will be on site another couple of times, as needed, during the completion of the two phases 
of the project, but supervision, the majority of time, will be by remote communications. 
Therefore, the individual will need to be able to communicate technical as well as other 
types of information accurately and be precise in following of directions to carry out the 
needed tasks. The ROSS personnel this individual will be working with will have some 
technical skills, but they will not be experienced with any of the equipment being installed.

Under optimum conditions, that this project could be completed in three to four 
weeks. However, it more likely will take six to eight weeks to complete. It may be 
necessary to send two separate individuals if it is not possible to find one person with all 
the skills and experience necessary.



November 6, 1994-

Mr Dick Gannon: 
Iowa International Developing Corporation 
DesMoines, Iowa

Dear Mr. Gannon:

Just a short note to let you know about the grain bins in Belaya Tserkov.

We wired in as much as we could with the wire we had. I talked to Ron 
McCaslen, Service Manager, of Shiwers and he told me how to by-pass the 
hi-temp box missing on the project. The grain hi-tenp controls were hooked 
up in the upper fan control bo^-instead of the lower control box. Also, 
the lower gear temperature control on the main dryer bin auger was connected 
to the same terminal making it possible to operate the system in conjunction 
with the circutrol.

I went over the wiring left with Sasha, Slovack and Zania, the three people 
helping us and marked the schematics needed. I believe these men are 
capable of completing the system. They are good electricians.

The things they need to make the system automatic is wire and 5-10 Amp fuses, 
10-30 Amp fuses and one hi-temp box from Shiwers and change back the three 
wires we by-passed on the upper burner box.

Sorry we did not have the supplies we needed but I think they can operate 
it manually when they get the electricity and gas to the sight.

Thank you for the opportunity to serve you. Sorry we could not operate it.

Sincerely,

Charles Tenholder



ATTACHMENT

Dick Gannon
200 East Grand Ave,
Des Koines, IA. 503O9

returned from the Ukraine on October 16, working on a
c-t- ab Belaya Taerkc-w. Charles Tenholdsr, from 

Columbia, Mo, worked with ir-s. We met Teci Sasnlsr October 3- 
he brought us up . to date on the project. October-^ u>e u»ent 
to the project sits and c.rrain$sa to begin, uoorl;. .__ There we 
met with the people -that would help us fcr the next 6 days. 
We did the wiring and changed the ourners ir, 2 drysrs. 
.Installed all cenears in the crying bin; and hoaxed up all 
components. Spreaders in 6 storage bins were u>irsd.

The wiras from the trans-fc-rfner building to the fnair; 
breaker box a/as not available., also -from "the psain breaker 
ben to the contra! box On the, bin- Three Spreaders on -the 
south bins also needs wire.

The gas line to the bins was not completed as it uas being 
installed by the city. After waiting 2 days for the wiring, 
we had to show them how to finish the project without it. 
Also changing the instructions to Russian and helping thane 
the Instruction Manuel tc Russian.

We went through all operations of the drying system, 
lighting the burn«rs, taking samples of the grain being 
dried and grain in storage- ta prosec-t in from, insects and 
moisture.

They nesc a grain p^cbfi and moisture tssfsr a= neither was 
available.

The people u>e worked with nugKt need some, help in )^eapin$ 
the stored grain in good condition. They hav» an excellent 
grain system, drying and storage. ( 9 storage bins, 1 drying 
bin). The employees helping Us were very Knou*l«^ablev ir> 
this system. I feel they c*n .finish wiring s.nd starting the 
gas burners.

Charles and I enjoyed this project very cncch. Every 
parson was very helpful* The Interpreter was knowle<jable in 
this work and easy tio 4uorK aoithf Eveirydblno, uaervfr u»H, &ie 
only wished u>e could hgve finished the project.

J. mart to thank Ted GasKler, who was avcelienx ip helping 
OS,



ATTACHMENT 14

IOWA/INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
200 East Grand Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50309 USA.

Tel: 515-242-4768 Fax: 515-242-4946 E-Mail: /G=R/S=GANNON/@abcp.sprint.com 
AGRIBUSINESS OPERATIONS AND PRODUCTION: IOWA. RUSSIA and UKRAINE

October 12, 1994

Ukrainian State Customs 
Belaya Tsirkiv Division 
Kiev, Ukraine

Dear Customs Officer:

Please accept this letter as confirmation that the container which was 
received by Agri-Industrial Combine ROSS in July, 1994 contains 
HUMANITARIAN AID cargo and is not subject to taxes or import duties. 
The shipping documents clearly state this is HUMANITARIAN AID.

All equipment in that container is part of the HUMANITARIAN 
AID program to Ukrainian agriculture. It is given to Agri-Industrial 
Combine ROSS free of charge and is not intended to be returned to the 
United States or to be transferred to any other country. The primary 
purpose of the equipment is to train ROSS feed-mill personnel how to 
efficiently process oil seeds into food-grade soy oil and soybean meal for 
protein in livestock feed.

Attached to this letter are copies of the shipping documents and the 
packing list for the container. These documents clearly identify the cargo 
of the container as HUMANITARIAN AID. Thank you for your assistance 
with this matter.

Respectfully,

Ridhard T. Gannon 
Executive Director

Attachments
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Eljc Bcs JBoincs Sccjistcr

SATURDAY, JANUARY 21,1995

Seed to Russia. Ukraine
The Iowa/International Develop 

ment Foundation is shipping seeds 
and agricultural equipment worth 
•545,000 to Ukraine and Russia this 
month. A shipment of 18 tons of soy 
bean seed from the Stine Seed Co. in 
Adel and grain handling equipment 
from Shivvers Inc. in Corrydon will be 
shipped to Russia this weekend. An 
other 18 tons of soybean seed will be 
sent from Stine to Ukraine later this 
month. The Iowa/International Devel 
opment Foundation purchased the 
seed and equipment to demonstrate 
and promote Iowa's agricultural in- 
dustrv.
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ATTACHMENT 17

AG DEVELOPERS. LTD.
KIEV-ATLANTIC U.S. LTD.

SOPHIA TRANSCON INDUSTRIES. LTD.
(American / Ukrainian Agribusiness Companies)

* C Staronovanitskaya et. Suite # 71
Kiev. 252015 Ukraine

Tel (044) 293-72-73: 294-93-50: 294-90-68: 294-76-47; 296-37-04
Fax (044) 294-60-52

October 25. 1994

Stanley Johnson. Ph.D.
JRi chard T. Gannon
Executive Director
Iowa/International Development FoundaLalton
Das Moines. Iowa 50309

Dear Stan and Richard: Fax. 1-515-242-494f-

I am aorry for not communicating with you sootior in recjardK to your 
project in WC. While we continue to remain interested in the eventual 
outcome of this project by providina a market t-zr your potential 
productions as well ay providing trading services, we think we may 
have come up with a possible solution to your concerns.

In this regard we vould like to introduce you to Mr. Roger Wolfe, 
President of White Cloud Grain Company, of HiawnUut. K-sns.i^. Hooe/ n? 
a widely respected and senior Ag service- and qrajn *l*v£ttor operator 
who haa connad«r;*nl» experience in the formor eastern bl'x-k eouriV.n<?P 
and who we have had tho pi* CUT urn of meeting and working with over 
thin pftr:t

Koger haa promised me LliaL lie will (,'unLact you in the nearest iuture 
upon his return to the States (h- has vi»ii.««l h'.>« <; Uw ! .:    since July). 
He has inspected the WC racility and knows Jim Ayhti clot;cly an well.

I really Lhiuk Lhat Rugor can be a nignaticant asn-ar. to advance th-ix 
project. We have discufiw«'.l same und li* thinks thftt he may be able to 
provide several options which could b- '.'£ iu'.vt  :.-- -'. t.v b.-.-tl-i yuu. yju/ 
local partners, ao well ac ourselves.

Our Myronivka project continu«>»» t.r. move forwaid atid T am oonf id-ant, 
that we will be able to work with you on the WC project together in 
the future.

Warm personal regards. 

Very truly your*.

David D. Sweere 
President

Post-It™ brand fax transmittal memo 7671 # oi p«s

— ̂ "^M /_i^L^/s^v^-f
Co. | A

Dept. ^

Fax»

FromT\fo^
es >

IAV\<WN
Co. "

Phone •

Faxf

cc: Roger Wolfe



IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
Center for Agricultural and Rural Development

November 16, 1994

578 Heady Hall 
Ames, Iowa 50011-1070 
515 294-1183
FAX 5i5 194-6336 
Telex 283359 LASU UR

Mr. David D. Sweere, President
Sophia Transcon Industries, Ltd
Ukrainian-American Joint International Agribusiness Enterprise
Ul. Staronavodnitskaya 8, Kb. 71
252015 Kiev
UKRAINE

Dear David:

Steven Noah, a friend and former coworker, is now involved with an international firm 
interested in making a purchase of Ukrainian sunflower seeds. Information on the specifics 
for the sunflower seeds that he wishes to purchase is in the attached letter. Apparently, 
Steve's firm has a standing order for up to 50,000 metric tons of seeds that could be taken 
quickly and interest in longer-term supplies.
I am assuming that you will deal directly with Steven Noah in connection with your interest 
in this overture. His fax and address are at the top his letter. I have also given this 
information to Dick Cannon, the Executive Director of the Iowa/International Development 
Foundation Perhaps d"ring his upcoming trip to Ukraine you can discuss possibilities for 
cooperation.
Kindly contact me if you have questions. I hope that all is going well for you in the 
development of your new agribusiness center. We continue to be interested in the possibility 
of cooperating in a way that would involve you and your agribusiness center in the trade 
aspects of our agribusiness center in White Church.
Best personal regards.

Sincerelv

Stanley R. Johnson
Director, Center for Agricultural and Rural Development
C. F. Curtiss Distinguished Professor

/ecb

cc: D. Cannon 
S.Noah



STEVEN C. NOAH

3412 Giles Street
West DCS Moincs, Iowa 50265
(515)225-6644

NOVEMBER 9, 1994

DR. STANLEY {=,. JOHNSON
nlF.ECTGR
CENTER FOR AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT

iOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
AHES, IOWA 50(311

OEAR 53TAN:

PER 31 JR TELEPHONE CONVERSATION OF NG-J. 8. ED SHCNSEY AND 1 
NAVE w CLIENT WHO I£ "'.SRSENTLY IM TH£ MASKST FOR SUNFLOWSS 
SEED-2. WE P:RE EXTRErtL..'' IW1HRESTED IM PURCHASING UKRAINIAN 

PRODUCT.

WE COULD PURCHASE UP TD ata.sioe METRIC: TONS OF SEEDS QUICKLY,
/•. * 1^ . i.«\i it »•, r.r- i »n-r-.« .' r h I t r-r-.f—"-»^T- 1 « 7 *l » Okirj "TC'C'.M ^^nKIT D AOTC I.1KT A^t^
Ht'iu wuiUUiJ r»c. vc;rv * AIM i L.r.t.n 4 C.L/ 1 1> ^.I.MHV^ : ci»»i » ^t-tP-4 i .\riN-. i *_• « *»».. H~c. 
i pr\u*- TKIR imc-t TU^ CT*I i nitiT v« cccrr^ .
U.WWl^ A l*4\3 I VJl \ » »tul I Wft-.i^W**' «I V 'W— '» •-*« *^.

OIL JiUNTENT : BASIS SEED TftLE QUALE 4 A X
ADMIXTURE : 3','. MAX
MOISTURE J I:? "'n MAX
FREE FATTY ACID : BASIS 27. MAX 37.

i—— r,..i T i ir--o»~* >'O' I r«*M*i i If^l r> I 1C * Of /*,VCT TIJ T C ^*C>nni 1C T f Ul Tl JtT
o i HiiV T 1 rlur ui r Uu* wmi^ ndu-r w»S w «w*%.H . w » i.* w rTlwf^wL. • .% .1 > » '"-

UKRftlNH. 3OTH £i> AND I APPRECIATE YOUR HELP. 

BEST RESAS2S.

>15 221 P Ci1 • OA



ATTACHMENT 18

RUSSIAN/AMlbklCAN AGRIBUSINESS CENTER 
AND STINE SEED COMPANY

CONTRACT No. 6
WITH EGORLYK JOINT STOCK FARM 

about jof.iii grain and seed production.

Stavropol l/rt « ». 1994

The Stine Seed Company, hereinafter referred to as "Stine"; Russian/American Agribusiness 
Center, hereinafter referred to as "ABC', represented by Thomas G. Dunn acting on the basis of 
warrant from one side and the Egorlyk Joint Stock Company, hereinafter referred to as 'Tarm" 
represented by Alexander Nickolaycvich Merzha acting on the basis of Operating Regulations 
from anot'.icr side enter into this contract as set forth below:

1. Subject of contract:

The subject of this contract is joint activity for grain and seed production viz. the soybean and 
corn crops on the land of Egorlyk Farm, of Ptichye, Stavropol Krai, Russia, in 1994.

2. Responsibilities of the Sides:

In this contract the Sides agree that they have common business goals:
1. To increase the crops productivity.
2. To provide increased production efficiency by decreasing the costs of production units and 
purchase price of agricultural products.

In order to achieve these purposes the Sides are obliged:
The Farm - to grow and to harvest the 1994 project corn and soybean crops using the ICI corn 
and Stine soybean seeds as well as agricultural equipment owned and controlled by ABC. 
Immediately after harvesting the crop or within three working days of signing the contract, 
whichever is later, the Farm will give ABC and Stine possession of 100% of the 1994 soybean 
crop. From its side, the ABC will give the Farm possession of ABC's 25% of the 1993 corn 
crop, 25% of the 1993 soybean crop and 25% of the 1994 com crop. The net effect of this 
change is that the Farm will receive 100% of the 1993 corn crop, 100% of the 1993 soybean 
crop, and 100% of the 1994 com crop and the A.BC will receive 100% of the 1994 soybean 
crop. In addition ABC will provide the Farm, at no cost, 16.5 tons of Stine soybean seed for the 
1995 ABC project crop.

The crop quality must correspond to the GOST (State Standards).

The 1994 soybean crop grown and harvested by the Farm will be given into ABC's and Stine's 
possession immediately after harvesting the crop or within 3 working days from the signing of 
this contract, whichever is later. The ABC's right of possession arises from the signing by the



Sides of the Giving-Transferring Act of the 1994 soybean crop. The Giving-Transfcrring Act is 
an inseparable part of this contract.

Delivery of the crop to ABC's choice of destination will be arranged for and paid by ABC. The 
term of delivery completion is 30 days after the finish of crop harvest. The crop will be 
delivered in bulk by trucks with tare, gross and net weights taken at the Farm and gross, tare and 
net weights taken at the point of destination.

The incentive money for the labor of the Farm's workers will be provided by ABC and Stine and 
paid as follows:

For all yields in excess of five centaurs per hectare ABC will pay $0.10 per centaur per hectare. 
For all yields in excess of ten centaurs per hectare ABC will pay $0.20 per centaur per hectare. 
For all yields in excess of fifteen centaurs per hectare ABC will pay $0.30 per centaur per 
hectare.

The payments will be made in roubles which will be based on the dollar conversion available in 
Stavropol banks at the time of payments. Payments will be made within three weeks of the 
conclusion of this crop's harvest or within three weeks of the signing of this contract, whichever 
is later. The date of the execution of the obligations of the payments for the workers labor is the 
day of receiving that money on the Farm's account.

3. The property responsibility of the Sides:

For evading the signing of the Giving-Transferring Act of the 1994 soybean crop the Farm will 
pay the penalty of 10% of the market price of the soybean crop for the day of the signing of this 
agreement.

If the delivery of the crop will not be completed on time and the delay is the fault of the ABC, 
the ABC will pay the Farm 0.1% of the market price of the crop as forfeit for each day of delay. 
If, however the delay is the fault of the Farm, u.-; Farm will pay the ABC 0.1 % of the market 
price of the crop as forfeit for each day of delay.

For refusal or in case of the transfer of the right of possession of the 1994 soybean crop to a 
third party, the Farm will pay the penalty of 200% of the market price of the soybean crop at 
that time.

4. Additional conditions of the contract:

The 1993 Work Plan ?s an integral part of this contract and the Sides all acknowledge that they 
have read and understand this document.

This contract supersedes the 1993 Working Agreement by stipulating a different division of the 
crops based on the principals of the 1993 Working Agreement.



This contract also acknowledges that the American Manager of the ABC has both the right and 
responsibility of directing the soybean crop harvest This includes the adjustment of the 
combines for seed soybean harvesting, timing of the harvest, directing the delivery of the crop 
and any other management decisions related to the harvest of this crop.

This contract is the sole 1994 agreement between the ABC, Stine and the Farm concerning the 
com and soybean crops and any prior oral or written agreement, promises, negotiations or 
representations not stated in this contract are of no force or effect. No amendment or 
modification of this contract will be valid or binding unless set forth in writing and executed by 
the Sides hereto.

In cases not foreseen by this contract the Sides bear the responsibility according to the Bases of 
Civil Laws of Russian Federation. The Sides don't bear the responsibility in a case arising from 
circumstances of force-major.

The terms of the contract: the beginning^^^^the completion /"£&***&&, 3{ 
The addendum: Giving-Transferring Act.

5. Addresses of the Sides:

1. Stine Seed Company: 2225 Larcdo Trail, Adel, Iowa 50003, USA.
2. Russian/American Agribusiness Center: office 411, 337 Mire St., Stavropol, 355017 Russia.
3. Egorlyk Joint Stock Farm: Ptichye, Stavropol krai, Russia.

Egorlyk Joint Stock Farm:

Authorized Person (Please Print) 

Russian/American Agribusiness Center:

, f /,.

.' Signature and Title

Authorized Person (Please Print)

Authorized Person (Please Print)

»-7»*/

Signature and Tide

Stine Seed Company:

Authorized Person (Please Print)



THE ADDENDUM 
THE CONTRACT No. 6

Stavropol \ 1994.

ACT
OF GIVING-TRANSFERRING 
THE RIGHT OF POSSESSION

Egorlyk Joint Stock Farm transfers the right of possession of the 1994 soybean crop grown by 
Egorlyk Joint Stock Farm to the Stine Seed Company and to the Russian/American Agribusiness 
Center. The Stine Seed Company and the Russian/American Agribusiness Center gain the right 
of possession of the 1994 soybean crop from the moment of signing of this act.

Judicial addresses of the Sides:

Egorlyk Joint Stock Farm:

Nickolaywich Merzha

Russian/American Agribusiness Center:

office 411, 337 Mire St., Stavropol, 355017 Russia.

Vladimir G. Khvorostyanov

Stine Seed Company:

2225 Laredo Trail, Adel, Iowa 50003, USA.



KOHTPAKT No. 6 
PoccHHCKO-AMepHKancKHM arpo6H3HecuetiTpOM

H KOMnaHHCH "CniHH ClUl"
c KHn "EropJibiKCKoe" 

o COBMCCTHOH AeOTejibHOCTH B o&iacTH npoH3BoacTBa 3epHOBbix Kyjibryp.

r. CraBponojib r.

"CrafiH CHJI", nznte "CraHH", PoccHHCKO-AMepHKaHCKHH arpo6H3HecueHTp, 
aanee ABU, B JIHUC nojiHOMOHHoro npencraBHTejw - ToMaca TapBHHa flaHHa, neHCTByioiuero Ha 
ocHOBaHHH flOBcpeHHOCTH, c oflHofi CTOpoHbi, H KflO "Erop/ibiKCKoe", nance KHn, B JiHue 
flHpcKTOpa Mep)ica AneKcaHflpa HnKOJiacBHHa, neficrByioiuero Ha ocHOBaHHH YcraBa, c npyrofi 
cropoHbi, 3aioiioHMLnH HacTOHiuHH KOHTpaxT o

1. KOHrpaKTa:

KOHTpaKTa MOicay cropoHaMH aan^CTCH coBMccrHaa jiejiTCJibHOCTb B o6/iacrH 
npoH3BOflCTBa 3epHOBbix Ky^bTyp, a HMCHHO COM H Kyicypysbi Ha TeppnTopHH 
c. IlTHMbe H3o6mibHCHCKoro paRona CTaepono^bCKoro Kpaji, B 1994 r.

2. cropoH:

CropoHbi B KOHTpaKTC COniaCHJlHCb C TCM, HTO OHH HMCK3T CJlCflyiOlUHe JICJlOBbie UC1H: 

2. 06ecneHCHHe SCpdpCKTHBHOCTH H 3KOHOMHHHOCTH npOH3BOflCTBa 3a CHCT

CTOHMOCTH eaHHHU npoflyKUHH H 3aKynoHHOH uf-iibi 3a npoH3BeaeHHyio nponyKiiHio.
Una nocTHxeHHS STHX pe3ynbTaTOB CTopoHbi o6fl3yiOTCH: KHO BblpacTHTb H yopaTb ypoxafi 

KVKypy3bi H COH 1994 r., ncno/ibsya ceMena KyKypy3bi KOMnaHHH AH-CH-AH H con KOMnaHHH 
"Craim", a Taoce cejibCKoxo3HHCTBeHHyio TexHHKy, KOHTpoJinpyeMyio H npHHaonexamyro Ha npase 
co6aBCHHocTH ABU. Cpasy noc^e y6opKH KUFI nepeaaer B co6cTBeHHOcrb 100% no/iyneHHoro 
3epna con ypoxaa 1994 r. ABU H "CTafiH". Co CBOCH cropoHbi. ABU nepeaacr B coocTBCHHocrb 
KHn npHHamiexauiHe ABU 25% sepHa COH ypoxaa 1993 r., 25% 3epHa KyKypyibi 1993 r. H 25% 
3epna KyKypysbi ypoxaa 1994 r. 3dpdpeKT o6Mcna COCTOHT B TOM, HTO KJZ.FI nojiyHHT 100% sepna 
KyKypy3bi ypoxaa 1993 r., 100% sepna COH ypoxaa 1993 r. H 100% sepna KyKypvrsbi ypoxaa 
1994r., a ABU no^yHHT 100% 3epna COH ypoxaa 1994 r. "CTaHH". co CBOCH cropoHbi. o6H3yerc5i 
Hepe3 ABU 6e3BO3MC3flHO o6ecneHHTb KJIFI ceMenaMH COH B KO^HHecTBe 16,5 TOHH na nonyneuHH 
ypoxaa 3cpna COH comacno npoeKTa ABU Ha 1995 r.

KaHecTBeHHbie noKasaTC/iH 3epna HO/IXHM COOTBCTCTBOBaTb FOCTy.
Ypoxafl 3epna COH 1994 r., BbipameHHbifi H y6paHHb!H KUFI, nepexonHT B coocTBeHHOCTb 

ABU H "CTafiH" cpasy noc^e y6opKH unn B TCHCHHC 3 pa6onnx HHCH nocne noanncaHHH naHHoro
KOHTpaKTa, B 3aBHCHMOCTH OT TOFO, HTO 6yflCT n03flHCe. FlpaBO COGCTBCHHOCTH y ABU B03HHKaCT C
MOMCHTa noiaiHcaHHfl aKTa npHeMa-nepenanH 3epna COH ypoxaa 1994 r. cropoHaMH. AKT npncMa- 
nepeaaHH flBJiaercji HCOTbeyjieMOH nacrbio Hacroatiiero KOHTpaKTa.

Bun TpaHcnopTa H 6a3Hc nocraBKH - caMOBbiBO3 ABU. CpoK OKOHHaHHJi TpancnopTHpOBKH - 
30 HHCH nocne oKOHHaHHJi ySopKH ypoxasi. 3epno TpancnopTHpyerca Hacbmbfo aBTOTpancnopTOM
npH o6H3aT01bHOM B3BeiUHBaHHH B KJlfl H nyHKTC HOCraBKH.

1



Tpyfla pa6oTHHKOB KHn npoH3BonHTca 3a CHCT ABU H "Craim" H3 
pacMcra: sa accb ypoxafi, npcBbimaioiuHH rurrb UCHTHCPOB c rcKiapa, ABU saruiaiHT 0,10 aojinapa 
3a UCHTHCP c rcKrapa. 3a Bccb ypoxaft, npcBbiuiaroiUHH /jccarb UCHTHCPOB c rcKtapa, ABU 
sannaiHT 0,20 aojuiapa 3a ucHTHep c rcKTapa. 3a Bccb ypoxafi, npcBbiuiaioiUHH rwTHanuaTb 
ueHTHCpoB c rcKtapa, ABU sannatHT 0,30 flcvmapa 3a IICHTHCP c rcKTapa.

Ortnaia 6yncr npoHSBcncHa B pyfwwx no Kypcy nojuiapa B 6aHKax CraBponojw Ha MOMCHT 
oanam B TCHCHHC rpcx Hencnb co HHfl saBcpuieHHx y6opKH HJIH B TCHCHHC rpcx Hcncnb co B.HSI 

3ioro KOHtpaKTa, B sasHCHMOCTH or TOPO, HTO Gyjicr nosaHce. 
HcnojiHCHHH o6H3aTcnbCTB no oruiarc ipyaa pa6oiHHKOB cMHiacrcH flCHb nocryruicHHJi 

Ha pacHCTHbiH CHCT KHn.

3. HMyiuecreeHHaH arBercTBeHHOcn. cropon:

3a ymiOHCHHc OT nojinHcaHHa aicra npHCMa-ncpcaaHH sepna COM ypoxaa 1994 r. KflFI 
rinaTHT uirpacp B pasMcpc 10% PWHOHHOH CTOHMOCTH CCKSH COH Ha MOMCHT nonriHcaHHH aroro

3a HCBWBO3 COH B cpOK ABU nnatHT HcycroHKy B pa3Mcpe 0,1% or PWHOHHOH CTOHMOCTH
HCBbIBC3CHHOrO 3CpHa 33 KaJKflblH flCHb npOCpOHKH.

3a OTK33 HJIH B c^ysae nepcnaHH npasa co6crBCHHOCTH Ha 3epno COH ypojKaa 1994 r. 
TperbHM ^HuaM KHn "Erop^bixcKoe" rinaTHT uiTpacf) B pa3Mcpe 200% PWHOHHOH CTOHMOCTH
COH H3 flaHHblH MOMCHT.

4. HononHmenbHbie ycnoBtu KOHrpaKTa:

Pa6oMHH FlnaH 1993 r. aajwerca HcorbCMJicMOH nacrbio 3Toro KOHTpaKTa H see cropoHbi
npH3HaiOT, HTO OHH HHTaHH H FIOHJU1H 3TOT flOKyMCHT.

3roT KOHTpaKT 3aMeHfler Pa6oHee CornauicHHe 1993 r., o6ycnoBJiHBaa 
pasnentHHc ypoxasi Ha OCHOBC npHHUHnos Pa6onero ConnaiueHH5i 1993 r.

3roT KOHTpaKT Tax^ce nonTBcp^caacr, HTO aMepHKaHCKHH MeneajKcp ABU o6jiaaacr 
npaBOM, TaK H oTBCTCTBCHHOcTbio 3a pyKOBOflCTBO y6opKofi ypojKan. 3ro BKJitOHaer B ce6a 
peryjiHpoBKy KOMGaHHOB juu yGopKH COH, BPCMJI y6opKH, ynpaanenHe nocraBKOH CCMJIH H npyrMe 
peiueHHfl, KacaroiunecH y6opKH STOH KyjibTypbi.

3roT KOHTpaKT - enHHCTBCHHoe comamcHHe 1994 r. Mowiy ABU, "CTaHH" H KHF1, 
KacaroiueecH ypO)KaH KyKypy3bi H COH, H Jiro6bie npexnne ycTHbie HJIH nHCbMCHHbie comaujeHHJi, 
o6euiaHmi, neperoBOpbi HJIH npcflcraBJicHHa, HC HsnojKCHHbie B 3TOM KOHTpaKTe, HC HMCIOT cunw 
HJIH aeHCTBH^. HHKaxoe no6aBJieHHe HJIH HSMCHCHHC 3Toro KOHTpaxTa HC 6y/jer HMerb CHJIW HJIH 
fleHCTBH^, noKa HC 6yflCT cocraBJicHO H nojjnHcano cropoHaMH.

B cjiynaax, He npeaycMOTpcHHbix HacroauiHM KOHTpaxTOM, cropOHbi Hecyr OTBercTBCHHOCTb 
B COOTBCTCTBHH c OcHOBaMH ppaxnaHCKoro saKOHOflaTCJibCTBa Pep. CTOpOHbi HC Hecyr
OTBCTCTBeHHOCTb B CJiyHae BO3HHKHOBCHHH oScTOHTeJIbCTB

CpoK flCHCTBHii KOHTpaKTa: Hanano - oKOHHaHHe
npHeMa-nepenaHH.

5. Aapeca cropoH:

1. KoMnaHHfl "CTaiiH CHU": 2223 jlapeao Tpsfui, Aaeji, AfioBa 50003, CILIA.
2



2. PoccHHCKO-AMepracaHCKHH arpo6H3HccucHTp: Pocciw, OraBponanb, yn. Mnpa, 337, ra6. 411.
3. KflTI "EropJiHKCKOc": POCCHJI, CraBponoJibCKHH Kpafi, H3O<5mibHCHCxHH pattern, c.

"EropJibiKCKoe":

O.H.O. (npocb6a HaneHaraTb)

arpo6H3Hecueirrp:

O.H.O. (npocb6a HancMaTaib)

O.H.O. (npocb6a HancHaraTb) IIoZinHCb H AOJIXHOCTb

"CrafiH Ciia":

f »T

O.H.O. (npocb6a HancHaxaTb)

-V



IIPHJICMKEHHE 
KKOHTPAKTyNo.6

r. CTaBponojib " / r.

AKT 
npneMa-nepejiaHH npaaa co6crBeHHOCTH

KflTI "EropJibKCKOc" ncpenacT npaso co6crBCHHOCTH Ha ypoacafi scpna COH 1994 r., 
BbipamcHHbiH Kflll "EropJibmcKoc", KOMnaHHH "OrafiH Cmi" H PoccHiicKo-AMepHKaHCKOMy arpo- 
6H3HecucHTpy. HpaBo co6cTBCHHOCTH Ha ypoxafi COH 1994 r. KOMnaHtu "CraMH CHU" H
PoCCHHCKO-AMCpHKaHCKHH aipo6H3HCCUCHTp npHo6pCTaiOT C MOMCHTa nOflnHCOHHH flOHHOrO

aapcca cropoH:

KHII "EropJibiKCKoe": MEPXA A.H.

arpo6H3HecueHTp:

POCCHJI, r. CTaspononb, yn. Mnpa, 337, xa6. 411.

XBOPOCTbflHOB B.F.

"CxafiH Caa":

2225 Jlapeno Tpeiui, AJICJI, AfioBa 50003, CIIIA

TOM F. MHH



RUSSIAN/AMERICAN AGRIBUSINESS CENTER 
AND STINE SEED COMPANY

CONTRACT No. 5
WITH CHAPAYEV JOINT STOCK FARM 

about joint grain and seed production.

Stavropol ^\ 1994

The Stine Seed Company, hereinafter referred to as "Stine"; Russian/American Agribusiness 
Center, hereinafter referred to as "ABC', represented by Thomas G. Dunn acting on the basis of 
warrant from one side and the Chapaycv Joint Stock Company, hereinafter referred to as "Farm" 
represented by Mikhail Georgiycvich Baranov acting on the basis of Operating Regulations from 
another side enter into this contract as set forth below:

1. Subject of contract:

The subject of this contract is joint activity for grain and seed production viz. the soybean and 
corn crops on the land of Chapayev Farm, of Kazinka, Stavropol Krai, Russia, in 1994.

2. Responsibilities of the Sides:

In this contract the Sides agree that they have common business goals:
1. To increase the crops productivity.
2. To provide increased production efficiency by decreasing the costs of production units and 
purchase price of agricultural products.

In order to achieve these purposes the Sides are obliged:
The Farm - to grow and to harvest the 1994 project com and soybean crops using the ICI com 
and Stine soybean seeds as well as agricultural equipment owned and controlled by ABC. 
Immediately after harvesting the crop or within three working days after signing the contract, 
whichever is later, the Farm will give ABC and Stine possession of 100% of the 1994 soybean 
crop. From its side, the ABC will give the Farm possession of ABC's 25% of the 1993 com 
crop, 25% of the 1993 soybean crop and 25%' of the 1994 corn crop. The net effect of this 
change is that the Farm will receive 100% of the 1993 com crop, 100% of the 1993 soybean 
crop, and 100% of the 1994 corn crop and the ABC will receive 100% of the 1994 soybean 
crop. In addition ABC will provide the Farm, at no cost, 11.5 tons of Stine_soybean seed for the 

5 .ABC project crop. ..-•'' ;•• ^X
'•'' /> ••' ' ''•• - •' %v

uality must correspond to the jGQST (State Standards):-' ty'

soybean crop grown and harvested by the Farm will 
sion immediately after harvesting the crop or within^ 

contract, whichever is later. The ABC's right of possession

ABC',s and Stine' s 
days^frorh/the signing of 

ansfctiaEartne signing by the •0



Sides of the Giving-Transferring Act of the 1994 soybean crop. The Giving-Transferring Act is 
an inseparable part of this contract.

Delivery of the crop to ABC's choice of destination will be arranged for and paid by ABC. The 
terra of delivery completion is 30 days after the finish of crop harvest. The crop will be 
delivered in bulk by trucks with tare, gross and net weights taken at the Farm and gross, tare and 
net weights taken at the point of destination.

The incentive money for the labor of the Farm's workers will be provided by ABC and Stinc and 
paid as follows:

For all yields in excess of five centaurs per hectare ABC will pay $0.10 per centaur per hectare. 
For all yields in excess of ten centaurs per hectare ABC will pay $0.20 per centaur per hectare. 
For all yields in excess of fifteen centaurs per hectare ABC will pay $0.30 per centaur per 
hectare.

The payments will be made in roubles which will be based on the dollar conversion available in 
Stavropol banks at the time of payments. Payments will be made within three weeks of the 
conclusion of this crop's harvest or within three weeks of the signing of this contract, whichever 
is later. The date of the execution of the obligations of the payments for the workers labor is the 
day of receiving that money on the Farm's account.

3. The property responsibility of the Sides:

For evading the signing of the Giving-Transferring Act of the 1994 soybean crop the Farm will 
pay the penalty of 10% of the market price of the soybean crop for the day of the signing of this 
agreement.

If the delivery of the crop will not be completed on time and the delay is the fault of the ABC, 
the ABC will pay the Farm 0.1% of the market price of the crop as forfeit for each day of delay. 
If, however the delay is the fault of the Farm, the Farm will pay the ABC 0.1% of the market 
price of the crop as forfeit for each day of delay.

For refusal or in case of the transfer of the right of possession of the 1994 soybean crop to a 
third party, the Farm will pay the penalty of 200% of the market price of the soybean crop at 
that time.

4. Additional conditions of the contract:

The 1993 Work Plan is an integral part of this contract and the Sides all acknowledge that they 
have read and understand this document.

This contract supersedes the 1993 Working Agreement by stipulating a different division of the 
crops based on the principals of the 1993 Working Agreement.



This contract also acknowledges that the American Manager of the ABC has both the right and 
responsibility of directing the soybean crop harvest. This includes the adjustment of the 
combines for seed soybean harvesting, timing of the harvest, directing the delivery of the crop 
and any other management decisions related to the harvest of this crop.

This contract is the sole 1994 agreement between the ABC, Stine and the Farm concerning the 
corn and soybean crops and any prior oral or written agreement, promises, negotiations or 
representations not stated in this contract are of no force or effect. No amendment or 
modification of this contract will be valid or binding unless set forth in writing and executed by 
the Sides hereto.

In cases not foreseen by this contract the Sides bear the responsibility according to the Bases of 
Civil Laws of Russian Federation. The Sides don't bear the responsibility in a case arising from 
circumstances of force-major.

tJ/fThe terms of the contract: the beginning W^lthc completion 
The addendum: Giving-Transferring Act.

5. Addresses of the Sides:

1. Stine Seed Company: 2225 Laredo Trail, Adel, Iowa 50003, USA.
2. Russian/American Agribusiness Center: office 411, 337 Mire St., Stavropol, 355017 Russia.
3. Chapayev Joint Stock Farm: Kazinka, Stavropol krai, Russia.

Chapayev Joint Stock Farm:
^ <•

Authorized Person (Please Print)

Russian/American Agribusiness Center:

/ /-fa-fir i • //./.v.

\ - / /S . • * ~r«^.

Sfe6ature~and Titley" '

Authorized Person (Please Print)

Authorized Person (Please Print) Signature and Title

Stine Seed Company:

Authorized Person (Please Print)



THE ADDENDUM 
THE CONTRACT No. 5

Stavropol ', 1994.

ACT
OF GIVING-TRANSFERRING 
THE RIGHT OF POSSESSION

Chapaycv Joint Stock Farm transfers the right of possession of the 1994 soybean crop grown by 
Chapaycv Joint Stock Farm to the Stinc Seed Company and to the Russian/American 
Agribusiness Center. The Stine Seed Company and the Russian/American Agribusiness Center 
gain the right of possession of the 1994 soybean crop from the moment of signing of this act.

Judicial addresses of the Sides:

Chapayev Joint Stock Farm:

frs/I,^£7 , /itt-

Russian/American Agribusiness Center:

office 411, 337 Mire St., Stavropol, 355017 Russia.

; Mikhail G'; Bafahov

Vladimir G. Khvorosty

Stine Seed Company:

2225 Laredo TraU, Adel, Iowa 50003, USA.

Thomas G.



KOHTPAKT No. 5
PoccHHCKo-AMepincaHCKHM arpo6H3HeciieHTpOM 

H KOMnauHeii "Craim CHA" 
c CXII "HanaeBCKoe"

O COBMCCTHOH flCiTTeJIbHOCTH B o6jiaCTH npOH3BOflCTBa SCpHOBfclX

r. CraBpononb "/£_." t&es&SWM r.

KoMnaHHa "CrafiH Cm", nance "CraHH", PoccHHCKO-AMepmeaHCKHH arpo6H3HecucHrp, 
nance ABU, B JIHUC noJiHOMOMHoro npcflcraBHTejia - ToMaca TapBHHa flanna, neHCTByromcro Ha 
ocHOBaHHH noBcpcHHOCTH, c oflHOH CTOpOHbi, H CXII "HanacBCKOc", flajiee CXn, B iiHue flHpeKTOpa 
BapaHOBa Mnxanna FeoprHCBHMa, aeHCTByioujero Ha ocHOBaHHH YcraBa, c npyroH cropOHbi, 

HacToauiHH KonnpaKT o HHxecjieflyiomcM:

1. ripeAMer KOHTpaKTa:

KOHTpaKTa Mexny croponaMH aBJiaerca coBMCCTHaa nearejibHocrb B o6;iacTH 
npOH3BOflCTBa sepnoBbix KyjibTyp, a HMCHHO COH H KyKypysbi na TcppHTOpHH CXn "HanacBCKoe", c. 
KasHHKa IlInaKOBCKoro pafioKa CraBponoJibCKoro Kpaa, B 1994 r.

2. O6a3aTejibCTBa cropon:

CTOpOHbi B KOHTpaKTC CODiaCHJlHCb C TCM, MTO OHH HMCIOT CJICflyiOIUHe flCJlOBbie UCJIH:

1 l|/^nr rv t* AVJ • «A f\^YT*fl> l_/5J fTT^/^Ln^/^ fT/**T*ll*l /*(* rTT.f*y OYf^T^ t-TOTRf^trHf^Ll Tmf^TTV^t tMU «, 1 lODbUllCrtrlC OUbCMd LIpUrlJoUAVlDcL wCJloCKUAVJo>iriwlDCrlnUM ilpUiljIxililrl.

2. O6ecncHCHHe adpdpcKTHBHOcTH H SKOHOMHMHOCTH npoH3BoacTBa sa CMCT cnHxenna 
CTOHMOCTH CflHHHU npoflyKUHH H saxynoMHOH ueHbi 3a npoH3BCflCHHyio nponyKUHK).

nocTHxcHHa 3THX pcsyjibTaTOB CTOPOHH oGasywTca: CXn BbipaCTHTb H y6paTb ypoxafi 
H COH 1994 r., HcnoJibsya ccMCHa Kyxypysbi KOMnaHHH Aft-CH-Afi H COH KOMnaHHH 

"Craim", a Taicxe ccJibCKoxosaHCTBeHHyio TexHHxy, KOHrpojiHpyeMyio H npHHaanexaiiiyK) Ha npaBe 
co6cTBeHHocTH ABU. Cpasy nocne y6opKH CXn nepenaer B co6cTBeHHOCTb 100% nojiyneHHoro 
3cpna COH ypoxaa 1994 r. ABU H "CraHH". Co CBOCH cropOHbi, ABU nepenacr B co6cTBeHHOcrb 
CXn npHHamiexaiuHe ABU 25% sepna COH ypoxaa 1993 r., 25% sepna KyKypysbi 1993 r. H 25% 
sepna KyKypysbi ypoacaa 1994 r. 3cp<peKT o6Mena COCTOHT B TOM, MTO CXn nojiyMHT 100% sepna 
KyKypysbi ypo»aa 1993 r., 100% sep.'ia COH ypoxaa 1993 r. H 100% sepna KyKypysbi ypoxaa 
1994r., a ABU nojiyMHT 100% sepna COH ypoxaa 1994 r. K TOMy )KC, ABU 6e3BO3MC3HHo 
o6ecneMHT CXn ceMcnaMH COH KOMnaHHH "CraHH" B KOJIHMCCTBC 11,5 TOHH juia nojiyncHHa 
ypoxaa sepna COH corjiacno npoeKTa ABU Ha 1995 r.

KaHecTBCHHbie noKasaTCJin sepna nonxnbi COOTBCTCTBOBaTb TOCTy.
Ypoxafl sepna COH 1994 r., BbipaiueHHbiH H y6paHHbifi CXn, nepexoaHT B co6cTBCHHOCTb 

ABU H "CTafiH" cpasy nocne y6opKH HJIH B TCHCHHC 3 pa6oMHX HHCH nocae nonnncaHHa naHHoro
KOHTpaKTa, B SaBHCHMOCTH OT TOfO, MTO 6yfleT n03flHCC. npaBO Co6cTBeHHOCTH y ABU BOSHHKaCT C

nonnncaHHa aKTa npHeMa-nepenaMH sepna COH ypoacaa 1994 r. CTOponaMH. AKTT^HC
aanaerca HeoTbCMneMOH Macrbio HaCToamero KOHTpaKTa.

paHcnopra H 6a3Hc noCTasKH - caMOBbiBos ABU. CpoK oKOHMaHHa TpaHcnopTHpoBKH- 
ic OKOHMaHHa y6opKH ypoxcaa. 3epno TpaHcnopTHpyerca Hacwnbro aBTOTpaHcnoproM

BSBCUJHBaHHH B CXU H nyHKTC flOCTaBKH.



rpyna paobrnHKOB CXIT npoHSBOflHrca sa CHCT ABI1 H "CT.IHH" H3 
pacicra: sa BCCS ypoxafi, npeBbffliaK-oWH nsrrb ueHTHepos c rcKiapa, ABU saruiaTHT 0,10 aojinapa 
sa HCHTHCP c rcKiapa. 3a Becb ypoxafi, npcBbmiaioiUHH flccaib ucHTHepoB c reicrapa, ABU 
saruiaTHT 0,20 ncxiuiapa sa U.CHTHCP c reicrapa. 3a BCCB ypoxafi, npeBbiuiaromHH rurraaimaTb 
uewTHepoB c rem-apa, ABU saruiaTHT 0,30 aojuiapa sa uenTHCp c rerrapa.

Oruiaja 6yner npoHSBenena B py6jwx no Kypcy aojuiapa B 6aHKax OraBponojw Ha MOMCHT
B TCHCHHC TpCX HeflCJlb CO RW SaBCpmeHHH y6opKH HJ1H B TCH6HHC TpCX HCflCJlb CO B.W

arcrc KOHTpaxra, B saBHCHMOCTH or Toro, HTO 6yncr nosflncc. 
JJ.HCM HcnoJiHCHHa o6asaTc;ibCTB no omiaTC Tpyna pa6oTHHKOB cHHraerca fleHb nocrynJieHHii

Ha paCHCTHBIH CHCT CXI1.

3. HMymecTBCHHaji oTBercTBeHHocTb cropon:

3a yKJioneHHe OT nonnHcaHiw arra npHCMa-nepeaaMH scpna COH ypoaraa 1994 r. CXTI 
uirpatj) B pasMepe 10% PHHOHHOH CTOHMOCTH CCMHH COM Ha MOMCHT nonnHcaHHii 3Toro

aKTa.
3a HRBbIB03 COH B CpOK ABII lUiaTHT HCyCTOHXy B paSMCpe 0,1% OT pblHOHHOH CTOHMOCTH

HCBbiBeseHHoro sepHa sa Kaxflbm acHb npocpoHOKH.
3a oTKas HJIH B cjiynae nepeaaHH npasa COOCTBCHHOCTH na scpKO COH ypoxaa 1994 r. 

TpCTbHM JiHuaM CXTI "HanaeBCKoe" ruiaTHT uiTpatJ) B pasMepe 200% pbmoHHOH CTOHMOCTH ct:«H
COH Ha JiaHHLIH MOMCHT.

4. flonornonejibHbie ycnoBHfl KonrpaKTa:

Pa6oHHH FIjiaH 1993 r. HBH^CTCH HeorbCMJieMOH naCTbro 3Toro KOHTpaKTa H BCC CTopoHbi
, HTO OHH HHTanH H nOHJUlH 3TOT flOKyMCHT.

3roT KOHTpaKT saMCKHCT Pa6oHee ConiauieHHe 1993 r., o6ycjiOBJiHBasi pasjiHHHoe 
ypoacaa Ha OCHOBC npHiiunnoB Pa6onero ConnaiiieHHa 1993 r.

3roT KOHrpaia Taicace nojrrBepxnaer, HTO aMcpHKancKHH Meneaxep ABU o6^anaCT Kax 
npaBOM, Tax H oTBCTCTBeHHOcTbfo sa pyKOBOjiCTBO y6opKOH ypoxaq. 3ro BKjnoHaer B ce6ii 
per,7iHpOBKy KOM6aflHOB JLTW y6opKH COH, zpeMX y6opKH, ynpasjieHHe noCTaBKOH CCM^H H apyrae 
peuieHHfl, KacaroujHeca y6opKH 3TOH KyjibTypbi.

BTOT KOHTpaKT - eflHHCTBCHHoe comaujeHHe 1994 r. Meaoiy ABU, "CTaHH" H CXTl, 
KacaromeecH ypoacaa K'/Kypysbi H COH, H Jiro6bie npexHHe ycrHbie HJIH nHCbMCHHbie corJiauieHHH, 
o6eiuaHHH, neperoBopbi HJIH npeflCTaBJieHHH, He HSJioxennbie B 3TOM KOHTpaKTe, HC HMCIOT CHJIBI
HJIH HCHCTBH)!. HHKaKOC flo6aBneHHC HJIH HSMCHCHHe 3TOIX3 KOHTpaKTa He 6yflCT HMCTb CHJIbI HJIH
fleftCTBHH, noxa He 6yjjer coCTaBJieno H noanHcaHo CTOponaMH.

B cjiynaax, HC npenycMOTpenHbix HacrosimHM KOHTPOKTOM, CTopoHbi necyr
B COOTBCTCTBHH C OcHOBQMH FpaXJjaHCKOrO SaKOHOflaTCJlbCTBa P<E>. CTOpOHbl HC 
OTBCTCTBCHHOCTb B CJtyHae BOSHHKHOBCHH^ o6cTOHTeJlbCTB (pOpC-MaXCOp

CpoK jjeHCTBra KOHTpaKia: Hanano /^ /rfi/t'Jt/' <7f- oKonnaHHe 
npHCMa-nepeaaHH.

5. Ajipeca cropon:

1. KoMnaHHii "CTaHH CHB": 2225 .Jlapeao Tpsitn, Aaeji, AfioBa 50003, CIIIA.



2. PoccHHCKO-AwepHKaHCKHH arpo6H3HccueHTp: PoccHa, OraBponojib, yn. Mnpa, 337, xa6. 411. I
3. CXn "HanacBCKoe": Poccm, CraBpononbCKHH Kpafi, c. Kasm

^V1
__ f"fm

CXn "HanaeBCKoe":
?

O.H.O. (npocb6a

arpo6H3Hecueinp:

n
f, , / /J—

<P.H.O. (npocb6a

O.H.O. (npocb6a HanenaraTb)

Koi\inaHHfl "CTOHH Caa":

/o . ///.•

<t>\H.O. (npocb6a

rfil



IIPHJI02KEHHE 
K KOHTPAKTY N 5

r. CraBpononb

AKT 
npHCMa-nepejiaHH npasa coGcTBeiraocTH

CXII "HanacBCKoe" nepeaaer npaso co6crBCHHocrH Ha ypoxafi sepna COH 1994 r., 
BbipamcHHbiH CXII "HanaeBCKoe", KOMnaHHH "CiaHH Caa" H PoccHHCKO-AMCpHKaHCKOMy arpo- 
6H3HccucHrpy. FIpaBo co6cTBeHHocTH na ypoxafi COH 1994 r. KOMnaHHH "CraHH Caa" H

arpo6H3HecueHTp npHo6peraioT c MOMCHra noflnHcanaa naHHoro asra.

lOpaaHHccKHe aapcca cropoH:

CXn "HanaeucKoe":

arpo6H3Hecueiflp:

Poccaa, r. Crabponojib, yn. Mnpa, 337, Ka6. 411.

XBOPOCTbHHO

KoMnamu "CraiiH Cm":

2225 Jlapeno TpeHJi, Aacn, Aiiosa 50003, CIUA

TOM



ATTACHMENT 19

1994 SEED PROCESSING CONTRACT
between 

RUSSIAN/AMERICAN AGRIBUSINESS CENTER
AND

SEED STATION "TRUNOVSKAYA" 
10 Nov 94

This contract is entered into by the Russian American Agribusiness Center, hereinafter referred 
to as "ABC', of Stavropol, Russia and the Seed Station "Trunovskaya", hereinafter referred to as 
"Seed Station", of Donskoye, Russia.

The purpose of this contract is to provide storage and possibly seed cleaning and bagging if the 
seed is of sufficient quality to be marketed for Stine Seed Co. The soybean crops involved are 
two varieties, Stine 2250 and Stine 3210, which are being grown by ABC at the Chapayev Joint 
Stock Farm near Kazinka and the Egorlyk Joint Stock Farm near Ptechy (both varieties at both 
farms). ABC will provide for delivering the crop to the Seed Station at harvest and hauling the 
crop or seed from the Seed Station after storage. ABC will also provide bags and a hand-held 
bag closer for the bagging process done by the Seed Station.

If the crop proves to be of Seed Quality, then all of the services including receiving the bulk 
crop, storing the bulk seed until testing is completed, cleaning, bagging, storing the bagged seed 
until 01 Apr 95 and assisting in loading the seed out on trucks will be utilized. The payment 
from ABC to Seed Station for these services will be 70 roubles per kilogram of clean seed. The 
broken kernel foreign matter (BCFM) from the cleaning will remain the property of ABC and 
will be stored at Seed Station to be utilized by ABC prior to 01 Jan 95.

If the crop proves to not be of seed quality, then only the services of receiving the bulk crop, 
storing the bulk crop until 01 Jan 95 and assistance in loading the bulk crop out on trucks will 
be utilized. The payment from ABC to Seed Station for this service will be 25 roubles per 
kilogram of crop.

The first payment upon consummation of this contract will be 3,000,000 roubles due and payable 
within one week of signing this contract. The final payment of the remaining balance will be 
due and payable within one month of signing this contract or after the cleaning and bagging of 
the seed is completed, whichever is later.

The Seed Station 'Trunovskaya" will not assign this contract or any interest herein, either 
voluntarily, involuntarily or by operation of law, without prior written consent of the American 
Manager of the ABC. This contract is the sole agreement between the ABC and the Seed 
Statioii and any prior oral or written agreements, promises, negotiations or representations not 
stated in this contract are of no force or effect. No amendment or modification of this contract 
will be valid or binding unless set forth in writing and executed by the parties hereto.



1994 SEED PROCESSING CONTRACT (cont.)

Executed this day of

Seed Station "Trunovskaya":

Authorized Person (Please Print)

Russian/American Agribusiness Center

Authorized Person (Please Print)



KOHTPAKT 
no nepepaSoTFie aepiia 

PoccHHCKo-AMepHKaHCKHM Arpo6H3HecuempOM H
paHOHHOH CCMCHHOH CTOHIIHeH "TpyHOBCKajl"

10 Ho*6px 1994 r.

HacToauuHH KonrpasT saKJUOHaerca Mexay PoccHHCKo-AMepHKaHCKHM 
arpo6H3HecucHTpoM, aanee "ABU", pacnojioaceHHOM B r. CraBponoJie, yn. Mnpa, 337, KOM. 411, 
Poccna, H pafioHHOH ceMeHHofi craHiiHCH 'TpyHOBCKaa", aajice "ceMCHHaa craHUHa", 
pacnonoxeHHOH B c. floncKoe, yn. IloaropHaa, 6, CraBpononbCKHH Kpafi, Poccna.

Uejibio KOHTpaKTa aBJiaerca o6ecneneHHe xpaHenna H BOSMOXHOH OHHCTKH H ynaKOBKH B 
MeuiKH ccMan COH, CCJIH OHH cooTBcrcTByiOT KaHecTBy KOMnaHHH "CraHH" ana pearwsauHH Ha 

5. Coa, HcnoribsyeMaa ana sroro, - asyx coproB - "CraHH-2250" H "CraHH-3210", 
ABU B CXIT "HanaeBCKoe" noa c. KasHHKa H B Kflll "EropJibKCKoe" noa c. 

(o6a copra B o6oHx xosaHcrsax). ABU ooecnenHT aocraBKy sepna Ha ceMCHHyro 
craHUHK) npH y6opKe ypoxaa H yBcscr 3cpHO HJIH ccMana co craHUHH nocne xpaHCHHH. ABU

o6ecneHHT craHUHio MeuiKaMH H MauiHHKofi ana sauiHBaHHa MeuncoB aJia BbmojiHCHHa 
" npouecca ynaKOBKH.

ECJIH coa 6yfler oTsenaTb npeffbaBJiacMbiM Tpe6oBaHHaM K KanecrBy ceMan, TO 6ynyr 
see neo6xoaHMbie ycnyrn, a HMCHHO: npnew HacbOiHoro sepna, ero xpanenHe, 

noKa He 6yaer saKOHMeno TecTHpoBaHHe, oHHCTKa, ynaKOBKa B MCIUKH, xpaneHHe ao 01 anpena 
1995 r. ynaKOBaHHbix B MCIIIKH ceMan, a Taicxc noMO:iib npn norpysKe ceMan B rpysoBHKH. 
IlnaTa ABU sa 3TH ycnyra cocraBHT 70 py6nen 3a KHnorpaM>.i OHHiueHHbix ceMan. 
OoBpexaeHHoe sepno, ocraioiiieeca nocne OHHCTKH, ocraerca co6cTBeHHocTbio ABU H 6yaer 
xpaHHTbca na CCMCHMOH craHUHH ao 01 aHBapa 199' r.

Ecnn coa HC 6yaer onenaTb Tpe6oBaHHaM icaHecTBa ceMan, TO 6yayr npeaocraBJieHbi 
ycjiyra TOJibKO no npncMy HacbmHoro sepna, ero xpancHHio ao 01 ansapa 1995 r. H noMouib B 
norpysKe no BOcrpe6oBaHHio, ELnara ABU 3a STH yoiym cocraBHT 25 py6nefi 3a KHJiorpaMM 
sepna.

IlepBaa rniaTa no saBepuieHHio pa6oTbi Haa STHM KOHTpaKTOM 6yaer pHecena B pasMepe 
3.000.000 py6nen B TeneHHe oanoH neaejiH co ana noanHcanna SToro KOHTpaKTa. 
OKOHHaTenbHbiH pacHer 6yaer npoHSBeaen B TCHCHHC oanoro Mecsua nocne noanHcaHHa STOFO 
KOHTpaKTa WIH nocne saBepujeHHa OHHCTKH H ynaKOBKH (B saBHCHMocra OT TOFO, HTO 6yaer 
nosanee).

CeMeHHaa cranuHa 'TpyHOBCKaa" HC orcrynHT OT sroro KOHTpaKTa nnn cBoero HHTepeca 
B HCM BonbHo, HeBonbHo HnH noa aeHCTBHCM saKona 6es npeaBupHTenbHoro nncbMeHHoro 
coiiiacna aMepHxaHCKoro co-anpeKTopa ABU. BTOT KOHTpaKT - eaHHCTBCHHoe cornameHHe 
Mexay ABU H ceMCHHofi cTanuefl, H nio6bte npeaotHe ycrHbie HJIH rwcbMenHbie cornauicHHa, 
o6emaHHa, neperoBOpw HJIH npeacraBneHHfl, HC nsnoaceHHbie B STOM KomrpaKTe, HC HMCIOT cmiw 
HT.,: aeHCTBHfl. HHKaKoe ao6asneHHe HJIH HSMCHCHHC STOTO KOHTpaKTa He 6yfler HMerb CHJIH HJIH 

?, noKa He 6yaer cocraBJieHo H noanncaHO cropoHaMH,



KOHTPAKT HO IIEPEPABOTKE CEMflH 1994 r. (npoflajnceme)

BbmOJIHCHO ". 1994 r.

PaHOHHafl ceMCHHan craHUHH "TpyHOBCKaa":

O.H.O. (npocb6a HancHaraib)

./i30!5?wbHH?l :OD.CHJ:: 7001:;: 3)2 -SO 5313?^

arpo6H3HecueHTp:

o
O.H.O. (npocb6a HanenaiaTb)
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ATTACHMENT 20

SUMMARY OF FEED TRIALS BY TRIPLE "F"/INSTA-PRO

THE EFFECT OF TRIPLE 'F' VITAMIN - TRACE MINERAL PREMIX ON THE
PERFORMANCE OF BROILERS

LOCATION: BOGOSLOVSKOYE, A JOINT STOCK COMPANY AT KOCHUBEYEVASKY 
REGION - STAVROPOL KRAI- RUSSIA

DATE: JUNE 16- AUGUST 16, 1994

OBJECTIVE: TO COMPARE THE EFFICACY OF TRIPLE 'F' INC. VITAMIN AND 
MINERAL PREMIX SUPPLEMENTATION WITH THAT V? THE RUSSIAN PREMIX ON 
BROILER PERFORMANCE.

MATERIAL AND METHODS:

TRIPLE 'F' INC. SUPPLIED THE PREMIX THROUGH IOWA INTERNATIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION TO BE TESTED AGAINST THE RUSSIAN PREMIX.

TRIPLE 'F' PREMIX WAS RECOMMENDED TO BE USED AT THE KATE OF 0.5% 
OF THE COMPLETE BROILER DIETS. HOWEVER, THE INVESTIGATORS AT 
STAVROPOL ELECTED TO REDUCE THE INCLUSION RATE TO G.35S. NO 
EXPLANATION WAS GIVEN.

TWO GROUPS OF BROILER BIRDS ( 650 ANIMALS EACH) WERE SELECTED 
BASED ON WEIGHT. THE BIRDS WERE RAISED IN CAGES OF 13 BIRD PER 
CAGE TOTALING 50 CAGE PER TREATMENT.

THE CONTROL GROUP WAS FED DIET SUPPLEMENTED WITH THE RUSSIAN 
PREMIX AT THE RATE OF 1% OF THE COMPLETE DIET. THE TEST GROUP WAS 
FED THE SAME DIET AS THE CONTROL GROUP EXEPT IT WAS SUPPLEMENTED 
WITH TRIPLE 'F' POULTRY PREMIX AT 0.35J OF THE COMPLETE 
DIET REPIACING THE RUSSIAN PREMIX. BOTH GROUPS WERE FED FOR THE 
DURATION OF THE EXPERIMENT ( 60 DAYS).

AVERAGE DAILY GAIN AND LIVABILITY WERE CALCULATED, HOWEVER, FEED 
CONSUMPION WAS NuT REPORTED BUT ENERGY CONSUMPTION PER GROUP WAS 
REPORTED.

TWO DIETS FED WERE FROM DAY 1-28 AND DAY 29-60. NO NUTRIENT 
ANALYSIS OR SPECIFICATION WERE PROVIDED. TABLE 1.
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TABLE 1. 
CONTROL

AGE (DAYS)
TEST

INGREDIENTS 1-28 29-60 1-28 29-60

CORN 45.00 45.70 4S.OO 45.70
WHEAT 10.00 15.00 10.00 15.00
SUNFLOWER MEAL 15.00 10.00 15.00 10.00
SOYBEAN MEAL 10.00 15.00 10.00 15.00
FEED YEAST 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
FISH MEAL 7.00 2.50 7.00 2.50
GRASS MEAL 1.60 1.00 1.60 1.00
CALCIUM CARBONATE 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
SALT 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30
FAT 3.70 3.00 3.70 3.00
RUSSIAN PREMIX 1.00 1.00 ——— ———
TRIPLE 'F' PREMIX ———— ———— 0.30 0.30

RESULT AND DISCISSION: THE ADVANTAGES OF THE TEST GROUP OVER THE 

CONTROL IS INDICATED IN TABLE 2.

TABLE 2 
PERFORMANCE OF BROILERS 1-60 DAYS

CONTROL TEST % ADVANTAGE OVER 
————— —————— CONTROL

NUMBER OF BIRDS 650 650 ———— 
AVERAGE STARTING

FINAL WEIGHT (GRAMS) 1042 1210 16.12 
TOTAL GAIN (GRAMS)/BIRD 1008 1176 16.67 
AVERAGE DAILY GAIN

(GRAMS) 16.5 19.3 16.97 
LIVABILITY % 96.6 98.8 2.28 
FEED CONSUPTION (MJ) 43.1 38.6 10.26

TABLE 3 
CARCASS WEIGHT & % TOTAL YEILD

CONTROL TEST % ADVANTAGE

FINAL LIVE WEIGHT(GRAMS) 1042 1210 16.12
CARCASS WEIGHT(GRAMS) 666 781 17.27
TOTAL YEILD % 63.9 64.5 0.94

ALTHOUGH THE TRIPLE "F" VITAMIN AND Tf MIMERAI
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OUT PERFORMED THE STANDARD RUSSIAN PREMIX. BASED ON THE 
ADVANTAGES IN LIABILITY AND DAILY GAIN, IT WAS CALCULATED THAT 
ONE KILOGRAM OF TRIPLE "F" PREMIX IS WORTH 53,000 RUBLES (17.32
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THE EFFECT OF TRIPLE "F" SWINE VITAMIN-TRACE MINERAL PREHIX ON
THE PERFORMANCE AND YEILD OF FINISHING PIGS 

LOCATION: STAVROPOL- RUSSIA 
DATE: JUNE 1,1994 
DURATION 74 DAYS

TWO GROUPS OF PIGS WERE FED DIETS COMPRISED OF 25% EXTRUDED WHOLE 
SOYBEANS AND 75% BARLEY. THE CONTROL GROUP DIET WAS SUPPLEMENTED 
WITH A RUSSIAN STANDARD VITAMIN-TRACE MINERAL PREMIX AT THE RATE 
OF \V. OF THE COMPLETE DIET, WHILE THE TEST GROUP WAS SUPPLEMENTED 
WITH TRIPLE "F" SWINE VITAMIN-TRACE MINERAL PREMIX AT THE RATE OF 
0.22% OF THE COMPLETE DIET. IT IS WORTHY TO INDICATE THAT THE 
CORRECT RECOMMENDED LEVEL OF TRIPLE "F" PREMIX SHOULD HAVE BEEN 
0.5% OF THE COMPLETE DIET. NO EXPLANATION WAS GIVEN FOR THE 
SUPPLEMENTATION AT 44% OF THE RECOMMENDED LEVEL.

BELLOW ARE THE RESULTS AT THE END OF THE TRIAL.

GROUP CONTROL TEST

AVERAGE WT. AT START(KGS) 59.40 58.2
FINISH WT. KSS 104.30 110.1
WEIGHT GAIN (KGS) 44.90 51.9
AVERAGE DAILY GAIN (GRAMS) 607 701 
AVERAGE WEIGHT PRIOR TO
SLAUGHTER (KGS) 102.70 109.10
AVERAGE CARCASS WT. (KGS) 70.60 79.00
TOTAL YEILD % 68.40 72.40

THE ADVANTAGES OF TRIPLE "F"VITAMIN-TRACE MINERAL SUPPLEMENTATION 
(AT 44% OF THE RECOMMENDED LEVEL) OVER THE RUSSIAN PREMIX CAN BE 
SUMMARIZED IN THE FOLLOW1NGS:

1- 15.5% INCREASE IN AVERAGE DAILY GAIN .
2- THE INVESTIGATORS REPORTED 18% REDUCTION IN PROTEIN INTAKE AS 
COMPARED TO THE CONTROL GROUP. HOWEVER, NO DATA WERE SUBMITTED 
REGARDING FEED INTAKE. ONE CAN ON.LY ASSUME THAT THIS REDUCTION IN 
PROTEIN INTAKE IS AN INDICATION OF BETTER FEED EFFICIENCY 
RESULTING IN BETTER UTILIZATION OF THE PROTEIN (AND OTHER 
NUTRIENTS) DUE TO BETTER FORTIFICATION OF TRACE MINERALS AND 
VITAMINS.
3-AN INCREASE IN TOTAL YEILD OF 3. £7% OVER THE CONTROL GROUP.
4-BASED ON THE ABOVE ADVANTAGES, THE INVESTIGATORS VALUED THE 
TRIPLE -F- PREMIX AT 27,000 RUBLES (13.17 US DOLLARS) PER 
KILOGRAM BASED ON DOLLAR RATE OF 2050 RUBLES AT THE TIME OF THE 
TRIAL.
IT IS OBVIOUS FROM BOTH THE BROILER AND THE SWINE TRIAL THAT THE 
DIETS WERE NOT FORTIFIED WITH ANY SUPPLEMENTAL SOURCE OF

Oft ANPMn firing TKP
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KILL BE ENHANCED WHEN THE TOTAL NUTRITIONAL NEED IS MET AS 
NEEDED.

_
JfiN-27-1995 15:57 P. 0S
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1. "Tr/ Determine the Efficiency of Using Premixos of Insla-Pro 
in Food Allowances of Chicken Broilers."

Wacc of experiment - Joint Slock Company "BogosJovskoyc" of Kochubcyevftky region of 
Stavropol krui. Tl»c terms of experiment - June 16 - August 16. 1994.

The base of this company corresponds to the modern technology of raising broilers.

During experiment two building* (27, 28) with 18,000 chickens in each one were taken using the
following rules:
- After selection according to ihe weight two groups were formed:
- the first one, control group (building 28), 650 chickens (50 cages with 13 chickens in each) 
was gelling the fodder with 1% of Russian prcmix in it;
- the second one, experimental group (building 27), 650 chickens (also 50 cages with 13 
chickens in each) was getting the fodder with 0.3% of lnsta-1'ro prcrnix in it. 
The conditions of maintenance of two groups were the same.

During this experiment the following indices were considered:
- average dally weight increase uflci cavli 7 days;
- safe keeping of birds;
- fodder eating capacity.

After completion of the experiment the control slaughter of the 60 days birds was held as well as 
chemical analysis of meat.

The results of experiment.

Table 1. 
Composition and nutritiousness of the fodder, using at the poultry plant "Bogoslovskaya".

•
Indices

Feeding units
Metabolic energy, 
mi
Dry substance, g
Raw protein, g
Raw fat. g
Raw cellulose
Lisin, ft
Metionin+Cistin, R
Calcium, g

Mill
Soybeans
1.20
12.90

900
441
25
64
28
10.5
205

Sunflower
1.10
10.51

900
432
38
46
14.4
17.1
3.3

Fish mill

0.97
11.36

900
633
24
..
51.4
23.4
67.0

Wheat

1.19
10.50

850
46
15
24
3.6
4.4
0.6

Corn

1.29
12.40

850
100
42
41
2.0
3.6
0.6

Grass mill

0.7
8.60

91X)
189
30
255
11.2
6.7
18.1
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Phosphorus, K
Sodium, g
JnHinr, f

6.S
1.8
044

13,1
0.4
07

37.2
10.1
740

4.5
0.2
01?

5.2
1.3
01?

4,2
0.8
4.5

Table 2.
Recipes of roll-ration fodders for broilers

Components

Corn
Wheat
Sunflower mill
Soybean mil]
Feeding yeast
Fish mill
Grass mill
Lime
Salt
Fat
Russian premix
Insta-Pro premix

Croup
Control Experimental

Age, day*
M8

45
10
15
10
5
7
1.6
2
0.3
3.7
I
—

29-60
45
15
10
15
5
2.5
1.0
2
0.3
3.0
1
—

J*28
45.7
10
15
JO
<c

7
1.6
2
0.3
3.7
..
0.3

29-60
45.7
15
10
15
5
2.5
1.0
2
0.3
3.0
..
0.3

Note: chickens were given whey as much as they wanted.

Table 3.
Weight increase of chicken broilers

Groups

Control
Experimental

Chickens 
total 

number

650
650

Weight, g

At the 
begin 
ning

34
34

At the 
comple 

tion
1042
1210

Increase, g

Full

1008
1176

Dally

16.5
19.3

Feed 
expendi 
tures, mj

43.1
38.6

Safe 
keeping

%

96.6
98.8

AK you can see, during 61 days of cxpcnracnl ihc experimental group having got fodder with 
Insta-Pro premlx excelled the uuntrol group (with Russian premix) at the cuiiiplelitm ul the 
cxperimr.nl in weight on 168 g or 16.1?.%; in daily increase on 2.8 g or 16.12%. It's very 
important 10 note that feed cxpidcnturcs per production unit in experimental group ov lower on
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4.5 mj or on 10.26%. In this group the cafe keeping was higher at thv completion of experience • 
98.8% against 96.6% in control group.

During control slaughter (table 4) it was determined that chickens in experimental group excelled 
control group in weight of carcass on 115 g or 12.16%.

Table 4.
Result* of control daughter

Croup

Control
Experimental

Chickens total
number

UK)
100

Weight before
*lauKK*vr, e

1042
1210

Wtight of drawn
carcass

666
781

Output, %

63,9
64.3

As for chemical composition of the meat no difference between groups was discovered (table 5).

Table 5.
Chemical composition of meat, %

Croups
Control
Experimental

Moisture
71.3
70.6

Protein
21.5
22.1

Fat
6.0
5.9

Ashes
1.2
1.4

According to the data gotten during the experiment it's possible to get additional production in 
sura of 53,000 roubles C.lOfiO roubles a kilo) using 1 Ice of Insta-Pro prcraix because of higher 
increase of weight and safe keeping of chickens. 1

Conclusions

Using Insta-Pro prcmix in composition of fodder during the chickens idl 
comparison with Russian prcmix:

allows in

- to increase the weight up lo the end or raising to 16.1%;
- to increase average daily weight to 16.9%;
- to decrease fed expenditures per unit of production to 10.3%;
- to increase output of drawn carcass to 12.1%;
- to get safe keeping of chickens to 98.8%;
- to get additional pnxluclion in sum 53.000 during feeding chickens 1 kg of prcmix.

t That time dollar rate w*s 20SO ruble*.

JfiN-16-1935 07=54 7 3652 22 45 56
3

95* P.03
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2. "To determine the efficiency of using 
Insta-Pro premix in swine rations.'*

Scientific-research work on studying the efficiency of premix using in cwine rations was begun 
on June I, 1994.

In preparation period the work on preparation locations to conduct the experience on animals was 
mncte, the feed quality was determined and 2 experimental portion of fodder according to the 
company representative recommendations were elaborated.

Table 1.
Composition and nutritious value of food for swinos

Ration composition
Barley 
Soybeans2
Ration contains:
feeding units
wjivhaiigc energy
dry substance
raw protein
digesting protein
fat
cellulose
BEV.g
starch, g
sugar, g
lisin, g
mciionin+cistin, g
phosphorus, g
calcium, £
iron, mg
ooppop, mg
zinc, nog
manganese, mg
cobalt, rag
iodine, mg
carotin, mg
vitamin A, ME
vitamin D, ME
vitamin E, mg

Nutritious substances
75 
25

1,225
11.35
850
164.5
.134
53
54.25
544.75
366.75
11.5
8.35
5.1
4.7
2.7
68.75
C.I
34.575
16.5
0.2175
0.215
0.275
0
0
46.5

2 The soybean* were preliminary extruded.

JfiN-16-1995 07:54 7 8652 22 45 56 96%
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vitamin Bj, mg 
vitamin 82. mg 
vitamin Bj, mg 
vitamin B*. mg 
viinmin Bs. mg 
vitamin Bit. mg 
vitamin Biz, me

4.275
1.6
11
145
54.25
3.325
0

This experience wax conducted on "he swines of the big white breed. Experience was begun on 
June 14, 1994. The swines of control group were being given the fodder thai contained 1% ijf 
prcmix P 55-2, produced in the institute laboratory; the experimental gruup wus being given the 
fodder which oontninod 0.22% of Insla-Pro prcmix.

The results of productive action of tenting feed \ur~ presented In the table 2. 

Table 2.
Tli

Group

Conluil
Expcrjmcrtal

"Weight
at the
begin
ning of
experi
ment

59.4
58,2

Weight at
the

completion
of experi

ment

104.3
110.1

Gross
weight

increase

44.9
51.9

Daily
weight

increase

607
701

%to
contra

I
group

100
115.5

Feeding
expenditures on

J kg increase

feeding
units

4.24
3.48

digesting
protein

512
418

At the completion of experiment the control slaughter of experimental animals was made with 
the purpose to determine the output slaughter weight of carcass. The results arc in the table 3.

Table 3.
Slaughter qualities of swines

Group

Control 
Experimental

Weight before 
slaughter

102.7 
109.1

Weight after 
slaughter

70.6 
79.0

Slaughter output

68.4 
72.4

JftN-iS-1595 0?:55 7 8S52 22 45 56 352 P. 05
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For chemical analysis of meat according to the common accepted method the samples were taken 
from the longest muscle of spine. The results you can sec in the table 4.

Table 4.
Chemical composition of the longest muscle of spine

Croup

Control 
Experimental

Common 
moisture

75.32 
75.30

Protein

21.22 
21.18

Fat

2.44 
2.39

Ashes

1.03 
1.13

Co

0.44 
0.48

f

0.25 
0.38

According to the gotten in this experiment results (increase of the weight, feeding expenditures 
for Us production) it was discovered thai it's possible to get 27,000 roubles of additional 
production using 1 kg of prcmix.

So, gotten results allow to make following conclusions:

1. Including of the Insta-Pro prcmix into ration of feeding swincs on the background of extruded 
soybeans allows to get average daily weight increase at the level of 701 g, that is higher on the 
15.5% in comparison with control and to reduce feeding and protein expenditures to 18%.

2. Slaughter output was 3.67% higher then the indices of the control group.

3. The results of the chemical analysis of meat, .showed that then-, is no essential chemical 
composition difference between groups.

4. It's possible to «cl the additional production in sum of 27,000 roubles using prcmix in feeding 
of the swines (1 kg of meat costs 1,300 roubles).

3. "To determine the efficiency of using Insta-Pro premiv in eatlle ration."

Scientific-research experiment for determining the efficiency of using Insta-PiX* prcimx, was 
conducted in collective farm-pedigree cattle plant "Kolos" of Pctrovsky region in the time period 
from June 14 through October 11, 1994.

The work was made using rations accepted at this farm in the summer feeding period. This 
researching prcmix was being given cows in the quantity of 28 g per each head a day in 
composition of 1 kg of fodder (recommendation of the company) in addition to essential quantity 
of concentrates which were being usually given before lunch-hour milking. Because of the lack 
of prcmixcs for cattle the control animals were being given mineral part of prcmix P 60-3-89 
prepared in the institute laboratory in amount of 1% of weight.

JftN-16-1995 07 = 55 7 8652 22 45 56 96* P.06;
;>
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This work was conducted on 2 technological groups of cows (SO head in each one). In each 
gnniji 10 cows - analogues in productivity, tirao of calving, breed, *ge - were selected for 
controlling the change animals productivity. Feeding cows was g»x>up; eating capacity calculation 
was conducted 2-3 times a month on 5 heads from each group; productivity calculation wa« 
calculated 1 lime u month by conducting control milkings; determination of fat content in milk 
was calculated by conducting the control milkings; biochemical studying of blood scrum was 
wiNluutml in UM. &£uiaing and the end of cxpcrimcnlul period and quality of the milk in the 
end of experimental period- 

It was discovered:

1. For the period of experiment conducting the cows of control and experimental group were 
being given fodder prepared at the farm with composition (% of weight): wheat - 36%. barley - 
49%, peas - 5%, sunflower mill - 10%. The difference in eating fodder of general ration capacity 
of experimental animals wasn't essentially discovered; the residues of in control group were 
9.2%, in experimental group - 7.1% of given amount of fodder. It was noted bad eating capacity 
of fodder which contained studying premix (in the beginning of the experiment) that's eliminated 
after getting used by animals in 10-20 days. In average for the period of experience the animals 
were being given ration the content nuiriciousncss of which arc presented in the table 1.

Table 1.
Rations of cows in experimental period

Indices

Ration composition, kg:
Fodder
Green mass (oats+peas)
Green mass (alfalfa)
Green mass (sudanka)
Green mass (corn)
Wheat straw
SnarJi

Ration composition;
Feeding unils
Metabolic energy, mj
Dry substance, kg
Raw protein, g
Digesting protein, g
Fat, g
Cellulose, g
Starch, g
Sugar. K

Groups
Control

3.5
3.7
8.5
4.8
28.6
0.4
3

14.2
151
15.3
2070
1414
390
3736
1735
1573

Experimental

3.8
3.8
8.7
4.9
29.3
0.4
3.3

14.8
157
16.0
2154
1475
405
3838
1874
1615

JRN-16-1995 07=57 7 S652 22 45 56 96X P ' 0V<
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ft Phosphorus, g
Calcium, g
Magnesium, g
Sulfur, g
Iron, g
Copper, g
7.inc, g
Manganese, g
Cobalt, g
Iodine, g
Caroline, g
Vilamin D. ME
Vitamin E, ME

54
ias
33
43
4477
278
243
649
102
2.3
2446
387
2392

57
108
34
45
4587
298
251
672
110
2.4
2506
398
24SR

2. Giving Kludying premix influenced definitely on cows productivity (table 2).

Table 2.
Experimental anlmok milk productivity

Groups

Control 
bxpcnm.

Yield of milk, kg

Beginning 
ttfthf 

nperimcnt
13.5 
13.8

End of tht 
erprrintttit

95 
10.7

Avtragt

11.2 
12.1

Fat content, %

Beginning of 
ihi txfurimtnt

336 
3.50

End of tht
txporlmtnt

4.14 
4.45

Aw fag f

3.78 
3.93

Lactation 
stability,

70.4 
77.5

At comparatively equal productivity between the groups at the beginning of Ihc experiment (0.3 
kg or 2.2%) it was gotten at the end of experiment 10.7 kg of milk lhat was higher on 1.2 kg or 
12.6% then in control group; productivity decrease for experimental period was 70.4% thai was 
higher on 7.1% then in experimental group. In average for the period of experiment from the 
cows of experimental group it was gotten 12,1 kg of milk thai was 8% higher then in control 
one.
Also it was discovered higher content of fat in experimental group in comparison with control 
one. The difference was 0.95% and 0.35% although in average for the period the diiTuviicc in 
fat content practically it: absent.

3. No essential changes of carotin and glucose were discovered in blood scrum of animals as 
well as in reserve alkalinity which practically correspond to physiological standard.

JflN-16-1995 07:58 7 8652 22 45 56 95* P. 08
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Giving studying prcinix promotes increase content of calcium in blood the level of which 
incrcawed from 10.9 to 11.6 rag% at decrease of this index in cows of control group. 
Simultaneoufily decrcusc of phosphorus content taken ploo» that l*ll» about thw luck of it in 
ration of experimental animals.

The content of protein in blood scrum of cows in the end of experiment corresponds to 
physiological standard with keeping difference between these indices in Ihc beginning and in 
the end of experimental period.

Table 3.

Riochcmlenl indices of blood serum of experimental animals

Indices

Content of:
calcium, mg%
phosphorus, mg%
reserve alkalinity.
volume % CO
carotin, mg%
glucose, mg%
protein, g%
kctonc bodies, mg%

Groups
Control

Beginning of
experiment

11.5
4.6

47.2
0.6
44.0
7.1

—

End of
experiment

10.9
4.5

44.0
0.3
38
8.0
—

Experimental
Beginning of
experiment

10.1
0.7

46.5
0.6

36.0
6.5

—

End of
experiment

11.6
4.1

44.7
0.8
38
7.5

—

4. In the milk of the cows which were being given studying prcruix it was noted increase of 
content of common protein (on 8.7%) including protein substances-.

5. The calculations show that for milk production experimental animals expended 1.22 
feeding units or 13.0 mj of metabolic energy that was 4.1-3.8% less then in control group. 
The expenditures of raw protein in this group were 178 g per 1 kg of milk that 3.8% less 
then in control group.

6. Taking into account the factors slated above it's possible to get additional milk in sura 4820 
roubles (the price of milk is 150 roubles/kg).

Conclusion
Giving the cattle Insla-Pro premix allows u> increase the productivity of the cows on 8% 
(without essential change. \3 its fatness), to incrcusc the prultin cnnte.nl in milk on 8.7%, lo 
decrease feeding expenditures for milk production on 4.1-3.8% at physiological normal condition

JfiN-16-1995 07:59 7 8652 22 45 96* P.09
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of cnws. At exi&tlng milk priws the using of 1 kg of prcmix allows lo gul additional milk in sum 
of 4820 roubles.



ATTACHMENT 21

IOWA/INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
200 East Grand Avenue; Des Moines, Iowa 50309 USA.

Tel: 515-242-4768 Fax 515-242-4946 E-Mail: /G=R/S=^ANNON/©abcp.sprint.com 
AGRIBUSINESS OPERATIONS AND PRODUCTION: IOWA. RUSSIA and UKRAINE

To: Mr. Henry Holland January 30,1995 
Office of Financial Management Page 1 of 4 
US AID/M/FM/CMP/LC, Room 700, S A-2

Fax: 202-663-2744

Re: FIRST QUARTER FINANCIAL REPORT

Dear Mr. Holland:

Please find attached DBFs First Quarter Financial Report for US AID Grant #: 
CCN-0006-G-OjO-3127. A hard copy is being mailed tomorrow. Please call me if you 
have any questions. Thank you very much.

Attachments

rdT. Gannon 
Executive Director



FINANCIAL STATUS REPORT 
{S.1OT Farm}

on me o«*;

ATTACHMENT

leoe'a: Agency ans Ofjanjaicnai Element 
to v.'f-cn Reron * Submmec

USAID

2. Fede'al Gian: o> Owe: Wtnutying Nuooe< 
By Feoe:aJ Agency

CCN-0006-G-00-3127

OM3 
NO
034S-0039

ot

3. ReC'9-en: O?gar..?aion (Name ana co-Ttp'cic add>ess. mckdi.'^ ZIP cooe) 
Iowa/International Development Foundation 
200 East Grand Avenue, Des Moines, - IA 50309

4. Employe* toentfcauon Number 
42-1358315

S. Recipient Account Number or Idenotying Number 
994-198-0

6. Final Repon 7. Basis
QCasn XX Accrual

8. Fundmn/Granl Penod (See Instructions) 
From. (Montrt. Day. Year)

08/01/93 •
To: (Monm. Day. Year) 

12/31/94

9. Penod Covered by mis Report 
From: (Month. Day. Year)

10/01/94 .,. ;•
To: (Monm. Day. Yearj 

12/31/94

10 Transactions:
Previously 
Reported

it
This 

Period

tu

a. Total outlays 727,298.09 24,932.91 75 2, 23.*. 00

b. Reopien: snare oi outlays

c. Federal snare 727,298.09 24,932.91 752,231.00

d. Total uniiqmdaied obligations .

«. Recioieni snare at unliq;*daud oblations

'. Federal sftare of uni<quK)aied obligations

g. T<xaJ Federal snare (Sum of tines c ana f)

h. Total Federal furcs ayttxxuea Ux trus funding

. -I Unobligated balance of Federal lunos (Line h minus line g)

11.Indirect 
Expense

Type o< Rate (Place 'X' in appropriate box) N/A
D PrcMsonal Q Predetermined D Final

b. Rate c Base d. Total Amount e. Fexteal Srare

12. Remarks: Asacn any explanations deemed necessary or mformaoon required by Federal sponsoring agency in compliance with governing
legislation.

13. Cerefcaaon: I certify to the best of my knowledge aad belief that this report la correct and complete end that a!! outlays and 
unliquidated obligation) arc for tbe purpose] set forth in the award document*.

Typed or Printed Name and Tide

Richard T. Cannon, Executive Director
Telephone (Area code, number and extension) 
515-242-4789

Signature ol Authorised Cert/tying Date Repoa Submitted

"••vxx/j Edit on j noi Uu9'e U S«»nc»'d F«xm 769* 
P««ic»it«d by OMB Otcu'ou A-ior
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FEDERAL CASH TRANSACTIONS REPORT
(Set instructions on the back. If report is for more than one yra.nl or 
assistance agreement, attach completed Standard Form 272-A.)

I RECIPIENT ORGANIZATION

N.m* : Iowa/International Development
N**** Foundation 
««<str«t ; 200 East Grand Avenue

2?'z/pcrf..- Des Moines, IA 50309
3. FEDFRAL EMPLOYER k 

IDENTIFICATION NO. r 42-1358315

11. STATUS OF 

FEDERAL 

CASH

(See tpecific 
instructions 
on the back)

12. THE AMOUNT SHOWN 
ON LJNE 11J. ABOVE. 
REPRESENTS CASH RE 
QUIREMENTS FOR THE 
ENSUING

Days

Approved by Office of M*ntf em«nt and Budget. No. 10-801*2
1. FWml >*emwiiit H'*T i»4 •ft«»«»Ji«Ml ikmmt t» •kick ttii rtffxt 

a Mftniilhd

USAID -
4. M«*l mat «r ottm Kuitifica- 

ti«« mmtwtCCN-0006-G-00-31
6. Utter d cndit munbw

72001714"

& Rwswit'i •ccount niMUtr or
27^^4^98-0
7. Utt pirMM »«»dnf Miilir

16
Give total number for this period

•. Pi>«nnt VMdMrs cndiM U"""" '_ o - 9. Traunv dMcts ncm<4 (vJxtJUr 
or w( ifftuittt)

10. PERIOD COVERED BY THIS REPORT
FROM (•umU, fey. «««•)

10/01/94
a. Cash on hand beginning of reporting period

b. Letter of credit withdrawals

c. Treasury check payments

d. Total receipts (Sum of lines b and c)

e. Total cash available (Sum of lines a and d)

1. Gross disbursements

g. Federal share of program income

h. Net disbursements (Line f minus line g)

i. Adjustments of prior periods

j. Cash on hand end of period

13. OTHER INFORMATION

a. Interest income

b. Advances to subgrantees or subcontractors

TO dMftO. 4*v VMT)
12/31/94

$ 48,088.31

- 0 -

- 0 -

48,088.31

48,088.31

48,088.31

$ - 0 -

5 - 0 -

$
14. REMARKS (A ttach additional sheets of plain paper, if more space is required)

15. CERTIFICATION

1 certify to the best of my 
knowledge and belief that 
this report is true in all re 
spects and that all disburse 
ments have been made for 
the purpose and conditions 
of the grant or agreement

AUTHORIZED 

CERTIFYING 

OFFICIAL

SIGNATURE , ^.

^pvSAA^V

V 1
TYPED OR PRINTED NAME AND TITLE

Richard T. Cannon 
Executive Director

DATE REPORT SUBMITTED

i/33 #5"
TELEPHONE (Arto Code, 
A'umbcr. F.xteniion)

515-242-4789

THIS SPACE FOR AGENCY USE

272-107 STANDARD FORM 272 (7-76)
Prescnbtd by Olfic* of M»n»fim«nt and Bud(tt



FEDERAL CASH TRANSACTIONS REPORT
CONTINUATION

( 7"ii. /wi-nt it fomjjfltit anj «tlarl"4 <• Standard f~rv\ Hi mly trl.fn 
reporting mvrr (Aon anr-<im*t nr «*«i«(uM*r r.yrrcm'wf.)

2. «CClPtCm ORGANIZATION I'M— .._* .WVM JUnr^^w.- t. Smil

Iowa/International Development Found.'
200 East Grand Avenue 
Des Moines, IA 50309

*^..«« •» 0«*. ^ «««.~M .^ .^,, fc. M^o,,, I

' CuC«l«»T TO »»«ICK TH«4 HtPO'l IS SufewiriCO '** tlOMA-

DSAID

i. pt'moo covdtr.o ar THIS *(*O«T tA*t**,-.*.sr trti
f«OU («M(A. A>,. •*••! TO i «<»•<*. 4.., «,,,

10/01/94 12/31/94
4. Lilt information below for eacn grant or other agreement covered oy tnh report. Use additional forms if more spice A required.

rCDCftAL CAAMT ON OI«t» 
lOCMTiriCATIOM NUUfitR

(Stiaio a fttltdtrixion by olttrr itirali- 
firing *u±\l,tT* if rrqnirtd Ay '*' 
Ffdfral JijM»mrring A gmci/)

(a]

CCN-0006-G-00-3127

CCN-0006-00-2076

*

RCOP1CNT ACCOUNT NUM8CR 
O« OTHER 

lOCMTirriNG NUMBCM

994-198-0

994-198-0

5. TOTALS <S'>»H(i/ ••nrir»/r.mi< «!•<<!• anitiitnl.v *iiau:n ,,n NK JT.' «•» 
Ittllun^t * rutuHiit (f) thf nninf <IK littc 1 J it j fulttmn (d ) //««* ^MIN •«/ lttif>

FEDERAL SHARE OF NET DISBURSEMENTS
MCT OISBUMSCMCNTS- <t:~~ 

:-, ~~n»,1l rON KCTOBTIMC

$

24,932.91

5 24,932.91

CUUULATIVC 
MCT OIS8UKSCUCNTS

>

752,231.00

500,000.00

i ti
i

i
i

1

5 1,252,231.00

STANDARD FORM 272-* (9-76,) 
•)irve<.s*o DrOiiiCC ol M»«m«"xm a*<e 
CIB t«o *-IIO

/ /



ATTACHMENT 22

•

USA5D
US. AGENCY FOR

INTERNATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

?3 lOQ

John Chrystal
Co-Chairman
Iowa International Development Foundation
P.O. Box 93535
Des Moines, Iowa 50393

Subject: Grant No.: CCN-0006-G-00-3127-00 

Modification No.: 01

Dear Mr. Chrystal:

Enclosed is an original and three (3) copies of the above 
mentioned subject. Please sign the original and all copies of 
the document, retain the original, and return the remaining 
copies as soon as possible to:

The Agency For International Development
OP/A/OF
Room 1575, SA-14
Washington, D.C. 20523-1420

Or if hand-delivered, use the following address:

Receptionist, 15th Floor 
c/o OF Unit 
1100 Wilson Blvd. 
Arlington, VA 22209

Your prompt return of these documents would be appreciated. 
If you should have any questions regarding the attached document, 
please feel free to contact me at (703) 875-1041.

Sincerely,

/James A. Loy 
Project Manager 
OP/A/OF 
Office of Procurement

Encl.

320 TWENTY-FIRST STREET. N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20523



MODIFICATION OF GRANT 1 Page i of 2
1. MODIFICATION . 2. EFFECTIVE DATE OF 3. GRANT NUMBER: 4. EFFECTIVE DATE OF 

NUMBER: MODIFICATION: GRANT: 
01 See Block IS CCN-0006-G-00-3127-00 July 30, 1993

a. GRANTEE:

IOWA INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
FOUNDATION 
P.O. BOX 93535 
DBS MOINES, IA 50393

CEC No. : 
TIN No . :
7. FISCAL DATA:

See Page 2 
PIO/T No. : 
Appropriation No. : 
BPC: 
Allotment : 
Amount Obligated: $

6. ADMINISTERED BY:

U.S. Agency for International 
Development 

Office of Procurement 
Division ENI 
NIS Branch 
Washington, DC 20523-

8. TECHNICAL/PRO^ T OFFICE:

ENI/ED/AG i
9. PAYMENT OFFICE:

M/FM/CMPD/DCB
10. FUNDING SUMMARY:

Obligated Amount Total Est. Amt.

Amount Prior to this Modification: $752,231 $752,231 
Change Made by this Modification : -0- -0-
New/Current Total : $752,231 $752,231
11. DESCRlfl ION OF MODIFICATION:

PURPOSE: The purpose of this modific
grant with no additional funding.

Accordingly, the above -numbered grant 

(Continued

ration is to extend the period of the

. is hereby amended as follows: 

on Page 2)
12. THIS MODIFICATION IS ENTERED INTO PURSUANT TO THE AUTHORITY OF THE FOREIGN ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1961, AS 
AMENDED. EXCEPT AS SPECIFICALLY HEREIN AMENDED, ALL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE GRANT REFERENCED IN 
BLOCK 13 ABOVE, AS IT MAY HAVE HERETOFORE BEEN AMENDED, REMAIN UNCHANGED AND IN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT.
13. GRANTEEB1 ISQS NOT REQUIRED TO SIGN THIS DOCUMENT TO RECONFIRM ITS AGREEMENT WITH THE CHANGES 
EFFECTED HEREIN.
14. GRANTEE:

•

BY- ^$fy'^<&'\

U

Richard T. Gannon
(Name Typed or Printed)

Executive Director
TITLE:

Oct. 10, 1994
DATE:

15. THE UNTIED STATES OF AMERICA 
U.S. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

CLEMENT T. BUCHER
(Name Typed or Prided) 

TITLE: GRANT OFFICER

DATE:



-UU

Modification No. : 01 
Page 2 of 2

COVER LETTER

Second paragraph, delete the date "August 2, 1994" and substitute in lieu 
thereof "December 31, 1994".

SCHEDULE

Section B. Period of Grant

Paragraph 1., delete "July 30, 1994" and substitute in lieu thereof 
"December 31, 1994".

Block 7. Fiscal Data

PIO/T NO.: 110-0006-3-3662258-1 and -2 
APPROPRIATION NO. : 72-112/31037 
ALLOTMENT NO. : 270-68-110-00-69-31 
BUDGET PLAN CODE: WES2-93-36110-KG12 
AMOUNT OBLIGATED: 0



ATTACHMENT 23

USAID
US. AGENCY FOR

INTERNATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT MOV

Mr. Richard T. Cannon
Executive Director
Iowa/International Development Foundation
200 East Grand Avenue
Des Moines, Iowa 50309

Dear Mr. Gannon:

This is to commend you on the thoroughness and high quality 
of the Quarterly Report you recently submitted for Grant CCN- 
0006-G-00-3127-00. In addition to providing a wealth of 
information, the report provides a contextual feel of the 
problems being faced and progress being made that is normally not 
captured in such reports. For someone who has not been involved 
in this activity, this was very valuable in giving me the 
understanding I need.

In case you are confused over my role in your Grant, I am 
the new Project Manager for the Food Systems Restructuring 
Project. I will be working with Marcus Winter on all aspects of 
the Project and look forward to communicating with you again as 
we move forward.

Sincerely yours

Dennis Sharma • • • 
Office of Enterprise

Development 
Bureau for Europe and

The New Independent States

320Tv.r.n-F::-.-: >••-:!!:. \AV..\V\.:-- . •.. D.C. 2052}



IIDF Grant Extension Budget

"SS.
w
O

. DESCRIPTION

Salaries and Benefits

Allowances

Subcontract/Consultant

Training

Travel

Other Direct Cost

Equipment/Seed Purchases

1 TOTAL

TOTAL PROJECTED 
EXPENSES 

4/1-7/31/94

$37,149

$2.000
-

$5,000

$3,409

$3,459

$26,350

$160,150

$237.517

GRANT #2 END 
TOTAL ACTUAL 

EXPENSES
4/1-7/31/94

$41,042

$3,750

$0

$3,000

$3,460

$24,774

$149,904

$225.930

REVISED 
EXTENSION #1 

EXPENSES
AUG-SEPT'94 -

$12,635

$750

$0

$0

$2,500

$6,100

$0

$21.985

PROPOSED 
EXTENSION #2 

EXPENSES
OCT-DEC'94

$18,250

$1,500

$0

$0

$7,500

$13,555

$0

$40.805
Projected Grant #2 End Expenses ... $237,517 Projected Extension #1 Expenses .... 
Actual Grant #2 End Expenses ....... 225,930 Revised Extension #1 Expenses ......

Grant; #2 Balance: $ 11,587 Extension #1 Balance:

$ 51,203 
21,985

$ 29,218

Grant; #2 End Balance 
Extension #1 Balance

Projected Extension #2 Expenses

$ 11,587 
29,218

$ 40,805



Final Report to USAID Grant #1, with Addendum

Final Report to USAID Grant #1
USAID Grant CCN-0006-00-2076

U.S. Agribusiness Centers Project in Russia and Ukraine
October 1992 - June 1993

Objectives of the Project

U. S. Agribusiness Centers Project was launched in April, 1992 utilizing the already 
operating farm facilities in Stavropol, Russia and Kakhovka, Ukraine (in 1993 the 
Ukrainian site has been moved to the area surrounding the town of White Church). The 
Project received enthusiastic support from private agribusinesses, State and federal 
officials hi the United States. The Centers were able to produce crops a year ahead of 
schedule.

However, since both Centers were based on existing farms, the Project was facing the 
same problem which had plagued Russian and Ukrainian agriculture for decades: 
inability to prevent a 30% loss of the crop due to the lack adequate drying and storage 
facilities. That problem threatened to frustrate the entire effort of the Agribusiness 
Centers because inability to preserve excellent crops could rapidly undermine the 
credibility of American technologies which the Centers were intended to promote.

The only viable solution to that problem was to install U.S. manufactured drying and 
storage equipment This decision was the result of careful consideration and much 
attention was paid to local conditions.

Another major benefit of drying and storage equipment is that it allows to preserve not 
only the volume of the crop, but its quality and nutritional value as well. Stine Seeds, 
Inc., the company that had donated the soybean seeds to both sites, agreed to purchase the 
soybean crop from the Centers for further conditioning and sale to Russian and Ukrainian 
customers. This would advance the project goals in two ways: a U.S. company would 
begin to establish itself on a new market, and the proceeds of the soybean crop sale could 
be used to buy more U.S. products for the Centers. Also, installation of grain extruders 
was deemed necessary to show how balanced feed rations could improve livestock 
production.

Containerizarion and Shipping
Bin unloaders and transport augers from Sudenga Industries Inc., George, Iowa were 
shipped to Conrad American, Box 88, Houghton, Iowa. Conrad American provided bins 
and storage floors. Two dry extruders were shipped from Insta-Pro Inc., 10301 Dennis 
Drive, Des Moines, Iowa to Shiwers Inc., 614 West English, Corydon, Iowa. Shiwers 
Inc. provided dryer bin equipment.

On October 23,1992, seven (7) 40' containers arrived at Conrad American and four (4) 
40' containers arrived at Shiwers Inc. for loading of equipment to be shipped to Russian 
and Ukrainian Project sites.

On October 29,1992, eleven (11) containers were transported by semi-trailer from 
Shiwers Inc. and Conrad American to Chicago. There the containers were loaded on 
railroad cars and sent to Alexandria, Virginia for loading and transportation by ship to 
Odessa, Ukraine.



The trans-Atlantic shippers were CSX Sea/Land Services and Lykes Lines as agents for 
the Fund for Democracy and Development, 2033 M Street, NW, Suite 506, Washington 
D.C., 20036.

On December 17,1992, AID and the Fund for Democracy and Development approve 
ITDF's request to change the consignees for materials being sent to Russian and Ukrainian 
sites.

The containers arrived in Odessa, Ukraine on January 20,1993.

Russian Site

1. Arrival of Containers

Tom Dunn, Agricultural Engineer, arrived in Stavropol, Russia, on February 15,1993, to 
begin site preparation for installation of the equipment being shipped.

Three containers arrived at the Egorlyk Farm on February 17,1993. The containers were 
opened and inspected to assess the possible damage sustained during shipping. One of 
the containers was loaded at Shiwers Inc. and two at Conrad American.

Inspection of the Shiwers container revealed no missing parts and only minor damage to 
three of the bin transitions. All parts were in place in the two Conrad American 
containers. However, because of poor securing all three sidewall sheet bundles had 
broken loose from their tie down straps and were damaged. Some of the adjacent 
equipment sustained varying degrees of damage from the sidewall bundles, most notably, 
the Cyclone for the Insta-Pro extruder. The extruder was in need of repairs.

The three containers intended for the Chapayev Farm arrived there on February 20, 1993. 
Inspection of the contents revealed that no materials were missing and no visible damage 
had been sustained during shipping.

2. Installation of Equipment

Extruder and associated equipment were the first to be unloaded from the containers at 
the Egorlyk Farm. They were moved to an existing feed processing building for 
assembly. The two main components, the extruder and the cooler, were assembled first, 
and the conveyers, the cyclone, blowers, duct work, and other mechanical equipment 
were installed in a week's time. During that week Tom Dunn also worked with 
electricians to design a magnetic starter system to utilize the "y" - "Delta" starter system 
for the 125 hp extruder motor.

Site preparation for the installation of the grain bins began in mid-March. Fill was hauled 
in and the area was leveled and packed. Some clean up work had to be done at the 
Chapaev Farm site.

At the Egorlyk Farm site, cement slabs for the grain bins were poured by the middle of 
May. Due to lack of sufficient equipment, a series of pours had to be used instead of one 
continuous pour (the method of one continues pour is a standard procedure in the U.S. 
construction industry). Nevertheless, the final result was quite satisfactory in terms of 
quality.

•VA



By the end of May, two shells of bins had been erected. Tom Dunn supervised the 
construction ensuring proper assembly procedures. The Russian crews had no prior 
experience with installing grain bins and had to be trained in every aspect of it.

Tom Dunn returned to Iowa at the end of May and his place was taken by Matt Rouse, an 
engineering student from Iowa State University. Matt Rouse, who speaks some Russian, 
supervised further construction at both farm sites.

At the Chapayev Farm, the cement slabs upon which the grain bins were to be placed, 
were finished by the end of May. Due to constant shortages of cement or cement trucks, 
the slab was poured over a period of several weeks with many small loads. Tom Dunn 
ensured that the reinforcing rod was in place and the foundations were dug properly.

Construction crew at the Chapaev Farm fell slightly behind during the bin erection 
period, but it enabled them to avoid some of the mistakes made at the Egorlyk Farm. By 
the beginning of October the Chapaev crew caught up with the Egorlyk crew in 
construction of the bins.

Russian farmers have shown a great deal of interest in the grain storage bins and there 
have been inquiries about the price of such complexes.

At the time of this report, the program suffered an unexpected setback: the drying bin at 
the Egorlyk Farm exploded. According to preliminary on-site inquiries, the safety system 
has been tampered with (at the time of the explosion, on December 4, 1993, Vladimir 
Savchenko, the farm manager, was in Iowa).

Tom Dunn, an engineer from Shiwers, Inc., photographed the remains of the bin. The 
photographs will be used in the investigation of the causes of the explosion.

Upon completion of the investigation, a decision will be made by the Agribusiness Board 
of Directors about the compensation of the damage by the party at fault

3. Crops 

Chapaev Farm

Corn (300 hectares) was planted late, on May 26-30. The full season Pioneer variety 
Cecilla (111 day) was planted first, followed by the shorter season Pioneer variety 
Maritisa (97 day). All planting was done with Russian equipment.

Soybeans (150 hectares) were planted late as well, on May 31 - June 5. Planting was 
done in three 50 hectares blocks: Stine variety 1480 with 15 cm row spacing; Stine 
variety 1480 with 60 cm row spacing; and Stine variety 450 with 30 cm row spacing.

Both corn and soybeans were behind in maturity during the summer compared to the 
Russian crops planted at the appropriate time. However, by Fall, most American crops 
gradually caught up with the Russian crops. As of the time of this writing, one last field 
of corn was being harvested.

The corn crop came out to be quite satisfactory despite losses due to lack of proper 
equipment. Specifically, Russian shelling combines tend to crack too many kernels 
because the cylinder speed can not be set for "slow".



Soybeans were harvested on the 15- 17th of October. Just as with com, losses were 
sustained due to inadequate harvesting equipment. About 10% of the harvest was lost 
because Russian harvesters do not have "floating heads" that stay close to the ground. 
Also, an estimated 22% was lost due to poor adjustment of the cylinder speed of the 
combine. One combine was set too fast and cracked the seeds. The end result - soybean 
harvest of about 20 bu/A. Had the Russian farmers used advanced U.S. harvesting 
machinery, the crop would have been 30 bu/A.

Egorlyk Farm

Corn was planted late, some by May 31, partly because of excessive rainfall (up to 6 
inches). About half the planting, or 350 hectares, was done with an American Kinze 
planter, the rest with Russian planters. The com crop was behind the Russian varieties 
(in terms of maturity) planted at the appropriate time, but then, just like at the Chapaev 
Farm, caught up and looked excellent. Some Russian skeptics, who did not believe that 
the com crop would reach maturity and strongly suggested chopping it down for silage, 
were quite impressed.

Soybeans were also planted late - around June 15. Unfortunately, skepticism prevailed 
and the Egorlyk Farm chopped the soybean crop for fodder in late August without 
consulting either Russian or American ABC partners. Judging by one row of plants that 
escaped being chopped, the estimated yield from that field would have been at least 1.5 
metric tons/hectares.

4. Seminars

Installation of the extruder and completion of the grain bins gave a rare opportunity to 
hold a real 'hands on' seminar on American technology.

The seminar was held on November 5,1993, at the Egorlyk Farm. Tom Dunn explained 
the theory and practice of grain drying. Gregory Komnik, representative of Triple F, Inc. 
in Stavropol, made a report on increasing the nutritional value of animal feeds through 
the process of extrusion. Other speakers included Mikhail Varshavsky, the Russian co- 
manager of the ABC, Phil Leino, U.S. co-manager of the ABC, and the chief agronomist 
of the Egorlyk Farm. Victor Popov, a representative of the Agricultural Institute, was 
very helpful in arranging the seminar.

The seminar was attended by approximately fifty participants, most of them farmers and 
farm managers. Forty five questionnaires were returned completed after the seminar. 
The assessment of the seminar was very good to excellent in categories of usefulness, 
presentation effectiveness, and instructors' knowledge of the subject.

Overall, the seminar was very successful. Part of the seminar was held in a conference 
room, but most of the time was devoted to the actual demonstration of the grain bins and 
the extruder in operation. Russian participants boosted the seminar's credibility by 
showing that foreign technological methods are not too complicated to be embraced by 
Russian farmers. Vladimir Savchenko and Mikhail Baranov, the managers of the 
Egorlyk and Chapaev farms, respectively, confirmed during their visit to Iowa on 
November 30 - December 10,1993, that the seminar had sparked a great deal of interest 
among the participants.



Based on this first successful experience, future seminars can be planned with greater 
detail. Also, positive and welcoming reaction of the participants of this seminar will 
serve to promote and advertise future seminars.

I
Ukrainian Site

1. Airival of Containers and Site Preparation

David Wampler from Shiwers Inc. arrived in White Church Region on April 16,1993, to 
begin site preparation. Area clean up began at the ROSS Agroindustrial Farm for the 
construction of grain drying, handling and storage facility.

Representatives from the White Church Region traveled to Odessa on April 26 to pick up 
five containers with equipment. Inspection of the contents established that all materials 
were in working order.

On the construction site, fill was hauled in and the area was leveled and packed. David 
Wampler's instructions were understood and the job was completed as closely to U.S. 
standards as Ukrainian technology and equipment allowed.

Like at the Stavropol sites, work was also being done on assembly of associated 
equipment (bin jacks, transport auger, etc.), so that when the pad was finished, the only 
work remaining would be the actual construction of the foundation.

2. Installation of Grain Bins.

Grain bins construction began in May. Standard construction procedures were followed; 
the concrete foundation for the bins was poured. The overall quality of the work was 
satisfactory due to American supervision (for example, one pad was ripped out and 
replaced because it had been improperly poured).

The bin shells were erected by the end of July. David Wampler supervised the 
construction process. Owing to the fact that all bins in the White Church center are 
concentrated on one site, he could focus on working with one construction crew.

Storage bins were completed and became operational by mid-October, in time for the 
harvesting. They started receiving grain immediately.

Work on the drying bin had to be halted temporarily due to unusually cold weather and 
the drying equipment is still to be installed. This job was left for last because of 
anticipated unavailability of natural gas on which it runs. According to the latest report, 
natural gas will not be available on the site until Spring. Unfortunately, initial plans to 
use alternative fuel for the dryer (natural gas has been in short supply in Ukraine after the 
break-up of the Soviet Union) had to be abandoned: diesel fuel, which is more easily 
accessible in Ukraine than natural gas, has not been used in the United States to operate 
dryers for almost a decade. Thus, a special-order dryer that runs on diesel fuel would 
have been too expensive.



Conclusion

The year 1993 was the first year for the Agribusiness Center in White Church, Ukraine, 
and second for the two Stavropol sites, Egorlyk and Chapaev farms. Enough experience 
has been accumulated to identify the problem areas and find ways of addressing them.

Delays in providing funding and cuts in initially discussed funds have an extremely 
negative effect on die project because it creates an impression for the Ukrainian and 
Russian partners that the American side, represented by DDF and CARD, does not 
deliver on its promises. Timing is one of the most decisive factors in agriculture and a 
four to six week delay in planting might cause the loss of a year's harvest. Late delivery 
or non-delivery of planting (or harvesting) equipment puts a strain on the delicate process 
of cooperation.

There is no sense in placing the blame for the delay in funding on any single U.S. agency 
involved in the project. But it must be understood by all people working on the project 
that unkempt promises to our Russian or Ukrainian partners do more damage to the 
program than telling them right from the beginning not to count on a specific piece of 
equipment they requested.

Improved control over farms, participating in the project (especially in Stavropol), by the 
Agribusiness Centers officers. This problem has been addressed before, but the recent 
explosion of the drying bin at the Egorlyk Farm showed that there is still much 
educational work left to be done.

It must be emphasized time and again that American farming techniques are not limited 
to just using better machinery, seeds, insecticides, etc., but that acting responsibly is a 
very important feature of the whole process of farming.

Problems accompany most new projects, and especially projects involving two different 
economic and managerial approaches. The underlying principle of the Agribusiness 
Centers Project is joint management. American technology and methods of management 
were never meant to be forced on the Russian and Ukrainian participants. Rather, the 
program is intended to be educational, involving active participation of the Russian and 
Ukrainian counterparts in the decision-making process.

Thus, the difficulties that have arisen since the project started are a natural phenomenon 
and should have been anticipated. At this point it is really important that neither of the 
three sides involved in the program showed any intention of canceling its participation. 
The Russian and the Ukrainian farms see the project as extremely beneficial to them and 
are willing to continue being a part of it.



ADDENDUM TO THE FINAL REPORT FOR USAID GRANT
PHASE ONE 

AUGUST 1,1992 - JULY 31, 1993

I. Summary description of program activities and assessment of impact

The Iowa International Development Foundation (IIDF) has a dual 
mission of promoting the reform of agriculture and food systems and supporting 
market entry efforts of U.S. companies in the former Soviet Union. The 
Foundation's ultimate goal is to improve the overall standard of living of the 
people in the areas in which they are working and to promote self-sustainable 
economic prosperity.

Activities under the IIDF USAID Grant Phase One supported the transfer 
of productive capital and technology directly into the hands of the Foundation's 
Russian and Ukrainian partners through the supply of equipment and educational 
programs. The first phase of the USAID grant to the EOF financed the 
purchase, transportation and installment of three gram and soybean drying and 
storage facilities and two extruders for the processing of soybeans into high 
protein meal. It also supported the translation of equipment manuals and on-site 
training.

This program demonstrated directly the benefits of improved gram 
handling. It also laid a strong foundation for a comprehensive soybean extruding 
system which will be vital hi demonstrating the benefits of improving animal 
feed through proper protein rations. Both equipment lines move the IIDF further 
along in its effort to increase the consumable food supply through enhanced 
agriculture production and processing, by saving grain that is usually lost 
through improper storage and inefficient unbalanced feed rations. The ability to 
demonstrate first-hand the efficacy of the drying and storage facilities and 
processing equipment has allowed die foundation to promote U.S. agribusiness 
technology and innovations, thus educating and preparing the market for these 
products and services.



A. Agribusiness Centers and Farms

As the focus of Phase One of the USAID grant was on the purchase and 
installation of equipment, the tuning of the grant does not reflect the agricultural 
growing cycle. However, during the life of this grant, one crop was harvested 
and another was planted. Both crops were financed through donations or other 
moneys. The 1992 harvest went smoothly, but the end result was plagued by the 
ubiquitous problem of a lack of proper storage in the former Soviet Union. All 
the same, the yield on the Agribusiness Center's farms was higher than that on 
neighboring Russian and Ukrainian fields. In the spring of 1993, a total of 3600 
acres of soybeans and com were planted. 1993 was a more successful year hi 
crop production compared with 1992, with crop yields significantly better than 
fields using Russian genetics. The crop results demonstrated the potential 
margins of improvement achieved through employing advanced seed genetics 
and appropriate regimes of fertilizer and herbicides.

The most significant achievements of 1993 were the purchase and 
installation of grain dryers, bins and extruders. Both purchases helped to 
address the post-production phase of agribusiness, where the Russian industry 
experiences its greatest losses. The grain systems in Ukraine and Russia are 
both comprehensive, incorporating grain handling, drying and storage. The 
extruders purchased for both sites were essentially test operations for the 
production of high-energy soybean meal. IIDF has applied subsequent funding 
for the purchase of two additional extruders, oil presses and coolers to 
complement the existing equipment and establish complete, high capacity 
extruding lines hi both countries. The oil presses will allow the operations to 
extract food-grade soy oil for human consumption and soybean meal for animal 
feed rations.

The ultimate operational aim of the Agribusiness Centers is to 
demonstrate a systems approach to agriculture production and processing, 
through working examples. In this way, the relevance of improvements at each 
step of the agriculture and food chain and their impact on subsequent steps is 
clearly evident. IIDF has shown tangible improvements in crop production, 
harvesting, handling, processing and storage. The Foundation's next step will 
come as the Agribusiness Centers use the increased crop yields and applies



advanced nutrition technology to feed livestock, thereby improving dairy, beef, 
swine and poultry production for meat.

The installation of the grain handling and processing equipment provided 
an excellent opportunity for on-the-job training. The U.S. ag;'culture engineer 
designed both of the systems for Stavropol, Russia and White Church, Ukraine 
with simplicity and uniformity in mind. The two systems hi Stavropol shared 
common replacement parts, thus allowing the IIDF to demonstrate the 
efficiencies gamed from pooling inventories. The engineer who designed the 
systems was also the on-site installation consultant. Throughout the construction 
and installation of the systems, he worked to acculturate his Russian colleagues 
to U.S. standards of quality and safety. During erection, the on-site consultant 
stressed both craftsmanship, responsibility for the end product, and decision- 
making skills. The installation provided an environment for a dynamic learning 
process, with the American side gaming from his Russian crew as well. The end 
product was the result of team-work and compromise, both of which are detailed 
in Section II of this report.

B. U.S. Business Support

The Agribusiness Centers have a broad educational and promotional 
function. The resources of IIDF are used to marshal and coordinate the 
expertise and resources of other public and private organizations in achieving 
program goals and objectives. In their education and training capacity, the 
Agribusiness Centers are an excellent vehicle for introducing products and 
services to the market.

In close cooperation with U.S. companies whose equipment and other 
agricultural inputs are being used by the Centers, the IIDF conducted 
demonstration seminars for farmers and farm managers in both 1992 and 1993. 
The seminars provided networking opportunities, demonstrated the equipment 
and technology in operation, and addressed practical issues such as spare parts 
inventories, training, pricing and possible methods of payment. IIDF continues 
to maintain contact with leading consulting, legal and accounting firms that have 
offices in the former Soviet Union, with NIS diplomatic representations in the



U.S., and with various business entities in the MS, ranging from banks to 
privatized farms and joint ventures.

IIDF also sponsored a booth at the World Food Expo 1992 in Moscow, 
representing over half a dozen Iowa companies. All but one of these companies 
has continued to work successfully in the Russian and Ukrainian markets.

Throughout the life of the Agribusiness Centers, more than a dozen U.S. 
agribusinesses have had equipment demonstrated or installed on the Agribusiness 
Farms. Of those participating, several have hired in-country representatives and 
several more are investigating joint venture opportunities and permanent 
production capabilities. Listed below are a few comments from the U.S. 
corporate beneficiaries of IIDF programs:

For the past two years we have been cooperating with 
the Iowa International Development Foundation 
in doing business in Stavropol, Russia. We have sold 
three installations and have the strong belief that we'll 
sell a fourth installation as a direct result of this 
cooperation. We are also seriously considering the 
establishment of an organized sales and service 
network in Russia. None of this would have occurred 
without the very active involvement of the Iowa 
International Development Foundation.

The Insta-Pro Division of Triple "F" Inc. has been 
working closely with the Iowa International 
Development Foundation for several years and have 
found our relationship both enjoyable and beneficial.

Without the efforts of the Iowa International 
Development Foundation project it would be 
impossible for small Iowa manufacturers to show 
their products and services hi the CIS. Sales to the 
CIS are no different than sales in any other part of the 
world. You first must have a means to show your



product and tell your story and the agribusiness 
centers have been ideal for this.

Successful Farming and the U.S. Agribusiness 
Centers have been cooperating for a year and a half 
hi the creation of a market research and information 
capacity hi Russia and Ukraine. The mam product of 
our cooperation is New Agribusiness, a Russian- 
language publication that will serve as a voice for 
Iowa-based and other U.S. agriculture companies that 
are exploring business opportunities in the former 
Soviet Union through activities at the U.S. 
Agribusiness Centers. An accompany ing product is a 
New Agribusiness newsletter that will be mailed to 
more than 1,000 agricultural companies.

K. Comparison of actual events to work plan: Russia and Ukraine

A. Grain Storage and Handling Program -- Installation of equipment:

To accomplish the goals and objectives of this grant, grain handling, 
drying, handling and storage systems were designed for bodi of the Stavropol 
Agribusiness Center farms and for the Agribusiness Center hi Ukraine. The 
majority of the design work was done by the personnel of the Shivvers 
Company, with input and assistance from Tom Dunn, the agriculture engineer in 
charge of operations hi Stavropol, and David Wampler who served in a parallel 
capacity in White Church. These designs matched drying capacity and storage 
needs of the respective partners with the quality components primarily from 
Shiwers, Inc., Conrad American and Sudenga Industries.

The installations were completed hi both Ukraine and Russia, however, 
due to the lack of an available gas line, the Ukrainian installment remained 
inoperable for the 1993 harvest. The Ukrainians dug a five kilometer extension 
of the natural gas line to the gram drying operation. The extension of the gas 
line demonstrates the willingness of HDF's Ukrainian partners to work together



and represents a major accomplishment. Now that the gas line is complete, the 
grain drying system will be fully operational to dry the 1994 harvest.

Part of the design objective in Stavropol was to utilize, as much as 
possible, common parts hi both systems in order to minimize the needed spare 
parts for service aiid maintenance. Thus, a standard bin diameter of 36 feet was 
utilized for all bins at both sites, necessitating the inclusion of only four, ten- 
gauge spare bin side-wall sheets. The same concept was carried out hi sizing the 
transport auger, take-away augers and bin unloading augers. They were all eight 
inch, right-hand lightning, which simplified the spare parts inventory and 
introduced the efficiency in pooling inventory.

The configuration of the bin locations at the sites was different due to site 
requirements. However, each setup had one 36 ft., four ring, Conrad American 
recirculating strength dryer bin with two 25 hp centrifugal fans and natural gas 
burners, the Shiwers dual sweep circular n in-bin recirculating drying system 
and a Comp-u-Dry computer control system backed up as usual with a manually 
adjusted thermostat control system. Also at each site were four 36 ft., five ring 
Conrad American heavy strength storage bins, each with a ten hp aeration fan 
and perforated drying floor plus a Sudenga Industries truck-loading auger.

Sudenga Industries 64 ft. transport augers, for filling the bins, were 
equipped with PTO drives due to the versatility of this type of drive. However, 
the Russians, not appreciating the versatility of the PTO drive, preferred electric 
motor drives. As a compromise, Russian motors, sized for adequate power for 
high moisture com, and pulleys sized to operate the augers at the correct speed, 
were adapted to the augers. Koyker/Sioux grain cleaners, sized for the transport 
auger capacity, and Shiwers bin fill spreaders, also sized for this capacity, 
completed the basic components of these systems.

The designs were completed, components gathered and containerized and 
the shipments departed Iowa on November 20, 1992. HDF encountered 
numerous difficulties associated with shipping this cargo, especially around the 
Straits of Bosphorus and Odessa. In sum, the final three of the six containers 
arrived three months later, February 20, 1993. IIDF recorded important lessons 
to be heeded during future shipments. First, shipments that have to be off-



loaded in Turkey, trucked overland to the Black Sea, loaded on a ship which will 
not depart until it is full before crossing to Odessa need to be avoided if timing is 
a concern. Second, due to political strife between Ukraine and Russia, customs 
and other logistics are considerably more difficult using Ukrainian ports than 
using Latvian or Polish ports. Third, shipping containers by train to Stavropol is 
ill-advised as they do not have facilities to unload large, heavy containers.

The foundations for the grain bins, which should have been completed 
during the first two weeks of April, were barely finished by the end of May due 
to problems with machinery breakdowns at the concrete companies and to the 
unavailability of portland cement. Despite challenges hi pouring the concrete bin 
foundations, the compressive strength of the concrete used for these foundations 
exceeded specifications as long as the Russian workmen didn't water down the 
cement to make it easier to work. The consultant had minor problems in getting 
his Russian crew to make good, level forms with a smooth top. He encountered 
more significant problems hi getting them to arrange the logistics so that enough 
ready-mix trucks were available to make each bin pad a continuous pour. He 
had to be quite adamant about the unacceptability of pouring a load and having it 
"set up" before the next pour could bond with it. He also had to stress the 
absolute unacceptability of pouring the pad in layers that cured before the next 
layer. He met his biggest challenge in teaching them how to finish a concrete 
pad. None of the concrete workers had ever heard of, much less seen a bull 
float. Detailing a drawing of a bull float that thev agreed to make was fruitless, 
as they could not see the need or merit. Their best finish work, accomplished 
with a broom and scoop shovel was acceptable, but barely.

The on-site installation consultant found building the bins and assembling 
the equipment an interesting experience. The Russian construction crews were 
briefed before beginning (and several more times during the construction phase) 
about the importance of doing everything according to instructions. It took an 
instance or two of not following instructions exactly, followed by the undeniable 
necessity of undoing that portion of work, and reassembling it correctly, before 
this lesson was fully learned. The American side again stressed taking 
responsibility for workmanship and efficiency in doing a job right the first time.



By harvest time the grain systems at both farms in Stavropol were 
completed, all mistakes corrected, the systems including safety systems checked 
out, and everything was fully functional and ready for operation. Russian law 
requires a "Technical Passport" for grain drying installations such as these. This 
was drawn up by Shiwers' on-site consulting engineer. The document specified 
system size and drying capacity, input energy and output power for the motors, 
input energy for the burners and specific drying efficiency for the system. It 
also detailed all the safety systems, what they were for and how they functioned 
and how the system was operationally controlled. These documents were 
presented to the Russian directors and they, along with the operators of the 
system, were thoroughly briefed on the operation of the systems, how the safety 
systems functioned, how to set the manual controls and program the computer 
and how to monitor the dryer operation. Additionally, a "Permit to Operate" 
document was required by the natural gas company before they would supply 
natural gas to the system. This document covered control valves, control 
systems, safety systems, burner size and fan capacity. This document was also 
drawn up by the consulting engineer and presented to the Russian directors to 
take to the gas company.

B. Soybean Production and Processing

The compromise, flexibility, innovation and co-training that accompanied 
this project were productive for both sides and led to a shared sense of 
accomplishment. Installation of the Insta-Pro Extruder at the Egorlyk farm in 
Stavropol was a fairly straight forward project. The building that housed the 
feed mill at the Egorlyk farm had an ideal location for this system. The Russian 
partners had to construct a conveyer and a short elevating leg to bring the 
product to be extruded from existing outside bulk-bins to the extruder. They 
also had to install a short conveyor to transfer the hot extruded product from the 
barrel of the extruder to the cooler. The cooler was located over an existing 
conveyor so little work was required to funnel the cooled product into this 
conveyer which transferred the product back to outside bins. The other 
elementary work included duct work for the exhaust and cooling fans.



Some of the extruding equipment was damaged during shipping, 
necessitating the disassembly, straightening, and reassembling or rewelding of 
some of the components. A lack of attention to detail altered the appearance of 
the equipment, but the repair effort rendered the equipment operationally 
functional.

Some design innovations were included hi this setup which simplified the 
installation and enhanced the system. One innovation was mounting the exhaust 
fan for the cooler directly on top of the cooler. The second innovation was 
mounting the cyclone directly over the extruder inlet hopper. These eliminated 
considerable duct work and another conveyor system. One straight blower duct 
between this fan and the cyclone was all that was required. And the fins 
exhausted from the cooler were dropped directly back in to the extruder to be 
recycled.

The most challenging part of this installation was wiring all the systems 
and the control circuits. There were eight electric motors hi this installation. 
Some of the control circuits needed to serve as pilots to control delays to slave 
circuits so that motors hi a functional set would start in series. As the drive 
motor for the extruder is 125 hp, starting it on a "Delta" circuit would overload 
both the motor and the supply system. Therefore, it was necessary to design a 
"Y-Delta" starter circuit using Russian electrical components. This was done so 
that during the first second after starting the extruder motor, it would operate on 
a " Y" circuit allowing a gentle acceleration to operation speed, then switch to the 
"Delta" circuit for full power operation.

The extruder for the Ukraine project arrived as planned, but was not 
installed in the feedmill hi 1993. A decision was made to purchase more 
extruding equipment, stalling the installation of the one extruder in the 
Agribusiness Center feedmill hi deference to proper production line balancing 
when the second installment arrives.



C. Educational and training programs 

1) Grain Storage

Installation of the extruder and completion of the grain bins gave a rare 
opportunity to hold a real "hands on" seminar on American technology.

The seminar was held at the Egorlyk farm. Tom Dunn explained the 
theory and practice of grain drying. Gregory Komnik, representative of Triple 
"F", Inc. in Stavropol, made a report on increasing the nutritional value of 
animal feeds through the process of extrusion. Other speakers included Mikhail 
Varshavsky, the Russian co-manager of the ABC, Phil Leino, U.S. co-manager 
of the ABC, and the chief agronomist of the Egorlyk farm. Victor Popov, a 
representative of the Agricultural Institute was very helpful in arranging the 
seminar.

The seminar was attended by approximately fifty participants, most of 
them farmers and farm managers. Forty-five questionnaires were completed and 
returned after the seminar. The assessment of the seminar was very good to 
excellent hi categories of usefulness, presentation effectiveness and instructors' 
knowledge of the subject. Many of the participants expressed an interest in 
acquiring the grain handling and storage systems.

Overall, the seminar was very successful. Part of the seminar was held in 
a conference room, but most of the tune was devoted to the actual 
demonstrations of the gram bins and the extruder in operation. Russian 
presenters boosted the seminar's credibility by showing that foreign 
technological methods are not too complicated to be embraced by Russian 
farmers. Vladimir Savchenko and Mikhail Baranov, the managers of the 
Egorlyk and Chapayev farms respectively, confirmed during their visit to Iowa 
on November 30 - December 10, 1993, that the seminar had sparked a great deal 
of interest among the participants.

Based on this first successful experience, future seminars can be planned 
with greater detail. Also, positive and welcoming reaction for the participants of



this seminar will serve to promote and advertise future seminars. 

3) Management Training

DDF subcontracted to the University of Iowa College of Business 
Administration to teach management training seminars in Stavropol, in June and 
July, 1993. The Foundation supported the initiative with money from their State 
of Iowa budget. The University of Iowa then leveraged that support at a 10:1 
ratio, receiving grant support from the Eurasia Foundation.

The management training project featured four week-long multi- 
disciplinary seminars that reached over 125 managers hi Stavropol, and four 
workshops on project evaluation and managing financial risk. The seminars 
covered economics, finance, marketing, cost accounting, operations, human 
resources and sales. The seminars were designed around the preparation of a 
business plan and prepared nascent small business owners to ask the appropriate 
questions when starting or operating their own enterprise. The project's 
consulting efforts and series of business meetings furthered the program's 
educational impact.

In addition, the project supported efforts to create a Small Business 
Resource Center as part of the North Caucasus Center for Education and 
Economic Development in Stavropol. It did so through the founding of a 
business resource library and by outfitting the center's office with needed 
equipment and supplies.

D. Crop Production

In the fall of 1992, both the soybean and corn crops at the Chapayev farm 
were in good condition, especially considering the hot dry August there. Weed 
control for the corn crop was very good to excellent, sprayer skips excepted. 
The crops at Egorlyk were in very good to excellent condition. Weed control hi 
both corn and soybeans was excellent.

The lack of drying facilities at Chapayev dictated the harvesting of ear 
com at 25% moisture utilizing ear corn husking machines with six row corn
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heads. Chapayev has good handling and storage facilities for ear corn. The 
corn heads (three machines) all needed some repair and major adjustments in 
snapping roll spacing and striper bar spacing. Once they were set up properly 
by the American partners, the machines did an excellent job of picking com. 
The adjustments require continued monitoring to keep them set properly. Very 
few of the Russian operators made any adjustments, or had any idea what 
adjustments were available. The contrast between the field losses with the 
machines adjusted to match the harvest conditions and those that were not 
adjusted were stark. This difference was highlighted by the complete absence of 
gleaners hi American fields.

The bagging of soybeans began on February 20, 1993. With the use of 
Stine seed bagging equipment and bags from the local alfalfa processing plant, 
personnel were trained how to thread, operate and maintain the sewers at both 
farms. The bags at Egorlyk were filled with approximately 35 kg:;., the bags at 
Chapayev to approximately 50 kgs. The seed at both farms was processed 
through a grain cleaner twice. At the Egorlyk farm, seed was scooped from the 
warehouse floor into the bags. At the Chapayev farm, seed was bagged from the 
cleaner after the second cleaning. In the end, only one-fourth of all soybeans 
were sold. The remainder were donated back to the Agribusiness Centers for 
planting in 1993.

For the 1993 crop, the on-site installation consultant filled a second role 
as crop consultant by analyzing soil tests, prescribing fertilizer programs for all 
the fields and crops at both farms and prescribing the herbicide programs 
complete with the spraying equipment options that the engineer knew would be 
available at each farm.

E. Livestock Production

The start of livestock feeding demonstrations was delayed one year. 
IIDF, along with their Russian and Ukrainian partners, decided to await the full 
complement of extrusion equipment, and the operation of the Ukrainian grain 
handling, drying and storage system. While the delay was somewhat 
disappointing, it also was a practical example of doing a project right from the
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start. The implementation and results of livestock feeding demonstrations will 
be facilitated and enhanced by complete extruding lines.

. Summary of the Program Results: Achievements and Difficulties

Accomplishments of the project during the period of Grant Phase One funding 
include the following:

1) Successful design of gram handling, drying and storage systems for the 
two Stavropol farms and the farm operations in White Church, Ukraine, that 
match the drying capacity needs and storage needs to the agricultural operations 
of the farms. The design incorporates simplicity of construction, operation and 
repair with high quality components that have a proven track record of 
reliability.

2) Successful design of the foundation for an extruder system in Stavropol 
and White Church that meets all the above design criteria and incorporates the 
above features.

3) Delivery to and installation of all of the above systems on the Stavropol 
and White Church Agribusiness Centers and farms. Installation of the basic 
extruder system hi Stavropol was completed by April 1, 1993. Installation of the 
grain systems was not complete until October 1993.

4) Successful harvesting of the Fall 1992 crop. In general, the crops with 
American inputs were good to excellent, with yields significantly higher than the 
farms' Russian crops. The crops were harvested with all Russian equipment that 
was adjusted for the first time ever to function properly. Except for the inability 
to cut soybeans close to the ground, harvest losses were very low. The quality of 
the harvest crops was excellent and this condition was maintained while the 
crops remained hi storage.

T?;e program and the relationship between partners were generally easier 
and more successful in Russia than hi Ukraine. In fact, the partnership hi 
Kherson, Ukraine, became completely untenable, basically due to personality 
conflicts between the Ukrainian and American managers. Both sides agreed
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mutually to dissolve the working relationship.

After analyzing the situation, nDF decided to move from Kherson to White 
Church, Ukraine. The Agribusiness Center is now associated with a very high 
quality feedmill, that serves many area farms and that is in the process of 
privatizing. In the end, the move has been a positive one. However, it also 
undeniably slowed the progress of the project. Given the delay hi completing 
the drying system due to the gas line, and the delay hi installing the extruding 
equipment to accommodate additional equipment, HDF postponed educational 
seminars in Ukraine until this year, when both systems will be complete and 
operational. The nature of the new relationship is much more cooperative and 
constructive, and as such will ultimately yield greater results.

IV. Description of the project financed activities from its inception

The project financed activities of this grant include the purchase and 
installation of grain storage systems and soybean extruders in Stavropol, Russia 
and White Church, Ukraine. Of the $500,000 granted and in accordance with 
the budget outlined in the application, nDF spent $403,022 on equipment 
purchases. The remaining $96,978 was spent on shipping, salaries, travel and 
other direct costs related to the installation of the equipment.

Other activities funded by Federal moneys during this same time period 
include:

A) Procurement of one 750 gallon Broyhill sprayer, Lasso and Danville 
herbicides, Dyfonate insecticide, Pioneer seed corn and Stine seed beans for 
planting about 500 hectares of com and soybeans on the Chapayev and Egorlyk 
farms near Stavropol. Management of all of the agronomic practices from 
planting and tillage, to harvest and grain storage.

B) Conducting a series of five seminars during July and early August of 1992 
involving university, business and industry personnel. These seminars reached 
about 600 students from the Stavropol Krai and covered topics ranging from 
agricultural economics and production to food processing and packaging.
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C) Staffing of a set of Iowa related display booths at the World Food 
Exposition in Moscow during the second week of November 1992. Companies 
represented at the trade fair included Pioneer International, Stine Seed Company, 
Shiwers Inc., Conrad American, Sudenga Industries, Triple F, Inc., and 
Deardorff and Associates. All of these companies, with the possible exception of 
Deardorff and Associations, currently have representatives and on-going 
business in Russia and Ukraine.

V. Significance of these activities and recommendations for the future

HDF is generally satisfied with the progress and results of this project to 
date. The Foundation and its Agribusiness Centers have achieved significant 
goals and benefited from the learning process. Great strides have been made on 
two sites in Stavropol, Russia, and on one site in White Church, Ukraine, to 
build working examples of enhanced agricultural production. One only has to 
look at the projects' crops side by side with Russian crops to witness the vast 
room for improvement in agricultural production. IIDF has the ability and is 
working toward being a catalyst for reforming the Russian and Ukrainian 
agricultural economy.

EOF has also achieved significant results in its efforts to promote U.S. 
agribusiness products and technology. The installation of equipment and 
accompanying training seminars have done a great deal to engage the interest of 
U.S. companies, as well as to raise the Russians' and Ukrainians' awareness of 
alternative agriculture systems and technologies.

In furthering the activities of the Agribusiness Centers, in line with their 
complementary goals, HDF will explore the possibility of developing better 
harvesting capabilities and supplying a full complement of livestock feeding and 
watering equipment. IIDF will also concentrate more on outreach and 
disseminating information to the local agriculture populations.

While relationships and management have not always been positive and 
consistent, IIDF has addressed these issues and the framework is now hi place
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for advancing the goals of the Foundation. Many of the challenges inherent in 
building cross-cultural partnerships have already been addressed, to the benefit 
of all participants. Finally, the rapport and respect the Agribusiness Centers 
have generated with individuals, from the top government officials down to the 
workers on the farms, has laid a groundwork that would be difficult to duplicate 
and on which the DDF will continue to build.

The Iowa International Development Foundation feels that the Western 
response to the challenges facing the former Soviet Union is best built on 
comprehensive programs that focus on long-term goals and institution building. 
While IIDF's original assumptions regarding market development and the need 
for agriculture reform remain valid, IIDF and the Agribusiness Centers have had 
to adjust to a constantly changing environment. The Foundation works to 
anticipate local political and economic demands. IIDF's long-range plans 
include targeting private farmers with its education and outreach programs. 
IIDF is committed to finding long-term solutions by remaining flexible and 
taking gradual steps toward reform.
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JUL-22-1993 09:56 FROM ISU-CARD-FflPRI-MflTRIC TO 812424749 P.02

American Soybean ftaodotion
540 MARYV1U.6 CENTRE DRIVE. P.O. BOX 419200. ST. I.OUIS, MO 63141-9200. PHONE: (314) 578-1770, FAX: (314) 578-2786

July 16, 1993

Professor Stanley R, Johnson 
CARD Director 
Iowa State University 
578 Heady Hall 
Ames, IA 50011-1070

%
t

Dear Professor Johnson,

Thank you for your letter and accompanying documents explaining your 
proposal to USAID.

The American Soybean Association applauds the CARD interest in increasing 
livestock feed efficiencies. While we would not put a priority on crop prpduction, we 
are not opposed to your program as presented. We would encourage CARD to 
increase emphasis on quality feed processing and improving poultry and swine rations.

As you know, we are very active in both Ukraine and Russia. It is apparent that 
in some cases we have common interest; perhaps some of our activities, too, will 
overlap someday, giving us an opportunity to work together in the region.

Sincerely yours,

Dennis Sharpe
Chief Executive Officer
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USAID WESTNIS Training Program for Ukraine Summary

Center for Agricultural and Rural Development 
Iowa State University 
November 5-24, 1993

INTRODUCTION

The Center for Agricultural and Rural Development (CARD) at Iowa State University, in 
cooperation with the Iowa International Development Foundation (IIDF), established two agribusiness 
demonstration centers in the NIS, one in Stavropol Krai, Russia, and the other in Bila Tserkva. Kiev 
Oblast, Ukraine. The purpose of the centers is to support the transition to a market economy in the 
NIS, and to provide a platform for small- and medium-sized U.S. businesses to assess trade and 
commercial opportunities.

In Ukraine, the Agribusiness Center has been cooperating with the Institute of Agrarian 
Economics for Ukraine in Kiev in developing training courses to be taught at the center in Bila 
Tserkva. These courses will be taught by a group of practicing agronomists from local farms, 
professors and students of agronomy from various institutes in the Kiev Oblast, and agricultural 
economists from the Institute of Agrarian Economics in Kiev. In order to train the instructors, CARD 
hosted 18 Ukrainians from November 5-24, 1993. (See Attachment 1.)

The training program was a part of the NIS (Newly Independent States) Exchanges and 
Training Project managed by the Washington, DC-based Partners for International Education and 
Training (PIET). The goal of this project is to support the transformation of the former Soviet Union 
from authoritarian, centrally-controlled regimes to pluralistic, democratic countries with free market 
economies. The training program at Iowa State was funded by a grant from U.S. Agency for 
International Development (USAID). It is anticipated that CARD will have an ongoing role in 
providing training to Ukrainian instructors for the Agribusiness Center training courses.

OBJECTIVES

In conjunction with the goals of PIET, the overall goal of the CARD training program 
conducted at Iowa State University is to support and assist in the development of a free economy in 
the NIS through education and training. More specifically, main objective of the training program is 
to give native Ukrainians the opportunity not only to learn about western agricultural technologies and 
management methods, but to observe the application of these technologies and methods. As a result, 
the Ukrainian agronomist will be able to share their knowledge with their colleagues through training 
courses at the U.S./Ukrainian Agribusiness Center in Bila Tserkva. In essence, the purpose of the 
program is to "train the trainers." This type of training course is anticipated to be much more 
effective than courses taught by American agronomists through interpreters.

METHOD

The training program focused on the following areas: soybean seed production, soybean 
growing, storage and handling, processing, feed production and nutrition, and soytsan oil processing. 
The program focused on soybeans because the primary function of the U.S./Ukrainian Agribusiness 
Center is to process soy and soy oil products.



Participants for this training were selected based upon their knowledge of agribusiness, their 
interest in soybean production and processing, and their willingness to try a new approach to 
agriculture. The participants were screened by Jim Akers, project coordinator of WESTNIS in 
Ukraine, and David Wampler, co-rr.S'-iger of the U.S./Ukrainian Agribusiness Center.

PROGRAM

The training included both classroom and on-site training at Iowa State University and various 
companies and farms specializing in the focus areas. The itinerary was developed with the goal of 
providing an equal balance of theory and practical application. In addition, cultural events were 
interspersed with the training to give participants an overview of life in the United States, specifically 
in Iowa, including history and organization of state government.

The classroom training consisted of lectures, slide presentations, tours, and demonstrations. 
The Ukrainians were given an overview of Iowa State University, including CARD, the extension 
programs, and the College of Agriculture international exchange programs. In addition, they were 
given a detailed description of agriculture in Iowa, including history, structure, and marketing. Other 
classroom training was conducted on a practical level, such as a visit to the Ag 450 farm, a working 
university farm, where the Ukrainians were instructed on grain storage facilities. And, the Ukrainians 
visited some of the research centers, including the Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture, the 
Seed Science Center, and the Utilization Center for Agricultural Products.

The on-site training consisted of visits to companies, cooperatives, and farms in Central Iowa. 
Because the training focused on soybeans, the group visited companies such as Triple F, Urbandale. 
Iowa, a manufacturer of extrusion products, Stine Seed Company, Adel Iowa, a producer of soybean 
seed, and Shiwers. Inc., Corydon, Iowa, a manufacturer of grain drying equipment. The visit to 
Shiwers was significant in that the Shiwers grain dryers have been installed at the U.S./Ukraine 
Agribusiness Center and are currently in use. The Ukrainians also visited well-known seed companies 
such as Pioneer Hi-Bred International and Kent Feeds. (For a complete itinerary, see Attachment #2.)

PERSONNEL

Overall Program Coordinator:
Professor Stanley R. Johnson, CARD Director

Training Program Managers: 
In Iowa:

Sandra Glass, Program Assistant, Agribusiness Centers Project in Russia and Ukraine 
Olga Ermakova, Program Assistant, International Projects

In Ukraine:
David Wampler, Co-manager, U.S./Ukrainian Agribusiness Center

BUDGET

CARD was awarded $41,416 by USAID to conduct the WESTNIS Training Program. Half of 
the grant was awarded upon approval of the proposed budget submitted by CARD, and the remainder



of the grant will be awarded upon submission of the final report to PIET. (See Attachment #3 for 
complete proposed and expended budgets.)

SUMMARY

The WESTNIS Training Program for Ukraine at CARD successfully achieved both the 
objectives of the PIET NIS Exchanges and Training Project and the goals of the Agribusiness Centers 
by providing an equally balanced training program with both theory and practical application. By 
learning about and observing western agricultural technology and management methods, the 
Ukrainians will be better prepared to make the transition to a free economy. In addition, they will be 
able to teach their colleagues what they have used with assistance from Agribusiness Center staff.

It is anticipated that CARD will continue to "train the trainers" through additional training 
courses at Iowa State University. By bringing the Ukrainians to Iowa, it is possible to train them in 
many aspects of agriculture and market economics, such as agronomy, cattle and swine production, 
dairy, and grain marketing. This method of "training the trainers" is anticipated to be a valuable type 
of training, more so than American instructors teaching through interpreters.



Attachment #1

List of Participants
USAID WESTNIS Training Program for Ukraine 

November 5-24,1993

Anatoliy Nikiforenko. Co-manager, U.S.-Ukraine Agribusiness Center in Bila Tserkva, Kiev 
Oblast. Interests: livestock feeding, soy processing, soy oil, feed mixing.

Alexander Shutenko. Agro-Industrial Association "Ross." Interests: soybean production.

Volodimir Polochaninov. Student of agricultural economics. Interests: soybean and soybean 
seed production, soybean growing, storage and handling, processing, nutrition and livestock 
feed, soybean oil processing.

Vladimir Stepanchuk. Chief agronomist, private agribusiness. Interests: soybean processing, 
planting.

Vasiliy Tkachuk. Chairman of the Agronomy Department, Agrarian Institute of Bila Tserkva, 
Kiev Oblast. Interests: all aspects soybean production and processing.

Alexey Grabovskiy. Professor of agronomy. Interests: all aspects of soybean production and 
processing.

Victor Galashevskiy. Practicing agronomist working on a farm. Interests: all aspects of 
soybean production and processing.

Lubov Tkach. Practicing agronomist, private agribusiness. Interests: feed processing from 
soybeans.

Anna Medvedeva. Doctor of Economics, Institute of Agrarian Economics for Ukraine. 
Interests: tilled crop production.

Yuriy Solodovnyk. Graduate student working at the Institute of Agrarian Economics for 
Ukraine. Interests: forage production machinery.

Nikolay Nickolaets. Practicing agronomist. Interests: all aspects of soybean production and 
processing.

Nikolai Kuzmenko. Manager of a state agribusiness. Interests: all aspects of soybean 
production and processing.

Vitaly Novak. Professor of Agronomy, Agrarian Institute of Bila Tserkva, Kiev Oblast. 
Interests: all aspects of soybean production and processing.

Vyacheslav Pipkin. Teacher of agronomy. Interests: all aspects of soybean production and 
processing.



1
Alexander Shevchuk. Student of agronomy. Interests: all aspects of soybean production and 
processing.

Ruslan Shovkoplias. Manager of a state farm. Interests: all aspects of soybean production and 
processing.

Olga Sudarenko. Student of agronomy, Agrarian Institute of Bila Tserkva, Kiev Oblast. 
Interests: all aspects of soybean production and processing.

Svetlana Tregub. Teacher, Agrarian Institute of Bila Tserkva, Kiev Oblast. Interests: all 
aspects of soybean production and processing.



Attachment #2

Itinerary
USAID WESTNIS Training Program for Ukraine 

November 5-November 24, 1993

Friday, November 5

8:00 pm The group arrives to Des Moines airport, IA

Saturday, November 6

9:00 am First National Bank (buy traveler's checks) 

10:00 am Administrative paperwork and orientation 

12:00 pm Lunch on campus

1:00 pm Meet tour guide at the registration desk in the Memorial Union for a tour of 
Iowa State University, including the horticulture greenhouses

Sunday, November 7

Free day with Ukrainian exchange students

Monday, November 8

8:30 am Presentation on CARD and Agribusiness Centers by Dr. Stanley Johnson, 
CARD Director, 113 East Hall. Interpreter: Tania Tipton

9:30 am Presentation on American Agriculture by Dr. John Helmuth, Assistant 
Director of CARD. 113 East Hall. Interpreter: Olga Ermakova

10:45 am Meet with Dr. Gerald Klonglan, Administrative Officer of the ISU Exchange 
Programs with the FSU and Baltic States, 113 East Hall. Interpreter: Elena 
Polouchkina

12:00 pm Lunch

2:00 pm Visit to Seed Science Center hosted by Dr. Joe Cortes (1 and 1/2 hours). 
Interpreter: Yuri Yermakov



Tuesday, November 9

9:00 am Meet with Dr. Bob Wisner, ISU Extension, in 113 East Hall (2 hours). 
Interpreter: Olga Simonova

1:15 pm Meet with Dr. Palmer Holden, Professor of Animal Science, in 210 Curtiss 
Hall, to discuss soybean animal feeding (2 hours). Contact: 4-2240. 
Interpreter: Sergey Sotnikov

Wednesday, November 10

8:00 am Attend facilities lecture at the Ag 450 farm (4 hours) Interpreter: Daria 
Hiszczynskj, native Ukrainian

12:00 pm Lunch

2:00 pm Tour of Ames Feed and Supply Company, 2020 E. Lincoln Way, Ames (1 to 
1 1/2 hours). Contact: Rick Kemmerer, 233-3301. Interpreter: Daria 
Hiszczynskj

Thursday, November 11

8:00 am Depart Ames for Corydon, IA
10:00 am Tour Shiwers Inc. Contact: Carl Shiwers, 515/872-1005.

12:30 pm Depart Corydon for Allerton, IA to visit the Round Barn

1:00 pm Depart Allerton for Chariton. IA
1:30 pm Tour Hy Vee Wholesale. Contact: Suzie, 515/774-2121

3:30 pm Depart Charition for Humeston, IA
4:00 pm Visit Livestock Auction. Contact: 1/877-2831.

Friday, November 12

8:00 am 
9:00 am

2:00 pm

3:00 pm

Depart Ames for Urbandale, IA
Tour Triple F, Inc. with catered lunch. Contact: Dr. Leroy Hansen, 515/254-
1200. Interpreter: Olga Simonova

Meet with Dr. Jim Swan, Associate Director of the Leopold Center for 
Sustainable Agriculture, 226 Soil Tilth Lab (1 hour). Interpreter: Yuri 
Yermakov

Alexander Shevchuk meets with Ron Dieder, 174 Heady Hall, to discuss 
attending Iowa State.



Saturday, November 13

10:30 am Depart Ames for Des Moines with Sandra Glass
11:30 am Tour of the State Capitol
12:30 pm Lunch in the Historical Building Cafe
1:30 pm Tour of the Historical Building

Sunday, November 14

11:00 am Depart Ames for Story City with Sandra Glass 
11:30 am Shopping in Story City

Monday, November 15

8:30 am Tom Kaspar, Plant Physiologist, 226 Soil Tilth Laboratory Interpreter: Elena 
Poloushkina

9:30 am Dr. Bob Horton, Professor of Agronomy, and Dr. Globus and Mrs. Globus, 
visiting researchers from St. Petersburg. Interpreter: Elena Poloushkina

1:00 pm Visit the National Farmers Organization, 2505 Elwood Drive (2 hours). 
Contact: Ray Olson, 292-2000. Interpreter: Sergey Sotnikov

Tuesday, November 16

9:00 am Visit Stine Seed Company in Adel, IA. Contact: Bob Hall, 1/800/362-2510. 
Interpreter: Yuri Yermakov

1:00 pm Agronomy Extension: soybean production in Iowa, Dr. Keith Whigham, 
Professor of Agronomy, in 162 Heady Hall. Interpreter: Sergey Sotnikov

2:00 pm Crop Utilization Center at ISU, including tour of the Pilot Plant by Dr. Larry 
Johnson, Professor of Food Science. Interpreter: Yuri Yermakov

Wednesday, November 17

10:00 am West Central Cooperative in Ralston, IA (6 hours)

Thursday, November 18

10:00 am Visit to N1CHII Company in Jefferson, IA (1 to I 1/2 hours). Contact: 1/386- 
2100. Interpreter: Yuri Yermakov

2:00 pm Visit Kent Feeds, Inc. in Altoona, IA (2 hours). Contact: Ron Marshall, 
515/967-4219. Interpreter: Sergey Sotnikov



Friday, November 19

9:00 am Visit AgriPro Seeds, RR 2, Hwy 30 East (1 hour). Interpreter: Olga 
Simonova

10:30 am Tour of Physical Plant by Dave Miller. Interpreter: Olga Simonova

1:00 pm Visit Pioneer Hi-Bred International in Des Moines. Contact: Julie Porto, 
1/270-3180 
Interpreter: Yuri Yermakov

Saturday, November 20

10:30 am Soypro International, Robbins Fischer, President (Saturday, time and place to 
be determined later). Interpreter: Yuri Yermakov

2:00 pm Visit Woodland Farm near Story City. Contact: R.C. Hermanson, 515/733- 
4582. Interpreter: Yuri Yermakov

4:00 pm Shopping in Story City 

Sunday, November 21

Free day for shopping or relaxing

Monday, November 22

9:00 am Visit PHI Marketing Services in Des Moines (2 hours). Contact: Don Close. 
515/253-5819. Interpreter: Yuri Yermakov

1:00 pm Meet John Chrystal at the Iowa Savinf". Bank in Coon Rapids in order to visit 
his farm

7:30 pm Departure Dinner hosted by Dr. Stan Johnson Interpreter: Olga Ermakova, 
Yuri Yermakov, Sergey Sotnikov

Tuesday, November 23

9:00 am Evaluation, debriefing, 113 East Hall. Interpreter: Olga Ermakova

11:00 am Visit to Cub Foods in Ames (soybean products) accompanied by Kelly Glass

Vitali Novak meets with Dean Uhlenhopp, Associate Dean of the College of 
Veterinary Medicine, 2520 Vet Med Building. Interpreter: Yuri Yermakov



I
12:00 pm Four students meet with Harold Crawford, Associate Dean, International 

Agriculture Programs, to discuss attending Iowa State on an exchange 
program. Interpreter: Yuri Yermakov

Wednesday, November 24

7:05 am The group departs Des Moines for Kiev, Ukraine.
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Attachment #3 

Budget

Proposed Budget

salaries: 
I. Johnson
J. Halauth - 1 »5ek 
S. class - 1 5on;!s 
0. Eraakcva (nativa Russian) - 1 aanth 
Interpreters (c students ? ^ hr;/-jsv) - 3 »k. == 
Clerical - 1 sonth 
Hourly - 2 aks.SO'r

Benefits: 
S. Johnson 
J. fiaiauth 
S. 31a=s 
G. Eraakova 
Intsrorsiar/SAs (=5 
Clerical 
Hourly

. :i ***

- 20.EOS
- 20.39:

fits sufctotsl: 
=sieri=3 i benefits subtotal:

Intarprster - non-IsU aaoioyee
- 3 days as consecutive 5 JcTS/day
- 15 days as escort i Sl75/day

"ravel:
Doiestic - Van rental, 2 15-ca=5sn2£r vans 

for I aonth Eich 5 1351/van 
Cultural events >rhiie in A«es: Is 5 SISO/perscn

iuapliss:
Lsncuege taterials: 18 dictionaries 3 $10 5J 
Misc. supplies: 18 « ScOO/person 
Educational aatsrials

Qthsr: coaiunications 

Total direct cost 

Indirect; W ISU rtTOC 

sRAND TOTAL

131!

«s w3
:• "";?

;5Sf
it ii!

S3-G 
S12.E31

$605

SsCO
$651
;"':!
fi"

5i;
SS.693

114.523

5525

*« ir?
> 1 . Uw2

Sg.730

S1SO
13,600

5100

!500

522.761

$12,653

KM16~

5 2 i. ' c 
S.T5J

3l.?0c
Si. 9 4 5

Si.cii

»0 S12.222

»c05

ioCO
$o?l
=711
Sc53
SIS

Sy SS.i=S
Jlc,rc3

s=.;7S

J ! . 053
85,700

SI 30
Sc.iOO

£500

S500

SO $=3.741

$0 512.435

30 ttl.416
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Expended Budget.
item
Salaries (ISU staff):

S. Johnson
J. Helmuth
S. Glass
0. Ermakova
Y. Yermakov (salaried 
interpreter) 1
S. Sotnikov (salaried 
interpreter)
clerical
hourly 

3 drivers
interpreters 

4 grad. students

Benefits (ISU staff):
S. Johnson
J. Helmuth
S. Glass
0. Ermakova
Y. Yermakov
S. Sotnikov
clerical
hourly 

3 drivers
interpreters 

4 grad. students

Interpreter (non-ISU)
escort
classroom

1 week
1 week
1 month
I month
3 weeks @ 
$12.01/hr
3 weeks @ 
S12.30/hr
1 month

125.8 hours

55 hours ($20/hr)
salaries subtotal:

24.55%
24.55%
30.80%
30.80%
24.92%
24.92%
39.45%
5%

24.92%

benefits subtotal:
salaries/benefits
subtotal:

1 day
1 day

USAID ISU

$2,465
51,702
51,948
$2,242

5720.60

5738
$1,661

51,244.80

51100
513,821.40 SO

5605
$418
$600
5691
5179.57
5183.90
$655
$62.24

$274.12

$3,668.83 $0

$17,490.23 50

5150
5275

Total

$2,465
51,702
51,948
52,242

$720.60

$738
$1,661

51,244.80

SHOO
513,821.40

$605
$418
$600
S691
$179.57
$183.90
$655

$62.24

$274.12

$3,668.83

$17,490.23

$150
$275

'Due to problems with non-ISU interpreter, ISU interpreter hours were increased.
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Expended Budget continued.
item
Travel:

van rental 20 days
parking costs

Supplies:
Ukrainian/English 18 copies
dictionaries
Russian/English 18 copies
Agricultural dictionaries
Grain Drying, Handling 18 copies
& Storage Handbook

CARD package: estimated 18 copies
replacement cost S3. 00

slides 25 pictures
video camara rental

on campus
off campus

Cultural/miscellaneous
meeting expenses
protocol
dinner at Hombre's
Mexican Restaurant
departure dinner

Communications
Iowa Media Link (press
releases)
phone calls2
fax3

Total direct cost
Indirect: 44% ISU MIDC
Grand Total

USAID ISU

SI, 434.05
$3

S 144.99

$115.90

$126

$54

$21.25

$49.50
$40.55

$30.23
$349.72

$313.95
S507.52

$70.72
$391.35

$88.04
$21,656.00 $0
$12.127.36 $0
$33,783.36 SO

Total

$1,434.05
$3

$144.99

$115.90

$126

$54

$21.25

$49.50
$40.55

$30.23
$349.72

$313.95
$507.52

$70.72
$391.35

$88.04
$21,656.00
$12.127.36
$33,783.36

2See attached phone bills for Olga Ermakova and Sandra Glass. Calls made in conjunction with 
WESTNIS are highlighted.

3See attached phone bill for the CARD fax machine. Calls made in conjunction with WESTNIS are 
highlighted.
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Attachment #4

Media Coverage 
USAID WESTNIS Training Program for Ukraine
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IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
Center for Agricultural and Rural Development

578 Heady Hall 
Ames. Iowa 50011-1070 
515 294-1183 
FAX 515 294-6336 
Telex 283359 IASU UR

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Eighteen Ukrainian Agronomists Receive Training at ISU

Ames, Iowa - Eighteen Ukrainian agronomists, professors, and students will spend three weeks at 
Iowa State University as pan of a program aimed at "training the trainers" in the latest agricultural 
technology and agricultural marketing techniques to help them make the transition from a fettered to a 
free economy. Arriving in early November from the Kiev Oblast in Ukraine, the group will spend 
time in ISU classrooms, interspersed with visits to various Iowa companies and farms. The group will 
focus on the workings of agricultural industries in a market economy, especially those involved in 
soybean production.

Where do you begin with a twenty-day cram course in Iowa-type agriculture for Ukrainians? The 
itinerary for the visitors includes a stop at the Seed Science Center, and sessions with an ISU 
Extension economist, an animal scientist, a plant physiologist, and several agronomy professors who 
work with soybean breeding, growth, storage and handling, and processing. The participants will 
also visit the Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture and the Crop Utilization Center at ISU. 
Off-campus tours will take the Ukrainian group to Shiwers, Inc.; Hy Vee, Inc.; Soy Pro 
International; a livestock auction; Kent Feeds; Pioneer Hi-Bred International; Triple F. Inc.; and the 
Iowa State Capitol.

ISU's Center for Agricultural and Rural Development (CARD) is overseeing the university visit, in 
cooperation with the Washington, D.C.-based Partners for International Education and Training 
(PIET). The project is funded by the United States Agency for International Development (AID).

CARD'S involvement in the project grew out of its efforts with an agribusiness demonstration center 
in the Bila Tserkva, Kiev Oblast, Ukraine. The Agribusiness Center has been cooperating with 
Institute of Agrarian Economics for Ukraine in developing educational courses for Ukrainians 
working in agribusiness. The hope is that the knowledge gained during the ISU trip will enable the 
returning participants to instruct their colleagues through the short course program offered at the 
Agribusiness Center. Program participants are selected based on their knowledge of agribusiness and 
their willingness to try a new approach to agriculture.

The training program itself is part of the NIS (Newly Independent States) Exchanges and Training 
Project, the goal of which is to support the transformation of the former Soviet Union from 
authoritarian, centrally-controlled regimes to pluralistic, democratic countries with free market 
economies.

Contact: Sandra Glass, Center for Agricultural and Rural Development, (515) 294-2614.
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krainians study economy
by SARAH PETERS 
Daily Staff Writer

A delegation of 18 Ukrainian 
agronomists, professors and 
students is spending three weeks 
at Iowa Scats as pan of an ISU 
Cancer for Agricultural and 
Rural . Development training 
program aimed at helping to 
make the transition to a rr.arket- 
oriented economy.

They are used to the top-down 
system," said Sandra Glass. 
CARD program director. "We 
want them to go home believing 
the system can work a different 
way, thac agriculture can be 
successful using the market 
economy."

Glass said the aim of the pro 
gram is not to set up a Ukrainian 
economy identical to that of the 
United States.

"It's been 70 years under one 
system, and they 'can't just 
switch to ours." Glass said.

System Needs Changes
Vyacheslav Pipkin, a Uk 

rainian teacher of agronomy and 
delegation- member, said that 
before changes can be made to 
Ukrainian agriculture, changes 
must first be made to the politi 
cal system.

Pipkin said legislation must 
be passed to protect owners of the 
new private farms. Prior to the 
fall of the communist govern 
ment, almost all farms were 
state-owned.

and delegation member. Private 
farmers find it hard to get credit 
because they do not have any- 
liiiiiil'-ii* ii.-»- ai collateral, ne saci. 
Group Will Attend Classes 

The group will attend classes

JtiOH WA LSUfTM TT» Out?
Members ol a delegation of Ukrainian students, professors and agronomists, 
begin a tour of the Center for Crops Utilization Flesearch Tuesday afternoon in 
the Food Sciences building.

The main problem facing 
owners of private farms is get 
ting enough money to buy ex 
pensive farm equipment, said 
Volodimir Polochaninov, a stu 
dent of agricultural economics 'rtnn ^«—••p1* «»->ui;.-* «vil' focus

and visit area farms. The group 
will also tour companies in 
cluding S'niwers Inc., Ky-Vee 
L-ic., Kent Feeds and Pioneer Hi- 
Bred International.

on soybean production and 
processing. ' . •

While Ukrainian farmers 
have, experimented wich soybean 
production for the past 25 years, 
they did not begin to produce the 
beans seriously until four or five 
years ago. said Anatoliy Niki- 
forenko, leader of the delegation 
and co-manager of the U.S. 
Ukraine Agribusiness Center ir. 
Biia Tserkva in the Kiev regior. 
of the Ukraine.

While the group has alsc 
traveller, to Western Europe-:c 
study agriculture, Polochaninov 
said the soil and culture.of cen 
tral Iowa is more comparable tc 
that of the Ukraine.

Glass said the knowledge the 
program participants gain will 
enable them to return to the 
Ukraine and instruct their col 
leagues.

CARD Overseeing the Visit
•CARD is overseeing the Uk 

rainians' visit in cocperatior. 
with the Partners for Inter 
national Education and Train 
ing. The project is funded by the 
United States Agency for Inter 
national Development.

CARD is a teaching and re 
search unit within the ISU De 
partment of Economics in the 
College of Agriculture.
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MlD-IOWA

Farm trade: Ukrainians learn
By BARB McMANUS 
Staff Writer

In a visit to the Ames Feed and 
Supply Company, 18 Ukrainian 
agronomists, professors and students 
learned about one aspect of agribusi 
ness on Wednesday: Mixing feed.

Rick Kemmerer, assistant manager 
of the Ames Feed and Supply Company, 
demonstrated how feed is mixed, 
ground and weighed for individual live 
stock producers.

"We market and process animal 
feeds.'mainly swine feeds," Kemmerer 
said.

After mixing the feed, Kemmerer 
showed the group a computer print out 
that listed the weight and percentage of 
each ingredient in the mix.

The feed company is just one of

many stops tne group will be making in 
their three-week tour of Iowa's agricul 
tural community.-The visit is being 
coordinated by the Iowa State Univer 
sity Center for Agricultural and Rural 
Development (CARD).

The tour is offered as a short course 
through CARD to help Ukrainians in 
their transition from a centrally con 
trolled economy under the Soviet Union 
to a free market economy.

Anatoliy .Nikifcrenko, co-manager 
of the U.SAJkraine Agribusiness Cen 
ter in the Ukraine, said he could see 
some major differences between the 
systems.

"Here the state guarantees to fanners 
a lot of things, even if it is not good 
weather, like this year. Anyway, the 
farmer has some guarantees, but not in 
our country," Nikiforenko said.

For me America was something with big cars and 
gentlemen in very-fine dress. I was surprised when I 
saw, for the very first time, normal people in normal. 
dress like ours." . . -..-.• 

— Ukrainian student Olga Sidorenko

'•Thdse differences include the size ci' .Nikiforenko said.v.:piir-: government 
aericulturalbusinesses.IntheUlaaine, paid a lot of attention nottouttle enter- 
a country formerly ruled under the So- prise but to big enterprise, but a lot or. 
viet government, mere a^.mamlylarge-^ times they did not pay .attention »the 
communal-sized agricultural farms and quality of the product.'!,;..!,...;... 
storehouses insteadofsmallercomperi- • .. The Ukrainian government is now 
tive businesses. *'.-•" " '-/"moving toward'privatization. Ni-

• "Russian people like big sizes and , • kiforenko_said employees at fectones 
•here youhaveseverallialebusinesses/'jTjjrebeingoffered the chance to buytntp

. ..•«.! ».i.'."~' ;• ™. . ~i~~ "_ • ~°\ "".'":• 7.'•. •'•• ' " . ."l-iTxT"- '•. ——''—— •'"— — ~' 'SOS



about Iowa agriculture
businesses in the Ukraine. But after 70 
years of working in a centralized sys 
tem, change is difficult.

"We have a problem with the sys 
tem, we have it for 70 years and it 
couldn' t be broke in one year for a new 
system," Nikiforenko said.

Vyacheslav Pipkin, a professor of 
history and political economy atfialayo 
Tsekov Agricultural Institute, said he 
was thankful for the financial aid the 
U.S. government has provided the 
Ukraine.

"For 70 years our country was closed 
by the iron curtain and now we have a 
great opportunity to look at America 
with our own eyes and to come to con 
clusions by ourselves," Pipkin said. 
"We feel ourselves, as happy people, 
that we are here and we can compare 
both systems. Everything is important

to us and after our return home we can 
tell people about our great impressions 
after some days spent in America."

Along with learning about agricul 
ture in Iowa, Olga Sidorenko, a student 
atBelayo Tserkov Agricultural Univer 
sity, gained a new perspective on 
American culture.

"I like very much American life and 
American kinds of cars," Sidorenko 
said.

"For me America was something 
with big cars and gentlemen in very fine 
dress. I was surprised when I saw, for 
the very first time, normal people in 
normal dress like ours."

Today, the Ukrainians will continue 
their tour with a trip to the round barn in 
Corydon, a HyVee wholesale store in 
Chariton and finish the day attending a 
livestock auction.
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Ukrainian group to learn 
how ag industry works
TIIK RH IISTKU'.S l( HVA NEWS SKHVKX

Ames, la. — Eighteen Ukrainian 
agronomists, professors and students 
are spending three weeks at Iowa 
State University to be trained in the 
latest agricultural technology and ag 
ricultural marketing techniques to 
help them make the transition to a 
free economy.

The group, which arrived Nov. 5 
and will leave Nov. 24, is from Kiev 
Oblast in the Ukraine. Participants 
will visit university classrooms, inter 
spersed with tours of various Iowa 
companies and farms.

The itinerary includes a stop at the 
Seed Science Center, and sessions with 
an ISU Extension economist, an ani 
mal scientist, a plant physiologist, and 
several agronomy professors who 
work with soybean breeding, growth, 
storage and handling, and processing.
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Arpo6H3Hec"

I

B 19^6 r.. na M»\ein,Koft tJtrpMe n 
iimitr Afiona. n canon riyfutiiKc 
MciniititjM AMrptiKti, GI.IAO ociiottann 
tipc.iiipiiwritc prnniioijtioiiiiniT) 
Ka*iecnta. Fciipii A. >*o.v\cc, 
mmimn miocAejcrnmt Umje- 
IIpejitjeirroM QUA, OOIOMA 
tionym tpitpny, TCticpt* lunecTiiym 
nccny Hiipy nnj iiifiicM -riiinitep 

XaA'BpeJl HirreptieitiitA, HHK.**
KoniisnitH »T« ime.*« ojno 

ejuiitcmeitiioe IIJLJH»MCIIIIC: 
iipoiunojim* niGpitjiihie rrMCtia Kyx

tiiitpOKiir iiccvejinnatiiiN. Koiopi.mil 
CAiniircn «pitpna. liMtrrtxinn,
•Ilnoiicp" ttK.^n.itJnacT Oo^re 100
•tiii*itotion JIOIIJIIMHI C1IIA n 
iiayMtiym pafMrry. IJ pv.iy.ti*Tarc. i ,ie 
Oia mm mi iiaxtMtt inn.: n I'occini, no 
dipaitifttit, n BiiMOafmr. n MCKCHKC, n 
IIiMmicJiitt. n MI n CU1A - <|>cpMepi.t, 
3acrtinaKiit|iir upo.iytciiit <|>npMi^

•lliiouep** iipiiiu.iK \n (DKiMait* 
oTiit^t.iiMil ri»op.

Ccc.ii»CKitM xn.tHiirnioH INtccmi
tyjiii. tfinpMa -Iliioiiep- nieei jioAroAcrmte, yneiinatniMc

C 1926 r., cptipMa *llnoiiep Xart-Bpej" m.ipocAa ycnexoM tvuu.MooriioiiieiuiM, nocxo,inii|iie K 1988 r. Ha
113 MaACiifcKon KOMiiaitmi, inxMaioufen TOM.KO ceiojitmnnitu jeiib. MM iiponojtiM itcitbiratutft n pu-
mGpiunwe cewena Kyxypysni n titrate Anotis* n AMMIII.IX MecittocTMX POCCIIII it tiuciann \ti na tipo.ia*cy
itpejtipiiimie mtponoro MacmraGa. oxiiaii.ntatoii|cc Go tee IS ttiGpiunn. I\aNc.n*in ILI amx t uGpii.ion cnri|iiaii.-
ciioen jie«Te\i.uocTi.m GoAer 120 ctpan .leMitnto no no.ioGpaii JIM lex peiiioiinn POCCIIM. i.ir on Ay«une
niapa. II* rrt-OAitMiintitn jetii.. IIOMIIMO iip»Aamii itrrtn a.iatittipyrtcn.
ccnmi coten pajtiiMinux ntGpiuon KyKypy.iu, lla ttpit laimcMoit Kapte yKa.iaiua Nrcinoctit, r.ie i|mp*tn
111|aTCAI.IIO iio.ioGpaiitiMx 3tn oTtmtiiMX pe.iyAi.- «Ilu<mrp» nptiitnAiit owiit nctttaiaiiitN. Cant.ic
ranm n itoiiKpertiiax peritoitax. <|tiipna -Itmmrp- im.ixiMiiii|tir ,i\n ptK-ntncicnir ycAontin iiiGpn.iM Kyxy-
•nKMte nhinojniT, iipoit.wojitr it iipojaer ceweiia py.n.i tiepe*ittCAeni.t tia coiiponnw^atniiicit iaGAitt|e. rje
coprm, con, nojcoAiryxa, pane* (KanoAia ), npoca, onn iaK9Ke cpantntnarotcn no pc.iyAt.raian n jpyriiM
nuiciiHt|M, Awgepiiw 11 ceneiia onoii|cA. tia^m.iM xapaKTepncniKaM.

Cerojiui. c|iiipna *nitonep» noctainiieT 43 CMtpita •Ilnnnep- cra\a ne^ytijen n Hiipe ((mpHoA tin
npoi|eiim ncex niGpiMitMX ce*imi KyKypy.tu »rpitKyAt.r)piioii mieriiKe. cocpejoto«mn CIMHT iiiiiiMaiuie
itpojamiiiitxcn n CEI1A. D 1993 t., naxonoft itpiixo,i na tiay*tni.ix iiccAcJonamtnx n ita CIHIIIX K ittrtttax. II .•*IOM
i|inpni4 or itpojajKii iipcniacitT 1.3 MiiAAiiap.ia XIK mciaeicn oGn.uteii.cimi KOMiiaiiiiti ur|»e,i CIMIIIMII
JIOA.\apofi C1IIA. K \itciita«nt co jun ocitoiiaintn n 1926 t. , ceio.unt n na

<T>np"*a "Iltioitep- it.n.iCKiinaer n paAmtnaer MUCH tie tojt.t niiepej.
TonapM tipe>'Hiiomamii|iie »«|Kj>eKTitniiocn. n F-cin BI.I xnntir Go\i.inr yjnan. o innapax i|tupMt.i
peirraGeAMiocn* <)>cpnrpon Miipa, rje Gu oittt lie -Iliioitep**, MIJ IlaM coitcryen oGpatiiii.cn K itaineny

OIMUX iimttyMiiinx copron mGpiunn na*ititiacTCfi c Boptic II. Mapn.mon
npenocxcutihix itay^niMx iicc.iejonannn. BOACC KoopAitiiarop no icnapan Hapxit -Iliniiiep-*
100 ita^no-ticcAejionaTeAivCKiix i|eitTpon, IlaGepejKtian Tapaca UIen«*enKo JIOM 3. Knptiyc 3. Kn. 76
paciJpocrpaiieiiitMX no ncewy pnipy, itpon.itto.iMT TC 107H02 MncKtia

	Poccim

Ipyniia
cuetocTit C*AO Oititcaitne

180

Mnnn 240

Haratua 240

290

Xcii.ia 300

Can i.i f i paitiniu mOpit,! Kynypy.ua j.ut poccinicKoit> 3epttnnnit> ptaiiKa c 
,inKa.taitin.tH yctiexn*i. KOMMCPMCCKIIC .taceni*t -Cnan.iiiii- n Tarapctattc H 
1992 it 1993 i r. .13 tit or 60 .10 70 if / ra.

!>iaro.tapn ctineMy 01 \n«inoMy ypowcaitiiopty tioTrnipiaiy c upenocxo.ini.iM 
Ka*iecinopi crefitn, -Mntia" xciponin ajainitpyrrcn K miy pert mi ion 
l|enipa.it.tioi-o Mcpnoiem.M n Ilntio.\»Kbn. Xopnnio itepettoctir itnni»ntietitii.ie 
i CM 1 1 1.1 jacetu.

ILieaAiiiian JAH ciiapnnaiitiit c •Mnnoii 1 
paiiiiith pocr ttecnofi. BtticoKoro pocia, 
iiojxojftiiittfi JAW sepna n citAoca.

TuGpii,!. .iamii|iui oGiiAt.tit.trt cGop. 
tt ajaitTttpyMMi|iiiicn K tnnpoKOMy 
jmaiiajKTity ycAoniui ni.ipatiiiinaimn 
it iin.ion ttoMitt.i. O.iiin H3 caMt.ix 
niiipoKopnrii|H>cipaiieiiiii.tx tin 3an. 
r:'t;T«Mie iitOjut.ion kVKypy.ii.t. 
OrAitunan cn-ia cteGtn.

FuGpii.!, oTAituttnitnirtcn n 
BiiitotpajcKofi it CTaiiponoAiiCKnn 
oGAacTMX. XopottiaN iipoii.ino*iiiTCAi.- 
tiiMni. r onctn. en ti.ni.iMii cteGAitMit 
ti xoponinc |»eiy ti.tan.t n ipy.iin.ix
VCAOItllllX.

", »!laTania« noKajKinaer oTAiiinurt 
ni.icoKonpotiaiiojiHTeAMiwii rvtGpif j

FlMOHep.
Jt 3»prrunpiiponariiian inpfotun H«p»is i|tnp*tw -Ilnoitrp X*ft-Fpcj Hinrpiieititit, HIIK.* Ar Moim, Anona.
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H3BCCTHO B POCCHK

flo 4956 aepna Tepaercji BO 
Bpevw y6opKH ypoxaH 
B npouecce cynnoi H

MCTOAOB

BeaynnK
AMepHKH flOBCJIH 3TOT

jao 5%.

B J£9J ni^y ?ro aucoKoxpipcicnrBHoe o6opyMOBannc no oGpafotxe, cynrxe xxpa- 
HeitHio xpm Gbino CMoirnrpoB&HO aa aayx (pepuax nojs Cnspononeu B POCCHK.

OEOPVflOBAHHE HO XPAHEHHK), 
CYIHKE H OBPABOTKE 3EPHA
JIAPPH OOH OOCTEH

cyuotibHoro 
o6opyaoBaHHH, Koropyio cKopo op- 
raHH3yct aMepHxaHCKa
"IIlHBBCpC, HHX" B POCCHH,
ano noKaabiBacT, KEK saxHo Bbicy-
llIHBaTb 3CpHO HO OnpeflMCHHOtt
ciencHH B^axHocTH. HaBecTHo, na-
npHMCp, COIM 3CPHO B XpaHH^HIlIC
HcaocyuiHTb — cro KanecTBO pc3Ko 
craocaercH, a eaiH OHO nepjecymc- 
HO — coKpamacTCH ero oSuutft o6b- 
CM, H npoaaseu no^iHT MCHBiuyio

B 1993 r. B POCCKH, Ha (pepstax 
HeaajicKO or CraBponojui, 6bun
CMOHTHDOBaHH H BMJCHH B CTpOft
KOMnncKCbi o6opyztoBaHH« no cym-
KC, XpaHCHHlO H o6pa5OTKC 3CpHa

MOUIHOCTH. Kaxaas H3 
ycraHOBOK-eMKOcreft BMcuia-

CT npH6jIH3HTCJIbHO 2400 T 3CpH3.
Bee o6opyaoBaHne nocraBU,™ H

MCpHKaHCKHC KOM-
K3 urrata Aftoaa. Aftosa -

3CpHOnpOH3BOJWIlIHft
urraT AMCPHKH, rae cxeroxmo BU- 
pamHBaKyr 25% BCCX scpHOBbtx 
CIIIA.

BoJibiiiyio lacrb.TpaHcnopTHpo-

nocraBHna (pnpMa "Cyaenra 
crpH3" H3 r. ZbKopjnow.

JLix KOMiLieKca noa CraBpono- 
.ICM nono6pa,in scpHOBbie IUHCKO- 
Bue TpaHcnoprepbi cneuHa-ibHoft 

. IIpK KX npaBH-ibHoft 
oBpexacHiui sepna

CBCJCHH K .VQtHHMVMy.
OGopyaoBaHHc ZLTH cyunoi 3cp- 

Ha nocrasiuia 4>HpMa "IIlHBBcpc, 
HHX" H3 r.KopmoH Toro xe iirraTa. 
Ztw cyxoft cyuiKH 3epna HcnoJibsy- 
IOT cymwibHyio ycraHOBKy Henpc-
phlBHOrO fleftCTBKH (pHC.)-

3ro HawGo^ee 3<p<peicrHBHbift no
3HCpr03aTpaT3M MCTOfl, UIHpOKO 
npHMCHHCMblft B CIIIA.

acpHo aactmaicrr B 
Ka).{cpy Ha Bbicory HC 

6o,iec oanoro Mcipa. C noMouiwo 
HarpcToro Bosayxa H3 aepna Bbina- 
pHBaror ^HIIIHIOKJ wary (ao 100%),
npH MHHMMyMC 33TpaT 3HCprHH.

KoMnaHKS "HlHB3epc,HHK" tax- 
xe nocraflmia B POCCHK) cyiUHJib- 
Hbic BCHTOurropu uempooexHoro 
THna, MouiHocTbK) 22 Ji.c., o6orpc- 
BarcnH pa6orajouflie Ha 
HOM ra3c, cncuHMbHHc 
posaHHbie cyiiouibHbte nojiu, a TSK- 
xe o&opyaoBaHHe no ncpeMeuiMBa- 

scpna, c noMouibio KOTOporo

ero sarpyxaioT B cyuiHnbHyio 
KaMcpy.

CyuotJibHoe ooopynoBaHne CMO-
HTHPOB3HO B SyHKCDC flHaMCTpOM 
11 M C BblCOTOft CTCHOK 30 4,5 M.

YcraHOBKa atoro rana, paBHO KaK H 
6yHKep xix. xpaHCHHfl aepna, 4 ox- 
naxaarountx 6yHKepa-xpaHHJiHiiia — 
6bUH nocraBwicHH cpHpMoft "Kon- 
paa AMCPHKCH", r.XbKxrroH, Aftoea. 
OHp.vta npcanotna cyunuibHbic CM-
KOCTH T3KOft KOHCTyXlIHH nOTOMy, 
TTO HX CTCHKH B -IIOOOH TOHKC MO 
OT Bbtaepxaxb ORCHb BbicoKoe aa- 
B.ICHHC, cosflasacMoc npH Henpcpbi-
BHOM ItBHXCHKH 3CpH3 B HpOUCCCC 
CyillKH.

EiaxHoc 3cpHO sarpyxajor B 
cynauiKy H cyuiar, HcnpcpbiBHo ne-
pCMCUKBa«. IIpOH3BOJIHTC,lbHOCTb
ycraHOBKH - 8,5 T/H win 204 r/cyr.
IlpH 3TOM 3CpHO TCpHCT 100% BJI3-
nt. YpoBCHb coaepxaHiw BJiara B 
HenpepbiBHo aBHxyiueMCH H nano-
-lOBHHy BblCyiUCHHOM 3CPHC KOHT-
poflHpyror c noMoun>io Ko.vaibiarep- 
Hott cHcrcMbi -COMP-U-DRY", 
pa3pa6oT3HHoft H nocraarweMoft 
(pnpMoft "IIlHBBcpc, HHK".

KoNOIbHDTCp CJICZDTT 33 TCMnepa-

rypott noTOKa ropjnero sosayxa B 
ycraHOBKe H aBTOMantHecKH KOHT- 
po^Hpyer paoory cyuuuibHoro 
o6pynoBaHKH c noMouibio noBopor- 
Hott) lUHexa. Ilo Mepc HarpeaaHHH 
noBcpxHOCTHoro CJIOH 3cpna (TCUI-
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ymxoBKa Hcnpcpbmnoro JC#CTBWT - Anpcca KOMnaHHfl H HX
no sHcproiarpamM. Ona mopoKo

\ no 10 CM) ao onpeaeneHHoro
B-iaxHocTH. UIHCK crpcoact 

ero Ha ano Syxxcpa n 3a.MCHseT
HOBblM.

CTH 3cpna HOXKCH 6brn> npu.siepHo 
Ha 2& Bbiiuc Tpcoye.Moro npH ero 
saicnaaxe Ha xpaHCHHe B 6yHXcp. 
OCHOBHOC npcHMyuiecTBO Kostnbio-
TCpHOft CHCTCMH KOHTpO."UJ — 3TO
BbicoKfw crencHi) onpcacncHiia a.ia- 
3CHOCTH nocrynaiouiero scpna, npw 
Koiopoft ynaeTCH H3ocxaTb ero ne-
pCCVUDCH. C nOMOUEbKD 3TOft CHCTe-
Ntbi aocTHraioT aiJxjxricrHBHoft 3KO-
HOMHH 3-lCKTp03HeprHH H BpeMCHH,
HcooxoKHMbix JTU Bcero npouccca 
CVUKH 3cpna.

YnpouiaeTCK npouccc ynpaa-ic- 
HKH oGopyaoBaHHCM, ypoBCHB a-ia- 
XHOCTH Ha BCCX sranax ero paooibi

, laCTHHHO BblCVUICH-
HOC 3cpHO no KOHBeftepaM nocryna-
CT B CyilDUIbHblC OyHKCpbl JHaMCT- 
POM 1 1 M H BblCOTOfl CTCHOK 5,6 M.
OHH pacciHTaHK Ha 500 T scpna

. B KaxaoM oyHxepc CMOH- 
Ha-ibHbtft ncp4>opHpo- 

no^ H ycraHoaneHO no
rum> BCHTHJLHTOpOB C OCCBOft BbTTH-
xxott Boaayxa. C HX noMouibio, no 
Mcpc 3aipy3KH B SyHKcp ropH^cro 
3epHa, ero Tc.voiepaTypa paBHOMep- 
HO noraoKacTC
o6jjyB n03BOJIHCT CHH3HTS
B.iaxHOCTH sepHa Ha Tpe6ycMbie 2%, 
Heo6xonH\oue npH 
aaiciaiiKC 3epna Ha
XpaHCKHC.

aCIUA.
PaBHOMcpHoc oxnaoicaeHHe noc- 

Tynaiouicro ropjrecro acpna 3HaiH-
TC.TbHO nOBbltliaCT 3(Jxt«JCr CyillKH H
KaiecTBo caMoro scpna.

Ilocie Toro, K3K BCC icTbipe 
SyHxcpa 3ano.iHCHH, a.iaxHoe 3ep- 
HO nocrynacT B cyunuibHyio ycra- 
HOBK\'. CyuuubHafl KaMcpa paciH- 
rana Ha 400 T sepna. rioBcpxHOCT-
Hbtft Cioft laCTHHHO BblCyiUCHHOTO
3cpna nocroHHHO o6Hoa."uieTCH. 
3epHO nocrynaei iepc3 OTBcpcTHs B 
no.iy H no IUHCKOBUM TpaHcnopre- 
paM noaacrcji na ca.MHft Bepx aiHace 
K uempy 6>pra. 3areM sepno pas- 
HOMepHo pacnpeae.-weTCH no noBep-
XHOCTH. ITOCIC TOrO, K3K 3CpHO
npocymcHO, ero oxnaxaaror c no-
MOtllbK) BCHTltUrrOpOB jLTfl
H36brroiHoft 2%-Hott
nepea OKOHHareabHoK aaiciaaKoK Ha
XpaHCHHC.

"BucoKoe xaiccTBo cymiuibHoro

"LUHBBCpC, HHK.", npOH3BC^O
Ha pyccKxx 4>epMepoB 6o^buioc 

e", - roBopwr TOM
, HHXCHCp-arpapHHK H3 AftO-

BU, Kotopbift pyxoBOflMJi ero c6op-
KOft H3 MCCTC.

"HM rarace nonpaBmiocfa, KaK 
paoorac'r KOMnbiorepHafl cHcrcMa 
aBTOMaxHiecKoro KOHTPOJW npo 
uccca cyuiKH 3cpna. Ho ocoGcHHo 
KX nopaamia 34xf>cicrHBHafl paoora 
3Toft CHCTCMM. YcraHOBica notpcS-
JWCT M1L10 TOrUIHBa, H 3TO HM
uinocb no nymc", - cKaoaji TOM

Conrad 
American

Conrad-American, Inc. 
P.O.Box 2000 
Highway 16 West 
Houghton, Iowa 52631 USA 
TEL: 319-469-4111 
FAX: 319-469-4402

/SHIVVERS/
Shiwcrs, Inc.
614 W.English
Box 467
Corydon, Iowa USA 50060
TEL: 515-872-1005
FAX: 515-872-1593

Euden
Sudcnga Industries, Inc. 
P.O.Box 8
2002 Kingbird Avenue 
George, IA 51237 
TEL: 712-475-3301 
FAX: 712-475-3320
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"MncTa Hpo -
3TO 

B03MOMCHOCTB

Sojiee
BHCOKOrO

3rcrpynep
"Hncra npo" npcBpann1
6yuieneft CCMSH MaaiHXHUx H
icpHOBUx tynbryp, cxertMmo
BbipaifflfflacMtax Ha nonax Bauiefl
(pcpMbi, B BbicocoKanopHHHbie
xopMa.
Tlpouecc cyxofl ascrpywH,
ynynuiacMUH c nonouibio Haiueft
ycraHOBKH, noaaonaer nepepa6oTa-n>
JIK>6OC KOJIHMCCTBO CCMHH MaCHHMHUX
H sepHOBbix syJiLiyp, 6oraTtix
6C.TXOM, B BblCOKOEanOpHHHbtH KOp.M

HHH xpynsHOH npoayrr.
IlOJiyHeHHblH KHrpeSHCHT MOXHO B 
CaMCCTBC KOpMOBOH flo6afltH

CMCiuHBan c OCHOBHUM ropMOM B 
paiiHMHbix nponopuHax. Taiofi 
cMecbio MOXHO copMvm> nopocar, 
.lotnaacH, pbi6y, rrmuy, nyuiHbix
3BCpCH H TJ. ACCOpTHMCHT TaXOTO
Ha6opa MOXHO cocraBnzn no 
Baiuewy au6opy.

"Hncra Flpo"
c noMouibto atcrpyaepa

Macca noBbiuiacr 
cs.ora H imtubi Ha

10-15%.

C noMoutbio 3Kcrpynepa "Hncra 
flpo" MOXHO nonynaTb 6crox,
npOH3BOflHTb LieHCTCpH3ailH10
cpaxMana 6e3
HHfH6KTOpOB.
"Hhcra Ilpo' 
coxpaHaer nHTarc-itHbie BcuiecrBa 
ncpepa6an>iBaeMoro cupui. B 
npouccce pasHOMepHoro 
o6xapHBa«H« ncuiyvaerca
BblCOCOVCBaHBaCMUH COpMOBOH 
HHprUHCHT,
3ra opwrHHa,ibHas TexHaiorna 
Bnepabie pa3pa6oraHa (|)HPMOH 
"HHcra npo" — oratieHHCM 
KOMnaHHH "Triple "F", Inc." B 
r.He-MoHH, urrar

3Kcrpyaepbi "Hncra FIpo" 
Hcnaib3jTOT 6aaee new B 70 crpawax 
MHpa. Hepc3 orjencHHe co.MnaHHH 
"Triple "F", Inc." B CraBpono.nc 
MOXHO no.TVHHTb nra6we 
lOHcy.ibTauHH, tacarouiHcca
TCXHOIOrHH nO-TVMCKHJI
rpaHYflvipoBaHHbix aooasoK MCTOJOM 
jaaneHHs sar no TCXHK<«CKHM, rar 
H no Mw:po6j;onorHMecKHM 
BonpocaM, a raoce sonpocaM
riHTaTMbHOH UCHHOCTH nO.T>-MaCMbIX 
npOJVETOB. FIpHMCHeHHe 3TOH

npOH3BOHCTBO 
XHBOTHUX lOpMOB

AOnOJIHMTE^bHblE nPEAOCTABJISlEMblE OMPMOft "MHCTA HPO'

HauJM ybiyrH — no .-.•_• TcHepanbHbiM "./'-.*-.v.-. • AnanMa COCTOUHHSI •AononHHtenbHoe 
BauJMM aaKaaaM. -<i. •* nnaH npeAnptumi*:;;_. <t>MHaHCOBO"
Bbl6epMTC TC,-.- . >• £ « XanairT^nu^i-uirM"^1 AC»TenbHOCTM



I
MH 3HaeM o
HHTaTCJIBHblX 
CBOHCTBaX 
XHBOTHBIX 
KOpMOB BCC.
OT na^ajia H

"Triple "p, Inc." — 
noa-iHHHbiH Hoaarop B ctpepe 
arpooH3Heca. Ona
CSOHMH nOC.ieaHH.MH aOCTHXCHHJlMH B 

TCXHaiOrHH, nOBblUiajOIUHX
nyrcM 

CBOHCTB
tOp.MOB.
Cabiuie 30 net tpep.Mepbi H
arponpoH3BoaHTe.iH
npoayrru H TCXHOJIOFHH 4>Hp.MU "Triple
"P, Inc." TonbKO noroMy, TTO OHH
noMoraiOT HM nojryHarb

B Macros uiec spe.Ma so.MnaHHa HMCCT 
orae-icHUJi B UICCTH crpanax, BtnKmaa 
CHF, H nponaer csoe oobpyaoaaHHe 
6aiee HCM B 70 crpawax MHpa. 
B cocraB HauiHx oraeneHHH sxoajrr

International

• "HHcra flpo*. ripoH3BoaHT 
3ccTpynepbi H paapaoaTbiBaer 
TCXHatorHio naiyveHHii sopMoaux 
jo6aaoc MeroaoM

3»oHHTe HAM •
FpHropHH KOMHHK.

jHpeKTop-ynpawuroaiHH

• "TpHrui '<y HbrorpHuiH" — 
pa3pa6oTMHX H nocraBuucc 
BucoKonHrarenbHbix lopMOBbix 
npoayrroa, peno noButuarotuHX 
npoayxTHBHocrb XHBOTHUX:

CIIIA" -

"IlHcra ripo" • POCCHH 
(r. Crasponeua)

npoayrroB, HcnaibayeMbix tax a
CUbCCOM XOXtHCTSe, Tax H B CaieCTBC

aooaBoc t

(8<S5-22) 9-12-25

3rcneprbi (|)HpMbi "Hncra FIpo" 
noMoryr BaM cnpoerrHpoaarb H 
Ha,iaa>m> co6crBCHHoe npOHiaoacTBO no 

npoayrroB

• "«DapM-Tet" —
BbICOCOnHTaTe.1bHUX XHBOTHblX COpMOB,
BCiwHasi panHHHbtc CMCCH H npoayrrbi, 
y.TyviuaiouiHe

A Tencpb aaBaHTc norooopHM o TOM, 
taxyw Buroay Bu nanyHHTe. Hcnonbiya 
Hauiy TexHoiorHio H "Hoy-say", toropwe 
ooecnenaT BaM aono.iHHre.ibHbiH aoxoa. 
3a &o.iee noapofiHofi HHipop.MaiiHeH no
.IIOOOMV H3 npOHlBOaHMblX HaMH
npoayrroa npocnM o6patiiaTbca c 
HauicMy cneuna,iHcry, roBopameMy no 
pyccsH:

roroBa nocraBHTb BaM 
HcooxoaHMbie larmacTH H ynbi .iroooro
HaMMCHOBaHHfl H B .HO&OM CaiHMCCTBC
no nepaoMy Bauic.sw Tpc6osaHHio. 
PaooTaa c HBMH pyra 06 pyry, Bbt 
aoobcrecb ycnexa.

Ham aapcc:
POCCHS. 355000,
CTaaponaib, y,i. Mnpa, 337
KOM. 511
T«7(}iarc (865-22) 9-12-25.



MHcOOPEICnAMA

Ritchie Industries, Inc. 
KoHTaKT: rCnuctxf BM/ICOH,

BoAonposoAHoe o6opyAOBaHne n nonriKH, 
n cneunannanpoeaHHoe o6opyAosaHne 

CKOToaoflCTBa

B 20-x roflax <t>epwep va imaia AiioBa ToMac PVITHM 
Haa TBM. Hro6bi onTviMnanposaTb nonasy aoaw 

xuBOTHbix Ha caoefl cfcepMe. C OTOM ue/ibo OH 
paapafioran n aanareHTosan waeio aBTOMaTMMecicnx 

(Tuna cfeoHTaHOB). OpurnHanbHOCib naeH coc- 
a TOM, HTO Ha nowiKe Own ycraHoaneH ^amnrHbifl 

K/ianan. A xpowe TOCO MMenocb Mecro ana Mac/iflHoCi nnvi 
Kepoc^HOBOM /lawnw, Koropan 3axviranacb B 
apeMR rona, HToSw aona a nonnxe He aawepsana. 
OTCMBT caoero cymecTaoaaHUfl {{supMa "PMTHM 
cipua". Koropaa pacnonoxeHa B wecreMKe Konpan B 
lurare AfioBa. CUJA. Hanana B 1921 roay c 
naTema Ha aaTononnicy.

caHnrapHbie Hafiopw (anreHKn. tca/in6poaoHHbie 
n yanw aaTOMaTHHecKoro KOHTPO/KI). Hepea 

otflen nameiS <pMnaMnn MOXHO raoce 
onphiCKMBarenn "BecraeM". cneunanbHo 

urn ncno/ib3oaaHHfi Ha ro/ib<t>Hbix 
nonnx. nyxaiiicax n n^a no/inaa pacTHTe/ibHOCTu 

• nopor n ipacc.

"PHTHM HHflacrpua" npez^araer 
CBOHM itnueHiaM He ro/ibKO non/ixn zuia xpynHcro po- 
raioro CKora. HO n aoflonpoaoflHoe ofiopyfloaaHne n 

"PMTHM" a/ifl BCBX runoa xMBOTHoaoaMecmx 
, u onpbicKusaTe/in "Becraevi", n ofiopynoaaMne ana

XMBOTHOBOflHeCKMX X03fliiCTB "TpOHH".

C3MblX
paapaeaTweaer nou/ixvi inna (JjOHTanoa

XMBOTHOBOflMeCKHX OT

"Pursn" cneunanbHO paapaSora/ia oSooyno- 
aanne noa HaaeahneM "TpodH" ana noaann aoabi a 
onopocHbie orfle/ieHns onn HOaopoxneHHbix nopocar n 

' canHOMaroK. a uexa no 336010 cannnHbi n 0is flpyrux 
| cneun(J)MHecicMX Hyxa. TPOHH" nocraa/ifleT nonnKM B 
' anae COCXOB. rape/iox n (toHTaHMUKoe. Mbi raKxe 

nocTasnfleM aoaonoaorpeaaTe/in n Mnoroe, MHoroe 
! apyroe.

2a fionee noflpoGHOii MHC&opMauneM n xaianoroM 
KOMnaHMM "PHTHM" o6pamafiTecb no cneayiouiMM arpecaw 

i n TeneeJ)OHaM:

: 1-515-366-2525

120 South Main, P.O.Box 730 
Conrad, lowi 50621 USA

Kpyrmoro poraToro CXOTB no canned, OT noLuauefl ao . Aapec: Ritchie Industries^ Inc^
OBeu! 030HT3Hbl "PHTHM" CnOCOfiHbl HanOMTb CTaaO /!«-
6oro paswepa: OT 40 ro/ioa Me/ixoro CKOTB no 475 ronoa 
Kpyrmoro poraToro cxoTa. nponsaoflMTe/in, sanflTwe a
MflCHOM H MOnOMHOM npOM3BOflCTBe, 3 33BHCHMOCTM OT
caonx cpeflCTB UMBKJT aosMoxnocTb Bbi6npaTb 
naroToaneHHbie H3 paaHwx MarepnanoB n c

npeo/iaraeT non/ixvi c onexTpoHarpesoM A.TO M .TMS.CKM. no-™- xopouo M aon Mpoi.H U A^B roro, HTo6u o6ecne- 
M3 Hepxaaeramefi cTann n/iu Menee HMTk C so6onHo« TeHeMMe sonw • awMHee ipeun 6« 
aoporne, naroToaneHHwe us
3HPOB3HHOM CTaHM. B Dflfly
paspaSoTOK "PMTHM" — HOBbifl Tun HBS- 

ctJOHTana. nsroToa- 
na abicpKonpoaoflHMoro 

nonnsTuneHOBoro nnacTMxa. STOT TMH 
waTepnajia nosaomieT nonaeaTb npo- 
xnaanyio aoay neTOM M npeaoxpaHJtTb 
ee or 3aMep3aHua SUMOM 6ea nc-

OaeoK K 3TOMy. "PMTHM" Taoce nocTa- 
amer HaaexHbie noflorpesaTenn, 
Hbie Hacocw H

"PHTHM" npeanaraeT MHO-

Hbie B axcnnyaiaunn onpbicxnaaTenn 
"BecTeefl", KOTOpbie ncno/ibayioTCJi npn 
ofipafioTKe paciaHMvi 
cpencTsaMM, a Taicxe onn 
yflo6peHMfi. noTpefinTe/in Moryr 

onpbiocnBarenM c 
BMKOCTVI n c

saxaaTOM
BecTaeCi"

n/iomaaH. 
nocTaanner
M3CTM H 6/10KM,



CEflflKH CEPUM 2000

no aapecy: 
512TUTTLE STREET 
DES MOINES.IOWA 
50309-4618 USA 
TEL# :(515)245-2464 
FAX# -.(515)245-2878

ToMHa.
ripocra B 3Kcn/iyaTaunu.
HaaexHa.
Ao/iroeeHHa.
5o/ibuje BapnaHToe
BeneHMfl noceaHbix pafioT.
Eo/ibiue aapnaHioa

Export - Import A Ruan Ca.
a wupe
"KMH38' 2000

B aasncHMocTM or wecia Baiuero xmenbCTaa 
oCpaiuaviTecb no aapecy:

"Kaprwui"

KpacHOflape: 
350020. r.KpacHonap, 
yn.KpacHan, 180, 
Te/i./<J>aKc:(8612) 55-93-74

"Kaprun/i" 

Otfcnc i 
r.flHenponeTpoacx. 
yn.flaepxMHcxoro, 14, 
Ten.: (0562)44-26-65 
0aKc:(0562)45-02-36



KJIKRH K PAHHHM 
BCXOflAM

• Bhi HaHHHaere c npocroft H HUCXHOH
pJUIKOBOft CeSLTKH, KOTOpafl OOCCneMMBa 
paBHOMCpHUft K TOHHblfl HOCeB H
Kaeanbxoe BaaHMoaeftcTBHe CCMCHH H
nOHBU. MbI, "KMH3C", HUUBJeM 3TO 
"TOHHbIM BhICeBOM". ^TO npOCTOC
HaJBaHHe o3Haiaer — caMajt toiKaii K 
HaaexHaa CHcreva B none ceroaHK.

• npHHimn ee paSora. Buces CCMHH Ha 
3aaaHHyx3 myoHHy ooecnenHBaerca

COUIHHKaMH C

CeMeHa nonanawT B noaroToaneHHyw 
COUIHHKOM V-o6pa3ny» 6opouxy.

V-6opa3Hhie Kaieca 
noiay B 30He pfuia H 

pbDcnjufl BITHK DCNLTH Ha 
noBepXHocTH, cooaaBOH finaronpnarHbift 
xt« npopacraHKH KoirraKT CCSWH H 
noKBhi. Bee TTO cnoco6crByer 6ucrpbiM
H paBHOMCpHblM BCXOnaM.

Bhicesaiouiafl ceding CCH-TKH
aaroHOMHo HaopaHBaercH Ha 
onpeaeneHH>TO niy6HH>- H aaneHHe na 
noKBy. npyxHHHbift napinMorpaMHuft
MCX3HH3M npHCOeaHHCHHH CCXUHft K
pave ooecneHHBaer KonnpoBaHHe 
noaepxHocTH na-w B uinpoKitx npeae-iax. 

6bTTb jaaaeHHio Ha nonsy?
e: craaaapTHbie 

Sbjcrpopery.iHpyeMbie jBoflHbie 
npyxHHbi iiH pa6o-n>i na 
nojroToaneHHOH K noceay noHBe H TBK 
HaouBaeMaA "scTBepxa npv'XHH' (no asc 
npyxHHbi Ha loxauft puxar) iifl paooru 
Ha HCBQiae-iaHHOft (no crepHel noHBe. 
Kaxaufl puvar HMCCT Merupe OODHUHH 

npyxMH, Tax viro Bu Moxere
janeHHe COLTJCH xia 

BauiHX ycnoBHH. '— '

Kaxaa* cexiuu CCH-TKM 
aBTOHOMHbIM BhiceMiouiHM annapaio.M 

na-ibueaoro ™na. 3ror
BtjccBaioiiiHft annapaT 

oGecneMHBaer pasHOMepHoe 
pacno-ioxeHHe CCMHH KyicypPbi B paaKe 
OH npocr B yxoae H 3Kcn,i>'aTauHH. 12 
nojnpyxHHeHHux "na-ibuea" orafwioT 
ce.Mena apyr or apyra H noaarar HX K 
.icHTOHHOMy KOHBeftepy, oTxyaa ceMCHa 
nonaaaior B ceMflnposoa H. HaKOHeu. B

I 3/teKTpOHHh/a MOHKTOp XOHTpCWr BtSUBS CCHXH "KjtHX" KM
1000

6bm> HcncwiwoBaH na BCCX ceiuiKUi "KHH3e". OH 
KOHTponHpyer BUCCB CC.MHH BCCMH ceiomaMH

CHaoaHTe Baiuy ceH.ixy "KHH3e" 2000
ODOpyaOBaHHCM HIX BHCCCHHfl XtUIKHX
H.IH cyxHx MHHepavibHboc yao6peHHfi H 
BaM He HVXHO 6yaor Tpa-nm.cn Ha 

ifl BHCC«HH«

06opyaoB3HHe o6ecne4nr 
Hcnonb30BaHHe yaoGpeHHfl c



THfl:
flpHueriHoa ycrpoflcrao • BMAB xecneoA

, 6, 
Kaxoan caouM Mwear IBTOHOMHO*

Me M COCTOHT MI fiymcepa Ann 
, Bwcaaamuaro annapara c

PEKOMEHAyEMblE yCJIOBMfl 
nOCEBA
TpaOMUHOHHO oOpaOoTaHHoe none. 
MMHMManbHO oOpaOoTaHHafl noMaa, crept* 
MpHoawx xy/ibTyp.

PHAHOCTb, PACCTOflHHE MEXA* 
PflAAMM
HeTupexpnAHan 76.2/70 CM 
UJecTMpflAHan 76.2/70 CM 
BocwmpnAHan 76,2/70 CM

OBOPYAOBAHME AJ1K BHECEHMfl 
cyXHX MMHEPAJlbHblX VAOBPEHMO 
OflopyAPBaHHe COCTOHT MS Symcepos, 
ACoaTopoa, OAHOOMCXOBUX HAH
AByXAUCXOiWIX COUIHHKOe, MOMTaXHWX

ycrpoAcTB.
BMecTWMOCTb OOHOTO SyHKepa 250 KT.
OAHH OyHxep paccHMTan Ha osa pnAKa.
flfln 4-pnAHoA - 2 CyHKepa (aMecTMMOcn>
500 w).
Ana 6-pnAHoA - 3 OyHxepa (BMecrMMOcTk
750 KT).
Ann 8-pnAHoA - 4 Cymapa (BwecrviMOCTb
1000 w).
Hop Ma BHeceHHg yAoflpenMA
perynnpy«Tcs a npenonax 36-736 xr/ra.

OSOPyflOBAHHE ftnfl BHECEHMfl 
XHAKMX YAOEPEHMO 
OfiopyAoaaHMe COCTOHT to eurocrat, 
Hacocos c floaaTopaMH, OOHO- H/IM Asy-
flMCXOabOt COUHMKOa, UOHTaXXbOC

— 832 n
BuCCTMMOCTb:
(lpn 4-pnoHOM
BMKOCTM no 416 n).
ripn 6-8 pnoax - 1 135 n (ABO OMKOCTM no
567,5 n).

OAHOAMCKOBblE H 
KOBblE COU1HMKM

AttyxAHCxoaoro couwHKa c
Of Pa3MH«HHUMH KOJiaCaMH-

npHKaTuaaxxiuix xcuiac. Ca«nna 
npHCoaAHHA«Tcn K oCmofl paMa c 
noMouiwo napa/manorpiMHoro wexaHMaua. 
noaaojiBKXuero paryflHpoaaTb flaaneHHe Ha 
noMBy An* lucasa cauaH na rnyflnHy or 
1.27 AO 10,16 CM.
Ha AByxonopHoA auceBaxxuefl ceiouiH 
MoxeT uoHTHpo«aTfcC5) oOopyAotaHHe onn

BHECEHMR

M eyxMx)
OflHOflMCKOBUE
nnocKHA AHCK AMOMeTpOM 45.72 CM MOXBT
flwTb ycraHoajieH c HaxnoHOM xax Meao,
rax M Bnpaeo. PerynnpyeMoe :
no 12,7 CM. PeryriMpyeMoe i
ycttntie epesaHMfl B noMay.
ABYXOMCXOBbE
rinocxMe AMCKM AHaMorpoM 38,1 CM,
ycTaHoojieHHue Ha otiiueA ocu Ha
noAUJtinHHKax. PerynHpyaMoa youiMe
gpasaMMn a nonay. CnaflxaHU
BHyrpOHHMMH M BHeUJHHMM MHCTHKaMH.
DpMM«MaHMa: xaxouA COUIHMK MOXBT flum, 
jaxparuiaH Han nonoofl, Koroa a naM HBT
HaOOXOAMMOCTM.

BUCIBAIOmHE CEXUMH
•MKOOTblO 30,4 n
B MBHCVIMOCTM OT ycnOBHA pflCOTU M
ncnonw3y«Moro nnn arpararMpoeaHMn 
Tpaicropa catuixa KOMnnatcryaTcn
paMHMKWM KOAMMaCTBOM 1WC9MJOUJHX

Ha caxuMflx, awnonHaHHUx a OAHOonopHOM 
aapHaxra, ycrpc^CTBO Ann iHacoHHR 
repfiMUHAOt Ha ycraHaonHiaaTcti.

nPMBOA BblCEBAIOIUHX 
AHnAPATOB
OcyutecTBmtaTcn ponmcoeofl uenuo OT 
noAnpyxMHaHHoro Konaca c UJHPMHO^ 
10,41 x 15,24 CM. Ha 4-poAHoa caonxe 
ycraHoaneHO OAHO iconeco, na 6 n
8-pflAHOd UOA8J1H - AB3.

TPAHCMMCCMfl
H3M«H«HHe HOPMU DWCBBa
ocyuiecrB^BeTca c DOMOUIWO uennoro 
p«AyxTopa, CMOHTMpoeaHHOro Ha KOHUB 
pawu catuiKH. 
HepaaHOMapHCCTh aucosa Ha Oonee 3%.

CMCTEMA TPAHCnOPTHPOBKH
Run napeaoAa ceonicM a Tpaxcnoprnoe 
no/iox8HHa npHMenoaTC!) cneimanbHoe 
acnouoraTanwoe ycrpodcTSOc 
nouruieiaou rMopouHnHHApOB, 
otfecneMMoaxxiiMX HOAMM pawu ceonui c 
paCoMMMH orpanaMH HanocpeAcrseHHO H3 
taSMHy Tpaxropa. B TpaHcnopTHoa 
nonoxeHHe cofl/iica ycraHaanHBaaTCfl Ha 
noneca c ftecxawapHuuH uiMHawn 
paawapou 19,05 x 50,8 CM. Ha 4-pflAHori 
cax/iKa ycraHoonaHO flea iconeca. 
Ha 6-8-pflflHux c««uiKax - 4 xoneca.

MAPKEPbl
flucicooufl c peryinpyaMMM yrnoM araxM
OT 0 AO 22 rpaAycoB.
/IMCKM ycraHoeneHu Ha urraHrax. Ha 6 M
8-

cunaautaiotunecfl urraMrvi. B paOosae H 
rpancnopTHoa nonoxeHna Mapxapu 
nepatoAflTcs rHApouH/iHHApaMH ABOHHOTO

AeflCTBMfl.

MOHHTOP KOHTPOJId BUCEBA 
CEMRH KM 1000 - cepMflHbia Ann Bcax

nPHUEHHOE YCTPOflCTBO
CaapnoA KOHCTpyxuMH M-J Tpyfl 17.8 x 17,3 
CM. (IpMuanHan cxofia caapHaa, MU««T osa

CEJt/IKH 2000
AByxonopnafl pzMa — "HHTeponaHr". 
3;iaiCTpOHHUH MOHHTOP KM 3000 euacro 
cranaapTHoro KM 1000. MarviMTHufl H/IH 
paAMOAaTMHK Ann MOOC/IM KM 3000. Hatop 
npHHaona»Kxrrefl Ann ycraHoaxH

"MHTepnnaHT* (HcnonuyeTcn c
1000 HJIH KM 3000). 

OAHOAHCxoaue H/IH AByxAHCxoBwa 
COUJHMKH Ann BHecaHHn cyxHx yflofipeHHfl. 
OAHOAHCxoaua nnn AByxoHCxoaua COUJHH- 
KM Ann BHeceHMn 
Vc-poflcTBO Ann 
Mapxepoa.

AOnOJlHMTEJIbHWE 
nPMHAA-IEXHOCTH 
BUCEBAKJIUHX
BwcaaaxxiiMA annapar A/in ceMOH xyKypy- 
3w nanbueaoro TMna. BwceBaniutiH 
annapaT Ann CBMHH COM, npoca, 
xnomaTHMKa lueTwuoro TMna. ycrpoHcrao 
Ann BHeceHMn cyxnx repOMunnoB. 
npHcnocofineHHe Ann CMOHU 3geoao>*et
HaOop AMCXOBbK HOX6M H OMCXOBbOX

paapbooiMTeneM Ann pafioru Ha 
HeoflpaCoTaHHbix nonnx.

AOnO^HMTEJIbHblE 
nPMCnOCOB^EHMD 
"MHTEPnJIAHr

annapaT AMCKOBOTO TMna c
UU6TOMHUMM OMHCTMTe/inMH Ann C8MKH COM,
npoca, xnonsaTHMKa. BojiHMcrua M 
xenoOsaTbie AHcxoBbia HOXH UJMPHHOA 
2,54 CM M AMSMaTpoM 40,64 CM Ann 
paCoTbi Ha HeoQpadoTaHHOM nonae, 
MOHTvipyeMue Ha xaxaoH BuceaaniueH

PA3MEPHO-BECOBUE nAPAMETPW 
(Ana OAHoonopHoA CMCTOMM luceiatomMX eaxiiMA)

AnMMa UMPHHA Bac npn TpancnopTMpotK*

4-poAHaa 355,6 CM 386. 1 CM 926 KT

6-pOAHan 355.6 CM 538,5 CM 1475 KT

8-pnAHan 355.6 CM 665,5 CM 2087 XT

Bac MauiMHU BKntonaaT paMy cannui, Mapnepu, xonaca, npnuenHoa ycrpoflcrao, nm- 
paMMvacxMe UM/IMHAPW, aucaaaKxiuia caxuHH c OyHxepaMH Ann caunH M KpuutxaMH,
ABoAHwa npyxHHW H MOHHTOP KOHTponn lucaia caMnH KM 1000.



HCnOJIb3OBAHHE IIPHCIIOCOEJIEHHft
1

HOXH n03BOJiHXJT KCTK 
Ha KaWSHHCTbDC H

HeofipaooraHHux nowx.
AHCKOBUe HOXH UIHpHHOft 2.S4 CM
c xenofisaruMH mm 
noBepxHocraMH 
nepea couiHHxaMK noceaHux 
cexuxft Ha pane cejuixH. 
PerynHpyeMM nryfiHHa oCpaforxH 
ao 7,62 CM c noMoiuiw 
cneuKajQHoro ycrpoftcTBa. 
Volume BpeoaHHX noxa B ncroy c 
nowoiubK? cnenHarrbHOft npyxHHiJ 
ao 227 KT.
AHCICOBUe 6op03flOO<IHCTKTeJD<
(no

nepea AHcxoBbiMH 
Ha paMe cexnxH vw 

npocrpaHcraa nepea
HHMH, HMeXJT BUpeOHblC KHH 
Ue,TbHBie JHCKH OHaMCTpOM
30,48 CM.
ycrpoftcTBa TOOL BHecemu

EvKKephl H3 CTSKnOBOJlOKHa C
xphnuxaMH BMemaxrrao 31,8 XT 
CVXHX rpaHynnpOBaHHbix XHMHKaTOB. 
OneHb npocroe ycrpottcTBO
n03BO-1HCT BCDOHaTb H BhDCDOHaTb
aosaTOp, ^enco cHHMatL 
HonatHHTe-iLHoe ycrpoftcTBO 
no3Baixer BHOCHTB asa sraa
XHMHKaTOB OaHOBpCMCHHO.

comHHKH juia
BHCCCHHJI CyXJOC H ZKOKHX 
yaofipCHXH. 3KOHOMHHHIJ.
IlnocKHe OHCXH aHaMcnpoM 38,1 CM
C MOIIIHUMH BTJTIXaMH H 
nomiHnHHKa.MH. BHVTpeHHHMH H 
BHeillHHMH IHCnUIXaMH, a T3KXC
npyxHHoft ooecnetHBawT youme

B nOHBV HO 113,6 XT.

nPHHAIWEXHOCTH 
BHECEHH^

na npnuenHbix 
cearocax cepKH 2000 H 2300.

H3
CMKOCTbK) 250 XT C
(OJIHH SyHxep Ha osa paaa). 
BbicesaiouiHe annapara c 
npHcnoco&ieHHXMH am HDMCHCHHH 
HopMH Buceu. IlenHoft
OOHOOHCKOBUC H
COIIIHHXH anfl BHeceHHft yaoopcHH ft 
no BiJ6opy.
Bee 6yHxepu anx cyxxx

Koroptie
MOZHO ycnHOBXTlb B ABA 
nOJIOXCHH* AM H3MeHeHH*
nonaiK. floau BHeceHHH or 36 no 
736 xr/ra B piutax no 76,2 CM 
(saBHCKT or ruioTHocTH yaoopeHHft). 
IIlKTbi and IUHCKOB ywcHiuiaioT 
apamaxjiuHft MOMCHT, 
An* npHBOna CHCTBMU Bbicesa.
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QEPMEPbl 
BbllirPblBAIOT,

CO CTpeHIMM CHr yXB ABBHC. HO TO-
nwu> a 199O rony Own nan crapr XOM- 
xparHOMy npoBKiy. B pasynbiara xo- 
Toporo oixownct) napauA Arpouenip 
HBAantra or r. Cyvw KB Vr

CUJA H VxoeMHU. ArpouBHip Ha Tonv
<t»pxapoa n«cm- 

M ynoCp«in«iMii. HO M noeno- 
ciaannar MM TBxHWHacxyD nououu.. a 
KOIB runpaBnneT cnatna/Mcroa. 
oca^waaxxuHx noMouu B aana AOCTM- 
MBI»«I BMCOIMX ypoxaaa.

BOIMUOH paspwB B ypooHB noAro- 
TO«M auapHxancxoro M yxpaMxcxoro 
napcoHana Usxipa noxiMany npBAC- 
T«ar*n eooofl CBPMIHYK) npoonaMy.

MHOOPEKHAMA

3ARAA1IE 
IEXHOMHH
MOHCAHTO • BAUIMHPTOH

KcynHeftuyw xMutnecu* uouna- 
HMa 'MOHcaHTo' noMoraar SWPMB- 
paM nonyxBii Oonee awcoom ypo-
XBM. ConBB BWCOOtB AOXOAM M HBM-
Horo ynyniuHTb ycnoatM KX ipyna.

MCTOPMN Bwxooa "MoHcaHro* Ha 
PHHIH CHP nou^waaar. UK coipyn- 
HmacTBO MBxny BOCTOXOM H 3ana- 
HOM Moxar npMxacTM BonbiuyD iwro- 
ay *BPMBPBM. Aa M cooouecrcy a 
UtnoM.

3« noCJMaxMt TPM roAB flnarooa-
pa AaftTBHbHOCTM ^MDMW "MOHCBHTO" 
CTBnO B03MOXHblM O3HaXOMMTk CBRb-

cxoxomftcTiBHHbtx npovaBOOMTBnafl
CTDSH CHT C COBPBMBHHMM Mn8A- 
HbM OOOPyAOUHHBU. XVWHKaTBMM H 
HOIWKM MttOaaUM IBABHVM (JjepMB- 
pcxoro xosnAcraa. Bca 3To paanbHo 
noMoraar MM pasxo yaawwrb ypo- 
xaftHocrb TaxKX xynbTyp. UR. HanpH- 
Msp. Kyxypysa. coo nuiaHwus H up-

THE AGRICULTURAL GROUP

OAHaxo sea. KTO paOoran i UBHTPB, 
fiwrn pauiHTanbHo xactpoaHM HS KO- 
H«*itiwA pesynfcTar H ycnex npoaxra. 
PaooTam aca Ha xanen cwn, npaoAo- 
nesan loaHviicaiouora exonmBHo ipy- 
AHOCTM.

DapauM cnyxauiMM <t>npuw *Mo-
HCBHTO*, HB3Ha<MHHWM C aMBPMKBH-
cxoA CTOpoHU Ha nocTo«HKyio paOo- 
iy. Own torn roniMK. OH ponxncn u
•wpoc • uirai* KflHMc. CUJA. flxyn 
npMBxan KB yipatmy I aoapacta 23 
MT. To. MTO OH yaMflan. npotoiano
KB Hero HmarnaAMMoa •neMaTngntw.
•DepcnaicTHSu nm ttiapMapcraa • 
3TOM paflOHt orpoMHua. - cnajan OH.
• 3aMn* H UWUBT onaroaatMbi. a *«- 
pMapw 1 3TKX main coOHpaioT ypo- 
XBM. HBMiioro npasocxonxiune TB. o
xoiopwx uw MawaaM y CB&I noMa.
HCnontkSyN "npMMMTMBHWB". C hatlieA 
7OMKH 3PBHHII. MBTOAbl IC3RHCTBO-

OH nurajicfl BHBCTH HaxoropuB
K3MBH8HI* I TPBAHUMOHHUB npHBMM 
3BMnanonb3OBaHMfl. npaxTMKOBaaujM- 
•CN a 3TOM paAona ^BpuapaMM c Aa-
BMMX aOBMBH. OfWpBHCi MB COOcVBeH-
HuA onur parJoTw y ct6* HB POAHH* 
M 3H8HMa sanaoHbnc TaxHonorHA no 
oSpafiorxB SBM/W. Tax. HanpHMap. OH 
npannoxMn BAaoa coxpaTMTb aucea

xomponb 3a ceoeepeMaNMofl nponon* 
>oA non«A or nwpen H apyrta copmi- 
«OR. umuaomtw pocry noneiHbn 
rynbryp.

rpyaoamaMM Uempa a paRoH CM- 
IM aoctaananw onpucntaaianM H 
ApyraH CBnbCKovoanflCfaaHHaH TBKH* 
ma vo CUJA (HB Bor aacib uioA no-
nSHT. KOHBMHO. BCrM Ha yHMTUMtb

•ca cnoxHocTH c o<f>opMnam<BM ia-
MOXBHHMX <bOpM8JlbWOCI8S H IpSMC-
noprupoary no VMCMNM noporou). 
MeCTHwa <^apMBpu npoujnM icypcu 
oQyMHtm npSBnnau yxons M ynpaa- 
neHMD MnaoHoB TexmttOM. a DannTfl-
pBCOBaHHOCTb B nOBWUIBHHM npOM3-
aooHranbHOCiM rpyaa iWHycwna HX 
paSotBib eonae nponyxiHBHO. 3a 
KopoTKoa BpoMit BOOMTamt onpwcoi- 
aareneA naynHnHCb oCpadarbiBarb no 
6COO ra KaxawH. T.e. a necnib pai 
Oonbtiia. *WM OHM ainanM PJHUUR. H 
arc H» npenvn.

riepauA roa paQorN Arpouenipa a 
Cyuax oicaiancn otBHb ycnauiHuu. 
Kat npamno. coTpyamnn cJmDMM 
'MoHCflHTO* HO lOXBUM (tepMBpOC 
oopaSarwaaiM noMsy Ha nnouuun- 
tflOOO ra. Ho yxa a napawA roa ; 
fioru OHM cyvaru ocaiarb <t>apUL . 
nououib. H nnouuuib otipaSaTWBao- 
MoH 3BM/M yiannHnacb aaioa. Ha 
cnenynuWH TOA oflbeMu sospocm 
no 9SOO ra saunu. n

noMHMO awnonHamm cBoaA DOB* 
HoA pafiorw a ArpouaHrpa

caHio" ocyuiaetenaar H 'uiaitciao* 
nan onutHUUH i.amami npyrra CflR- 
uepcKMX XO3MRC1B • coceflMMx paAo- 
Hax H oOnacTm yRpaMMw. BO MHOTOM 
cxomx no CBOMM UMMant^ecHicM yc-
nOBHKM C aPyTMMM CtpBHBMM CHf.
raa raota MOXHO 6wno 6w ncnonbao* 
garb npevMyiueciaa aanguin^x raxHo- 
noruA. ycnexM a aiou HanpaanamM 
OwnM BBCbua oOHaaaxwaaouiHMM. 
OHM ciwieiantciioiann o TOM. nto 
naHHwA parxoH pacnonaraaT orpoM-

HHOOPEW1AMA

Hbiu noTBHtB4artoM am nonysamM
SflBCb BHCOCHX VpOJCBeB. a 0 flOMO-
lUbn saneuiHbR TaxHonontfl OH HOXBT 
Curb 3HRHMranbHo npBBwujeH. Han- 
pmiap. ocyiuacTanmi roHiponbM 
copHflnauM nyteM npHUBHBHMi nac-
nfUHQOB (tlMPMbl "MoHCaHTO". T8KKX
KBK Xapnac H PayHaan. ypoxaflHOCTb 
tynbryp MOXHO noawcMrb no 100 %. 

CpaoH HBHConea *ti>8rrM8Hwx 
aanaaHfaix Maroaoa. asnrwx Ha aoopy- 
XBHMa <t>epMepaMM CHf. WBTOA KOH-
TPOHB M POCTOM COpHKKOI H 3a6on«- 

paCTBHHM C rpHMBHBHMBM
awioa rapotn»uioB M 

s. C HX noMoutbX) oOacna- 
HHBaaTCfl nynujMA KOHrponb 3a POCTOM 
copmiioB M saeonaaaHHiiMH pocie-
HHA. 4BM 3rO ObinO BO3MOXHO PBHb- 
tllB! RDM MX npMMBHBHMM AOCTMraCTCfl
nynuiMa paaynbrarw M ooecnanHBaBr- 
en coxpaHHDCTb ocpyxanutafl cpanu.

Xtmimacma npanaparu itmpuu 
'MoHcaHTO' CeaonacHM u ofipauiBHHM
M HB npHHMHIIOT 3BMHB HHtcaKOTO BPB-
na. Hx ipe^yeicn ropeaoo MeHbUia na 
enHHMuy nnouuuw H npH KX Kcnonuo- 
BBHMH nocTMraarcN Oontujafl paaHO- 
MnpHOCTb nonanaHMN Ha or3paOarM-
BaBUblB PBCTBHMH. V9M npM npHMB-

opyrKX npanaparoa.
oxKrenbHbiM MOMBH- 

TOM Hauiaro coTpynmiMeciaa HBwnocb 
TO. HIO uu HcnonuoiaJM • caoaR pa-
OOT0 MMHMMa^IbHbiA HaOOp TBXHMN4- 
CrMX npM«MOB H MBTOAOB oOpBOOTKM
nosBbi c BHeflpBKMflM npo»ep*HHMx 
HawM MnanHMx iBxHonorwfl no yfiop- 
KB ypo«i«. Pejynbratbi MS 3auBonMn< 
ctajaibc«: noBucunacb ypowiRnocib
cenbcxoxoanActBBHHbfX KynbTyp. yve- 
nHHMrHCb aoxoau MBCTHWX 
4>epMepoB. HBMHOTO yrvuMnHCb yc- 
noBvw MX Tpyoa. M rax - ao BC?X <t>ep- 
Mapcmx xoinflciaax CHf. coipyflmi-
MaDlUHX C <t>HpUOfl "MOHCaHTO".

3anpennm> ycnex a nBnlBnwioc™ 
napBoro ArpouBHTpa a Cywax (yxpa- 
Mna). (t^pwa "MOHCBHTO" noMorna co- 
soarb nonoflHMB UBHTDU • MSCIBMIB 
Kyp/iaA (Kaiaxc'CH) H 6*weect» Ha 
yipame. a taote noa KypcioM a Po- 
CCMM.

TeM (t>etXMep(IM. KOTOPW* 3axOT«T

nooonwiie yaHaib o TOM. xac nonynHTb 
Co/ma ewcoKMa ypoxaM c ncnonbso- 
BOHMBM npauMyuiecTB sanajiHUx Tax- 
HonorwA. MM coaaryaM csujaibcn c 
nrwQcidBMienoMM yxa naAcTByiouiKX 
perHOHajTbHwx ArpapHbix UBHTPOB HTM
CO UJTaO-KBnpTHpoR I^MpUW 'MoHCaH- 

TO

HTO 113 CEBfl 
HPEACTABJ151ET 
OMPMA "MOHCAHTO"
"MoHcaHTo" — itpynHoRujati B umpe xvtMtnecun KounaHMD co 
uiTaG-KBSpTHpoH B r.CeHT-/TyHce (CUJA). oraeneHitMUH B 65 
CTPBHOX M unarou coTpyoMmoa B 42 rue. lenoaex BO aceu 
MHpa.
Ha npoeensHHe HaysHO-MccnenonatenbCicHx paOor cfcwpua exe- 
TOOHO pacxonyei 798 M/IH. nonnapoa c uenbio noaaepxcaHHIl 
3AOPOBM H XH3HH jnoBeA H coxpaHaHHfl ocpyxaiouiefl cpenbi. 
nponyxuHR <t>MpMw McnoribsyeTcn ct>epMepaim acero UMpa. O»a 
noMoraar HU coxpaHMTb ypoxcaH H yrjepeib KX or BpeoHboc Haco-
KOUbDt H 6one3H8H. *MPMOH HBJiaxeH UeHTpamUOBaHHbrH CfibfT
(AOCTBBIUI) roroBofl npoAvniHH noTpe6mennM. Koropaq ofiecne- 
MHaaeTcn TBKHU BMCOCHM TexHHHecxHU ypoaHeM. KOTOPWH MOXHO 
oxHAarb Tonwo or raicofl counaHHH. KBK "MoHcaHTo'.

OHPMSHHUMH nponycrouH "MoHcaHTo" namnoTcti:
• rap^MUMO "PayHnan" — nonbayercn HaHConbuueH nonynnp- 

HOCTMO. CHeHb scptpeicTHBHbifl npenEpaT no KOHtponw sa POCTOM
BC8X BMAOB COpMflKOB. BUHOMan nblpeft. (IpHMOHtlBTCIl 8 nepMOfl
BKTHBHoro HX pocTB. repfiHUMA "PoyHnfln" yr3Haaer MX cpajy.
npOHMKBfl AO CaMbOt KOPHBR. H MB ABBT MM HpOpaCTM SaHOflO.

VpoxaAHOCTb KynbTypHbot pacreHHH npH 3TOM p«3KO Boapacraar;

• rapoNUMn "XapHBc" - nonseHHoro nsRcTBHS. npMuew)- 
BTCR a nona nepen noceoou psjnHMHwx cenbacoxoaoHCTBaHHboi 
KynbTyp turn npeAOTBp&uieHHti nocaneHHfl copmncoa H HX 
npotapacraHHfl CDOAH rynbiypHbix pacieHMfl. McnonbayeTCH am 
TBKHX KynbTyp. Kax icyicypysa H con Ha YupaHHe. YpoxcaHHOCTb 
yaBnmMBaaTCR AO SO %;

• <t>yKrxuMn "AaKOHM«* — npenapar untpocoro cnetcrpa 
flBHCTBHfl. McnonbsyoTcn npoiwa paaiiMMHbR rpHOVoBbcc 
idooreaaHHfl snaKOBboc ry/ifaryp H Kaproo>eflii. C aro 
npHMBHBHHCM aHaMHTenbHo ccitpsiuaioicB norepM ypoxan.

Monsanto
THE AGRICULTURAL GROUP

HAIIJ AAPEC: 123376. r. Mocxsa. Boncoa nep.. a. 19. 
f: (095) 2VO-32-89 H (095) 244-91-82
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SUCCESSFUL 
FARMING

FOR FAMILIES "-AT MAKE FARMING AfiC = -'!ChlMG THEIR BUSINESS "

1716 Loc-s: S-reofDes Moines. !A 5C 209-3023 -515-284-3000

February 23, 1995

Mr. Richard Cannon 
Executive Director 
Iowa/International Development

Foundation 
200 E. Grand Avenue 
Des Mnnes, IA 50309

Dear Mr. Gannon:

Your support of Successful Farming's Russian-language publication, New Agribusiness, has 
begun to produce concrete results, even though we are still in the early stages of assessing the 
pilot project. Of course, the involvement of IIDF's U.S. Agribusiness Centers has been critical to 
participation of virtually all our advertisers and commercial information providers.

Without the "platform" of the centers it would have been impossible to build a private sector 
base for our part of the project. That's been true for both the large and moderate-sized 
companies. The three Iowa-based manufacturers of grain storage and handling equipment were 
attracted to New Agribusiness, in large part because of IIDF's program in Stavropol. The large 
multinational companies like Monsanto and Uniroyal also have felt that the combination of an 
information program like New Agribusiness and the workings of the Centers have been uniquely 
supportive of their efforts to establish or improve business relationships in the former Soviet 
Union.

Specifically, several companier have experienced an improvement of business prospects as a 
result of the first issue of New Agribusiness:

"Tyler Manufacturing, Benson, Minnesota, reported a potentially large sale of its sprayers for 
conservation tillage systems. The lead was generated from a half-page "advertorial" in New 
Agribusiness. The next issue will contain four pages from Tyler. This success story, which 
involves two engineers from Minsk, Belarus, has been reported in the pages of Successful 
Farming (January 1995, pp. 46-47).

* The Iowa-based grain storage and handling equipment manufacturers—Shiwers, Sudenga, and 
Conrad American—are exploring a possible said and demonstration project near Saratov, Russia, 
in part as a result of their New Agribusiness involvement.

* Monsanto is helping with distribution of New Agribusiness, because the publication offers the 
company a unique information environment in which to present detailed information on 
conservation tillage systems. Based on its positive experience, the company wiii present four 
pages in the second issue, versus two in the first.

leredith
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* Uniroyal, likewise, based on the favorable response to the first issue of New Agribusiness, 
will help with distribution of the second issue.

* Kinze Manufacturing is expanding its description of their no-till planter in the publication 
based on the favorable response of buyers to the company's four-page insert in the first issue.

Of course, these are all "early returns." We will pursue a more systematic analysis of our 
results at the end of the pilot project and provide you a full report at that time. Please let me 
know if you have comments or questions.

Cordially, /

•(ctw. L Ld.CTT\
John Walter 
Senior Editor



©STINE STINE SEED COMPANY 
2225 Laredo Trail • Adel, Iowa 50003

515-677-2605 • TOLL FREE 800-362-2510 

FAX (TELECOPIER) 515-677-2716

February 16, 1995

To Whom It May Concern:

The purpose of this letter is to document the benefits Stine Seed 
Company has obtained from the activities of the Agribusiness Center 
project in the New Independent States.

Stine Seed Company conducts the largest soybean breeding and 
development program in the world, supplying over 50% of all 
proprietary soybean genetics in Maturity Groups 0 - IV. Stine markets 
soybean seed under the Stine Brand name and licenses genetics to 
virtually every seed company marketing proprietary soybeans. Prior to 
Stine's involvement with the Agribusiness Center, the only exposure 
Stine Soybeans had in the New Independent States was through Licensing 
Agreement? with a limited number of companies.

Due to the activities of the Agribusiness Center, Stine Brand soybean 
seed has been planted on over 8,000 acres in the New Independent 
States. Stine soybean seed has been produced in the New Independent 
States, and several thousand units were marketed to farmers in the 
Stavropol Krei of Russia. Stine has exported over $60,000 worth of 
soybean seed to the NIS as a result of the activities of the 
Agribusiness Center project during the past three years.

Stine has recently received an inquiry to purchase 40,000 units of 
soybean seed due to contacts made through the Agribusiness Center 
project. The value of this transaction would be approximately 
$480,000.

One hundred percent of Stine Seed Company's current activities in the 
NIS are a result of activities by the Agribusiness Center and contacts 
made by Stine's involvement with the Agribusiness Center project.

We feel this project has been very beneficial to Stine Seed Company, 
and without the activities of this project, Stine Seed would not be 
exposed to the NIS market.

Sincerely,

Chuck Hansen

CH/sl

b:agbusnisltr.94/95CRHII
(FROM JCT. HWYS. 44 i 169: I'/j MILES WEST & 1% MILES NORTH ON LAREOO TRAIL)
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Insta-Pro® International
A Division of TWpfr *F", Inc.

10301 Dennis Drive
P.O. Box 3600

Des Moines, IA 50322 USA
Tel: SIS-254-1260
Fax:515-276-5749

February 22, 1995

TO: Dick Cannon & Andrei Koudriavtseu
FROM: Thomas Welby

REF: Yours of February 20, 1995

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Agri Business 
Center for the help it has provided to Triple "F^/Insta-Pro over 
the past several years. As you know, the new independent states 
are not an easy place to do business and a lot of effort normally 
takes place before the rewards.
He at Triple "F", Inc. are currently working to close several good 
contracts that have been developed (one way or another) with the 
help of the Agri Business Center in Stravopol, Russia and the Iowa 
International Development Foundation.
The network of people, the new Agri Business Magazine and the work 
done so far has helped to develop a foundation for Triple "F", Inc. 
that we feel will allow ua to fucthec promote our goods.

Your continued support is very much appreciated and we hope our 
working together will allow us both to reach our goals.

Thomas P. Welby

Nutrition -f Extrusion + Microbiology Technology A/V
FEB-24-1995 08:37 5152765749 94* p.ei
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SHIVVEtiS

614 W Eixjteh • Cdydw. tA !/i>60 • 515/872-1005

February 21, 1995

To: Dick Cannon & Andrei Koudriavtsev 

Re: Shiwers participation in ABC project

In 1992 along with two other Iowa companies we established 
model grain drying, handling and "storage facilities in the New 
Independent States, two in Russia ami one in the Ukraine. 
These have been used for demonstration purposes to teach the 
advantages of US technology in drying, handling and storing 
grain.

These facilities have been visitud by many and very favorably 
received. Some who have visited the jutes have also visited 
our manufacturing plant. In Uu? past two years we have 
entertained approximately 25 to 30 guests from the NIS.

Our Marketing Manager has also via.it.ed the NIS and deemed the 
market potential for our equipment t«.> be quite large. To 
further our interests we have participated in trade shows, 
advertised and currently have a part: time representative 
there.

Our sales in '93-94 totaled over $8?i,000. While this is 
somewhat low, we currently have $1,226,885,00 worth o£ 
equipment quoted and all quotes am still open. While 
international sales are slow to develop, we anticipate that we 
will close some of these quotations.

We feel that although the ultimate potential for our products 
is very high in the NIS, it is alao a v«ry high risk area and 
one which we will have to abandon in liavor of higher returns 
elsewhere unless some reasonable Level of governmental support 
is provided.

Sincerely yours, 

SHIWERS INCORPORATED

Steve Shiwers
Chief Operating Officer

SS/rj

FEB-21-1995 10:25 15158721593 93* P.02
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TO

Highway 1S West 
P.O. Box 2000 
Houghton, town 52831
(319)489-4141
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February 16, 1995

Dick Cannon
Andre.. Koudriavtsev
Iowa/international Development Foundation
200 East Grand .Avenue
Des Mi lines, IA 50309
FAX: 515-242-4946 j

Dear pick and Andrei: 
• [ - !

This letter is in reference to the Agribusiness Center 
proje :t in the : Newly!Independent States. We were a 
parti :ipant in that project. Having the ABC units 
opera :ional and available for inspection by potential NIS 
business associates is extremely helpful.

1e are conducting ongoing negotiations with several
;ed firms concerning the marketing and production of 

equipment in the'Newly Independent States. It is our 
opinion that these discussions have been greatly enhanced by 

operations of the Agribusiness project.

NIS 
our

the

MB:bs:>

Sincerely*

Marvin pricker 
President

iTP

FEB-17-1995 11:14 13194694402 TOTflL P. 01 
P.01
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2002 KINGBIRD AVE. • BOX 8 • GEORGE. IA 51237

• Phone: (712) 47S-3301
• Fax: (712)475-3320

February 16, 1995

Iowa International Dev. Foundation 
200 East Grand Avenue. 
Des Moinea, la. 50309

Dear Mr. Cannon,

Please accept our sincere thanks for the assistance and help 
which you and Andrei gave us in coordinating our rece..t meetings 
with the Governor of Stavrapol in Des Moines.

The Iowa International Development Foundation and the 
Agribusiness Center have certainly been a big boost to our efforts 
for marketing our products in the newly develop Independent 
States.

We were very pleased to learn that the Governor not only 
recognized our company but had good things to say about us and the 
projects we had participated in together with the Agri Business 
Center.

We had been pursuing several options to try to market our 
products in the soviet Union (and subsequently the NIS) with very 
little success so our sales increases to NIS are testimony to the 
success of the Iowa International Development Foundation snd the 
Agribusiness Center project.

He are also pleased to report to you that it appears that as 
a result of these efforts and our meeting with the Governor we 
may be able to successfully begin a joint manufacturing project 
with Hawkeye Steel & Shivvars Mfg. and a manufacturer/marketer in 
the Stavropol region. This should lead to continued good sales 
for us since the majority of our product will still be 
manufactured here and I assume, is exactly what everyone who 
organized and funded the Iowa International Development Foundation 
•nd the Agribusiness Center hoped would happen. We know this will 
take continued effort on our part and I hope we can count on you 
and the ABC to be there as we attempt to complete this project in 
1995/1996.

Thank you for your efforts on our behalf.

Best regards,

Larrwruse
President
Sudenga Industries Inc

LK:sk
FEB-16-1995 15:30 7124753320 98X P. 01



From : ZENECA / 1C I Ust-Labmsk RuSSi PHONE No. : 86135 22399 Feb. 28 1995 9:33PM P01

Seeds

To: Richard T. Cannon
lowa/international Development Foundation

ICI
615 Main Street
P.O. Box 300
Coon Rapids. IA 50056
(712)684-2211 
Fax (712) 684-3309

From: Dean C. Sanders 
Zeneca/ICI 
Ust-Labinsk, Kraenodarsky kray, Russia

February 28, 1995

I would Ilka to thank you for cooperation in Zeneca/ICI 
corn buoinacc in couthorn Rueoi*. Tho Agro Buoinoee Cantor 
(ABC) project helped us to promote our product in Southern 
Russia, Stavropol kray. They did that by growing and showing 
our hybrids to the local farms and agricultural 
administrations.

It was a great pleasure for us to take part in the No- 
till Seminar in Stavropol, June, 1994. This gave us the 
opportunity to explain the complexities in ICI/Zeneca. Most 
agro business institutions like farms, district and kray 
administrations only knew of ICI agro chemicals from the 
past. Now through the help of the seminar and ABC they 
understand that Zeneca provides all agro chemicals and seeds 
to this region and through out the world.

Our distributor network in Stavropol kray is not well 
established, and because this is a new selling period for 
1995 I can not give exact sales figures that were generated 
from the No-till seminar. We do expect to get sales from 
that area resulting from the work of ABC.

Many thanks to the ABC project, their work in this area 
will only help us and other US firms prosper in Eastern 
Europe.

Boet regards,

Dtmn Sanders
A Businoss Unit ol ZENECA Inc.

PPP-OR-1 QCK 1O!"
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INDUSTRIES, INC.
120 SOUTH MAM CONRAD, OVUA USA 50621 • PHCNE 5IS/366-2S2S

February 21, 1995

Mr. Dick Cannon
Iowa/International Development Foundation
200 East Grand
Des Moines, Iowa 50309

Dear Mr. Cannon:

We at Ritchie Industries, inc. know that each year you must justify 
your funding to the legislature. In 1994, because of the assistance 
in funding you provided, we were able to ship our first agricultural 
field sprayer to a site near Stavropal; Russia. Hopefully, this 
assistance will plant the seed for our product in a foreign country 
and allow us to expand our exports. This first tine sale amounted to 
almost $20,000 and I'm sure it would not have happened without your 
help.

Our efforts to expand depend upon the ability of our customers to 
purchase and utilize equipment that will increase their profits and 
productivity. This is extremely difficult in many areas of the world 
so your efforts were vital.

Thank you again for everything. 

Sincerely,

Daniel Miller
V.P. Administration

DM/kb

North America's Choice In Livestock Watering and Field Spraying Equipment
p. 01
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December 22,1994

Mr. Richard Gannon
Iowa International Development Foundation
200 E. Grand Ave.
Des Moines, IA 50309

Dear Mr. Gannon:

Thank you for meeting with me. I was pleased to learn of your efforts on behalf of agriculture and 
the state of Iowa. As I stated several times, Elite Genetics is excited about the opportunities we can 
provide for Russian and Ukranian sheep producers as well as what we can provide to help make 
the nDF stronger.

The center that is strong in sheep research and producdon that we are aware of, is the All-Russian 
Research Institute for Sheep and Goat Breeding (VNIIOK). It is based in Stavropol. It is a 
merger of the European and Asian Sheep Institute. The leading farm for the institute is 
Temnolessky hi the Northern Caucusus. If I understand our information correctly, the farm is near 
the village Tsimlyansky which is about 37 kilometers from Stavropol.

We believe that the people at these centers as well as the key leading producers would be the ideal 
audience for a school such as you and I discussed. These people are not only people who know 
sheep, but most likely are distinguished professors as well and could learn the most from our 
techniques and then perform the critical education process as well.

Also as we discussed, Elite Genetic's staff can provide talks on nearly any of the areas these 
people would like in the sheep production or marketing arena. If we personally do not know the 
topic area extremely well, we know people within the state that do.

Again thank you for your time. We look forward to helping and learning more about what we can 
do for the people at your two sites.

avid Kloostra 
Marketing Director

Office: (319)568-4551 • Lot & %fs.: (319)568-4847 • fa* (319)568-6131



Message: RFC Information on the sh_

("RFC-822": <EltGenetic (a) aol.com>, SITE: INTERNET)
Wed, Jan 11, 1995 

8:32 PM

TO : ("RFC-822" : <charon .deniev (a) stavr . dokadata . zgrad. s>, SITE : INTEHNET) 
CC: IIDF/abcp 
BC:
RE: Information on the sheep industry in your region 

1/11/95

Dear Mr. Deniev:

Happy New Year to you! We have the opportunity to speak to the governor of 
your state while he is visiting here in the U.S. We would like our talk to 
be as beneficial to your center and the sheep producers in the region as we 
hope it will be to Elite Genetics.

To make our talk informative and helpful, we would like to get some 
information. The things we would like to know are;
1. What is the main purpose sheep in your region are grown for (for instance 
meat, milk, wool or a combination of 2 or 3 of these)?
2. How many sheep does the average producer in your region own?
3. What is the preferred type of sheep for the purpose mentioned in question 
1?
4. What are the main traits producers in your region are trying to improve?
5. How much grass and other feedstuffs does the average producer have 
available to feed his sheep?
6. How much of the year are the sheep in the region grazed?
7. What color is the preferred sheep in the region? Why?

On another note, we would like to learn more about your research center.
What is the main purpose of your center?
What are the main breeds of sheep researched at your center?
What is the main goal of this research?
How many regional sheep producers does your center service?

I realize some of these questions are rather simple, but we hope to be 
informed and educated somewhat on the sheep industry in your region and hope 
to be able to helpful in your efforts. To do this, we must start with the 
simplest questions so we can begin to learn.

Thank you for your help. If you have any suggestions for us, please let me 
know.

Sincerely, 
David Kloostra 
Elite Genetics

F3JF-5114-2259/20

Odf/abcp Thu, Jan 12. 1995



Message: NET/STAVROPOL CANDIDATES

iidf/abcp
Mon, Feb 20, 1995

8:51 AM

TO: (C:USA,A:Telemail,P:Internet,"RFC-822": <cnorris(a)usaid.gov>)
CC: (SITE: INTERNET, ID:<EltGenetic(a)aol.com»
BC:
RE: NET CANDIDATES FOR IDF/STAVROPOL

Dear Cathy Norris:

Hopefully, you received and approved our quarter report just submitted. You 
will receive the final report soon. You will be pleased with our progress and 
new direction at the Agribusiness Center in Stavropol.

This eamil is also to copy you an email we received from the largest sheep 
breeder in the United States, based here in Iowa. The premier NIS sheep 
institute is based in Stavropol. The 2 ace talking together because of us.

We would like you to consider the 2 Stavropol institute candidates below for 
the NET program that you and I have previously discussed. More candidates in 
other agribusiness areas be proposed at your convenience. Thank you very 
much.

Sincerely, 
Richard Gannon 
lowa/Intl Dev Fnd

»»»»»»»»»» Forwarded By System Software 7.1.2 »»»»»»»»»»

("RFC-822": <EltGenetic(a) aol.com>, SITE:INTERNET)
Fri, Feb 17, 1995 

5:25 PM

TO:IIDF/abcp
CC:
BC:
RE:Help!
Dear Dick:

The following are people from Russia that we would like to have come to the 
U.S. to train on the Elite Genetics method of artificial insemination and 
semen cryopreservation.

They are from Russia and are sheep specialists we would like to train. The 
two listed hare from Stavropol are with the All Russian Sheep and Goat 
Research Institute. 
Nadia Ladatko Valeria Aebozon

Almir Datserxoev 
355008 Russia 355014 Russia

KBR 361200 
Stavropol Stavropol

Terek
Street Gorkogo 16-4 Pegeulok Zootechnickesky 15 Room 41 Street Lenin 
31-17

iidf/abcp Mon, Feb 20. 1995 1of2



Message: NET/STAVROPOL CANDIDATES I

Tel: 24-86-02 Tel: 24-06-61

Alexei Kochetkov
Luganskii Agriculture Institute
Husbandry
Lugansk, Ukraine 348008
(0642)954-595
Russia
Fax: (0642)521414

325-270-2821

Olga Novikova 
All Russian Institute of Animal

Dubrovitzy, Podolsk area
Moscow Region, 142012

(095)137-9363
Fax(095)

These are all people we think can help their own countries as much as we 
believe we can help them. Please pass their names on to the appropriate 
people.

As you know Elite Genetics is a full-servj.ce Ovine (sheep) reproductive 
technology firm. Specialization is available in LAI, Semen Cryopreservation 
and Embryo Transfer. We have more than 1,200 clients in 47 U.S. states and 
contacts in 52 foreic,n countries. Our goal is to help in the added 
development of the sheep industry 
in the former Soviet Union.

All work done at Elite Genetics is done under the supervision of a 
Veterinarian certified to practice in 5 U.S. states as well as by a 
Reproductive Physioligist that has earned a Master of Science degree as well 
as a B.S. in Animal Science from the University of Minnesota.

If you have any questions, about what has been sent, please contact me at 
(319) 568-4551, or fax me at (319) 568-6370.

Thanks again for your help.

Sincerely, 
David Kloostra 
Marketing Director 
Elite Geneticss

HBJF-5125-3877/20 

»»»»»»»»»»»»» End of Forwarded Message »»»»»»»»»»»»»

FAJF-6846-1135

M/abcp Mon,Fob20, 1995 2 of 2



Message: ilFC Thank you for your no...

("RFC-822": <EltGenetic(a)aol.com>, SITE:INTERNET)
Thu, Feb 23, 1395 

9:41 PM

TO: ("RFC-822": <charon(a)stavr.rosmail.com>,SITE:INTERNET) 
CC: lIDF/abcp 
BC:
RE: Thank you for your note 

Dear Mr. Deniev:

Thank you for your note. We are extremely pleased to learn that you have 
received the catalog that we sent to you. The Governor's interest in your 
institute was something special to behold. When we mentioned it, he 
justifiably had a light of pride in his eyes. We hope that with the growing 
work between us, that you can someday feel the same way about our business 
and professional relationship. We have also met another colleague of yours 
here in Waukon. Galina Seminova who is studying under the direction of the 
International Chamber of Commerce.

To help the chances of our work, Galina suggested we also contact Moroz 
Vasily A., the former head of your institute. She also indicated that this 
will be a good opportunity for your institute as well.

We will be contacting him and would be more interested to learn of some of 
the needs your institute would be interested in obtaining via genetics.

Galina also mentioned that we speak with Aibazov Valeri Ali-Mogmedovich, the 
Senior Scientist in your department of AI. We will be attempting to send you 
relative information via Galina and her network of friends and family.

It ssddens me to learn that you had family in the Chechen Republic, but I can 
only hope that you were able to bring them with you safely to Stavropol.
Speaking as an American, it saddens me to know that good people are going 

through such unspeakable things in today's world. My prayers go with you and 
your family.

If we can provide any more information, please contact me.

Sincerely, 
David Kloostra 
Elite Genetics

VBJF-5127-1521/20

iidf/abcp Sun, Feb 26, 1995 1of1
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•

IVFGLADREY&PULLEN, LLP
Certified Public Accountants and Consultants

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT 
ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

To the Board of Directors
Iowa International Development Foundation
Des Moines, Iowa

We have audited the accompanying balance sheets of the Iowa International Development Foundation as 
of December 31, 1994 and 1993, and the related statements of suppon and revenue and expenses, fund 
balance (deficit), and cash flows for the years then ended. These financial statements are the 
responsibility of the Foundation's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these 
financial statements based on our audits.

We conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards 
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial 
statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence 
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the 
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating (he 
overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our 
opinion.

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the 
financial position of the Iowa International Development Foundation as of December 31,1994 and 1993, 
and the results of its operations and its cash flows for the years ended in conformity with generally 
accepted accounting principles.

7
Des Moines, Iowa 
January 13,1995



IOWA INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION

BALANCE SHEETS 
December 31,1994 and 1993

ASSETS 1994 1993

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash, unrestricted S
Cash, restricted for Agency for International Development grant

Total current assets

EQUIPMENT
Less accumulated depreciation

S

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE (DEFICIT)

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts payable S
Accrued expenses
Deferred grant revenue (Note 3)

Total current liabilities

FUND BALANCE (DEFICIT)

• s

47,699 $
25,803
73,502

17,014
9,680
7334

80.836 S

28,036 S
2,049

-
30,085

50.751

80,836 S

2,250
46.907
49.157

12,790
6.720
6.070

55.227

39,861
351

56.610
96.822

(41,595)

55.227

See Notes to Financial Statements.



IOWA INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION

STATEMENTS OF SUPPORT AND REVENUE AND EXPENSES 
Years Ended December 31,1994 and 1993

1994 1993
Support and revenue:

Grants (Note 2)
State of Iowa appropriations (Note 2)
Investment income
Other income

Total support and revenue

S 571,320 S
234,520

728
2,790

809.358

319,389
270,369

100
188

590.046

Expenses:
Program services (Note 4) 

Agribusiness Centers, U.S. Agency for International
Development

Agribusiness Centers, U. S. Trade and Development Program 
Agribusiness Centers, other 
Czech-Slovak education 
Other programs 

General and administrative 
Total expenses

Excess (deficiency) of support and revenue over 
(under) expenses

See Notes to Financial Statements.

57U20
-

2.054
-
-

143,638
717,012

S 92.346 S

277,890
41,499

127,317
16.369
5,000

142.654
610.729

(20.683^

ft



IOWA INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION

STATEMENTS OF FUND BALANCE (DEFICIT) 
Years Ended December 31,1994 and 1993

1994 1993

Balance, beginning S
Excess (deficiency) of support and revenue over (under) expenses 

Balance, ending S

(41,595) S (20,912) 
92346_____(20.683) 
50.751 S (41.595)

See Notes to Financial Statements.



IOWA INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION

STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS 
Years Ended December 31,1994 and 1993

1994
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES 

Excess (deficiency) of support and revenue over (under)
expenses

Adjustments to reconcile excess (deficiency) of support and 
revenue over (under) expenses to net cash provided by 
operating activities: 
Depreciation
Change in assets and liabilities: 

Decrease in receivables
(Decrease) in accounts payable and accrued expenses 
Increase (decrease) in deferred grant revenue 

Net cash provided by operating activities

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES, 
purchase of equipment

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES 
Proceeds from notes payable 
Principal payments on notes payable

Net cash (used in) financing activities

Net increase in cash

CASH 
Beginning 
Ending

2,960

1993

92,346 S (20,683)

2.032

(10,127) 
(56,610)
28.569

(4,224)

3.374 
(3,112) 
56.610
38.221

(5.285)

30,000 
(30.000)

-

24,345 

49,157
S 73402 S

32.936 

16,221
49.157

See Notes to Financial Statements.



IOWA INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION 

NOTES TO FLNANCIAL STATEMENTS

Note 1. Nature of Activities and Significant 
Accounting Policies

Nature of activities: The Foundation is a nonprofit corporation organized under the laws of the state of 
Iowa for the purpose of promoting international business development in Russia and the Ukraine. The 
Foundation is exempt from income taxes under Section 501 (c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code.

Significant accounting policies:

Revenue recognition: Support from the Federal government and the State of Iowa is recognized as 
income in the period in which the support is earned.

Contributions are recognized as income in the period they are received.

Equipment: Equipment is recorded at cost. Depreciation is recorded by the double declining balance 
method over the estimated useful lives.

Donated services, facilities and materials: The Foundation receives certain donated services, facilities 
and materials. The value of these donated services, facilities and materials is not reflected in the 
financial statements because no objective basis is available to measure the value of such services and 
facilities and the materials are passed throueh to other organizations, with the Foundation only serving 
as an agent for the donors.

Note 2. Government Funding
The Foundation received S805.840 and S589.758 of its support from Federal and state governments 
during the years ended December 31,1994 and 1993, respectively. A significant reduction in the level of 
this support, if this were to occur, may have a significant effect on the Foundation's programs and 
activities.

The Agency for International Development Grant expired December 31, 1994. The Foundation has not 
secured any additional funding from the Agency for International Development. The current state 
appropriation expires June 30,1995.

Note 3. Deferred Grant Revenue
The Foundation has been awarded a grant of 51,252,232 from the Agency for International Development 
funded by a letter of credit agreement The agreement expired December 31, 1994 and has no available 
balance remaining at December 31,1994.

Deferred grant revenue represents the amount of federal advances received from the Agency for 
International Development (AID) in excess of expenditures for the years ended December 31, 1994 and 
1993, as follows:

1994_______1993

AID funds received S 514,710 S 334,500 
Beginning deferred ADD revenue ____56.610

Total AID funds available 571320 334,500
ADD expenditures ____571320_____277.890

Deferred grant revenue S______ S 56.610



IOWA INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION 

NOTES TO FLNANCIAL STATEMENTS

Note 4. Program Services
The Foundation provided support for the following programs during the years ended December 31,1994 
and 1993:

Agribusiness centers

1993 Onlv 

Czech-Slovak education

Other programs

Development of the Russian and Ukrainian agricultural production, 
processing and distribution systems by introducing Iowa agricultural 
technology, equipment and business and market experience.

Exchange program between the University of Northern Iowa and the 
Czech and Slovak Federal Republic (CSFR) with an emphasis on teacher 
training and curriculum processes within CSFR.

Building Communities Program initiated by Des Moines Area Community 
College to assist Stavropol State Pedagogical Institute in developing a 
prototype community college to serve the educational needs of a changing 
Russian society.

Swine and grain technology educational program to inform the Eastern 
European and Commonwealth of Independent States agricultural 
producers and processors about the diverse technologies and products 
Iowa has to offer.

Note 5. Pending Accounting Pronouncements
In June 1993, the Financial Accounting Standards Board issued Statements of Financial Accounting 
Standards No. 116, Accounting for Contributions Received and Contributions Made, and No. 117, 
Financial Statements of Not-for-Profit Organizations. Statement No. 116 establishes accounting standards 
for contributions received. Generally, the Statement prescribes that all contributions received, including 
unconditional promises to give, are recognized as revenue in the period received at their fair values. The 
Statement also requires that contributions received be distinguished between those that increase 
permanently restricted, temporarily restricted and unrestricted net assets. Statement No. 117 prescribes 
standards for general-purpose external financial statements for all not-for-profit organizations which will 
result in certain changes in the way the organization's financial statements are presented. The Statement 
requires the classification of an organization's net assets, its revenue and expenses, and gains and losses 
based on the existence or absence of donor-imposed restrictions. It requires that amounts for each of the 
three classes net assets (permanently restricted, temporarily restricted and unrestricted) be displayed in a 
statement of financial position and that the amounts of the change of each of the three classes of net assets 
be displayed in a statement of activities.

The Organization is required to adopt Statement Nos. 116 and 117 beginning with its year ending 
December 31,1996, although earlier adoption is permitted. The Organization's management has not yet 
completed its assessment of the effect Statement Nos. 116 and 117 may have on the accompanying 
financial statements, or whether it will be adopted early. However, based on its current assessment, 
management does not believe the adoption of Statement Nos. 116 and 117 will materially affect the 
accompanying financial statements.



MCGLADREY&PULLEN,
Certified Public Accountants and Consultants

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT 
ON THE SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

To the Board of Directors
Iowa International Development Foundation
Des Moines, Iowa

Our audits were made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the basic financial statements taken as a 
whole. The supplementary information is presented for purposes of additional analysis and is not a 
required pan of the basic financial statements. Such information has been subjected to the auditing 
procedures applied in the audits of the basic financial statements and in our opinion, is fairly stated in all 
material respects in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole.

Des Moines, Iowa 
January 13,1995



IOWA INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION 
STATEMEN: OF FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES
Year Ended December 31,1994

PROGRAM SERVICES

Salaries and benefits S
Travel, meals and training
Equipment and installation
Orientation, interpretation and translation services
Contract labor and benefits
Office
Accounting
Legal 
Supplies and seed
Postage, shipping and freight
Telephone
Publications, fees and licenses
Printing
Conferences and conventions

i

i Insurance 
i Depreciation
; Interest
j Contributions
i

| Repairs
i Other
i S

Agribusiness 
Centers. U. S. 

Agency for 
International 
Development 
1993 -'l994

28,107 S
33,616

338,762
5,030

76,667
300

-

41,481
25,483
4,973

713
200

-

-
5,000 

10,988
-

571,320 S

Agribusiness General 
Centers. and 

Other Administrative

- S 44,938 S

12,794
1,212
2,000

29,252
1,238

17,803
5,062 

2,054 1,580
45

16,837
1,498

528
221 
729 

2,960
1,030

270 
547

3,094
2.054 S 143,638 S

Total

73,045
46,410

339,974
7,030

105,919
1,538

17,803
5,062 

45,115
25,528
21,810

2.211
728
221 
729 

2,960
1,030
5,270 

11,535
3,094

717,012



IOWA INTKItNA TIONAL DKVI'I.OI'MKN T FOUNDATION

STATEMENT OK FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES 
Year Ended Dcccnilicr 31, 1993

riKH.TtAMSEltVICES

Salaries and benefits
Travel, meals and training
Equipment and installation
Orientation, interpretation and translation services
Contract labor and benefits
Office
Accounting

Legal
Supplies and seed
Postage, shipping and freight

Telephone
Publications. Tees and licenses
Printing
Conferences and conventions
Insurance
Depreciation
Interest
Contributions
Stale funds reverted
Other 

10

A

Agiilxisincss 
Ccnlcts. U. S. 

Agency Tor 
Inlernilional 
Development 
1992- 1993

X 3.880 S

42,0-10

13.788

12.020

21.521
37
-

-

1.189
-

7

-

19
-

-
-

-
-

-

-

$ 94.501 $

AgiilHisincss 
Centers. U. S. Agribusiness 

Agency Tor Centers. U S. 
Inlernilional Trade ind 
Development Development 
199] - 1994 Program

1.638 S 7,814 S

57.215 13.627
-

800

58,188 11.778
1.19-1

5.670
-

43.540 602
193 87

2.364 1,921

139
10.000

-

430
-

-
-

-

7.688
183.389 $ 41.499 $

A

Agrilmsine.'* 
Centers. Czech-Slovak 

Oilier Education

1.196 S - S

91.388 1.355
2.546

5.947

22.815 14.450
-
-

-

384 451
1.031 113

426

641
477

-

-

-

412
-

-

54
127.317 J K..369 $

General 
Oilier and 

Programs Administrative

- $ 78.859 $
4.911

-

-

6.564
2.681
9.025

1,027

2,171
803

6.883

1.167
3,762

393
505

2.032
5.818

5.000 4.000

12.053
-

5,000 S 142.654 $

Total

93.387

210.536
16.334

18.767

135.316
3.912

14.695

1.027

48.337
2.227

11,601

1,947
14.258

393

935

2.0J2
6.230
9.000

12.053

7.742
610.729

&L



MCGLADREY&PULLEN,
Certified Public Accountants and Consultants

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON THE 
SCHEDULE OF FEDERAL AWARDS

To the Board of Directors
Iowa International Development Foundation
Des Moines, Iowa

We have audited the financial statements of the Iowa International Development Foundation as of and for 
the year ended December 31, 1994, and have issued our report thereon, dated January 13, 1995. These 
financial statements are the responsibility of the Foundation's management. Our responsibility is to 
express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and "Government 
Auditing Standards" issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that 
we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are 
free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the 
amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting 
principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial 
statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the basic financial statements of the Iowa 
International Development Foundation, taken as a whole. The accompanying Schedule of Federal Awards 
is presented for purposes of additional analysis, and is not a required part of the basic financial statements. 
The information in this schedule has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the 
basic financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the 
basic financial statements taken as a whole.

Des Moines, Iowa 
January 13,1995



IOWA INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION

SCHEDULE OF FEDERAL AWARDS 
Year Ended December 31,1994

Catalog of 
FEDERAL GRANTOR/PASS-THROUGH GRANTOR/ Federal Domestic

PROGRAM TITLE___________________Assistance Number Grantor's Number Expenditures

MAJOR AWARD
U. S. Agency for International Development - 

Agribusiness Centers in Russia and
(1) N/A S 571,320

(1) Not applicable as CFDA numbers are not 
assigned to international programs

12



iVFGLADREY&PULLEN, LLP
Certified Public Accountants and Consultants

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON 
INTERNAL CONTROL STRUCTURE

To the Board of Directors
Iowa International Development Foundation
Des Moines, Iowa

We have audited the financial statements of the Iowa International Dev '-.pment Foundation as of and for 
the year ended December 31,1994, and have issued our report thereon, dated January 13,1995.

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and "Government 
Auditing Standards" issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that 
we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are 
free of material misstatement.

In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements of the Iowa International Development 
Foundation for the year ended December 31,1994, we considered its internal control structure in order to 
determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the financial statements, 
and not to provide assurance on the internal control structure.

The management of the Iowa International Development Foundation is responsible for establishing and 
maintaining an internal control structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judgments by 
management are required to assess the expected benefits and related costs of internal control structure 
policies and procedures. The objectives of an internal control structure are to provide management with 
reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or 
disposition, and that transactions are executed in accordance with management's authorization and 
recorded properly to permit the preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted 
accounting principles. Because of inherent limitations in any internal control structure, errors or 
irregularities may nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also, projection of any evaluation of the 
structure to future periods is subject to the risk that procedures may become inadequate because of 
changes in conditions or that the effectiveness of the design and operation of policies and procedures may 
deteriorate.

For the purpose of this report, we have classified the significant internal control structure policies and 
procedures in the following categories:

Accounting Controls
- Treasure or financing
- Revenue/receipts
- Purchases
- External financial reporting
- Payroll/personnel



VI

4

Controls Used in Administering Compliance With Laws and Regulations

General requirements:
- Political activity
- Civil rights administration
- Cash management
- Federal financial reports
- Allowable costs
- Drug-Free Workplace Act
- Administrative requirements
Specific requirements:
- International travel

For all of the internal control structure categories listed above, we obtained an understanding of the design 
of relevant policies and procedures and determined whether they have been placed in operation, and we 
assessed control risk.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not necessarily disclose all matters in the internal 
control structure that might be material weaknesses under standards established by the American Institute 
of Certified Public Accountants. A material weakness is a condition in which the design or operation of 
one or more of the internal control structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that 
errors or irregularities in amounts that would be material in relation to the financial statements being 
audited may occur and not be detected within a timely period by employees in the normal course of 
performing their assigned functions. We noted no matters involving the internal control structure and its 
operations that we consider to be material weaknesses as defined above.

This report is intended for the information of the Board of Directors, management, and the U. S. Agency 
for International Development. However, this report is a matter of public record and its distribution is not 
limited.

Des Moines, Iowa 
January 13,1995
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* MCGLADREY&PULLEN, LLP
Certified Public Accountants and Consultants 

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON 
COMPLIANCE BASED ON AN AUDIT OF 
THE BASIC FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

To the Board of Directors
| Iowa International Development Foundation 
! Des Moines, Iowa

I We have audited the financial statements of the Iowa International Development Foundation as of and for 
the year ended December 31,1994, and have issued our report thereon, dated January 13,1995.

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and "Government 
Auditing Standards" issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require that 
we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the basic financial statements 
are free of material misstatement

Compliance with laws, regulations, contracts, and grants applicable to the Foundation is the responsibility 
of the Foundation's management. As pan of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the basic 
financial statements are free of material misstatement, we performed tests of the Foundation's compliance 
with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grants. However, the objective of our audit of 
the financial statements was not to provide an opinion on overall compliance with such provisions. 
Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.

The results of our tests indicate that, with respect to the items tested, the Foundation complied, in all 
material respects, with the provisions referred to in the preceding paragraph. With respect to items not 
tested, nothing came to our attention to indicate that the Foundation had not complied, in all material 
respects, with those provisions.

Although the results of our tests of compliance disclosed no material instances of noncompliance, we did 
note certain conditions and occurrences that we believe constitute immaterial instances of noncompliance. 
Such conditions and occurrences are described in the accompanying schedule of compliance findings and 
questioned costs.

This report is intended for the information of the Board of Directors, management, and the U. S. Agency 
for International Development. However, this report is a matter of public record and its distribution is not 
limited.

Des Moines, Iowa 
January 13,1995

15 .,(A' i \ \
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McGLADREYikPULLEN, LLP
Certified Public Accountants and Consultants

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROL 
STRUCTURE USED IN ADMINISTERING FEDERAL AWARDS

To the Board of Directors
Iowa International Development Foundation
Des Moines, Iowa

We have audited the financial statements of the Iowa International Development Foundation as of and for 
the year ended December 31,1994, and have issued our report thereon, dated January 13,1995. We have 
also audited the Iowa International Development Foundation's compliance with requirements applicable to 
the major federal award program and have issued our report thereon, dated January 13,1995.

We conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards; "Government 
Auditing Standards" issued by the Comptroller General of the United States; and Office of Management 
and Budget (0MB) Circular A-133, "Audits of Institutions of Higher Education and Other Nonprofit 
Institutions". Those standards and 0MB Circular A-133 require that we plan and perform the audit to 
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement and 
about whether the Iowa International Development Foundation complied with laws and regulations, 
noncompliance with which would be material to the major federal award program.

In planning and performing our audits for the year ended December 31, 1994, we considered the Iowa 
International Development Foundation's internal control structure in order to determine our auditing 
procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinions on the Iowa International Development 
Foundation's financial statements and on the lown International Development Foundation's compliance 
with requirements applicable to the major federal award program, and to report on the internal control 
structure in accordance with 0MB Circular A-133. This report addresses our consideration of internal 
control structure policies and procedures relevant to compliance with requirements applicable to federal 
award programs. We have addressed policies and procedures relevant to our audits of the financial 
statements in a separate report dated January 13,1995.

The management of the Iowa International Development Foundation is responsible for establishing and 
maintaining an internal control structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and judgments by 
management are required to assess the expected benefits and related costs of internal control structure 
policies and procedures. The objectives of an internal control structure are to provide management with 
reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or 
disposition, that transactions are executed in accordance with management's authorization and recorded 
properly to permit the preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted 
accounting principles, and that federal award programs are managed in compliance with applicable laws 
and regulations. Because of inherent limitations in any internal control structure, errors, irregularities, or 
instances of noncompliance may nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also, projection of any 
evaluation of the structure to future periods is subject to the risk that procedures may become inadequate 
because of changes in conditions or that the effectiveness of the design and operation of policies and 
procedures may deteriorate.



For the purpose of this report, we have classified the significant internal control structure policies and 
procedures used in administering federal awards in the following categories:

Accounting Controls
- Treasure or financing
- Revenue/receipts
- Purchases/disbursements
- External financial reporting
- Payroll/personnel

Controls Used in Administering Compliance With Laws and Regulations
General requirements:
- Political activity
- Civil rights administration
- Cash management
- Federal financial reports
- Allowable costs
- Drug-Free Workplace Act
-Administrative requirements
Specific requirements:
- International travel

For all of the internal control structure categories listed above, we obtained an understanding of the design 
of relevant policies and procedures and determined whether they have been placed in operation, and we 
assessed control risk.

During the year ended December 31, 1994, the Iowa International Development Foundation expended 
100% of its total federal awards under a major federal award program.

We performed tests of controls, as required by 0MB Circular A-133, to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
design and operation of internal control structure policies and procedures that we have considered relevant 
to preventing or detecting material noncompliance with specific requirements, general requirements, and 
requirements governing claims for advances and reimbursements that are applicable to the Iowa 
International Development Foundation's major federal award program, which is identified in the 
accompanying Schedule of Federal Awards. Our procedures were less in scope than would be necessary 
to render an opinion on these internal control structure policies and procedures. Accordingly, we do not 
express such an opinion.

Our consideration of the internal control structure policies and procedures used in administering federal 
awards would not necessarily disclose all matters in the internal control structure that might constitute 
material weaknesses under standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants. A material weakness is a condition in which the design or operation of one or more of the 
internal control structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that noncompliance 
with laws and regulations that would be material to a federal awards program may occur and not be 
detected within a timely period by employees in the normal course of performing their assigned functions. 
We noted no matters involving the internal control structure and its operation that we consider to be 
material weaknesses as defined above.

This report is intended for the information of the Board of Directors, management, and the U. S. Agency 
for International Development However, this report is a maiter of public record and its distribution is not 
limited.

Des Moines, Iowa 
January 13,1995
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MCGL ADREY&PULLEN, LLP

Certified Public Accountants and Consultants
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON COMPLIANCE

WITH GENERAL REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO
FEDERAL AWARD PROGRAMS

To the Board of Directors
Iowa International Development Foundation
Des Moines, Iowa

We have audited the financial statements of the Iowa International Development Foundation as of and for 
the year ended December 31,1994, and have issued our report thereon, dated January 13,1995.

We have applied procedures to test the Iowa International Development Foundation's compliance with the 
following requirements applicable to its federal award program, which is identified in the accompanying 
Schedule of Federal Awards, for the year ended December 31,1994:

Political activity 
Civil rights administration 
Cash management 
Federal financial reports 
Allowable costs 
Drug-free workplace 
Administrative requirements

Our procedures were limited to the applicable procedures described in the Office of Management and 
Budget's "Compliance Supplement for Audits of Institutions of Higher Learning and Other Nonprofit 
Institutions". Our procedures were substantially less in scope than an audit, the objective of which is the 
expression of an opinion on the Iowa International Development Foundation's compliance with the 
requirements listed in the preceding paragraph. Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion.

With respect to the items tested, the results of our procedures disclosed no material instances of 
noncompliance with the requirements listed in the second paragraph of this report. With respect to items 
not testedv nothing came to our attention that caused us to believe that the Iowa International Development 
Foundation had not complied, in all material respects, with those requirements. However, the results of 
our procedures disclosed immaterial instances of noncompliance with those requirements which are 
described in the accompanying Schedule of Compliance Findings and Questioned Costs.

This report is intended for the information of the Board of Directors, management, and the U. S. Agency 
for International Development However, this report is a matter of public record and its distribution is not 
limited.

Des Moines, Iowa
January 13,1995 (\h\'



MCGLADREY&PULLEN, LIP
Certified Public Accountants and Consultants

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON COMPLIANCE
WITH SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO

>LAJOR FEDERAL AWARD PROGRAMS

To the Board of Directors
Iowa International Development Foundation
Des Moines, Iowa

We have audited the financial statements of the Iowa International Development Foundation as of and for 
the year ended December 31,1994, and have issued our report thereon, dated January 13,1995.

We have also audited the Iowa International Development Foundation's compliance with the requirements 
governing international travel that are applicable to its major federal award program, which is identified in 
the accompanying Schedule of Federal Awards for the year ended December 31, 1994. The management 
of the Iowa International Development Foundation is responsible for the Foundation's compliance with 
this requirement. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on compliance with this requirement based 
on our audit.

We conducted our audit of compliance with this requirement in accordance with generally accepted 
auditing standards; "Government Auditing Standards" issued by the Comptroller General of the United 
States; and Office of Management and Budget (0MB) Circular A-133, "Audits of Institutions of Higher 
Education and Other Nonprofit Institutions". Those standards and 0MB Circular A-133 require that we 
plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether material noncompliance with the 
requirements referred to above occurred. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence about the 
Iowa International Development Foundation's compliance with those requirements. We believe that our 
audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

In our opinion, the Iowa International Development Foundation complied, in all material respects, with the 
requirements governing international travel that are applicable to its major federal award program for the 
year ended December 31,1994.

This report is intended for the information of the Board of Directors, management, and the U. S. Agency 
for International Development. However, this report is a matter of public record and its distribution is not 
limited.

Des Moines, Iowa 
January 13,1995
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IOWA INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION

SCHEDULE OF COMPLIANCE FLNDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS 
Year Ended December 31,1994

Questioned 
Costs

IMMATERIAL INSTANCES OF NONCOMPLIANCE

Finding 1: U. S. Agency for International Development - Agribusiness Centers 
in Russia and Ukraine

Administrative Requirements S
Condition: The Foundation does not have adequate documentation for certain 
expenditures.

From a population of 5571,320 of total expenditures, our sample included 43 
items totaling 5462,634. Of the sample, S5.892 of expenditures did not have 
adequate documentation of business purpose,

Criteria: OMB Circular A-133 requires recipients of federal funds to have 
adequate administrative controls.

Cause: The majority of the documentation for these expenditures was lost in a 
Russian airport due to vandalism to luggage.

Effect: Failure to comply with administrative requirements could jeopardize 
future federal funding.

Recommendation: Review expense reports to make sure all expenses are 
supported by invoices or other receipts, if possible, and an expense report stating 
business purpose, type and amount of expense, etc.

Acditee Response: The Foundation has standardized the expense reporting 
process to ensure that all future travel expenses are supported by adequate 
documentation.

5,892

20



IOWA INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION

SCHEDULE OF COMPLIANCE FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS 
Year Ended December 31,1994

Questioned
Costs 

IMMATERIAL INSTANCES OF NONCOMPLIANCE

Finding 2: U. S. Agency for International Development - Agribusiness Centers 
in Russia and Ukraine

Drug-Free Workplace Act S

Condition: Although the Foundation has a Drug-Free Workplace policy in effect, 
it does not contain all provisions required by 0MB Circular A-133.

Criteria: 0MB Circular A-133 requires recipients of federal funds to have an 
adequate Drug-Free Work Place policy in effect.

Cause: Oversight due to Foundation not having employees in prior years.

Effect: Failure to comply with general requirements could jeopardize federal 
funding.

Recommendation: Revise the policy to include a provision specifying the actions 
that will be taken against employees for violating this policy.

Auditee Response: The Foundation will change its policy to include this 
provision.

1
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IOWA INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S COMMENTS ON RESOLUTION 
OF PRIOR AUDIT FINDINGS 
Year Ended December 31,1994

There are no prior year audit findings for which Iowa International Development Foundation has not 
implemented the corrective procedures described in their corrective action plan for prior year findings.

GENERAL REQUIREMENT FINDINGS:

Finding No.

Date Which
First 

Reoorted
Description of 

Condition

12/31/92 The Foundation did not perform a cost 
analysis or obtain competitive bids for 
equipment purchases for the agribusiness 
centers.

12/31/93 Non-grant expenditures were paid from 
funds received from AID for grant 
purposes.

12/31/93 The Foundation had an excess of federal 
funds on hand.

4 12/31/93 The Foundation does not have adequate 
documentation or detailed procedures for 
accounting for travel expenditures.

5 12/31/92 The Foundation does not have any 
documentation supporting several cash 
advances for travel and contract labor.

6 12/31/93 Contract payments for independent 
contractors are not being made in 
accordance with their respective contracts.

7 12/31/92 Several items reimbursed through the U.S. 
Trade and Development Program were 
duplicates of items already submitted for 
reimbursement.

8 12/31/93 The Foundation did not remit interest 
earnings in excess of S2SO to the U.S. 
Agency for International Development.

9 12/31/92 The Foundation did not file the required 
final 1992-1993 AID report. The 
Foundation also did not file fourth-quarter 
federal reports in a timely manner.

10 12/31/93 The Foundation filed inaccurate qiarterly 
financial reports.

Status of Corrective Action

Condition rectified. No current year 
findings. The Foundation has implemented 
a system which will obtain and document 
cost analysis and/or competitive bids on ail 
equipment purchases.

Condition rectified. The Foundation paid 
only grant-related expenditures from AID 
funds.

Condition rectified. The Foundation has 
implemented an adequate system of 
forecasting immediate needs of AID 
funding.

The Foundation has implemented detailed 
procedures for accounting for travel 
expenditures.

The Foundation has implemented a system 
of expense reporting for cash advances.

Condition rectified. The Foundation made 
all payments in accordance with written 
contract terms.

Condition rectified. Funds are requested in 
advance under current grant.

Condition rectified. All interest earned in 
excess S2SO on AID funds was remitted to 
AID.

Condition rectified. The Foundation filed 
all federal financial reports in a timely 
manner.

Condition rectified. The Foundation has 
implemented a new accounting system and 
uses the general ledger system as the source 
for completing these reports.



IOWA INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S COMMENTS ON RESOLUTION 
OF PRIOR AUDIT FINDINGS 
Year Ended December 31,1994

SPECIFIC REQUIREMENT FINDINGS:

Finding No.
Date Which 

First Reported

12/31/92

Description of 
Condition

The Foundation submitted claims for 
reimbursement which contained 
expenditures that were not supported 
by the books and records from which 
the financial statements were prepared.

Status of Corrective Action

Condition rectified. Funds are 
requested in advance under current 
grant.
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B. AGENCY FOR August 3, 1993 
INTERNATIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Chrystal
Iowa International
Development Foundation
P.O. Box 93535
Des Moines Iowa 50393

Dear Mr. Chrystal:

Please find enclosed three copies o'f Grant Number
CCN-0006-G-00-3127-00 for Mr. Chrystal's signiture. Please have Mr. 
Chrystal sign all three (3) copies of the grant letter and send two 
(2) copies back to A.I.D. Attn: Kathleen Hunt. Retain 1 copy of the 
grant letter and enclosures 1, 2, and 3 for your file. If you have 
any questions concerning the above please contact Kathleen Hunt at 
(703) 875-1588.

Sincerely

rry Kryschtal 
Branch Chief 
FA/OP/CC/N 
Office of Procurement

320 TWENTY-FIRST STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20523



r. AGENCY FOR
INTERNATIONAL August 3, 1993 

DEVELOPMENT

Iowa International Development Foundation
P. 0. Box 93535
Des Moines Iowa 50393

SUBJECT: Grant Number CCN-0006-G-00-3127-00

Dear Mr. Chrystal

Pursuant to the authority contained in the Foreign Assistance 
Act of 1961, as amended, and the Federal Grant and Cooperative 
Agreement Act of 1982, the Agency for International Development 
(hereinafter referred to as "A.I.D." or "Grantor") hereby provides 
to the Iowa International Development Foundation (hereinafter 
referred to as the "Recipient") the sum of Seven Hundred Fifty Two 
Thousand Two Hundred and Thirty One Dollars. ($752,231), in support 
of the Recipient's program entitled "U.s Agribusiness Centers in the 
New Independent States", as more fully described in Enclosure 2 of 
this Grant entitled "Program Description."

This Grant is effective and obligation is made as of the date of 
this letter and shall apply to all allowable commitments made by the 
Recipient in furtherance of program objectives from Aug. 03, 1993 
through Aug 02, 1994.

This Grant is made to the Recipient on condition that the funds 
will be administered in accordance with the terms and conditions as 
set forth in Enclosure 1 entitled "Schedule," Enclosure 2 entitled 
"Program Description," and Enclosure 3 entitled "Standard 
Provisions," which have been agreed to by your organization.

320 TWENTY-FIRST STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20523



Please acknowledge receipt of this Grant by signing all copies 
of this Cover Letter, retaining one set for your files, and 
returning the remaining copies to the undersigned.

Sincerely,

J. Kryschtal 
forant Officer 
Branch Chief 
Office of Procurement

Enclosures:
1. Schedule
2. Program Description
3. Standard Provisions

ACKNOWLEDGED BY:
Iowa International Development Foundation<A^- r "'
T^PED NAME 
TITLE: 
DATE:

FISCAL DATA

PIO/TNO.: 110-0006-3-366-2258 
APPROPRIATION NO.: 72-112/31037 
ALLOTMENT NO.: WES2-93-36110-KG-12 
BUDGET PLAN CODE: 270-68-110-00-69-31 
TOTAL ESTIMATED COST: $752,231 
THIS OBLIGATION: $752,231 
TOTAL OBLIGATION: $752,231

TECHNICAL OFFICE NIS/TF/DIHHR, 
DOC #: 1361s

L. Marks



ENCLOSURE 1

SCHEDULE

A. Purpose of Grant

The purpose of this Gran ' to provide support for "Training to 
Facilitate the Conversion oj. Selected Russian Defense Companies" as 
more specifically described in Attachment 2 to this Grant entitled 
"Program Description."

B. Period of Grant

1. The effective date of this Grant is July 30, 1993. The estimated 
completion date of this Grant is July 30, 1994.

C. Amount of Grant and Payment

1. The total estimated amount of this Grant is $752,231.

2. AID hereby obligates the amount' of $752,231. for purposes of this 
Grant.

3. Payment shall be made to the Recipient in accordance with 
procedures as set forth in Enclosure 3 -Standard Provision, entitled 
"Payment - Letter Of Credit (AUG 1992)."

D. Budget

The following is the Budget for this Grant. The Recipient may not 
exceed the total estimated amount or the obligated amount, whichever 
is less (see Part C above).

Description

Salaries and Benefits
Allowances
Subcontractor/Consult
Training
Travel
Other Direct Cost
Equipment/Seed
Purchases

TOTAL

Amount

$ 53,100 
7,500 

15,000 
21,000 
50,000 
85,450

520,181 

$752,231

The salary and subcontractor/consultant personnel maximum 
reimbursement for salary without a salary waiver is $331.92/day. 
Only if a salary waiver is approved then the Recipient may reimburse 
at the approved rate.

Reasonable and necessary transfer of costs amoung line items is 
permissible so as to achieve the objectives of the program, however 
Mandatory Standard Provision entitled, "Revision of Grant Budget" is 
applicable to the above budget. The Recipient shall immediately 
request approval from the Grant Officer when there is reason to 
believe that within the next 30 calendar days a revision of the 
approved grant budget will be necessary for any of the reasons stated 
in Mandatory Standard Provision entitled, "Revision of Grant Budget".



E. Reporting

E.I. Financial Reporting

E.I. (a) Financial reporting requirement shall be in accordance 
with the Standard Provision of this Grant entitled, "Payment- 
Letter Of Credit," as set forth in Enclosure 3.

E.I. (b) All financial reports shall be submitted to A.I.D., 
Office of Financial Management, FA/FM/CMP/DCB, Room 700, SA-2, 
Washington, D.C. 20523-0209. In addition, two copies of all 
financial reports shall be submitted to the A.I.D. Project Office 
specified in the Schedule of this Grant and to USAID/Moscow 
Mission. .

E.I. (c) The frequency of financial reporting and the due dates 
of reports shall be as specified in the Standard Provision of 
this Grant referred to in Section E.I. (a) above.

E.I. (d) The Recipient's financial reports shall include 
expenditures of A.I.D. Grant funds provided hereunder, as well as 
non-federal matching funds and any other contributions.

E.2 . Program Performance Reporting 

The Recipient shall submit the following: 

E.2. (a) Program Workplan

The Recipient shall submit for A.I.D. Project Officer's review, 
within thirty (30) days of signing the Grant a work plan for the 
overall implementation of this activity. This work plan shall 
include specific objectives for each phase of the program and a 
strategy for measuring the impact of program activities towards 
meeting these objectives. This work plan shall be updated on a 
quarterly basis and included as a component of the quarterly 
progress report. Progress reports will include: (1) a 
comparison of actual accomplishments with the goals established 
for the period, the finding of the investigator, or both. If the 
output of programs can be readily quantified, such quantitative 
data shall be related to cost data for computation of unit 
costs; (2) reasons why established goals were not met, if 
applicable; (3) other pertinent information including, when 
appropriate, analysis and explanation of cost overruns or high 
unit costs.

E.2. (b) Quarterly Reports

The Quarterly Report shall be submitted in two (2) copies of 
quarterly implementation progress reports to the A.I.D. Project 
Officer listed within the Schedule of this Grant, two (2) copy to 
the A.I.D. Mission in Moscow. These reports should coincide with 
the financial reporting periods described above.



Quarterly reports will include: (1) proposed modifications of 
quarterly work plans, specifically to include travel projected 
for a subsequent quarter; (2) a review of program and problems 
to date, and a dicussion of technical and managerial issues 
significant to teh success or failure of the grant; (3) a review 
of how the activities are leading to the creation of viable 
business ventures.

E.2. (c) Final Report

No later than sixty (60) days after the completion date of the 
Grant, the Recipient shall submit copies of a comprehensive final 
report to the following offices: two (2) copies to the 
AID/Washington Private Sector Initiatives Office; two (2) copies 
project officer USAID/MOSCOW; two (2) copies to USAID/UKRAINE; 
and two (2) copies to A.I.D.; Center for Development Information 
and Evaluation; document Information Division, POL/CDIE/DI; ROOM 
209F, SA-18; Washington DC 20523-1802.. The final report shall 
include: (1) a summary description of program activities and an 
assessment of program impact towards achieving the program 
purpose and objectives that is "sufficiently detailed so as to 
substantiate the results as described in the unsolicited proposal 
submitted by the Recipient; (2) a summary of the accomplishments 
or failings; (3) A description of the project financed 
activities from its inception; (4) significance of these 
activities; and (5) comments and recommendations.

E.2. (d) Interim Reports

Prior to the required final performance reporting date, events 
may occur that have significant impact upon the project. In such 
instances, the Recipient shall inform the Grant and Project 
Officers as soon as the following type of conditions become known:

a. Problems, delays or adverse conditions that will 
materially affect the ability to attain program objectives, 
prevent the meeting of time schedules and goals, or preclude 
the attainment of project work activities by the established 
time period. This disclosure shall be accompanied by a 
statement of the action taken, or contemplated, and any 
assistance needed to resolve the situation.

b. Favorable developments or events that enable time 
schedules to be met sooner than anticipated or more work 
activities to be performed than originally projected.



E.3. Evaluations

a) The Recipient will be monitored and evaluated by the 
responsible A.I.D. project officer USAID/Russia and 
USAID/Ukraine.

b) A.I.D. will conduct quarterly assessments of the 
performance and program direction of the grant to permit the 
redirection of resources to meet changing circumstances as 
needed. The Recipient shall cooperate fully with the 
assessment of activities.

c) an independent external evaluation of the program 
activities will be conducted. The recipient will cooperate 
with independent evaluation (s). A.I.D. will contract with 
independent consultants to conduct the external evaluation.

F. Special Provisions
F.I. Purchase of Restricted Goods

Pursuant to the Standard Provisions of this Grant entitled "Aid 
Eligibility Rules For Goods And Services" the Grantee shall not 
procure any of the goods and services listed in (a) (3)' under 
Restricted Goods without the prior written authorization of the 
Grant Officer.

F.I. (a) In furtherance of the foregoing , the Grant Officer 
does hereby provide approval for the following purchases of used 
equipment contingent upon the Grantee complying with the 
prcocedures as set forth in A.I.D. HB 15, 6E. entitled "Used. 
Rebuilt or Reconditioned Equipment. Parts or Assemblies", (hereby 
incorporated by reference), and the approval of the OP/CC/O&T 
Commodities Specialist, at AID/WASH

Equipment for Farm Operations/Soy Processing Facility 
Russian/Ukraine:

3 Eight Row Planters
2 No-till Soybean Drills
2 Sprayers
4 Scales
16 Conveyers
Cleaners
2 Roller Mills
2 Dryers, 4 Collers
4 Feeders
8 Expellers
4 Grinders
2 Fans
2 Screening Tank
4 Pumps
2 Filter Presses
2 Oil Storage Tanks

In accordance with the terms of the Grant these items are being 
partially funded by A.I.D. and approval of purchase by the Grant 
Officer or the Commodities Specialist shall not be construed as 
authorization to exceed the estimated amount or obligated amount 
of this Grant, whichever is less.



F.I. (b) In futherance of the foregoing, the Grant Officer does 
hereby provide approval of the following agricultural 
commodities, which shall not be construed as authorization to 
exceed the estimated amount or the obligated amount of this 
Grant, whichever is less.

Quantity

13,920 kg 
19,047 kg 
185 units

Corn Seed 
Soybean Seed 
Alfalfa

F.I. (c) In futherance of the foregoing, the Grant Officer does 
hereby provide approval of the following pesticides:

Item

Roundup herbicide 
Harness herbicide

Quantity

2,540 liters 
4,430 liters

In accordance with the terms of the Grant these items are being 
partially funded by A.I.D. and approval of the Grant Officer 
shall not be construed as authorization to exceed the Grant 
estimated amount or obligated amount, whichever is less.

F.2. Air travel and Transportation

The provision entitled "Air Travel and Transportation" contained 
within Attachment 3 is hereby amended as follows:

"(a) The Grantee shall secure advance written approval from the 
Project Officer prior to any travel financed by this Grant to any 
of the countries in the New Independent States, except the 
Russian Federation. The request for approval shall include the 
name of the traveler, purpose of the trip, origin/destination 
(and intervening stops), and dates of travel. It shall be 
submitted to the Project Officer at least 10 working days prior 
to commencement of proposed travel. The Grantee's failure to 
secure such approval shall result in the denial of reimbursement 
of costs associated with unauthorized travel under this Grant. 
The Grantee must notify the Project Officer prior to travel to 
the Russian Federation, but advanced written approval from USAID 
for travel to the Russian Federation is not required.

Paragraphs (b) thru (m) shall remain unchanged."



"I
I. Order of Precedence

In the event of any inconsistencies in this Grant, they shall be 
resolved by applying the following descending order of precedence:

Enclosure 1 - Schedule, Cover Letter 
Enclosure 3 - Standard Provisiuns 
Enclosure 2 - Program Description

J. Proiect Office

The Recipient's A.I.D. Project Officer is Ms. Linds Marks, 
NIS/TF/PSI, Room 3725A, New State, Washington, D.C. 20523 or his 
designee. Reports and other correspondences regarding this Grant 
shall be submitted to the above.

K. Grant Office

The A.I.D. Grant Office currently responsible for administering 
this Grant is FA/OP/CC/N, SA-14, Room 1407, Washington, D.C. 
20523-1415. Any reports and correspondences that need to be 
addressed to the Grant Officer should be forwarded to the above 
address.

L. Commodities Officer

The A.I.D. Commodities Office responsible for the management and 
inspection of the purchase of used equipment for this Grant is 
OP/CC/O&T, SA-14 Room 1418, Washington, D.C. 20523-1415, Attn 
Mr. Jack Warner. All applications for purchase of used equipment 
should be addressed to the Commodities Officer and forwarded to 
the above address.



ENCLOSURE 2

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

I BACKGROUND

Iowa International Development Foundation (IIDF), along with the 
Center for Agricultural and Rural Development (CARD), established 
two Agribusiness Centers in Russia and Ukraine to demonstrate a 
modern, market-oriented systems approach to agriculture production 
and processing, in 1992, each of the Centers utilized U.S. 
technology and management methods to plant and harvest nearly 1,500 
acres of corn and soybean. Short courses were held during the 
growing season for Russian. Short courses were held during the 
growing for Russian and Ukrainian experts at agricultural education 
and science institutes. These short courses allowed the U.S. 
representatives to discuss and demonstrate the benefits and 
efficiency of products and management methods from the United States 
and of market and private incentive-driven business organization.

In addition to the short courses, the 1992 farm demonstration 
activities of the Centers focused substantially on crop production. 
With U.S. technology and technical assistance, the demonstration 
farms were able to produce crop yields at higher levels than local 
varieties. In demonstrating the new technologies to the NIS 
partners, U.S. agribusiness have become heavily involved and are 
expanding and accelerating U.S. commercial interests in Russia and 
the Ukraine.

II PROGRAM GOALS

1. Support the restructuring of state and collective farms by 
providing training programs on modern management methods and 
market economic organization.

2. Help to rationalize the pricing system by increasing the 
availability of technology that will better utilize local 
resources and generate expanded local marketing opportunities.

3. Demonstrate the value of U.S. technology, equipment products, 
and methods by increasing the efficiency of agricultural 
production and processing in the immediate region of each 
Agribusiness Center through the use of such U.S. technology, 
equipment, products, and methods of management, production, and 
processing.

4. Support U.S. exports, trade and investment by providing U.S. 
companies with a means to demonstrate their products and 
services in a practical agriculture system and by providing them 
with access to agricultural decision-makers in Russia, and the 
Ukraine.

.v



III PROGRAM PURPOSE

The program purpose is to assist two Agribusiness Centers in Ukraine 
and Russia to support the reform of the agriculture and food system 
through direct education and training and by examples provided by 
U.S. agribusiness activities. The Agribusiness Centers will also 
support the efforts of U.S. companies interested in entering the NIS 
markets by demonstrating theri products and technical expertise.

IV PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

IIDF and CARD will continue to hold short courses demonstrating 
appropriate farm management techniques on the Russian and Ukrainian 
farms. By utilizing U.S. agribusiness personnel and U.S. technology 
they can effectively demonstrate common planting, harvesting and 
processing systems essential to a sustainable private agribusiness 
sector. IIDF and CARD will continue to provide oversight in the 
planting and harvesting of the relevant crops with emphasis on field 
preparation, equipment adjustment and maintenance, spraying 
practices, chemical application rates,seeding rates, cultivation, 
irrigation, harvestinr ;.ad all other aspects of producing soybean, 
corn, and alfalfa cr<- in accordance with the standard American 
cropping practices.

The Agribusiness Centers will also demonstrate pertinent livestock 
production techniques. Feeder hogs will be purchased to conduct a 
hog feeding trail. Corn and soybean produced on the demonstration 
farms will be fed to the hogs in consultation with American 
nutritional specialist to ensure proper use of feed additives and 
nutrients. At the end of the feeding cycle, the hogs will be 
slaughtered and taken to market. Proceeds will revert back to the 
Agribusiness Centers to support expansion of current activities.

To enable the Agribusiness Centers to become self-sufficient, IIDF 
and CARD will initiate soybean processing capabilities. The U.S. 
participants will supply the equipment necessary to process soybeans 
and other oil seeds into meal and oil. The U.S. side will oversee 
the systems design and installation and will coordinate a business 
plan with the Russian and Ukrainian participants. The U.S. 
counterparts will also negotiate a relationship with a hard currency 
buyer to purchase the processed oil, which, in turn, will fund 
follow-on activities supported by the Agribusiness Centers. The 
meal produced at this facility will be sold to farms and feed mills 
for rubles, with the proceeds being utilized to purchase oil seeds, 
pay utilities, labor and other local currency expenses for the two 
Agribusiness Centers.

All of these activities will be conducted in conjunction with the 
U.S. agribusiness sector. This ensures high quality transfer of 
technology and technical assistance.



ISSUING AGENCY 
A.I.D. 
FA/FM/CMP/LC, Rm 700, SA-2

AGENCY-ISSUED

LETTER OF 
CREDIT

Auth: Treasury Department 
Circular No. 1075. Revised

LETTER-OF-CREDIT NUMBER 
72001714

AMENDMENT NUMBER 1

AGENCY STATION SYMBOL 
72000004

4FOR AGENCY USE}
CCN-0006-G-00-3127(NEW)

EFFECTIVE DATE
08/23/93

TO: Treasury Disbursing Center or Regional Office 
ACH TAPE TO WASHINGTON DISBURSING CENTER

ADDRESS: 441 G STREET N.W.
GAO BUILDING ROOM 3251A 

_________ WASHINGTON, D.C. 20013

In accordance with the authorization of the Fiscal Assistant Secretary. Department of the Treasury, ther« is hereby authorized for tha 
account and re*pon*ibit<ty of the issuing aaency a letter of credit: "•

IN FAVOR OF:

Iowa International Development
Foundation
P.O. Box 93535
Des Moines, IA 50393

Attn: Jill Kockel

TREASURY CHECKS TO BE MADE PAYABLE TO: 
"FOR DIRECT DEPOSIT ONLY"

IIDF 
9941980 
073000642 
BANKERS TRUST

AMOUNT AUTHORIZED

$ 1,252,231.00

TIME DESIGNATION 

D EACH FISCAL YEAR 

H WITHOUT TIME LIMIT

PRIOR AUTHORIZATION

$ 500,000.00

THIS CHANGE 
Increase

$ 752.231.00
Decrease 

$

Time Designation: Each Fiscal Year
, "D The unpaid balance of this letter of credit is revoked at the end of each fiscal year and the full amount authorized Is reestablished at the beginning 

.». of each fiscal year unless you are advised in writing that this lener has been revoked. •
OR

D The unpaid balance of (his letter of credit is carried forward at the end of each fiscal year and will remain available during the following fiscal 
year and. In addition, the full amount authorized is reestablished at the beginning of each fiscal year unless you are advised in writing that this 

• lener has been revoked. •

Time Designation: Without Time Limit
H The unpaid balance of this letter of credit will remain available until you are advised in writing that this lener has been revoked. *

The amount of this lener of credit is hereby certified to be drawn against, upon presentation to you of Standard Form 183, Request for Payment 
on Lener of Credit and Status of Funds Report, by the official!*) of the recipient organization whose signature(s) appear(s) cm the Standard Form 
1194, Authorized Signature Card for Payment Vouchers on Letter or Credit, attached hereto or previously or subsequently furnished you.

The amount of each Request for Payment paid by the Department of the Treasury to the recipient organization at a designated commercial bank 
shall constitute payment to the recipient organization by the United States.

I certify to the Department of the Treasury that the payments authorized herein are correct and proper for payment from the appropriations or 
funds legally committed and available for the purpose, when paid in accordance with the terms and conditions cited above.

• This lener of credit is irrevocable to the extent the recipient organization has obligated funds in good faith thereunder in executing the authorized 
Federal program In accordance with the grant, contract, or other agreement.

DATE CERTIFIED
AUTHORIZED CERTIFYING OFFICER

cc: J. Krvschtal

GENE W. WEST .\KE, Financial Mqt. Officer
TYPED NAME AND TITLE

u



1. MODIFICATION 2. EFFECTIVE DATE OP 3. GRANT NUMBER: 4. EFFECTIVE DATE 0? 
NUMBER: MODIFICATION: GRANT:

01 See Block 15 CCN-0006-G-00-3127-00 July 30, 1993
5. GRANTEE:

k IOWA INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
[ FOUNDATION 

P.O. BOX 93535 
DES MOINES, IA 50393

CEC No . : 
TIN No . :
7. FISCAL DATA:

See Page 2 
PIO/T No. : 
Acoropriation No. : 
BPC: 
Allotment : 
Amount Obligated: $

6. ADMINISTERED BY:

U.S. Agency for International 
Development 

Office of Procurement 
Division ENI 
NIS Branch 
Washington, DC 20523-

8. TECHNICAL/PROJECT OFFICE:

ENI/ED/AG i
9. PAYMENT OFFICE: 

M/FM/CMPD/DCB
10. FUNDING SUMMARY:

Oblicated Amount Total Est . Amt .

Amount Prior Co this Modification: $752,231 $752,231 
Chancre Made bv this Modification : -0- -0-
New/Current Total : $752,231 $752,231
11. DESCRIPTION OF MODIFICATION:

1 PURPOSE ; The purpose of this modification is to extend the period of the 
grant with no additional funding.

Accordingly, the above -numbered grant is hereby amended as follows: 

(Continued on Paye 2)
12. THIS MODIFICATION IS ENTERED INTO PURSUANT TO THE AUTHORITY OF THE FOREIGN ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1561, AS 
AMENDED. EXCEPT AS SPECIFICALLY HEREIN AMENDED, ALL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE GRANT REFERENCED IN 
BLOCK n ABOVE. AS IT MAY HAVE HERETOFORE BEEN AMENDED. REMAIN UNCHANGED AND IN FULL FORCE AND EFFECT.
13. GRANTEE H ISQS NOT REQUIRED TO SIGN THIS DOCUMENT TO RECONFIRM ITS AGREEMENT WITH THE CHANGES 
EFFECTED HEREIN.
14. GRANTEE:

*

BY- '-njf^'tU<&V\

U

Richard T. Cannon
(Name Typed or Printed)

Executive Director
TITLE:

Oct. 10, 1994
DATE:

15. THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
U.S. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

CLEMENT T. BUCHER
(Name Typed or Printed) 

TITLE: GRANT OFFICER

DATE:



Page 2 of 2

COVER LETTER

Second paragraph, delete the date "August 2, 1994" and substitute in lieu 
thereof "December 31, 1994".

SCHEDULE

Section B. Period of Grant

Paragraph 1., delete "July 30, 1994" and substitute in lieu thereof 
"December 31, 1994".

Block 7. Fiscal Data

PIO/T NO.: 110-0006-3-3662258-1 and -2 
APPROPRIATION NO.: 72-112/31037 
ALLOTMENT NO.: 270-68-110-00-69-31 
BUDGET PLAN CODE: WES2-93-36110-KG12 
AMOUNT OBLIGATED: 0


